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Preface

Andrea Deplazes

Introduction

"Constructing Architecture" describes that architectural
position ofarchitects which makes it possible for them to
forge links between the planning ofa project and its re
alisation, the competence tocreate coherence regarding
content and subject. During the planning ofa project this
is reflected in the clarification and development ofa de
sign objective, and inthe physical implementation becom
ing increasingly more clearly defined. When, for example,
aliterary work istranslated into another language the use
of the correct grammar or syntax is merely a technical
prerequisite - aconditio sine qua non. The important thing
is to reflect coherently the sense and the atmosphere of
the original text, which incertain circumstan&s may itself
have aspecific influence on grammar and syntax. Archi
tecture issimilar: although it isnot a language consisting
of sounds, words or texts, it has a material vocabulary
(modules), a constructive grammar (elements) and a
structural syntax (structures). They are the fundamental
prerequisites, a kind of"mechanics ofarchitecture". This
also includes the technical and structural basics which
establish a set of rules and regulations of construction
principles and know-how that can be learned and which
are wholly independent of any particular design or con
struction project. Although these tools are logical inthem
selves they remain fragmentary, unrelated and therefore
"senseless" until they are incorporated into aproject.

Only in conjunction with a concept does a vigorous
design process ensue in which the initially isolated techni
cal and structural fragments are atonce arranged tofill a
consummate, architectural body. The fragments and the
whole complement and influence each other. This is the
step from construction to architecture, from assembly to
tectonics.

Tectonics always incorporates all three components:
the conceptual connection of the physical assembly and
the metaphysical, architectural space, and all the mutually
interacting, transforming and influencing aspects, which,
inthe end, are specific and also exemplary.

The best that a university can achieve is to teach its
students toteach themselves. This includes: independent
establishment ofbasic premises, critical analysis and in
tensive research, advancing hypotheses and working out
syntheses. Many topics in the basic courses are theses
that do not have to be true just because they appear in
this book inblack and white. Nor does this book replace
the subject material taught in the lectures. Instead, this
book should be seen as a provisional compendium of
known and current architectural and technological issues,
as afoundation that allows us tothink about the complex
metier ofarchitecture.

Zurich, April 2005



All material has a shape, regardless of the existence
of a forming will. An artefact raises the question: how
did it gain its shape? We may distinguish between two
approaches to answer this question. First, which external
influences affect the development ofashape? This ques
tion suggests a number of factors, e.g. geographical and
cultural aspects, as well as factors that are connected
to the mentality and the history of a certain people, that
unintentionally influence the shape. Second, which criteria
determine the shape? This question focuses on the intent,
on arange ofcriteria carefully chosen by the designer.

After all, the shape is the result ofacomplex interac
tion of different factors. Only this interaction of factors
allows a sensible composition. Composition is not an
inevitable result. Within the bounds of a logical solution
there always exist different options.

Kenneth Frampton describes three important influenc
ing factors: "Thus we may claim that the built invari
ably comes into existence out of the constantly evolving
interplay of three converging vectors, the tapas, the
typos, and the tectonic." The term "tectonics" alone
covers a broad range, encompassing the construction
process from the materials up to the finished building.
This book concentrates primarily on this range. How
ever, the historico-cultural approach, as represented in
some articles inthis book, reminds us that the transitions
between topos, typos and tectonics are fluid.

How to use this book

Christoph Elsener

TYPOLOGY

Fig.1: Form-finding or lonn-<leYeloping processes

Energ¥

Site

TOPOLOGY

TECTONICS

Introduction

The structure of the book, divided into the chapters
"Materials - modules", "Elements" and "Structures",
reflects the development process of architecture: start
ing with a single raw material via the joining of different
building parts up tothe finished building. This also points
toamain objective ofthe book: it aims toshow how much
architectural expression depends on its constructional
composition. In line with this goal the present work pays
special attention to constructional aspects which cre
ate "sense", and in this aspect it differs from the albeit
relevant but exclusively technology-focused literature.
Technical requirements ofraw materials and components
i'te constantly checked with regard to their architectural
effect. This approach leads toachapter structure inwhich
the reader will find sober detail drawings next to essay
like reflections, basic construction concepts next tospe
cific descriptions of construction processes, theoretical
considerations next topractical ones. For reasons ofclar
ity, however, the "holistic" view of the design processes
advocated here has been arranged in a way that allows
easy referencing. Besides the introductory essay thematic
focal points occur repeatedly inthe chapters, which help
the reader to find his way around the book and make it
possible tocompare building materials and construction
elements.

The term "properties ofmaterials" covers descriptions
ofmanufacturing methods, assembly and product ranges
of the most important modern building materials: clay
bricks, concrete, timber, steel, glass and insulating ma
terials. The distinction between "concepts", "processes"
and "system" points to the interaction of intellectual
conception, construction process and building struc
ture, which considerably influences the development of
a constructional solution. "Concepts" describes analysis
and interpretation procedures which have proved espe
cially helpful during the development ofconstruction sys
tems. Under the heading "Processes" the reader will find
descriptions of preparatory measures prior to start
ing work on site plus specific site assembly processes,
"Systems" describes possible methods for joining mod
ules and components toform coherent, structurally viable
assemblies. The construction systems shown here are
linked more closely toproblems ofarchitectural expression
inthe section titled "Systems inarchitecture". Reflections
on particular buildings orspecial types ofconstruction are
united under the heading "Examples" and offer additional
visual aids describing how construction-oriented thinking
finally manifests itself inarchitecture.

11



Introduction ..

The section entitled "Building performance issues"
presents insights into the relationships between the con
struction and the performance ofthe building envelope.

The appendix contains a series of drawings, scale
1:20, which illustrate the complex build-up of layers in
contemporary building envelopes. Plinths, wall and floor
junctions, openings (doors and windows), as well as the
roof, are still core areas inthe realm ofarchitectural con
struction. The construction forms presented are bound by
a certain architectural concept and may not be general
ised without prior examination.

Subjects vary here as tothe amount of material each
is afforded. This is not due to any particftlar value being

The sequence of architectural construction asanadditive chain from small to large

implied butreflects a working method focused on teach
ing. This publication does not claim to be exhaustive, al
though itsform as aprinted book might suggest this! It is
rather a collection ofdiverse basic principles which were
worked outat the Professorial Chair ofArchitecture and
Construction atthe ETH Zurich. Some ofthe contributions
have been kindly made available tousbyoutside authors;
only afew stem from standard works.

Finally, we have topoint out that liability claims orany
other types ofclaim are entirely excluded. The reasonable
use of the content ofthis book isthe responsibility ofthe
user and not the authors ofthis publication.

12

Fig.2: Earth
Mixing withcob andsand

1. Raw materials
According toGottfried semper therawmate
rialsavailable aspotential building materials
priorto thefirst stage of processing can be
classified into the following four categories
according tomer properties'

1. Flexible, tough. resistant tofracture, high
absolute strength
Soft. plastic, capable ofhardening, easy
to joinandretaining theirgiven formin
thehardened state

3. Unear forms. elastic, primarily relatively
high resistance. i.e.,10 forces acting per
pendicular to their length

4. Solid, dense, resistant to crushing and
buckling, suitable forprocessing andfor
assembling toform solidsystems

Owing to their properties, each of these
four materials categories belongs, accord
ing tosemper, to a certain technical skillor
category: textileart, ceramic art, tectonics
(carpentry) or stereotomy (masonry)

This is based on the idea of "every
technique has,so to speak, its owncertain
principal material which offers the most
convenient means of producinq the forms
belonging to its original oomans"

The raw material, however, remains
"meaningless· in thearchitectural sense as
longasit is'unrenecterr.i.e.itspotennal for
cognition remains concealed

The"selection" process itself(e.g. from
undressed stones) in theformofa collection
of modules, but alsothe preparatory work
prior to building already form a planned
stage of the workandconsequently part ot
the firststage of production f'preparaton"l

Fig.3: Claybficks
Production, natural dryingOn theair),
Pakistan

2. Modules
The~building btocks" or "workpieces" form
thesmallest basiccomponents intended for
theconstruction. Theyaretheresultof a fin
ishing process - a moreOf less complex and
time-consuming production process:

- Dressed masonry units (blocks, slabs,
SQuared and rough-hewn stooes) are
orodoceo fromirregular stones.

- Moulded and"cast" earths (claybricks.
ceramic tiles, air-dried. fired) or proc
essed earths (cement, concrete) are
produced fromearths, sands andgrav
els(e.9.cob,clay).
Prepared timber members (debarked
logs.squared members, ;oists. boards,
battens) areproduced fromlinear, form
stable or elasticmodules consisting of
organic fibres (e.g. tree trunks, rods.
branchesj

All these modules exhibit their own inher
ent "tectonics". their own inherent tainting
principles whichare present in the second
production stage: layering, interlocking,
weaving, plastic formation ("modelling"),
moulding, etc

Fig.4:Wall
Rediscovered remains of a house, Lebanon

3. Elements
"Components" consisting of modules rep
resent in a certain way the semi-finished
goods of thesecond production stage (ma
sonry walls and plates; walls; vaults and
shells; noes androofs).

Stability problems become evident dur
ing pooocton andalsoduringtheongoing
assembly of theelements; these problems
canbe solved withthefollowing measures:
- horizontal developments such as folds,

corrugations, ribs
- vertical gradations with increasing

heighVdepttl
formation of frames through the provi
sion of stiffeners (diagonal stiffeners,
supports as auxiliary constructions,
corner stiffeners)

Fig.5: Structuralshell
Masonry building, under consirucnon

4. Structures
Thethirdstage of production formsa "com
ponent fabric" whose subcomponents can
bedescribed asfollows:

A.Loadbearing structure'
Precondition for the building structure. Only
the elements necessary for the loadbear
jng functions (supporting, stabilising) are
considered.
B. Building structure:
This is the interaction of all the elements
required forthesnuctore (supporting, sepa
rating for the purpose of creating spaces),
sometimes alsocalled"structural shell"
C.Interiorlayoutstructure
Thiscontains therealisation ofamoreorless
complex sequence of internal spaces. The
relationship between Ioadbearing structure,
building structure and interior layout struc
tureallows usto derive a "tectonics model"
Tectonics in this sense is the physically vis
iblepart01 this "higher bonding", thefabric
of thearchitectural concept for thepurpose
of creating internal spaces
D, Infrastructure
All the permanently installed supply and
disposal facilities necessary in a building
Therelationship between the infrastructure
and thebuilding structure frequently results
incontacts.
E. Access structure.
Horizontal andvertical circulation routes and
spaces These include stairsandramps plus
the entrances to a building

Fig.6: Structure
Hans Kallhoff. KNSM·Eiland hoosing
development, Amsterdam

5. Thestructure
Thestructure is generated by:
Structure andprocess

Building - spaces -Ioadbearingstructure
- tectonics
- "material fabric"
- Ioadbearing structure
- finishings andfittings
- infrastructure

Plan
conception ndea")
draftdesign
interpretation (significance)
building documentation
exchange of information (notation)
chronology of actons

and

Production
- chronology of production stages
- logistics
- operative sequence
- jointing principles

FUltherreading
- Kenneth Frampton: Studies in Tectonic

Cuffure. cambridge (MAl. 2001
FritzNeumeyer: Nachdenken
Ober Architektur. Ouellentexte lur

Architektut1tleorie, Munich, 2002
Gottfried Semper: DerStJI in dentech
nischen und tektOflischen KOnsten oder
praktische Asthetik, vol,I, Frankfurt a. M
1863/ Munidl. 1B60- English translation
Styfe: Style in the Technical andTectonic
Arts;Practical Aesthetics, HarryFrancis
Mal/grave led.). LosAngeles.2004



Solid and filigree construction

.. Introduction

Cl7ristoph Wieser, Andrea Deplazes On the occasion of a lecture on the "morphology of the
architectural" at the ETH Zurich architecture theorist
Kenneth Frampton drew on the works of Eugene Viollet
le-Duc and Gottfried Semper, who together pioneered
the theory of architecture, to distinguish between the
development of architectural forms from their origins as
"earthworks" and "rootworks", or with the terms stereo
tomy (solid construction) and tectonics (filigree construc
tion) that are used in architecture theory. While the term
"earthwork" includes all the building techniques of solid
wall construction (cob, plse and adobe, clay-and-stone
masonry, etc. and their stereotomic forms such aswalls,
arches, vaults and domes), the open "rootwork" encom
passes all structures with linear and rodlike members
- textile-like woven structures which span open spaces
as "covers", forming the "roof", the overhead boundary
to the space below. Timber engineering, with its layered,
interwoven assembly, belongs to this category, as does
industrialised steelwork from about 1800onwards.

The principles of the structural formation in filigree
construction were not new. They were known tousthrough
anonymous and traditional timber buildings: conical and
spherical domes made from straight and curved individual
linear members, vertical solid timber construction, two
and three-dimensional frameworks (timber frames, timber
studding), horizontal joist floors and roofs, and roof con
structions (purlin and couple roofs, trussed frames) were
the carpenter's daily bread. They were used principally
wherever wood was readily available and a lightweight
building material formedium spans was required. It was
accepted that wood, incontrast tosolid construction, was
organic and hence not everlasting (fungal attack, rot, fire).
For these reasons timber engineering has never seriously
rivalled stereotomic solid construction nor superseded it.

Only after industrialised steel building technology
was well established were questions raised about the
hitherto undisputed tectonic principles of Western
architecture. While in the case of solid construction the
massiveness otme earth material finds its architectural
expression in the archaic, and occasionally monumental
character of stereotomy, the almost complete resolving
ofmass and massiveness (so-called sublimation) into the
barely tangible skeleton or lattice framework of an ethe
real phantom volume - the abstract Cartesian grid of a
filigree construction - isdrawn in space.'

Construction archetypes
In1964 Sigfried Giedion was still maintaining that the is
sue of the origin of architecture was "very complex", as
he writes in his book The Eternal Present. A Contribu
tion to Constancy andChange. This is why - despite the
tempting title - he does notexplore this matter in detail.2

Instead, he confines himself to presenting the principal
evolution, the content of which is backed up by later

research. This evolution, in essence, extends from the
simplest round or oval huts to rectangular shelters.
According to Giedion, "this regular rectangular house
which has remained even tothis day the standard form for
adwelling, had evolved only after centuries ofexperimen
tation with innumerable variants." His underlying weight
ing of this can beplainly heard. 3 The rejection of round
buildings inthe course of the evolution ofcivilisation may'
well have been forprimarily practical reasons - rectangu
larbuildings can be more readily, l.e., more economically,
subdivided and extended, and are easier togroup together
into settlements. The triumph of the rectangular building
coincides with the onset of the establishment of perma
nent settlements; compact settlement forms are, atbest,
ofonly minor importance tonomadic peoples.

Atthe dawn ofhistory, whether abUilding was rounded
or angular was not only a question of practical needs
but also an expression of spiritual ideals. According to
Norberg-SChulz inthe earliest cultures it is impossible "to
distinguish between the practical and the religious (magi
cal)".4 The architectural forms and elements atthis stage
have both practical and symbolic significance - an inter
pretation that lives on inthe tepees ofthe North American
Indians and the yurts of nomadic Asian tribes. For their
occupants these portable one-room homes symbolise
the entire cosmos and their interior layout follows ancient
rules that prescribe a certain place forevery object and
every occupant.

At this point, however, it is not the evolution of hu
man shelters that we wish toplace inthe foreground but
rather the characterisation of the two archetypal forms
of construction - filigree construction5 and solid con
struction. But here, too, the transition from a nomadic to
a sedentary lifestyle played a crucial role. If we assume
that the early, ephemeral shelters were filigree construc
tions, l.e., lightweight, framelike constructions, then the
Mesopotamian courtyard house ofc.2500 BC is the first
pioneering example ofa shelter insolid construction. The
historical development is reflected in the terminology:
only with the development of permanent settlements do
we first speak of architecture.f The Greek word tek/on
(carpenter) - whom we shall take as representing fili
gree construction - later led tothe word architek/on, our
master builder, the architect.7 Nevertheless, filigree con
struction should not be regarded merely as the forerunner
of solid construction, as having lost its justification in
the meantime. For in the end the construction systems
depend on which natural resources are available locally
and what importance is granted to the durability of a
structure. Accordingly, the two archetypal construction
systems are embodied differently yet equally in filigree
construction and solid construction.
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Introduction

The first filigree constructions were variations on
lightweight, initially wall-less sheiters. In terms of their
construction these consisted ofaframework ofbranches,
rods or bones covered with a protective roof of leaves,
animal skins or woven mats. According to Hans Soeder
we can distinguish between three different types ofhouse:
"Round domed structures (like those of Euro-African
hunter cultures), the round tepee-type houses orconical
tents ofthe Arctic and Antarctic regions, and - inregions
with a hot or temperate climate - rectangular, inclined
windbreaks".8 Besides the climatic conditions, the first
shelters were characterised by the local availability of
organic or animal-based materials. Thistls an assump
tion because, naturally, rio corresponding remains have
been found. Gradually, inorganic materials started to be
employed forhousebuilding as well - ina sense the first
optimisation attempts. They were more durable, could
withstand the weather better and presupposed a high
level ofcultural development. One such optimisation is, for
example, the covering ofaframework of rods with cob.

The term "filigree construction" refers directly to the
way inwhich these forms ofconstruction are put together.
Since the 17th century the noun "filigree" (alternative
spelling "filagree") has denoted an ornamental work of
fine (usually gold orsilver) wire, twisted, plaited and sol
dered into adelicate openwork design. This word isavari
ation on "filigreen", itself avariation of"filigrane", derived
from the Latin words filum (thread) and granum (seed),9
from which we can infer the roughness ofthe metal sur
faces. Afiligree construction isthus astructure ofslender
members, a weave of straight or rodlike elements as
sembled to form a planar or spatiai lattice in which the
loadbearing and separating functions are fulfilled bydif
ferent elements. But this static framework contains many
"voids", and tocreate an architecturally defined space we
need to carry out one further step - to close this open
framework or- according toSemper - to"clothe" it.The
relationship between the interior and exterior of a build
ing is thus achieved via secondary elements and not by
the loadbearing structure itself. Openings appropriate to
the system are consequently structural openings, the size
of which is matched to the divisibility of the framework.
The reference toSemper istherefore also interesting be
cause inhis book DerSlil, he designates textile artas an
"original art", the earliest ofthe four "original techniques"
from which he derives his four elements ofarchitecture.
He therefore describes the tectonic principle of filigree
construction - weaving, knotting and braiding - as the
earliest ofmankind's skills. 10

Prime features of solid construction are, as the term
suggests, heaviness and compactness, in contrast to
filigree construction. Its primary element is a massive,
three-dimensional wall made up of layers of stones or
modular prefabricated materials, orbycasting inamould

amaterial that solidifies upon drying. The jointing principle
of solid construction could be described then bymeans
of the techniques ofcasting and layering. The latter also
results from the importance of the architectural theory
equivalent of solid construction - stereotomy, the art of
cutting stone into measured forms such that in the ideal
case the simple layering of dressed stones and the pull
of gravity are sufficient for the stability of the building,
without the use of any additional media such as mortar
etc. It becomes clear from this that solid constructions
can only accommodate compressive forces and - unlike
filigree constructions - cannot handle tensile forces. One
example of the principle of "dry walling", loaded exclu
sively incompression, is provided bythe all-stone build
ings of the "Village des Bories" (borie = dry-stone hut)
in the French town of Gordes, with their self-supporting
pyramidal roots."

Insolid construction the erection of walls creates in
terior spaces directly because the loadbearing and en
closing functions are identical. Consequently, the extent
ofthe structural shell often corresponds tothat ofthe final
construction, with secondary elements being, inprinciple,
superfluous. The sizes ofopenings inthe walls are limited
because these weaken the loadbearing behaviour ofthe
wall. This type ofconstruction isfounded onthe individual
cell and groups of rooms are created byadding cells to
gether or subdividing individual cells. As in the simplest
case allwalls have loadbearing and separating functions,
there is no structural hierarchy. All parts tend to be of
equal importance.

This pair ofconcepts - solid construction (stereotomy)
and filigree construction (tectonics) - designates the
two archetypal construction systems. All the subsequent
forms ofconstruction can be derived from these two, even
though their origins are still considerably blurred. Today,
the array of architectural design forms is less clearly de
fined than ever before. Everything isfeasible, everything is
available. From a technical viewpoint at least there seem
tobe noboundaries anymore. The often new and surpris
ing utilisation of high-tech materials and complex sys
tem components leads to an ever greater blurring of the
original boundaries between construction systems. Solid
and filigree construction intheir true character have long
since been unable todo justice tonew demands and new
options; composite forms prevail.

The distinction between solid and filigree construc
tion as pure constructions is interesting insofar as they
illustrate the "how" ~nd "why" ofbuilding. They provide a
means of analysis which permits comparisons between
contemporary systems and also renders their historical
evolution legible. This whets our appetite for the specific
and simultaneously creates their boundaries.
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Filigree constructionSolid construction_____11 _
Comparing the relalionShlp between structure
andspace
solid construction - filigree construction

Body
made from walls (vertical)
- solid, homogeneous

Lattice
made from linear members (horizontal and vertical)

open framework (20, 3D) reduced tothe essentials

- plastic, solid bodies
Primacy of thespace
- directly enclosed interior space

distinct separation between interior and exterior

Primacy of thestructure
no direct architectural interior space creation
no siparation between interior and exterior

- plan layout concept

Principle of forming enclosed spaces
a) Cells

additive, starting from the smallest room unit
- divisive, bysubdividing a large initial volume (internal

subdivision)
b) Walls

hierarchical, parallelloadbearing walls, clear direc
tional structure (open-end facades)
resolution of the walls: parallel rows ofcolumns
(a form of filigree construction, cf.colonnade mosque)

the construction of the framework dominates: linear
members aslattice elements, infill panels

Principle of forming enclosed spaces
Gradual sequence ofspaces, from "very open" to"very
enclosed", depending on the degree ofclosure ofthe
infill panels
c) Skeleton construction

partial closure of horizontal and vertical panels
between lattice elements: floor/roof orwall as infill
structure

d) Column-and-slab construction
solid slab as floor/roof construction inreinforced
concrete

Loadbearing principle
horizontal: arches; shells (vault, dome); form-active
loadbearing structures (stressed skins)
for long spans: additional strengthening with ribs
(e.g. Gothic) and downstand beams (I-bearnsj
directional systems (truss designs) ornon-directional
systems (waffle designs)

walls as infill between columns oruser-defined wall
developments (non-Ioadbearing)

Loadbearing principle
horizontal beams (primary), possibly more closely
spaced transverse members (secondary)
eccentric nodes; directional hierarchy; layered;
primarily timber engineering
axial nodes; directional. and non-directional;
primarily structural steelwork

Openings aswall perforations
the structural disruption inthe wall
mediation between interior and exterior
the hole: dependent on the wall--{)pening proportions

for long spans: increased structural depth of
primary elements
trusses, plane frames (20), space frames (3D)

Panel asstructurally inherent opening principle
the structural opening asa variation ofthe panel
between lattice elements
infill panels: solid: horizontal; vertical
non-Ioadbearing curtain wall, horizontal ribbon
windows
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The importance ofthe material

MATERIALS - MODULES "

I Introduction

Modules

Andrea Deplazes For me. designing and constructing isthe same thing. I like
the idea that form isthe result ofconstruction; and mate
rial. well. that's something finite. Nevertheless. confining
myself to this formula would be a mechanistic reduction
because the shape of the form. deliberate or not. bears
- beyond its material orconstructional component - in
formation. an intent. Yes. even the absence of intent isin
formation (which has been sufficiently well demonstrated
by functionalism). Consequently. the separation between
designing and constructing made bythe teachers isadi
dactic strategy tocreate thematic focal points. which can
be explained beautifully bythe metaphor ofthe potter and
his wheel. The potter models a vessel with both hands by
applying force from outside with one hand and from inside
with the other hand (in opposite directions) inorder to re
shape the mass ofclay into ahollow space. A"vessel that
holds space" is produced. At best these forces comple
ment each other. oratleast affect each other. asaresult of
which the didactics sometimes becomes the methodology
of the work and. moreover. becomes the design process
as such. This process advances from both directions: from
outside inthe classical way from the urbane to the archi
tecturai project. and from inside by means of the spatial
and constructional fabric. the tectonics - and both lead
from the abstract tothe concrete.

Between them lies the architectural matter. It stands
as the boundary and transition zone between the inside
and the outside and unites in itself allarchitectural. cul
tural and atmospheric factors. which are broadcast into
the space. This is the paradox of architecture: although
"space" isitsfirst and highest objective. architecture oc
cupies itself with "non-space". with the material limiting
the space, which influences the space outwards aswell
as inwards. Architecture obtains its memoria. its spatial
power and its character from this material. As Martin
Heidegger expresses it, "The boundary is not the point
where something ends but, as the Greeks recognised. the
point atwhich something begins itsexistence." From this
point of view architects are metaphysicists who would
not exist without the physicists (technicians. engineers.
designers), or even more like Janus with his two faces
on one head: the presence ofspace (antimatter) and the
presence ofmatter are mutually interlinked and influence
each other unceasingly.

Conceiving and designing space orspace complexes
in advance or reconstructing iVthem subsequently are
only possible when I know the conditions of realisation
and can master them as well.

Consequently. the architect is a "professional dilet
tante", a kind of alchemist who tries togenerate a com
plex whole. a synthesis from most diverse conditions
and requirements of dissimilar priority which have to be
appraised specifically every single time.

The character of the architectural space therefore
depends on how things are done and forthat reason it is
determined by the technical realisation and by the struc
tural composition of the substances and building mate
rials used. In this respect a remark by Manfred Sack is
very instructive: "Again and again there is the sensuality
of the material - how it feels. what it looks like: does it
look dull. does itshimmer orsparkle? Its smell.ls·it hard or
soft. fiexible. cold orwarm. srsoom orrough? What colour
is it and which structures does it reveal onitssurface?"

sack observes that architectural space is perceptible
first and foremost in a physieal-sensual way. By striding
throu~ it and hearing the echo of my steps I estimate
and sound out its dimensions in advance. Later. these
dimensions are confirmed bythe duration of my striding
and the tone of the echo gives me a feeling of the hap
tic properties of the boundaries to the space. which can
be decoded by touching the suriaces of the walls and.
perhaps. by the smell of the room too. originating from
different things. So only by means ofthese sensual expe
riences do I realise what I later believe I can comprehend
with one single glance. Vision isobviously something like
apictorial memory ofearlier physical-sensual experiences
which responds to suriace stimuli. I also like the idea of
"which structures does it reveal on its suriace?" Under
the suriace lies ahidden secret. which means the suriace
depends on a concealed structure which existed before
the surface, which created the surface, and in a certain
way the surface is a plane imprint of this structure. In
architecture the line and the two-dimensional area do not
exist - they are mathematical abstractions. Architecture
isalways three-dimensional - even ina micro-thin layer
of paint - and thus plastic and material. As an example
we can consider the distinction between colour as co
louring material and colour as a certain shade of colour.
keeping in mind that the latter may be used to generate
the impression of two-dimensional areas. This notion
makes it easy for me tounderstand construction not only
as a question of technique or technology. but as tekhne
(Greek: art. craft), as the urge tocreate. which needs the
presence of an artistic orcreative. human expression of
will or intent, which is the starting point for the creation
ofevery artefact. "Understanding" construction means to
grasp if intellectually after grasping it materially. with all
our senses.

Extract from introductory lectc-e.ETH Zurich, 15January 1999
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Properties of materials I

The perception of architectural space

Tectonics -- Form -- Space
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Physics of thespace I I Physiology of the perception

Material Mass Sight Light

Massiveness Colour

Heaviness Materiality
Lightness - abstract
Hardness - concrete
Softness -it

Filigreeness Touch Texture

Compactness - rough

Transparency - fine, smooth

- fibrous
Boundaries Opaque

Transparent Feeling Moist

Translucent Dry

Surface Hot

- flat Cold

- sculpted
Odorous Smell

Structure Tectonic, divided Agreeable

Non-tectonic, homogeneous "neutral"

- amorphous, "without form" Sense of time Movement
- monolithic - layered

Permanence
- hierarchical - chaotic

- non-directional - directional
Scale effect (feeling)

- "broadness"

Figuration Euclidian - "narrowness"

Mathematical - rational - "depth"

Geometrical
Hearing Noise

- abstract
Resonance, reverberation

- concrete

Organic
EchO

- biomorphic
Muffled

- intuitive Harsh

Dimension Scale

- broadness

- narrowness

- tallness

- depth !
Thinking

Interpreting
Synthesising
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Roland Barthes Although the names of some plastics (polystyrene, poly
vinyl, polyethylene) might remind usmore of a one-eyed
Greek shepherd, plastic is essentially an alchemistic
substance. Recently, there was an exhibition dedicated
to the whole gamut of plastic products. At the entrance
the visitors waited patiently in a long queue to view the
magic process parexcellence, theremodelling ofmatter.
An ultimate machine, an elongated arrangement with a
large number of tubes (an ideal form to bear witness to
the mysteriousness of a long journey), easily turned out
glossy, fluted bowls from a pile of greenish crystals. On'
one side the tellurium material - on the other side the
perfect artefact. And between the two ememes: nothing.
Nothing butajourney, supervised byan employee wearing
apeaked cap - half god, half robot.

Plastic is notso much a substance as the notion of
infinite remodelling. It is, like itsordinary name indicates,
the omnipresence that has been rendered visible. And that
is exactly why it is a truly miraculous substance - the
miracle being a sudden conversion of nature every time.
And plastic is infused with this astonishment: it is not so
much anitem as the trace ofa movement.

Since this movement here isalmost infinite and con
verts theoriginal crystals into a quantity ofever more sur
prising objects, plastic isbasically aspectacle that has to
bedeciphered: the spectacle ofitsfinal products. Looking
atall thedifferent final shapes (a suitcase, a brush, a car
body, a toy, fabrics, tubes, bowls orplastic film), the mat
ter presents itself unceasingly as a picture puzzle in the
mind of the observer. This isdue to the total versatility of
plastic: we can use it to form buckets as well as pieces
of jewellery. That's why we are constantly astonished by
and are constantly dreaming of the proliferation of the
material, in view of the connections we are amazed to
discover between the single source and the multiplicity
of its effects. It is a happy astonishment since mankind
measures itspower bythe range ofpossible conversions,
and plastic bestows on usthe euphoria ofanenchanting
glide through nature.

But there is a price to be paid for this, and that is
that plastic, sublimated as a movement, hardly exists as
a substance. Itsconstitution isnegative: it is neither hard
nor deep. In spite of its usefulness it has to becontent
with a neutral quality of substance resistance - a con
dition that demands infallibility. It is not fully accepted
within the order ofthe "big" substances: lost between the
elasticity of rubber and the hardness ofmetal it does not
attain one ofthe true products ofthe mineral order: foam,
fibre. plates. It isacongealed substance. Regardless ofits
particular state it keeps its flaky appearance, something
vague, creamy and solidified - an inability to attain the
triumphant smoothness of nature. But above all it gives
itself away bythe noise it makes, that hollow, weak tone.
Its sound destroys it; just like itscolours, forit seems only

to be able to retain the markedly chemical ones: yellow,
red, green, and it keeps only the aggressive side of them.
It uses them just like a name which isonly in the position
toshow shades ofcolours.

The popularity of plastic bears witness to a develop
ment regarding the myth of imitation. As is well known,
imitations are - from the historical point of view - a
middle-class tradition (the first clothing imitations date
from the early years of capitalism). Up to now, however,
imitation was always pretentious, was part of the world of
simulation, not application. Imitation aims to reproduce
cheaply.the most precious substances: precious stones,
silk, feathers, fur, silver - all the world's luxurious glory.
Plastic does without this, it isahousehold substance. It is
the first magic matter thatis ready forordinariness, and
it is ready because it isprecisely this ordinariness that is
itstriumphant reason for existence. For the first time the
artificial aims at the ordinary, notthe extraordinary. Atthe
same time the ancient function ofnature has been modi
fied: nature isnolonger the idea, the pure substance that
has to be rediscovered or has to be imitated; an artificial
substance, more abundant than allthe world's deposits of
raw materials, plastic replaces them all, even determines
theinvention ofshapes. Aluxury item isalways linked with
theearth and always reminds usinan especially precious
way of itsmineral oranimal origin, of the natural subject
ofwhich it isonly a topical image. Plastic exists forbeing
used. Only in very rare cases are items invented justfor
the pleasure ofusing plastic. The hierarchy ofsubstances
has been destroyed - a single one replaces them all. The
whole world could be plasticised and even living matter
itself - for it seems that plastic aortas are already being
produced.

·Plast~· (19571
Excerpt from: Roland Bettes. lransl. after: Mythologies, Paris. 1957.



The pathos ofmasonry
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Masonry

Akos Moravanszky

fig.1:Theintermeshing of nature and thebuilt environment Inthe image ofruined masonry
Mario Ricci: "Gapricdo· style with ancient ruins, pyramid andoeccaton

layers
Pathos is"in"- despite itsbad reputation forbeing "hol
low", a reputation that, shadowlike, accompanies every
emotional expression. Region, identity, space - terms that
formerly were used with care - now take on an excessive
force, probably in order tobecome points of reference in
a rather uninteresting situation, orjustto cause a sensa
tion. And in architecture what could be more emotional
than masonry? Where masonry isconcerned we think ofa
figure with characteristics that tiethe masonry toa certain
place; characteristics like material, colour, weight, perma
nence. It isthe artistic characteristic of masonry that pro
vides the ethical and aesthetic resonance that legitimises
many things. Awall with a coat of plaster orrender isnot
necessarily masonry, regardless ofhow well it is built and
coated. Masonry is "astructure that remains visible in its
surface and works through it"1 - regardless of the mate
rial used: natural stone orman-made bricks orblocks.

The relationship between nature and the built en
vironment, asit was represented inthe ruined masonry of
the late Renaissance "Capriccio" genre, was intended to
demonstrate the vanity of building and the corrupt
ing power of death. In the end nature is waiting to take
revenge foritsviolation "as if the artistic shaping was only
an actofviolence of the spirit".2

But the connection between masonry and nature can
also be looked at from a less melancholy standpoint.
Rudolf SChwarz described in hisbook Von der Bebauung
der Erde (Of the Development of the Earth), published in
1949, the material structure of the Earth as masonry built
layer bylayer, starting with the seam "made from wafer
thin membranes oftheuniversal material", from precipita
tion and sedirnentation.s

Viewed by an unprejudiced onlooker the masonry
itself should appear as a rather commonplace product
when compared with the complex structures ofhigh-tech
industry. However, we sense the pathos quite clearly
when masonry becomes the symbol forthe bUilding of the
Earth, for the creation - or forhomeliness asa contrast
tomodernisation. Brick-effect wallpaper, which decorates
many basement night-clubs and discotheques, shows the
sentimental meaning that attaches tomasonry.

There are at least two debates about masonry: one
about itssurface asa medium formeaning and a bound
ary, the other about itsmass asaproduct ofmanual work.
Alth~h both debates overlap constantly, Ishall deal with
them separately here.

- ,
The lightness: tile wall, the art
No other theoretical study has formulated more new ideas
regarding the double identity of masonry (and inspired a
lot more) than the two volumes of Gottfried Semper's
Style in the Technical and Tectonic Arts: or, Practical Aes
thetics. The basis of Semper's system is the typology of
human production methods: weaving, pottery, tectonics
(construction in timber) and stereotomy (construction in
stone). These four types of production correspond to the
four original elements ofarchitecture: wall, stove, roof and
substructure (earth fill, terrace). What is important here is
the ontological dimension of this breakdown: those four
elements are not formally defined, butrather are aspects
of human existence. It is remarkable to witness the flex
ibility that the seemingly rigid breakdown ofarchitectural
techniques allows with regard to the determination of its
components. Even a mere sketch would be beyond the
scope of this article. At this point it is important to estab
lish that masonry artefacts could be products of the two
"original techniques" - weaving and stereotomy. Tecto
nics, "the artofjoining rigid, linear parts" (an example of
this is the roof framework), isalien tomasonry.

Semper's observations were influenced by the
remains ofwalls discovered during excavations in the As
syrian capital Nineveh, which he saw in 1849 when he
visited the Louvre. Inhisopinion these masonry fragments
confirmed his ciothing theory: the wall asboundary is the
primary element, the wall asa load-carrying element in
the construction is of secondary importance. The stones
forming the surface of the Assyrian masonry (the remains
at least) were assembled horizontally on the ground,
painted, enamelled, baked and only then erected. In his
manuscript Vergleichende Baulehre (Comparative Build
ing Method) Semper wrote: "It is obvious that clay brick
building, although already well established in Assyrian
times, was not focused on construction. Itsornamentation
was not a product of its construction butwas borrowed
from other materials. "5 This theory still provokes - and
inspires - us today because of its apparent reversal of
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Fig.3:Ughtweight rendered facade over
heavyweight masonry
...I&e P1~njk: sacredHeart of Jesus Church, Prague
(CZ),1939

Fig.2: Thewall asa boundaryelementIsthe primaryfunction, the masonry
as Ioadbeerfng element the secondary Iunction.
Nineveh. excavations oftown walls b\!fween 1899and1917

cause and effect. It is the appearance ofthe masonry, its
wickerwork-like surface, that determined the technique,
and not vice versa. Semper states that the knot is "the
oldest technical symbol and ... the expression ofthe ear
liest cosmogonic ideas",6 t.e, the prime motif of human
tekhne, because astructural necessity (the connection of
two elements) becomes an aesthetic, meaningful image.
The effect ofan oriental carpet is based on the rhythmic
repetition of its knots; the whole surface is processed
uniformly. Art is always a kind of wickerwork: a painter
- nomatter if heorshe isa landscape painter of the 19th
century oran "action painter" like Jackson Pollock work
ing in the 1950s - works uniformly over the whole ofthe
canvas, instead of placing coloured details onto a white
surface. Only this calligraphy allows us toexperience ma
sonry. "The mesh of joints that covers everything, lends
... the surface not only colour and life inageneral way but
stamps a sharply defined scale onto it and thereby con
nects it directly with the imagination of human beings",
wrote Fritz SChumacher in 1920.7

Although Semper's theory regarding the textile origin
of the wall has it roots in historicism and has been mis
understood and criticised by many representatives ofthe
modern theory of material authenticity, it still influenced
the aesthetics of masonry in the 20th century. Naturally,
this fact cannot always be attributed tothe direct influence
ofSemper's theory. But in the architecture ofVienna the
acceptance of Semper's ideas is unmistakable and even
today architects like Boris Podrecca still feel bound by this

ilradition. Above all, it was the group led by Otto Wagner
who interpreted Semper's theses early on in an innova
tive way. The facades of the Steinhof Church (1905-07)
and the Post Office Savings Bank (1904-06) in Vienna
are structured according toSemper's distinction between
lower, stereotomic and upper, textile bays.

Apupil ofWagner, the Slovene JoZe Pleenik interpreted
these themes ina new way, as can be seen in hisworks
inVienna, Prague, and Ljubljana. "New" here means that
he integrated his knowledge about ancient forms with
virtuoso competence: distortions, alienations, borrowed

Fig.4:Stereotomy and martJIe-dadmasonry
!?'10 Wagner: SIoinhof Church, Vienna (A). 1907

•
and invented elements balance each other. The facade of
the Sacred Heart ofJesus Church inPrague, built (1932
39) according to Plocnik's plans, is clearly divided into
lower, brick-faced and upper, white-rendered zones with
granite blocks projecting from the dark brick facing. The
facade ofthe library ofthe university ofLjubljana (1936
41) isalso amembrane ofstone and brick, Inthis case the
combination probably symbolises Slovenia's twofold bond
with Germanic and Mediterranean building cultures.

Louis Henry Sullivan compared the effect of facades
built with bricks made from coarse-grained clay to the
soft sheen of old Anatolian carpets: "a texture giving
innumerable highlights and shadows, and a mosslike
appearance'<

Fig.5: Aweave ofnatural stoneandday bricks
JoiePlecnikUniversity Library, Ljubljana (SlO),1941
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As itsname alone indicates, Frank Lloyd Wright's in
vention, "textile block" construction, tries to achieve the
fabric-like effect of precast blocks made of lightweight
concrete. In1932 hewrote an article inwhich - distancing
himself from the sculptor-architects - hecalled himself a
"weaver" when describing the facades ofhis buildings in
Califomia, e.g. La Miniatura or Storer Residence (1923):
'The blocks began to reach the sunlight and to crawl up
between the eucalyptus trees. The 'weaver' dreamed of
their impression. They became visions ofa new architec
ture fora new life ... The standardisation indeed was the
soul of the machine and here the architect used it asa
principle and 'knitted' with it.Yes, hecrocheted afree wall
fabric that bore a great variety of architectural beauty...

fig. 6: Decorated brickwOO<.
Louis Henry SUllivan: National Farmers' Bank. Owatonna (USA), 1908

Palladio! Bramante! Sansovino! SCUlptors, allofthem! But
there was I- the 'weaver', "9

Ancient and Byzantine masonry and the religious
architecture of the Balkans show in many different
examples how the surface of the masonry becomes a
robe when decorations are used instead of a structural
configuration with pilaster or column orders, e.g. by
inserting glazed ceramic pins or small stones into the
mortar joints. These buildings manage without a facade
formulated with the aid of openings and sculptural em-

Fig. 7:Wright's second "textile block" house in los Angeles
frankLloyd Wright: Storer Residence. Hollywood (USA). 1923

bellishments and instead favour the homogeneous im
pression of the masonry fabric. In the late 1950s the
Greek architect Dimitris Pikionis designed the external
works to a small Byzantine church on Philopappos hill,

near the Acropolis in Athens. His plans included a foot
path, an entrance gate and other small structures. Here,
Dimitris worked, even more than Wright, as a "weaver",
knitting together landscape, existing and new elements to
form acolourful story.

Carlo Scarpa created asimilar work with historic wall
fragments and new layers atthe Gastelvecchio inVerona.
Dominikus Biihm, Rudolf SChwarz and Heinz-Bienefeld
also used decorative masonry "clothing", often with in"
clined courses, brick-on-edge courses and lintels inorder
to illustrate that the shell is independent of the founda
tion. The facades to the Markus Cburch in Bjorkhagen
(1951-60) designed by Sigurd Lewerentz demonstrate
yet another strategy: the horizontal bed joints are as high
as the masonry courses. themselves. For this reason th.e
brick wall exudes a "ccrlm" expression, asif it was made
ofacompletely different material tothat used forthe con
struction of,forexample, the Monadnock Building inChi"
cago - an ancient skyscraper which, in the era offrame
construction, was built inbrickwork at the request of the
building owner. Inthis building the enormous compressive
load could be visually expressed.

The textile skin corresponds tothe idea ofthe "deco
rated shed" propagated by the American architect Robert
Venturi. The Venturi practice, an imaginative workshop of

Fig. 8:The interweaving of thestructure and itssurroundings
Dimitris Pikionis: Landscaping andrefurbishment ofStDimitris Lumaardans Church,
Philopappos hill,Athens (GR). 1957

post-Modernism, strives for arational (according toAmeri
can billboard culture) separation between the building and
the medium conveying the meaning. The facades ofmany
buildings designed bythis practice employee larqe-fbrmat
panels covered with a floral pattern that leave a naive,
ironical impression. The decorative brick facades of the
Texan architectural practice of Cesar Pelli also underline
that the outer skin isa shell - like almost allmasonry, at
least since the oil crisis, when the new thermal insulation
regulations made solid masonry quite uneconomic.

In the works of SITE, the architecture and environ
mental arts organisation led by James Wines, masonry
as a kind of shell becomes a symbol for the consumer
society; itscharacter as afalse, glued-on decorative layer
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Fig.9: Historical wall fragments, newlayers
Carlo Scarpa: ReconstrucHon oftheCastelvecctuo.
Verona ~). 1958-74

Fig.10:Bedjointwktths approaching the
heightof an individual brick
Sigurd Lewerentz Markus Church, Bj6r1<.hagen near
Stockholm IS), 1960
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Fig.11:Theworld's tallestsen-supporting brickfacade
Burnham & Root: Monadnock Building, Chicago (USA), 1884-91, extension: Holabird
andRoche, 1893

peeling away from the substrate was featured in several
department store projects. Such preparatory work was
obviously necessary inorder to pave the way fordropping
allmoral ising about clothing asanillusion, about masonry
asa mask. Intoday's architecture the material authentic
ity of masonry is often perceived as a myth - in keep
ing with SITE ideals, justa bit less pithy. The Swisscom
headquarters in Winterthur (1999) by. Urs Burkhard and
Adrian Meyer asks whether a facade system, a product
of industrial technology and consisting of prefabricated
masonry panels, still needs the pathos of manual skills,
or - perhaps on closer inspection and thanks to the
unusual precision and the joints between the panels 
whether it comes closer to the modern ideal of brick asa
material that has freed itself from manufacture (according
to Ernst Neufert). The loadbear ing structure of the apart
ment block inBaden designed byUrs Burkard and Adrian
Meyer (2000) consists ofthe masonry of the facades, the
concrete service tower and the insitu concrete floors. The
distinctive floor edges allow for the stacking of the indi
vidual storeys, which is done bydisplacing the plain ma
sonry panels and large window openings in successive
storeys.
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Fill.12:BrickwaIlas peel-oflskin!
SITE: Peeling Project (Bestdeoartment store),
glcnrrcod, Virginia (\.ISA), 1971-72

Fig.13:Prefabricated brickwork panels
UrsBurkhard, Adrian Meyer: Swisscom head
Quarters, Winterthur (CH), 1999

Fig.14:Colossal masonry wall
Giovanni Battista Piraoesi. Masonry foundation 10
theTheatre vinMarellus in Pome

Massiveness: thewall,thecraft
InSemper's system of original techniques stereotomy is
an ancient element. The weighty earth embankments and
terraces donot have the anthropomorphic, organic traits
of the other components ofthe building, but rather an in
animate, mineral quality that is, atbest, rhythmically sub
divided. Stereotomy works with materials "that, owing to
their solid, dense, and homogenous state, render strong
resistance to'crushing and buckling, l.e. are of important
retroactive consistency, and which through the femoval of
pieces from thllbulk and working them into any form and

. bonding such regular pieces form asolid system, whereby
the retroactive consistency isthe most important principle
ofthe construction. "10 The ancient function ofstereotomy
is the representation of the "solid ashlar masonry of the
Earth", an artificial elevation that serves as a place of
consecration where we can erect an altar. The symbol of
stereotomic masonry is the "most primitive and simplest
construction", the "grass-covered and, as such, fortified
mound" .11 It is about hollow bodies, "cell structures"
- Semper emphasises that the root ofthe word construct,
struere, implies the filling. in of hollow spaces.l? Gio
vanni Battista Piranesi dedicated the four volumes of his
Antichita Romane to the overwhelming effect of the co
lossal masonry walls of his "Carceri d'invenzione". Since
then masonry architecture has been associated with the
underground atmosphere of dungeons. This also cor
relates with the method of construction of the fortress,
Masonry construction was inthat sense originally the fill
ing of the fortress walls; in contrast to wattling walls it
meant heavy, physical labour that was definitely intended
for strong male labourers, as opposed to the artofweav
ing and wattling.

Inhis book Das Wesen des Neuzeitlichen Backstein
baues Fritz Schumacher actually speaks about two worlds
ofmasonry, aWestern and an Eastern model ofmasonry:
"The main difference therein is that in contrast to our
structural way of formation the superficial ornamentation
is the focal point and depicts the brilliant achievement
of the Islamic masonry culture, In the light of the carpet
design fantasies of Eastern artists, this isno surprise" .13

Correspondingly, in"structural", massive masonry the
joints, the "weakest" element inthe masonry, are also in
terpreted differently. InSemper's concept the network of
joints isthe image ofthe rhythmic rows ofthe knots ofthe
carpets orwattling. Rudolf Schwarz, in his book quoted
above, associates the joints with the cosmic process of
the Earth's creation: "Asuperstructure has horizontal lay
ers and continuous joints and vertical fibres, The joints
form the layers and together they provide the structure,
The joint is the spaceless place where one layer abutting
another starts athird".14

The pathos of masonry as a consequence of honest
craftsmanship in the service of a national ideology cries

out of every line of the book Mauerwerk (Masonry) by
Werner Linde and Friedrich Tamms. "We have learned
to master nature's powers but have lost our reverence
for it," the authors claim inorder to formulate their aims
clearly; "The development ofthe masonry trade shows the

Fig, 15:Rubble slonewall
Ancient Temple of Apollo, Delphi

way the entire culture will travel".15 An aesthetic claim is
not intended here but rather an indispensable cultivation
ofattitude. "When such an attitude isawoken again and
fortified even inthe humblest tradesman itwill fillhim with
the true joy of labour; then the labourer and his work will
be one again. And that isneeded!"16 Lindner and Tamms
begin their narrative with the retaining walls of terraced
vineyards along the Rhine to show the beginnings of "a
power of form that advanced to the ultimate consum
mation" - which then collapsed inthe 19th century, The
"desire to return tothe fundamentals ofallgood design"
makes it important tocompare good and bad examples of
masonry with the proven "home defence" pattern ofPaul
Schultze-Naumburg's cultural works,

We can follow these arguments back to the idea of
material truth. John Ruskin compounded in his various
writings the demand formorality with aesthetic expression,
Inthe American architecture ofthe late 19th century bulky
masonry arose out of granite and brick as the first
results ofthe search foranational building style that could
be called "American", expressing traits oforiginality, raw
power, or a bond with nature. The first influential exam
ples inthis direction inthe United States are the buildings
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Fig. 16: Masonry in Be~in (1937)
Acomparison ofmasonry byWerner Undner and
Friedrich Tamms

of Henry Hobson Richardson such as Ames Gate House,
North Easton (188Q-81), and Allegheny County Court
house, Pittsburgh (1883--88).

The modern conception ofthe true identity atmaterial,
the determining character of masonry, has increasingly
suppressed Semper's clothing aesthetic. The question
of why a brick facing iscelebrated as material truth, but
render is rejected asa deception, has not been ~t for
ward. One problem, however, was quickly recognisect:'the
industrial mass productionofbricks eliminated every indi
vidual irregularity of the masonry tha~ had always been a
characteristic of "honest" handiwork. Architects contem- .
plated (as Ruskin did earlier) "the quest for ~actness"
as "the source of evil", as l!'Ie. cause behind monotony
and tediousness inmasonry architecture atthe turn ofthe
century. Justice and honesty vis-a-vis the material were
nothing more than the code-words ofthose who intended
toconceal nostalgia.

"Brick boredom" was recognised around the turn of
the century as a consequence of technical perfection,
the quest for purity. Many architects proposed the sub
sequent manual working of masonry. The advantage of
this method according toWalter Curt Behrendt isthat the
"original workmanship" would be preserved which would
guarantee the finished building a certain freshness.
According to Behrend1 the brickwork gains an artistic
expressiveness when itssurface isprocessed afterwards.
The production of brick profiles on site - a proposal that
suggests sculptors on scaffolding chiselling ornamenta
tion into the facade - means that the building process
should not be rationalised and industrialised but rather
should remain anindividual, creative act. Inthis sense the
brick facades of the Ledigenheim in Munich (1925-27)
byTheodor Fischer were "individualised" with sculptured
figures.

Fritz Schumacher, on the other hand, expected the
answer tocome from the material itself: for him the brick
was an individual, a teacher who - unlike rendered and
plastered forms that willingly accommodate "all lustful
instincts of inability and arrogance" - does not allow im
mature whims tobe given shape. "Itisnot very easy toget
it [brick] todo justwhat you want it to, itsearnest counte
nance is averse to prostitution, and so it has an inherent
natural barrier against the effervescence ofmisconstrued
orhackneyed entrepreneurial fantasies."?

Schumacher's buildings are today being investigated
primarily from the perspective of the of the turn-of-the
century reform movement, and that isthe reason why his
early decorative brick facades especially are reproduced,
although his school buildings constructed between 1928
and 1930 (Wendenstrasse School, Hamburg-Hammer
brook, 1928-29) are outstanding examples of modern
brickwork. Stone and brick masonry were the stepchildren
of Modernism; too many courses, which linked the pure

Fig.17:Thesearch for a national building stylelor theUSA
Henry Hobson R~hardson: Ames Gate House, NortI1 Easton (USA). 1881

Fig. 18:Rusticated ashlar masonry asa symbol of thepower ofthestate
Henry Hobson Richardson: Courthouse and prison, Allegheny County, Pittsburgh
(USA), 1888

surface with country, region, time orwork, have contami
nated the purity of the International Style. Time is not to
be understood here asa stylistic epoch, It is present in
the form of sediments and pollution which could enrich
the surface of traditional masonry or destroy the purism
ofclassical Modernism.

And yet architects ofclassical Modernism such as Hugo
Haring, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe orAlvar Aalto have also
constructed buildings ofbrick orstone masonry. J:he brick
masonry walls ofMies van der Hohe, e.g. those illustrated
inthe well-known publications ofWerner Blaser. are suit
able forconveying precision as asublime quality, even as
drawings. Inthe case ofAalto it isanother issue entirely.
As he had pursued the idea of"flexible standards", which,
like the cells ofaliving organism, allows avariety offorms,
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Fig.19:Decoration cutintobrickwork aftererection
rheooor Fischer: Ledigenheim, Munich (0),1927

he found brick to be a common denominator, comprising
not only the values of mass production and industrialisa
tion but also the warmth and identification, signs for a
"new humanism",

The new humanism of the postwar period was also
sought by Louis Kahn and Eero Saarinen, Kahn's library for
the Philips Academy inExeter, New Hampshire (1965-72)
is a compromise, Originally, hevisualised massive brick
walls with arched openings; however, aconcrete core with
brick facing was implemented. The government buildings
in Dhaka (1973-76) deliberately sought the connection
to a Piranesian style forancient engineering structures.
In an interview Kahn emphasised the sought-after con
trast between the coarseness of "viaduct architecture"
and the fineness of the structures of human institu
tions l 8 This aesthetic and at the same time social vi
sion was aiso atheme inmany American student accom
modation projects of the postwar period. Eero saarinen
wanted to suggest the atmosphere of a fortified city on
the campus ofYale'-Jniversity; the buildings of Ezra Stiles
College and Morse College (1960) are concrete walls with
large natural pieces of stone "floating" in the aggregate.
Saarinen reckoned that one of the reasons why modern
architecture does not use masonry isthe anachronism of
the manual implementation: "...we found a new techno
logical method for making these walls: these are 'modern'
masonry walls made without masons."19

Incomparison with concrete oreven stone, brickwork
isnot a suitable material forroofing over interior spaces.
The small format ofthe brick makes either the use ofbrick

vaulting oradditional strengthening in the form of metal
ties or concrete ribs essential. According to his convic
tion that it isprecisely the weaknesses that challenge the
performance, Schumacher isof the opinion that from an
aesthetics standpoint the artofenvelope design issurely
"the pinnacle of all possibilities" possessed by masonry
construction.2oWithout doubt the works ofthe Uruguayan
architect Eladio Dieste, whose design concepts' follow in
the footsteps of Antoni Gaudi's, belongs to the zenith
of the envelope design. Dieste used freestanding brick
walls with conoid surfaces indouble curvature (church in
Atlantida, 1960). He developed avocabulary ofstructural
form~of masonry that was rational but likewise highly
expressive like Gaudi's designs. He thus challenged the
prevailing attitude ofthe large firms ~here' rationalisation
and efficiency meant nothing more tlian routine, bureauc
racy and the inflexible application ofpredictable solutions.
According to Dieste it is accumulation of capital and not
efficiency that drives such organisations. This is why he
chose the other way, and used an ancient material with
constructive intelligence instead of the newest develop
ments from materials research as a thin covering, a
"veneer".

Fig.20:Example ofa modem building using facing masonry
Fritz SChumacher: Wendeflstrasse School, Hamburg-Hammerbrock (0),1929

J~

The restrained resistance of masonry
The purely decorative use of brick walls can always
be defended with historical associations. For an artist
like Per Kirkeby, who builds masonry objects as works
of art, it is even more difficult - the work must exist in
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itself, even as a fragment it must be convincing and self
reliant. The brickwork in itsdouble entity of structural pu
rity and craftlike stigma opens upvast historical perspec
tives. An artist like Per Kirkeby finds hisidentity precisely
through this: "The brick and its rules, in other words the
bond and whatever else belongs to this thousand-year
old handicraft, form a pure structure corresponding to
everything one could call conceptual vision. A1ld on the
other hand brickwork was full @f associations and clues
tothe great historical architecture with itsruins and other
set pieces, the wafts of mist and the moonlight. And for
me fullof childhood connotations in the shadow of over
powering boulders ofGothic brickwork".,il

An early attempt to link the idea of standardisation
with an intensified material,presence was Baker House,
the student accommodation byAlvar Aalto onthecampus
of the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology (1946-49). Fig. 24:Curving brickWOl1< shells

Eladio Dieste: Church inAtIlnMa (Urugua~. 1960
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Fig. 21:Maximum openness... FIg. 22:...versus the"bricked-up" appearance ofa fortification
louisI.Kahn: library ofthePhilips Academy, Exeter louisI. Kahn: Government buildings inDhaka (Bangladesh). 1976
(USA). 1972

Aalto pointed out that standardisation is evident even in
nature "inthesmallest units, the cells", According toAalto:
"This results in millions of eiastic joints in which no type
offormalism istobefound. This also results in the wealth

Fig. 23:Unconventional masonry
Eero Saarinen. Ezra Stiles College and Morse College. Vale University (lISA), 1960

of and never-ending change among organically growing
forms, This isthe very same path that architectural stand
ardisation must follow. "22

How can abrick possibly have the same "elastic soul"
asan amoeba? Aalto's decision touse distorted, scorched
bricks is rather a metaphorical statement of the problem
than a solution. He uses this as a reference to ancient
forms ofbrick architecture, to massive walls constructed
from amorphous, air-dried clay lumps. The bricks ofBaker
House - in his words, the "lousiest bricks in the world"
- are elements of this alchemistic process, with the vul
gar and worthless playing a crucial role in the longed
for harmony, Aalto avoided aneither-or approach forthe
newest or most ancient; architecture joins the two and
is neither of them, A crucial aspect is thathiswork did
not remain an individual protest. Siegfried Giedion reacted
immediately inhishistoriography ofModernism byadding
"irrationalism" to his vocabulary,23 The materiality of the
facade exercises arestrained resistance inthe face ofthe
threat to resolve architecture into the all-embracing spa
tialgrid proposed byErnst Neufert. This resistance of the
material made it possible forAalto toconceive his idea of
standardisation as opposition to the complete availability
ofarchitecture inthe service oftechnicised demands.

Atfirst glanclt~a1<er House, with the powerful effect of
the material ofitsfacade, appears tobe related tomodern
struggles to create a setting formateriality, On the other
hand we sense that the aura of the sacred, these days
frequently the outcome of semantic cleansing attempts,
does not surround Aalto's student accommodation, The
"lousiest bricks in the world" give the masonry bond so
much local earth that every dream of retreat to a pure
state must remain an illusion.

Another, serious alternative today isthe change inthe
situation that came about with the new thermal insula-
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Fig.25:Organic formmaking useof theidentical,smallest"cell"
A1var Aalto: Baker House, Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, Cambridge (USA), 1954

tion standards introduced after the oil crisis. The use of
solid masonry walls with a high heat capacity, combined
with appropriate heating systems that exploit precisely
this properly of masonry, can make solid masonry walls
useful again. The Art Gallery inMarktdorf, Bavaria (Bearth
& Deplazes, 2001) consists of - just like the systems
of medieval dungeons and city walls - hall-type rooms
and peripheral rooms. The latter are stairs and inter
mediate spaces located on the periphery of the building
which Kahn used to achieve hislonged-for separation of
"servant" and "served".

So the pathos of masonry must not lead inevitability
to the reinstatement of metaphorical qualities such as
craftsmanship, regionalism, or heaviness - the latter un
derstood as an answer to the increasing media cornpat
ibi�ity ofarchitecture. The accurate and correct questions
address the use and fabrication from the perspective of
rationality, not romanticism. If convenient conventions do
not form abarrier toour thinking, then from a metaphori
cal presentation ofthe questions, masonry will bethe right
answer.

____ , I: "
. .

___'-~_ _ _ ... .-c.

i . ~ -__ ...

Fig,26:The presence of the material is strengthened by usingdistorted,
"reject"bricks.A1var Aalto: Baker House, Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology,
Cambridge (USA). 1954

Masonry
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Fig.27:ClaybrickprOduction
Extrusion

Fig.28:Claybrickproduction
Automatic cutting to size

Fig.29:Claybrick production
"Green bricks" ontraversers priorto drying and
firing

Fig.30:Solidlintelelement ("StahRon")
Prestressed shallow lintelwithmake-up units10
maintain themasonry courses

Masonry units
The building blocks. ofmasonry are essentially:
- stone
- clay
- calcium silicate
- cement
- clay units with special properties

Stone
Natural stone is available with the most diverse range of
properties and qualities. Itsweather and fading resistance

'j depend notonly on the type of stone and place of origin
butalso onitsposition inthe quarry. ~.

Clay
Fired clay masonry units are available in a wide range
of forms (facing bricks, hard-fired bricks, etc.). The raw
materials fortheir production are naturalloams and clays.
The properties of the loams and clays vary depending on
the content of clay minerals, lime, and iron oxide, and
these in turn influence the colour and structure of the
finished product.

After extraction, the loam ismixed, crushed, and sent
for intermediate storage. The action of water and steam
turns the loam into a kneadable, plastic mass which is
then extruded to form a ribbon with a suitable cross
section (solid/voids). The ribbon iscutinto bricks orblocks,
which are then dried and finally fired at temperatures
around 1DDDoC. This temperature isjust below the melt
ing point of the most important components and brings
about a sintering of the grains and hence solidification.
Depending on the raw material used the colour of clay
masonry units varies from yellow (due tothe lime content)
todark red (owing tothe iron oxide content).

Besides the sizes ofany voids, the firing temperature,
too, has a decisive influence on the properties of the final
clay masonry unit. The higher the firing temperature, the
more pronounced is the sintering action. During sintering
the pores close up. This reduction in the air inclusions
within the masonry unit decreases the thermal storage
capacity butincreases the compressive strength and the
resistance tomoisture and frost.

Facing bricks
Facing bricks are masonry units specially produced for
masonry that istoremain exposed. Their colours and sur
face textures vary depending on the supplier. The surface
finish of facing bricks can be smooth, granular orrough.

Facing bricks with three good faces (one stretcher and
twoheaders) oreven four good faces (two stretchers and
twoheaders) can also be supplied, The facing side makes
thebrick frost resistant and hence suitable forexposure to
theweather. We can deduce from this that standard bricks
are less suitable forexposed situations,

Calcium silicate
Calcium silicate masonry units are produced from lime
and Quartz sand and are hardened autoclaves. Compared
to the fired masonry units, calcium silicate units exhibit
excellent dimensional accuracy and are therefore ideal for
use infacing masonry applications. Their standard colour
is grey butthey can beproduced ina whole assortment
of colours. Infacing masonry made from calcium silicate
units, special attention rsust begiven tothe quality of the
edges.

Cement "
Cement masonry units are made from cement with asand
aggregate and eXhibi~ a somewhat higher strength. They
are significantly more resistant to aggressive water than
calcium silicate units and are used primarily incivil engi
neering works (e.g. cable ducts).

Clay unitswith special properties
Besides the customary masonry units there are also
units with properties achieved through special methods
of manufacture and/or shaping. These special masonry
units include:
- thermal insulation units
- sound insulation units
- high-strength units
- facing bricks

Components
There are many products thatcan be added to masonry
elements where this is necessary forstructural orbuild
ing performance reasons. Such products include, for
example, hollow and solid lintels for spanning openings,
thermally insulated masonry base elements, clay insulat
ing tiles, etc,

The "SwissModul" brick
"SwissModul" isasystem ofstandards used bythe Swiss
brickmaking industry. Such bricks have modular or sub
modular dimensions and are designed formasonry which
is to beplastered/rendered later. The bricks are grooved
to provide a good key forthe plaster/render and may be
used without plaster/render only after consultation with
the supplier. Masonry units with ,a,rough orgranular sur
face finish can be supplied bythe brick manufacturers for
facing masonry applications.

The brick manufacturers may introduce defined, small
differences inthe form ofthe brick orblock, e.g. inthe ar
rangement of the perforations. The various products from
the individual plants are optimised depending on local raw
materials and production methods, As the product ranges
available can change rapidly, the masonry units shown
here can be regarded only asexamples.
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I Properties of materials

Swiss clay bricks and blocks

-----lKWlCH Wl!ightMake-up unitsBasic format

SwlasModu" brick 250 mm
.....~ f

-Ion request

~_s_i.<=_~t __~~WxH ~~.t

B~5i'1-9-;;~al brkk~----~--"""'----'--~·'oo--~(Jft·~·-
t15i1.-;;;;t;;k------ 290 (150 1140 5.8

B16.5119revealbrick 290/1P5fl90 8.4

B 16.5114reveal brick 290 /165/140 6.2

B17.5119revealbrick 290/175/190 B.7
~UX.5114revealbrick 290/175/140 -6:.'---
!!,_~_~:_?I1 ..9revea_1 b~~ 290 /195' 190 ·ii····-
~..~.~.:.¥.:i_~~;;~!~,i~~ -~-i1 ~ ',14<1--'----'6:9-

~~j!!~;~~--- ·!i~1~~~>l+

Reveal bricks (suitable for cutting) 125 mm
~~;:.. r l~ AiMl

75

6."
5.1

1.9

4.2

2.7

3.3

24

approx.kg

_~.!?P..r.~:.~~
5.6

1'i'M 13."

Weight

2901100 1'40
29011001 90

290 /1 00 /190

LxWxH

290/1001 65

8 10114
8 1019

2901125/190

B12.5114 29011251140

mm..... --_._..._.._-~_.....__._---~--"-_.,-

SwluMod" bt1ck 75 mm

Basic format Make-up units

SwtssM~ brick 125 mm..

8 10119

290

EIIIII ,III ~:
290

290

290/1501 65

Basicformal ______~.\91:',~......
approx.k.9....,

8 12.519CAlMQ 290 I 1251 90 4.6
~-.!~~L~~,.~~.9 _~-ij~.~I~~---- --'7~1-"'"

~..~.~~_~!!'9.._" .... 290' 1501 90 5.5
Bl5114CALMO 290/150/140 B.6

B~~!:519 CAlMa 290 /175/ 90 ~..~,__
B 17-.'5114 cALMa- ~- ---~~- - 290/li5i1(O--~10.0

'il'2OI9-CAlMO 290 1200 / 90 7.4

B20/14CAlMO-- _~_~..2Oii)J'~=_ 11.5
esc2.8

~&...
6,0
3.9

__ ""'!i!i!.~..
approx.kg

SwtS8Mod~brick 150 mm
.lIiI'dli

""

W~_~~__

app_r?~~kg
86 .

6.3
4.1

30

lXWxH

300/150/190
-JOO/1soT,-.o
~--i'l'50) 90

JI:lOL1_~L§,S.

---Bi. 15114QPTI

BL 15/9OPT!
Bll'516,'S OPTI

3.2

~.!.~9ht

~pprox.kg

--~-:~
6.9
45

290 /175/ 65
B 17.519

Bi7,si6~ __-,=,-="-,,,,-_----,-,,--_

B 17.5114

~=~~~nc,;;~_~;;,k.;';,;75;,;m;;;m;;.., _
Bask format Make-up units

290

""

Basic format

B 20119

OPTrrHER~ brick 22S mm
~-,,,,,,,/-',~-"'~"';"'" ,',' ,,',,', ",' ,g,/

BL22,5fl9 OPT!
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Sf
1,

ISOMODUL· brick Super

Basic format

Bl 20119150
Bl 2OJ14 ISO'.-----., -..--- -'-'Bi2~-ISO-;-'--

Bl20165rSO'

LxWIlH Weight

300/200/140 7.4
jOOT2iJOT9ii.5

·--'"30(iT200'j"'-fi5----J:4
---------

250

Kemanoe facing bricks (soHd)PI" __~

.s.~~~_

~~._I.~9.,~~_!~_~.~.r~_._~!~.'_~~~.~.~~.__~~~_"!!,~~~~!a_h._~, ~,~~':!

,~i,9,~~

approx.kg

2.9

Kemanoe Ticino facing bricks (salkf)
iii! < ..... -e- '~~~'03'~~

Designation _Ln)[n":"..)[,~ ~!9_~~_

BV 25/'2/5;5_-==:. .i~, '20 /55 .~."9.

Surfaee finish~

ru,~~~..~,fl.C!:ed_

~.~~~i<::l_rl, L~W l( H
QualitytoOlN 105

K-M"ZOF'-- __ thin ;;~t~---"--=-~~~~ 1115 i ~.2

__ :ll

-~:
--",.

290/1401140 6.4

Designation

Facing bricks.

B141145

Surfil£~!inishes ,._
MP (pressed) smooth surface

Q!_J~P!!~~ __.__. ._.._. .. -!.-~.9..':!.~.lJ_~~_~!_

812/6.5S
81219S
8121145''''-'''
ili5li,s-- --
~-l8{1!~__ ._,__
B 1416.5·S
B14/9$

250

290

-~I

.(
_~l

Acoustic~~_~~

D!_s~9nation

'40

lllWxH

S'!loot~,slJ~_f~ce

_r(l!u_9~,~lJrf~~l:!

9r,il,Il.IJ,liI_~_s_lJ!f.!c:l'!,_

~~~~____ ~ight_

QualitytoSiA 177&DIN 105 approx..kg

?~rf~~,~,'!i~_~~

~~{'pn'~_~l

.9~J~_':lp!_~_~,l

~~,,(9_~II!'~_I.1_r,__!?~~ss~J

Facil'l9bricks with vertical perforations to DIN 105

VHI..1 OF thin format 240 1115 I 52 ----'1".'9
VHL:ZNF" standard format ~/--71~--~2':6'-

VHLl 20F~ double-thin format 24~__~~~~2~ __ ,_..._ 4.5

Colours

red. pale r@(j,salmon,brown,pearlgrey,white

to order; sienna red, pale brown, fawn, silver, pJatinum_

VHl.Z25!1216.5S 25011201 65 2.4
VHLl25/12/9 S 250 /120' 90 --'---3}-

VHL125112/14 S 250 /120 /140 5.2
VHLi29t1416~5 S -··-·~Ti4oT65-----5.3-
Vii.z 29/1419 S---- -- --'''---290/140T"90--~
VHl.Z29J14/14S--"'·- 2901140/140 7.0
----_._----"'-----~

290

250

'40

_~I

-~:

Designa_t~_oll

Oualityto DIN lOS mm appro~.kg

KHiYOF'''''------ thin format ---~-240I 115 I 52---~2-_-i

icHlz NF standard format 24o--:flJ5T-·n--~T9

'40

- ---_.._--~
~_~~_r~_~ri_IlI;l:_~_~~~.r~_'Tll_~a,Il,..~_il,~~_~iI_:_~ilr.,t,~.~_?w~~~~_a ~ _

Special firing: variegated brick red, variegated TUKan. variegated Sahara.
variegated earth brown, variegated Jura

All' 31: Note
Fordetails ofcurrent products seeWW'wV.swissbrick.com.
Fordetails ofa comparable selection ofclaybricks andblocks asavailable onthe
German market see www.ziegel.de (German Brickmaking Industry .Association)
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Masonry terminology
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I Systems

of Masonry

Ag.32:IrTogular or rustk:bond

Fig.33:Illllerent types of course

Definitions
excerpted from Wasmuths Lexikon der Baukunst, with
borrowings from the Penguin Dictionary of Building and
British Standard 6100.

Clay masonry unit. A brick or block made from loam or
clay and hardened bymeans offiring. Available invari
ous forms and sizes. See "Clay brick" below formore
information:'

Clay brick, clay-block. A man-made building component
made from clay, loam or clayey substances - some
times with the addition of sand, Quartz fragments, .
dried clay dust or fired clay - dried inthe airor fired
in"a kiln. If they are fired, we obtain the familiar clay
brick commonly used in building. They are generally
prismatic in shape but there are regional variations
inthe dimensions which have also changed over the
course oftime.

Hard-fired bricks. Clay bricks fired up to the point of
sintering, and with a surface which is already lightly
vitrified. Such bricks are used for facing masonry
applications. One stretcher and one header face are
fired to"facing Quality".

Bed joint. A horizontal mortar joint inbrickwork orblock
work. In arches and vaulting the bed joints run be
tween the arching/vaulting courses.

Perpend. The vertical mortar joint (1 cm wide on aver
age) between bricks orblocks in the same course of
brickwork or blockwork, which shows as an upright
face joint. Inarches and vaulting the perpends are the
joints between the masonry units ofone and the same
course.

Stretcher. Abrick, block orstone laid lengthwise inawall
toform part ofabond.

Header. A brick or block laid across a wall to bond to
gether itstwo sides.

Course. A parallel layer of bricks or blocks, usually in a
horizontal row ofuniform format, including any mortar
laid with them. Depending on the arrangement of the
masonry units we distinguish between various types of
course (see fig. 33).

Bonding dimension. Ina masonry bond this isthe dimen
sion by which the masonry units inone course overlap
those ofthe course below.

Bond. Aregular arrangement ofmasonry units sothat the
vertical joints ofone course do not coincide with those
ofthe courses immediately above and below. To create
a proper masonry bond, the length ofa masonry unit
must be equal totwice itswidth plus one perpend.

Masonry. Aconstruction ofstones, bricks orblocks.
Wall. Generally, a building component constructed using

stones, bricks, blocks orother materials with orwith
out abonding agent. Walls inwhich there isnomortar
in the j~ints, merely moss, felt, lead, or similar, are
known as dry walls.

Depending on height and function, we distinguish
between foundation, plinth, storey and dwarf walls. These
expressions are self-explanatory, as are the distinctions
between enclosing or external' walls, and internal walls
or partttions. If walls support the loads of joists, beams,
etc., they are known asloadbearing walls. If they have to
withstand lateral pressures, they are known as retaining
walls.

Further reading
- Wasmuths Lexikon derBaukunst, Berlin, 1931
. Gunter Pfeifer, RolfRamcke etal.: Masonry Construction Manual. 8asellBostonJ

Berlin. 2001,
- FritzSchumacher: OasWasen desneuzeitfichen 8acI<steinbaues, Munich. 1985
- Fleischingerl8ecker: DieMauer-lIerlJijnde, Hannover. 1993.
- Ludwig Debo: Lehrbuch derMauerwerlcs-KonstruktkJnen. Hannover, 1901
- Heinz Ronner: Wand + Mauer, Basel, 1991.
- P1umrldgelMeulenkamp: lieget in derArchitel<tur, Stungart. 1996.
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Bed joints

Perpends

Joints
We distinguish between bed joints and perpends - the
horizontal and vertical layers ofmortar that bind together
the individual masonry units. Masonry can be regarded
asacomposite building material consisting ofmortar and
bricks, blocks, or stones. From the structural viewpoint,
the perpends are much less significant than the bed joints
because they do not contribute to resisting tension and
compression. stresses. 'In terms of strength and move
ments, the mortar joints behave somewhat differently to
the masonry units and this leads to shear stresses de
veloping between the units and ,the mortar. It is generally
true to say that the joints (the mortar component) should
be kept as thin orassmall aspossble. On the other hand,
acertain joint thickness isnecessary inorder tocompen
sate forthe tolerances ofthe units themselves. Therefore,
bed joints with normal mortar should be 8-12 mm thick.

As the wall isbuilt, the mortar bulges outonboth sides
ofthe joints (especially the bed joints). This excess mate-

Fig. 35:Jointdefinitions

rial is normally struck off, which, however, is not always
possible on the side facing away from the bricklayer when
building a double-leaf wall. This can lead to the (already)
narrow air cavity between the two leaves of masonry
becoming obstructed orblocked altogether. To be on the
safe side, bulging of2-3 cm should be allowed for.

Depending on the desired appearance of the struc
ture, the joints can be finished in different ways: flush,
recessed, etc. (see fig. 34). Inmasonry that has tosatisfy
a demanding specification, e.g. special acoustic, seismic
orarchitectural requirements, the mortar inthe perpends
iscrucial toachieving the desired properties. On the other
hand, masonry that does not have to satisfy any special
demands can even be constructed with brick-to-brick
perpends (i.e. no mortar in the vertical joints).

Dimensional coordination
Every structure, facing masonry inparticular. should take
account ofdimensional coordination inorder torationalise
the design and construction. This is understood to be a
system of principal dimensions that can be combined to
derive the individual dimensions of building components.
The application of dimensional coordination results in
components (walls, doors, windows, etc.) that are har
monised with each other in such a way that they can
be assembled without having to cut the masonry units.

Systems I

Masonry components
Masonry components comprise masonry units joined with
mortar. The complete assembly then exhibits certain pro
perties, which are discussed below.

Masonry

Masonry bonds
Half- andone-brick walls
The thickness of the wall is equal to either the width of
the masonry unit (half-brick wall) or its length (one-brick
wall). The following terms describe the arrangement of
the masonry units:

stretcher bond - a half-brick wall with the masonry
units laid lengthwise along the wall ..
header bond - aone-brick williwith the masonry units
laid across the wall
header bond with brick-on-edge courses

Bonded masonry
The width of the thickness of the wall isgreater than the
length of one masonry unit. A great variety of masonry
bonds can be produced through different combinations
of stretcher and header courses. The dimension of such
bonds are the result of the particular sizes ofthe masonry
units and the joints. Building with masonry units involves
working with a relatively small-format, industrially pro
duced building material - the bricks and blocks - incon
junction with mortar toform abonded, larger construction
element. The masonry bond is characteristic of masonry
construction, and critical to itsstrength. Inorder tocreate
interlocking corners, intersections, and junctions, the bond
must continue uninterrupted at such details. To achieve
this, the ratio of length towidth ofthe units was originally
an even number. The length ofastandard-format masonry
unit istherefore twice itswidth.

Apart from decorative walls with noloadbearing func
tions, the courses are always built with their vertical joints
offset so that successive courses overlap. This overlap
ping should beequal to about one-third of the height of
the masonry unit. nis recommended totake the following
bonding dimensions asan absolute minimum:

Half- and one-brick walls: min. 1/5 x length of unit
(= 6 em) inthe longitudinal direction

Bonded masonry: min. 6 em inthe longitudinal direc
tion, min. 4 cm transverse (theoretical)

For reasons of stability, single-leaf walls consisting of
one vertical layer must be " 12 cm thick, but " 15 em
when using aerated concrete units. The load-carrying
capacity of single-leaf walls, especially senoer walls, is
primarily limited bythe risk ofbuckling.

Double-leaf walls consist of an inner and outer leaf,
with possibly a layer of thermal insulation and/or air
cavity in between. The inner, loadbearing leaf should be
12-15 em thick, whereas the outer, weatherproof leaf
should be ;,: 12 em thick.

MATERIALS - MODULES

Design and construction

Fig.34:Examples of jointing
aJ Bucket handle
b)Flush
clweathered
(non-facing sideofmasonry partially exposed to
weather)
dlRecessed
(non-facing side ofmasonry partially exposed to
weathe~

elProtruding
(joint material severely exposed toweather)
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The nominal dimensions are even multiples of the basic
module. They represent the coordinating dimensions for
the design. Manufacturers subtract the joint dimension
from these toarrive atawork size foreach component.

The design team must specify whether the masonry
concerned isnormal masonry left exposed (e.g. inabase
ment), a faced external wall, or internal facing masonry.
The requirernents placed on the surtace finish of the
bricks orblocks, the jointing, and the quality ofworkman
ship increase accordingly.

Thickness of wall
The thickness ofthe masonry ina half- orone-brick wall ..
corresponds tothe width orlength ofthe unit respectively,
and thicker walls depend on the bricks/blocks used and
the bond chosen.

Length of wall
A wall may be any length. Any necessary adjustments
and sufficient interlocking within the masonry bond are
achieved by cutting/sawing the bricks or blocks. Short
sections ofwall, columns, and piers should preferably be
ofsuch a size that whole bricks orblocks can be used. In
facing masonry the dimensions must be chosen tosuit the
desired appearance ofthe masonry bond.

Factory-produced cutbricks (called bats) foradjusting
wall lengths are available for facing masonry only. As a
rule, the bricks or blocks are cut/sawn on site when the
masonry is to be plastered or rendered subsequently, or
tosuit non-standard dimensions.

Height ofwall
Clay bricks and blocks should not be cut within their
height. Coordination between the courses and the overall
height of the wall is therefore essential. Various make-up
units (called tiles) are available, and by combining these
any desired overall height can be achieved. However, it is
advantageous to choose the height such that make-up
units are reduced to a minimum, if possible to just one
size. A change in the normai bed joint thickness should
normally be reserved for compensating for unevenness
and tolerances.

Nominal dimensions
Single-leaf loadbearing walls must be ~ 12 cm thick,
but ~ 15 cm when using aerated concrete units. In
double-leaf walls the inner, loadbearing leaf should be
12-15 cm thick, whereas the outer, non-loadbearing leaf
should be ~ 12 cm thick for reasons ofstability. The sta
bility of slender walls is primarily limited by the risk of
buckling, i.e. transverse tensile stresses can no longer be
resisted without a large compression load.

Masonry
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Masonry bonds

Masonry

Systems I

"Exposing theinvisible"
A thourough understanding of the way that masonry
works and the manner in which many historic buildings
were assembled are intrlnsic toour knowledge about the
various types ofmasonry bond. This also forms the foun
dation for the design and arrangement of facing masonry
structures.

According to the definition in Wasmuths Lexikon der
Ba/'lkunst, amasonry bond isthe "proper assembly (bond
ing) ot natural orman-made-stones" inorder toguarantee
the even distribution aftheloads throughout the masonry
body and an interlock between the indi~idual masonry

.. units inthree dimensions.
To achieve proper bonding and interlocking atcorners,

terminations, and intersections, special arrangements of
the respective bonds are necessary. These are governed
by rules based on centuries ofexperience.

38

Fig.36:Planshowingcoorses InEnglish bond
LOOwig Mies vanderRohe: country house in brick
(project). 1923
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Fig.37:Comerdetail

The principles ofmasonry bonds
using English bond asanexample
This applies only to a bond consisting of man-made
masonry units (Le. clay, calcium silicate, concrete bricks,
orblocks).
1. Exactly horizontal courses of masonry units are the

prerequisite for' a proper masonry bond.
2. Stretcher and header courses should alternate regu

larly onelevation.
3. There should beas many headers aspossible in the

core ofevery course.

4. There should be as many whole bricks or blocks as
possible and only asmany bats asnecessary to pro
duce the bond (3/4bats atcorners and ends to avoid
continuous vertical joints).

5. As faraspossible, the perpends ineach course should
continue straight through the full thickness of the
masonry.

6. The perpends of two successive courses should be
offset by 1/4 to 1/2 of the length of a masonry unit
and should never coincide.

7. At the corners, intersections. and butt joints of
rn*'onry components the stretcher courses should
always continue through uninterrupted, whereas the
header courses can form a straight joint.

8. At an internal corner the perpends in successive
courses must be offset.

~
L W

L= 2W+ joint

Numerous variations can be produced according to
the principles of masonry bonds, indeed as interesting
derivations based on the following logic: the length of a
masonry unit isequal to twice itswidth plus one perpend
(e.g. 29 =14 +14 + 1).

FlQ. 38:T-junctlon detail Fig. 39: Intemctioo detail
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Fig. 45:Header bond
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Fig.46:English bond

Bonded masonry
English bond
This bond, with its alternating courses of headers and
stretchers, isvery widespread. The perpends ofallheader
courses line up, likewise those ofallstretcher courses.

Fig.44:S1retcher bond

The principal or trainee bonds
We distinguish between half-, one-brick, and bonded
masonry. In half-and one-brick walls the width of the
courses is limited to one half or the whole length of a
masonry unit respectively, whereas in bonded masonry
the bond can extend over more than one brick or block
within the depth ofthe wall.

English cross bond (St Andrew's bond)
Incontrast to English bond, in English cross bond every
second stretcher course is offset byhalf the length of a
bric~, which on elevation results ininnumerable interlaced
"crosses". This produces a regular stepwise sequence of
joints which improves the bond and therefore improves
the strength over English bond.

Header bond
As allcourses consist exclusively ofheaders, this bond is
primarily suited toone-brick walls. Successive courses are
offset by1/4x length ofmasonry unit. This isabond with
a very high compressive strength which in the past was
frequently used for foundations, too. Owing to the short
bonding dimension, however, header bond issusceptible
todiagonal cracking following the line ofthe joints.

Half-andone-brick walls
Stretcher bond (common bond)
All courses consist exclusively ofstretchers. Owing tothe
bonding dimension, which is normally half the length of
a masonry unit, this bond results in masonry with good
tensile and compressive strength. Stretcher bond issuit
able forhalf-brick walls only. It is therefore employed for
internal partitions, facing leaves and walls made from
inSUlating brickslblocks. The bonding dimension can vary,
but must be at least 1/4x length ofmasonry unit.

Fig.42: Engiish bond

Fi~. 40:S1retcher bond

..

Fig.41:Header bond
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Monk bond (flying bond, Yorkshire bone!)
Similar to Flemish bond, in monk bond there are two
stretchers between each header, and the headers in
successive courses are offset bythe length ofone brick.

Fig.52:Aemlshbond, filled

..

Fig.51: FlemiSh bond

Variations on English bond
Flemish bond
InFlemish bond stretchers and headers alternate inevery
course. The headers are always positioned centrally above
the stretchers in the course below. It is also possible, in
one-brick walls only, to omit the headers and thus cre
ate ahoneycomb wall. Flemish bond has often been used
forfaced walls, l.e. walls with the core filled with various
masonry units grouted solid with mortar, because the alter
nating headers inevery course guarantee agood interlock
with the filling.

Variation on English cross bond
Dutch bond
This bond isdistinguished from English cross bond by the
fact that it alternates between courses of headers and
courses of alternating headers and stretchers. But as in
English cross bond the stretchers line up.

Fig.53: Monk bond
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Fig.54:0utcI1 bond
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Tying and reinforcing double-leaf masonry walls

Reinforced masonry for controlling cracking
Most cracks are caused byrestricting load-related move
ments, e.g. shinkage, and/or temperature stresses. Such
cracks can be prevented, or at least minimised, through
the skilful inclusion of reinforcement. The number of
pieces or layers are calculated in conjunction with the
bricks/blocks supplier or the structural engineer depend
ing on the stresses anticipated and the complexity of the
external wall.

Furthermore, it should be remembered that expansion
(movement) joints must be provided atcorners and insec
tions ofwall exceeding 12min length.

Wall tiesandreinforcement
The wall ties ofstainless steel or plastic must be able to
transfer tensile and compressive forces perpendicular to
the plane ofthe masonry. The behaviour ofthe two leaves
varies. Owing to the fluctuating temperature effects, the
outer leaf moves mainly within itsplane. But the inner floor
and wall constructions behave qifferently - deforming due
to loads, shrinkage, and creep. Wall ties must be able to
track these different movements elastically. For practical
reasons the wall ties are fixed inhorizontal rows, generally
two orthree rows per storey, ataspacing ot80-100 cm.
It is fair toassume roughly one wall tiepersquare metre.

As each row ofwall lieseffectively creates ahorizontal
loadbearing strip, it is recommended to include bed joint
reinforcement, either in the bed jointabove or below the
row ofwall ties, orin both ofthese bed joints.

..

Fig.55:InstaUabon sequence, wall tie in mortarjoint
.- Spreadmortar.
- Place walltie inmortar arldlaymasonry unitontop.
- Push insulation OYer wall tie,cast tieintobedjointof second(facing) ieaf.

Rg.56:lns1allation sequence, wall tie in concrete
- Drillhole Inconcrete and insert metal anchor.
- Screw inwall tie.
- Push insulation over walltie,casttie intobedjointof second(facing) leal

Other measures
In order toavoid stress cracking inmasonry, other measures
may be necessary at eaves, lintels, transfer structures,
etc., e.g. cast-in rails with dovetail anchors, support
brackets, expansion joints, etc.

FIg. 57:Wallties
lor bedjoints.for concrete andmasonry

Fig.58:Building up the outer leaf
View fromthe side(Ie"! andfromabove (right)
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The skill ofmasonry construction

blisters, tears, and grooves; next, the joint - its colour,
surface and relief; and finally the bond - its horizontal,
vertical and diagonal relationships and interactions as vis
ible reminders of invisible deeds."3

Ifwe speak ofsolid facing masonry, it seems sensible
todifferentiate between facing and core. The hidden core
of the wall can be filled with (relatively) unworked, inex
pensive stones or bricks in such:a way that it'forms an
effective bond with the facing. T~e design of the facing,
the surface ofthe wall with itsstr~cturali plastic, material,
coloured and haptic properties, etbodies the relationship
and linkwith the masonry body. I • . •

.. I

Module I
I

"Like all simple devices 01' tools, Ithe masonry unit is an
ingenious element ofeveryday lif~. "4

The shape and size of the irdividual masonry unit
are part of a system of governi~ dimensions; the part
- frequently designated the firs! standardised building
element - isasubstantial part oft~e whole. The individual
masonry unit determines the laws pfmasonry building, i.e.
the bonding, the bond foritspart enables the regular dis
tribution ofthe joints. As soon as\jJe choose our individual
brick or block, with its defined ralio of length towidth to
height, we establish an inevitable, prevailing system of
dimensional coordination forevery design, which leads to
aprevailing relationship among tljeparts. Masonry thick
ness, length, height, right uptopositions and dimensions
ofopenings are defined as aconsequence ofmultiples of
the basic module.

I

Format I

Masonry units are usually in the form of rectangular
prisms, although the actual dimensions have varied from
region to region over time. HoWever, their production
has remained virtually identical throughout history. And

I
history shows usthat the fired masonry unit has seldom
exceeded a length and width 01 35 cm or a height of
11 cm inorder toguarantee proper firing ofthe units and
prevent excessive distortion durihg firing. The construe-

I
tion of a complex masonry bond' (see "Masonry bonds")
generally requires a masonry unilwhose length isequal
totwice itswidth plus one joint. ~owever, many different
dimensions are available today (see "Swiss\:lay bricks
and blocks") because many walls are now executed in
stretcher bond to satisfy building performance require
ments and structural principles 9ictate other dimensions
(e.g. half- and one-brick walls). I

Inaddition, masonry units myst be (relatively) easy to
Mndle sothat the bricklayer can liftand lay aunit with one
hand. Apart from a few exceptions, this rule still applies
today. The factory production of ~ricks has led astandard
size of approx. 25 x 12 x 6.5 em becoming established
for facing bricks, although different specifications as well

I

I

i

Morphology
"Masonry isa bUilding component made from bricks and
blocks that are joined by mortar and therefore function as
acoherent unit."1 Well, that's the definition - which could
hardly be briefer - bythe Swiss standards autllority. But
from this constrained condition a whole host of applica
tions have developed.

We understand masonry tobe asingle- ormulti-layer
component assembled from natural orman-made'stories
that interlock with each other and are completed with
mortar asthe adhesive orfiller.

Masonry components can be constructed from quarry
orriver-bed stones, dressed stones, man-made moulded,
fired or unfired bricks and blocks, a mixture of the fore
going (e.g. inafaced wall), orcast and compacted masses
such as cob, concrete, orreinforced concrete.

We distinguish masonry according to the method of
construction and whether it issolid orcontains voids. 2

Facing masonry
What masonry shows us is the materials, the building
technology and the process-related quality of the jointing
and coursing. Various elements determine the architec
tural expression ofa wall of facing bricks. "First, the unit
surface - itscolours created by fire, shine, cinder holes,

Art history aspects
In cultural terms masonry represents a constant value
- neither itsfunctions nor itssignificance have changed
SUbstantially over the course of time. Acknowledged as
a craft tradition in all cultures of the world, it is always
based on the same principle despite the huge number of
different architectural forms. And owing to its strength,
itsmassiveness, and itsstability it presumably represents
the same values of safety, security, durability, and con
tinuity - in other words tradition - as well as discipline
and simplicity always and everywhere. Distinct levels of
importance are achieved through choice of material and
surface finish. For instance, structures ofdressed stones
exude monumentality and durability (e.g. the pyramids of
Egypt). Contrasting with this, the clay brick is an inex
pensive, ordinary building material which isused primarily
for housebuilding and utility structures (e.g. for Roman
aqueducts, as the cheap industrial material of the 19th
century).

Masonry has undergone continuous change due to
technical progress. Throughout the history ofarchitecture
the response tomass-produced industrial articles has al
ways given rise to different strategies. The Expressionist
buildings of Germany were using hard-fired bricks inthe
senseot apointed continuation ofthe northern tradition of
facing masonry atthe same time asmost ofthe brickwork
of white Modernism was being coated with plaster and
render todiminish the differentiation.

Agure 59:Masonry units!

Kalja Dambacher, Christoph
Elsener, David Leutl10ld

Figure 60:Masonry wall
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asregional differences among the raw materials and pro
duction techniques still guarantee a wealth of different
masonry units with diverse shapes, sizes, colours, sur
face textures, and properties. The various - larger and
smaller - formats render a subtle, individual approach
to the desired appearance or character of a structure
possible. However, besides aesthetic necessities there
are also practical reasons behind the various masonry
unit formats. It is precisely the small formats that lead to
greater freedom inthe design of relatively small surfaces,
thereby making it easier toovercome the rigidity inherent
inthe, initially, fixed form ofthe brick orblock. The choice
of a particular masonry unit, its format and appeeance,
therefore proves to be a very fundamental decision.

Colours and surface finishes
The colours of bricks and blocks are influenced by the

.chemical composition of the raw material (clay) plus the
firing temperature and firing process. These conditions
lead to a wide range of colours and lend the masonry a
direct vividness and very specific quality. To use the words
ofFritz Schumacher, every brick ishighly individual thanks
to its "corporeal" as opposed to its"non-corporeal" col
our. "For in the actual material the colour is not merely a
shade, but rather this shade has itsown life. We feel that
it exudes from inside the material, isnot adhering to the
outside like a skin, and that gives it extra strength."5 The
term "colour" differentiates between colour as material
and colour asa shade.

So nobrick isexactiy like any other. And it isprecisely
this lack of an absolutely perfect, smooth, sharp-edged,
right-angled, dimensionally accurate and identically col
oured brick, whose standard size, form and quality are
merely approximate, that gives masonry its overwhelm
ing fascination. The objective modularity of an individual
masonry unit is balanced by the subjective composition
within the masonry structure.

One traditional form of surface treatment and im
provement forbricks and blocks isglazing, which can be
applied when firing the unit itself or in a second firing
process.

Bond
The erection of a wall is carried out according toa basic
conception intrinsic to masonry: the bond. The bond is a
system of ruies with which a "readable, butlargely invis
ible composition"6 is produced. The heart of this process
is"exposing the invisible"'?

The artof facing masonry lies incombining relatively
small units by means of a solid,mass-forming but also
artistic interlocking arrangement toform a structure such
that the vertical joints of successive courses do not coin
cide. Every brick orblock must be linked to itsneighbours
above and below inorder toachieve masonry with maxi-

mum stability and consistency. This applies, above all,to
the "core" of the wall which is later hidden. The masonry
units interlock, carrying each other.

The arrangements of stretchers and headers create
patterns stretching over several courses (rapport), and
their repetition becomes a crucial design element, de
termining the character of the resulting surface. And the
"weave" of the masonry units inevery course determines
whether this regular repetition takes place aftertwoor
three or, atthe.tatest, after four courses, thus creating.our
stretcher bond, header bond, English bond, English cross
bond, Hemish aond, etc. {see "Masonry bonds"):

Strength through the bOnd
Masonry is a composite material - bricks/blocks plus
mortar - with high compressive and low tensile strength.
The load-carrying capacity isdue tothe bond which inter
locks the wall inthree Dimensions. When applying acom
pression load toamasonry body held attop and bottom it
is the bond inconjunction with regular mortar joints that
ensures an even distribution ofthe compressive stresses.
The mortar cannot resist any tensile stresses. This there
fore restricts the load-carrying capacity of masonry and
hence the height of masonry structures. The highest
masonry building constructed to date, the Monadnock
Building inChicago, has merely 16 storeys and measures
60minheight. (Prior tothat the tallest masonry structures
had just 10 storeys.) Correspondingly, the ground floor
walls ofthis "ancient skyscraper" (A. Moravansky) are two
metres thick.

Figure 61:various formats. colours andsurface textures
Alvar Aalto: experimental house. Muuratsalo (FIN), 1954
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Figure 62:Ornamentation through thebond
after Fritz Schumacher

Ornamentation
The effects of the various masonry bonds vary in their
character. The choice ofbond together with the material's
character and the surface characteristics complement
each other and determine the appearance of the facing
masonry - but todiffering degrees, depending on the ob
server's distance from the wall.

The brick itself creates the scale forthe size ofthe or
namentation, and the pattern can be developed out ofthe
module itself. The ornamentation created by the rapport
is the outcome and also the expression ofthe production
and jointing process; it is, asit were, itself inherent inthe
principle of.the masonry wall.

Fritz SChumacher, for example, relies in his designs
exclusively on the effect ofattractive hard-fired materials
inskilfully constructed walls. His ornamentation ispurely
superficial, the result of the alternating positions and in
terweaving ofthe bricks. However, ornamentation can also
take on the form ofsubtly protruding individual bricks or
courses, or make use ofspecial forms such as brick-on
edge topmost courses.

Fritz Hoger, the architect behind the famous Chile
House in Hamburg, regards brickwork asa material with
which he can achieve outstanding large-scale orna
mentation by allowing individual bricks to protrude over
whole surfaces toachieve extraordinary plays oflight and
shadow. His masonry surfaces employ relief, are even
sculpted.

Joint
Infacing masonry the significance ofthe joint isfrequently
underestimated. The joint reveals the connection, "the
bond", as the true concept of the masonry. Mortar and
bricks are the materials ofawall; but joint and bond deter
mine their nature. The joints cover the surface like adense
network and give it scale. According toGottfried Semper's
"clothing theory" it isthe appearance ofmasonry that de
termines itstechnology, and not the other way round (see

."Ihepathos ofmasonry").
Without joints, masonry would be inconceivable. The

joint and the masonry material enjoy a fundamental but
variabie relationship with each other, each influencing the
other. fhe network of joints can be designed in terms of
dimensions, colouring, and form; the relationship between
joints and masonry units determines the strength ofama
sonry construction and also its architectural expression.
But the strength of masonry depends essentially on the
thickness of the joints; the masonry units are generally
more efficient than the mortar, meaning that wide joints,
inprinciple, can reduce the overall strength ofa masonry
construction.

Emphasising the joints to a greater or lesser degree
gives us the opportunity to harmonise the effect of the
surface in terms' of colouring and vividness. Identical

bricks can look totally different with the joints ina differ
ent colour. Furthermore, the variable position of the joint
surface with respect to the visible surface of the brick,
i.e. whether the joints are finished fiush, recessed orpro
jecting, has a critical influence on the appearance of a
masonry surface. Joints struck offflush inawall ofbricks
with irregular edges, forexample, can conceal the irregu
larities and make the pattern ofthejoints even more con
spicuous. One special way ofemphasising the joints isto
recess them tocreate regular, delicate lines of shadow.

Summing up, we can say that the joint pattern isasig
nificant component inthe masonry surface and itsthree
dimel'1!>ional quality, either highlighting the structure ofthe
masonry bond orgiving it ahomogeneous effect.

The opening
The solid and protective shell of a masonry wall initially
forms a hard boundary separating interior from exterior.
Mediation takes place via perforations punched through
the fabric of the wall. Their form, size, and positioning
is directly related to the individual module and is con
sequently embedded in the strict, geometrical, modular
whole. Every opening must fit into the scale prescribed by
the masonry shell, and requires acareful consideration of
the surfaces within the depth of the wall (head, reveals,
sill, threshold); inother words, the opening isa hole ina
fabric which must be "bordered". Wall and opening form
an indivisible, interrelated pair in which the former must
express its inner consistency and corporeality by- ofall
things - an "empty space" within the masonry structure,

Figure 63:Ornamentation 1hrough rellet (bricksoffsetwithin depth ofwalt)
Hi~ & K:WoN House. Aggs1all (0). 2000
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Figure 64:Expressively sculpted_
FritzHc\ger: Hannoverscher Anzeiger newspaper
building. Hannover (OJ, 1928

Masonry
Systems in architecture I

whereas the dimensions of the opening, primarily height
and depth, butalso the width, willalways bebound bythe
modularity of the masonry bond. On the other hand, the
opening represents a disruption in the masonry, and the
wider it is,the more permanent it seems to be. Although
the opening itself isdimensionless, it isstill subject tothe
laws ofgravity because it has tobebridged byaloadbear
ing structure spanning itswidth.

Openings in masonry for windows, 'doors, or other
large apertures are spanned bylintels orarches.

Openings uptoabout 1.5mcan be achieved without
any additional means of support, simply bywedging the
smallest units against inclined abutments. This proaices
an extremely shallow, cambered arch.

Horizontal lintels can be provided inthe form ofsmall
beams ofclay orconcrete, with either prestressed orcon
ventiona� reinforcement. Clay lintels enable openings to
be spanned with little extra work and inthe same material
asthe rest ofthewall.

The arch, onthe other hand, iswithout doubt the typi
cal solution for solid and masonry construction when it
is necessary to span larger openings or topographical
features. The phenomenon of the mass and weight of
the building material plus the physical principle of gravity

Figure 65:Joint and bond used tocreate anautonomous Image
Sigurd lewerentz: StPeter's Church. Klippan (5), 1966

are superimposed here to generate strength and stabil
ityat the macro-level (building element "arch"); the arch
is a structure purely in compression. At the micro-level
the inherent strength, asalready mentioned, is achieved
through interlocking and hence the frictional resistance
between brick and mortar ("adhesion effect").

Horizontal lintels over larger openings are built exclu
sively with steel orreinforced concrete beams. Inhis brick
houses Mies van der Rohe was using concealed steel
beams with acladding of,as it \yere, "levitating bricks" as
early asthe 1920s in order to achieve window openings
of maximum width and with minimum disruption to the
horizontal coursing of the masonry units.

The position of the window within the depth ofthe wall
represents another important element inthe overall effect
ofa masonry structure. Whether the theme of the "wall"

or that of the "masonry" becomes noticeable at the de
sign stage depends essentially on the extreme positions
of windows fitted flush with the inside or outside face,
indeed depends onany ofthe intermediate positions and
possibilities within the depth of the opening. Basically, a
"neutral statement" on this theme isimpossible.

layers
"Monolithic masonry':
"If walls are not to express any of their own weight, if
we cannot see 'their mass, if mass only suggests stabil
ity, then those are not walls for me. One cannot ignore
the powerful impression of the toadbearing force."s That
was the view once expressed byGerman architect Heinz
Bienefeld. (Note: He means "masonry", the term "walls" is
misleading here.)

Solid brick walls are fascinating not only in the sense
ofbeing building elements with ahomogeneous structure
inwhich the bricks are interlocked with each other inthree
dimensions, but also because they can take on all the
functions of separating, supporting, insulating, and pro
tecting, even storing thermal energy. The mighty masonry
wall regulates the humidity in the interior and achieves
a balanced internal climate. Compared with the ongoing
breakdown ofthe double-leaf wall construction into highly
specialised but monofunctional components, this multiple
functionality proves to be particularly topical and up to
date. This enables the development ofnew design strate
gies that look beyond the technical, constructional, and
building performance issues.

The impressive, homogeneous masonry wall guar
antees an imposing separating element between interior
and exterior spaces. Windows positioned deep within the
openings and powerful reveals divulge the massiveness
of the material, which provides opportunities for plastic
modulation but also the inclusion ofspaces.

The insulation standards forthe building envelope that
have been demanded since the late 1970s have made
traditional, solid, facing masonry practically impossible,
and so this fo'rmhas almost disappeared. The problem
of thermal insulation is solved with pragmatic systems,
e.g. half- and one-brick walls composed of perforated
masonry units built up ina synthetic, polyfunctionallayer
that favours exclUSively the aspect of good insulation.

",...l

This isatthe"lixpense ofthe visual quality ofthe masonry
bond: forreasons ofvapour diffusion and weather protec
tion, half- and one-brick walls must always berendered
outside and plastered inside, and the maximum size of
opening isrestricted, too.

Double-leaf masonry walls
Building performance requirements simply put an end
to the facade as we knew it and divided our monolithic
masonry into layers. Inthe course ofthe European oilcrisis
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Figure 66:Untets

of the 1970s and the subsequent demands formasonry
constructions with abetter thermal insulation performance
double-leaf masonry walls, which were originally devised
to protect against driving rain, experienced a growth in
popularity. Double-leaf masonry walls have several dis
tinct layers separated strictly according to function and
this optimises the performance of individual aspects, e.g.
improved insulation and sealing, more slender leaves and
better economy. Both leaves, innerand outer, are gen
erally Ralftlrone brick thick. The originally homogenous
building component, the external wall, with its inherent
laws stemming from the material properties and meth
ods ofworking, has been resolved into discrete parts. The
outer, visible leaf has been relieved of loadbearing func
tions and has assumed the role ofaprotective cladding for
the insulating and loadbearing layers. Consequently, the
double-leaf system has astructure that comprises mutu
ally complementary, monofunctional layers: loadbearing,
insulating, and protective.

That results innew material- and construction-related
design options. Inparticular, the thin, outer masonry leaf
with itsexclusively cladding function can be featured ar
chitecturally. Expansion joints separate the wall divided
into bays, whereas the lack ofcolumns isadirect indica
tion that the outer leaf has been relieved ofheavy building
loads. The original interwoven whole has been resolved
into itsparts.

Double-leaf constructions can be especially interest
ing when the independent development of the slender
masonry leaves gives rise to new spaces with specific
architectural qualities. In climatic terms such included
spaces form intermediate zones which, quite naturally,
can assume the function ofaheat buffer.

Pragmatic optimisation has brought about "external
insuiation". The external leaf of masonry is omitted and
replaced bya layer ofrender.

Bonds fordouble-leaf masonry walls
A wall split into two, usually thin, leaves for economic
reasons isunsuitable formany masonry bonds; the half
brick-thick facing leaf is built in stretcher bond - the
simplest and most obvious solution. What that means for
modern multi-storey buildings with facing masonry isthat
they can no longer have a solid, continuous, loadbearing
external wall. On the other hand, solid, bonded masonry
(see fig. 63, house byHild & K) is still possible for sin
gle-storey buildings (internai insulation). And there is the
option ofbuilding the external leaf not ina masonry bond
- which isalways three-dimensional - but emulating this
and hence forming a reference tothe idea ofa solid wall
(see fig. 69).

Figure 67:Whnewashed masonry
Heinz Bienefeld: Schutte House. Cologne (0).1980

Facing masonry and modem energy economy standards
The characteristics of solid masonry can be resolved into
layers only toa limited extent. Expansion joints divide the
non-loadbearing external leaf into segments and the de
ception of the solid outer wall (which isnon-Ioadbearing)
isusually unsatisfactory. Inrecent years we have therefore
seen the development ofnew strategies tobuild solid fac
ing masonry.

One approach is to combine the characteristics of
facing, bonded masonry with the advantages ofthermally
optimised half- and one-brick walls (see "Buildings 
Selected projects" - "Apartment blocks, Martinsberg
strasse, Baden; Burkard, Meyer + Partner"). This ap
proach is currently very labour-intensive because two
different brick formats have to be combined inone bond
and adjusted tosuit.

Another strategy exploits the solid masonry wall as
a heat storage element and integrates the heating pipes
directly into the base of the walls. This enables the con
struction of uninsulated facing masonry (see "Buildings
- Selected projects" - "Gallery for Contemporary Art,
Marktoberdorf; Bearth + Deplazes").

Design potential and design strategy
Both the office-based design team and the site-based
construction team must exercise great care when'hand
ling exposed concrete. Every whim, every irregularity is
betrayed with ruthless transparency and cannot be dis
guised. Designing and constructing with facing bricks
therefore calls foraprecise architectural concept inwhich
the artistic and constructional possibilities ofthe material
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Figure 68:Solidmasonry without additional
layer01insulation
Beartl1 &0epIazes: Gallery forCootempo<ary Art,
_(Il),2001

Figure 69:Thepattern01 English crossbond In
_leaf masonry
Hans KoIlhoff and Helga TImmennann:
Kindergarten, Frankfurt-Ostend (Il),1994

Masonry
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plus itssound, craft-like workmanship form a substantial
part of the design process from the very beginning_

Initially, it would seem that the means available are
limited, butthe major design potential lies in the patient
clarification of the interrelationships of the parts within a
structured, inseparable whole, The brick module as agen
erator implies aobligatory logic and leads toa governing
dimensional relationship between the parts,

The work does not evolve from the mass but rather
assembles this mass inthe sense ofall "additive building
process" from the small units of the adjacent, stacked
modules, Agreat richness can therefore be deyeloped on
the basis of a precise geometrical definition, ajichness .
whose sensual quality is closely linked with the produc
tion and the traces of manual craftsmanship. Fritz SChu
macher expressed this as follows: "The brick does not
tolerate any abstract existence and is unceasing in its
demand for appropriate consideration and action. Those
involved with bricks will always have the feeling of being
directly present on the building site,"g

The effect ofthe material as asurface opens upmany
opportunities, Tranquil, coherent surfaces and masses
help the reliefof the rnasonry toachieve itsfull effect, an
expression of heaviness, stability, massiveness, but also
permanence and durability. By contrast. the network of
joints conveys the image of a small-format ornamental
structure, a fabric which certainly lends the masonry "tex
tile qualities".

The partwithin thewhole
Bricks and blocks can look back on a long tradition citing
the virtues of self-discipline and thriftiness - and archi
tecture ofmateriality and durability, The structure offacing
masonry reveals asystem ofiucid and rational rules based
on astable foundation ofknowiedge and experience,

The image ofthe brick wall isthe image ofitsproduc
tion and its direct link with the precise rhythm of brick
and joints, The relatively small brick isa winner thanks to
itsuniversal functionality: it can assume not only a sepa
rating, supporting, orprotective role, but also structuring

and ornamentation, Facades corne alive thanks tothe age
and ageing resistance ofmasonry materials, their manual
working, and the relationship between the masonry body
with itslegitimate openings,

Awall offacing masonry isawork indicating structure,
assembly, and fabric, The face of the architecture almost
"speaks" with itsown voice and enables us to decipher
the logic and the animated, butalso complex, interplay in
the assembly ofthe fabric, It is precisely the limits ofthis
material that embody itspotential and hence the success
ofmasonry over the millennia,

Inconclusion, we would gladly echo here the confes
sion Mies van der Rohe once made: "We can also learn
from brick, How sensible is this small handy shape, so
useful for every purpose! What logic initsbonding, pattern
and texture! What richness in the simplest wall surface!
But what discipline this material imposesl"'o

Figure 70:The plastic effect ofthesurlace
Alejandro detaSola: Gasa Galle Doctor Arce, Madrid lEI, 1955
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Fig.71: Compartmentatlon asa principle:
elevation (lop) and planofupper floor(right)
AdolfLoos: M<J~r House, vienna !AI, 1928

Compartmentation
The building ofcompartments isatypical trait ofmasonry
construction. By compartments we mean a system of
interlinked, fully enclosed spaces whose connections with
one another and to the outside consist only of individual
openings (windows, doors), The outward appearance is,
for a whole host of reasons, "compartment-like". How
ever, atleast this type ofconstruction does present aself
contained building form with simple, cubelike outlines.
The compartment system uses the possibilities of the
masonry to the full. All the walls can be loaded equally
and can stabilise each other, and hence their dimensions
(insofar as they are derived from the loadbearing function)
can be minimised. The plan layout options are, however,
limited.

Of the categories presented here, compartmenta
tion is the oldest type of construction. Contraints were
imposed naturally by the materials available - apart
from the frame we are aware of coursed masonry and,
for floors and roofs, timber joists as valid precepts up
until the 19th century, Over centuries these constraints
led to the development and establishment of this form
of construction in the respective architectural con
text. In fact, in the past the possibilities of one-way
spanning floor systems (timber joist floors) were not fully
exploited. Today, the reinforced concrete slab, which
normally spans in two directions, presents uswith opti
mum utilisation options.

The following criteria have considerable influence on the
order and discipline ofan architectural design:
- the need to limit the depth and orientation of the

plans;
and together with this the independence of horizon
tal loadbearing systems (timber joists span approx.
4.5m) atleast inone direction;
and together with this the restriction on the covered
areas principally toafew space relationships and lay
outs;
openings in loadbearing walls are positioned not at
random but rather limited and arranged to suit the
loadbearing structure.

Although today we are not necessarily restricted in our
choice of materials (because sheer unlimited construc
tional possibilities are available), economic considerations
frequently force similar decisions.

But as long asthe range of conditions for cornpart
mentation are related tothe construction itself, the build
ings are distinguished by a remarkable clarity in their
internal organisation and outward appearance. Looked
atpositively, if we regard the provisional end ofcompact
compartment construction as being inthe 1930s (ignor
ing developments since 1945), it ispossible tofind good
examples, primarUy among the residential buildings ofthat
time. ~er the war, developments led tovariations on this
theme. The compartmentation principle was solved three
dimensionally and is, incombination with small and mini
forms, quite suitable formasonry; through experimenta
tion, however, it would eventually become alienated into a
hybrid form, mixed with other types ofconstruction.

Box frame construction
This is the provision of several or many loadbearing
walls inaparallel arrangement enclosing a large number
of boxlike spaces subject to identical conditions. The
intention behind this form of construction might be, for
instance, to create repetitive spaces or buildings facing

Fig.72:Boxframesasa governing design principle
LeCctcser: private house (Sarabllaij, Achmedabad (IOOa). 1955
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fig. 74:Theopenings lendstructure to and resun fromthe arrangement 01the plates
Marcel Breuer: Gane's Pavilion, Bristol (GB), 1936

walls (plates) and partly by non-Ioadbearing elements
(e.g. glass partitions). This presupposes the availability of
horizontalloadbearing elements which comply with these
various conditions in the sense of load relief and transfer
ofhorizontal forces.

We therefore have essentially two criteria:
- A type of spatial (fluid) connection and opening, the

likes of which are not possible in the rigid box frame
system, but especia~y incompartmentation.

- The technical restrictions with respectro the suitability
of this arrangement formasonry materials; inevitably,
the random positioning of wal.ls leads to problems of
bearing pressure atthe ends of such wall plates orat
individual points where concentrated loads from the
horizontal elements have tobecarried.
Only in special cases will it therefore bepossible to

create such an unrestricted system from homogeneous
masonry (using the option ofvarying the thickness of the
walls orcolumns).

Nevertheless, we wish to have theoption of regard
ing buildings not asself-contained entities butrather as
sequences of spaces and connections from inside and
outside. As the wall is,in principle, unprejudiced with re
gard to functional conditions and design intentions, the
various characteristics of the wall can betraced back to
the beginnings ofmodern building.

The catalyst for this development was indubitably
Frank Lloyd Wright, who with his"prairie houses", ashe
called the first examples, understood how to setstand
ards. The interior spaces intersect, low and broad, and
terraces and gardens merge into one.

Mies van der Rohe's design for a country house in
brickwork (1923) is a good example (see "Masonry;
Masonry bonds"). Here, he combines the flexible rules of
composition with Frank Lloyd Wright's organic building
principles, the fusion with the landscape.

The plan layout is derived exclusively from the func
tions. The rooms are bounded by plain, straight, and
right-angled, intersecting walls, which are elevated tode
sign elements and byextending far into the gardens link
the house with its surroundings. Instead of the window
apertures so typical of compartmentation, complete wall
sections are omitted here tocreate the openings.

Richard Neutra and Marcel Breuer, representing the
International Style, provide further'1Y'pical examples. The
sublimation of the wall to a planar, loadbearing element
that completely fulfils an enclosing nmction as well isboth
modern and ancient

We have to admit that pure forms. like those used
by the protagonists of modern building, are on the
decline. Combinations ofsystems are both normal and valid.
A chamber can have a stiHening, stabilising eHect in the
sense of a compartment (this may well be functional if
indeed not physical).

Systems in architecture I

Masonry

inaprincipal direction forreasons ofsunlight orthe view,
or simply the growing need for buildings - linked with
the attempt to reach anaesthetic but likewise economical
and technically simple basic form. Infact, box frame con
struction does present an appearance ofconformity. After
all,a row is without doubt anaesthetic principle which is
acknowledged assuch.

In terms of construction, a box frame is a series of
loadbearing walls transverse to the longitudinal axis of
a building, which are joined bythe floors to longitudinal
walls which stabilise the whole structure. To a certain
extent, a tnue box frame isnot possible owing tothe need
forstability inthe longitudinal direction, which islaidjlown
in numerous stanoards. Therefore, box frame construc
tion isfrequently used inconjunction with other categories'
(compartmentation and plates). The following criteria pre
ordain box frame construction forcertain building tasks
and restrict itsdegree ofusefulness:
- Restrictions to width of rooms and building byspans

that are prescribed in terms of materials, economy,
etc. (e.g. one-way-spanning floors).

- Heavy - because they are loadbearing - partitions
with correspondingly good insulation properties
("screening" against the neighbours).

- External walls without restrictions on their constnuc
tion, with maximum light admittance, option of deep
plans and favourable facade-plan area ratios.

The first examples of true box frames originated onthe
drawing boards of architects who wanted to distance
themselves from such primary arguments; the large resi
dential estates ofthe 1920s designed byTaut, Wagner, and
May, influenced byindustrial methods ofmanufacture.

Plates
Incontrast to the parallel accumulation of boxes, we as
sume that plates enable an unrestricted positioning of
walls beneath a horizontal loadbearing structure (floor or
roof).

So, provided these plates donot surround spaces (too)
completely - i.e. do not form compartments - we can
create spaces that are demarcated partly byloadbearing

::::
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FIg. 73:Uninterrupted space continuum
Marcel Breuer: Robinson House, Williamstown
1USAI.1948
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The box frame can be employed to form identical in
terior spaces. And the straight or right-angled plate per
mits user-defined elements right up to intervention inthe
external spaces.

Schinkel's Academy of Architecture: an example of
a grid layout
Aclose study ofthe plan layouts ofthe (no longer existent)
Academy of ArchitectUfe in Berlin reveals how SChinkel
was tied to the column grid when trying to realise the
actual internal layout requirements. The possibility of
creating interiors without intervening columns, ashe had
seen and marvelled aton his triptoEngland in1826, was
not available to him for reasons ofcost. The factories in
Prussia could not supply any construction systems that
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Owing to the faulted subsoil, the chosen form of
construction led to major settlement problems because
the columns had to carry different compression loads.
Flaminius described the problems that occurred: "There
are nolong, continuous walls with small oreven noopen
ings on which the total load of the building can be sup
ported and where the cohesion ofthe masonry transfers
such a significant moment to balance the low hortzonta
thrust that every small opening generates; instead, the
whole load isdistributed over a system ofcolumns which
stand on acomparatively small plan area and atthe vari
ous points within their height are subjected toanumber of
signibnt compression loads acting in the most diverse
directions... Only after the columns collect the total verti
cal load they should carry and, with their maximum height,
have been given a significant degree of strength should
the windows with their arches, lintels, and spandrel panels
be gradually added and the entire finer cladding material
forcornices and ornaments incorporated. Only inthis way
is it possible, if not to avoid totally the settlement of the
building or individual parts of the same, but to at least
divert it from those parts that suffer most from unequal
compression and in which the effects of the same are
most conspicuous."

Ag.75:Reduction of the s1JUCture
Karl Friedrich Schinkel: Academy ofArchitecture
(destroyed). Berlin tol.1836 permitted multi-storey buildings with large-span floors.

He therefore had tobe content with a system of masonry
piers and shallow vaults Oack arches).

The Academy of Architecture was based on a
5.50 x 5.50 m grid. The intersections of the grid lines
were marked by masonry columns which, as was custom
ary at the time, narrowed stepwise as they rose through
the building, the steps being used to support the floors.
Some ofthese columns were only as high as the vaulting
on shallow transverse arches provided for reasons of fire
protection. The continuity ofthe masonry columns was vis
ible only on the external walls. This was abuilding without
loadbearing walls. Itwould have been extremely enlighten
ing tohave been able toreturn this building toitsstructural
elements just once. It must have had fantastic lines! ..

The bUilding was braced by wrought iron ties and
masonry transverse arches in all directions, joining the
columns. A frame was certainly apparent but was not
properly realised. At the same time, in his Academy of
Architecture SChinkel exploited to the full the opportuni
ties of building with bricks; for compared with modern
frame construction, which can make use of mould
able, synthetic and tensile bending-resistant materials
(reinforced concrete, steel, timber and wood-based prod
ucts), the possibilities of masonry units are extremely
limited. SChinkel managed to coax the utmost out of the
traditional clay brickwork and accomplished an incredible
clarity and unity on anarcnteciurat spatial, and building
technology level.
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Barbara Wiskemann

Fig.76:Proposals (schematic) lor varioos
masoory elements
Examples from aSwiss manufacturer: ~preton"

element catalogue

Masonry
Systems in architecture I

Rationalisation inthe craftsman-like tradition
Factory prefabrication in the brickmaking industry has
been driven in recent years primarily byeconomic con
siderations. The aim istoensure that the traditional, time
consuming method of masonry construction, the nature
ofwhich consists of labour-intensive manual work on the
building site, remains competitive with other methods of
building. Apart from that, the quality ofamasonry element
has always been heavily dependent on the quality ofwork
manship and the weather. There are companies that can
supply industrially prefabricated, custom-made masonry
walls to suit individual projects. Such elements include
reinforcement tocope with the stresses offranspoato the
building site and on-site handling by crane (e.g. "preton"
elements), and can be ordered complete with all openings
and slots forservices etc.

This form of construction renders possible accurate
scheduling of building operations, reduces the cost of
erection and speeds upprogress (making the whole pro
cedure less susceptible to the vagaries of the weather).
Inaddition, the components can be delivered without any
construction moisture. On the other hand, they call for
very precise advance planning and heavy lifting equip
ment on site. Another disadvantage is that there is little
leeway for subsequent alterations, and none at all once
the elements have arrived onsite.

Such prefabricated masonry elements can be pro
duced indifferent ways. One method istoconstruct them
vertically from bricks and mortar (i.e. normally), butthey
can also be laid horizontally in a form, reinforced and
provided with a concrete backing. Some bricks are pro
duced with perforations forreinforcing bars. Furthermore,
masonry handling plant has been developed in order to
minimise the m.anuallVork in th"1 factory.

Itisalso possible tocombine.conventional, insitu work
with prefabricated elements; forexample, the reveal toa
circular opening, or an arched lintel - factory prefabri
cated - can be insertea into'a wall built in the conven
tionarmanner.

On the whole it is reasonable tosay that owing tothe
high cost ofthe detailed, manual jointing ofmasonry units
to form a masonry bond such work can be replaced by
erecting large-format, heavy, prefabricated masonry ele
ments. Of course, the aim isto limit the variation between
elements and to produce a large number of identical el
ements. Consequently, there is a high degree of stand
ardisation. And a new problem arises: the horizontal and
vertical joints between the prefabricated wall elements.

"I
!

Fig.rt: Examples !rom• Swissmanufacturer: '",etoo' elementcatalogue
Masonry elements being erected attheSwisscom headquarters byBurkard, Meyer inWinterthur

I
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Fig. 78:Facade ....mbled!rom threedifferent
prefabricated elements
Booo.rd Meyer Partner: Swisscom headquarters,
Winterthur (CHl. '999

Two contemporary examples
Burkard, Meyer: Swisscom headquarters, Winterthur
The entire facade of this bUilding, completed in 1999, is
acombination ofthree different standard elements, all of
which were designed tomatch the bUilding grid of5.60 m.
The three different elements are a) horizontal strip window
with spandrel panel, b)plain wall, and c) double window.
Apart from the peripheral concrete floor slab edges, all
plain parts of the facade are in masonry. The wall ele
ments of hard-fired bricks are reinforced and have con
tinuous vertical grooves at the sides (see fig. 81). Insert
ing permanently elastic rubber gaskets into these grooves
Ibcks the individual wall panels together; that avoids the
need for.external silicone joints, which would be fully
exposed to the weather. Each element istied back tothe
loadbearing structure at the top, and at the bottom fixed
tothe concrete nib witlipins. All joints are 2em wide, and
the horizontal ones remain open toguarantee aircircula
tion behind the elements.

The wall elements comprise clay bricks measuring
24.4 x 11.5 x 5.2em which were specially produced for
this project (optimum dimensions forcorner details etc.).
They were built in a jig manually in the factory. Besides
the independence from weather conditions (construction
time: 12months indoors), the advantage ofthis forthe site
management was the fact that a standard element could
be defined and itwas then the responsibility ofthe factory
management tomaintain the quality ofworkmanship.

Right from the onset ofdesign, the architects planned
as many parts of the building as possible based on pre
fabricated elements. They also included the loadbearing
structure, which besides an in situ concrete core con
sists of reinforced concrete columns, beams, and slabs
(described in more detail in "Steel; Frames"). This is not
.heavyweight prefabrication inthe style ofpanei.construc
tion, where the external wall elements are erected com
plete with loadbearing shell, thermal insulation, and inter
nal finishes, butrather an additive combination of.finished
parts on site, te, acomplementary system (see fig. 80).

I~terms ofthe facade, reducing the numberofstand
ard facade elements to three and the rationalisation of
the construction process through prefabrication was an
advantageous decision interms of~ogistics, engineering,
and economics.

Fig. 80:Left:the various laye",; right: element....mbledand erected
Swisscom headquarters: exploded axonometric viewof facade

~N
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Fig.al: Worldng (production) _g for a prefabricated element
Swisscom headquarters. Winterthur

Fig.7Q: 5ectionthrough prefabricated facade
element
Swisscom reaoooaners, Winter1tlur (CHl
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Fig.82:West elevation, dividedvertically Into
fivesegments: pIIn1ll,-.middle,_, apex
Hans KoIlhoff: high-rise bIocI<. Polsdamer Platz,
8e~in tol.1999

Masonry
Systems in architecture I

Hans Kallhoff: high-rise block, Potsdamer Platz, Berlin
The original plan was to construct a 100-m-high brick
wall in Gothic bond. To do this, every bricklayer would
have needed several stacks of bricks in various colours,
pius specials, within reach on a 100-m-high scaffold.
Owing tothe load ofthe bricks, the hoists forthe materi
als and the safety requirements, a very substantial, very
expensive scaffold would have been needed forthe ~ntire

duration of the project. In the light of the enormous size
ofthe building and the complex logistics on the confined
site in the centre ofBerlin, the architects decided to use
prefabricated components forthecladding. The irllustri-

. ally prefabricated facade elements were erected after the
layer of insulation had been attached to the conventional
loadbearing in situ concrete frame.. The windows were
installed last.

Individual parts such as spandrel panels, column clad
ding, lesenes, and mullions make upthe tectonic fabric of
the facade. Their depth and (partial) profiling result in a

massive, sculpted overall effect that evocates a masonry
building. The principle of facade relief is employed ele
gantly here in the form ofoverlapping elements in order
to conceal the unavoidable joints with their permanently
elastic filling. As, on the one hand, the building does not
have a rectangular footprint and, on the other, the facade
isdivided into five different sections (plinth, block, middle,
tower, and apex), there are very many different facade
elements.

The proquction of the prefabricated elements was
a complex process. Steel forms were used to minimise
the tolerances. Rubber dies were laid in these, with
accurate three-dimensional joint layouts. This enabled
the hard-fired bricks (the outermost layer ofthe element),
cut lengthwise, to belaid precisely in the form. The next
stage involved filling the joints with a concrete mix col
oured with a dark pigment. The reinforcement was then
placed on this external, still not fully stable facing and
the form filled with normal-weight concrete. The porous
surface ofthe hard-fired bricks resulted inaninseparable
bond between the protective brick facing and the stabilis
ing concrete backing. To create the (intended) impression
of solid brickwork, specials were used at all edges and
corners instead ofthe halved bricks.

The hard-fired bricks therefore assume noloadbear
ing functions and instead merely form a protective layer
over the concrete. On the other hand, it is precisely the
use of such bricks that promote the idea of the tower,
i.e. mankind's presumption towant tobuild a skyscraper
from thousands of tiny bricks. (Is that perhaps the
reason behind the Gothic bond?) And in addition they
paradoxically stand forthe image ofsupporting and load
ing as well; in the plasticity ofthe facade they in noway
appear tobe merely "wallpaper".

As masonry materials have only alimited compressive
strength, their use forhigh-rise loadbearing structures is
limited - the tallest self-supporting clay brickwork build
ing isthe Monadnock Building inChicago (18 storeys and
external walls 2 mthick atground-floor level!). Prefabri
cated facades therefore' represent a satisfactory solution
forhigh-rise buildings.
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fig. 83:Detailsat facadecladdingto bIoclc horizootaJ sectionthrough spandrel panel,horizontal section throughwindows,and
elevation 00windows and spandrel panel showing individual prefabricated parts andjoints: 1 spandrelpanelelement, 2 column
cladding, 3 Iesene, 4 mullion
Hans KoIlhoff: high·rise block, Polsdamer Platz, Berlin tol.1999
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joints, which are lost within the pattern ofthe brickwork.
There are two options forthe vertical joints: the hard-fired
bricks can either be interlocked with each other (which
would, however, mean high wastage), orthe prefabricated
units can be erected to leave a gap which is filled with
masonry byhand ("zip" principle) and the concrete core
cast later.

Rg.86:VIew durtng construelion showtng the "claypipes"
Rafael Moneo: Museo de Arto Romano, MOnda (E), 1986

structure is such that all forces can be carried without
the need for reinforcement. Masonry arches orexposed
concrete lintels are incorporated over openings. The
prefabricated components, e.g. for walls and columns,
were incorporated inthe form of"clay pipes", which were
assembled with a crane to form storey-high walls that
were filled with concrete section bysection.

As the external walls are not insuated, the prefabri
cated units produced inthis way needed only minimal butt

Prefabrication and opus caementitium
The impressive building housing the Museum of Roman
Art inMerida, which isbuilt on part of the largest Roman
settlement inSpain, Augusta Emerita, consists ofaseries
ofmassive arches and flying buttresses plus solid walls.
Inthe early 1980s during the construction ofthe museum
the architect, Rafael Moneo, explained ina lecture at the
ETH Zurich how he had managed to combine modern
prefabrication and Roman bUilding techniques in this.
project. The enormous arches, columns, and walls were,
prefabricated using an ingenious method allied to the
Roman technique of opus caementitium. (see "On the
metaphysics of exposed concrete"). In the end, this
represents a successful attempt to use an old method
satisfactorily.

The concrete was poured between two slender leaves
of hard-fired bricks with a very flat format; the finished
wall thickness isequal to twice the brick (Le. leaQ width
plus the distance between the leaves. The concrete forms
the core ofthe wall and binds the two leaves together. For
their part, these leaves form the "attractive" surface and
can be regarded as permanent formwork, which has to
withstand the pressure of the wet concrete during cast
ing and provide stability. But without the concrete core
the masonry would be totally inadequate for the struc
tural requirements of this building, Inthe Merida project
the clay bricks, which owing to their very flat format are
reminiscent ofRoman bricks, form the visible part of the
loadbearing structure internally and externally. The con
crete is used like a loose-fill material, which is why it is
not reinforced. Together with the bricks it forms a com
pression-resistant element. The design ofthe loadbearing

Ag.85:Top: sectionthrough opuscaemerrtiffum
waif; right:axonometric viewofstructure
Rafael Moneo: Museo deArte Romano. Merida
(E),l986

Rg.84:Interior view
Rafael Moneo: Museo de ArtoRomano, Monda (E),
1986
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Andrea Deplazes

Fig. 1: Formwor1< "fingerprint"
Rough-sawn boards

ih .•

Loadbearing structures made of reinforced concrete
characterise everyday urban life. Whenever possible, the
construction industry employs this material. It isrelatively
inexpensive in comparison with other building materials
- as work on the building site progresses swiftly and
(seemingly) nohighly qualified specialists are required to
install it.Reinforced concrete has simply become the 20th
century's building material of choice - and the symbol of
unbridled building activity. The "concreting ofthe environ
ment" isaproverbial invective denouncing the destruction
of landscape, nature and habitats.

However, the less visible reinforced concrete is- if it
only serves asa "constructional means to an end" in the
true sense of the word, i.e.. for engineering purposes or
the structural shell, and is later plastered or rendered -,
the more acceptable it seems tobe (whether out ofresig
nation ordisinterest does not matter, asoften there seems
to be no competitive alternative to concrete), It's a com
pleteiy different story with reinforc~d concrete designed
to be openly visible, with so-called fair-face concrete. In
order torecognise the characteristics ofexposed concrete
we have todistance ourselves from todays pragmatic ap
proach. The term "exposed concrete" itself makes ussit
up. If there is no invisible concrete, what is it that makes
concrete become exposed? And if reinforced concrete
is notused visibly, but asa "constructional means to an
end", how does it influence the development and design
of form?

Surface
With exposed concrete, what isvisible istheconcrete sur
face. This seemingly unspectacular observation becomes
significant when we draw comparisons with facing ma
sonry. Facing masonry demonstrates the order and logic
ofitsbonded texture and jointing aswell asthe precision
and the course of the building operations. The brickwork
bond istherefore more than the sum ofitsparts, itsstruc
ture isperceived asan aesthetic ornamentation, fixing or
depicting a"true state ofaffairs". Louis Kahn argued that
ornamentation - unlike decoration, which is applied, is a
"foreign" addition - always develops from tectonic inter
faces uptothe point of independence (through the trans
formation of materials and the emancipation oforiginally
constructional functions), Against the background ofsuch
a cultural view, aesthetics means: "Beauty is the splen
dour of the truth" (Mies van der Hone's interpretation of
StAugustine applied tomodern building CUlture).

In contrast to this, exposed concrete - or rather the
cement "skin" two or three millimetres thick - hides its
internal composite nature, Exposed concrete does not dis
close itsinner workings, butinstead hides itsbasic struc
ture under an extremely thin outer layer, This surface layer
formalises and withhalds what our senses could perceive:
an understanding ofthe concrete's composition and "how
it works". And this is why concrete is not perceived as
the natural building material it really is,butrather asan
"artificial, contaminated conglomerate".
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FIg.2:TadaoAndo
Koshino House. Ashiya (JI.198.0

Formwork
But although novisible "powers ofdesign" from inside the
concrete conglomerate penetrate the thin outer layer, the
surface still exhibits texture - traces ofastructure that no
longer exists: the formwork. All that can still bedetected
on exposed concrete are "fingerprints". The term "texture"
stems from the same origin as "text" or"textile" - mean
ing fabric - and thus immediately hints at what earlier
on has been dubbed "filigree construction". The form
work, made of timber or steel, belongs to this categ9ry
of tectonics. Especially in the early stages of reinforced
concrete technology, it was anautonomous, usually quite
artful- albeit temporary - work ofcarpentry (e.g. Richard
Coray's bridge centering). Formwork and concrete form a'
seemingly inseparable package.

As the concrete has tobepoured into formwork inor
der totake on thedesired form, three questions arise: Isn't
every type ofconcrete inthe end exposed concrete? (That
is, how dowe classify the quality ofthe concrete surface?)
Which criteria apply tothe design ofthe formwork? (That
is, how dothe materials and techniques offormwork con
struction influence the mOUlding of the concrete?) Isn't it
odd that anephemeral structure (filigree construction) is
set up inorder to generate another, monolithic one (solid
construction)? (That is,what are the characteristics that
tieconcrete to itsformwork?)

Incrustation
The Roman builders tried to counteract this metamor
phic inconceivability by "exposing" the concrete's inner
structure, while concealing itspractical component - this
unspectacular mixture of gravel, sand and cement. Opus
caementitium isa composite ofpermanent stone orbrick
formwork with a "loose-fill" core of concrete. The con
crete comprises the same materials as the "formwork"
- invarious grain sizes mixed with water and appropriate
binding agents like hydrated lime orcement and worked
into apulp.

It's obvious that this - just like building with cob
- is one of the most original creations of earthworks;
the shapeless earthen pulp proves its worth in coursed
masonry. This kind of exposed concrete construction
has been preserved to this day, e.g. in the viaducts of
the Rhiitische railway line. It lends visible structure and
expression toamixture ofmaterials that on itsown has no
quality ofform, inthe sense ofa"reading" ofthe concrete
sediment through the technique of incrustation: a kind
of "permanent formwork" made of stone or brickwork,
which atthesame time forms acharacterising crust on its
visible surface.

Transformation
The other line ofdevelopment, the "strategy of formwork
construction" mentioned above, leads through timber

construction and carpentry, hence through tectonics,
which has itsown laws of construction and thus already
influences the form-finding process of the concrete pour.
Moreover, wood has atransitory and provisional character,
which seems topredestine itsuse forformwork. It seems
that within our image of the world, our ethical and reli
gious understanding ofnature and life, durability can only
be achieved through transitoriness and constant renewal
(optimisation).

This triggers - consciously, orunconsciously - aproc
ess of transformation; forthe transfer of timber to stone
~onstruction isanother fundamental topic within the mor
phol~ical development ofWestern architecture. Although
- as with ancient temples - the laws ofstone construction
are applied, the original timber structures remain visible
as ornamental, stylistic elements. Inother words, techno
logical immanence, advancing incessantly, stands face to
face with recalcitrant cultural permanence.

It is the same with exposed concrete, where through
the simple act offilling the formwork with concrete the un
derlying timber manifests itself, even though the concrete
pulp, now hardened within the formwork, has nothing to
dowith timber and is anything but ephemeral.

Isthis a clear contradiction tothe plastic-cubic shape
ofa concrete block, which moreover has the appearance
ofbeing cast instone?

Monolith
The monolithic appearance ofexposed concrete makes a
building look like a processed blank orsculpture, awork
piece created byremoving material from a block. This is
especially successful if the traces of the concreting work
- the lifts, the pours - are suppressed orobscured by the
thickly textured traces ofthe formwork. Inreality, however,
this character is the result of several cumulative opera
tions!

The quality ofthe formwork, itsmake-up, plays a sig
nificant role inmoulding abuilding's character. Sometimes
it iscoarse, lumpy, with leaking joints and honeycombing.
As a result the conglomerate structure of a sedimen
tary rock and the metaphor of an archaic foundling can
sometimes still be felt, e.q. in Rudolf Oigiati's Allemann
House, set amid a precarious topography. Atother times
the formwork boasts skin-like smoothness, with formwork
j6ints looking like the seams ofatent, which lends the ex
posed concrete avisual quality devoid ofany "heaviness".
This isthe case with Koshino House byTadao Ando. Here,
the formwork is so smooth that, together with the con- .
crete's tiny height differences, it lends the walls a·textile
materiality or even "ceramic fragility" when viewed with
the light shining across itssurface.
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Fig.3:Rudolf Olglati
House forOrAllemann, Wiklhaus (CHI, 1968

Fig.4:Outer fonn and InnerIne

Concrete
Introduction I

Hybrid
Having based our evaluations on pragmatic working
methods, we find an unexpectedly complex result: the
building as a heavy, monolithic edifice represents the
dialectal pole of our observations by establishing the
significant characteristics of exposed concrete's earthen
component: mass, weight, plasticity, body, density, pres
sure, Consequently, we assume the other pole has to be
derived from the filigree construction, which would allow
one todeduce new form-finding criteria. The c9mbination
of concrete and steel basically creates a unique hybrid
material, within which the concrete guarantees compres
sive strength. The steel, for its part, I'rovides the tl¥isile
strength in theform ofa reinforcing mesh, a tension net
created from a minimum ofmaterial. Reinforced concrete
is the only bUilding material thatpossesses this perfect
bi-polar quality, The term "hybrid", however, has tobe de
fined more precisely: the two morphologic components
exist and complement each other ondifferent "levels of
consciousness" - constantly interacting and shifting from
one system tothe other, from the consciously perceivable
to the subconscious and vice versa. This is in contrast
to structural steelwork, forexample, where one and the
same member can resist both compressive and tensile
forces.) The outer form ofthe hardened concrete isphysi
cally perceptible (visually, sense of touch, acoustically,
etc.), and has completely shed the dull metaphysical qual
ityit possessed initsoriginal form, itsembryonic state as
an earthen pulp. ItsCartesian network of reinforcement,
however, lies dormant within, although altogether invisible
to the eye. On the outside, its existence manifests itself
only indirectly, It can only be divined and "sensed", with
the most delicate ofall loadbearing structures inexposed
concrete seemingly defying all the laws of physics. The
formerly heavy, solid monolith loses its ground-based
nature and is transformed into theopposite, e,g. a space
frame of linear members, a leaf-like shell, avertical stack
of thin slabs and supporting rods, etc.

In his theory of architecture, Carl Botticher defines
these two "levels of consciousness" as an "art form"
(external, possessing acultural connotation, tectonics) and
a"core form" (internal, function, Newtonian physics). As a
design rule Bottlcner required that both forms correspond
logically in the best possible way, with the "core" - as
"true fact", reflecting from inside tooutside- merging into
one with itsartfully fashioned envelope orsurface, pupat
ing in it and thus taking on avisible form (iconography).

This theory and the circumstance that concrete
depends on the rational availability of formwork corre
spond with the scientific, engineering view of the energy
flow deep below the surface. This is actually - fortech
nological reasons! - anintensification of formerly visible
tectonic form criteria (e.g. the visualisation of load and
column present inthe orders ofancient temple-building). It

isaninversion ofouter form and core, smoothing and thus
formalising the outer form, (Example: the morphology
of the column.) The formerly visible tectonic balance
of power apparent in the outer form is now turned in
side out like a glove and rationalised after the model of
three-dimensional tension trajectories, a model which the
accumulation and bundling ofthe reinforcement seeks to
follow and correspond with asclosely aspossible.

Skeleton structures
Here lies the source of an agreement that engineers
speaking onform-finding forloadbearing structures, e.g.
forbridges or tunnels, like to refer to when they present
the complex logic of energy flows as "the motor that
powers form". More often than not, 'however, the outer
form develops in accordance with the critical cross
section ofastructural component and themost economic
formwork material available. Over time this material has
developed from a one-off toareusable one. Through dis
tinct stages of formwork construction, the building proc
ess has become more organised, and the construction
itself now shows traces ofthe modularity ofthe formwork
layout and the large sheet steel prefabricated formwork
panels. The flow offorces, however, is organised accord
ing to the actual energy concentration through bundling
and distributing the reinforcement deep inside the con
crete, and this seldom influences the external form,

The delicate constructions resulting from this
approach seem to originate from pure science, powered
by the spirit of rationalism, operating with analysis, ge
ometry, order and abstraction, Consequently, we trytorid
the exposed concrete of all "worldly" traces, to achieve
its transition from a primitive past as an "earthwork" to
a smooth, seamless artefact, unsoiled by any working
process.

Equally telling is the expression "skeleton structure",
which I heard being used byseveral engineers explaining
the character of their bridge designs. One described a
complete, elementary de-emotionalisation "from inside to
outside", which only manifested itself through utmost ab
straction of form and a reduction to the naked loadoear
ing structure in the form ofsimple geometrical elements.
Another described a biomorphic analogy with a skeleton,
Anatural skeleton structure, however, develops ina self
organised way along a network oftension trajectories. Its
form is the immediate result of this network taking into
account the position of its parts within tile static and
dynamic conditions of the skeleton as a whole. For the
reasons mentioned earllerauch congruencies of cause
and effect, energy and form arenot feasible and seldom
advisable,



Rg.5:Theskeletal frame
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liberated concrete
Another idiosyncrasy has to be discussed. Concrete,
being ablend (amalgam), does not have any implicit form
itcan be moulded into any shape imaginable. Inthe same
way the steel mesh making upthe reinforcement does not
have any preconfigured limitations, no"boundary". This
implies the possibility of a free, biomorphic workability
of reinforced concrete - comparable to the process of
modelling a lump of clay inthe hand. Inreality, however,
the inflexibility of the formwork, itscharacteristic tectonic
rigidity, must be overcome. This is possible with the help
ofthe adhesives of modem timber engineering (moulded
plywood) or synthetic fibres, but such solutions are dif
ficu�t to justify economically. (Example: "Einstein Tower"
Observatory byErich Mendelsohn, planned in reinforced
concrete but finally built in rendered brickwork). The only
way out would be to release the concrete from itsform
work - that tectonic, technological and iconographic cor
set! This can be done byusing aflexible but relatively sta
ble reinforcing mesh and sprayed concrete (e.g. Gunite,
Shotcrete). So far, this technology in exposed concrete
construction has leftnonoteworthy traces inarchitecture
- except forthe pitiful interior decoration found atsome
provincial dancehalls. sadly, the liberated exposed con
crete of such examples is only reduced to its primitive
origins - the metaphor ofa dUll, platonic earthen cavern.

Conclusion
1,Despite the fact that exposed concrete isdesigned and
developed according to rational and technical arguments,
seemingly irrational construction processes abound.

2. Exposed concrete represents the outcome of various
transformation processes and metamorphoses that have
left their mark (a kind of"memory" oforformer states).

3.Aprecarious congruency exists between outer form and
"inner life". The thin surface layer of exposed concrete
seldom plays the role of the iconographic mediator.

concrete

Fig. 6: Erich __

'Einste;n Tower' 0bsef'Iat0!)'. Potsdam (0), 1914

4,The Quality of the concrete surface characterises the
building as awhole within itsarchitectural theme. It tends
towards either the archaic orthe abstract.

5,Form isdefined asthe pre-effected synthesis ofvarious
influencing factors, with technological immanence rarely
correlating with cultural permanence.

6.The concrete form isrelative tothe internal flow offorces.
This flow is interpreted either asa system in equilibrium
based on constructional and spiritual factors, orasastress
model with foundations innatural science and reality.

7.Every kind ofconcrete shows aface.
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The materials

2000 kg/m3

250-400 kg/m3

150kg/m3

Normal-weight concrete (density 2400-2550 kg/m3) is
generally produced bymixing together cement, water, fine
and coarse aggregates (sand and gravel respectively) in
the following ratios:
- aggregates, grain size 0-32 mm
- Portland cement
- water

Concrete mixes
When deciding on the composition of the concrete, the
concrete mix, the prime aim istooptimise
- the workability ofthe concrete,
- itsstrength,
- itsdurability,
- the cost of itsproduction.

Depeneing on the desired properties this ratio can bevar
ied both during production and after hardening.

Cement
Cement isahydraulic binder, i.e. asubstancewhlch after
mixing with water sets both inairand also underwater.

The wet concrete properties given above are closely
related to the proportions of aggregates, ultra-fine par
ticles, cement, water and cement paste. Changing any
one of these variables can also change the properties of
the wet and/or hardened concrete.

The requirements forhardened concrete are as follows:
- good strength
- homogeneous, dense and consistent concrete micro-

structure
- uniform surface structure without blowholes
- resistance tothe weather and externai influences

Wet concrete should exhibit the following properties:
- easy workability - good compactability ..
- plastic consistency - easy mouldability
- good cohesion-low segregation tendency
- good water-retention capacity - no tendency to

"bleed" (water seeping from the wet concrete))

Water
This isnot just the potable water added during the mixing
process butinstead, the entire quantity ofwater contained
in wet concrete: this total amount must be taken into

Production
The production ofcement involves preparing the raw ma
terial in terms of itsgrain size and composition, heating
this until sinteri'ng takes place and finally crushing the
heated product to form a fine, mixable and reactive ce
ment powder. Basically, the production ofcement involves
four production stages:
1. Extraction andbreaking-up of tile rawmaterial
One tonne ofPortland cement requires 1.5tonnes ofraw
material inthe form oflimestone and marl orclay because
carbon dioxide and water are driven offduring the heat
ingprocess. The rocks are first broken down to fist size
at the quarry.
2. Mixing andcruslling tile raw material toform a dust
Atthis stage the various raw materials are mixed together
to achieve the correct chemical composition. The rocks
are crushed inballmills and dried atthe same time. They
leave the mill asa fine dust which is thoroughly mixed in
large homogenisation silos toachieve better consistency.
3. Heating tiledust toproduce clinker
The heating process (approx. 1450°C) isa key operation
in the production of cement. Before the dust is fed into
the rotary kiln, it flows through the heat exchanger tower
where it ispreheated tonearly 1OOO°C. After heating, the
red-hot clinker leaves the kiln and is cooled quickly with
air. Coal, oil, natural gas and, increasingly, alternatives
such as scrap wood ordried sewage sludge are used as
the fuel.
4. Grinding the clinker with gypsum andadditives toform
cement
Inorder toproduce areactive product from the clinker, it is
ground inaballmill together with alittle gypsum as aset
ting regulator. Depending on the type ofcement required,
some of the clinker is mixed with mineral substances
(limestone, silica dust, cinder sand [granulated blast fur
nace slag], pulverised fuel ash) during grinding, thereby
p~!Jcing other types ofPortland cement.

Coarse
099·
O.~-1

Cement

q
I
I

Coarse
099·

Fine
099·

Composition of concrete
In terms of its weight and its volume, concrete consists
primarily ofaggregate. But the situation issomewhat dif
ferent if we consider the internal surface area, i.e. the
cumulative surface areas of all the constituents of the
concrete. Inthis case the cement proportion isbyfarthe
largest. And because of itsability to react with water, the
cement is also the sole constituent that causes the con
crete toset.

Coarse
a

Fine
~9.

CeW1ent

Rg. 7: Composition of concrete
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account when determining the water/cement ratio. The
water inthe concrete ismade upof:
- the water formixing
- the surface moisture of the aggregates, if applicable,

the water content of concrete additives and admix
tures

The total water content has two concrete technology func
tions. Firstly, toachieve hydration ofthe-cement; secondly,
tocreate aplastic, easily compacted concrete.

compactability (high density = good quality characteris
tics).

The grading of an all-in aggregate is determined by
the ratios of the proportions of the individual grain sizes.
Sieving the mixture with standardised mesh and square
hole sieves results inacertain amount being retained on
every sieve. These amounts are weighed separately and
plotted (cumulatively) on agraph against the sieve size in
percentage byweight ofthe mixture toproduce the grad
ing curve of the aggregate (see fig. 12).

Rg.8; NaturalI_ cubical grains Fig. 9:Angular cubicalgrains

According to Swiss standard SIA 162, 5 14 24, the
gradi~ forarounded graveVsand material must liewithin
the shaded area of the grading curve unless a different
grading curve isestablished beforehand bytrials.

Fig. 11:Angular elongated grainsFig. 10:Natural etoogated grains

The most important properties ofaggregates are:
- density
- bulk density
- moisture content
- quality ofstone, grain form and surface

characteristics
- cleanliness

Aggregates
The term aggregates normally covers a mixture of (finer)

.sand and (coarser) gravel with a range ofgrain sizes. This
blend of individual components forms the framework for
the concrete and should beassembled with a minimum
ofvoids. The aggregates influence most oftheproperties
ofconcrete, butgenerally not to theextent wemight as
sume given their volumetric proportion in the concrete.
Agood-quality aggregate has various advantages over the
surrounding, binding, hydrated cement:

normally ahigher strength
- better durability
- no change inVOlume due to moisture, hence a reduc-

tion inthe shrinkage mass of the concrete
- absorbs the heat ofhydration and hence exercises an

attenuating effect during thecuring process

Grading
Porous and excessively soft materials impair thequality of
the concrete. The grain form, butmainly its grading and
the surface characteristics determine the compactability
and water requirement.

Practical experience has shown that all-in aggregates
with exclusively angular grains are serviceable. Angular
aggregates can improve the compressive strength, ten
sile strength and abrasion resistance of the concrete, but
do impair its workability. Owing to the limited number of
workable deposits of gravel still available in Switzerland,
angular and recycled aggregates will have tobeemployed
more and more infuture.

The water requirement, and hence one of the most
important properties of an aggregate, is governed by
grading, the surface characteristics, the specific surface
area and the form of the individual grains. The grading
must guarantee ablend with minimum voids and optimum

Concrete admixtures
Definition and classification
Concrete admixtures are solutions orsuspensions ofsub
stances inwater that are mixed into the concrete inorder
tochange the properties ofthe wet and/or hardened con
crete, e.g. workability, curing, hardening or frost resist
ance, bymeans ofachemical and/or physical action.

The modern building chemicals industry has devel
oped a whole series of admixtures for influencing the
properties ofthe concrete:
- Plasticisers: These achieve better workability, easier

placing, etc. forthe same water/cement ratio. So they
enable the use of low water/cement ratios, which
benefits the strength. ",.

- Thickeners: These prevent premature segregation and
improve the consistency. Particularly useful for fair
face concrete.

- Retarders: By delaying the reaction these products
ensure that the wet concrete can still becompacted
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22.4 45 InSwitzerland thecommon concrete additives in use are:
- Inert additives (do notreact with cement and water):

inorganic pigments, used tocolour concrete and mor
tar; fibrous materials, especially steel and synthetics,
seldom glass fibres.

- Pozzolanlc additives (react with substances released
during hydration): contribute to developing strength
and improving thedensity of the hydrated cement.

..
8.0 .~ 125

Sieve size [mm]
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FIg. 12:Grading curve

many hours after being placed. Construction joints
can thus beavoided. They are primarily used forlarge
mass concrete and waterproof concrete components.

- Accelerators: Through more rapid hydration these
encourage faster setting. This may be desirable for
timetable reasons (faster progress) or forspecial ap
plications, e.g. sprayed concrete.

- Air entrainers: These create air-filled micropores
(-0.3 mm). Such pores interrupt the capillaries and
thus enhance the frost resistance.

The use of admixtures requires careful clarification and
planning. Excessive amounts can lead tosegregation, se
vere shrinkage, loss ofstrength, etc.

There are economic and technical reasons forusing con
crete admixtures. They can lower the cost of labour and
materials. Their application can save energy and simplify
concreting operations. Indeed, certain properties of the
wetand hardened concrete can beachieved only through
theuse ofconcrete admixtures.

However, in the relevant Swiss standards concrete ad
mixtures are not dealt with in detail. Indeed, often no
distinction is made between a concrete admixture and a
concrete additive.

Concrete additives
Concrete additives are very fine substances that influence
certain properties ofthe concrete, primarily the workability
of the wet concrete and the strength and density of the
hardened concrete. Incontrast toconcrete admixtures, all ,;,
the additives are generally added insuch large quantities
that their proportion must be taken into account in the
volume calculations.
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The concreting process

Timber formwork
Boards
InSwitzerland the timber boards used for formwork are
mainly indigenous species such as spruce or pine. The
selection and assembly of the boards presumes acertain
level of knowledge and experience. Boards of the same
age having the same density and same resin content will
exhibit similar absorption behaviour; boards with a high
orlow resin content can be seen to behave differently as
soon as the release agent (oil, wax emulsion) isapplied.
Concrete surfaces cast against new, highly absorbent
boards will have a lighter colour than those cast against
old orreused boards.

Format: The dimensions are governed by the possibili
ties forsolid timber. The boards should not distort when
incontact with water ormoisture. Max. width: approx. 30
em; max. length: approx. 500-600 em; customary width:
10-15 em; customary length: up to300 cm.

Formwork
Inorder toachieve the desired final form, concrete iscast
informwork.

Concrete cast in formwork on the building site is
known as in situ concrete. The concrete cast in a fac
tory, to produce prefabricated components, is known as
precast concrete.

The building offormwork forconcrete sometimes calls
for excellent carpentry skills: The formwork material it
self must be of sufficient strength and must represent a
stable assembly propped and stiffened so that it remains
dimen!ionally accurate (no distortion) during placing and
compaction ofthe concrete.

All butt and construction joints must be sealed with
appropriate materials, and the formwork must be leak
proof on allsides toprevent cement paste from escaping
during compaction.

Formwork forconcrete surfaces that are toremain ex
posed inthe finished building can make use ofanumber
of materials depending on the type of surface required,
e.g. timber boards, wood-based panels, sheet steel; even
fibre-cement, corrugated sheet metal, glass, rubber or
plastic inlays are used on occasions.

Panels
Compared with timber boards, formwork panels made
from wood-based materials have considerable advan
tages. They are lighter in weight and can be assembled
faster (50-70% of the erection costs can be saved
when using panels instead of boards). In addition, they
last longer because the synthetic resin lacquer which
is normally used to coat such panels detaches more
readily from the concrete when striking the formwork.
Format: Formwork panels are available in the mostFig. 15:Steelfixers at WOf1<

Fig.13:Profiles of reinforcing bars
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ments, the arrangement and spacing of reinforcing bars
and meshes also has to take account ofoptimum com
paction; apoker vibrator must be able topass through the
cage of reinforcement.

Great attention must be paid to ensuring that the
reinforcement has adequate concrete cover. Almost all
damage toreinforced concrete structures can be attribut
ed to insufficient concrete cover and not settlement ora
lack of reinforcement. Sections with inadequate concrete
cover are potential weak spots and invite corrosion ofthe
reinforcing bars. The oxide crystals of the rust require
more volume than the steel, and the ensuing bursting
action results in the concrete cover cracking, thus allo
wing further corroding influences (moisture, air) even
easier access to the steel, which can, inthe end, impair
the load-carrying capacity of the member. The concrete
cover, i.e. the distance between the concrete surface (or
the surface of the formwork) and the nearest reinforcing
bars, depends on various factors but should not be less
than 3 em.

Reinforcement
Reinforced concrete isacomposite material consisting gf
concrete and steel. The interaction of these two materi
als - the reinforcement resisting the tensile stresses, the
concrete resisting the compressive stresses - is not an
additive process, but rather leads toa new loadbearing
quality. The size of the reinforcement isdetermined ina
structural analysis which takes into account the internal
forces. To simplify the process the main reinforcement is
positioned atthe most important sections tosuit the maxi
mum bending moments. Apart from the structural require-

Fi~ 14:limber IonnWOf1< _ ....mWOf1< ties
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diverse sizes with the maximum dimensions depending
on the conditions on site. InSwitzerland the formats 50x
200 cm and 50x 250 cm, forexample, are widely used.

Modular formwork, table forms, wall forms
Industry can now supply ahighly varied range offormwork
systems that enable large areas to be set upand taken
down quickly: modular elements forwalls, floor formwork
with appropriate propping, self-supporting climbing and
sliding formwork, etc.

Inorder to combine the economic advantages of modu
larformwork with the aesthetic qualities of ojJer types
offormwork, modular formwork isthese days oftenuseil
merely to support "traditional" boards and panels.

Fig.16:Table form for floor slab

Steel formwork
Forms made from sheet steel are used both for in situ
and precast concrete. The higher capital cost of such
formwork is usually offset bythe high number of reuses
possible.

Formwork surfaces
The formwork material (timber, wood-based panel, ply
wood, hardboard, fibre-cement, steel, plastic, etc.) and its
surface finish (rough, planed, smooth, plastic-coated, etc.)
determine the surface texture ofthe exposed concrete.

The smoothness or roughness of the formwork can
influence the shade of the exposed concrete surface.
For instance, completely smooth formwork results in an
exposed concrete surface with a lighter colour than one
produced with rough formwork.

Release agents .
These are oil, wax, paste and emulsion products applied
to the contact faces between the formwork material and
the concrete toenable easier separation offormwork and
concrete surface - without damage - when striking the
forms. Inaddition, they help tocreate aconsistent surface
finishan the concrete and protect the formwork material,
helping toensure that it can be reused.

The suitability ofaparticular release agent depends on
the material ofthe formwork (timber, plywood, hardboard,
fibre-cement, steel, plastic, etc.).

Placing and compacting theconcrete
Good-quality exposed concrete surfaces call fora com
pletely homogeneous, dense concrete structure. The wet
concrete must be placed in the concrete without under
going any changes, i.e. segregation, and then evenly
compacted insitu.

Compacting
The purpose of compacting the concrete is not only to
ensure that the formwork is completely filled, but rather
to dissipate trapped pockets of air, distribute the cement
paste evenly and ensure that the aggregates are densely
packed without any voids. Inaddition, compaction guaran
tees that the concrete forms adense boundary layer atthe
surface and thus fully surrounds the reinforcement.

Methods ofcompaction
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fig. 17: Sleelwallroems

Punning:
Tapping forms:
Vibrating:

Tamping:

with rods orbars
for low formwork heights
standard method on building sites
Immersion (poke!) vibrato!s are
immersed inthe wet concrete
external vibrators vibrate the form
work from outside
inthe past the customary method
ofcompactiorw':
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Concrete

Fig.18:Compacting the concrete
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Vibrating
Apoker vibrator should bequickly immersed tothe neces
sary depth and then pulled out slowly so that the concrete
flows together again behind the tipofthe poker.

Vibrators should not be used to spread the concrete
because this can lead tosegregation. Ifsegregation does
occur during compaction, the result is clearly recognis
able differences inthe structure ofthe concrete, possibly
even honeycombing on the surface.

The derJth ofconcrete placed inone operation should
be limited. The weight ofthe wet concrete can be so great
that pockets ofaircannot escape to the surface.

Concrete already cornoacted

Curing
The hardening, or setting, of the concrete is not the re
sult of it drying out. If we allow concrete to dry out too
quickly, this leads to shrinkage cracks because the ten
sile strength is too low. And if we sprinkle the concrete
with water, efflorescence (lime deposits on the surface)
will almost certainly be the outcome. The answer is to
allow the concrete to retain itsown moisture foras long
as possible, which is best achieved by covering it with
waterproof sheeting. These must be positioned asclose
tothe concrete surface aspossible butwithout touching it
because otherwise they may cause blemishes.

S~ch methods are labour-intensive but indispensable
forexposed - especially fair-face - concrete surfaces.

Figs19 and 20:Compacting wl1h
a rod (punning) (left) and a poI<er
vibrator(right)

Compaction procedure

Construction joints
When working with insitu concrete, joints between earlier
and later pours are almost inevitable. The strength ofthe
formwork required to resist the pressure ofthe wet con
crete also places a limit on the quantity of concrete that
can be economically placed in one operation. Concret
ing operations must therefore be planned in stages and
separated by joints.

The location and form ofthese construction joints are
determined by the architect and the structural engineer
together. Given the fact that it is impossible to conceal
such joints, it isadvisable toplan them very carefully.

If new concrete is to be cast against a existing con
crete surface (a construction joint), the concrete surface
atthe point ofcontact must be thoroughly roughened and
cleaned, and prior topouring the wet concrete wetted as
well. And if such a construction joint must be watertight,
it isadvisable touse a richer mix at the junction with the
existing concrete ortocoat it first with a layer ofcement
mortar. Itisalso possible toadd aretarder tothe last sec
tion prior tothe construction joint sothat the concrete at
the intended joint position does not set immediately and
the following concrete can then be cast against this "still
wet" concrete.
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10rules for the production ofconcrete
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Fig.21:Placlng.concrelIl byaaneskip

1 Concrete is produced by mixing together cement,
coarse andfine aggregates (gravel and sand respectively)
and water. Normally, 1 m3 of concrete contains 300
350kgcement, approx. 2000kgaggregates and 130
200 Iwater. Depending on the intended useofthe concrete,
additives and/or admixtures can be mixed in (admixture:
approx. 0.5-10 kg/m3; additive: approx. 5-50 kglm3).

After mixing, the concrete must beplaced and compacted
as soon aspossible.
After mixing, th.~ concrete must beplaced and compacted
as soon aspossible.

2 Together, the cement and the water form the paste
which -sets to form hydrated cement'and binds.i>gether
the aggregates. The cement is supplied as apowder and
is therefore added to the fine/coarse aggregate blend
based on weight.
Stored in the dry, cement can be kept for months. But
as soon as it becomes moist, it forms lumps and is then
unusable.

3 Aggregates must bewashed clean. Contaminated,
greasy and incrusted aggregates are unsuitable foruse in
concrete. Slate-like and marlaceous constituents ormica
also impair the quality ofconcrete.
The aggregates must exhibit anappropriate grading that
is as consistent as possible. The maximum grain size is
usually 32mm.

4 The water content has a crucial influence on the
quality ofthe concrete: less water means fewer pores and
hence aconcrete with improved strength, density and du
rability.
The water content is specified bythe water/cement ratio
(w/c ratio). This ratio is calculated bydividing the weight
ofwater (moisture inaggregate plus mixing water) bythe
weight ofcement.
Good concrete requires a w/c ratio between 0.45 and
0.55; w/c ratios> 0.60 should be avoided. A concrete
with a high sand content requires more water than one
with coarser-grained aggregate. Good-quality concrete
therefore contains more coarse than fine aggregate.

5 Admixtures and/or additives can be mixed into the
concrete in order to modify certain properties of the wet
and/or hardened concrete. The most important of these
are:
- Plasticisers: toimprove the workability ofthe concrete

orenable the water content tobe reduced and hence
achieve abetter quality concrete.

- Accelerators and retarders: toinfluence the onset and
duration of the curing process.

- Air entrainers: to improve the frost resistance - es"
sential when the concrete will beexposed tode-icing
salts, butmicro hollow beads are often more advanta
geous forvery stiffwet concrete.

- Additives: fillers and flyash can replace ultra-fine par
ticles - butnot the cement - and improve the workability;

hydraulic lime is also used as anadditive; pigments can
be added toproduce coloured concrete.

6 The formwork should be thoroughly cleaned out
prior to concreting. Water in the formwork, excessive re
lease agent, sawdust and any form of soiling can impair
the appearance of the concrete. The formwork should
be leakproof. The distance between reinforcement and
formwork must becorrect and the reinforcement must be
secured toprevent displacement. •

7 Proper mixing of the concrete .is vital for its qual
ityand workability. The optimum mixing time is > 1 min.
Prolonging the mixing timeimproves the. workability and
has a favourable effect on exposed sUrface~ Insufficient
mixing isnot beneficial to the properties of the wet or
hardened concrete.

8 When using ready-mixed concrete it must be en
sured that the loss of water during transport is kept to
a minimum. Concrete transported in open vehicles must
be covered. During periods of hot weather the avail
able working time on the bUilding sitecan be severely
shortened due tothe effects of the heat during transport.
Adding water on site to "dilute" the concrete impairs the
quality ofthe concrete.
Ready-mixed concrete must beordered ingood time and
specified infull.

9 Concrete should beplaced in even, horizontal lay
ers. The concrete should not betipped in piles and then
spread with a poker vibrator because this can result in
segregation (honeycombing).
Every layer must be compacted immediately after being
placed until allthe airhas escaped. The distance between
successive immersion points for the poker vibrator is
25-70 cm depending on the diameter of the vibrator.
Excessive vibration causes segregation of the concrete
because the large constituents sink to the bottom and
the cement slurry and water rise to the top. On exposed
concrete surfaces such segregation causes permanent
blemishes. Astiffmix lowers the risk ofsegregation.
10 Curing is an essential part of concreting because it
prevents premature drying-out of the concrete. Exposed
concrete surfaces should be covered or continuously
sprinkled with water for at least four days after being
paced.especially if exposed to draughts or direct sun
light.
During cold weather, freshly placed concrete niuSt be pro
tected against freezing by covering it and, if necessary,
byheating.

Source: Cementbulletin, April 1987
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Concrete

Fig.22:limber boanlsand honeycombing resuttin rough surfaces
Rudolf OIgiati: house forDrG.0Igiati. Flims-Waldhaus (CHI. 1964-65

Characteristics of concrete surfaces cast against
formwork
The appearance of the struck concrete is determined
mainly by the surface texture of the formwork material
but also bythe joints in the formwork and the formwork
ties. This aspect calls formeticulous planning ofall joints
and ties plus subsequent rigorous inspections during the
work on site, ora tolerant attitude towards the quality of
the concrete surfaces.

Fig.23:Courtyard wallin In sI1u concrete. constructed with formwor1< panels
the sizeoI1atl1J11i mats(91x 182em). courtyardfloor finished withprecast
concrete ftags
Tadao Ando: Vrtra conference pavilion, Weil amRhein (0), 1993

Exposed concrete
Basically, we distinguish between two types of expos.ed
concrete depending on whether the outermost, thin layer
ofcement directly adjacent tothe surface ofthe formwork
isretained orremoved.

Cement 'skin" retained
The pattern of the formwork and the formwork ties de
termine the appearance. Joints in the formwork can be
dealt with invarious ways - from the simple "butt joint" to
the 'open joint" tocovering the joints with various strips
and tapes.

T.e·holes created by formwork ties are either filled
with concrete subsequently, leftopen orplugged.

Cement 'skin" removed
The outermost, thin layer of cement can be modified or
completely removed byusing various manual or techni
cal treatments. The cement 'skin", the surface layer, is
worked ortreated to reveal the aggregate.

Manual treatments
- Bossing
- Point tooling
- Bush hammering
- Comb chiselling

Technical treatments (exposing the grains ofaggregate)
- Blasting (sand, steel shot, corundum, water/sand

mixture)
- Flame cleaning
- Brushing and washing
- Acid etching

Mechanical treatments (surface only)
- Grinding
- Polishing

Characteristics ofconcrete surfaces notcastagainst
formwork
These surfaces (floors and tops of walls) can also be
worked with the above treatments once the concrete has
hardened.

But before such surfaces have hardened, they can
also be treated with adiverse range of tools.

Colour
The colour ofthe concrete isdetermined bythe quality of
the concrete mix (coarse aggregate and cement quality
plus any pigments added) and the formwork (new orused
formwork, also quality and quantity ofrelease agent).
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Surface characteristics of concrete castegainS! formWOf1<

Type 1: Normal concrete surface
Surfaces without special requirements:

with anysurface texture
without subsequent WCM"king offins anddifferences inlevel

Type 2:Concrete surfacewith uniformtexture
Surfaces with thefollowing requirements:

uniform surface texture
board or panel seenotspecified
subsequent working offins and differences inlevel

Type3: Exposed concrete surfaces witIlboanftexture
Surfaces thatremain exposed withthefollowing requirements:

..;. uniform surface texture Without alfferences in level. fins and
porous areas, amoderate number ofbiowhoIes caused byair
pockets~ permissible

- more orlesseven colouring
- constant board widll1. joinlsbelweefl boards notspecffied
- uniform board direction and parallel with larger dimeosioo of

surtace
- smooth boards

Enhanced requiremenls areto bespecffied as follows
1.Sealed joinls
2. Offsetjoinls
3.Uniform board direction and perpendicular tolarger dimension

ofsurtace
4. Pattern according todetailed drawing ofsurface
5. Use ofrough-sawn boards

Formwor1< qualitiesto Swissstandard SIA118/262:2004
see also DIN 18217.1981 ed.. DfN 18331.2002ed.•DfN 68791.1979ed.

Type 4: Exposed concretesurfaces witIl paneltexture
Surfaces that remain exposed with thefollowing requirements:

- unffoon surface texture without differences inlevel, fins and
porous areas

- a moderate number ofblowholes caused byairpockets isper-
missible

- more orless even colouring
- constant panel ~. joinls beteeen pane~ notspecified
- unffonn panel direction andparallel with iarger dimension 01

surface

Enhanced requlremenls arelobe specffied as tallows
1.SoaIedjoinis
2. Offsetjoinls
J. Unitonn pane/direction andperpendicular tolargerdimension

ofsurface •
4. Pattern according 10 detailed dnMing 01 surface..

Surface characteristics of concrete notcast againstIormWOf1<

Treatments tonotfully hardened concrete:

1 Roughly _led e.g.with timber board
2 Rougheneo wittltirushes orrakes
3 Floated without addition ofmortar
4 Floated with addition 01 mortar
5 Trowelled smooth. fiatsurface without blowholes
6 Grooved parallel grooves ofequal width anddepth
1 Brushed rough surface withvertical. horizontaf orher

nngbonepattern
Vacuum- - lowering ofwater/cement ratio Inconcrete
dewafered already placed by '!leans of special eqUipment

Treatments tohardened concrete:

washing anobrushing washing outthefinepaI1lcIes in the
surface Iayorlorevealthecoarse aggregate

2 sanotilasting mechanical roughening 10producea matt
surtace in thecofour 01 theunderfying material

Jetting sprayed with compressed-air water jet
Acidetr;hing chemical treabnent toremove thelime com

ponent and feveal thecolour 01 theunderlying
material

Bush hammering hammering theconcrete surface with special,
manuai orpower-driven tools10a depth01
about 5 mm

Grinoing surtace ground manually orby machine 10
remove all tiIowhoIes. subsequentfy treated
with f1uate, including wetting

Polishing surface ground toachieve a high sheen,
blowheJes filled andreground

Sealing colourless water-repellent seal applied to
surface
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Fig.24: Horizontal timberboanfs-
FormWOf1< made from 3 emthick Douglas firboards. straight edges, bun
joints between boards.

Fig.<I: Concrete witIlexposed aggregaie finish
Aggregate revealed by jetting

Fig.25:Horizontal timberboards
Formwork made tram 18cmwide. 3 cmthic1<. Douglas firboards, cham
'ered edges. tig!lttiutljoints beteeen boards. Charaeter~tic. projecting
concrete fins aretheresult.

Fig.28:5andbIasted surface
Aggregate revealed byblasting

Fig.26:Vertical panei formwor1<. panels coated witIlsynthetic
resin lacquer
Louis I. Kahn: Salk Institute. LaJ<;ia (Gal. USAJ. 19S1H>S

Fig.29: Point-tooled surface
Medium-coarse quality
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Floor supports, exposed concrete with internal insulation

Outside temperature
-lO'C

Ag. 31: Insulatioo to the solfltalongtheperi
meterconc:eaIed behindtimbercledding
BUnzli &eoo_ linde school,Niede_li
(CH),2OO3

Fig.33:Example of insulatedreinforcement
being installed

,-.... .. ..,1,4.:~-=~ ,,::j..: /LV

Ag. 34: Insulated....- Shear stud
forcement

causes of thermal bridges
The connection between wall and floor, or floor support,
leads toathermal bridge problem (heat losses) when using
exposed concrete in conjunction with internal insulation.
This problem can be solved properly only insingle-storey,

Inside temperature
+ 2O'C

Rg.3D: Isotherms diagram

Solution 1:Stripof insulation in soffit
The inclusion of insulation around the perimeter of the
floor, at itsjunction with the external wall, maintains the
structurally compact connection between wall and floor
but does not solve the heat loss problem, the tempera
ture drop at the surface of the concrete, entirely. Above
all, it is the surface temperature at the base of the wall

Rg.32:Isothenns diagram

Solu1ion 2:Separation between floorand wall
The development of various special insulated reinforce
ment products mean that it is now possible to achieve
"partial" separation between floor and wall. This has adet
rimental effect on the compact connection between floor
and wall. Additional expansion joints must be provided (at
projecting and re-entrant corners). The temperature atthe
base ofthe wall ishigher than that insolution 1.

Ag. 35:Isothenns diagram

self-contained buildings where there are no intermediate
orother floors tointerrupt the layer ofinsulation. There are
two potential solutions forall other cases, but both must
be considered inconjunction with the structural concept.

Fig.36:Construction delall

that remains critical. Furthermore, the layer of insulation
disturbs the appearance ofthe soffit. If the soffit isplas
tered, it must be remembered that acrack could develop
atthe insulation-soffit interface.

Ag.37:Constructioo detail

Insulated reinforcement and shear studs
Numerous variations on these two products are available.
The shear studs can resist shear forces only, whereas the
insulated reinforcement products can accommodate bend
ing moments as well. The advantage ofthe shear studs over
the insulated reinforcement isthat they can accommodate a
certain amount ofmovement (egg-shaped sleeve).

Fig. 38:Constructioo delall
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The fixing of heavy external cladding (concrete)

B Position!ng and attaching the supporting bracket on
~e structure

- Remo~e polystyrene.
- Insert perforated strip between bracket and angle.
- Secure perforated strip with screws.

Apply "Loctite" orsimilar to the screw and fit finished
component tosupporting bracket.

Installation
A Place the top fastener (Ioadbearing fiXing) inthe form

work for the facade element at the precasting works
and integrate it into the reinforcement. Place a poly
styrene block (removed on site, see below) between
bracket and angle. The timber board shown here ser-,
ves only as an aid during casting (enabling fixing to
facade element formwork).

Fixing heavy cladding elements
The fixings for large, precast concrete cladding panels
depend on the weight ofthe element. The high demands
placed on fasteners mean that two fixings are usually
necessary forstorey-high panels. Inorder to accommo
date tolerances, or to enable alignment of the elements,
thefasteners must permit adjustment in three directions.
Such fasteners represent discrete thermal bridges and
this fact must be acc~pted. All fixings must bemade of
stainless steel (rustproon. The clearance between the in
situ concrete structure and the precast elements can lie
between 0 and 14cm, and inspecial cases may even be
greater. Wind pressure and wind suction effects must be
taken into account. .
Facade fixing systems consist of:
1 Top fastener (Ioadbearing fixing) with height-adjus

table threaded bar
2 Spacer screw foradjusting position ofcladding panel

relative tostructure
3 Dowels forlocating the elements with respect toeach

® other

4 If required, compression screws, depending on loa-
ding case (wind pressure orsuction))

Facade fixings are installed atthe same distance from the
panel's centroidal axis. This ensures that every fixing car
ries half the self-weight of the facade element. The joints
between individual facade elements should besufficiently
large (15 mm) toensure that no additional loads (e.g. due
toexpansion) are placed on the elements.

•

®o (l)

I

Dowels oeneam Compression screw
element (spacerscrew)

Fig. 39:
Top fixing
Main support at topofprecast
element

Fig. 41:AInstallation worl< in ttle factory. temporary fittings in ttle form

Fig. 40:Cladding panelfixing system: elevatioo (above) and
section(right)

Fig.42:B lnslaUatIon worl< onsiteFig.43:Heavy external cladding
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The fixing of heavy external cladding (stone)
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Ag.44:Cast·ln doWel,n vertical joint
A Dowel castin
BDowel inplasticsleeve~o allow movemenQ

Fig.46:Elevation onpanels

Fig.45:Cast-in _elll1 horizootal joint
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Fixing stone cladding
Such cladding panels are usually suspended in front of
the structure, and connected to it with various fasteners.
These fasteners bridge the distance between the panel
and the structure and hence create a space forthermal
insulation and aircirculation. Stone cladding panels are
fixed with supporting and retaining fasteners located in
the vertical and/or horizontal joints .(four fixings are nec
essary). Besides carrying the self;weight of the p"anel,
the fasteners must also resist wind pressure and wind
suction forces. Many different fasteners are available on
the market. And various loadbearing framing systems are
available forthe case of insufficient or even a total iack
ofsuitable fixing options on the loadbearing structure. We
distinguish between the following fastening systems:
- cast-in dowels
- bolts and brackets
- special brackets, metal subframes
The most popuiar form of support is the cast-in dowel
shown here (figs 44and 45).

Cast-in dowels
These must be ofstainless steel. They penetrate approx.
30mm into the hole drilled inthe edge of the panel. The
diameter of the hole should be approx. 3 mm larger than
that of the dowel. The standard distance from corner of
panel to centre of dowel hole should be 2.5 times the
thickness of the panel. The minimum panel thickness is
30mm.

Fig.49:Stone facade
Fixed withcast-in dowels

Installation of cast-in dowels
These must be fixed toa 10adbearing_sB~strate (concrete
or masonry) with an adequate~th of penetration. The
fixing toa loadbearing cornponeat should not weaken its
cross-section excessively. The thermal'insulation should
be cut back prior to drilling the hole and should be re
placed once the dowel has been fitted. The fastener is
aligned as the mortar hardens (cures).
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Fig.47:Brackets for cast-inrail system

Fig.48:lnstallatton ofcast-in dowels
1 Align erection jig to exact height for bottom row

of panels
2 Cutoutthermal insulation locally to facilitate

drilling ofholes
3 Drillholesfor anchors. ensuring tIlat reinforcing

barsarenot drilled through; blowholesclean.
4 Sotup stone panels10correct height. ~,.

5 Align topedge of panel andwedge at correct ':';:~.

distance from smcuse.
6 Moisten holesforerceos.fill withgrout and

compact.
7 Insertanchors into groutandalign;slide in

dowel
8 Compact grout again andstrikeoff excess,

replace thermal insulation around anchof, slide
innext pane.
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Chart for establishing preliminary size ofreinforced concrete slabs
Initial size estimate at design stage
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020

0,10

0,00
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Ag.50:NolestOfuslngthischart
W11tl a high toad(dead andimposed loads) usethe
maximum value forthe slabdepthas proooseo by
theciift, - vice versa for a lowload.
The iIeS andrelationships shown cannot beverified
scientifically. The shaded areas areSUpposed tobe
slightly ·indefinrte~.1n theinterest oftherational use
ofa Ioadbearing element, the-eooes' of this chart

should be"""'<led
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Spanol'-,
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 I(m)

Element Span h*/I
(Ioadbearing) I(m)- Slab on walls -10 m 1/24- 1/40

". - Flat slab on columns, conventional 6-12 m 1/16-1124
reinforcement- Flat slab with flared column heads 8 -12 m 1/20- 1/30

I Slab with downstand bea*,~onventional 8-20 m 1112-1/16
reinforcement -,
Waffle slab 10 - 20 m 1/14-1/20
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Source: M,Dietrictl,
8utgdort School 01E~, 1990 'Prestressing can reduce thestructural depth 01 theslabby up toaboot 30%
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Linear structural members

Abb. 54:Spun_e columns. connected lDreinforced concrete roofvia
steelwell pIales. Ax~ SChunes: artgalle<y. Boon (0),1992

Columns
The function ofacolumn istotransfer the vertical loads to
the foundation. Carrying horizontal loads simultaneously
(shear forces due to wind, earthquakes) calls for corre
spondingly large cross-sections.

Thanks to the mouldability. of concrete, the shape of
the cross-section can be chosen virtually atwill, butthe
cost of the formwork and the fixing of the reinforcement
place praeticallimits on this. The "pertect" form iscircular
becaese the flexural strength isthe same inall directions.
However, in situ concrete columns are frequently square
or rectangular to make the formwork easier and less
costly. An insitu column must be atleast 200 mm wide, a
precast column 150mm. The latter are cast horizontally,
the surfaces are trowelled smooth or given subsequent
treatment depending on the Quality required. Spin-cast
ing can be used forboth square and round precast con
crete columns. In this method the form is filled, closed
and rotated to compact the concrete. This results in an
absolutely smooth and consistent surface finish.

Slender columns loaded in compression are at risk
of buckling; inother words, the more slender a column
is,the lower is its permissible load (buckling load). The
length of a column is therefore governed by itsrelation
ship toitssmallest cross-section dimension. The buckling
length depends on the type of support at each end, and
maybe shorter (= high buckling load) or longer (= low
buckling load) than the actual length of the column. Nor
mally, however, columns with pinned ends are met with in
superstructure works.

and hence weight and the beam constructed as agirder
ortrussed beam (trussing above orbelow).

Abb. 53:Trussed beam,
Factory building, lustenau(Al

Owing to the cost of formwork, adjusting the beam
sizes tosuit the loads exactly isonly adVisable inprecast
ing works, where forms can be reused economically. For
example, the depth of a beam can be designed to track
the bending moment diagram, the width can be varied
in line with the shear force diagram. On large spans the
cross-section can therefore be optimised tosave material

Abb.52: Precastconcrete beam,in a Irame<l building
Angeto Mangiarotti: industrial building, 8ussolengo earese roo 1982

Beams
Beams are structural members primarily loaded inbend
ing. The magnitude of the bending moments influences
the dimensions (depth, slenderness, shape ofcross-sec
tion) and the type of reinforcement (conventional orpre
stressed). Structural beams occur invarious forms - with
ends fixed, simply-supported, continuous, above the floor
(upstand), below the floor (downstand) and in frames.

The conventional rectangular beam is rather rare in
in situ concrete because it is frequently cast monolithi
cally with a floor slab (T- or L-beam) and then functions
together with this. Ifthe compression zone insuch abeam
is wholly within the slab, the depth of the beam is less
than that ofa standard rectangular member.

b=250mm
b=350mm
b=4(.()mm
b = 450 mm

J1
(4, -r.~,

I I

1
1

'crJ ji,
(3) ,

(1)pinned topandbotton; 10 =1
(2)fixed top andbottom Icr= 0.51

Column d1mensioo for mutli-storey column
column grid7.5x 7.5 m storey height3.60m
(normal loading. e.g.offICeS)
1 floor above column:
2 floors above column
3 floo'saboYe column:
4 floors above column:

h [fBl.tJ

min. dimension forin sitI.J concrete b = >200mm
min.dimension forprecast concrete b = >150rom

''';1'

Cotumn dimension b
b =smaller dimension 01 column cross-secret

Fig.51:
Dimeosioos 01 cross-seceoss torcustoma"l spac.
ing, andloadsin buildings (_oximatioo):

Beamdepth h
simply Sl\lPO'1ed beam M = 1/111D 1/13
simply supported r-teem M = 1/131D 1/15 ,
continuous beam(end span) M = 1/12 ID 1/15
cootinuous beam (other spans) M = 1/151D 1/18

(13) pinned at top,fixed ai bottom I., = 0.71
(4)topfree.bottom fiXed I.,=21

Column lengthI
8uckIIng lengthI"

Beam_b
min.b 180mrtl
min.btor I =5to 8 m 200mm
min:bforl=8to12m 300mm
min.bforl=12to15m 400mm

Rectangular cross-sectoo b = lei'4
{valid asapproximation it buckling isnotcriticaij
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Systems with linear members

Fog. Ss: Principle of a multi-storey fTamed
building l\lIing precast concrete columns,
beams and floorelements. TheIn situ concnrte
core stabilises the building by resisting the
horizonlat forces.

Arches
The arch is a curved linear member. Irrespective of the
loading, the arch is subject to axial compression and
bending. But if the arch has an accordingly favourable
form, it can carry a uniformly distributed load exclusively
byway of axial compression (no bending). The "perfect"
form foran arch is the inverse ofa spanned rope, which
deforms only under the action ofitsown weight (catenary

. curve).
In reinforced concrete construction the arch is fre

quently used as the loadbearing element for long-span
bridges. Whereas in times gone by- when the relation
ship between cost of labour and cost of matetiials was
totally different - insitu concrete arches were also used in
buildings forspanning over large areas (e.g. single-storey
sheds), they are seldom met with today and then only" in
precast form. Abb. 57:FIXed-based portal frame

Auguste + Gustave Perret: Ponthieu garage, Paris (f), 1906

Abb. 58:Useof precast coocrete elements and gtass
Hermann Hertzbergec extension toUnMij plant building, Amsterdam (NL), 1964

Frames
Frames consist of prefabricated loadbearing elements
such as columns, beams and floor slabs. Inconjunction
with fixed columns, such systems can form arigid frame
work.

Horizontal forces are resisted by fixed columns (acting ,
as vertical cantilevers) insingle- and two-storey buildings,
whereas in multi-storey structures the horizontal loads
are transferred to the foundations byvertical wall plates
(shear walls),

A frame provides maximum flexibility with respect to
utilisation requirements because the loadbearing function
isessentially separate from the other building functions.

Abb.56:Fixed-based arch
Stuttgart Building Department ~o Fische. F. Ctoosl: mmmingpool,Heslach (0). 1929

Portal frames
Connecting horizontal and vertical linear members to-

o gether rigidly produces aportal frame. The vertical mem
bers are sometimes known as legs, the horizontal ones
as rafters. Owing to the bending moments atthe corners
it should be ensured that the cross-section ofthe legs is
greater than that of conventional columns carrying con
centric loads.

The portal frame represents abraced, stable system in
the plane of the frame which can carry both vertical and
horjzontalload~.?,ll.d thus assume the function ofabracing
"plate" i~;,puilding Inherently stable portal frame sys
tems are J)artic~a~ly economic insingle- and two-storey
buildings, but plates inthe form ofslabs and walls are the
preferred form ofbracing inmulti-storey buildings.
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Planar structural members

Abb. 64: Modelof_gstructure _ sllear walls onset Of rotated
througf190"
Marger & llegelo:Re;nach community centre. Basel (CH). 1997-2000

Abb.63: Flared columnheadstransfer1he loadsfrom theuppern""" into
thecolumns.
Robert Maillart: ware!louse. GiesshObeIstrasse. Zurict1 (CH), 1910

Plates
Plates are used in buildings in the form of walls. They
function asloadbearing and/or enclosing components. In
contrast toa slab, which is primarily subjected to bend
ing, a plate carries forces in its plane and therefore has
toresist axial forces.

We distinguish between plates supported along their
full length (linear supports), which can transfer the
vertical loads directly, and those supported at individual
points similar tobeams, which transfer the loads tothese
supports (deep beams).

Owing to their high stiffness, plates are used for
resisting horizontal forces (bracing) and as transfer
structures.

Slabs
Concrete slabs are loadbearing elements loaded perpen
dicular to their plane and primarily subjected to bending.
We distinguish between one-way-spanning and two
way-spanning slabs. Examples of one-way-span slabs
are cantilever slabs orthose spanning between two walls
placed opposite each other. The ideal two-way-span slab
is square on plan and supported on all four sides. The
loads.are c.arried in(at least) two directions and the struc
tural depUl of the slab can be reduced accordingly. The
ratio ofslab depth tospan depends on the form ofsupport
(cantilever, simply,supported, continuous).
, On longer spans the slabs would be so heavy that

they are resolved into lighter flooring systems. Flooring
systems for buildings are divided into tnose with linear
supports such as ribbed slabs (one-way span) and waffle
slabs (two-way span), and those with discrete supports
such as flat slabs (with orwithout column heads).

Compared with solid slabs, ribbed slabs and waffle
slabs supported on walls ordownstand beams have the
advantage of being much lighter (reduction of material
in tension zone), but their formwork is more elaborate
(prefabricated formwork elements are essential).

Slabs supported on individual columns carry the loads
entirely by means of the slab alone, without any beams
or ribs. The high stresses around the columns calls for
appropriate reinforcement oradditional strengthening in

the form of (flared) column heads. The structural depth
of a flat slab is small compared to the resolved flooring
systems. But concentrating the bending moments and
shear forces around the columns does bring with it
the risk of punching shear. Increasing the bearing area •..
and the thickness of the slab at this point and inCli)rnng
reinforcement or steel "studrails" to withstand the' pun; .
ching shear will guarantee the load-carrying capacity
around the columns. Today, the flared column heads and
columns are usually produced in precast concrete to
optimise operations onsite.

Fig.62: Basement garage, c.1960
Ribbed ~ab

200 mm

M = 1130
hII = 1135

l s g m

M =1130
M =1/35

M=1I12
M =1125

M = 1130
M= 1140
M= 1145

1<6to7m
1<8

1=7to12m
1= upto 18m

continuous slab(endspanl
continuous slab (otherspans):

Ecooomic spans:
one-way-span slabs:
two-way-span slabs:

Fig.60: Ribbed slab

Slabdepth lor one-way span:
ca_~ab:

simply-suppllrted ~ab:

Structural depthof ribbedslabs:
overall depth (hI h = V20toV35
clear spacing of ribs(5) 5 = < 2h
siabdepth (hJ hp > 50-80 mm
Of 0.1 x ribspacing Icentre-to-centrel

Slabdepth lor two-wayspan:
simply-supported slab
continuous slab_(comer span):
continuous slab(other spans):

min.~ab th~kness (hi 180'to200 mm
(fireprotection andsound Insulation)

Fig.59:One-way-spannlng continuous slab

Economic spans:
flat~ab

min.slabdepth (hI
(fireprotection andSOUnd insulation)

Fig.61: Ratslab

Economic spans:
ribbedslab
prefabricated, prestressec

Structural depthof flat~abs:
rectangular slab(one-wa) span)'
square slab(two-way span)
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fig. 65:SlIIfening a pieceof paperby fokl/ngn
- the principleof the foldedplate

Fig.66:Forms wtth singlecurvature

Fig.67:Forms W~:,,~I~ curvature

Folded plates
If you place two pieces of paper on two supports, fold
one concertina fashion and leave the other unfolded, you
will notice that the unfolded sheet deforms under itsown
weight, but the folded piece remain stable. This is the
principle of the folded plate.

Folded plates are inclined, flat surfaces with shear
resistant c.onnections along the edges (the "folds"). The
forces are carried byslab and plate action. Whereas slabs
are loaded'perpendicular to their plane and primarily in
bending, the considerably stiffer plate with its higher
load-carrying capacity can accommodate for~e~ in its
plane and transfer these to the supports. ..

Folded plates therefore enable large areas to be
spanned without intermediate columns; they are used
mainly for long-span roof structures.

Abb.68:Folded plate roof supported 00 Y-columns
Hans Holmann: waterwor1<s, Birsfelden. Basel(CH). 1953154

Shells
Shells are three-dimensional, thin-wall structures. OWing
tothe mouldability ofreinforced concrete and prestressed
concrete, the majority of shells have been built in these
materials.

The form not only governs the architectural appea
rance but also determines the loadbearing behaviour.
Like with an. arch there is also a "perfect" form for a
shell structure. This is the case when, SUbject only to

.self-weight, the so-called membrane tension state is
reached, i.e. exclusively axial and shear forces in the
plane of the shell throughout. Consequently, a shell

Abb. 69: Shell designed wl1hperfectform (parabola),shell thicl<ness -..x.
6 em. Robert Maillart: Cement Industry Pavilion forSwiss National Exhibition, 1939

Abb. 70:Shelldesigned asa nuidform
Heinz Isler(with P; Wirz. ~Mect): Kilchef ,"ctory,Aecherswil (CH), 1965

structure can have a slenderness ratio (ratio of span to
depth) of500ormore.

The structural engineer Heinz Isler developed three form
finding principles bymeans ofvarious experiments:
- membrane form: subject tocompression from inside
- suspended form: hanging fabric subject toself-weight

(free forms)
- fluid form: escaping, solidified foam

The formwork requirements forashell structure are rela
tively high. Three different methods of construction are
available forreinforced concrete shells:
- concreting over centering
- the use ofprecast elements
- the use ofpneumatic formwork

Of these three, centering is the one most widely used in
practice.

Abb. 71:Shelldesigned as membrane form.buittovercentering
Heinz Isler(With \lSI( andFrei Architekten): COOP warehouse, Olten (CH), 1960

,.~



Wood: indifferent, synthetic, abstract - plastic
Prefabrication technology intimber construction
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Andrea Deplazes Over the past ten years we have seen developments in
systems and semi-finished products that have replaced
everything that hitherto had been considered asstandard
practice forthe tectonic fundamentals oftimber construc
tion. In fact, the "traditional platform frame construction
of the 1990s", which promised the emergence of an
"unconstrained", non-modular domain of prefabricated
timber construction, isalready an anachronism today.

It issurely nomere coincidence that the latest forms
of timber construction have appeared in central Europe
and Scandinavia, inother words incountries that rely on
indlHitry that promotes wood as a resource. To be able
toovercome the stagnation intraditional timber building,
such countries are dependent on innovations that can
attract further market share away from the solid construc
tion sector. Huge quantities ofunused wood from storm
damaged trees inforests flattened by gusts of hurricane
force exacerbate the situation and provoke a predatory
battle which, forthe first time inthe history ofbuilding, is
taking place inthe other direction, i.e. from solid construc
tion totimber construction.

Fundamental manual skills
A whole series ofold carpentry techniques found favour
again in the "traditional platform frame construction of
the 1990s". For example, the jointing ofsquared sections
to form plane frames with top and bottom members, or
covering the frame with boards or planks to provide the
stability and rigidity necessary foraconstruction element
(wall or floor) to become a structurally effective plate. An
opening insuch an element always represents a disrup
tion, which must be "trimmed" properly.

Complementary layers inplatform frame construction
The tectonic goal appears to coincide with building per
formance objectives: the frame ofsquared sections carries
the load, the inner sheathing provides the rigidity, and the
outer sheathing closes offthe frame, in which the ther
mal insulation isembedded, and thus holds the complete
sandwich together. Finally, on the outside another layer
(on battens tocreate a cavity foraircirculation) protects
the sandwich from the weather, and inside insimilar fash
ion the visible wall surface iscompleted with the desired
quality, concealing a void forthe installation of services.
The layer-type construction of such a facade element in
platform frame construction is thus complementary, i.e.
built up in such a way that the layers supplement each
other, with each individual iayer performing essentially
just one function. The composition afldthe quality of the
materials of the components ina platform frame system
are largely defined by the supplier of the system. The ar
chitect no longer has toconsider ordraw the inner work
ings ofsuch apackage. He orshe determines merely the
aesthetic quality ofthe outer, visible surfaces.

Shaping deficitof newtechnologies
The growing interest in new timber construction tech
nologies would seem tosupport the view that, forthe first
time inthe history ofarchitecture there would seem tobe
atrend away from solid totimber construction, which be
longs to the category of filigree construction (tectonics).
Gottfried Semper's "theory ofmetabolism" isa good ex
ample. It is less concerned with building technoiogy itself
and more concerned with consequences forarchitectural
expression atthe point oftransiti6n from tectonics toster
eotomy, a sort of transfer of timber construction to solid
construction. (I call this conflict "technologieal immanence
versus1ultural permanence".) We also have the first rein
forced concrete structures ofFrangois Hennebique, which
still 'adhered to the tectonic fabric of timber structures,
with ahierarchical arrangement ofposts, primary beams
and secondary joists. And only after a certain period of
acclimatisation did Robert Maillart manage to establish
the intrinsic principles ofreinforced concrete construction:
columns with column heads that merge with flatslabs and
indoing so create something like ahybrid plastic node at
the column head in which the reinforcement - later no
longer visible - isplaced.

An inversion ofthe "art form" into the "core form" (Carl
Biitticher) thus takes place, with the force indicated only
through the concentration and grouping ofthe steel rein
forcement before the concrete is poured. Through these
observations we arrive at the following conclusion: the
shaping criteria of the new technologies intrinsic to the
system appear only after overcoming permanent cultural
images (stereotypes),

The search foradequate structure and form
If traditional prefabricated platform frame construction
with itsstuds internally and sheathing toboth sides repre
sents an interim form that isstill clearly based on handed
down carpentry techniques and the strict, tectonic ruies
of timber construction, what structure and form can we
expect tobe inherent in and adequate forcurrent timber
construction technology?

To look for an answer to this question we must first
study the way inwhich timber isprocessed these days. The
operations involved in manufacturing the semi-finished
products are characterised bygdescending sequence. In
afirst operation sawn timber ofhigh and medium quality,
e.g. planks, squared sections and boards, are produced
for traditional methods ofworking. Glued laminated tim
ber (glulam) is one of the most important semi-finished
products. The cuts become ever finer, the sections ever
smaller. The second operation produces strips, battens
and laminations, which are processed to form multi-ply
boards, solid timber panels, etc. The "waste" from these
operations is cut into even finer pieces: sliced orpeeled
veneers are the outcome, e.g. for high-strength parallel

0-
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Au- 1:limber platform frame building duringconstruction
Bearth & lJepIazes: private house (Hirsbrunne~, Scharans (CH), 1995

strand lumber (PSL) or chipboard, Afterwards, the fine
waste, e.g. sawdust, is used and in the final operation
boiled toform afibrous pulp: the wood isseparated into its
fibres and itsown fluid (lignin) and pressed toform boards
like hardboard, medium density fibreboard (MDF) and
softboard to round offthe whole spectrum ofproducts.

Every stage inthe sublimation process isthe antithesis
of the assembly, the re-formation, mainly in the form of
slabs and plates. And gluing is the jointing, re-form
ing technology. This is the reason why the subsequent
processing of the semi-finished products, the "refining"
and the further processing towards prefabrication for
building works, gives rise to an astounding suppleness
in the material, allowing every shaping intervention - the
CNC-controlled milling cutter, the robot machining - virtu
ally without resistance. The term "modelling" is certainly
apt here because not only complex patterns butalso plas- "
tic shaping such as profiling and even three-dimensional
workpieces are produced whose surface developments
can bedefined numerically before machining.

CAqct" CAM - Roboting
Within this production method wood takes on the charac
terofa readily modelled and hence indifferent raw mate
rial. It is easy to imagine which options could emerge; in
the production line from the architect's CAD system to
the CAM and CNC roboting ofthe fabricator it iscertainly

realistic toorder a "one-off" copy ofahighly complicated
carpentry joint, e.g. from a Japanese Shinto shrine, even
fora relatively moderate price. That could be thebegin
ning ofa limited batch ofarchitectural rarities (like in the
world of fashion or cars), affordable foraneminent, se
lected clientele.

This fantasising leads usback to the starting point of
a project, the desigo.

Today, planning with CAD software is standard prac
tiCe inarchitectural design offices. The data line fitsseam
lessly into this sothat.the way inwhich thedrawings are
produced"pn the screen, irrespective of the traditional
building technology, e.g. timber construction, must have
a retroactive ettect on the production and the tectonics of
the structure. Non-modular, project-speclflc components
are generated. Orinother words, the defined architectural
project isbroken down into manageable elements (plates,
slabs and leaves), sent for production via the data line,
and reassembled into astructure on the building site. This
form ofslab tectonics and the constructional fabric of lay
ers ofstoreys, stacks ofelements has long since become
the norm insolid construction. But intimber construction
it encourages new methods ofdesign and construction. In
addition, technological developments lead toever stronger
materials and, consequently, toever thinner components.

Cardboard model onthescale of astructure
The "basic element" of modern timber construction

is therefore the slab, and no longer the linear member.
The slab consists of three or more layers (plies) of sawn
timber, e.q.lanmations orstrips obtained from a relatively
low-quality wood (formerly offcuts and waste), glued to
gether with adjacent plies at right-angles to each other.
This "cross-worked interweaving" produces a slab with
high strength and good rigidity which can be used as a
structural plate. Just like a textile, the length and width
ofour homogeneous slab without a recognisable internal
hierarchy can be extended seemingly without limit (the
oniy restrictions being the size ofthe presses and the road
vehicles necessary to transport such elements), and in
terms ofthickness can be layered (specific slab thickness
depending on loading case and stresses). Even the quality
of the strips ofsoftwood orhardwood ormixtures thereof
- the "threads fabric" - can be optimised to suit the in
tended application, The direction of our slab is therefore
irrelevant, our slab is isotropic, "indifferent" to the direc
tion inwhich it has tospan.

Theoretically, it can be produced as an endless band,
but in practice the maximum dimension~ilfe i;;nited by
transport. Both conditions have aneffect on:current tim
ber construction. Slab tectonics and thin-wall plates (e.g.
solid timber panels) behave, at full size, like cardboard
packaging, as if a cardboard model the size of a real
building had to be transported. This concerns not only
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the physical perception. It becomes more obvious when
dealing with openings. seemingly punched through orcut
out of the plates atrandom, like cutting cardboard with a
knife. the incredible resistance ofslab tectonics becomes
visible in the structure. A similar behaviour is evident in
the American balloon frame. the assembly with the nail
ing gun inwhich it is easily possible tocutaway a whole
corner ofa bUilding after erection without the entire con
struction collapsing because the whole structure is well
oversized. (Such anapproach would beunthinkable inEu-

Ag.2:Solidtimber panel building during coostruetion
Bearth & Deplazes: private reeseiBearth-Gandinas). Sumvitg (CHI. 1998

ropean platform frame construction!) However, compared
with current European slab tectonics, the American bal
loon frame method seems old-fashioned, even "casual".
with the need to replace insulation and sheathing again
on site.

Forecast: compact systems
The state ofEuropean slab tectonics allows ustomake the
following predictions foritsdevelopment. Only those sys
tems with acomp~t solution for the loadbearing-building
pertormance-weatser protection issue (sandwich facade
elements, so-called compact systems) and simplified lay
ering of the element, i.e. fewer layers, will prove worth
while. Iwillcall these complex synthetic systems consist
ing of multifunctional components. The total breakdown

of the facade into countless layers began in the 1970s,
as the building performance aspect started toaccrue new
significance due to the oil crisis. The construction was
divided into individual functions which intelligent synthesis
measures are now reassembling into fewer components.
This also corresponds to a trend in solid construction in
which new single-leaf loadbearing and insulating materi
als are being used as a reaction to the design-related
complications and problematic guarantee pledges of the
ever more complex specifications reqoired bymUlti-layer,
monofunctional complementary systems (double-leaf ma-
sonry etc.). ,,:

A synth!itiC facade element might then have the fol
lowing make-UP: abasic elen'lent consisting otathin-wall
ribbed slab, e.g. a solid timber panel 3.5cm thick, with
20cm deep transverse ribs in the same material glued
on to provide buckling resistance, and the intervening
spaces filled with thermal insulation. This basic element
with its flat side on the inside functions as a loadbear
ing plate (supporting, stiffening, bracing), asaframework
for the thermal insulation and as a vapour barrier (the
adhesive within the solid timber panel guarantees this
property). The homogeneous. internal wall surface can
be subsequently worked simply and directly, e.g. painted
orwallpapered. It is unnecessary to attach sheathing on
the inside clear of the core element when there are no
electric cables to be fitted (and hidden) on the internal
face development. Simple timber boards fitted tothe ribs
on the outside close offthe wall sandwich and function as
a substrate forthe extemal skin. Inthe house forBearth
Gandinas. which is described in more detail below, the
larch shingles are nailed directly to the boarding without
an aircavity inbetween.

The thin-wall ribbed panels represent a form of
construction that is related to automobile and aircraft
construction, where the thin loadbearing membrane of
lightweight metal and plastic, stiffened with ribs, has to
withstand very high stresses; optimum rigidity and sta
bility coupled with minimum use of material. Whereas in
aircraft design it ismainly the weight ofthe assembly that
iscritical, inthe slab tectonics ofcurrent timber construc
tion it isprimarily the compactness ofsynthetic elements
and, at the same time. their ability to perform several
functions.

A comparison with the platform frame construction
mentioned above illustrates the fine "revaluation" atonce.
Whereas the inner sheathing of the frame is merely the
bracing and the vertical studs are clearly loadbearing
posts, the ribbed slab, apparently similar interms ofarct\\(
tecture and engineering, isa reversal of this system. The ..
thin slab - just 3.5cm - is loadbearing, braced byfine
transverse ribs. However. this analytical approach must
be corrected immediately. The two components (slab and
ribs) form an indispensable, compact, synthetic package

7lI
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Fig.3: Balloon frame method
Multistorey, continuous timber studding

(thanks to the structural adhesive) in which loadbearing
structure (supporting, bracing) and building performance
(vapour diffusion), constructional internal workings and
visible surfaces are merged and every component as
sumes multiple functions inconjunction with allthe other
components. Incurrent timber construction we therefore
speak ofcompact systems.

In the vertical direction, as a succession of stacked
facade elements, it is evident that the loadbearing and
insulating layers continue without int,erruption because

" the floors are supported only on the 3.5cm thick solid
timber panel. The situation is different inplatform frame
construction with top and bottom mernaers, ,lihere the
facade construction is completely interrupted to support
the floors; the only way ofpreventing this istobuild insup
ports in theform of projecting steel angles (Z-sections).
I shall explain this by means ofan actual example.

Example: stretch pullover over slab tectonics
The house forBearth-Candinas, aslim, four-storey "tower
house", stands on the edge of the village ofSumvitg. The
plan layout isasimple rectangle divided on the long side by
aloadbearing central partition. That creates two elongated
rooms per storey which could serve any type of function
because they can be further subdivided depending on the
needs of the occupants. As the quantity of run-off water
on the slope isconsiderable, the house was built without a
cellar. On entering the house we must first pass through a
glazed hall (winter storage forplants and play area forthe
children) inorder toreach the actual entrance door tothe
living quarters above. As alltimber building systems have
little heat storage capacity and therefore tend to adhere
to the insulation concept of achieving a low thermal bal
ance, the windows can be found inall facades, facing in
every direction to ensure that there is no overheating in
summer. Inwinter the solar radiation heats upthe glazed
entrance hall, and the heat rises and spreads through the
living quarters and bedrooms above.

Without any finishes the surfaces of the solid timber
wall panels would appear rather coarse, but - to return
to our theme - they are painted white and lemon yel
low so that the butt joints between facade elements and
loadbearing walls are disguised and the interior appears
homogeneous. The impression of a "wooden house" is
relegated to the background in'favour of a delicate, al
most paper-like construction whose rooms appear tohave
been wallpapered. (A close inspection reveals thousands
of fine, regularly spaced cracks inthe walls, a true "culti
vation ofthe crack", which will never again give cause for
clients tocomplain!) As the only shingle-maker inGrisons
isbased inthe village. it seemed an excellent opportunity
toclad the facade inwooden shingles. The shingles cover
the building like atight-fitting stretch pullover, lending ita
uniform external appearance and concealing the slab tee-

tonics. This building therefore benefits from a seamless
interaction of industrial high-tech production and tried
and-tested craft skills plus expertise.

Abandoning thewooden paragons
Ifwe continue topursue slab tectonics and the option ofa
facade skin without a ventilation cavity, we inevitably dis
cover that current timber construction isno longer bound
toits"wooden paragons". This isdue totwo reasons:

Firstly, these days a whole spectrum of non-wooden
facade sheathing systems are available, e.g. sheet metal,
glass, plastic panels, even plastic film, expanoed metal for
render, fibre-cement sheets and corrugated metal sheets.
The latter characterise the architecture of Reykjavik,the
capital ofIceland, inan extraordinary way. One result ofthe
American-Icelandic economic development programme
"sheep forsheets" (Iceland has notrees) isthat the strip
like profiling ofthe colourfully painted facades turn out to
be not timber boards with strips covering the joints - to
tally inkeeping with MrSemper's ideas. Or looked at ina
more general sense: the modern timber buildings are hid
den behind other, non-wooden materials whose advan
tages are lightness, thinness and large, sealed areas with
few joints. Of course, the possibility ofusing the substrate
forthe protective sheathing asthe protection itself inorder
toachieve the most compact facade element construction
has been considered. However, the problem of the butt
joints between elements and the network of joints then
becomes more acute, as we know all too well from the
heavyweight panel construction ofthe planned economies
ofthe former Warsaw Pact countries.

The second tendency is, inmy opinion, even more in
teresting. The slab tectonics ofcurrent timber construction
are interpreted exclusively in structural and not material
terms like conventional timber building. What was earlier
described as cardboard packaging - as a technology
related process forworking large panels ofthin-wall ribbed
slabs in solid timber, but also the thick-layer slabs - will
have architectural consequences. TImber will be regarded
as "synthetic" - above all when it is neutralised inside
and outside with a coat ofpaint - and will take on asimi
larstanding to monolithic concrete in solid construction,
which in structural terms can take over all the tectonic
elements ofa building without ever allowing the material
to express itself. rNe sense, at best, that certain canti
levers, layouts and large spaces are only feasible thanks
tothe "invisible concrete".) Infact, the architectural theme
of abstraction is enriched by the concept of cardboard
packaging thanks,~ the phenomenon of "white blocks",
which create manmum plasticity with thin-wall elements
(comparable with the artworks ofAbsalon). On the other
hand, the simple method offretsaw-like cutting ofpanels
with openings sawn (almost) at random and the model
like assembly ofthe walls and floors promote do-it-your-
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self construction methods so typical ofmodern American
balloon-frame architecture, and which, apart from that,
are reflected inthe building instructions ofthe Dutch artist
Joep van Lieshout as anoble handicrafts workshop.

Professionalism in architecture
Owing to the growing interest in performance, ecologi
cal and biological issues in building, current timber con
struction will gain more significance. Only compact, multi
functional solutions will prove competitive, but the experts
inthe synthesis ofthe most diverse requirements will not
restrict themselves to developing and mastering techno-
I~ical know-how. Inthe first place the experts will prove ..
themselves in intelligent and competent architectural de-
sign strategies - the sole guarantor for professionalism
and hence "sustainability" in architecture. It is therefore
not the timber specialists, timber technologists, biologists
or performance specialists who are being put to the test
here, but instead, first and foremost, the architects.

Excerpt worn: bauen + wahnen. 112(2001). pp. 10-17
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Fig.4: section throughwall-floor junction
Bearth & Deoazes: private house (Bearth·Gandin,s). Sumvitq (CHI. 1998

Fig.5: Horizontal section throughwall
Bearth & Depezes: private house (Bearth·Gand,nasl. Sumvilg (CHI. 1998
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transmit water and nutrients. The inner heartwood then
no longer needs tofulfil this function and itschannels are
blocked chemically. Deposits of tanning substances and
pigments, resins and fats darken the middle of the trunk,
the strength and resistance topests increase.

RiPewood trees
Heartwood haslower water content than sapwood
fir,'$Jiruce, copper beech

Heartwood trees
Heartwood and sapwood exhibit different. colouring
pine, larch, oak, cherry, robinia, ash

} Bark

Ray

Outer
bart<
Inner
bart<

Growth nog

'b~t.ttt....- Pith
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Ag.6: 5ectionthrough treelrunk

The structure of wood
The porous structure of wood is due to the cells and
vessels which provide the tree with water and nutrients.
Deciduous trees, in phylogenetic terms the older variety,
exhibit three different types ofcells - forsupport, conduc
tion and storage. Coniferous trees, however, have justone
type of cell, which supports, conducts and stores all in
one, and this fact increases the elasticity of this type of
wood considerably.

Atthe very centre ofthe trunk we find the pith. This is
the oldest part of the trunk around which the wood cells
grow. The pith isusually dry and does notcontribute tothe
provision ofwater and nutrients. Across-section through
the tree trunk reveals the radial rays. These, together with
the colour and the growth rings, and in some species of
wood the resin pockets as well, determine the character
istic appearance (figure) of the wood, and provide clues
toage and diseases.

The structure of the growth rings is connected to
varying phases of growth corresponding to the respec
tive climate zones, In the temperate climate of Central
Europe the growth phase begins in April/May and ends
inAugusVSeptember. Inspring therefore we see a layer
of large-pore, thin-wall early-wood cells which promote
rapid transmission ofwater and nutrients, and inautumn
the formation of the thick-wall late-wood cells that give
the tree strength. The cambium is the layer below the
bark; cell division here creates bark on the outside and
wood cells on the inside.

Heartwood, sapwood and ripewood trees
The colouring of some species ofwood is uniform, while
the colour ofothers varies within the trunk cross-section.
The inner, dark\growth rings are surrounded by the sap
wood (xylem) wit)) itslighter colour. The sapwood contains
the active, living wood cells, those in the heartwood are
mostly dead. The heartwood starts to form once the tree
reaches anage ofbetween 20 and 40years (depending
on the species), once sufficient sapwood is available to

sapwood trees
Heartwood dies after a delay or when tree has reached
an advanced age
birch, alder, maple, poplar, hornbeam

Properties of wood
The main physical properties ofwood depend on itsden
sity; this ranges from 0.1 to1.2glcm3 depending on the
species of wood and even fluctuates considerably within
the trunk owing tothe anisotropic nature ofwood. Further
more, the density also depends on the moisture content
ofthewood, which iswhy density figures must always be
accompanied bythe relevant moisture content.

Owing to its fine-pore structure, wood is a relatively
good insulating material. The thermal conductivity ofwood
is around 0.13 W/mK for softwood and 0.20 W/mK for
hardwood; this compares with figures of0.44 W/mK for
clay bricks and 1.80W/mK for concrete. Incomparison
with steel or concrete the thermal expansion of wood is
so small that it is irrelevant inbuilding.

Parallel with the grain wood can carry tensile and
compressive stresses with ease, but perpendicular to
the grain it has a lower compressive strength. The main
constituent of wood is cellulose (max. 40-50%), which is
responsible for its tensile strength. Some max. 20-30%
of the wood consists of hemicellulose, fillers and propo
lis which improve the compressive strength. Lignin or
urea, which also have an influence on the compressive
strength, make up another max. 20-30% of the wood.
Further constituents are resins, fats and waxes, tanning
substances and pigments, proteins, carbohydrates and
mineral salts, which are responsible forgiving the wood
itscolour and smell, and contribute to itsresistance and
strength. Softwood comes from fast-growing, hardwood
from slow-growing trees. 1#'-

In contrast to steel or concrete, wood remains un
affected bya wide range of pH values. Overall, working
the material saves energy, partly because ofitsrecyclabil
ity. There are about 40 000species of tree. some 600of
which are used commercially.
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Fig.7:Shrinkage and swelling01a trunk

••Fig.8: Distortion 01squared sections during
drying

"" \1\1
Fig.9: DIstortion 01boards duringdrying

Moisture content of wood
Owing to itshygroscopic nature, the moisture content of
wood changes depending on the level of moisture in the
surrounding air. If moisture isabsorbed, the wood swells
(absorption), if moisture isreleased the wood shrinks (de
sorption). Freshly felled timber has a moisture content of
about 60%. The fibre saturation point lies around 30%,
and a further drop inthe moisture content then leads to
shrinkage.

In principle, timber for building work should be dry;
a high moisture content reduces the strength and influ- '
ences dimensional accuracy and form stability, Timber
with a high moisture content is also at risk of being
attacked by insects or fungi. And in order to prevent rot,
the form ofconstruction must ensure that the timber com
ponents remain well ventilated. Air-dried timber forexter
nal works should have a moisture content of 15-18%,
for internal works 9-12%. Further drying-out leads to
fissures and renders the timber unusable. Pieces of tim
ber cut from the trunk cross-section may distort asthey
dry out. This iscaused bythe different moisture contents
of the heartwood and sapwood. Fissures often form in
round and sawn sections, and although such defects do
not impair the loadbearing behaviour, the change inshape
must be taken into account at joints and when accuracy
isimportant.

1 Squared log(boxed heart)
2 Heart section (exposed PIIt1 onface)
3 Heart secton(exposed pilt1 onarris)
4 soe section
5 centre section

Round sections
These are essentially logs - tree trunks with allbranches
and bark removed - which are mostly used without need
ing any form of working, e.g. for scaffolds and bridges,
piles, masts and propping. Round-section timber mem
bers exhibit ahigh strength because the natural course of
the grain has not been disturbed.

Sawn timber
Generally, the method ofsawing (converting) the tree trunk
does not have a serious effect on the strength. However,
it isimportant iothe following instances:
ShrinifBge and swelling. The distortion of the cross
sections as the moisture content changes depends onthe
position ofthe growth rings within the section.
Rssures that form asthe wood dries: The shear strength
can be impaired insections containing the pith.
Compression perpendicular tothe grairr. The compressive
strength perpendicular tothe grain depends on the align
ment ofthe growth rings within the section. However, this
aspect isnot normally relevant.
Biological resistance: Enhanced resistance can be achieved
by using sections without sapwood.

Squared sections
The standard dimensions (in cm), in2 cm gradations, at
the time ofconversion:
6 x 14 6 x 20, 8 x 12 8 x 24, 10 x 10 10 x 28,
12x 12 12x28, 14x 14 14x 28, 16x 16 16x 28,
18x 18 18x28

Battens
The standard dimensions (in mm), rough-sawn, air-dried:
24x3D, 24x48, 27x35', 27x40',27 x50', 27x60',
30x 48,30x 60, 50x 50, 60x 60, 60 x 80,60 x 100,
60x120, 80x80, 80x100
'Western SWitzerland

Fig.10:ConveBion optionslor squared sections and battens
(to Swiss standard SIA256/1 5.3.6.1 : TImber coosmcton'- supplementary provisions)

((( \ ( ( (( ( O)))lJJ]]] rn:rn:m:mrmmm
Heart board (boxed heart) centre board Sldeboard

Boards
The standard thicknesses (in mmf, rough-sawn, air
dried:
12,15,18,21,24,27,30,33,36,40,42',45,50,55,
60,65,70,80
'Western Switzerland

[((((({IfC§&\\\ \\1
Heart board
(exposed ~1t1 onface)

Heart board
(exposed pittlonedg;)".

~~\\\\\\\\\\\\11\1
Heart board
(exposed pithonarris)

(to Swiss standards SIA 265:2003 and 265/1 :2003)

&deboard S<de boards Slab(debarl<ed)

Fig.in 11:Cor1YeBion optionsfor boards
(toSwiss standardSIA265/15.3.6.2:Timber construction - supplementary provisions)
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Wood-based products
Overview

Fig. 12:Production ofwoodfibre boards
1 Timber fromsawmill
2 Conveying thechips
3 Fibrous pulpon forming machine
4 Final processing

Timber
Properties of materiais I

The Question for the future is how tosatisfy the increas
ing demand for timber in light of dwindling resources
and poor Quality (fast-growing wood). The answer is that
wood-based products will increase in significance. The
economic use ofwood, or rather the use of the "waste"
generated during itsprocessing, has led to the develop
ment ofnumerous new wood-based products.

Wood-based products are manufactured by. press
ing together wood particles of various sizes, e.g. boards,
strips, veneers, veneer strips, chips and fibres, with syn
thetic resin adhesives ormineral binders. Insome cases
wood's .own binder (lignin) is activated .. Besides larger
pieces ofwood, even residues and/or waste prodicts from
the processing ofwood can be used. The manufacturing
process clearly brings about a full exploitation ofthe raw
material; and the process also homogenises the irregular
properties ofwood. Wood grows naturally and as a result
contains unavoidable irregularities such as knots, fissures
and interlocked grain, which can reduce the strength of
the wood. However, these irregularities play only a minor
role, if at all, in wood-based products because they are
more or less neutralised by neighbouring particles. As a
result, the structural properties ofa wood-based product
exhibit comparatively little scatter, which results in the
very favourable 5% fractile to help establish the permis
sible stresses.

It ispossible toinfluence the load-carrying capacity in
a certain direction through the deliberate arrangement of
the individual particles. Swelling and shrinkage ofwood
based products isgenerally less than that ofsolid timber.
Another advantage of slab-like wood-based products is
the possibility ofproducing boards orbeams in (theoreti
cally) unlimited sizes, the only limits being those imposed
bythe machinery and transport. All wood-based products
are available and/or produced with standard dimensions,
a fact which isvery useful forplanning and stockpiling,

The range ofproducts fulfils the demands ofthe most
diverse applications. Furthermore, almost all products are
easy towork with. As the range ofwood-based products
has inthe meantime become very extensive and isunder
going continuous development, the following list cannot
claim tobe exhaustive, merely representative ofthe most
common products currently available. These products are
described indetail on the following pages.

Layeredproducts
Glued laminated timber (glulam)

- Plywood
Veneer plywood
Wood-based core plywood
Multi-ply boards
3- and 5-ply core plywood
Solid timber panels

Particleboards
- Chipboard
- • flakeboard
- Oriented strand board (OSB)

Fibreboards
- Bitumen-impregnated wood fibre insulating board
- Medium density fibreboard (MDF)

Wood-based products with inorganic binders
Gypsum orcement can be used as abinder inthe manu
facture ofwood-based products. The wood fibres embed
ded in the mass of gypsum or cement function as re
inforcement. Such products are popular forthermal and
sound insulation, fire protection, also forloadbearing and
bracing applications. These products are not dealt with
further inthis book.

r
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Wood-based products
Layered products

Cross-sections and shaping
Glued laminated timber sections forcolumns, beams and
frames are generally produced with a rectangular cross
sections. The depth-to-width ofratio for beams inbending
usually lies between three and eight and should not exceed
ten. Inexceptional cases itisalso possible toproduce l-and

box sections, which dosave material but are more expen
sive toproduce. However, this isoften made upforby the.
better buckling and overturning resistance.

As wood iseasily worked, members with straight sides
can be produced inmany forms. It iseasy to discontinue
certae laminations inorder tovary the depth ofthe cross
section, but the slope must be relatively shallow inorder .
to limit the transverse and axial stresses in the extreme
fibres. Applying agentle camber tothe boards prior toglu
ing enables the production ofcurved glulam beams.

Ag.15: Cross-sections in glued laminatedtimber
a Reclangular
b \·seetioo
c Box section, dowelled orglued

nu,
b•

Glued laminated timber (glulam)
Structure and manufacture
Glued laminated timber consists of three or more indi
vidual boards, or laminations, stacked horizontally and
glued together across their width. The thickness of the
laminations should generally not exceed 30mm, although
instraight components this can be increased to 40 mm
if drying and selection of the wood is carried out par
ticu�ar�y carefully and the components are not exposed to
any extreme climatic fluctuations inthe finished building.
As a rule, the planed laminations upto 20 cm wide are
glued together insuch away that ineach case only "out-.
side" (i.e. furthest from pith) and "inside" (i.e. nearest to
pith) faces are glued together but with only "inside" faces
on the outer faces (see fig. 13) of the member. Such an
arrangement (lay-up) is necessary in order to minimise
any transverse tensile stresses inthe adhesive joints and
inthe wood caused by changing climatic conditions. For
widths exceeding 20cm it isnecessary touse atleast two
boards adjacent to each other in every lamination and to
offset the joints insuccessive laminations byat least two
times the thickness ofthe lamination (see fig. 13b). Indi
vidual boards exceeding 20em inwidth must include two
continuous longitudinal relieVing grooves on both sides of
the board (see fig. 13a).

Glued laminated timber members can be manufac
tured in practically any length and depth. The length is
limited only by the available space inthe works, the gluing
table and/or the transport possibilities, the depth by the
working width ofthe planing machines available. However,
dimensions exceeding those of such machines (approx.
2.00 to2.30 m) have been achieved inthe past by gluing
together two part-sections. Generally, lengths of30-35m
and depths ofupto2.20 mare possible.

Glued laminated timber members may only be manu
factured by companies possessing the necessary equip
ment and fabrication facilities inwhich the humidity ofthe
air remains more or less constant during the work and
where the temperature favours the gluing process.

The glues used depend on the climatic conditions to
which the finished component will be subjected. Filled
synthetic resins based on urea orresorcinol are employed,
spread by the gluing machinery on both sides of the
planed and finger-jointed boards with a certain moisture
content. The boards are assembled on the gluing table
to form rectangular sections and pressed together with
the prescribed pressure forthe prescribed time. Once the
glue has cured sufficiently, the section isplaned on two or
four sides and drilled orotherwise machined as required.
The moisture content of the wood at the time ofgluing is
especially relevant tothe resistance of the finished, glued
assembly and itsfreedom from cracks.

Inside face

b)madefrom 2 parts

WKlthb,,20em
Inside lace

-=:::::>-
-<:::::>-
-<:::::>-
-<
-=:::::::::>-

:::::>-
:::::::>-

Fig.14:Angerjoinl
wedged andgluedj<Jinl

a) relieving grooves:

53.5mm 1.5to1.6a

~i

Wldthb> 2Ocf!.l

Ag.13:Lay-up of gluedlaminated timber(g1ulam)
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Fig.16:SUrface (peeled) of plywood
Thetrunkis clamped in position and-unrolled irt
order toproduce veneers. This produces a rela·
tivety homogeneous surface withlow contrast and
irregular figure.

Fig.17:Uiy-up of plywood
1:3-plyplywood
2: 5-pll plywood
3:wooc-tasec core plywood

Timber

Properties ot malerials I

Plywood
Plywood is made from at least three cross-banded plies
O.e. grain ofadjacent plies at approx. 900 toeach other).
The plies are glued together with waterproof phenolic
resin glue with the help ofpressure and heat. After press
ing, the edges are trimmed and the surface(s) sanded or
otherwise processed. Plywood can also bemoulded into
virtually any shape byapplying pressure, heat and mois
turfh{moulded plywood).

Plywood js suitable formany applications. For exam
ple, it can beused asa bracing facade cladding, asroof
decking, as~all sheathing orin interior fitting:out work.

Plywood'-absorbs moisture and swells in the pklne of
the board as well as in itsthickness. If thematerial is left
untreated, ultraviolet radiation and driving rain will turn
it a grey colour, which can be very irregular on theside
exposed tothe weather inparticular. Afacade ofplywood
can be protected byacoat ofdiffusion-permeable, water
repellent paint. The edges especially must be sealed with
agood-quality water-repellent paint.

Veneer plywood
Veneer plywood is manufactured from several cross
banded veneer plies (I.e. thin sheets produced bya rotary
cutting, slicing orsawing) pressed together. Incomparison
to other wood-based products, this material is ideal for
loadbearing constructions because it'svery high modulus
ofelasticity and high strength make it suitable forsitua
tions with high stresses.

Wood-based core plywood
This is a type of plywood with a central core of timber
strips, known as blockboard, laminboard or battenboard
depending on the width of the strips used.

Multi-ply boards
Plywood with at least five cross-banded plies and a ply
thickness of 0.8-2.5 mm is often known as multi-ply
board. Multi-ply boards can beused forexternal cladding,
even insevere weather conditions, or internal linings. The
high load-carrying capacity of such boards makes them
suitable forloadbearing applications as well.

3- and 5-plycore plywood
A3-or5-ply core plywood consists ofcross-banded plies
with thicknesses between 4 and 50mm. These boards

Fig.18:Close-up of edges ofmulti-plyboards

are primarily used as loadbearing and bracing sheathing
in timber buildings, and as formwork forconcrete.

Solid timberpanels
Three or more cross-banded layers of strips without any
outer sheathing. These can be used as loadbearing plates,
butmust beprotected from the weather.

FIg. 19:SUrface (sliced) and edgesof3- and 5-plycoreplywood
Incontrast to peeled veneers, theproduction ofsliced veneers involves cutting me
trunkintothinsheets

~
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Fig. 20:Various edge profiles of chipboard

Chipboard
The residues from the forestry and woodworking indus
tries form the raw material forthe production ofchipboard.
The forest supplies deciduous and coniferous trees with
diameters ofabout 8 cm and more inlengths from 1to6
m. The sawmills supply slabs and splinters, the so-called
co-products resulting from the production ofsawn goods,
and the woodworking industry supplies oncuts, sawdust
and shavings. Chipboard absorbs literally every last parti
cle of the valuable resource wood. The particles ofwood
are mixed with organic binders and pressed together at
high temperature toform the chipboard. However, particle
boards can also bemade byextrusion. Ina pressed par
tic�eboard the chips lie essentially parallel with the plane
of the board. They are produced with vareus particle ar
rangements within the thickness: single-layer {random.
distribution ofparticles} ormulti-layer {three ormore lay
ers of particles of differing .sizes}, or as graded density
chipboard in which the particles gradually decrease in
size from the centre tothe surfaces. Chipboard isusually
supplied with itssurfaces sanded but not further worked
orfinished. Inextruded particleboard the chips liemainly
perpendicular tothe plane ofthe board.

Chipboard is used for stiffening and covering floors
and walls, forpartitions and assheathing. It is also suit
able asabacking forveneers and coatings.

Chipboard generally exhibits a moderate strength. Its
moisture resistance is lower than that of layered timber
products and depends on the binder. However, special ce
ment-bonded chipboards can be used inapplications with
a high moisture load or to meet demanding fire brigade
stipulations.

Fig.21:SUrface and edge 01. _

Flakeboard
This isaparticleboard made from thin, flat, wide and long
particles of poplar measuring about 0.8x 25x 300 mm
glued together athigh temperature. The size ofthe shav
ings results inahigher strength.

Oriented strand board (OSS)
This is a three-layered board in which the grain of the
particles' ineach ofthe layers isaligned, the orientation in
the centre layer being across the board, while the grain of
the particles inthe surface layers lies parallel tothe long
axis otme board. These particles measure approx. 0.6x
35 x 15 mm. ass is primarily employed in the form of
loadbearing and bracing sheathing. Owing to itslow glue
content itsbehaviour inthe biological degradation process
ispractically identical with that ofsolid timber.

Fig.22:Sur1ace and edge of ortented strandboanl (OS8)
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Wood-based products
Fibreboards

Fig.23:Shaped MDF
MDF (medium density fibreboard) canbe shaped
withtemplates under the actioo ofheatand mostce

I~ .'j

Timber
Properties of materials I

Fibreboards
Fibreboards consist of a mixture of prepared long wood
fibres (residues such asuntreated sawmill waste and for
estry thinnings, usually crushed softwood) and fillers that
are pressed together with the help ofwater, pressure and
heat without the need forany further binders. The struc
ture of the wood is no longer recognisable. The strength
of fibreboards varies from low to high depending on the
degree ofcompaction,

The range ofproducts on offer extends from sottnsc
lating boards to medium-hard to hard boards. The latter
are distinguished bytheir very hard surfaces and abrasion
resistance; the soft insulating boards, on ~lfothe; hand,
exhibit high sorption and good heat storage capacity.
Fibreboards are suitable forinterior fitting-out works, roof
decking, packaging, fillings and as sound and thermal
insulation.

Fibreboards are produced using the· wet method,
which distinguishes them from arelated type ofboard, the
medium-density fibreboard (MDF). Inthe wet method the
bonding forces inherent inthe wood itself are used by em
ploying a thermomechanical process toresolve the wood
into its fibres; the resulting fibrous pulp is then bonded
together under the action ofpressure and heat. Therefore,
noadditional chemical binder isrequired.

Bitumen-impregnated wood fibreinsulating board
Abitumen emulsion can be added during manufacture in
order to make the board water-repellent. These boards
are suitable foruse as external insulation behind a ven
tilated timber leaf or facade, and also as impact sound
insulation beneath floor finishes.

Fig.24:WOOd fibreInsulatingboards

Medium density fibreboard (MDF)
MDF was first developed inthe USA around 30years ago.
The dry method used for producing this type of board
involves drying the fibres, spraying them with glue and
subsequently pressing them together in a continuous
process. Medium density fibreboards can be worked like
solid timber. Three-dimensional profiling is possible with
the thicker versions. .

MDF isprimarily used forfurniture and flttlnq-out ap
plications, also as a substrate for painting, veneer and
coating work. Such boards are not stable athigh moisture
Illveis and should therefore not be used externally.

Fig.25:Medium density fibreboant(MDF)
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Important panel and prefabricated systems in Switzerland
Overview

Timber

Fig.26:Homogen80, detailofwall-noor
junction
1)Homagen80 wall system
2)TImber soe piate
3)Nail plate
4)Annular-ringed shank nails
5) seaJinbuttjointbetween panels
6)Edge beam

Fig.27:LenoTec
Ai3-1Jy, B1 mm BI5-1Jy, 135mm o 7-1Jy, 216mm

Homogen80
Structure
Homogen80 is an 80 mm thick softwood chipboard.
The board is made upof several layers which therefore
achieve an independent mechanical strength. The sur
face layers also form a good base fordirect suriace fin
ishes. The boards are produced insizes uptomax. 537 x
203 cm and can be fitted (glued) together to form larger
panels bymeans oftongue-and-groove joints.

Design process
The design isnotbound byany production-related mod
ule. The project can be designed as required and sub
sequently divided into elements in conjunction with the
manufacturer. The stability and homogeneity of the raw
material leaves plenty of scope for cutting elements to
almost any size, with openings ofvirtually any shape.

The system isvery similar totraditional solid construc
tion, orrather "heavyweight prefabrication", in respect of
its structure, design options and building performance
properties. The mass of the chipboard results in a heat
storage capacity that creates similar interior climate con
ditions toa building ofsolid masonry orconcrete.

Leno solid panels
Structure
The LenoTec wood-based product is a solid cross-lami
nated timber panel made from between three and eleven
spruce plies glued together cross-wise. The resulting
homogeneous, dimensionally stable and rigid component
can be produced in sizes upto4.8x 20 m. Thicknesses
of 50-300 mm are available depending on the number
ofplies.

Design process
The design is not bound by any production-related mo
dule. Ready-to-install components ready to erect are
manufactured at the works, The machine-based assem
bly enables individual panel formats and shapes tobe cut
as required, with openings, slots and holes for the joints
and electrical services. Curved elements with a minimum
radius of7 mare also possible.

Loadbearing behaviour. The direction of span is irre
levant.

Shaping: The material can be shaped during the procuc
tion process.

Applications. The system must becombined with other
systems atthe floors and roof,l;he load-carrying capacity
of the chipboard as ahorizontal flooring element ismao
equaJe over conventional spans.

Facade: It ispossible tobuild acompact facade structure
without adding avapour barrier.

Insulatiorr. The insulation isattached externally.

Surface finislr. The surtace ofthe chipboard issuch that it
can berendered, plastered, wallpapered ortiled directly.
The dimensionally accurate construction is beneficial to
carrying out cutting work directly from the drawings.

Loadbearing behaviour. The direction of span is irre
levant.

Shaping: Panels curved in one direction can be pro
duced,

Applications. Walls, floors and roofs

Facade: It ispossible tobuild acompact facade structure
without adding avapour barrier.

Insulqtiorr. Ttlll-insulation isattached externally.

Surface finislr. Available with industrial or fair-face finish.
Facings with laminated veneer lumber (LVL) and special
surface finishes are possible.
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D
Fog. 28:SChuler solidtimberpanel
"'Single-ply panel
B)3- and5-pIypanels
C)Ribbed panel
D)Box panel

fig. 29:Brestaedge·fixedelement

Standard (rough)

Chamfered

Rebated

Acoustic

"Plus-Minus"

ftg.30:Brestaedge-fixed elements
Different types of section

Timber
Properties of materials I

Schuler solidtimberribbed panels
Structure
Asolid timber panel ofshort, cross-banded plies ofspruce
and fir side boards with a lamination width of 20 or
26 mm forms the basis for the Schuler ribbed panel.
Panels measuring 3,00 x 9,00 m can be produced with
between one and five plies in different thicknesses. The
buckling resistance of these solid timber panels is then
improved by gluing on transverse ribs made from the
same material. This method allows the production of large
elements. Box beams can beproduced bygluing panels to
both sides ofthe ribs.

Design process
The design isnotbound byany production-related mod
ule. The project can be designed as required and sub
sequently divided into elements in conjunction with the
manufacturer. Openings can be cutvirtually anywhere in
the panels. The stiffening ribs can function as supports for
planking and cladding.

Bresta edge-fixed elements
Structure
Side boards 30mm thick, acheap (waste) material read
ily available from any sawmill, form the basis for these
elements. The boards are placed on edge and joined with
continuous dowels in a fully automatic production plant.
The hardwood dowels hold together the "stack" ofboards
through a clamping effect. Neither glue nor mechanical
fasteners are used. This method can produce one-way
spanning elements inany width with thicknesses between
8 and 12 cm forwalls, and between 18 and 26 cm for
floors, depending on the span. The dowels perpendicular
to the direction of the boards ensure that the transverse
shrinkage and swelling movements are reduced virtually
tozero.

Design process
The design is not bound byany production-related mo
dule. The project can bedesigned as required and sub
sequently divided into elements in conjunction with the
manufacturer. Openings can becutvirtuq,l)y anywhere in
the panels. {<.

Incomparison with lightweight eonstruction, the mass
of an edge-fixed element results in a higher heat stor
age capacity. Such elements are ideal fortimber-concrete
composite floors. Narrow elements (27 cm) can besup
plied forconversion work where space is limited.

Loadbearing behaviour. The direction of span is irre
levant.

Shaping: The elements cannot beshaped.

Applications: Walls, floors and roofs

r'

Insulatiorr. Insulating materlalcan be laid between the
ribs,

o·
Facade: It ispossible tobuild a compact facade structure
without adding a vapour barrier.

Surface finish: Available with rough-sawn standard, in
dustrial and fair-face finishes. Finishes with facing-quality
boards or laminated veneer lumber (LVL) are possible.

Loadbearing behaviour. Element spans inone direction.
Shaping: The elements can be bent transverse to the
boards (barrel-vault roofs are possible).

Applications: Walls, floors and roofs

Facade: Acompact facade structure requires the addition
of a vapour barrier. If the inner surface is not lined, the
vapour barrier can befitted between the element and the
insulation.

Insulation: The insulation isattached externally.

Surface finish: Rough-sawn boards are dowelled together
if the surface is to be cl.q!J.afterwards. On exposed sur
faces the boards are plaNed on four sides. The dimensions
of the boards can be varied tosuit aesthetic and acoustic
requirements (see fig. 30).
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Fig.31:Ugnotrendwall-..nts
f>J Opeflbothsides
B)Closed onbothsides
C)aosed ononeside

Fig.32:ligu timber element
for walls, floors, roofs

Ugnotrend
Structure
Lignotrend consists of between three and seven cross
banded softwood plies, with gaps of several centimetres
between the individual pieces of the inner plies. The raw
material is exclusively side boards or low-strength wood.
The wall elements are supplied in widths upto 62.5 em
and these elements can bejoined together with timber
plates and frames bywoodworking firms toproduce sto
rey-high wall panels: Mechanical fasteners are used to
join the individual elements together ortothe floors above
orbelow. The cross-banded arrangement of the plies re
sults invery little shrinkage and swelling; movements are
taken upinthe joints.

Design process
There isa production module of 12.5em butthe design
is not necessarily bound bythis. The project can be de
signed more orless as required and subsequently divided
into elements inconjunction with the manufacturer. Open
ings can becutvirtually anywhere inthe panels. Floor and
roof elements are available with a similar construction.
Electric cables can be routed through the voids without
having tocutordrill the panel itself.

Ugu timberelements
Structure
Ligu timber elements consist of several offset layers of
solid timber laminations - side boards in various soft
woods - glued together and additionally secured with
hardwood dowels in the overlaps. This results inair-filled
chambers and abox-like glued loadbearing construction.
Like a glued laminated timber beam, such elements can
span long distances. The elements are produced inthick
nesses from 140to 240mm, i.e, seven to twelve plies,
and in widths of 62.5,41.6and 20.8 em. Loose timber
tongues are used to join single elements to form larger
ones. It is necessary to include a timber stud in the cor
ners.

Design process
It isadvisable toadjust the design tosuit the smallest ele
ment. OWing tothe maximum element width of62.5 em,
the openings should notliewithin, butrather between the
elements. Joints between elements cannot accommodate

Laadbearing behaviour. The direction of span is irrel
evant.

Shaping: The elements cannot be shaped.

Applications. Walls, floors and roofs

Facade: Acompact facade structure without anadditional
vapour barrier is possible, depending on the type ofele
ment chosen...
Insulatiorr. The voids between the plies can be filled with

.insulating material. However, asthis isvery labour-inten
sive, corresponding tests have been cancelled.

Surface finish: Afair-face finish isavailable, depending on
the type ofelement.

any shear forces, which means that trimmers and lintels
must be included.

Laadbearing behaviour. Element spans inone direction.

Shaping: The elements cannot be shaped.

Applications. Walls, floors and roofs

Facade: It ispossible to build a compact facade structure
without adding avapour barrier.

Insulatiorr. Depending on the thickness ofthe element, the
enclosed airchambers (57% wood, 43% air) can provide
adequate thermal resistance without the need forfurther
insulation.

Surface finish: The elements must be clad.
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Fig. 33:Ugnatur elements
A)Box element
B)Planar element

Fig. 34:Wellsteg ~Iow element

Timber
Properties 01 materials I

Lignatur box, panel and decking elements
Structure
Lignatur elements are hollow components produced in
dustrially. They were developed for use as loadbearing
floor and roof constructions. These modular elements are
joined with double tongue-and-groove joints and can be
pre-assembled in the works to form larger elements, the
size of which is limited only bythe restrictions imposed
bytransport. The box elements are produced with acover
width of200mm; the maximum length isQi1f1erally 12m,
with longer lengths passible onrequest. The depth ofthe
element can bechosen to suit thestructural and bUilping
performance requirements. ..

Lignatur panels are produced inwidths of514and 1000
mm as standard; the maximum length is 16 m. Lignatur
decking elements are primarily intended for roofing
applications.

Design process
The Lignatur elements are pre-assembled in the works
to form larger elements. It is advantageous to base the
design on the module given bythe element width.

Wellsteg hollowelements
Structure
The primary component of the Wellsteg hollow element
is the sine wave-web beam measuring 16.6 em wide
and 19--51 em deep. This consists of two solid timber
(spruce/fir) tongue-and-groove flanges pius a sine-wave
(birch) plywood web. A curved groove to receive the web
is milled intheflanges in a special production plant. The
plywood web, splayed scarf joints within itslength, iscut
tofit the groove and glued in place. Afterwards the beam
is pressed together. Individual beams can be joined to
gether with transverse timber pieces (fitted inside) toform
larger panels.

Design process
It isadvantageous tobase the design on the module given
by the beam width. The elements can be prefabricated
in any size upto a length of 15 m. Pipes and cables are
installed in the works. It is easy todrill holes through the
web toaccommodate services inthe transverse direction.
Wellsteg hollow elements have a low self-weight and are
particularly suitable foradding floors toexisting buildings.
Compared with a reinforced concrete floor, the Wellsteg
hollow element achieves a weight-saving of 7% for the
same load, depth and span.

Loadbearing behaviour: Element spans inone direction.

Shaping. Individual Lignatur elements can be assembled
toform curved roofs.

Applications. Floors and roofs

Facade: It ispossloleto build acompact facade structure
without adding avapour barrier.

Insulation: The voids in the elements can be filled with
various insulating materials at the works.

Surface finish Three surface finishes for the underside
are available: industrial, normal and selected.

Loadbearing behaviour. Element essentially spans inone
direction. However, the spacing between the flanges en
ables filler pieces tobe inserted toenable the element to
span intwo directions. Openings can becutinthe floor at
the works following the same principle.

Shaping. Sine wave-web beams can be assembled to
form curved elements.

Applications. Walls, floors and roofs

Facade: Acompact facade structure requires the addition
ofa vapour barrier.

Insulation: The voids in theelements can be filled with
insulating material at the works.

Surface finish: Three surface finishes are available: indus
trial, fair-face and selected.
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Fig.35:Steko wallsystem
A) Steko basemodule
B)Structure ofmodule and direction ofgrain
Cl Wall corner detail

Steko wall system
Structure
Steko isamodular system based on standardised, indus
trially produced solid timber modules. The individual mod
ules are joined by means ofaspecial clip-in arrangement
which guarantees an optimum joint atcorners and junc
tions with intermediate walls. Matching sill, lintel and jamb
elements to suit the various openings round off the sys
tem. The compact modules consist of five plies ofcross
banded solid timber. Used ina wall, the modules form a
rigid, structural unit thanks tothe clip-in connection.

Design process
The system isbased on a primary module of16cm. The
basic modular dimensions of64/32116 cm (length/heighV
thickness) also permit quarter, half and three-quarter for
mats within the 16cm module. The depth module is8ern,
which enables two finished depths of32and 24cm tobe
achieved. Sole plates, head binders and lintel elements
are coordinated with the modular dimensions. Hoses for
services can be threaded through the modules. The Steko
wall system can be combined with standard windows and
doors, also conventional floor and roof systems.
Loadbearing behaviour. Element spans inone direction.

Shaping. The modules cannot be shaped.

Applications: Walls

Facade: It ispossible tobuild acompact facade structure
without adding avapour barrier.

Insulat/orr. The voids in the modules can be filled with
a suitable insulating material after erection. Additional
insulation can be attached to the outside if the building
pertosnance specification calls forthis.

Surface finish: the modules are available with a facing in
fair-face quality, either a vertical single-ply board or, on
request, horizontal 3-core plywood.
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Fig. 36:Erecting apanetconstruetIon element
lenoTec cross-laminated timber panel

Ag. 37:Wood welding
The application ofultrasonic energy causes the
plastic 10form a connection with the'NOOd at the
macroporous level.

The structural system ofpanel construction isdetermined
by loadbearing slabs or panels, which are joined in a
"slab tectonics" system to form a stable assembly. This
distinguishes them from those sandwich constructions
Which, although prefabricated toform internally lined and
externally clad frame constructions, still consist of linear
members (the so-called black box). The planar nature of
the isotopic loadbearing panel leads to completely new
structural and design-related properties unusual in tif1l;
ber engineering. The grid ofregularly spaced loadbearing
elements so typical of traditional timb6rbuilding is now
.superfluous, and openings can be cutalmost anywhere
inthe surface.

Material conglomerates
Recent trends in the construction industry have led to
changes inthedesign and building processes and hence
the role of the architect. The diversity of the systems
and materials on the market mean that the architect is
increasingly reliant on the specific expertise of industry,
which can offer ever more comprehensive end-to-end so
lutions and is therefore focusing the specialist knowledge
and guarantee clauses on the side of the manufacturer.

Looking at solid construction it would seem that all
innovations are concentrating exclusively on new clad
ding systems orsurface finishes. The structural shell has
hardly changed, hardly developed any further. Insitu con
struction continues to prevail in Central Europe, despite
the relatively high cost of labour and, sometimes, obvious
deficiencies intheworkflow. We could take electricians as
anexample: nosooner is the masonry wall built, dothey
begin tocutslots allover it fortheir cables and conduits!
Multi-layer building component systems - hardly ever
developed bythearchitect any more. but instead merely
chosen out of a catalogue - clad our conventional struc
tural shell something like a "camouflage strategy".

Looking at timber construction we find that current
developments and innovations are ofa more fundamental
nature. Inthis respect the timber building sector has as
sumeda special status within the construction industry.
Here again, however, high-tech skills are being delegated
to the specialists employed by the manufacturers. This
eases the architect's workload because he or she no
longer has toconsider the detailed inner workings of the
construction. On the other hand, this competence isbeing
lost from the architect's range ofskills.

Semi-finished products and the manufacture of
wood-based p~ucts

In Central Euro~,e and SCandinavia the movement in
this sector was triggered bya crisis in the timber build
ing industry. In order to regain market share from solid
construction and to find a rapid use forwood from trees
brought down in severe storms ("Vivian" in 1990 and
"Lothar" in 1999) innovations were urgently required.

Such innovations initially focused on semi-finished goods
and the manufacture ofwood-based products. Traditional
woodworking processes require timber cross-sections
with a roughly consistent quality. This means that when
cutting planks, squared sections and boards only healthy,
straight trunks can be used and therefore offcuts and
side boards of lower quality abound. Nowadays, these
sections are used, cutdown into smaller strips, battens
and laminations. Chips and sawdust represent the end of
this procespjng chain.

The process ofbreaking down into ever smaller parts
is accompanied by <J. contrary process - assembly. The
smaller the constituents in the assembled products, the
more homogeneous ar@,their physical properties and the
easier it is to influence these properties through the type
of assembly and the choice of chemical or mechanical
binders. When using chips orsawdust, synthetic materials
such as adhesive orcement are used, depending on the
intended application. Semi-finished products made from
strips or laminations are usually glued together, which
increases their structural usefulness and opens upnew
options forconstruction.

The search for suitable connecting options and
their ratio to the proportion of wood paves the way for
semi-finished products in which the boundary between
wood-based products and other materials, e.g. plastics,
becomes vague as we trytoachieve optimum properties.
This is true of the current trials surrounding new con
nections, e.q. wood welding, where thermoplastic con
necting materials are vibrated by ultrasonic energy and
thus flow into the porous structure of the wood. Wood
welding results inastable connection that can be loaded
immediately.

These developments in materials form the basis for
new types of timber construction. The considerably more
consistent physical properties (compared with natural
wood), which are reaching hitherto unknown proportions,
depending on the particular range ofproducts, render new
applications in timber engineering possible. It is there
fore only a matter of time before the first timber building
systems with completely new structural and building per
formance properties appear on the market.

Custom prefabrication
The shift from production on site toproduction inthe fac
tory, where thanks tocontrolled conditions and workflows
it ispossible toachieve greater accu acy, enables timber
building contractors to keep control of the majority of the
production process. Almost all current timber building
systems are flexible enough to be able to react to indi
vidual designs. Trying tokeep the design within amodule
suitable fortimber engineering isnow a thing ofthe past.
Only the maximum spans possible still influence the plan
layout. The traditional design process foratimber building
constructed by carpenters has therefore been reversed:
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FIg. 38:Theribbedsolid timberpanel asan. r

example of a blackboxsystem
finished sandwich elements are delivered tosite
with their internal structure nolonger visible.

the structure can be designed with a relatively high de
gree of freedom inorder tobe broken down into suitable
individual parts orelements inthe next stage ofthe design
(custom prefabrication). Atbest, only transport restrictions
impose limits here.

Black box systems orsandwich systems
Today, it is possible to request quotations from suppli
ers of different systems based on tender drawings at a
scale of 1:200. The days inwhich the architect drew the
entire loadbearing timber construction ingreat detail are.
now over. This work iscarried outbythe system supplier
awarded the contract, who isalso responsible fordetailed
design of the system and compliance with the building
performance criteria. The details specific tothe project are
solved incooperation with the architect, possibly with re
percussions forthe loadbearing system. The closed black
box elements - fulfilling all requirements - are delivered
tothe building site and erected, an inner lining and/or ex
ternal cladding being added if required, depending on the
system. (The term "black box" isnot specific toany form
ofconstruction and can beapplied to panel construction
orplatform frame elements.)

Panels indifferent to thedirection of span
One characteristic that determines the design in panel
construction iswhether the direction ofthe panels isrele
vant orirrelevant. Panels inwhich this aspect isirrelevant
are those made from wood-based products whose struc
ture within the plane of the panel is isotropic. As wood
naturally has adirectional - anisotropic - character, this
distinction has only become possible thanks toprogress in
the manufacture ofsemi-finished and wood-based prod
ucts, e.g. cross-banded plies of veneers or strips. Such
panels exhibit high strength and rigidity. They achieve
plat~ffectsand can be assembled and cut almost like in
modelmaking. This can be seen, forexample, inthe treat
ment ofopenings, which can be seemingly cut anywhere
ane do not even require a lintel, provided there isenough
material above the opening.
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Timber construction systems
Overview

Fig.39:TImber·frame construction

..

Fig. 40:Balloon trame construction, timber studconstruction 1,

96

TImber frame construction
This traditional method of building with timber, seldom
used today, is based on a relatively small module with
diagonal braces intheplane ofthe walls. We see the first
signs of prefabrication in this form of construction. The
loadbearing and separating functions are united in the
same plane within the wall. Assembly of the individual
pieces takes place on site storey bystorey. The spacing
between the individual vertical members depends on the
loadbearing capacity of the timber sections which, prior
to industrialisation, were cut to size with simple means
(saws, axes). The individual connections are not highly
stressed and can bein the form of true wood joints (e.g.
tenons, halving joints, oblique dados). Vertical loads are
transferred directly via the contact faces between the van
ous timber members.

As the cross-sections of the members are often not
derived from a structural analysis, in older timber-frame
buildings they tend tobe too large and hence uneconomic,
orare an inevitable consequence of theusually consider
able weakening of the cross-section at the joints. Today,
mechanical fasteners are therefore preferred in order to
achieve a more economic sizing of the sections,

The infill panels of historical timber-frame' buildings
are usually of cob, wattle and daub or clay bricks, with
masonry and render in later buildings. Today, the infilling
is usually insulating materials with a weatherproof clad,

v' ding.

Balloon frame construction,
timberstudconstruction
The balloon frame system widespread in America con
sists ofclosely spaced squared sections ofstandard sizes
based on a "2 x 8 inch" module (roughly 5 x 20 em).
When, as a result of a structural analysis, larger cross
sections are called for, these are made bysimply nailing
several smaller squared sections together. This timber
stud construction is nailed together on site and usually
extends over two ormore storeys. Stability is assured by
solid timber boarding orwood-based panels attached di
agonally.

The simplicity ofthe system, inwhich additional mem
bers are often simply nailed to the main framework as
required, enables rapid erection with unskilled labour,
despite minimum prefabrication, The system isalso char
acterised bya great degree ofdesign freedom regarding
plan layout, volume and positioning of openings. Indeed,
openings can even be "cutout" subsequently because the
construction isoversized. However, this oversizing isadis
advantage compared to newer systems because it leads
tohigh material consumption,

In Europe timber studconstruction is the equivalent
of the American balloon frame, Timber stud construction
also uses closely spaced squared sections of standard
sizes extending over two ormore storeys. However, there
isless standardisation and the connections are not limited
to nailing as in the balloon fra~, - tenons and halving
joints are also used. Another aim tS a more economic use
ofmaterial.

I
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Fig.41:Platform IJameconstruction

Platform frame construction
Platform frame construction is a further development of
timber stud construction. It isdistinguished byahigh de
gree ofprefabrication and is therefore very popular these
days. The loadbearing elements consist of storey-high
pre-assembled frames of squared sections braced by
flat cladding panels or diagonal boards. Platform frame
construction is based on a small module, although the
spacing can bevaried asrequired, e.g. depending on the
thermal insulation used (mats or loose fill). The individual
loadbearing ribs are assembled in the works and trans
ported tothe building site as self-contained elements. On
site they are merely erected and clad if necessary. The
tectonic structure ofplatform frame construction isbased
on the principle ofstacking storeys one upon the other.

The advantage of this form of construction is itsver
satility because it can respond to many different design
specifications. Platform frame construction is straight
forward and economic because it uses identical timber
sections wherever possible, which thanks to their small
size are easy and cheap to produce. The simple nailed
and screwed connections are another advantage of this
system.

Fig.42:.Panel coostruction

Panel construction
The latest development inpanel construction is leading to
areversal ofthe principle ofplatform frame construction.
The loadbearing element isnow aslab, nolonger a linear
member. This slab must exhibit high strength and rigidity
in order toachieve a structural plate action. One answer
to such requirements is the solid timber panel, which
consists ofcross-banded plies ofsawn timber strips. The
addition of transverse ribs made from the same material
increases the buckling resistance ofsuch panels. Insula
tion isplaced between the ribs. The planar. non-directional
nature of this loadbearing slab results in structural and
architectural characteristics hitherto unknown in timber
construction. The traditional grid or spacing of loadbear
ing elements isno longer necessary. Openings can be cut
almost atrandom.

The construction principle results in a rationalisation
of the layered assembly. Single components can play a
multifunctional role, which reduces the number of layers
and hence the additive character ofthe layered assembly.
The loadbearing solid timber panel, for example, needs
no further surface finish internally, apart from a coat of
paint. If the building is to be clad with a uniform outer
leaf, this can be attached directly tothe sheathing ofthe
wall element.
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Fig. 43:Log construction

Log construction
Traditional log construction is the only form of timber
construction that also falls under the heading of "solid
construction". The building envelope consists ofa single
leaf oftimber members - stacked horizontally and joined
bymeans of cogged joints - that performs the cladding,
space-enclosing and loadbearing fractions simultane
ously. Stability isachieved through the friction resistance
in the bed joints, which leads tothe solid timber wall act
ing as aplate, and through the cogged joints between the
timber members atthe corners. No mechanical fasteners
are required. The possible spans depend on the timber
members available, which donot usually exceed 4.5m.

Log construction leads to substantial shrinkage and
settlement movements because the timber members are
loaded perpendicular tothe grain. Settlement movements
must be taken into account in the details, e.g. atwindow
openings. The insulating value ofa log building nolonger
meets modern requirements: contemporary log buildings
must therefore be provided with extra insulation. This
method ofconstruction isonly economic inplaces where
the corresponding infrastructure (sawmill) and expertise
(carpentry skills) are available.

Fig. 44:Frame construction

Frame construction
This is the most delicate form of construction in timber.
Vertical columns and horizontal joist floors ("tie beams")
or "plates" form the loadbearing structure (similar to the
column-and-slab principle ofsolid construction). The con
sistency of the materials used for the vertical and hori
zonta� linear members (sawn timber or glued laminated
timber) and the form of the joints determine the spans
that can be achieved and the architectural appearance of
theloadbearing construction. Besides solid timber, glued
laminated timber and other glued structural elements are
available these days. The joints usually employ mechani
cal fasteners such asgusset plates and dowels, the prin
ciple ofwhich issimilar tostructural steelwork. True wood
joints are hardly ever used inframe construction.

Stability is achieved through the inclusion ofdiagonal
ties and struts, or wall plates, or solid cores that extend
through allstoreys.

Frame construction isdistinguished from other forms
of timber construction by the fact that the loadbearing
structure functions completely independently of the en
closing elements such as partitions or facades (glazing
is conceivable). This specialisation of the elements isnot
very economic interms ofmaterial consumption, but does
lead togood flexibility in the internal layout and design of
the facade, and enables longer spans.
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Fig.4/;:In pIalfoonframe_ tl1eele
ments areslacked storey bystorey.

Ag.45:P1aIform frameelements priortoerectioo
BeaM& DepIazes: privale house~lIimann), 5evgein (CH), 1998

Platform frame construction is currently very popular in
Switzerland. This is the outcome ofmarketing campaigns
and engineering developments carried out bythe timber
building industry during the1980s, The goal was totrans
form timber stud construction - which had been used
widely since 1930and itself had been inspired by the
balloon frame system used in the USA and Canada - into
a new building system. This new system had to exhibit a
high degree of prefabrication and standardisation of the
parts,

Consequently, platform frame construction isafurther
development of the tradition of improving timber build
ings raised using traditional carpentry skills. The primary
loadbearing system continues to rely on an arrangement
of linear members which has been optimised and devel
oped so that most of the work can becarried out in the
factory. The degree of prefabrication has been gradually
increased since the introduction of this system and has
virtually reached the limits imposed bythe system itself.

Thanks to itsgreat flexibility and high degree ofpre
fabrication, platform frame construction has been widely
accepted bythe building industry. However, it is itself now
facing competition brought about by newly developed
wood-based products which are tending to render the
system of linear loadbearing members obsolete in favour
of planar loadbearing elements (see "Panel construction
- Current developments").

The system is based on a close grid of loadbearing
linear members whose spacing can be varied depend
ing on the given geometry, the format of the insulating
material between the members, and the loads expected.
Timber members with the same cross-section are used
forthe vertical studs as well as the horizontal head bind
ers and bottom plates; their arrangement enables them
tofulfil almost allstructural requirements. The inner layer
of sheathing stiffens the whole frame and leads to the
whole providing a plate effect. All connections are gener
ally nailed, butif necessary (tension-resistant) screws can
also be used.

Ag.47:Erection 01p1atlonn frameelements withsheathing bothsides
Beartt1 & Deplazes: private house~I~mann). 5evgein (CH). 1998

The use of standardised building materials is one of
the prime advantages ofplatform frame construction. The
majority ofbuildings employ timber members with cross
sections between 60x120mm and 60x200 mm. These
relatively small sizes result in little waste when being cut
tosize and are easy tostore; they are ideal forkiln-drying
and machine-grading.

It is advisable tofixsheathing tothe prepared frames
(so-called black box). To do this, battens, if necessary
also counter battens, are fixed inside and outside and
the sheathing attached to this, creating a "sandwich".
The ensuing aircavities provide ventilation on the outside
and space forservices inside. The choice ofmaterial and
surface finish iswide and only loosely dependent on the
system.
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Fig. 49:Timber platform frame construction asa "building kit"
1 Individual project
2 Breakdown into sensible parts
3 Elements asself-contained "blackbox" assemblies (stable wall ptltes)

1 "Facade"

3 "Sandwich"

DD

are hardly any limits to the type of cladding that can be
chosen, but itmust guarantee aircirculation forthe timber
construction underneath. Timber platform frame buildings
are mostly lined on the inside. This protects the inside
sheathing tothe black box (which, depending on the insu
latingmaterial used, must provide avapour barrier orva
pour check) against mechanical damage and penetration.
The lining permits individual interior design requirements
tobe met (plaster, wood panelling. etc.) and also conceals
any electric cables subsequently installed (these may not
be routed through the insulation). "

Fig. 48:Axonometric viewofwallelements offset toaccommodate sptit-Ievel
floor

ing on requirements..Normally, the elements are set up
storey bystorey, with the floors either being placed be
tween successive wall panels or suspended from these
inside.

Once completed, our assembled set of parts forms a
stable, insulated building. To protect the building against
the effects of the weather, it needs to be clad. There

Custom prefabrication
Unlike methods ofconstruction that use batch prefabrica
tion based on the use ofstandard basic elements (modular
construction) ora fixed grid, timber platform frame con
struction isa method that allows custom prefabrication.

This means that, starting with aspecific project which
can be designed more or less as required (subject to
the usual boundary conditions). a sensible breakdown
into units can be aobleved inconjunction with the manu,
facturer.

The individual elements ofthis "set of parts" are pro
duced as self-contained "black box" assemblies in the
factory and delivered to the building site ~ stable wall
plates. These consist of a frame of linear timber mem
bers that is filled with insulating material and covered
on both sides with suitable sheathing. The arrangement
of the individual linear members within each element is
chosen depending on the structural requirements and the
geometry, taking into account any openings necessary in
that section ofwall.

The thickness and format of the insulating material
chosen also influences on the spacing ofthe linear mem
bers and their sizes. The most common cross-sections
inuse liebetween 60 x 120mm and 60x 200mm be
cause the thickness ofinsulation varies from 12to20cm
depending on the specification.

The assembly on the building site involves merely
erecting these finished wall panels. The butt joints
between the panels are either nailed orscrewed depend-
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Ag.50:Custom prefabncation:
Thedesign and construction sequence In
timberplatform ""me conslrucfion

Dividing a specific project intosensible "build
ingunits"madeup01walland ftoo< elements

Cooperation between architect, manufacturer and,
possibly, Oflgineer

SChemes 1-4, plans

~.__ti~

U_iliilll!i!iiili_-=i.

SChemes 1-4, sections

I I
I I

I. I
ProductIon of elements asserf-contained

ij U U"blackbox"assemblies in the factory

Arrangement of linear members basedonstruc-
turalrequirements andinsulating material format

~
(50 x 100 mmor60 x 120 mm)

~
-I

~
Sizing of linear members depends onttlickness of
inteqral thermal insulation (120-200mm)

.)(jntdesign (buttjoints with seals orovenapping
asshown here)

•

Deltvery of elementsto building siteand
Ofection

Plan: vertical buttjointsnailed ~or compression
only) or screwed (also for tension)

5ectioo: stad<.ing ttleelements

Inorderto guarantee thecontinuity of thevapour
barrier, vertical andhorizontal buttjointsmustbe
sealed accordingly.

Attaching the exlemaJ cla<lding (andinternal
lining)

Theexternal cladding mustguarantee a circutatioo
of air lor theundertying 'imberconstruction.

Theinternal liningmaybe chosen to suitinterior
design requirements anccanalsoconceal electric
cables. There arenoservices (electrics, water, gas,
waste water, etc) in theplatform frame elements
themselves because otherwise they would have to
penetrate thevapour barrier

TI
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Fig.51:TImber p!aUoon frameelement, layen and
sheathing

Internal lining, 12 mm
Vertical battens (services), 50 mm
Wood-based panel (vapour-tight). 12mm
Frame: head binder, 60 x120mm to60 x200mm
Frame: soo. 60 x 120mm to60 x200mm
Frame: bottom plate, 60 x120mm to60 x200 mm
Insulation, e.g.1S0FlOC, 120·200mm
Bitumen-impregnated wood fibre insulating board.
18mm(airtight)

9 Vertical battens, ventilation cavity, 40 mm
10 Horizontal sheathing, 24 mm
11 3-ply board with tongue and groove, impact sound

insulation
12 UGNATLIl box element
13 I'rtight membrane over buttjoint
14 Counter battens. 40mm(neededto guarantee vertical

continuation ofventilation cavity)
15 Horizontal batteus. 40mm
16 Vertical sheathing, 24 mm

HllfizontaJ section through comerjoint
Horizontal sheathing

Section thfough wall-1Ioor junction
Hortzontal sheathing

10

11

12

13

Axonometric view of layers
Horizontal sheathing (top) and vertical sheathing (bottom)
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Chart for establishing preliminary size of timberbeams
Initial size estimate atdesign stage
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1.40 f--f--f---t---t---t---t---t---t---t---t---t---t--t--c

1.50 f---f---I--j--j--j---+---+---+---+---+---+-'----+---+---+---;

1.60 f--f--"f---t---t---t--t---t---t---t---t---t---t-'----t---t~-+--±';:.,.

1.70 I--I--il--j--j--t---+--+--+---+---+---+---+---+--+--+--+-

1.20 f--f--!f---t---j---j---t--t--t--t--t--t--

1.80 f---t--t--t~-t---t---t---t---t-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+--+--+--+--

1.90 1----j--+--+-+-+-+--t----jr----f--+--+-+-+-+--+-----1I--+--+----:

0.50 f--I---tf---t---j--7I''------,-

Fig.52:Notestorusinothis chart
Witha highload(dead andimposed loads) usethe
maximum value lor themember depth asproposed
by thechart - vice versa lora low load.
Thesizes andrelationships shovm cannot beveri
fiedSCi~ntifically. Theshadedar6¥ aresupposed
tobe ~lgh1ly "indefinrte" Inthe in\erest 01 the
rational useofa loadbearing element,the"edges·
of thischartshould be avoided.

Element Span h*/I
(Ioadbearing) I(m)- Rafter -8m 1/18-1/30- Purlin, beam 4 -12 m 1/15-1/24- Solid-web beam 6-16 m 1/12-1/18

Lattice beam 8- 20 m 1/10-1/15

Source: M.Dietrich,
Burgdort SchOO 01 Engi-'ng, 1990 "Abeam cross-section (tvb = 2(1)canbeusedfor theinitial. rough sizing: G1ulam beams areoftenmoreslender.
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Conversion of a trunkin traditional Japanese timber building culture
The workshops at the Grand Shrine of Ise

Marking-out
For marking-out the master carpenter uses a stick split
from apiece ofbamboo (sumi-sash~ one end ofwhich is
fanned out over a length ofabout 2 cm toform numerous
narrow teeth, which he dips into the piece ofcotton wool

this way he can be sure that even inthe case ofminimal
crookedness, the necessary sections can be cutfrom the
trunk. The timber sections are marked out at the crown
end. But here the master carpenter also includes all the
information required toensure that the sections end up at
theright place inthe building: building name, component
name, component number, trunk number.

Fig.55:Three treetrunksmarked ready forcutting in the sawmill
Visible herearethemarked-out sections plusadditional information suchasbuilding
name, component name, component number, andtrunknumber.

Rg.54:Themastercarpenter at WOf1<
Marking theendofa trunk with a plumb line

soaked ininkbelonging tohis snap line, The marking-out
usually starts with the largest sections and the second
ary parts are cut from the remainder of the trunk. The
trunks are always marked out by the master carpenter
of the workshop. He knows all the buildings and knows
best which requirements will be placed on every single
part. Besides the best possible use of the trunk, he must
also ensure that every component iscut from that part of
the trunk most suitable for that component. For example,
slightly crooked trunks are preferred forbeams, which are

Thanks to the ritual of completely rebuilding the shrine
every 20years, acenturies-old tradition ofconversion has
been handed down to the present day in the workshops
of the Grand Shrine of Ise. This bears witness to a pro
found knowledge ofwood, and the procedures forcutting
the wood illustrate the rules that must be observed when
obtaining high-quality sawn timber sections from mature
tree trunks in order to do justice to the individual char
acteristics of every trunk. Ise is certainly the only place
in{apan wflere everything is in the hands of one master
carpenter: forest husbandry, felling, conversion and final

bUli~g WOrk.

Fig.53:Secondary shrine oIlse
Contrast between oldandnew structures

Felling andstoring thetrunks
The trees intended forthe shrine - these days hiba trees
(from Northern Japan) which have virtually replaced
cypresses foreconomic reasons - are felled inthe winter,
between October and February. Upon arrival in the store
an inventory number isstamped into the crown end, Prior
toconversion, the trunks are stored forupto three years
in ponds. This avoids cracks due to drying, but also, al
legedly, removes certain substance from the wood, and
this leads to quicker drying after conversion. The trunks
are lifted out of the water with a winch and taken to the
sawmill on small rail-mounted trolleys. If required, they
are cut to length first. The master carpenter then turns
them toinspect them fordamage and flaws, He works the
crown end of each trunk with electric and hand planes
because it is easier to perform the marking-out work on
a smooth surface. The marking-out of the trunks (Japa
nese kldori, todivide up the wood) always begins with a
line through the heart (shinzum~ at the crown end (sue
koguch~, To dothis, the master carpenter uses a plumb
bob and acarpenter's try-square. The central mark issub
sequently transferred to the stump end (moto-kogucQ/J,
whose diameter is normally some 10 cm larger, with 'B

line (mizuitd,. If required, a mark can therefore be drawn
slightly off-centre in order to avoid, for example, dam
age in the trunk. Prior to marking out the sections, as a
precaution the master carpenter attaches further lines, In

Christoph Henrichsen
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elaborate treatment prevents the majority ofuncontrolled
drying cracks.

Conversion and storage
The trunks are cut on a large log handsaw section by sec- Ag. 58:Beams _ heartcu1s andwedgesdriven In

tion and have tobe turned many times during the process.
The daily quota lies between five and fifteen trunks. After-

then positioned sothat the rounded side is on the top;
trunks with a'high resin content are turned into beams and
purlins. The listoftimber parts specifies quality grades for
the components. The highest quality (shihoake" which is
required forproducing containers forstoring holy objects
and isused for only a few building components, must be
absolutely free from flaws on all four sides. This qual
itygrade is followed by parts which must be free from
knots on two sides {nihoake,. Sound knots up to a dia
meter ofabout 2cm are permitted inthe quality grade for
secondary and concealed parts Uokobush~. The listoftim
ber parts also includes details of whether the converted
section is to be cut to length afterwards or whether the
parts are tobe assembled to form a larger cross-section.:

Fig.56:80anls _ lor wealher1ng

Fig.57:Endfaceofoctagonal column
The endgrain hasbeencoated with a waxemulsion. Numerous cramps prevent
uncontrolled cracking during drying. Thesawcut down to theheart canbe readily seen

wards, they are loaded onto small rail-mounted trolleys
which take them toone ofthe many storage sheds. Here,
the end grain is painted with a wax emulsion. Cramps
are also driven into the end grain toprevent cracks atthe
crown ends. The parts are sorted according to building
and stacked for drying.

Dealing withsections containing heart
Sections containing heart (shinmoch~, which are required
for posts, beams and purlins, for example, are given a
sawcut down to the heart after conversion (sowar~.

Wedges are driven in immediately afterwards and these
are re-driven every few weeks. If the sections concerned
will remain exposed inthe finished building orif they are in
the immediate vicinity ofthe effigies, wedge-shaped strips
are cut, glue applied to one side (sewari wo umerU) , and
the strips fitted into the sections and finished flush. This

This textis an edited abridged version of an article entitled "lhe WOI1<shOPS at the
Grand Shrine of lse"byChristoph Henrichsen ltlat appeared in DETAIl. (1012002).
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Fig. 59:View from access road
Shin Takasuga: "Railway Sleeper House", house formerly belonging tothe seitogakushi School, Miyakejima (J), 1980
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Fig.60: Mlyakejima
Mapoftopograplly

In the 1970s Japanese architects were searching for
independence, One example of this search between
centuries-old tradition and rigid, unbridled Modernism is
Shin Takasuga's "Railway Sleeper House", which has a
contemporary look but in many respects is linked with
Japanese cultural heritage,

The house is situated amidst a forest on the small
island of Miyake in the Pacific Ocean, It was planned in
the 1970s bystudents of theNew Left and members of
the Peace Movement as a communal residential build
ing and piace of retreat. Financial constraints meant that
the inhabitants had to build the house themselves, Shin
Takasuga's decision to use old, wooden railway sleepers
resulted inafive-year construction time, But it was notthe
use of sleepers that was novel, rather the universal utili
sason of one single type of construction element for the
whole structure - walls, floors, columns, roof structure,
the built-in furniture too,

The three-storey building issituated onaslope, raised
clear of the ground on a concrete substructure, A skilful
arrangement ofthe rooms characterises the compact lay-
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Fig.61:Plansof roofvuld,upperfloorand entrance floor
Shin Tal<asuga: 'Railway Sleeper House', M~akeiima (J),1980

out. The public rooms can be found on the entrance floor:
kitchen, bathrooms, an assembly room and a large dining
hall, which extends the full internal height and therefore
takes on the character ofa main room. Bedrooms, ancil
lary rooms and the open, triangular roof void are in the
upper storeys and can be reached only by ladders. The
architect's decision to exclude conventional access ele
ments, e.g. stairs, increases the degree ofabstraction in
the intWial configuration a~ives the impression oftrue
room "stacking". .,.

In trying' t6 find the roots of traditional Japanese
hotJsebuilding .and its specific me~ of,construction
you wi~come across asimple dwelling, the tateana. Four
timber stakes are. driven into the soil tocarry four beams.
Together with anumber ofpoles arranged inacircle and
a covering made from leaves, grass or straw this pro
duces a tent-like shelter. Two basic architectural themes
are already evident inthis archetypal form, both ofwhich
characterised housebuilding and temple architecture from
that time onwards. Indeed, they proved legitimate upto
the last century and exercised a decisive influence on
Takasuga's work: the house as roof and as structure.

The roof asa protective barrier
While Western architecture evolved on the basis of the
wall and the facade1, in traditional Japan the roof as
sumed this important role. The house isfirst and foremost
aroof, which isconstructed immediately after the erection
ofthe supporting structure, even before any interior walls
are built. Oversailing eaves and canopies protect against

Fig_ 62: Toteana, UteJapanese "prehistoric _e,"
Finished shelter (top), internal frame (bottom)
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Fig. 63:Roof covering of wooden shingles
Shin Takasuga: "Railway Sleeper House", Miyakejima IJ),1980

Fig. 64:Traditional Japanese house design
CoIumn--tleam wood joint

extreme weathers, and relegate the actual facade to the
background. The significance of the roof as a protective
barrier and the "compact darkness spreading beneath it"
inspired the author Tanizaki Jun'ichiro towrite about the
aesthetics ofshadow2, and until the last century women
inthe traditional Japanese house did indeed still blacken
their teeth in order to control the light-shade contrast!

:The roof as an autonomous sculpture-like configuration
."., was described impressively byBruno Taut inhis summary

gfhis Xisit toJapan3 - inaddition tohis deductions based
'on technical and constructional conditions - asa basic
culturql phenomenon ofJapan.

MblJiilg closer to Shin Takasuga's building, which to
.day isovergrown, the first thing you notice is the bright,
reflective root, It appears asan abstract surface and its
gable line gives the impression of having been drawn
with a thick pencil right through the vegetation. What is
underneath cannot be readily seen and only byapproach
ing nearer does the house reveal itself tobe a solid, hea
vily subdivided timber structure. The roof covering ofwood
shingles imparts a great lightness, only the line of the
ridge and the verges are highlighted with sleepers - asif
the thin roof surface has tobe protected against the wind.
The delicate covering seems tobe reduced toa minimum
inorder to balance the heaviness ofthe structure below,
the sleeper construction.

Mass and elasticity
However, traditional Japanese houses often show a con
tradictory picture: the (usually) thick thatch coverings to
their roofs contrast in a peculiar way with the delicate
construction underneath them. The weight, raised clear
of the ground on a fragile-looking arrangement of linear
members, paradoxically guarantees the whole structure
maximum elasticity -like aheavy table top resting on thin

Fig.65:Traditional Japanese carpentry tools
Pages from anencyclopaedia dating from 1712
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Fig.66:DetaIl of jointingat projecting stack of "eepersontheentrance facade
Shin Takasoga: "Railway SieepefHouse", Mlyal<ejima (J),1980

Fig.67:Treasure hoose of the Todai-jl in Nara
View of corner

table legs, Due tothe permanent danger ofearthquakes in
Japan elasticity isvital. The Western tradition ofdiagonal
bracing is known to Japanese carpenters but does not
correspond to their classical, aesthetic principles, and it
would make the system more rigid and thus susceptible
toseismic forces, InJapanese construction the stability of
the connections, which isachieved through utmost joint
ing precision, guarantees the stability of the building as
a whole, as well asthe necessary freedom ofmovement
forthe structure.

Therefore, the sphere of activity of the carpenter in
Japan is broader than that of his colleagues in Europe:
heha~ take on tasks normally performed by architects,
along with cabinet-maker's jobs, Japanese carpenters are
equipped with an incredible array ofspecial tools and their .
work is distinguished by extreme intricacy and complex
ity, recognisable in the exploded views of timber joints.
The carpenter's goal ~ to make the joint appear like a
really simple connection - has resulted inahighly artistic
technique of timber members intermeshing at a single
point, often with a seemingly absurd sublimation of the
cross-section. Despite maximum perforation ofthe mem
bers atthe highly loaded joints, the connection itself gains
stability due to the accurate fit and precise interlocking,
and itscharacteristic elegance through elimination ofall
visible details.

In comparison with this, Japanese log construction
- normally used only for storage buildings and treasure
houses - contradicts the picture of the resulting timber
constructions with their linear members. An impressive
example of this is the treasure house of the Iodal-] in
Nara, which stands out due to its mass, itsself-contained
nature and the elementary jointing technique. The unusual
triangular shape ofthe logs, laid edgewise on top ofeach
other, creates a three-dimensionally textured facade on
the outside but a perfectly smooth wall surface on the
inside. Although the edge-on-edge assembly of the joists
does not seem sensible from the engineering point ofview

Ag.68:Treasure house of theTodaHi inNara
Detail oflogconstruction joint
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Fig. 69:Thedininghallextends the lull Internal heightof the building
Shin Takasuqa: 'Railway Sleeper House'. Miyakejima (J).1980

Ag.71:House InTaka\'ama
Interior wi1h exposed roof.structure

it has acertain purpose: indry weather the wood shrinks
and small gaps appear between the logs. allowing natural .
ventilation ofthe. interior. Inwet weather the wood swells
and the gaps close, thus preventing moisture from enter-
.ing thel)uJlding.

The house asastructure
Log construction is characterised by intersecting corner
joints that leave a short section of log projecting in both
directions. By multiplying this corner detail Takasuga en
hances the original planar character of this construction
method, creating unsuspected spaciousness; and by let
ting the ends ofthe sleepers protrude atthe gable facades
he creates an abstract, three-dimensional composition.
The stability of the protruding sleeper stacks is guar
anteed with the aid of transverse sleepers, thus further
balancing the horizontal-vertical arrangement of the en
trance facade. Inthe large dining and communal room the
same principle grows to nearly monumental proportions
and the fragile equilibrium between the load-carrying and
load-generating effects of the huge beams gives rise to
an impressive three-dimensional sculpture.
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Fig.70:Traditional miamimatcombinations
Four lines intersecting to formacross is usually avoided - thecombinatioo ofeight
mats ~op left)~ reserved lorspecial purposes. The arrangemenl witfJ toormats
(topright) is used in rooms where the teaceremony is held.
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Fig.72: The concretesubs1ruc:ture beneath the log cons1nJctIon .--re
Shinrakasuga: "Railway Sleeper House", Miyakejima(J), 1980

Fig.73:The additive jointingprinciple of the rooms
Katsura Imperial Villa

Rg. 74:C8I1Andnl
"stliIoll", 1980,91 x563x563em

}~ .
The "cage-like" clarity of horizontal and vertical ele

ments, of heavy beams ano slender columns placed on
them characterises the open roof structure inside the Jap
anese house and gives the impression ofapick-up-sticks
game suspended in mid-air. The aesthetic preference
foropen, exposed timber structures is just a part of the
Japanese tradition as isthe specific treatment ofthe sur
faces. The warm, dark tintofthe treated sleepers used for
Takasuga's house reflects the classical colouration of
wood, which in earlier times was generated inside the
houses bythe open charcoal fires and the facade outside
was then tinted by applying soot orby singeing. The sur
faces ofthe sleepers, branded by their previous utilisation
inthe form of notches, cracks and damaged edges, give
the wood a raw and rough appearance but at the same
time itseems tobe coated with akind ofpatina, as ifevery
single sleeper has been evenly worn away and polished.

A rigid system of dimensions based on the tatami
mat on the floor and the shoji, the paper-covered door,
determines the Japanese house and controls the complex
network of relationships between the different elements.
Both plan and section show characteristics ofthis modu
lar principle, which led to a "structural grammar" and
reached itsarchitectural zenith inthe 17th century inthe
construction of the Katsura Imperial Villa inKyoto. Apart
from the dimensions and proportions of the individual
rooms, the relationships and transitions between them are
strictly controlled and form an additive plan layout with an
especially open character, which anticipated the flexible
layout ofModernism inthe Western world.

Sothe Japanese house isan open, additive configu
ration of individual rooms and in the "Raiiway Sleeper
House" we can identify a subtractive design principle:
the rooms seem to have been hacked out of a closed,
cruciform stack with a rigid outer shape. Inthis context
the paradoxical statement ofTakasuga - that this house
did not have to be designed but that the use of railway
sleepers generated the actual structure itself - sounds
like an echo of the Minimal Art concepts of the 1960s.
The visual power of the succession of the same basic
elements and the fascination ofthe brutal rawness ofthe
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Fig.75:Viewof gablefacade onvalleyside
Shin Takasuga: "Railway Sleeper House~, Miyakejima (J),1980

timber members, laid on top of each other like ina chil
dren's game, reminds usofthe disciplined tendencies of
minimalist sculptures.

Far away from the sophisticated carpenter's tech
niques, Takasuga was able to create an ingenious work
that byconcentrating the means in many respects relies
on Japanese traditions. At the fundamental figurative
level - the house asa roof - aswell as at the complex
design level ofspace formation, the c0,JJstruction and the ,,,
choice ofmaterials - the house as astructure - inTakas
uga's unique project the threads ofthe net4 aril woven in
many different ways with Japanese architectural culture.
However, the artistic radicalness of this project allows it
to stand out from the conservative traditionalism which
began togrow inJapan during the 1970s.

Rrstpublished in lec21. No.21,25 May2001

Furtherreading
1 Arthur Drexler: The Architecture ofJapan, NewYork, 1955,p.44.
2 Tanlza~ Jun'ichiro: Lobdes5chattens. Zurich 1987(1933).

- English translation: Tanizaki Jun'ichiro: InPraise of Shadows, 1988.
3 Bruno Taut: Dasjapanische Haus und SlJin Leben. Be~in 19980937).

- English tran~ation: Bruno Taut: TIle Japanese Hoose. 1998.
4 This isthe title ofa chapter inTaut's book.
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Fig.76:Sleepers Inserted intoandcantilevering fromthe projecting slack proYide stability
Shin Takasuga: "Railway Sleeper House", Miyakejima (.1), 1980
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Alois Diethelm Steel has aproblem. Once upon a time the product made
from ore pointed the way to forms of architecture that
had been inconceivable inthe past, and during the 1920s
it enjoyed the rank of a material preferred bythe avant
garde. But the importance ofsteel incurrent architectural
accomplishments leaves behind conflicting impressions.
On the one hand, modern construction would hardly be
conceivable without steel; on the other, the reasons for

fig. 1: Probably half01oIl1hepavilions were made01_.
Swiss National Exhibition. Expo.02. Murten (CH). 2002

using steel - above allas the basis foradesign - are not
so obvious. The explanations for this might bethat until
a few years ago fire regulations specified that fire pro
tection measures inmultistorey steel structures could be
achieved only by using cladding or thermal performance
requirements that made itdifficult topenetrate the climate
boundary (facade) owing tothe good thermal conductivity
ofmetal. Inaddition, steel lacks attributes such as"natu
ral", "ecological", or"homey" - attributes of, forexample,
timber building, which are so readily accepted bymany
groups ofpeople. What is not widely known is that 90%
ofsteel used inbuilding work today isrecycled from soci
ety's scrap metal (cars, refrigerators, etc.).

Nevertheless, we saw at Expo.02 in Switzerland that
presumably, half ofallthe exhibition pavilions were made
of steel: from Jean Nouvel's Monolith in Murten, to the
"Cloud" (or "Blur Building") byDiller & Scofidio in Yver
don, tothe "Towers ofBiel" byCoop Himmelb(l)au inBiel.
And there isnostopping the flood ofphotographs ofnew
ai~orts fr~m around the world, with their long-span roofs
of steel lattice girders and steel columns reminiscent of

....<,"*
trees. But the lion's share of steel in building is visible
only forashort time, while the building isunder construc
tion - and I don't mean just the steel reinforcement in
concrete.

Material transformations
It is interesting that although steel, as a child of the In
dustrial Revolution, was taken up simultaneously in the
building of machines, vehicles, and ships, the interdisci
plinary "cultivation" ofthe new material hardly led totech
nological transfers among these disciplines. Apart from
structural engineering, whose influence cannot be over
estimated, the best examples are tobe found inso-called
machine aesthetics, but less in the context of a certain , \

~,material usage and rather as a method of design which
is based - primarily in the context of new building - on

• the idea! ofa engineering logic reduced tothe essentials.
As Le l3llrbusier wrote inhis Towards a New Architecture
(1923): "Engineers create the architecture because they
apply the calculations dictated bynature, and their works

. make usfeel nature's harmony."
One explanation forthe minimal mutual stimulation is

the factthat housebuilding is only very rarely_based on
batch production. Even if the advocates of"Neues Bauen"
did predict the industrial production of houses, the as
pect of assembly and dismantling was secondary (or it
isonly now that this has become an important ecological
criterion) and buildings are not associated with dynamic
stresses.

This exclusivity ofa single material, which character
ises the production of machines and means of transport
(metal replaced wood astonishingly quickly inthose situ
ations where form was not reliant on the new material) is
alien to the construction industry. Solid and filigree con
struction, which became established as mankind built its
very first shelters in the form of - depending on region
and culture - caves and tents, still represent opposite
poles marking the limits of the building industry's play
ing field today. This traditional duality explains why new

fig. 2:S1eetframeconcealed behindbrid<facade
Diener & Diener: Vogesen School. Basel (CH). 1994
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buildings, and highlights the spread of "impure" forms of
construction. " we regard this hybrid approach ashelpful,
then that isacharacteristic that designates amajor strat
egy in the use of steel in architecture: the "hidden aid".
Other categories are those structures that do not have to
satisfy building performance measures (mostly temporary
structures and small utility buildings) and engineering
structures with large spans.

large spans - sUbstitu~e material
Even before the aopeararcerot reinforced concrete,
the outstanding structural properties of steel enabled

'the construction of larger buildings - buildings th~f,
compared with those of stone or timber, could exceed
previous building heights by, initially, a couple ofstoreys,
later many storeys with the same oreven fewer loadbear
ing components. Steel therefore created the foundation
forawhole ~ew type of building: the skyscraper, whose
plan layout ischaracterised bythe stairs and lifts needed
totransport the larger number ofusers quickly tothe cor
responding floors. On the facade the use ofsteel meant
larger spans and hence larger windows, a fact that was
demonstrated impressively in Chicago in the late 19th
century. Regardless of whether the steel frame was left
exposed orconcealed behind cladding, windows extend
ing from floor to ceiling and from column to column
indicated a structural steel frame. But there were also
new buildings whose size alone pointed tothe use of this
new technology. Enclosed ina stone jacket perforated by
small windows, the facades of these framed buildings
were hardly distinguishable from those ofsolid construc
tion. Coupled with a pragmatism fed by industrialisation,
it was quickly realised that steel - particularly inhigh-rise
buildings - could assume the role of a substitute struc
tural material, as a replacement for stone and timber,
whose load-carrying capacity above acertain height was
nolonger adequate, and, later, in some instances also as
a replacement forconcrete, with its intensive labour and
material input and many separate operations (formwork,
reinforcement, concrete). The fact that steel's signifi
cance as asubstitute material has continued unabated is
underscored bycurrent developments inwhich steelwork
and timber construction come into contact (again); forthe
transfer of the principles of timber platform frame con
struction (slender columns and stiffening sheathing) to"
structural steelwork ismore widespread inthose regions
with minimal timber resources than elsewhere. In fact,
systems with thin-wall sheet metal profiles exhibit unmis
takablf;lldvankges over timber platform frame construc
tion, e.g, no distortion, less weight. They are therefore
predestined for'adding floors toexisting buildings, where
saving weight is a prime criterion, but equally for new
buildings. However, although the structural and tectonic
logic ofsteelwork is identical with that oftimber platform

Fig.4:Translation of a stonestructure intocast iron
Henri Labrousle: Bifjiotheque NatiOnale, Paris (fl. 1875

materials never really unleash a genuine change, but in
stead lead to material transformations and hybrid forms.
And steel was no different. In the same way that rein
forced concrete first translated the principles of timber
building (columns and beams) into concrete (cf. the Hen
nebique frame) before the flat slab appeared, Saunier's
famous Menier chocolate factory (1871/72) was based
on an iron truss whose only difference from atimber truss
was the smaller cross-sections. And inLabrouste's Bib
liotheque Nation~le in Paris (1875) the ribs tothe domes
remind us of (Gothic) stone vaulting. In the tense span
between solid and filigree construction, steel finally in
troduced a hybrid'form inwhich the partner (Iaterial was .
nolonger "only" an infill without a structural function, as
is the case with the infill panels to timber-frame build
ings, but rather, in mutual dependency, becomes an in
tegral component of the loadbearing construction. I am
talking here about the combination ofsteel and concrete,
of course, and that marriage in which steel continues to

provide aframe ofcolumns and beams but the stability is
achieved only through composite action with the concrete.
Inthis volatile relationship the two materials complement
each other; for example, steel beams replace concrete
downstand beams, and trapezoidal profile sheets function
as permanent formwork and reinforcement for the floors.
Good arguments infavour ofcomposite construction, be
sides structural reasons, which in the case of the floors
includes a more uniform distribution ofthe loads, involve
building performance aspects (concrete introduces mass
for good airborne sound insulation) and, above all, im
proved fire protection because the fire resistance ofsteel
sections depends on the ratio ofunprotected surface area
(development) tocross-sectional area; accordingly, every
steel surface incontact with concrete reduces the surface
area exposed to the flames.

Asa result of the above advantages and the rational
form of building, steel-concrete composite construction
has become apopular, common option intoday's building
industry, primarily for multistorey office and commercial

r-----t-1
i

Ag.3:Therelationshipbetweensteetand
timberconstruction .
Jules saulnier: Menief chocolate factory,
Nois~-sur-Marne (fl, 1872

Fig. 5:Steel frameinconjunctkHl wtth in situ
concrete
Roland RoIln: BBC factory, Baden (CH), 1952
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Ag. 7:Erecting a"_I pIatIorm frame"
The ~milarity with timber building: sheetmetal

profiles instead of planks _'
'1.7"'.-

frame construction, the "steel platform frame" does not
supply any of its own exclusive design criteria. It must
therefore be considered as another partially synthetic
system consisting of wall plates that provide supporting
and insulating functions simultaneously.

It almost seems as though the technology transfer
takes place inone direction only, i.e. from timber tosteel.
However, a look at contemporary timber engineering

FIg.6:The ..,.ninl/-W8ll ratiopolnlsto a frame behindthe _ ••
Louis Henry Sullivan: SChlesinger & Mayer depal1mentstore. Chicago (USAJ. 1904

projects reveals that the types of joints between linear
members and the bolted connections customary today
have derived directly from structural steelwork.

Steel still plays anoutstanding, almost sin.gular, role
in large spans. Long-span roofs over single-storey sheds,
like those ofaircraft hangars and exhibition buildings, are
built almost exclusively in steel. This is where the fine
lines of the loadbearing structure become the dominat
ing interior motif and therefore generate a vocabulary
that isexclusive tostructural steelwork. And asthese are
single-storey buildings, fire-resistant cladding (which
usually hinders the choice ofsteel asa construction ma
terial and certainly impairs the appearance ofthe finished
construction) isunnecessary.

Small sections - paving thewayfor glass buildings
Whereas in high-rise buildings the sizes of the steel col
umns and beams were important from the point ofview
that, compared with stone ortiinber, they could carry con
siderably more orenable longer spans, the exponents of
"Neues Bauen" saw in steel the means to create more
slender constructions. Non-loadbearing lightweight pan
els were often used between theslender columns tosave
material and weight; these panels - and the columns too!

- were then covered with render outside. Such buildings,
often raised clear of theground and with their windows
fitted flush with the facade, appear asweightless, abstract
objects. The steel frames to these "lightweight" buildings
were seen, if at all, only at isolated points (where "light
weight" istobe understood both inphysical - inthe sense
ofoptimisation ofmaterial - and visual terms). Steel was
therefore regarded, on the one hand, as a means of
achieving rationalisation inconstruction and, onthe other,
asa means of attaining a'purist, essentially dematerial
ised architecture. The inherent relief of the steel sections
with their webs a(1\lflanges and the principles of frame
constrtlction remained concealed behind the external
cladding and the internal lining; the fact that this was a
steel building was only divYlged through the slenderness
of the construction, a slenderness that, like the columns
of Neutra's Lovell Health House (1927-29), was hardly
differentiated from the window frames and rendered pos
sible an opening-wall ratio (large expanses of glass and
long horizontal windows) thatwas nolonger dictated by
the positioning of the structural members.

Joseph Paxton's Crystal Palace (1851) had already
demonstrated that thecombination with glass - atleast in
housebuilding - could become anoutstanding feature of
building with steel oriron. Backed upbyknowledge gained
inthe building ofpalm houses and large greenhouses, the
filigree beams resolved into girders and trusses and the
panes ofglass framed bythe very thinnest ofmetal glaz
ing bars resulted ina transparency that would have been
unthinkable inatimber building. Now, 150years later, the
words "steel" and "glass" still conjure upimages of interi
ors flooded with light (not only among thegeneral public),
which have become intrinsic to modern building. Indeed,
the glass building, acategory linked with certain materials
like virtually no other, challenged the architects ofthe 20th
century again and again; and if we take a look at the lat
est projects designed byarchitects from the most diverse
camps it would seem asthough glass, at the start of the
21 st century, has freed itself from the ideological trench
warfare of the 1990s ("stony Berlin") and it no longer

Ag.8:The steelcolumns arehaRllydistingulshallle from the window frames.
R~hard Neulr,:L<M!II Health House. LosAngeles (USA). 1927-29
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fig. 9:TheIoadbear1ng steel structure disappears
behind1IIe render.
Wassili andHans Ll.d<hardt: house onRupenhom,
Berlin (0),1928

Steel
Introduction I

expresses a single architectural statement. Mies van der
Rohe's design forahigh-rise block on Friedrichstrasse in
Berlin (1922) was just avision, but not long afterwards the
glass industry was already inthe position tosupply panes
that could almost satisfy the desire forvirtually dernate
rialised walls devoid ofmullions ortransoms. After the oil
crisis ofthe 1970s and the growing environmental aware
ness of the 1980s, the view that the majority of glass
buildings were orw habitable in conjlfJction with costly
air·conditioning and heating systems seemed to anticj.<
pate the demise ofsuch bUildings. But linked toalternative
energy concepts inwhich glass isused togain, to';focus",
solar heat energy, and the willingness ofClrchilects toadd
external sunshades, buildings ofglass (incorporating new
types of glass with U-values as low as 0.4W/m2K) are
more topical than ever before. Insulating glass opened up

Fig.10:Sleel frame duringconstruction
Wassili andHans Luckhardt: house onRupenhom, 8enin (0),1928

new opportunities - opportunities we thought had already
been abandoned: the steel frame exposed internally and
externally. The insulating layer is now draped around the
building like a transparent veil and comes close to what
Mies van der Rohe called "skin and bones" architecture
but never quite attains this level of authenticity - the
smooth membrane - owing totechnological limits.

The topic of infilling, in which windows or panels, to
save space, are positioned between the exposed columns
(and which characterises Le Corbusier's "Maison Clarte"
inGeneva as much as it does many of the industrialised
buildings erected inthe first half ofthe 20th century) isno
longer in vogue these days owing to the stricter thermal
insulation requirements. This is because, unlike tim,~er,

which is a relatively good heat insulator, steel ad~i asa
conductor ofheat. However, it should not be forgotten that
exposed steel sections inthe facades ofold industrialised
bUildln~ are frequently part of a secondary framework
~~,t carries the external cladding only, e.g. a facing leaf of
elay brickwork. Inthis sense the outer divisions reflect the
loadbearlng structure behind only indirectly. The distinc
tion between infilling and cladding isalso vague where the
size of the glass elements coincides with the structural
grid and, as a result, columns and beams are concealed

Ag.11':Theglasshousewasa recummttheme In 1IIe 20thcentury.
Ludwig Mias van derRolle: FamswortI1 House, Plano (USA), 1945-50

behind the frame ofthe element. This may even resemble
parts ofthe structural frame and hence fulfil the expecta
tion that the nature ofthe chosen form ofconstruction - in
this case .a~lender three-dimensional lattice.- should be
reflected inthe appearance ofthe building.

Prefabrication and"anything goes"
More so than intimber construction, building with steel is
characterised byprefabrication. The poor on-site welding
conditions alone make this necessary, as well as the fact
that adjustments during erection result indamage to the
corrosion protection measures (zinc dust coating plus ap
propriate paint orhot-dip galvanising), which means that
on-site connections are designed for bolting wherever
possible. This form of construction also embodies sim
ple dismantling, which may explain the widespread use
of steel for exhibitions, like the aforementioned Expo.02
in Switzerland. However, the appearance of prefabrica
tion affects both the loadbearing structure and the build-

Fig.12:Windows positionedaspanelsbetween steel frame members
LeCorbusier & Pierre Jeanneret: Maison Clane, Geneva (CH). , 932
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Fig. 14:Industrial manufacture of facade
etements: slngte element
Jean PrOlMi: aMI. Paris (F), c.1955.'

FIg. 13:T1le exposed steel columns suppor11hemasonry only,
Ludwig Mies van derRolle: Illinois Institute aITed1nology, Chicago (USAl, 1940-50

ing envelope, which almost presupposes some form of
prefabrication when using metal; for the potential of thin
sheet metal is linked directly with the options ofenhanc
ing stability byway offolding and bending, a feature that
can be achieved with other materials only through intro
ducing supplementary ribs or supporting frameworks,
Whether the panels visible onthe facade are (sandwich)
units delivered tosite ready foruse, orwhether they are
first assembled on site in the sense ofpartial prefabrica
tion (prefabrication of individual layers), is less important
here, Also of secondary importance is the fact that pre
fabrication simplifies transport, speeds up the work on
site and enables the production of large batches. Folding
the sheet metal is quite simply a machine process cou
pled with the factory and atmost - e.g. inthe production
of waffle forms - involves additional operations such as
welding and surface treatments like stove-enamelling or
anodising.

~...,

Ag. 15:_01 manufacture allacadeelements: individualpar1s of element
Jean PrOU\'l\: aMT, Pans (F), c.1955

If we are talking about building with steel - orbetter,
with metal - then we can speak ofexclusive factory pro
duction. Metalworking based itsattempts atstandardisa
tion onthis fact from an early stage - whether serving a
single project or a building system (e.g. USM factory by
Fritz Haller), Whereas intheformer case inexpensive pro
duction is linked with repetition, building systems render
the interchangeability of individual elements and seam
less expansion possible. Furthermore, building systems
are notlinked toany specific type ofbuilding,

Steelwork is usually based on a sequootial, ortho
gonal assembly, but it can translate any other form by
using~roups of linear members, Just like a line draw
ing, sculpted objects like those of Frank Gehry can be
resolved into straight members, where concave and con
vex deformations plus twists and tapers are reduced to
the simplest economic formula. As the linear members,
which emulate the polymorphic form, donot correlate with
the flow of forces everywhere, further ties and struts are
added that mingle with the balloon frame like a handi-

Fig. 16: MAXIbuildingsystemby Fritz Haller
FritzHaller: USMfactory,MOnsingen (CH),196~ (e_ in fourphases)

crafts workshop behind a veil of uniform cladding. When
considering economic criteria this would hardly be possi
ble inany other material; just imagine the elaborate, one
off formwork required for such a structure in concrete!
So steel becomes the material that makes anything and
everything possible.

Or must the negatively charged undertone of enthu
siasm be softened because steel - with the assistance
of CAD and CAM - obvlously renders possible a form of
architecture th~,lIifies or at least broadens our usual
understanding ofsculpture and gravitation? The compu
terhas cancelled ortho~onality as the overriding criterion
for economic loadbearing structures. The "new" spaces
are affordable. But will they provide useful containers for
functions other than museums and concert halls?
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Ag.17:There is a steellramelurkingbehind tIIasculpted lMJIar sldn.
Frank O.GOOry: Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao (E), 1997

Constructional ornamentation
In the light of a series of recent buildings and some still
under construction we must add a third form to playful
plasticity and Cartesian coordination: the diagonal, orthe
raking column, The time forthe rediscovery of the diago
nal would seem tobe notjustcoincidental. Following the
profound minimalism of the 1990s and, after a sudden
deliverance, an opulence tending torandomness, non-or
thogonal loadbearing structures seem to unite objectivity
and a newly discovered enthusiasm for ornamentation,
Whereas structural steelwork once sported decoration
in the forrn of rivets - accepted even bythe purists be
cause they were an engineering necessity -, structural
steelwork and constructional ornamentation seem tohave
become bedfellows again at the start ofthe 21 stcentury,
The focus ofour attention this timethougfi isno longer the
connections but rather the structures that deviate from
the pre-eminence of the right-angle and are fabricated
principally from steel for structural, economic, and/or
architectural reasons (slenderness of the construction),
Such structures do not need todemonstrate an ornamen
tal character as loadbearing elements, but instead can
inspire a detailed working of the fitting-out parts, What
I mean here is the appropriation of a structureJ~@ted

form that is perceived as an ornament th~h scaling
and multiple repetition. Indoing so, it may blt.,our know
ledge of the vocabulary of artistic decoration or facetted
precious stones that allows us to assign undeniably or
namental qualities to the repetition of non-right-angled
surfaces (triangles, hexagons, trapeziums, orrhombuses),

Ag.18:Thadynamic Iom1s were lransIaled Intolinearlatticestructures.
Frank O.Gehry: G<Jgge""'im Museum, Bilbao (Ej,1997

whereas inthecase ofrectangles we may need different
colours, textures, ormaterials inorder to bereminded of
jewellery ordecoration.

Two recently completed buildings provide good exam
ples of this. Their facades have rhombus-shaped open
ings and raking loadbearing columns at acute angles, At
first sight the close-mesh facades of these two buildings
appear similar. But the facade of the Prada Epicenter
Store coincides exactly with the loadbearing structure
behind, whereas on the Swiss Re Tower it isa scaled im
age of the structure. And whereas in the former building
each storey is equivalent to two rhombuses, in the latter
it takes four storeys forthe loadbearing structure to form
even one rhombus. There are other differences, butwhat
the two buildings dohave in common is the fact that the
facade lattice forms a rigid "corset", which means that
the service core no longer has to provide a bracing func
tion, and that rhombuses are visible although triangles
are formed. To dothis, Norman Foster used black paint on
his Swiss Re Tower inLondon (200j})ii order to relegate
the horizontal members tothe baC1<llround and bydefault
highlight the white diagonals. Herzog &deMeuron, on the
other hand, positioned the horizontal ties of their Prada
Epicenter Store inTokyo (2003) level with the floors. There
isanattempt atdisentanglement inboth buildings - one
using paint, the other careful positioning.
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Ag.19: L.oadbearing s1nJclure and glazingbarscoincide.
Herzog & de Meuron: Prada Epicenter Store, Tokyo (J),2001

Fig.20:Therhombusesate bisected at the corners of the building,
Herzog & de Meuron: Prada Epicenter Store, Tokyo (J),2001

Fig.21:Thesizeof the rhombusesmatchesthe
formof the building.
Foster & Partners, Swiss ReTower, London (GB),
2QOO-{)4

Rhombus and building form
Besides the loadbearing behaviour ofdiagonal structures,
we must also raise the Question of their importance for
the volume of the building, If we stick with these two
examples, it seems that only in the Swiss Re Tower is
there a connection between structure and form. In the
case ofthe Prada Epicenter Store it seems that bychoos
ing a rhombus-shaped lattice, which extends over the
entire surface of the building, the architects created tec
tonic and formal continuity between the cranked sides of
this prismatic object. If an arrts is not parallel with the
facade grid, the deviation is hardly noticeable within this
envelope dominated byslanting lines,

From the mathematical viewpoint the rhombus
belongs to the family of Quadrilaterals and its potential
lies in its formal transformation capability, Starting with
a square standing on one of itscorners, the proportions
change almost unnoticeably through compressing and
stretching the diagonals; other deformations lead to the
parallelogram orthe trapezium, Inthis category the right
angle is the exception and the acute angle the rule - a
vocabulary that readily accepts even triangles - triangles
that reproduce a structural function or have stereometric
origins.

Rhombuses, even horizontal and/or vertical sequen
ces, always form diagonal bands thatmake it difficult to
assign aclear direction, This istotally different tothe situ-

anon with orthogonal divisions, where the observer sees
the fields inhorizontal and vertical relationships only, The
lattice structure of the Prada Epicenter Store therefore
seems tohave nohierarchy, tosuch an extent that it never
enters into a conflict with the order ofthe building.

Irregular plasticity therefore does not necessarily need
customised structures, which usually have structural
frames that need some form ofcladding,

Further reading
Sigfried Giedion: Bauen in Frankreich. Berlin, 1928.
SChweizer Stahlbauverband (ed.):Bauen in Stahl, Zurich. 1956

· Kunstverein Solothurn (ed.):FritzHaller - Bauen undtascre«SoIothum, 1988.
· Schulitz. Sobek. Habermann: SteelConstruction Manual, Basel, Boston, Berlin.

2000
- laurenceAIlegret, VaIeOe VaUlbJ (ed.):Jean PrOl.M§ et Paris, Paris, 2001.
· Friedrich Grimm: Kons:truieren mitWBIzprofiIen, 8eflin,2003.
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Sections - forms and applications

For details of national structural steelwork assocanoos and further ranges of sections goto www.steelconstruct.com.
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Ag.23:WIde-ftange beams
HEA, HEB andHEM

for heavy loads (columns and beams)
Their wide flanges make these sections suitable for inclined loads as well.
Note: Only in the HEB series does the. section designation, e.g. HEB 200, correspond to the actual depth of .

the section.

I [ Standard sections are the less costly alternative to sections with parallel flanges. They are best suited towelded con
structions. Owing totheir tapering inner flanges, they are seldom used forbolted constructions.

Ag.24:51ancIanl sections
INP and Lt-IP

I [ T
Ag.25:sectionswith parallelllanges
IPE, UAP andIPET

DOO
Fig.28:Structural hollow sectIoos
Square, rectangular or circular

--Fig.27:Solid....00 and square sections
RND andVKT

IPE sections are slender and therefore better suited tobeing used as beams (owing tothe narrow flange they are less
suitable as compression members).
UPE and UAP sections are frequently compounded because the asymmetric shape permits only low loads.
IPET sections (IPE sections halved bythe fabricators) are used fortrusses, girders and also as the glazing bars toglass
roofs,

Primarily used as columns and fortrusses and girders, ideal forconcentric loading.
Compared to HEA sections, structural hollow sections exhibit small surface development (less painting).
The outside diameter remains the same fordifferent wall thicknesses ("invisible" combinations).
We distinguish between cold-rolled - RRK, lightweight and inexpensive - and hot-rolled - RRW, with good buckling
resistance thanks tothe upset corners.

Primarily used as hangers and ties.
Larger cross-sections also suitable as compression members, e.g. inconcrete-encased columns (for fire protection).

Fig.28:Angleand smallsections
Common sections forgeneralmetaIwor1<ing projeds
(balustrades. canopies. simple doorsand windows,
etc.)

L L ..L u L
4

L L ..L u 1. 0
10 11 12

L L ·u L 1J t..J

13 14 15 16 17 18

Equal angle, rounded edges Equal angle. sharp edges

Unequal angle, rounded edges Unequalang~, sharp edges

long-stalkT-section. rounded edges 9 r-seceoe. sharp edges
Channel 10 Channet
Z-secrcn standard 11 Z-sectcn. sharp edges
Flat 12 Handrail tulle

13 Equal angle. cold-rolled
14 UneQual angle,cold-rolled
'5 Channel. cold-rolled
16 Z-sectioo. cold-rolled
'7 lipped dlannel, cold-rolled
18 c-secnco. cold-rolled
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Fig.29:Composite columns
a) Concrete-filled circular hollow section: dunng
afire the concrete core assumes the Ioadbearing
function
b)Steel core encased inconcrete with steel jacket
theconcrete protects ttlecore against hightem
peratures
c)Concrete-cased steel section without steel jacl<et

Steel
Properties of materials I

N3 in timber engineering, fire protection is also a key
theme instructural steelwork; foralthough steel does not
burn as such, the effects of heat change its microstruc
ture and, consequently, itsload-carrying ability. Therefore,
if a loadbearing steel member has to withstand a fire
for 60 minutes (F 60 fire resistance class), it must be
suitably clad - a totally different situation to loadbearing
structures ofconcrete ormasonry. The question ofwhich
measures can be taken to reduce the technical fire pro-

lll' tection requirements of the structure is more important
in the design of steel structures than any other building
material. The use of a building and the associated fire
risk together with the occupancy, the type of~ace heat
ing (open or enclosed) and the number of storeys form
the heart ofa specific project-related fire protection con
cept. For instance, minimal requirements will suffice fora
single-storey industrial building because there are direct
means ofescape tothe outside, the workers are familiar
with their surroundings and, usually, will have taken part
ina fire drill. The situation istotally different ina building
towhich the public has access, where the majority of the
people using the building are not familiar with their sur
roundings. Furthermore, single-storey buildings and the
topmost storey ofmulti-storey building are subject toless
strict criteria because there are no rooms (or persons)
above that can be endangered.

structural steelwork because there is little risk ofa major
fire developing in the first place. An aircraft hangar is a
prime example: the cost of the aircraft parked inside is
many times the cost ofthe building.

If the active fire protection measures (i.e. technical
systems such as fire alarms, sprinklers, etc.) are not suf
ficient or the cost of such measures isdeemed tobe too
high, the properties of the loadbearing structure must be
such that it will remain intact for 30, 60 or 90 minutes
should a major fire deveJop (wi$l,tempera~ures up to
1000°C). Thisis known as' passive fire protection. The
methods available', for s\r:u.clural steelwork, range from
systems inwhich there isnochange tothe shape of the
section (e.g. by "oversizing" the section or applying fire
resistant intumescent paint, which foams upduring afire),
to applying cladding, which encloses the steel members
directly orforms avoid (e.g. forservices) around them, to
composite arrangements inwhich steel ispartly orcom
pletely filled with orencased inconcrete. This latter option
also increases the load-carrying capacity of the member.
In doing so, columns are frequently enclosed in a steel
jacket that serves as permanent formwork for the con
crete (see Swisscom headquarters byBurkard, Meyer &
Partner, 1999). The enclosing concrete protects the steel
section inside against excessive temperature increases
and can itself still assume a loadbearing function. Inthe
reverse situation, i.e. filling astructural hollow section with
concrete, a transfer of the load takes place during afire,
and the concrete core takes over the loadbearing function
exclusively.
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Fig.30:Passive fire protection measures
a)Unclad section inconjunctioo with concrete floor slab fOf fire resistance class uptoF30
b)Section wrth concrete infillbetween the flanges
c)Fire-resistant suspended ceiling
d)Fire-resistant paint orplaster
eJ Fire-resistant cladding

Means of escape - saving lives - together with the
way the building and itscontents are protected - saving
properly - are the two fundamental objectives of every
fire protection concept. Interms of saving lives, it should
not be forgotten that suffocation caused by the smoke
and fumes given off during a fire - and not collapsing
building components, for instance - is the most frequent
cause of fire-related deaths. The option of allowing
smoke and heat to escape to the outside qutckly - in
addition toavoiding the inclusion of m;lterials that gene
rate extreme quantities ofsmoke and fumes - should not
be underestimated. The installation ofpreventive measu
res and the use of fire alarm systems plus sprinkler
systems are not only helpful insaving lives and protecting
valuable contents, but also obviate the need to clad the

Furtherreading
- Euroter Steel Promotion Committee (ed.): Steel andFiresafety - A Global

A/;?roaCh. Brussels. , 993,
- SChweizensclle Zentralstel~ fOr Stahfbau (ed,): Btanrlsichefe Stahl-Beton

VertJundtragwerke. Zurich. 1997
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Steel exposed Fire resistance class R30 Fire resistance class ROO Fire resistance class ROO

Columns (1/2)
l.

SZSlEKS N° 8. (U/A < 50 rn') (3) SZSIEKS N° 89 (UtA < 14 m') (3) none

I
• • min. RNDNKT 80 • • min. RNDNKT 280

- min.60x120 - min. 200x500

+ min. 150x150 • min. 400x400

t I min. HHD 320x300 • min. 320x320

Beams supporting floor slabs (2) SZSIEKS N° 89 SZSIEKS N° 89 0 none

I I I I I
~ I solid steel min. .. I

JT "'2>. min. HEM 300 FLB 150/300

Constructions with
I T' [ 0

all
I T [0 all notpermitted

intumescent paint (4) sections sections

http://bsronUne.vkf.ch ht1p~lbsronline.vtd.ctl

Composite construction (steel/concrete)

Columns szsC2.3,szsC2.4,ECCS N° 55 SZ5C2.3,SZ5C2.4,ECCS N° 55 SZSC2.3,SZSC2.• , ECCS N°55

• III • min. HEA 160,RRK 140,ROR 139,7 min. HEA 200, RRK 160,ROR 159 min. HEA 240, RRK 180,ROR 177,8

Beams, with concrete infillbetween SZ5C2.4 SZ5C2.4 SZ5C2.4

flanges, supporting floor slabs
I I ~ ¥{;;>: 120mm\ W

min. HEA 100, IPE 120 min. HEA 100, IPE 200 min. HEA 180,IPE 300

Profiled metal sheets withconcrete szsC2.4,SZ5E2 SZ5C2.4,SZ5E2 szsC2.4,szsE2

infilb~

thSJlfLJd CLS7J= c:Jlj:J
Average slab deptn heft h.... 60 mm h.... 80 mm h.... 100 mm

Glad steel sections (5)

Box-type SZSlEKS N° 89 all SZSIEKS N° 89 all SZSIEKS N° 89 all
fire-resistant http://bsronNne.vld.ch sections http://bsrordine.vkf.ch sections http://bsronline.vtdch sections

boards
! typical board thickness: approx. 15 mm typical board thickness: approx. 25mm typical board thickness: approx. 35 mn

(e.g. columns)

Spray-on SZSIEKS N' 8. aile SZSIEKS N° 8. aile SZSlEKS N° 89 aile
protective

~
http://bsron~ne.Ykf.ch Profile http://bsromine.vkf.ch Profile http://bsronline.vkf.ch Profile

coating
typical coat thickness: approx. 20 mm typical coatthickness: approx. 30 mm typical coatthickness: approx. 40 mm

(e.g. beams)

(1) Figures apply exactly tocontinuous columns for3 m storey height (toEuro-nomogram ECGS No. 89).
(2) Smaller dimensions possible when notfully utilised structurailly (see Euro-nomogram EGGS No. 89).
(3) Section factor utA(orAmNtoEuro-nomogram).
(4) Application must beapproved forparticular project byfireprotection authorities (see VKFo fireprotection memo 1008).
(5) Gladding products toVKFo fireprotection register, application and constructional boundary conditions aschecked and approved

(aSresponsibility of site management).
°A.ssociatioool Cantonal fifeInsurers

Ag. 31:PotentiallllJllllc8_ !of structural__

Adesignaidpublished by itleSwiss central off~, forStructural SteelWOl1< (SlSJ. draft, 9 June 2004
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Connections
Aselection

Column continuous

pinned connections

Steel

rigid connections

Systems I

prefabricated nodes

Beam continuous

rigid connections

-

2-D(x, z)

..

Bolted, cleatwelded tocolumn Bolted, end plate welded to beam Bolted, endplates welded tocolumn andbeam Bolted, stiffeners welded tobeam
below column tlanges

124

3-D(x,y, z)

Bolted, cleatswelded tocolumn

Fig.32:Steelconnections, selection

Bolted. stiffeners welded to corumn in line
wittlbeam t1anges

Bolted. withprojecting endplates.stiffeners welded
to column in linewithbeamflanges

Bolted, endplates welded tocolumn

Botted, stiffeners welded tobeam
below column web

t."
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Fig. 33:Erecting asteelcolumn '~;

Basedetails fa< pinned-basecolumns
1 notensioo
2 notension
3 forlowtension, withlower baseplat. installed

beforehand
4 notension. withhinge

Basedetails for fixed-basecolumns
5 withthreadedbars cast in beforehand
6 withbase plateinstalled beforehand, column

welded to base plateor site
7 column in pockettoaccommodate large bending

moments
8 column in pocket to accommodate large bending

moments

,.

T

Fig,34
Source: Swiss central office lor Structural Steelwor,(, (SlS) (ed.),C8- Konstruktive Details in Stahlhoctlbau, Zurich, 1973
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Fig.35:Frame withcantilevering beams

Legend
a) HEA 400, interrupted at everystorey
b) HEA 400,continuous beam
c) Stiffeners belowcolumn flanges tocarry vertical

loads

The loadbearing structure consists ota series of frames
with pairs of columns set back from the facade. As the
columns are interrupted by the beams, stiffeners must be
filled between the beam flanges to transfer the vertical
loads. The drawing shows three variations for the floor,
all of which share the feature of being positioned above
the main beams.

01 makes use of a secondary construction of small
beams orjo~ts placed on top ofthe main beams. Incon
trast to secondary beams at the same lellel asthll'main
beams, this arrangement allows services to be easilx
routed transverse to the frames. Depending. on require
ments, the floor itself could be simple wooder1'tloorboards.
02 and 03do not use any secondary beams orjoists and
rely on the trapezoidal profile metal sheets to carry the
floor - in 02 merely as a support fora dryfloor cover
ing, but in 03 as permanent formwork for a reinforced
concrete slab.

</

Fig. 36,Framewithcontinuous beams
Shown herewitt! floorconstructions above level ofprimary structure

Floor construction 01
Wooden floorboards
Steel beams, IPE 160
Total

Floor construction 02
Flooring panels
Rubber separating layer
Trapezoidal profile metal sheets
Total

Floor construction 03
Reinforced concrete topping
"HoloriD" sheets
Total

27 mm
160 mm
187mm

27mm
20mm

160mm
207mm

120 mm
50mm

170mm
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Theconnections
Thep<oIiled metal sheetscanbe connected to tile steel
beams by:

1.7 . welding, according to the instructions of the manu-

~~lacturer,L.J ~. self-tapping screws (drawing 2),

==-:-=,..,.._~--..:.:'50:;.->O=O,-__""7.: - sOOt-fired pins(drawing 3).
~~ .rJ..r\r-1r-L 1.8 Theconnectioos between the sheetsthemselves areby
~ ~~~ ~~:

Cellulard9d1assembled J\J\...J\J\.. 1.9 'bHnd rivets (drawing 4), wtlichcanbe fittedfromjust=,:::-1 proI\le "\.....J"L...F one sidewithout needing access totheotherside, Or
. punching and intel10cking the edges witheach Other,
according to the instructions of themanufacturer.

Profiles
10'Ief\'iew otcommOn profiles:
1.1 and1.2single profiles
1.3101.7sI1eets
t.a and1.9 ","-assembled cellular fIoo< decks

Advantages 01 floors wiIt1 profited'metal sheeting:
·lowweigl1t,
-lasterection,
· nofOrmwork required forconcrete,
. floors canSlJIlP(lI1loads immediately aftererection, and
· workers lleIow protected agWnst objects failing from
aboVe.

O~es 01 floors wiIt1 p<oIi1ed metal sheeting:
· steel serves either aspermanent formwork only, or
Hrequired tobeIoadbearing, the underside needsspecial

fireprotection measures, and
· compared withcompletely dryconstruction, the in situ
concrete introduces awet tradeintotheconstruction.

Steel floors consist 01 p<oIiled metal sheets, 0.80
1.75 mm thicI<, wiIt1 a fillingltopping of concrete. The
cross-section 01 tile p<oIi~ng ~ usual~ trapezoidal, pro
duced byrolling. Additional ribs andfolds aresometimes
included toenhance thestiffness. Thesheets areavailable
inwidths of0.30-0.90 m.Some forms areknownascel
I~ar fIoo< decks.

Thesheetscanbe suppliedwiIt1 or without galvanis
ing(25-30 ~ml. Non-gaivanised sheets aregiven acoatof
paint ontile underside 10prewntcorrosion.

Composite floorslabs

@:"...

3

4 -HoIorib" is a steelsheet witt! rolled dovetail-shaped ribs.Theconcrete slab is
self-supporting andmustbe reinforced according~. Thesheet metal serves on~ as
permanent form!Nl3l'l<. Tests haveshown thatinttlis formof f100f theadhesion between
thesheet metal andtheconcrete is sufficient togenerate a composite action between
themetalandtheconcrete. Thedrawing shows shear studs, whichcreate a composite
effectbetween slabandsteelbeams. Thedovetail-shaped ribs areuseful for fixing
suspended ceilings andservices - very helpful inbuildings wittlmany services

1 Theprofiled metal sheetsareusedonlyaspermanent
fom1wor1< toenable fastprogress andimmediate provision
of floors. Reinforcement is in theformof roend bars.The
fIoof actslikea ribbed concrete slab.Withsufficient con
crete COVElf to the reinforcing bars, the floorslabis, how
8'Jef, fireresistant. Theconcrete slabactsasa horizontal
plate resisting wind forces.

2 Composite action between sheet metal andconcrete.
Thesteeltogether withtheco-crete formsacomposite
cross-section. Thesheet steel actsas thereinforce
mentfor theconcrete slab.Rolled spines or nbsin the
sheet steeltransfer theshear forces between concrete
andsteel. Thisfloorslabrequires fireprotection tothe
soffit.

3 Composite actiof1 between concrete slaband steel
beams. Studsarewelded through the sheet steelto the
top flange ~ eaco beam. In thiscase theconcrete slab
forms a corrooste cross-section withthe steelbeams.
Only the concrete above the ribs is structurally efta>
tive. Very ecoooocformof construction. Thestudsare
welded onsitea::::ording to special instructiorls.

~ 37: Composite lIoo<constructioo
Profiled metalsheetingpriortoconcreting

Fig.38
Excerpt trom Hart, Henn, soete; Stahlbau Atfas (l steo} Munich, 1982
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Structures - frame with continuous columns

a concrete infill/topping. Studs welded to the beams be
forehand guarantee the composite action between floor
and primary structure. The metal sheets are supported on
steel cleats (angles, 25x 35mm) welded tothe beams at
the steel fabrication works.

Fig. 39:Frame withcontinuous columns

The loadbearing structure consists ofa series of frames
with continuous columns. In this structure the columns
are placed directly on the facade sothey hardly intrude
into the interior. If the plan area is the same as in the
previous example, the beams must be larger because the
span isgreater.

The extra depth can bepartly compensated forbypo
sitioning the secondary beams forthe floor between the
main beams. Floor 04, like 01, isbased on a secondary
construction of small beams orjoists, but this time level
with the top of the main beams. That means that holes
will be required in the beams to accommodate services
transverse to the frames. The services can be grouped
together or distributed over the full length of the beam
in the case ofa castellated orcellular beam. Another ad
vantage ofsuch perforated beams isthe saving inweight
ofupto30%.

05 is a ribbed slab comprising trapezoidal profile
metal sheets suspended between the main beams plus

Floor construction 04
Glued laminated timber floor panels,
e.g.bakelised
Steel beams, IPE 160
Total

Floor construction 05
Reinforced concrete topping
Trapezoidal profile metal sheets
Total

27mm
160mm
187mm

120mm
200mm
320mm

Beams
'1 HEA 200
b)lPE BOO, partly shown ascellular beam
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FIg. 40:Frame wrth continuous columns
Shown here witt! floor constructiOns shallower than tilebeams
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Fig.42:Getlular beams
showinq holes beinq usedforservices

Fig.43: Cas1eIIa1ed beams

3

Fig.41:ComJ>osl1e ftoor slab wI1h deep trapezoidal sections

staelbeam (actscompositely With slab)
concrete infl1l between flanges
steel t/'apezoj(jal secrion
steel cleat (25x35 mm)
shearstU<1
plasticprotiJe ftller
I-section closer piece

rolnto«:ad concrete ribbed slab

fig. «;Cellular beam

Example mrtl different topand bottom flanges tosave weight
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Structures - two-way frame

between the ribs. When constructed asa composite slab,
the floor serves as a horizontal plate bracing the struc
ture.

130

Fig. 45:lWo-way frame

Beams:
alRHS 200, contiruous
b)HEA 200

The loadbearing structure consists of a two-way frame
with columns made from structural hollow sections which,
in contrast to I -sections, present the same connection
options on all sides. As the columns are continuous,
beams can be connected at any height, which permits
different ceiling heights in different bays. To ensure that
allfloor beams are loaded equally, the direction ofspan of
the floors should change from bay tobay.

The flooring examples illustrate solutions inwhich the
beams are tileSame depth asthe floor ("Slimfloor", "Inte
grated Floor Beam -IFB",etc.). Inboth cases here awider
bottom flange plate-is welded tothe beams tosupport the
floor. 06 isbased on precast prestressed hollo:corefloor
planks which can span upto12m. The voids merely save
weight; services must still berouted underneath the floor
slabs. The great advantage isthe dryform ofconstruction.
Like 05, 07 is a ribbed slab with, once again, trapezo
idal profile metal sheets suspended between the main
beams and aconcrete infill/topping. services can be routed

Fig.46:Frame wtth continuous columns
shOwn here wim floor constructions equal tothebeam depth (e.g. S1imfloor)

Floor construction 06
Cement screed
Impact sound insulation
Prestressed hollow-core floor planks .
Total

Floor construction 07
Reinforced concrete topping
Trapezoidal profile meial sheets
Total

a

80mm
20_mm

220mm
320mm

120mm
200mm
320mm
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Ag.47:Composite ftoorslab with deep ttape
1 composite zoldalsections

2 steelbeamcolumn (concrete infill betwee
3 !lange plate n flanges)

4 end plate
S closerplate
6 profiled sheetmetal
7 shearstuds
~ in~u concrete

longitudinal reinforcement inribs

Fig.50: Prestressed h
Steel beams have widefol~-core planksnomflange tosupport iloor ~~anks
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1110

1/12

1/36

1/18

1/24

1115

/
.>

----+---+----t----i--/

Spanol_
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 I(m)

Element Span h*/1
(Ioadbearing) I(m)- -., Roof purlin (I) -10m 1/18-1/36- Floor beam (I) 6-15 m 1/15-1/24- Castellated beam (I) 8- 20m 1t12 - 1/18

Lattice beam 10-25 m 1/10-1/15

0.30 f---f---j----_rf--f--,--'-t::

040 f---f----f---f--_i'---Ar------,.

Chart for establishing preliminary size ofsteel beams
Initial size estimate atdesign stage

0.60 f---f---f---f---f---If---I'---__jr--

070 t----t-----f---r-t-----1r-----j-----,!'--__f_:

Deptfl01beam
hIm)

l.SO r-r-t--r-f---If---I-__j-_t--t--t-_+--+-_+-_+----,

1.10 f--f----t---f---f--If---j--j--j--+---+----.j!.

Fig. 51:Notes forusing thischart
With a high load (dead and imposed loads) use the
maximum value lorthemember depth asPfoposed
bythechart - vice versa tora lowload.
The sizes and relationships shown cannot beveri
liedscientifically. Theshaded areas areSUfJPOSed
10 be slightly "indefinite" Intheinterest of the
ranonal use01a loadbearing element, the"edges"
of this chan should beavoided

O_SO f--f--t----r-f---1r--I'---__j-,

1.40 r-r-t--r-r-----1r-----j---j-_t--t--+-_+-_+-_+------:

0.80 f---t----f---r-f---If---I-__j--+'---t---:

1.30 f---f----t---f---f--Ie--I--j--j--+---+--+--+-----:

1.60 f--f----f--f---f--If---I--j--j--+---+--+---+--+--+--+----±r-4::..

2.00 ,_-,--,--,--,-----,,_----,--,--,.---,---,---,---,---,--,---,---,---,---,---,-----+,...

1.90 r-r-I--r-r--1r-----1---j---j--t--t--t--t--+--+--+~_+-_+-_+-_,l<_-+-

0.10 t-_f7<-,--'7'ICc~""--b----"'F---I,_-j-__j-_t---+--+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_+-+-+-_1

1.00 f---t----t---r-f---If--__j-__j-_t--t-~

0.90 f--I--j----+---+---+-+--+--f--j'---

0.00 =.:..J_ ___1__--'-_-"-_--'---_ ___'___.L_.~L____1_--'-_ _"__--'---_ ___'___.L-_L._L-L_______'_------'-_--'--_ _"__--'---_ ___'___.L_.____JL_______'

o

120 f---t-----t---r-f----1f--__j-__j-_t--t--+-_+--

1.70 r----r--t--r-r-----1r-----j---j---j--t--+--+--+-_+-_+-_+-_+-_,l<_,...,

1.80 f---f---f--I-:--f---If--I--j-,--j-,--+---+---+---+---+--+--+--j-".,---+---;
r
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Source M.Detnch. Burgdorf SChool ofEngineering. 1990 ·AnHEA (hIb= 1/1 to211) oran IP£ (MJ = 211 to 311) canbe usedforthe innia!. rough siZIng_



Folding and bending
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Fig.53:Detailsof Ioadbearing construction
JeanProuve: Pavilion ducenteoaire de l'a1uminium,
Paris (fl, 1954

Fig.54:Loadbear1ng structure and building
envelope unitedin the formof semicircular,
Ioadbearing sandwich elements,shown here
almost complete.
Jean Pr~: LaMeridieflne de I'observatoire,
Paris (fl, 1951

Fig.52:Bent sheet steel (d =12 mm)asa structural element (aboval;plan,
scaleapprllll. 1:140~efl)

Hild un<! K:bus sI1e~er, Landshut (0), 1999

Folding is a fundamental metalworking technique and
a whole industry has grown up around this process.
Besides paper and cardboard, metal is the only material
that allows this sort ofdeformation. The folding ofspines
and ribs enhances the stability ofthin sheet metal, which
enables large plates and sheets to be laid directly on the
loadbearing structure without any further support. This is
why corrugated sheet metal - and later trapezoidal profile
sheets - has been sopopular as a roofing material and
also as acladding forutility and industrial buildings since
itsinvention in1829.

The work ofthe French engineer Jean Prouve (1901-
84) went way beyond simply optimising the processes for
cladding materials. Using his favourite material, alumi
nium, he devised entire loadbearing constructions based
on folded sheet metal. His pavilion tocelebrate the 100th
anniversary of the industrial production of aluminium in
1954 isagood example. Itdemonstrated how aluminium
could replace timber and steel, the traditional materials
for exhibition structures. This 152 m long structure is
based on 15mlong beams at1.34 mcentres with sheet
aluminium suspended between in such a way that the

Fig.55:Erecting the sandwich alements
Jean PrCllJ'o'f: LaMeridienne de l'observatOire. Paris (f), 1951

trough sections act as gutters. The beams themselves
were made from three separate pieces first joined on site
by means ofcast connecting brackets. This isaclear refe
rence tomechanical and automotive engineering.

While inthe aluminium pavilion the loadbearing struc
ture made use of linear members and its"column" and
"beam" components obviously obeyed the principles of
filigree construction, these elements were combined into
self-supporting elements at Prouve's observatory struc
ture of 1951. The building has a parabolic cross-section
formed by two half-shells that support each other. The
curved form here isdue to the rigid connection between
the irwler and outer aluminium sheets.

Released from building performance stipulations, Hild
und Kmanaged tofabricate the walls totheir bus shelters

Rg.56:Theatuminium roofbeams resemble a gutter insection.
Jean PrOl.Nf: Pavilion ducentenaire de I'aluminium, Paris (f), 1954

in Landshut from thick sheet metal without any further
supporting framework. The exposed feet were milled out
of the 12mm thick Cor-Ten (weathering) steel plate just
like the ornamentation. On plan the shelter consists oftwo
L-shaped plates.
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Frames

Ag.57:Steel framewillJ pretabriceIed floor
elements andconcrete topping
iluI1<ard, Meye< Al'thil1ll<ten: Swisscom headquar
ters,Winterthur (CH), 1999

Steel
Systems in architecture I

Ag. 58:on the facadethe flOOf slabedges arethe only'lislblepart 01the-g-Bur1<atd. Meye< Architekten: Swisscom headquarters. Winterthur (CHi, 1999

Apart from reinforcing bars in reinforced concrete, the
majority of steel in buildings is to be found in the form
offrames. The columns and beams form a framework of
linear members with floors and non-Ioadbearing walls as
the "infill" panels, Dry construction techniques can be
used forthe floors and walls, or the composite action of
steel and concrete can be exploited. The steel frame is
characterised byrational procedures,

Ag.59:Thesquaregrid _ on the _ is onlya .......g to the load

bearing elements behind,
Georg Marterer: teahouse in Neustlft amwalde, VtBflna (Aj,1998

The Swisscom headquarters inWinterthur byBurkard,
Meyer&Partner (1999) isagood example ofasteel frame
forabuilding of this size. Surrounding the solid, stiff core
housing stairs, lifts and services are concrete-cased steel
columns on a 5.6x 5.6mgrid; these columns consist of
a solid steel core and a sheet metal jacket (permanent
formwork). Precast concrete floor elements are supported
on the widened bottom flanges ofthesteel beams. Acoo
crete topping 'is added to this to form a solid composite
structure. The loadbearing structure is enclosed by the'
facade in such a way that the floor edges are .the only
visible part ofthis assembly.

Atfirst sight the teahouse inNeustift am Walde (1998)
byGeorg Marter seems toconvey theimpression that the
grid outlines on the facade are the structural steel frame,
But inreality these pieces are merely applied tocover the
joints between the elements, although the visible grid does
indeed correspond exactly with the loadbearing structure
behind, on a square grid (2.46 x 2.46m), which carries
the fixed glazing, sliding windows and plain infill panels,

Fig. 60:Sleel trameandcorrugated sheets left exposedIntllfnally
Lacatan & VassaL f1<jiday chalet. Lege Gap-Ferret (Fl.1998

Like the holiday chalet byLacton &Vassal in Lege Cap
Ferret (1998), which was built around existing trees, the
frame in the teah-ouse appears as sculpted relief in the
interior.

Another similarity with the holiday chalet - and totally
different to the Swisscom headquarters - isthat this isa
completely dry constructiOn inwhich only the floor slab is
made ofconcrete. The building's stability isguaranteed by
the diagonal X-bracing positioned behind the elements,

.'/.

For further examples ot trames, please refer tothechapter entitled "Structures"

-
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Girder, lattice beam and facade

MATERIALS - MODULES

I Systems in architecture
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Rg.61:Two-part kip and bottom cho<ds enable
posts....~ .. be "clamped" betWeen.
Craig 81wood: holiday chalet,san Luis Obispo
(GaIIUSAl. 1967/68

Rg. 63:Thewindowsare located betweenthe
postsand the diagonals.
MVRDV: senior citizens' apartments, Amsterdam
(NL).1997

Once the span exceeds a certain distance, off-the-shelf
rolled steel sections are no longer adequate. To save
material and weight we truss the beam with ties under
neath, use a castellated orcellular section, or provide a
lattice beam orgirder. Up until the mid-20th century the
construction of loadbearing structures assembled from
the most delicate sections was a daily occurrence - if
not the only option for long spans. The welding together
of individual members (top and bottom chords, struts and
ties) is, however, very labour-intensive, which leads to
plate girders with solid webs and flanges still being used
despite the considerably higher material consumption.

Although the resolution of the loadbearing structure
into a framework of linear members involves higher
labour costs, the advantages are savings inweight, easier
routing of services and transparency. This latter feature
was exploited byHerzog & de Meuron intheir locomotive
depot "Auf dem Wolf" (1995), where the girders form lan-

Fig.62:Thelanternlights (clad_ patterned glass)spanfromwall.. wall.
Herzog & deMeuron: IocomOtivo depot"AutdemWolf", Basel (CH), 1995

tern lights. The building comprises aconcrete box frame
with a steel roof construction. Supported on the concrete
walls every 13 m are pairs of girders that form square
tubes spanning distances ofup to40m. Clad inpatterned
glass, these 3mhigh tubes, from which the beams forthe
intermediate flatroofs are suspended, simultaneously act
aslantern lights.

Whereas in the Herzog & de Meuron design the
girders are used only on the roof, at Craig Ellwood's
holiday chalet insan Luis Obispo (1967/68) they are the
primary loadbearing structure and, as such, the longitudi
na~~aCades ofthe house. Like abridge, they form a long
t1J6e that spans an 18mwide canyon. Each ofthe girders
comprises pairs of channel sections (as top and bottom
chords) with square hollow sections as the ties and struts
inbetween. Floor and roof are supported on steel beam.s....
spanning the two girders atthe same spacing as.~ ver
tical members ofthe girder.

Inthe above examples the structural steelwork charac~'

terises the architectural appearance ofthe building - the
Ellwood design more so than the Herzog & de Meuron,
where the steelwork is situated behind a semi-trans-

Fig.64:Ahouse Inthe formof a bridge
Craig EllwC1!ld: holiday chalet. san Lu~ Obispo (GaIlUSA), 1967/68

parent veil. But the structural steelwork to the senior
citizens' home inAmsterdam byMVRDV (1997) istotally
concealed, where the enormous length ofthe two-storey
cantilevers is the only clue to the fact that a weight
saving design in structural steelwork lies behind the
facades. This supposition is probably helped by the
openings, whose positioning and maximum size isdeter
mined by the posts and diagonals.

FIg. 65:Aerialviewof site. the longest locomotive shedIs notyet finished.
Herzog & deMeuron: locomotive depot "AutdemWoli",Basel (CH), 1993

Fig.66: Steel frame concealed behind timbercladding
MVRDV: senior citizens' apartments, Amsterdam (Nl.),1997
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Space frames

.................~

-§tt_'Ji-: ::<

Rg.67:"M..." nodewtlhmell1ber attached
E~andsllCtiOn . -,

Rg.68:Exposed comer
Norman Foster: sainsbury centre forVisual Arts.
Norwich (GBI. '978

Steel
Systems in architecture I

Space frames consist of delicate linear members often
joined via ball-like nodes with upto 18connection opti
ons. Besides Konrad Wachsmann and Buckminster Fuller,
who devoted themselves enthusiastically to the develop
ment of such lightweight structures for long-span roofs,
Max Mengeringhausen also played a significant role. It is
his "Mero" node, a screwed connection invented in1942,
that isstill used today. Aspace frame comprises top and
bottom chord levels together with intermediate three
dimensional diagonals. Depending onwhether the space
frame is a combination of tetrahedra, octahedra and/or
cuboctahedra, the upper and lower levels are either
parallel with each other on plan oroffset diagollllly.

In Norman Foster's Sainsbury Centre forVisual Arts
(1978) the space frame is resolved into individual trian-

Fig. 69:Identical structure andbuilding envatope "" roorandwalls,axono
metrlc.'ew oIloadbearing constructionwtlh andwlthool cladding
Nonnan Foster: Sainsbury Centre forV~ual Arts, Norwich (GBI. 1978

gular girders (each of which is itself a pair of two lattice
beams with a common bottom chord). It is interesting to
note that the roof and the walls utilise the same structure
and same bUilding envelope. Inthe walls Foster uses the
girder depth of about 3 m not only to integrate services
but also toaccess corridors within the loadbearing level.
The nodes of the girders are welded; only the diagonals

"between the girders were bolted in place on site to suit
the erection procedure.

Buckminster Fuller's USA Pavilion forthe 1967 World
Exposition in Montreal managed to disintegrate entirely
the boundary between wall and roof. The truncated
sphere - with a diameter of 110m at the base and an
impressive 167matthe "equator", allachieved with steel
tubes having a maximum size of just9 em - formed a
container for the USA's exhlbits. Contrary to Foster's
design, the building envelope here - hexagonal acrylic
panels - was attached to the inside of the frame. The
hexagonal panels matched the framing of the lower level
(bottom chord), while the upper level (top chord) consisted
ofatriangular grid.

Rg. 70:TheSl'8C" framedislrtbutes the loads01the building tofourpad
foundations.
Benthem Crouwel: private house, Almere (loll). 1984

Space frames are generally associated with roofs, or
rather long-span roofs; aspace frame with adepth of, for
example, 4 m, can span up to70m. The private house in
Almere (Nl) by Benthem Crouwel (1984) should therefore
be regarded as an extension of the application without
ignoring the principles of this form of construction com
pletely. Poor subsoil conditions and the fact that this was
originally intended tobe atemporary structure - it isstill
standing and was in fact extended in 1991! - inspired
the use ofan easily dismantled space frame which distrib
utes the load ofthe house tofour pad foundations, which
should be regarded asstub columns. Raising the ground
floor above the level of the site also helps to protect the
building against moisture from the ground.

Fog. 71:The tru~-sPhere has a basediameter 01110m.
Buckminster Fuller: USA Pavilion, EXPO 67,Montreal (CAN), 1967



Diamonds and diagonals
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Fig.72a: The four comercolumns with inter
secting linear members functionina similar
wayto SUChov's mast
Toyo no:Mediotf1ek. Sefldai (J),2001

Fig.73:RhombUS-~~aring structure
tofacade~"
Herzog & de Meuron: Prada store. Tokyo (J),2003

The bracing diagonal is frequently an addition, an una
voidable solution inserted to complete the structural
concept in those designs where bracing components
such as rigid service cores and shear walls are lacking.
But when used asa primary structural element they are
very popular, as recent examples show - whether as
a bundle of apparently random, raking columns ("pick
up-sticks" effect), or integrated into a regular lattice. In
such cases the. fascination is due to the fact that the
vertical and horizontal loads can be accommodated with
a single structure of linear members seemingly without
any hierarchy, butequally because the network takes on
an ornamental Quality.

Fig.72b:The~ columns house the staIrs,
Toyo no:Mediotf1ek. sandai (.I). 2001

Early examples of non-orthogonal lattice structures
are the towers of Vladimir Suchov, which originated out
of a search fora form of water-tower construction that
would save materials. A comparison between Suchov's
radio mast in Moscow (1919-22) and the Eiffel Tower in
Paris (1889) supplies impressive proof of the potential
savings of a tower constructed exclusively of angle and

" channel sections. Whereas the Eiffel Tower is305 mhigh
and weighs 8850 tonnes, the radio mast is 350 m high
and weighs just 2200 tonnes!

The hyperbolic form employed isbased on two cylin
ders with straight members whose top and bottom rings
are "rotated" inopposite directions tocreate a rhombus
shaped lattice structure. The intersections were riveted
together and horizontal rings were attached inside to in
crease the stiffness, which resulted inthe triangular look
ofthe lattice.

A contemporary example that borrows the ideas of
Suchov can be seen in Toyo Ito's Mediothek in Sendai
(2001), where the four corner towers are constructed ac
cording tosimilar principles.

FIg. 74:Glazed barreI-vautt roofbased lM1triangular Iatti<e
Noonan Forst...: Faculty ofLaw, cambridge (G8), 1995

wtlereas the loadbearing members inthe structures of
Suchov and Ito adhere to a clear hierarchy, the diagonal
and horizontal members ofthe barrel-vault ~oof toNorman
Foster's Faculty ofLaw inCambridge (spanning nearly 40
m) appear tobe equals. The construction employs circular
hollow sections with adiameter of160 rnm, with alternate
ones braced together inpairs. It isinteresting tonote that
the glazing ispositioned afew centimetres infront ofthe
loadbearing structure. Was this done merely to enable
Foster to feature this membrane, or was there a more
practical reason - the fact that the circular sections are
unsuitable forfixing the glazing directly?

There isnosuch separation atthe Prada Store inTokyo
byHerzog &de Meuron (2003). Inthis building the glazing
isfixed directly tothe lattice structure, which together with
the three internal cores carries the vertical loads. This is
an impressive demonstration ofthe structural potential of
welding (at the nodes of the horizontal rhombuses): for
the loading isconsiderably higher than with vertical rhom
buses and therefore calls forrigid corner joints.

Fig.75:Unearmembers consistingof two channets in a spiralform create
a hypertJota.
Vladimir G.Suchov: 5aboIovM radiomast. Moscow (RUS), 1919-22
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Canopy structures

..

Fig. 760: canOj,;es under_
Pier Luigi Nervi: Hall oflabour, Turin (I),1961

Fig. rt: "Trees· with48._.
von Berxan. Marg & Partner Stuttgart airport
(0),1990

Steel
Systems in architecture I

The majority of loadbearing structures are derived from
basic units that can enclose spaces only through repeti
tion. For example, a frame (two columns plus one beam)
requires at least one other frame inorder togenerate an
interior space. Acanopy structure, on the other hand, can
form an independent structure on its own, e.g. a petrol
station forecourt, a bus shelter.

Fog: 7Gb: canopies of concrete and steel,baysize38x 38m
Pier Luigi Nervi: Hall oflabour, Turin (1). 1961

The independence of the individual canopy enables
it to be erected in isolation. A narrow separation allows
daylight to enter, a wide separation enables the roof mo
dule to be incorporated again but without the column.
A representative of the former category is Nervi's "Hall
of Labour" (1961) in which 16 canopies spaced 40 m
apart cover a square main area flanked by two-storey
ancillary buildings on each side. Each 20 mhigh canopy
is supported on a concrete tower, the cross-section of
which gradually transforms from a cruciform at the base
to a circle at the top. The roof itself is supported on a
steel drum from which 20identical cantilevering, tapering
beams radiate, the outer ends ofwhich are connected by
aperimeter member. The taper of the beams and the an
gled underside ofthe drum clearly illustrate the flow ofthe
forces, As the facade isflush with the edges of the outer
canopies, the construction can be properly perceived from
the inside only.

Ag.79:Modular roof;a second element is suspended between the columns.
Norman Foster: Slansted airport. London (GB), 1991

Comparable with Nervi's design 'in every way is
Atocha station inMadrid byRafael Moneo (1984-92). He,
too, uses concrete columns, butthe roof beams follow a
ctear hierarchy: the underside isdivided into four triangles
containing beams perpendicular to the edges. Duo-pitch
rooflights cover the slits between the canopies and there
fore delineate the roof suriace.

A totally different concept underlies the "tree" struc
tures of Norman Foster's airport terminal at Stansted
(1991). The canopies here are sofar apart that another
roof section with aside length of18mcan be suspended
between. There is also no difference between the ma
terials of the roof and those of the supporting structure.
Resolved into four circular hollow sections (d=45 cm),
the central column beneath each canopy itself encloses
space which is used for accommodating infrastructure
components. The raking compression members seem
to instil a merger between roof and structure, forming a
three-dimensional edifice.

The term "tree structure" iseven more aptat the air
port terminal inStuttgart (Gerkan, Marg & Partner, 1990).
Starting from four circular hollow sections each 40 cm in
diameter, the "trees" each divide into 48 "branches", the
thinnest ofwhich has adiameter of16 cm.
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Ag. 78:Thetable-likeconstruction lends textureto the trainshedroof.
Rafael Moneo, Atocha station, Madrid lEI, 1984-92

Fig.80:Thestructure is legibleboth internallyandexternally.
Rafael Moneo: Atocha station. Madrid lEI, 1984-92



The "invisible" building material
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Insulation

Eva Geering, Andrea Deplazes

Outside Inside

Ag.1:MulU-layerwaJI_
Temperature gradient wittl'n the layers

Ofconcealment and exposure
The "multi-layer wall construction", designed tosatisfy the
thermal performance requirements ofabuilding, grew out
of the oil crisis of the 1970s and the subsequent reali
sation that we must reduce our consumption of energy.
The outermost layer inour wall - now resolved into layers
- serves to protect the (usually) unstable insulation from
the weather. The insulation in turn (usually) encloses the
loadbearing structure forth~ whole building, to which it
is fixed, like a wool coat. This technically obvious devel
opment raised new Questions-related tothe architecture:
What does an insulated wall look like? Could orshOuld its
form correspond tothat ofamonolithic wall? One obvious
solution to this dilemma is to build the outer protective
layer in the form of a self-supporting leaf of masonry or
concrete. That enablesour multi-layer wall toappear like
asolid wall, almost as if there had never been an oilcrisis.
Even if the insulation is protected only by a thin layer of
render in order to reduce the amount of work, our wall
still appears to be a solid structure. Atleast so long as we
do not actually touch it... Systems with ventilation cavi
ties avoid these pretences and convey amore lightweight
yet protective appearance, with acladding ofwood, sheet
metal or slates. This arrangement also covers the inevi
table layer of insulation and uses it only indirectly as a
reason foraltering the architecture. It ishardly surprising
that in the 1970s, incontrast to the dogmas of Modern
ism, architecture again became amedium with meaning,
and the clothing theory ofGottfried Semper again became
topical.

In their Suva Building in Basel, Herzog & de Meuron
pursued astrategy contrary tothe concealment theory. As
the insulation isprotected by atransparent, glass skin, we
get tosee materials that were not actually intended tobe
visible. Although during the age ofModernism alldecora
tion was renounced and the "truth of construction" pro
claimed, revealing the insulation material inthis instance
is not concerned with a didactic derivation of construc
tional details. Instead, what we have here is the break
ing of a taboo and the fascination with "ugly" materials,
Inparticular, the use of unconventional materials raises
probing Questions ofcultural conventions and reveals the
beauty of their shabbiness. The tension between mean
ing and effect results in a poetry of the material: "How
is poetry revealed? It is revealed by the fact that a word
is recognised as a word and not as a mere substitute for
something it designates." (Roman Jakobson, Quesoons
de poetiquf!)

~,

Heat 10S886 versus heatgains
Insulation prote2is'against heat losses from the inside, but
also against an excess ofheat entering from the outside.
One orthe other ofthese effects isrelevant depending on
the climate; inthe temperate climate ofcontinental Europe

preserving heat andgaining heat are desirable, depending
on the season. One attempt todeal with this paradox that
is intrinsic to materials is the development of transpar
ent thermal insulation. This type of insulation, comprising
several components, does not block out the light and
hence heat but rather allows it to penetrate and heat up
awall capable ofstoring this energy. Transparent thermal
insulation is not only permeable to light and neat but is
also transparent tovisible light. This isespecially obvious
inthe direct gain system inwhich the transparent thermal
insulation is employed as an enclosing element without
any wall behind it.The use oftransparent thermal insula
tion in this way is similar to the use of a not completely
transflllrent window. Not only the outer protective layer of
this wall construction istransparent, as we can see on the
Suva Building, the insulation itself isvirtually invisible. Itis,
so tospeak, non-existent and permits the illusion ofbeing
reckless with the building performance parameters (see
"Transparent thermal insulating materials", p.145).

Synthetic building materials
Whether visible or invisible, the forms of thermal insula
tion mentioned above are part of an elaborate system of
complementary and interdependent layers.

Synthetic building materials such as masonry orcon
crete with insulating properties satisfy the desire forsim
ple buildability. Inthe meantime, industry can offer awide
variety ofbuilding materials that provide both loadbearing
and insulating functions. The key physical and structural

Fig. 2:Existing andnew buildings linked by insulating glass facade;
top:straight on the road side; bottom:diagonally inthe inner courtyard
Herzog & de Meuroo: Suva combined residential andcommercial deIJeIopment.

Basel (CHI. '988-93
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issue istobefound inthis duality. The loadbearing mate
rial issopermeated with air-filled pores that it just exhibits
sufficient load-carrying capacity, while the aircaptured in
the pores, with its poor conduction, provides an insulat
ing effect. So the insulating function always weakens the
loadbearing material, with the ratio of strength to insula
tion needing to bedetermined in each case. The blurred
dividing line between a loadbearing material with insulat-

., ingproperties and...aloadbearing insulation material char
acterises such materials.. Synthe/ill .. building materials,

'especially porous and brittle insulating masonry units, call
forcareful workmanship on site and must always bepro
tected against moisture. Inorder toquaranteethe required
protection from the weather, synthetic building materials
must berendered or treated with a water repellent.

Polyurethane asa loadbearing shell
Another strategy comes to the forein the example de
scribed below. The insulation is nolonger applied to the
loadbearing layer, nor does it imply it; instead, the layer of
insulation is the loadbearing layer.

Rigid insulating materials with a good compressive
strength have been developed for insulating components
subjected tocompression loads, e.g. flat roofs orparking
decks forheavy-goods vehicles. Philip Johnson exploited
this technical development for the architecture of Gate
House inNew Canaan (Massachusetts, USA).

Gate House (a visitors' pavilion forJohnson's "Glass
House") was erected using a complementary method
with the help of conventional materials: insulation, con
crete, reinforcement. However, their interaction is not
easy to decipher. The components do not simply com
plement each other in the finished building nor are they
completely fused. The reinforced layer of insulation func
tions aspermanent formwork fora thin strengthening and
protective layer of concrete. The method of construction

. . . . •

III I I IjI
• • • • • •

Fig.3: Sketches ot wall construction (horizontal sections)
Top: the r1llklPUfoamInsulation betweentwo layersot reinfon:ing mesh
serves aspermanent formwork. Bottom: rigid PO foam Insulatiori panel cov
eredwith twocoatsof Sjl(llyed concrete bothsides
Philip Johnson: Gate House, New Canaan (USA), 1995

used at Gate House is based onan Italian patent which
Johnson's structural engineer, Ysrael A. Seinuk, brought
tohisattention. Normally, this method ofconstruction - in
the form ofpanels made from two parallel layers of rein
forcing mesh and an intervening layer of insulation (rigid
polyurethane foam), the whole covered with athin layer of
sprayed concrete - is used to construct cheap housing.
Unlike corwentional concreting noformwork is required.
In order to erect the complex shqpes required at Gala.
House the horizontal sections through the building were .
built as wooden templates and positioned'with the help
ofascaffold. .

Using these as a guide, similar to the construction
lines on a drawing, the building was assembled from
the prefabricated rigid foam panels. The partly flat, partly
convex, partly concave parts we~e joined together on site
like the pieces ofa puzzle. Atthis point the shape of the
building could still bechanged, a factthat Johnson made
full use of; the opening forthe door was cutout, the sur
faces and edges given the correct form. The first layer of
sprayed concrete stiffened the assembly of panels and
enabled most of the templates and the scaffold to be re
moved. The second layer of concrete gave the wall the
necessary thickness and provided the necessary cover to
the reinforcement. The outcome of this reversal, in which
the formwork is suddenly on the inside, is an apparently
monolithic, thin-wall concrete shell. This method of con
struction inwhich the design can bemanipulated during
the building process renders possible the dream ofplasti
cally deformable, insulated concrete.

Walls of straw
Straw isa pure inSUlating material. However, if you com
press it,itcan become aloadbearing material. Here again,
it is the enclosed pockets of air, not the straw itself, that
create the insulating effect. The development of straw
bale presses began around 1800 in the USA. In those
regions in which grains and cereals were cultivated the
fields were literally covered in "oversized roofing tiles"
following the harvest. It didn't take much fantasy to turn
these elements into temporary shelters.

It transpired that these temporary buildings outlived
their planned period ofusefulness completely unscathed,
indeed even thwarted the extreme summer and winter
conditions of Nebraska, and that a comfortable climate
prevailed inside throughout the year.

Today, this old strategy isgaining favour again, albeit
inthe guise ofsustainable building, e.g. Tscheppa House
in Oisentis (GR}.py)Verner Schmidt. In order to prevent
moisture problems,acqncrete foundation iscast on which
the bales ofstraw and the limberreveals to the openings
are built. The bales ofstraw are assembled ina brick-like
bond. Vertical straps, which have tobe retightened several
times during the brief period of erection, draw the straw



1 Horizontal wooden templates positioned andfixed with the helpofascaffold

3 Finished assembly ofrigid foam panels

MATERIALS - MODULES

I Introduction

2 Rgidfoam pane~ already erected ontheleft

Cut-out forlarge entrance opening (note thedifference between this andoroto 3),
Edges reinforced with additional bars.

5 Bunding coated with thefirst layer ofsprayed concrete

Fig.4: Progress onsite
Pll~ip JoIIlSon: Gate Hoose. New canaan (l.lSA1. 1995

6 Gate House cleaned and prepared ready forpainting
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1 Reveals toopenings mO:mled 00coocrete foundation; fi~ course O!ftraw bales
inposition

3 Posilioning the intemlediate timbeflayer toactasa beanng forthefloorand
""""Is 01 the.-storey; the 'Iel1ica1 strapping is readi~ visible here

Fig.5; Progress 00 site
Werner SChmidt Tscheppa House, Disentis (GAl. 2002

2 Iluftding upthewallwith straw balesina"masonry bond"

4 Structural shell almost complete, oo~ theprotective iayer01 render hasyetto
be applied
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Fig.6: Bum frombales01straw
Simonton House inPurdum, Nebraska (USA}, 1908

bales tightly together and hence consolidate the walls to
such an extent that even two-storey buildings are quite
possible. Intermediate timber boards serve as bearings
forthe joists, beams and reveals ofthe upper storey. Once
the straw house has finally settled, it can be rendered
and hence protected from the ravages of the weather.
Therefore, the inevitable form ofconstruction results ina
building with metre-thick, sculpted walls. The straw wall
seems, quite bychance, tosolve the dilemma sparked by

the oilcrisis. What initially began asan ecological experi
ment, could lead toanewarchitectural style of "Baroque
plasticity". The game has begun.

Further reading ;. "...
- Gottfried Semper: sfr.ftJ'Ie inthe Technical andTectonic Arts:Or. Practical

Aesthetics. Harry Fra'lCis Mallgrave (ed.I, Los Angeles, 2004
Martin Steinmann: DiUnterwA.scIJe KltJMadonna. lecture, 1996,
published within the scope 01 theAIcopor Award 2000.

- Roman Jakollson: Ouestions de poetique, Pans, 1973 English transiahon: Roman
Jakobsen: Onlanguage. Harvard, 1995.

- Jeffrey Kipnis. Philip Johnson: Ivr:hitecIufaI Monographs 110.44, L..-, 1996
- Herbert Grube< andAstrid Grube<: Bauen mitStroh, Staulen, 2000.
- Die SUrJostsclJweiz, "1m Stroh sdlIafen", 27.11.2002.p. 19.
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Fig.7: Dletrict1 SChwarz: house in DomatIEms
(CHI. 1996

,.-.......- ....
Heat IosM5 gains

Rotloction

--.........,.,
eoo.. _ Insulation

Incldent ....~:: =-- ----_T..._..ntin5uIation

Fig.8:Transparent _ il1Stll.tion

Definition
Transparent thermal insulation functions only inconjunc
tion with glass, which protects the insulation from the
weather and, thanks to its transparency, admits daylight
and especially solar radiation. Inside the building the
light is converted into heat and contributes to the space
heating requirement. In addition, transparent thermal in
sulation reduces heat losses from inside to outside and
therefore functions as a thermal insulation. Incontrast to
the majority of customary insulating products. this mate
rial also very frequently remains visible from the outside
behind a pane of glass. Transparent thermal insulation
elements are also permeable to wavelengths of the solar
spectrum other than visible light and do not necessarily
have toemploy clear glass.

Construction (from inside tooutside):
- Protective layer of glass
- Layer of insulation comprising transparent thermal

insulation elements (dense, honeycomb-like capillary
structure of transparent plastic)
Protective layer of glass or solid loadbearing layer, or
rather absorber

How transparent thermal insulation works
Three principal forms gradually appeared inthe evolution
of applications for transparent thermal insulation. These
can be distinguished according to the way in which the
solar energy isused.

Direct gain system
The transparent thermal insulation is employed as an
enclosing element without any wall behind. It is there
fore similar toa light-permeable butnottransparent win
dow element orglass facade. The solar radiation passes
through the transparent thermal insulation directly into
the interior and is converted into heat at the various sur
faces within the interior. The interior temperature changes
almost simultaneously with the temperature,of the sur
faces. Therefore. insummer fixed ormovable sunshades
must beprovided in order to prevent overheating Iii the
interior. ..
Solar wall
In the solar wall system the 'incident solar radiation is
converted into heat on the outside face ofa solid external
wall. Controlled bythe insulating effect ofthe transparent
thermal insulation material, the heat energy flows through
the wall tothe inside face and isthen radiated into the in
terior. Fluctuations inthe outside temperature are tracked
internally butwith adelay. This delay can be influenced by
the material and thickness of the wall.

Thermally decoupled system
In the thermally decoupled system the incident solar ra
diation isconverted into heat atanabsorber surface iso
lated from the interior. The heat is fed either directly into
the interior via a system of ducts. or into a heat storage
medium, which can be part ofthe building itself (e.g. hol
low floor slab ordouble-leaf wall). orpart of the bUilding
services (e.g. pebble bed or water tank). With thermally
isolated storage media the release ofheat into the interior
can be controlled irrespective of the absorber or storage
temperature.

.,~.

Fig.9:Wallconstruction _ transparent
thermal insulation

Fig. 10:Directgainsystem Fig.11:Sotarwall Fig.12: ThennaJIy<tecoupIed system

-----------------~
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Thermal insulation materials...

Fig.13:Glass wool

Fig.17:Rockwoof

FIg.14:cellularglass(foamglass)

FIg.18:Expanded polystyrene (EPS)

Fig.15:Extruded poIysIyrene (X':')

Fig.19:Rigidloam

Fig.16:Wood fibres

~.

...
Fig.20:cellulosefibres
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Insulating material Name oftypical Physical appearance Diffusion resistance index [-] Thermal conductance [W/mK]
product ,bonded joints) 0.06 0.09 012

Inorganic, Mineral fibreglass wool Isover Yellow boards Open todiffusion (J.J. = 1) -synthetic raw materials

Mineral fibrerockwool Flumrae, Rockwool Green-grey boards Open todiffusion (J.J. = 1-2) -
Cellular glass Foamglas Black, hard boards Vapourtqht ' (J.J. = ~) •

Inorganic, Expanded clay Leca Brown granulate

natural raw materials

Organic, Expanded polystyrene (EPS) Styropor (BASF) White, grainy boards Vapourtight" (J.J. = 40-100) •synthetic raw materials

Extruded polystyrene (XPS) Styrofoam Light blue boards Vapourtight" (J.J. = 80-250) •
Rigid polyurethane foam Swisspor White-yellow boards Vapourtight" (J.J. = 6Q-B0) ..
Insitupolyurethane foam Yellow foam •

Organic, Wood fibres Pavatex Medium brown, fibrous boards Open todiffusion (J.J. = 5) -natural raw materials

Cement-bonded wood-wool Heraklith, Schichtex "Spaghetti boards" Open todiffusion (J.J. = 2-7)

Cellulose fibres Isoflae Usually newspaper flakes Open todiffusion (J.J. = 1-2) •
Sheep'S wool doscha, isolena Mats, fleece, felt, lo~ fill Open todiffusion (J.J. = 1-2) -..

s ,

Flax, hemp Fiachshaus Boards, mats, loose fill Open todiffusion (J.J. = 1) -..
Cork Brown, coarse-grained boards Open todiffusion (J.J. = 2-13) •

Fig.21:The various Insulating materials
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I Properties of materials

...and their applications

Price category Remarks

Incombustible insulating material

expensive Can bereused asroad sub-base, raw material: scrap glass

I

- --

,.
--
-

-
-

-
--

-
-
--

--- -
-

-- -

-
--

---

-
--

-
--

-

Loose fill

--

------

--

- -

-

- -

-

--

-Does notrot, ullraviolet radiation causes embrittlement,
can beworked mechanically

Does notrot, ultraviolet radiation causes embrittlement,
can beworked mechanically

Dust must notbeinhaled,
notresistant toultraviolet radiation

The smallest fibres can beinhaled

Fixed with nails, wall anchors, tileadhesive, suitableas substrate
forplaster/render, ceramic products, plasterboard"

Loose fill(tipped orblown)

The smallest fibres can beinhaled

Fine dust during sawing, sheets can bereused

Formaldehyde catalyst, hence recommended forair
hygiene aspects, easily reused

Easily reused (except facade panels), facade insulation
panels readily available

Smell ofmaterial must beconsidered when used indoors

moderate expo

moderate

moderate

moderate expo

moderate ex~:

inexpensive

inexpensive

inexpensive expo

inexpensive

inexpensive

inexpensive expo

"I

i

:
,

I

Source: Reyer. Schild. Vlllkner: Kompendium del Diimmstolfe, Fraunholer IRB Venag, 2000
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Thermal insulation systems
Overview

Insulation
Systems I

Complementary systems
The feature of the complementary system is its hierar
chical functional breakdown into monofunctional compo
nents. The building envelope is divided into layers pro
viding loadbearing, insulating and protection functions,
whereby the development of the individual layers must
becontinuous. Drawing a diagram of the layers helps to
analyse a structure and determine the key details.

Based on the position of the structural elements in
relation tothe layer of insulation, we distinguish between
two different complementary systems:

..

Loadbearing layer inside
- Double-leaf construction inmasonry and/or concrete (1)
- Ventilated construction with lightweight or heavy-

weight cladding (2)
- Rendered external insulation (3)

Synthetic systems
In a synthetic system a single non-hierarchical element
provides multiple functions, e.g. loadbearing and insulat
ing, or insulating and protecting. The building envelope is
either essentially homogeneous (e.g. single-leaf masonry)
or in the form of a "black box" whose components form
an inseparatile composite (e.g. timber panel construction).
.Synthetic systems are often supplemented by comple
mentary.systems because certain details are otherwise
impossible to solve pr~rly \e.g. plinth and wall-roof
junction insingle-leaf masonry). It is therefore not helpful
todraw a diagramof the layers.

Synthetic systems can bedivided into two types:

Compact systems.
- Single-leaf masonry with/without insulating render (5)
- Concrete with insulating properties

Fig.22

Loadbearing layer outside
- Exposed concrete with monolithic or isolated floor

junction (4)
- Facing masonry externally
- Solid timber construction with internal insulation

sandwich systems
- TImber platform frame construction (6)
- Timber panel construction (7)
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Glass - crystalline, amorphous
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Glass

Tibor Joanelly

fig. l:GIIss .. aliquid Inasolidstale
2DPleSIlllIaIions or[Si(4)4 tetrahedra inquartz
glass~ lOld _ crystal (bottom)

I

I
I ..-----

Glass istransparent, hard and precious. These properties
clutter our view of a material that, on closer inspection,
defies aclear physical and phenomenological description.
And it is precisely in this obviously unfocused definition
that glass reveals itsown fascination.

The fact that we can see through glass sets it apart
from other materials, makes it unusual and valuable.
When we speak of glass we usually mean industrially
manufactured glass inthe form ofvessels orwindows. We
forget that, forexample, cellular glass loses itstranspar
ency and hence its"glassiness' during the foaming proc
ess. However, it remains aform ofglass still produced - or
better, recycled - inlarge Quantities. Or glass fibres - this
thread-like material developed to transmit light and data
does not comply with our general idea ofglass either.

Specific technical requirements have led to a huge
variety ofglass products. Sothe word glass more rightly
describes a physical state rather than a clearly defined
molecular material. However, in this chapter we shall
speak of glass mainly in terms of the common under
standing ofthis material and how this can be interesting
forarchitecture.

Compared with itsalmost 5000-year-old history, the
use of glass as a building material is a relatively recent
development. The technology required to use glass in
the building envelope in the form of small panes joined
together was not available until the blowing iron was in
vented by the Romans. However, since that time glass
has been available intwo basic forms. The sheet glass we
produce these days isbased on the principle ofdrawing
out a ribbon of molten glass. In both the ancient tech
nique ofblowing and turning the blowing iron, and today's
method of levelling the glass on a bath ofmolten tin, the
force ofgravity makes a major contribution togiving the
glass itsform. The glass isdrawn out like dough and then
given itsshape.

These technologies contrast with the ancient produc
tion ofglass. Over many thousands ofyears the soft glass
mass, only available insmall amounts, was pressed into
moulds. In order to produce hollow vessels, sand was
placed in the mould and then, after the glass had so
lidified, scraped outagain. Even today, glass objects are
formed bypressing, orbypouring the molten material into
moulds; the majority ofglass vessels and - important for
the development of modern architecture - glass bricks
and blocks are produced inthis way.

Astonishingly, the production ofsuch a variety of dif
ferent glass products isactually due tothe structure ofthe
material itself. Inphysical terms glass is ina solid state,
but itsstructure isamorphous, not crystalline. We speak
ofa liquid inasolidstate. Atthe molecular level acoherent
crystal lattice isnot evident; instead alternating groups of
crystalline and non-crystalline molecules are seen. If we
had to define the nature ofglass, we would have to say

Au.2:Clystaltlne, 8I1IOfllhOuS - the microscopic s1ruC\Uno of glass

that glass represents a dilemma. Accordingly, its use in
ourbuilt environment isalso Janus-like.

Out of theearth intothefire
Glass inan amorphous state isthe best way oflooking at
itsorigins. The essential components ofglass are Quartz
sand, lime and potash or soda. The natural deposits of
Quartz sand appear to make the discovery by mankind
asalmost inevitable; but coincidence must have led toa
mixture ofthe basic constituents inafire which produced
this valuable phenomena. Glass was born out ofthe earth
through fire.

Helmut Federle, together with Gerold Wiederin, created
a work inthe form of the Pilgrim Chapel inLocherboden
that, besides itsreligious significance, symbolises the ori
gin of glass. In their monograph on this chapel, Jaques
Herzog and Pierre de Meuron describe the seemingly raw
glass fragments in the aicove in the rear wall as glass
in its original state: "The pieces of glass light up in all
colours: orange, green, Violet, white and blue. Every frag
ment works asan individual lighting element. There are
heavy pieces lying on top ofone another, and small, deli
cate slivers like indiaphanous Gothic wall constructions
with their intangible appearance. The light generated here
isleaden and dark, light from the earth's core so tospeak,
from acave, an underground gallery. Light, ablazing light,
but one that is restrained with great vigour...'

The Expressionists of the early 20th century, who
celebrated this new building material euphorically, pro
mised us an all-embracing architecture with their pictorial
reference tothe rock crystal, an image that itself had been
derived from the Gothic cathedral. Glass, asthe ancient
primeval material, was able togive substance tothe light
of the new age that was dawning.

The image of the Gothic cathedral is one of rising
upwards from the earth towards God in Heaven, and the
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Fig.4: Expressloni$m
Bruno Taut: glass pa~lion. _00 Exhibition.
Cologne (0),1914

Fig.3:Coloured glass lragmemsas glass "InItsoriginal stale"
Gerok1Wiederin. Helmut Federle: Pilgnm Chapel, tcctertooen (A),1996

architectural use ofglass isclearly visible here. The verti
cal sandstone structures are reduced toa minimum and
the glazing gives the impression ofa finer, crystallised im
age ofthe tracery framing it.We seem tobe able toreach
out and touch the light that penetrates the small panes of
coloured glass, whereas thepointed arches of the stone
structure almost crumble into the backlighting.

Glazed lattice, reflections
As described above, the use of glass in a church with
Gothic tracery also represented an immense technologi
caladvance. Glass was being produced inhuge quantities
never envisaged before, and with the aid ofa new tech
nique, leaded lights, it could bemade useful in the form
of coherent panes. For the first time this valuable mate
rial, which sofarhad mainly been used as ornamentation,
could establish itself as a veritable building material. The
huge church windows also showed glass to be a cam
plementary building material that gives the impression of
a material counterweight to the massive wall. This led to
the assumption that glass, like other building materials,
is subject to the laws of tectonics. However, the tectonic
relationship between the internal flow of forces and the
external form, which is typical of most materials, cannot
beproved to be similar in glass; forglass shows itsinner
workings a priori, or, in the words of Carl B6tticher: "The
artificial shape is the core shape. This means nothing

Ag.5:An:h/tectural useofglass
Pierre de MootretJiI (attributed): Sainte-Chapelle. Paris (Fl,consecrated in 1246

more than that glass generally adopts each shape given
toitand this shape cannot be incompatible with itsnature.
For this reason every attempt todescribe glass intectonic
terms remains metaphorical."

On a microscopic level the surface of glass is finely
notched. Glass is therefore avery brittle material and can
accommodate hardly any tension and due to this fact it
was only used for closing openings until the advent of
toughened glass after the First World War. Exceptions
were the glasshouses of the 19th century, which were
designed insuch a way that the glass inconnection with
the steel structure had a fake, stiffening effect. Due tothe
fact that in the 20th century it became possible to pro
duce larger and larger panes ofglass (at first in the form
of industrially produced plate glass and from the 1950s
onwards float glass) the demand for large-format panes
grew as well. Glass was used quasi-structurally, mainly
to form huge facade areas. As a result of the increasing
use of glass, the massive, architectural object started to
break upand more and more itscore could beenclosed
byathin, transparent skin. Architecture presented itself in
a new way, ina play ofsparkling surfaces.

Very soon even the bracing elements of the glass fa
cade were also made from glass. Italy, first and foremost,
is famous for the huge expanses of glass that have be
come apopular means ofexpression inmodern architec
ture. The architectural language that evolved incidentally
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Fig.6: Syn1hetic building .....Iope
Palm house,IliclonGardens, Budlelgh Safterton (GB), c. 1843

made use of tectonic metaphors, Giuseppe Terragni's
draft for the Danteum in Rome established the - up to
now still unfulfilled - ideal of a sublimated architecture:
the columns ofthis paradise are made ofglass and carry
a lattice ofglass downstand beams which reflect only the
sky, .,

One characteristic becomes obvious here, the one that
distinguishes glass from all other building materials, In
addition to the fact that we can see through glass, the
glass surface also reflects our world, Or the surface steps
back from its own body and the material - despite its
transparency - awakens the impression of mysterious
depth, These two phenomena seem to make glass a
material without characteristics.

Science Fiction
Today, Terragni's ideal-ahouse made completely ofglass
- isconceivable from the technical point ofview. Glass is
no longer justforwindows; it now can be produced and
encoded according to specific requirements, It is quite
probable that soon glass will become able tocarry greater
loads - through reinforcement with films orrelated tech
nologies like ceramising - such that primary structural
parts of buildings will become transparent. Since the
1950s this has been formulated and implemented on the
scale ofthe pavilion, Taking into consideration the fact that
facade technology has already formulated similar objec
tives, there isno obstacle tostop the construction of the

fig. 7:PrIsmatic formand the playof refteclIons
l.u<tNIg Mies wn oerRohe: project fora high-rise building, Friedrichstrasse,
Beltin (0),1919

"all-glass" house, The sublimation ofthe building envelope
will then benearly complete. In this futuristic scenario it
will be possible torealise every imaginable function ofthe
facade with the aid of a sequence of different film lay
ers, Asglass can also direct light it might be possible to
transform the building itself into aninformation medium,
leading toa complete blurring ofthe boundaries between
the virtual ormedia world and our physical world,

The total-media-experience glass building could
transmit moods unnoticed through the optic nerve, But
there isaproblem: as inthe movie "The Matrix" (1999) we
would exist inavirtual space inwhich our needs would be
seemingly satisfied while our physical environment could
be truly miserable. If the "all-glass" building could be
made habitable, e.q. by using carpets (which would be
a real challenge forusarchitects), the futuristic scenario
of total-media-experience architecture described above
would itself become perverted because it would mark the
end of architecture; we would be left solely with mood
design, with synthetic films as information media, I can
imagine aself-polymerising layer ofsynthetic material with
corresponding optoelectronic characteristics which could
be applied toany background inthe form ofaspray,

The near future
Maybe there will be a new chance for the glass brick.
Nowadays, glass is widely used asan insulating material
inthe form ofglass wool orcellular (foam) glass, Thanks
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Fig. 9: Just • pavilion!
Glasbau Hahn: Frankturt (0),1951
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Ag.8: Dematerlalised lattice
Quseppe Terragni: Denteum project, Rome (I),1938-40

to modern production processes it is possible to manu
facture complex bUilding elements in several operations
at acceptable prices - if architectural added-value can
be marketed. So Why should - from the technical point
ofview - astructural, insulating, shaped composite brick
not be feasible?
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Ag.1:A-unclerIJn>und .ltema1ive WOI1d
Film setIn"JamesBood 007 -YooOnlyUveTwice", 1967

Subterranean structures are all around usyet we hardly
notice them:" a situation that, depending onthe circum
stances, we find fascinating, matter-of-course or even
objectionable, Because it is invisible, complete orpartial
lack ofknowledge about an underground structure leads
tosuppositions about the actual conditions, We speculate
about the city beneath the city asa living organism with
the most diverse infrastructures, orinthe form oftraces of
bygone times (e.g. Rome, asthe result ofdestruction and
reconstruction), and hope that "secret" structures such as
fortifications and bunkers lie behind unassuming doors
and hatches. At the same time, modem underground
building work inEurope - and in Switzerland specifically
- is an expression of a spatial expansion that attempts
to preserve our familiar urban landscape, So in exist
ing structures, whose architectural value is to be found
not least in the interaction between the building and its
external spaces, new space requirements are fulfilled with
"invisible", te. subterranean, interventions, The same fate
awaits those structures that are regarded bythe general
pUblic as a"necessary evil", concessions toamodern way
oflife, e,g, basement garages.

What I shall try to do here is to assign the charac
teristics of underground structures tovarious categories:
on the one hand, in terms of their relationship with the
topography, and, on the other, according to the applied
principles of creating enclosed spaces. I shall deal with
the specific conditions, options and restrictions that
accompany building underground, I shall repeatedly pose
the,fOllowing Questions: "How dowe experience the sub
terranean world?" "Which concepts are intrinsic tothis?"
"Where are additional measures required?"

The substructure Inthesuperstructure
Today, inour latitudes every building activity, even those
"purely" above ground, starts with an excavation. What
we mean bydoing this istofound the building on afrost
resistant material capable of carrying the weight of the
construction, The easiest way ofachieving this - and one
which is linked with the advantage ofcreating additional
space - is to provide a basement ora cellar, We dig out
the ground to form a larg8.cpit and, ina first step, enable

.the construction ofsubterranean SQlIce aCq9rding to the
principles of building above ground. Effecting the design
is the following distinction, whether the building fills the
excav«ion completely, which means that of the sides
of the excavation must be appropriately secured (e.g.
timbering), or whether the building - even after com
pletion - is positioned as an autonomous edifice

Rg.4:~ buIIdIntIln """"'"'"'" styte
Top (from left10r1ghQ: I!loexcawtion thatremains open - withthe spoilusedto
form anenctosIng wall - excawtion backfilled
Bottom: possiblerelationships _ ..-ueture andsupe<structure

detached from the sides of the excavation, and so the
subsoil exerts no pressure on the walls. The latter
approach enables an identical form of construction to
be used for both substructure and superstructure, and
simultaneously simplifies natural ventilation and day
lighting issues. The substructure component in the su
perstructure still poses the Question of the relationship
between the parts above and below ground. And this con
cerns not only the vertical component, which manifests
itself inthe number ofstoreys above and/or below ground,
but also the horizontal expansion. Inother words, we have
astructure that, depending on the "depth ofpenetration",
exhibits more orfewer basement storeys, but also abase
ment extending over alarger area than the storeys above.
What we see atground level istherefore .frequently only a
fraction ofthe entire structure - asif itwere asubmarine
at anchor with only the conning-tower protruding above

Ag. 3:l1lo intIlmat layouts 01_and have-.oped Inclependentty 01each _ but stiRusa• common columngrid.
Roland _: Hollmann-La Roche staffaccommodalioo, Basel (Oil, 1971
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Tadao Ando: VItra seminar Hoose. weii(Il).1993
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Ag. 7: fictitious f8mlinbuikl-upbyPlene lDelIy
Pantheon. Rome (I),MJ116-26
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the water. We can therefore assume that the majority of
flat roofs are not be found on buildings but rather over
apparently firm soil in the form of roads, plazas and gar
dens and inthis way remain "invisible".

The relationship with the"overworld"
Subterranean space quickly reminds us of damp grot-

-c toes with gloomy lighting conditions. But are such images
still relevant today when we consider modem methodsjlf
construction and contemporary architectural briefs? Orily
a few forms ofuse that are met with underground really
have totake place underground. The possible reasons for
going below ground level were mentioned i~e introduc
tion; mostly, they reflect the external perception desired
(streetscapellandscape). Insuch cases the interior gains
nothing extra forbeing underground. On the contrary, the
reduced options for admitting daylight are regarded as
a disadvantage. As a result, the type of lighting and the
degree of contact with the outside world, or rather the
world above ground, the "overworld", becomes adecisive
criterion forcontemporary subterranean structures.

Here, we see the contrast between overhead light
ing through openings in the ceiling/floor above and tat
era� lighting through perforated walls. Interior spaces of
any size may be positioned in front of these perforations
- openings orwalls completely "missing". The spectrum
ranges from Iightwells with minimum dimensions tolarger
external spaces that frequently are also accessible. The
relationship between these external spaces and the "over
world" fluctuates between amere visual link and a physi
cally usable space continuum. Points of reference such
as buildings, trees and people situated within the field of
vision help us to grasp the subterranean external space
for what it is, whereas the physically usable connection
between "overworld" and "underworld" generates an in
terweaving ofspaces - either with the aim ofbringing the
surroundings down below ground, or taking the subter
ranean use upwards into the streetscape orlandscape. In
contrast to Iightwells, which - as their name suggests 
merely serve toadmit daylight, patio-type external spaces
also bring the weather below ground and counteract the
feeling ofconfinement often associated with underground
buildings. We therefore question another aspect of our
experience of underground spaces: the isolation - when
an interior space isperceived as being unaffected bythe
weather, the seasons or other events. A good example
isa military bunker, whose independence is further em
phasised byhaving itsown power supply. Recording stu
dios and rehearsal facilities that have to be cut off from
the outside world acoustically, or wine cellars in which a
constant climate is vital, provide further examples. The
consequences of exclUding the outside world are me
chanical ventilation and artificial light; the latter - like the
provision of rooflights - can also be regarded asintrinsic

to the nature ofsubterranean spaces. But this applies to
enclosed spaces above ground too and, generally, toall
introverted spaces, something that Pierre Zoo1ly demon
strates impressively with his modified sectional drawing
ofthe Pantheon, where he continues the terrain uptothe
oculus. Sodowe need traces of incoming water on the
walls in order to experience the space below ground as
subterranean? r

fig. 8: AnunpIInI<s the IJIIdIIrlJumd entnlnc:e withthe surrounding slnlel _.
Renzo Piano. Richard Rogers: centre PompIdou, Paris (fl, 1977

Topographical concepts
Detaching ourselves from aesthetic or, indeed, even ideo
logical aspects, building underground - like any other
form of building - has itsorigins in mankind's need for
shelter and protection. Protection from the vagaries of
the weather (sunshine, rain, wind, etc.) orother people or
animals. Starting with the actual relevance of these dan
gers and taking into account the given topographical and
geological conditions, the possibilities range from caves
(natural, reworked orman-made) to depressions to soil
covered elevations.

Caves - the solid prehistoric huts
Natural caves or crags were shelters for humans that
did not require any special skills to render them habit
able. The spatial experience ofthe solid construction was
therefore a solution that was associated with the need for
shelter and protection long before humans had learned
to use tools to work stone. Closures made from animal
skins and woven twigs and branches, frequently reus
able furnishings among nomadic peoples, were additions
whose technologies (e.g. woodworking) gradually evolved
to become significant components of simple construc
tion m~tbods. If caves had to be hollowed out first, the
builders chose geological situations that promised easy
working, although these usually involved materials with a
lower strength. Even today then ill constructing galleries
and insome cases caverns we still use methods inwhich
timber orsteel assemblies are inserted orslid forward in
line with progress underground tosupport the remaining
subsoil. In the simplest case this involves strengthening
the surface to prevent collapse. However, in the case of
loose or soft materials this can even become a tempo
rary or permanent primary supporting structure which is



Rg. 9: ExploItIng It1eavailable'-"'PhY
Ancient amphI1hea1re inSlra1Ds (GIll. c.500Be.
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replaced by orencased ina loadbearing concrete lining.
Depending on the thickness ofthe material that separates
the subterranean spaces from ground level, it is only a
small step toopen-cut orcut-and-cover working, inwhich
aloadbearing structure iscovered with soil only after be
ing completed.

Basically, the cave represents that form of under
ground building forwhich the topography is only impor
tant in terms of access and, possibly, daylighting. It is
frequently a by-product, e.g. in the extraction of natural
resources, or is chosen because of climatic or acoustic
conditions that are found only atacertain depth.

Foundation - Plinth
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Depressions - adaylighting concept
Depressions can have connections to other spaces or
form their own space. These latter spaces are those topo
graphical depressions suitable for use as, for example,
sleeping-places in the open air shielded from the wind
- the most primitive form of human shelter. Amphithea
tres, like the one in Stratos, exploit the natural, pitlike
topography in order to create terracing for spectators
with a minimum of reworking, with the floor of the "pit"
becoming the stage, the arena. Man-made depressions

FIg.IO:~andstalrs(lstftoo<)

Typical village, Xi-an region. China

represent another concept for introducing light and air
into adjoining subterranean interior spaces, in some
cases also providing access to these. The settlements in
the Xi-an region ofChina with their sunken courtyards are
an ideal example ofthe multiple use ofdepressions: they
form an entrance courtyard for the adjoining chambers,
provide these with daylight and also serve ascommunal
areas orliving quarters. These generously sized, normally
square depressions are, like galleries, the starting point
forhorizontal space development Which, through further
excavation, enables the creation of further rooms at any

Fig. II: Sec!JrinO underground gallerieS withtimbef, enIarge<l upon provtsIon
oflt1ellnlrl
Tunnel cross-sections through AIbuIa raHway line

time. It is therefore conceivable that rooms are initially
excavated on just two sides, with the other two sides be
ing used only when the need for more space oragrowing
family makes this necessary.

Viewed from above, Bemard Zehrfuss' extension to
the UNESCO complex inParis isnothing other than one of
these aforementioned Chinese villages. Looked at more
closely, however, we can see that the principles hehas
employed follow different functional, structural and urban
planning concepts. Whereas in China the depressions
mark the start of the building process, in the Zehrfuss
concept they are merely undeveloped "leftovers". The
UNESCO complex was built using conventional super
structure methods inacut-and-cover procedure. Ifunder
ground building isnecessary for climatic reasons insome
cases, in others it is the surrounding built environment
that forces an "invisible" extension.

Rg. 12:Top: UNESCO main~ IJriginaHy withanopen plaza; bottom:
Iatef underground.-withccu1yards
Marcel Br....-. Bernard ZeMuss. PierLuigi Nervi: lHSCO.Paris (fl, 1958
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Ag.13:Spoit used toIonn anembankment,
asnolsobarrier and to provide access to
_rftoor
Frttz Haller. BeIIad1 sctlooI, Solo1tlUm (CH), 1959

Ag.14:nmbor Irwno CO'I8I'8d withpeat
long house, Iceland

Ag.15:The_Ing becomes the topography.
Bearth & Oepiazes: Carmenna chair-Uft. Arosa (CH),
2000
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The main building, which Zehrfuss designed in 1958
with Breuer and Nervi, takes on aparticular position within
the urban environment: tothe north itembraces the Place
deFontenay inhighly contextual fashion, whereas to the
east and west - adhering to the principles ofModernism
- it leaves large open areas, the buildings on which form
a sporadic, small-scale, random composition. The under
ground extension managed to preserve the volumetric
relationships; however, the character of.the external
spaces underwent a major transfonnation. 1t.iS ther*re
wrong tosay that subterranean interventions always allow
the urban constellation toremain intact. ..
Elevations - man-made topography
In the examples up tonow underground space was cre
ated byremoving material: directly inthe case ofthe cave,
indirectly in the case of structures built in open excava
tions. Elevations, on the other hand, require the addition
of material - in the ideal case spoil (excavated material)
that isnot removed from the site but instead retained for
shaping the land.

Fritz Haller's Bellach SChool at Solothurn (1959-60)
shows usthe potential inherent inexcavated material, not
inthe sense ofunderground building directly but rather in
the form ofa concept that can be applied to this. Along
side the school an embankment has been built which pro
tects against noise and provides access tothe upper floor
ofthis building (which has nointernal staircases).

Agiven topographical situation often invites the crea
tion of subterranean spaces above ground level: an ad
ditional hill is added to an undulating landscape, or an
existing elevation israised. Military hospitals orreservoirs
function inthis way. Indoing so, the reservoir, for instance,
benefits from the elevated position (pressure), is less ex
posed toclimate-related temperature fluctuations (owing
tothe enclosing earth embankment), and isless ofa "dis
ruption" in the surrounding rural or urban landscape. In
both cases - military hospitals and reservoirs - a gently
rolling meadow blurs the underlying geometry.

Besides the strategy of incoherence between inside
and outside as atraditional form ofcamouflage, an alter
nating effect isdesired inother cases: interior and exterior

Ag.16:Sllhoue1te of folded roofogalnstoutlineof mountainsIn background
Bearth & DepIazes: Carmenna chair·lift. Arosa lCHJ. 2000

appearance have an impact oneach other. This is very
evident at the valley station of the Garmenna chair-lift in
Arosa (Bearth & Deplazes). The gently undulating topog
raphy has been transformed into a folded roof form. On
the entrance side the folds appear tomirror theoutline of
the mountain peaks inthe distance. However, the longer
thedistance between the folds onthe roof, theless dis
tinctive is the separation- between the man-made and
the natural topography. The soil covering changes the
folds into vaults, an8 on three sides the rooi surfaces
blend with therising and falling terrain. On the mountain
side the chair-lift itself an,d the opening through which it
enters the interior of the "hill"are the only evidence of
thisartificial topography.

Ag.17:Thechoice of matertalsand Ionn allow the building tomotd1the
landscape.
Skogar open airmuseum. Iceland

While in Arosa the fusion with the landscape was a
key element inthe designer's intentions, it isalmost aby
product in the grass-covered peat buildings of Iceland.
Owing to the lack of suitable clay forthe production of
roof tiles, roofs have been covered with peat since Ice
land's settlement in the 9th century. Grass grows on the
peat roofs and the ensuing dense network of roots torms
an interwoven, water-repellent layer, which is adequate
waterproofing inareas with low rainfall (approx. 500 mm
p.a.). However, the durability of the waterproofing func
tion is directly dependent onthe pitch ofthe roof. If it is
too steep, the rainwater drains too quickly, which means
the peat dries outand develops cracks during periods of
little rainfall. On the other hand, if the pitch is too shal
low, the water seeps through. The peat also regulates the
moisture level and assumes various storage functions.
A simple timber roof structure (cf. steel frame tovalley
station in Arosa) serves as a supporting framework for
the peat, which is prevented from sliding down the roof
slope by the solid external walls. These "green" roofs
among the gently undulating landscape look like knolls,
whereas the moss-covered brown peat walls recall age
ological fault. So the integration isnot due tothe fact that
grass has been laid like a carpet over the structure, but
rather through the adaptation of given conditions - the
texture of the landscape as well asitsrhythm. Examples
can be seen in the villages in the valleys of Engadine or
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Fog. 19:The_ roddace was_ here

tocreatewt1alappears tobe a man-madeblock.
AbuSimbeI Temple. Egypt

Ticino, where the houses are built exclusively of stone.
It isa local stone and forms, asmonolithic rockface or
loose boulders, the backdrop forthe houses and retain
ing walls made from the very same stone; the transitions
are fluid. The situation is very similar with Baiao House
by Eduardo Souto de Moura, where the rubble stone
facades on either side seem to become retaining walls
forthe neighbouring hillside, and thetransition between
roof and terrain isunnoticeable.

fig. 18:-.,g01building andtopographywttl1 (retaining)walls
Eduardo Souto de Moura: Baiao House. Baiao (Pl,1991-93

Ifwhat wehave here isthe naturalness ofman-made
constructions, then it is the reverse inconstructions like
the Abu Simbel Temple, where atthe entrance stand four
figures 20mhigh which were carved outofthe rock, i.e.,
the artificiality ofthe natural.

Concepts for creating spaces
Inthe foregoing the actual construction process forsub
terranean structures was mentioned only as an aside.
Inthe following I shall look at the principles forcreating
space - from the properties of the single room right up
tothe three-dimensional development of internal layouts
- that arise owing tothe special conditions and possibili
ties that building below ground level open upforus.

Geological concepts
The geological relationships influence the formation of

space on various levels. For instance, the dissimilar prop
erties ofadjacent rock strata can steer the space develop-

fig. 20:_In lull stone,Naples
Trapezoidal (Ief1) andeliptical(right) cross-sectoos asstruetural~ ideal forms

ment insuch away that the chosen stratum isthe one that
can be worked more easily (e.g. soft sandstone instead of
limestone). Consequently, the actual position ofa space
ora sequence ofspaces can be defined by the economic
aspects of the geology. Inthis case a change inthe stra
tum may inthe end form the boundary toour underground
expansion; depending on the structure of the adjoining
rock, however, the load-carrying: capacity and theassoci
ated unsupported spans can also limit the dimensions of

. our underground rooms. Inthe simplest case we remove
only that amount of the "soft" rock necessary to leave
walls or pillars supporting the overlying, more or less
horizortal rock strata exclusively incompression without
any additional structural means. If the vertical distance
between the hard strata is insufficient, we are forced to
work the overlying rock into structurally beneficial shapes
such as arch-shaped, trapezium-shaped or elliptical
vaults or domes in order to create larger spans. Faced
with the reverse situation (strata too farapart), the spatial
development isSUbject only tothe conditions ofone type
ofrock. Of course, here again - within homogeneous geo
logical conditions - larger spans are achieved by raising
the roof.

Fig.21:Creatingopen space In solidrod<
Left: soft rod< - shortspans witharches
centre: hard rod< - shortspans without arches
Right: hard rad< -large span witharch

So the architectural vocabulary can reflect the struc
tural options, on the one hand, but can also, on the other,
attest to the construction process. That might be drilled
holes for jemmies, orrounded corners due tothe circular
movements of the human arm when removing material
with apickaxe.

The spread of "geological concepts' during the pre
industrial age was linked directly with rock properties such
as ease ofworking and high strength. From that viewpoint,
loess (a marlaceous sand) isideal; indeed, it gave rise to
a tradition ofunderground building inthe Stone Age that
is~tinfound today, primarily inChina (Henan valley). Other
~j(amples of this can be found in the Matmata region of
Tunisia and inGaudix (Granada province), Spain.

On the other hand, the creation of interior spaces
within harder rock formations has only been possible,
with reasonable effort since the introduction ofdynamite
(1867) and mechanical mining methods. Admittedly, the
Egyptians were constructing extensive rock tombs inthe
Valley of the Kings aslong ago as about 1500 BC, and in
the Middle Ages a number ofchurches were hewn com
pletely outofrock inEthiopia. This latter example extends
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Fig. 23:ALalibela Chun:l1, Elt1lopia, c.1400
Therock has beenworked on allsides tocreate
monolithic walls and columns.

Foundation - Plinth
IntroductionI

Fig.22:CIasslficalIon or Elt1iop1an roct<-hewn churches
From lefttoright: buin-up cave church, rock-hewn cave church, rock-hewn mono
Ihhic church

from hollowing outtheinterior toexposing the church on
allsides, where the removal ofmaterial leaves monolithic
walls standing which in turn support the overlying rock
forming the roof. Protected bythe enclosing rock forma
tions, these churches are difficult tofind, but*lvertheless
exhibit the sort of facades we would expect to see on
free-standing churches,

Today, the working of coherent masses of rock is
mainly carried out to extract the rock itself, to provide
access to deposits of natural resources (e,g. coal, salt,
etc.), orto remove obstacles (e,g, tunnel-building orcon
ventional mining). Contemporary examples in which the
specific properties ofthe rock are used directly are much
rarer, One ofthese properties isthe high storage capacity
ofrock; incombination with the underground location and
hence the independence from the influences ofdaily and
seasonal climatic variations this property offers tempera
ture conditions that can becreated and maintained with a
minimum oftechnology.

This fact is exploited, for example, in the Great
Midwest Underground (Kansas City, Missouri) - a sub
terranean cold store, warehouse and production facili
ties, with a floor area totalling nearly 300 000m2. This
example is mainly interesting because, in addition to
the storage characteristics of the rock, its good load
carrying capacity was also exploited tothe full. As with the
aforementioned rock churches, the hollowing-out process
produces a monolithic structure (a regular grid of pillars)
that need nofurther strengthening.

Fig.24:MonoIiIt1ic pillarsmeasuring 7.50x 7.50mon19.5m Orid
Great Midwest Underground, started andcootinually e"ll'lllded since1940,
Kansas City(Missooi,USA)

Constructional concepts
One decisive factor - and herein lies a considerable dif
ference to building above ground - istheearth pressure
that acts on a substructure permanently and from sev
eral sides. In this context we can distinguish between
two types of construction: autonomous systems, which
can simply withstand the pressure, and complementary

, systems,' which fUFlctiononly in the presence of exter
nal forces. This latter effect can be seen at the'lombs in
Monte Alban insouth-eastern Mexico, where the slabs of
rock forming the roof are notsufficiently stable without the
load and theresistance of the overlying soil.

Ag.25:Thecourtyanlls a centralelement and canhavea1_ anynumber
or c:hambenI onall8Idos.
left:Luoyang, Henan vaJIey (China); right: Matmala (TUIlisia)

We can divide autonomous systems further into those
where the loadbearing elements have an active cross
section oractive form. If the size ofa component issuch
thatit - obeying thelaws ofgravity - is itself stable and
the horizontal forces present can be carried within its
cross-section, we speak of an active cross-section, On
the other hand, we can build a more slender structure
when the shape of the loaded component corresponds to
theflow of the internal forces (element with active form).
From this point ofview, vaults (cf. tunnels) are ideal struc
tures, the principle of which can beturned through 90°
to form an "arched" retaining wall. Like the wall to the
tank compound at the aluminium works in Chippis, the
plasticity ofa series of curved shells allows ustodeduce
the forces thatare atwork. However, ashallow curvature

FIg.26:Solidroct< hollowedout10craate a cold slonland-.....
Great Midwest Unde<ground, started inandcootinually expanded since 1940,
Kansas City(Missouri, USA)
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Fig.28: Retaining wallwith "an:t1"1orm to
restst ear1hpressure
TanI< compound. aluminium wOOls. Chippis (CHl

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~~

Fig.29:RetaInIng waltwith "an:t1"1orm
Schematic plans (from top IIIbottom):
• simple"an:t>ls"
• additional ribsproYide greater Ioad-canying
capacity
- agreater -rise" also imprOYeS theload-carrying
capacity

guarantees only their buckling resistance, not their stabil
ity. That would require additional ribs, an increase in the
"rise" ora whole ring ofshells. Structures with an active
form are generally more labour-intensive, butrequire less
material and render visible the forces within the structure,
while structures with an active cross-section consume

Fig.27:Large-lormalstoneslabs leaningagalnst eac:lI oU1er and wedged
Intothe soli
Tombs fplan andsectiool inMoore _. Mexico

more materials and "deny" the flow ofthe forces, butare
usually easier - and hence cheaper - toconstruct.

Structures with an active cross-section also help to
stabilise excavations, an aspect that is always relevant
below acertain depth. Ifthe area ofthe excavation isonly
small, it can be secured with a (welded) ring of walings.
If the comer-to-comer distance is too great, the walings
themselves must be braced. This can be done with ground
anchors provided there are noadjacent buildings or un
derground services inthe way. The walings can be omitted
byincreasing the number ofanchors. But the reverse is
also true: the anchors can be omntedif the bUilding under
construction is called upon to help stabilise the excava
tion. Christian Kerez's competition entry forthe extension
to the Freudenberg Canton SChool in Zurich-Enge dem
onstrates avery obvious concept - and one which applies
generally tobuilding underground. Initially, the plan layout
seems to be rather random, but upon closer inspection
we realise that this isthe maximum usable area between
existing structures and trees. The outline includes cranks
and curved segments which appear tobe elaborate and
expensive. But the proposed wall of contiguous bored
piles means that the geometry ofthe building isirrelevant
because the connections between the piles always remain
the same regardless ofany change ofdirection. Inother
words, whether the wall isstraight orcurved is irrelevant
toitsconstruction.

Furthermore, walls ofcontiguous bored piles can carry
vertical loads (in contrast to sheet piling); iNhich means
they can secure the sides of the excavation and also act
as external walls in the finished structure. Kerez exploits
this property and uses the main floor slab, carried by the
piles, to brace the piles and thus eliminate the need for
any ground anchors.

Informal concepts
Actually, building underground allows us to create "un
controlled", additive, rambling interior layouts because
there is no visible external face. By this we mean the
provision of rooms and spaces without the effects of the
customary external "forces". There is no urban planning
context, which asa parameter influencing the form pre
defines a certan building shape to fit a certain plot, nor

Rg.30:Aseemll11llY random1orm,but " reftects the treesand adjoining
buildings above ground
Christian Kerez: Freudenberg canton 5c!looI project.Zurich (CH). 2002

are aesthetic factors relevant, which have an influence on
the three-dimensional manifestation ofevery project that
develops from inside to outside. For there is no external
form that has to be "attractive". Despite this great de
sign freedom, the majority ofcontemporary subterranean
structures are simply "boxes", and only forced todeviate
from this byinfrastructure (services), plot boundaries and
geological conditions because economic parameters gen
erally call for simple shapes. Projections and re-entrant
corners only enlarge the building envelope and involve
elaborate details. Merely incross-section, where storey
high set-backs render aterraced excavation possible, the
sides ofwhich need not be secured against slippage (e.g.
timbering, ground anchors), are such forms economic.

The term "informal concept" is an expression covering
all those structures whose properties are due neither to
geological nor technical/constructional parameters, but
rather reflect the fact that we cannot see them. Compact
boxes, rambling interiors (internal forces) and partly"dis
torted" containers (external forces) fall into this category.
Frequently, the lack of rules is the sole rule - atleast the
absence of such rules that can be derived from building
below ground.
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fig. 31:waJI of contlguoos bored piles
Evely socood pileis inslalled firstand the interme·
diaIll spaces filled wItt1 cooaete afterwards; the
soilprovides the lormWlXl<.

Fig.32:"Vau11ed" walls- asa Ioadbeating
s1ructure withanacti.. 10nn-10 resisteartl1
pressure
JIm lJ1zoo: museum pruject, Silkeborg (01<), 1963

Foundation - Plinth
Introduction I

The rambling interior layout unites a wide range of
the most adverse conditions. Sometimes it is the result
of optimum space and/or operational requirements;
sometimes it isan unavoidable consequence ofa regular
need foradditional space which has tobe met by under
ground means owing to restrictions above ground, or in
other cases when a scarcity of space becomes evident
even at the planning stage butthe provisiOn of another
basement storey is seen as disproportionate to the re
quirements. The additional underground rooms 'are added
where they are required or wherever seems most suit
able, forwhatever reason, So the rambling interior layout
would seem to represent an"anything goes" pragtllatism
butalso aprecisely controlled arrangement. Informal, l.e,
notgovemed byrules, also means that responses to ex
ternal forces, like the underground services orchanging
geological conditions mentioned above, depend on each
individual situation.

Conclusion
Jern Utzon's Silkeborg Museum project (1963) isagood
example of how to unite a number of the themes dealt
with above, These result in a more or less expansive
interior layout with a series or interlacing of "room con
tainers". The onion-shaped shells brace each other; as
structures with an active form, their dimensions and the
degree of curvature - on plan and in section - reflect
the flow ofthe forces atwork, The changes inthe cross
sections can be seen clearly at the openings, Together
with the overhead lighting and the physical experience
of immersion (the route through the museum), both of
which - as already explained - are not necessarily linked
exclusively with building underground, the Silkeborg
Museum, had it been built, would have embodied the
"underworld" inconceptional and spatial terms unmistak
ably and without any romantic transfiguration,
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Fig.33:settingouta newbuilding

Basic geographical data
In Switzerland digital data from the surveys done by
state authorities isavailable forvirtually the whole coun
try. (Grid of XJY coordinates, origin at Bern Observatory:
600 000 000 rnI200 000 000 m.) Switzerland's state
surveying authority bases its information on triangulation
- a three-dimensional representation comprising a large
number ofadjacent triangular areas. The most important
level ofinformation gained from the official surveys isthe
real-estate details. These describe the network of par
cels (plots of land). These plots are limited (surrounded)
by boundary points. Boundary lines join the individual
boundary points. Every element (permanent control point,
boundary stone, Polygon point, anchor point, corner of
building, ground cover, individual object, etc.) has been
recorded numerically. This means that they are fixed using
XJY coordinates. For permanent control points the height
above sea level Zisalso known. The official surveys form
the basis for the federal land registers.

Ag.34:C8daSttaI map(blockplanshowing parcels)
settingouta building With four local reference points

Setting-out
Once the design has been submitted to the authorities
forapproval, the new: building must be marked out with
special poles. The basic form of the building (including
projections and re-entrant corners), the shape ofthe roof
(indication of eaves at junction with facade) and, if re
quired, the outline ofany later landscaping must be read
ilyvisible.

The structure is setout starting from t\1e boundary
points (boundary lines) using the boundary clearance ~[

dimensions. A surveyor is usually called in for urban
projects these days. He orshe will set outthe coordinates
ofthe.,lanned structure as calculated inthe design office
and drive pegs into the ground to indicate the intentions
of the planners. This setting-out work takes place. based
on the permanent control points available from the official .
surveys.

The data prepared in the design office is loaded into
the tacheometer (measuring instrument). The orienta
tion on site depends on the local reference points orthe
church spires visible. The coordinates are called upon
the tacheometer and converted into angles and distances.
The tacheometer issetupatasuitable point on the site. At
least two local reference points are required tocomplete
the setting-out. The surveyor's assistant with the reflec
tor(reflective staff, tomeasure distances) approaches the
desired point until heorshe isjust afew centimetres from
the target. Instead of the reflector, a peg is then driven
into the ground.

GPS (Global Positioning System) methods may be used
forsetting-out if the horizon is relatively free ofobstacles
(trees, buildings). Inorder to calculate the exact lengths
of the poles, the surveyor is appointed to determine the
ground levels during the setting-out procedure. This nor
mally represents only a little extra work. A height-above
-sea-level reference inthe vicinity ofthe new structure is
helpful sothat the contractor can establish the necessary
levels ata later date.

Following the setting-out, the level of the base ofthe
excavation and the angle ofthe sides ofthe excavation are
determined. The edge of the excavation can be marked
with loose gravel or spray paint. The contractor can then
commence with the excavation work.

Fig.35:
Permanent control point

Fig. 36:- Fig.37:
BoundaIystooe priortoinstallation

Ag.38:
Boondary stoneinstalled

Fig.39:
Boondary point(pin) in__
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Excavations
The movement ofmasses ofsoil isan activity that isdif
ficu�t to predict. the details ofwhich are normally planned
bycivil engineers and geologists. Using the results of a
soil survey (boreholes). the anticipated quantity ofmaterial
tobe excavated and the strength ofthe subsoil can be de
termined. Afterwards, a decision can be made regarding
the best type offoundation forthe structure.

The earthworks contractor initially removes the upper
most layer oftopsoil and vegetation (approx. 30cm) with
a tractor shovel and retains some ofthis material on site.
Afterwards, the actual excavation work begins instages.
If there is room on the site or in the immetliate vicinity,
excavatedmaterial (spoil) is retained forbackfilling at a
later date because the transport ofspoil isexpensive and
should be avoided wherever possible.

Working with the excavation plant (excavator. tractor
shovel, etc.) isaskilled job: the operators have towork to
an accuracy ofafew centimetres

Once the required depth has been achieved. the base
of the excavation iscovered with a blinding layer of lean
concrete (grade PC 150, approx. 5cm). The lean concrete
provides a clean base on which to mark out underground
services orthe foundations. However, on rocky ground the
layer of blinding may notbe necessary.

The excavation should generally beabout 60cm larger
than theoutline ofthe building allround; 60cm provides
an adequate working space forthe contractor. The angle
of the sloping sides to the excavation (and if necessary
stabilising measures) depends on the properties of the
soil. The angle must also be chosen torule out slippage or
collapse and hence guarantee the safety ofpersons work
ing in the excavation. Depending on the weather condi
tions and the hydrostatic pressure (slope run-off water or
groundwater), any water must be drained away according
tothe regulations.

..'
Fig.d: Sd1ematicsection th~~ ex~

I I

FIg. 42:Sd1ematic planofexcavation (sOOwIng slopingsldes)

Profile boards
Once the layer ofblinding has been completed. the profile
boards are set up. The main grid lines oroutside faces of
the structural shell are established with wires and bricks.
The setting-out is the responsibility of the architect and
is subsequently checked by the surveyor. By that, heor
she refers once again to the existing permanent control
points. The surveyor marks the building lines on the profile
boards (tolerance ±5 mm). With the help of plumb bobs
the plan layout isprojected onto the blinding layer of lean
concrete. The location of the building is thus fixed. Work
can now begin on the drains orthe ground slab.
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Influences
Mechanical, biological and chemical effects:

The brief
"The contact between the building and the ground de
termines both the transfer of loads into the subsoil and
the interface with the topography... Inthe simplest case
the foundation to a building is a direct consequence of
the decisions that were invested inthe constructional re
lationships above ground. But as soon as the terrain inthe
subsoil region presents difficulties due to itstopography
orgeology, we must react tothese circumstances."

'Extract_ HeinzRooner. _tnJIdIonim Kontexf desa_
En_. Haus-Socl<el, Basel.1991.

Loads
Settlement

Earth pressure

Moisture

..

dead and imposed
compression ofthe subsoil during and
after the construction process
forces acting (primarily horizontally) on
the underground walls
inthe atmosphere (precipitation)
on the ground (splaslling)
inthe ground (moisture, frost, ground
water)
inthe building (vapour diffusion)

I

4 - 5

J
s-,..... J

IJ\
" I I I 7

Rg.44:Load_
1 Deadandimposedloads
2 Bending moment at floor SlJIlllOf1
3 Bearing pressure at support
4 Earth pressure. hydrostatic pressure
5 Foondation load
6 Spread01load
7 Ground pressure (unde!sJde of foundation)

j
~

j
~

~ ~
'3 ~ '3 ~

~ ~
1U ~ 1U ~

l l '--'--

Rg.45:Stemwallto providelnlst protection
Nodirect structural function; prevents water seeping below Ire ground s1ati wittlinthedepth subject 10frostheave; up10BOO m above sealevel frostline=eo embelow
surtace: athigher altitudes 1110 O.e. 120emat 1200m above sea level)

Pad_
discrete

S1rtp looting
linear

Ran foundation
planar

Rg. <46: SIIalIow _ Rg. 47:Deepfoundation
usedwilenthe Ioad-carrv;ng capacity of Ire subsoil ~ used wilenIre 1oad-<:arrjWlg capacllyof the subsoil is
coosis\ent; depthofloundation ="depth at riskof frost inconsistent Ofinadequate nearIre surtaee; depth of
heave"(an_: PfO'ide stem waif) foundation =depth of_ring stratum

Rg. 48:.The_ projectbeyond the rtsIng structuralmember
a) tospreadIre load
b)toprovidea finm. level base fOf lonmwor1< (components in contact wittlIre soilarepractical~ always in
coocrete these days)
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Insulation on cold side, inner skin loadbearing
(normal case)
As a rule, all "underground components" forfoundations
are constructed these days inreinforced concrete.

Raft .. "
Building below ground level

Building supported on raft foundation
Thickening below walls with higher loads
Change ofmaterial from building toperimeter insulation
Problem at base of wall: thermal insulation interrupted
(heated basement)

164
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r ..,

Stem wall (frost proloc1Ion). foonwor1< to
both sides (ground slab= toundationl fig. 50

fig. 51

Strip footing, stem wall (frost protection)
Building atground level (= nobasement)

Building supported on strip foundations inthe case of:
a) loadbearing strata atlower level
b) airspace (enables floor construction without
damp-proof membrane)

Underside ofstrip footing down tofrost line
Stem wall necessary when building supported on ground
slab
Change ofmaterial from building to perimeter insulation
Problem atbase ofwall: thermal insulation interrupted

Individual foundations
Building above ground level

Lightweight, pragmatic architecture: e.g. protection against
floods
(cf. Farnsworth House, Mies van der Rohe)
Underside offoundation down tofrost line orloadbearing
strata (piles)
Problem atcolumn head: insulation penetrated
Lateral stability provided by fixity and/or wind bracing,
depending on height ofcolumn
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Loadbearing layer outside
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_load ....

Insulation on warm side, inner skin non-loadbearing
(special case inconcrete ortimber)

Raft
Building below ground level

Building supported on raft foundation
Thick~ing below walls with higher loads
Inconcrete change of material not necessary at ground
level
Problem atfloors: thermal insulation interrupted

r '1

_:
sIom waI(frostpmtec1ion), 00 _

(lJenCh profile) (1oun<lation = ground slab)

Stripfooting
Building atground level (= nobasement)

Building supported onstrip foundations inthe case of:
a) loadbearing strata at lower level
b) airspace (enables floor construction without
damp-proof membrane)

Underside ofstrip footing down tofrost line
Stem wall (frost protection) necessary when building sup
ported onground slab
Advantage: thermal insulation not interrupted/penetrated

Ag.53

Individual foundations
Building above ground level

Building supported on columns, pilotis, piers, etc,
Lightweight, pragmatic architecture: e.q, protection against
floods
(ct. Farnsworth House, Mies van der Rohe)
Underside offoundation down tofrost line
Advantage: thermal insulation not interrupted/penetrated
Lateral stability provided by fixity and/or wind bracing,
depending on height ofcolumn

Ag.54
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The basis for plinths

Alois Diethelm

Fig.55:Theplinth as • platform to prepare
the sn.
Gr'" temple. c.500 Be

FIg. 57:Substnlctura and~ as
structurally_pendent construetIons _ the

same use (residential)
PhiipJohnson: Wiley House, New canaan (USA),
1953

Foundation - Plinth
Systems in architecture I

The "plinth" regulates the structure-terrain relationship,
These days, when talking about a plinth we generally
mean an independent building component with different
properties to the facade, which either appears as clad
ding ora solid wall. But conversely we also speak about
a "plinth detail" when referrig to an intertace with the
ground "without aplinth".

JCJI.

.... lIIL J;=JL

.19..EllIi=:=].
If::baB
Fig.56:Types01plinth
From topto 1lOItom: platform, "earthpile",basement, box

The plinth above ground
The historical development ofthe plinth extends from the
pragmatic preparation ofthe building site topersonal pro
tection against external dangers (animals, weather, war,
etc.), to the architectural, morphology-based apparition
ofpost-Modernism. Hardly any other building component
blends technical requirements and architectural inten
tions in such diverse ways, the origins of which are no
longer distinct. Even inthe Greek temple, whose platform
is a result of the "cultivation" of the terrain, part of its
power isderived from itsaccessibility and hence itsthree
dimensional conspicuousness. As itdeveloped further, the
"earth embankment" held inplace by stones grew to the
height ofacomplete storey (e,g. temple inNTmes, 16Be)
and it was only a matter of time before this plinth was
hollowed outtocreate usable space.

Fig.58:Powerlut strucIuraJ link__and~

_ different uses<_ and prestigious ....... basement)

Hardouin-Mansart, de Cotto: Grand Tliaoon, Versailles (f), 1687

By the middle ofthe 19th century the plinth storey only
remained a subject forpalaces and Villas, while allother
buildings had normal ground floors indistinguishable from
the upper floors (cf. housing inthe Middle Ages). Regard
less of its use (originally ancillary rooms, later also main
rooms), the fortified and solid character continued upto
the beginning of the 20th century, sometimes in stone
(solid orjusta facing) orwith less expensive rendering.

The plinth below ground
Other reasons fora visible plinth are underground rooms
requiring natural ventilation options and the desire to
minimise excavation, both of which led to the ground
floor being raised. The basement walls grow out of the
ground and appear as independent components because
they generally have tosatisfy different conditions from the
facades above (resistance to moisture, earth pressure,
etc.). Irrespective of the plinth question, the elevated
ground floor is also a theme at the entrance, where the
difference in levels that has to be overcome is accom
modated either outside the building, within the depth of
the facade, or first inside the building, in the lobby or
hall. Basement walls hardly distinguishable externally are
those that enclose rooms and extend above ground level
regardless of the ground floor slab, and introduce light
into the basement byway ofhopper-shaped openings.

The Iightwell functions similarly. Used as an intermit
tent means, the Iightwell isnot substantially different from
the enclosing walls. To simplify construction, it is avail
able asan add-on, prefabricated element inconcrete or
plastic, but the disadvantage is that the Iightwell creates
a hole inthe paving, grass, etc., which has tobe covered
with agrating. Stretched toalinear element running along
sections of the facade, the lightwell, provided it is suf
ficiently wide (1-2 m), is an excellent way of admitting
daylight into basements. Basements are thus turned into
habitable rooms, with the only difference being the lack
ofa view.

Fig.59:Araised groundtIoorleaves room for• basement; naturat ventilation
and daylightforbasement rooms, antranee formedbyInlet1vpIlon in plinth
Diener & Diener: Warteet<hot. Basel (CHi. 1993-96
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Fig.60:L/fhlW8II withIuIIyhabiIaIJle base
ment .......
Stege< &€gender: ArtSchool, ZUIich (01),1933

Fig.62:1be IIghtweII IS anIndication 01a
bosement
Marques & Zur1<ird1en: Ktaan-Lang House,
Emmenbl1ickll (CIi),1994

The "transferred" plinth
If the base ofthe Iightwell drops tothe level of the base
ment floor slab, this creates an accessible external space,
anarrangement with a long tradition in Great Britain, for
instance, Reached separately via an external stair, such
basements are suitable ascompany flats or for use by
small businesses. The requirements the "basement
wall" has to mP,j! are now nodifferent from those ofthe
facade above, With such anarrangement onallsides we
obtain a "tank" in which the building stands untouched
bythe geological conditions and where allstoreys can be
constructed according tothe same principles (e,g, timber
engineering),

fig. 61:1be "Hghtwell"herehas beenextended toformanaccessible garden.
Stege< & Egender: ArtSChool, ZUIich (CIi),1933

The suppressed plinth
In contemporary architecture the plinth theme is mainly
relevant only on a constructional/technical level. If the
topographical conditions are not conducive tothe creation
of, for example, aplinth storey, the structural arrangement
issuppressed, sometimes atgreat expense, Increasingly,
buildings are being seen more as (art-related) objects
than as structures; butthey are still built inthe same way,
We are mostly using the same methods as we did 50
years ago, atbest with only minor modifications; the dif
ference isthat on the path tomaximum formalisation they
frequently ignore the "rules ofarchitecture",

FIg.63:A__ ananchOrage, "Iempc)tarily" patl<ed ..,1Ile grass
Marques & Zurkirchel1: Kraan·Lang House, EmmenlJrUcl<l! (CIi), 1994

Fig.64:Ibuumno growing monoIlIhlcaIly outof1Ilehillside
Valefio 0Igia1I: _, Paspels (CIi), 1998

Regarding the building asan object emphasises three
principles of the terrain-structure relationship: growing
outof the terrain, placed on the terrain, and detached
from the terrain. From the viewpoint of building techno
logy, growing out of the terrain presents the greatest
problems because the continuous, consistent "outer skin"
issubjected todifferent requirements: weather resistance
and protection against mechanical damage above ground
level, moisture and earth pressure below. Homogeneous
materials such as insitu concrete and render (waterproof
render and/or moisture-resistant substrate) present few
problems. Jointed constructions left exposed present
many more difficulties: masonry, precast concrete ele
ments and timber, sheet metal orother lightweight clad
dings. The weak spots are leaking joints butalso the in
adequate moisture resistance ofthe materials themselves
(bleeding, rot, etc.).

On the other hand we can detach the building from the
ground byemploying awhole range ofmethods, from strip
footings above ground to storey-high pilotis, and hence
eliminate the "ground-related" effects. Between these
two extremes we can place the building on the terrain, an
arrangement which through the ground floor slab - and
possibly even through abasement - clearly has the effect
ofanchoring the structure tothe ground. However, the fact
that the facade cladding stops short of the ground con
veys the impression ofan object placed on the ground.
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Ag. 66: Rendered _I InsUlation with
st.... plinth
00IfSChnebli: apartment bIocI<, Baden (CHi. 1990

Ag.65: ThedIIIerence InheightonexistingterrainIsaccommodated within
the solidplinth lor the timberstructureabove.
Gion Gaminada: factory. Von (CHi. 1999

Our image of theplinth
The tendency towards a formalised object is not least a
reaction to post-Modernism, the protagonists of which,
with comparable technical means, attempted to create
not formalisation but a nonexistent structural versatility
inorder toachieve the image of the traditional "building"
(plinth, standard and attic storey, distinguished only by
their surface textures).

Even if only in the form of cladding Oust a few centi
metres thick), this type ofplinth ismore than justaway of
distinguishing the facade because such an arrangement
protects the facade against soiling as well as mechanical
damage.

The unavoidable plinth
Ignoring architectural preferences, it may well bethat the
topography determines the need foraplinth, depending on

Ag. 67:Palnted concrete and ceramic tilesasproteclion against weathefand
soiling, and alsoprovidlng a tIguratlve plinth lunclIon
Otto Rudolf Salvisberg: apartmantblock. Zurich (CHi. 1936

Ag.68:Theconcrete plinthIs the visiblepart of the excavation In whichthis
timberbuilding stands. HorI2ontat boards POSitioned at the steps In the con
cretecover the concretellimber junctiOns.
Peter Zumthor: Gugalun House. Ve!sam (CHi. 1994

the type ofconstruction. Whereas on flatground it isstill
easy tosuppress orreduce the plinth, on sloping ground
we are immediately faced bythe question ofwhether the
difference in levels can be accommodated byforming a
true plinth storey orwhether the plinth should follow the
line ofthe terrain. The former suggests storeys with differ
ent utilisation, while the latter raises structural issues: is
the plinth the foundation forthe facade above, and hence
loadbearing, or is it a "protective screen" to ward offthe
problems ofearth pressure and moisture?

Ag.69:Plinthforms forsloping sites
a) Building in op8f1excavatkln ("protective screen")
b) Building. ()(rather superstructure, supportedonsidesofexcavation
c) "Basement storey"supporting upper ttoor
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I Building performance issues

External wall below ground
Influences on the bUilding envelope

Heated

m oomp<essillIe stripII cornp<essible seal

•

ProtecUon againstrisingdampIn the walls
a)negligible Innormal situations (andbuilicompletely of insituconcrete)
bl watelproof concrete isanimprovement (precautionary measure)
c)changing the material of the basement walls, e.g.above ground level: sepasating layer
(roofing fett)

watertigltlness 01 construction joints (ground _0
a)innormal srtuatioos: with damp-proof membrane formed intl coocave filletasshown
here(when groundslab projects beyond walQ
b)with increased Ievei ofmoisture orgroundwater:

I waler barlwalerstop (profiled n.tJber strip): positioned before casting theground slab
II oroomp<essible seal: positioned aftercasting the ground slab
IIIoroomp<essillIe striP: bonded to the coocrete aftercasting the wall

1 water barlwaterstop

min 60cm

(wor1<ing space.e.g.forsetting
uplormwor\<J

Fotte' layer(unnocessary In~ atbestas_cal protllction lor ctamp-prooI

membrane) \
alfiIier _ e.g.concrete withexpZ,1ded clay aggregate, orpolystyrene, d= 4-5 em
b)filiermatpIasfic r~m withhoneycom~nJC\lJfe, d =2-3 em
c) perimeter insulation with drainage tunelion

\
\

\

Domp-roof~ (dpm)to protectagainst water Iromthe soli
(unheated~ .
a) normal level of mois1llre: bIad< paint(bituminous oompoond, 2-3 mm)
b)higherlevel of~a) + waterproof concrete (chemicaladditi'lel
c)groundwater: e.g.mul1i-la\,bituminous roofing felt(fully booded)

\
\

Topsoil, '30 em

PortoratedIporo pipebedded inleanconcrete.
fail'llP'ox.0.5%

Lean concrete
(blinding layer. e.g.to helpplace reintoreemem). d =5-10 em

Protection againstsplashing water
(e.g. pebllIes)

1Jrainage, perloraledIporouspipe tordrainingsurface water
Qepends011 gengrapll<:aIlocaIion of structure:
- subsoil properties,slope of terrain (slope run-<Jff waterl, proximity ofnatural surfacewaters, groundwater

subsoil, bacldiIing (drainageCIjlICityofground):
- gravel. sand,soil.""" etc,

staMory prtMsions:
-lirectiYesfor~ natural surface waters. cantonal, localprooIsions
- building zone

s1ruC1Urai oondiIions
- ear1!l p<....... hjdrOSlati: p<essue
Allthe _ factors mustbeconsidered wt1en -.g _ or in__Ii ~ necessatY todrain _

water seeping below ground.Ii maybepossible toornIithe damp-p<oof membraneandthefilter layer.

Fig.70: Externalwall. scale 1:20
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The wall

Wall
Introduction I

Ag.1:Erecting the origlnaI hut
Excerpt from: Antooio AYeltino Alarete: "Treatise 00Archnecture", Florence, Bib!. Naz.. ColI. MagI. n,I, '40 tol.5v
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Cordula Seger

Ag. 2:Brlghttypainted beam In the Parthenon
inAthens
After Gottfried Semper:plate V from AnwoncIung
derFarber! In derAtcIlitektur undPlasUk, Dresden,
'836

The wall is charged with cultural-historical significance,
Popular sayings like "tostand with one's back tothe wall"
or"tobang one's head against a brick wall" testify to the
wall being the visible boundary to a specific space, and
the collective agreement torespect this artificial demarca
tion asbinding and meaningful.

Terms are closely attached to language and can be
defined only inthecontext oftheir boundaries. This means
that a word's meaning is defined in context with and by
being differentiated from other words and their material
correlation. The wall toaroom therefore isdifferent from a
piece ofmasonry; flatand thin, the wall possesses neither
substance norrelief and thus creates nosense of depth.
Contrary to this, masonry reacts onboth of itssides and
establishes both internal and external boundaries, here
and there. As anindependent architectural element it has
the inherent capability to enclose and define - and thus
create - space. A wall, however, is inevitably joined to a
floor and a ceiling, oranunderlying supporting construc
tion, and inessence relies onthe spatial transitions forits
existence. Interms ofthese characteristics awall belongs
tothe category offiligree construction ~n traditional frame
construction apparent asthe infilling), whereas masonry
is considered to be an element of solid construction. In
the German language, the difference between filigree
construction and solid construction, tectonics and ster
eotomy, isaccentuated byalinguistic differentiation: "This
tectoniclstereotomic distinction was reinforced inGerman
bythat language's differentiation between two classes of
wall; between die Wand, indicating a screen-like partition
such aswe find inwattle and daub infill construction, and
die Mauer, signifying massive fortification.'"

According to Gottfried Semper's theory - developed
in Style in the Technical andTectonic Arts; or, Practical
Aesthetics - the linguistic distinction between wall and
masonry is of vital importance. Referring to etymology,
Semper derives the German word Wand from Gewand
(garment/vestment) and winden (to wind/coil). semper's

classification of the arts is divided into four segments:
textiles, ceramics, tectonics (according to semper mainly
apparent in timber construction) and stereotomy, and
he lists the wall in the textile category. Within semper's
classification, word origin and ethnographical and devel
opmental determinants are interdependent: "Here, once
again, we find the remarkable case of ancient phonetics
helping the arts byelucidating the symbols ofgrammar in
th~rprimitive appearance and byverifying the interpreta
ton these symbols were given. InallGermanic languages
the word Wand (of the same origin and basic meaning
asthe term Gewand) refers directly to theancient origin
and type ofa visibly enclosed space. "2 This overlapping
of language and art has significant consequences; as a
basic line of reasoning it runs through Semper's whole
theory. In1860 semper wrote ofthe imminence ofafruit
fu� interaction of research into linguistic and artistic form.
Insemper's opinion the term enables a more pointed dis
cussion on what is real. Inhis reflections onarchitecture
thewriter Paul Valery approaches this notion in poetical
fashion, "Truly the word can build, asit is able to create,
butit can also spoil."3

Featuring thewall
Where exactly is the border between the masonry and
the wall? As described above, there is a material differ
ence between the masonry's thickness and theexpanse
of the wall's surface, between constructional autonomy
and acorresponding dependency onother constructional
elements. However, a transition of form is possible: the
masonry can be transformed into the wall. This can be
achieved through cladding or with a jointing technique
that lends the wall a textile or at least flatappearance.'
This, however, should not be understood asarchitectural
amusement; the significance lies in thefactthat a clad
ding ofany kind generates meaning.

A thin coat of paint, forexample, isall it takes to turn
the masonry into the wall. Inthis context thediscovery of
the colourful Greek architecture in the second half of the
18th century had a significant impact on the architec
ture theory debate. It is more than the opposing camps
of white elegance and restraint versus colourful exuber
ance. It stands forthe transformation ofa hitherto plastic
concept into a tellt'tle one, the conversion from masonry
to wall. Inthefifst volume of their Antiquities ofAthens,
published in 1763, James Stuart and Nicholas Revett
included drawings of the Palmette and the Lotus frieze
they had discovered at the llissos Temple - both are
brightly painted. In1806Ouatrernere deQuincy supported
the new perception of Greek architecture in a widely ac
claimed lecture. Consequently, Semper perceived5 and
recognised him asthe initiator of this discourse.

semper attributes the symbolic aspects ofthe creation
ofspace tothe wall. Visible from both inside and outside,
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Fig.3:11Ie~ columns arepartof
the walldesign.
KarI__: F_Werdersche

Chun:h. Be!Iln (0).1830

Fig.4: View of buIIdlng_ ironframe

'{_·Ie·Due: coloured plate fromEntretiens sur
I'arr:hilecture. 1812

the ornamental envelope toabuilding carries and unveils
the spatial and architectural expression of the construc
tion as a whole. The wall, freed from its loadbearing
function, defines the building and conveys meaning. The
following quotation illuminates both the differentiation be
tween and overlapping ofmasonry built for constructional
purposes and a wall carrying a more symbolic meaning:
"...even where solid walls are necessary, they are noth
ing more than the internal and invisible framework tothe
twe an(j.~egitimate representation ofThe spatial idea, of
the more or less artificially worked and woven assembly
of textile walls".6 In Friedrich SChinkel's Friedrich Wer
dersche Church in Berlin the symbolic aspect attributed
to the wall becomes particularly obvious. The Gothic ribs
visible in the nave donot have any loadbearing function,
they donot meet atthe centre ofthe vaulting, and where
usually the boss should be, a gap hints atthe absence of
support. Here, the Gothic ribs are part of the wall lining,
orrather itssetting.

The central importance of the wall in the 19th cen
tury also unfolded against the background ofadistinction
John Ruskin established in1849, the distinction between
"building", the purely assembly aspect of construction,
and "architecture", the decorative aspect.7 This differen
tiation has itsconsequences. Architecture's symbolic and
communicative claims are stressed as decorative added
value incomparison toasolely technical implementation.
Expressed more pointedly: cladding is the equivalent of
architecture.

Offrames and the framed
In the middle of the 19th century Eugene Viollet-Ie-Duc
developed a structural rationalism. It defined the con
structional framework as a necessity. Viollet-Ie-Duc
differentiated between primary and secondary elements:
among the former, he lists the mechanics and structure
of a building, whereas the latter, like walls and infilling,
may be painted and decorated.a Such a differentiation
incorporates architectural elements into a hierarchical
struCture - ornamentation and decoration are permissi
ble only when devoid ofany constructional function. Viol
let-le-Duc's theory was demonstrated in a project fora
house with an iron frame, whose loadbearing structure
is9P'Y visible. while the gaps are filled with enamelled
clatQricks.9 The topic of infilling appeared inanew light
as around the turn ofthe last century the use ofreinforced
concrete in combination with a frame increased. This is
the case with Auguste Perret and his pioneering use of
reinforced concrete inan apartment block at25rue Fran
klin in Paris. Here, Perret formulated and demonstrated
the idea of structure and infilling in the sense of frame
and framed.

It is quite telling that - according to Perret - the
beginning of architecture is marked by the use of tim
ber frames,' 0 which in the early 20th century - thanks
to the new building material reinforced concrete - was
experiencing a contemporary reinterpretation. The frame
defines and accentuates the framed and attributes true
meaning to it. However, the frame to the rue Franklin
building was not a naked concrete construction, it was
also made explicit bycladding..~n thalrespect the simple,
smooth ceramic tiles were clear'ly distinguishable from the
decorative floral motives ofthe infilling. The wall isgiven
the significance ofa picture enclosed ina constructional
fram•. Itacts asametaphor forthe soft, interchangeable
and perpetually changing medium ingeneral. The infilling
and itssurrounding tectonic structure ofconstruction ele
ments are engaged in a dialogue. Only this dialogue and
the discursive intensity of the discussion about the style
reveals a building's character and itsatmospheric inten
tion. The dialogue defines the building's character - the
richness ofinterrelated, interfering moods, which are able
togo beyond a purely practical evaluation - and empha
sises itwith architecture. Sothe ceramic cladding enabled
Perret todifferentiate between the primary and secondary
construction elements and at the same time accentuate
the logical construction ofthe building asawhole. Inthis
respect hesatisfied both Semper's request forcladding
that generates meaning and Viollet-Ie-Duc's aspirations
toahierarchic structure.

Fig.5: Playing_ vartously de<xnled cenmlc panels, ..... of _ storeys

Auguste Perret: apartmentblock. 25 rueFranklin. ParisIfl. 191J3.-{)4
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fig. 7: ExlemaJ _ 01Alhambra Courtyard - structure ....usan:hlteclure
Joseph Paxton: C!ys1lII PaJace.london (GIl). 1851

Fig.8:The firstcurtain wallin Europe _ around the comers to enclose
the whole building.
Waller Gropius: Fagus facfory. A1fe~ a.d.Leine (0). ~ 911-25;
view from south-east, condition after 1914

development oftoughened glass with better load-carrying
capacities. As expressed inthe term curtain wall, the glass
elements hang like textiles from the edges ofthe concrete
floors, which cantilever beyond the line of the columns.
Seen from the outside, the glass facade surrounding the
building is perceived as an independent skin and thus
deviates from the traditional understanding ofawall exist
ing only within acompound floor-eeiling 9!ructure.

Viewed from the inside, the transparent glass wall
virtually rescinds itsability to delimit a room not only in
reality, but also symbolically. Wall and window blend into
each other inthe sense ofastructured opening. What the
contemporaries of historicism had perceived asa deficit
in the Crystal Palace - that the glass envelope itself did
not possess any expressive power - is seen asa quality
byclassical Modernism. It maintains that only "neutral"
buildings allow their occupants asufficient degree offree
dom. However ~sical Modernism does not refrain from
charging th~aterial with ideological meaning: glass
stands for light and air, and thus fora positive openness
towards the outside.

Economic interests were just as important in en
couraging the use and development ofthe material. Inthe
department store category, introduced at the end of the
19th century, the main issue isthe visibility of the goods
on display. The interior was systematically aligned towards
the outside and acted as an information medium for
passers-by and potential customers.

The glass wall
Auguste Perret defined frame construction as a devel
opment of timber construction and tried to apply the
same formula to utility buildings - as in the garage for
the Societe Ponthieu-Automobiles de Paris, where he, so
tospeak, aggrandised the principle of infilling and fram
ing with the large central glass rosette. Contrary to this,
Walter Gropius consciously tried to break away from the
division into framing and infilling with his factory building
for the Fagus company inAlfeld an der Leine (1911-14).
Gropius placed a box-type facade of glass and steel in
front of the line of the columns and - as an architec-

. tural quintessence - around the building's c~ers, thus
expressing the desire fortransparency.

The glass wall, however, allowing an unobstructed view
both oftheinside from outslce and vice versa, and letting
the observer's eye penetrate the surface, once more leads
tothe question of whether a surface can carry meaning.
A transparent glass wall's ability, or inability, to generate
architectural meaning first became a relevant topic for
discussion with the construction of the Crystal Palace in
London in 1851. "Joseph Paxton, gardener and engineer,
erected the envelope ofiron and glass, whereas the deco
ration - inthe primary colours red, yellow and blue - was
contributed bythe artist and architect Owen Jones. The
decorative forms, and even justthe coat of paint cover
ing the iron frame, were intended - at least seemingly
- to uphold the traditional functions ofarchitecture as a
symbolic expression of society as a wnole."" Interest
ingly, the glass infilling itself was not assigned any sym
bolic function - this had tobe added bythe architect.

The building asacontainer fordisplaying goods spec
tacularly - asemerged with the Crystal Palace - has con
tinued inthe form ofthe department store. Inthe years foi
lowing the First World War, the use ofglass curtain walls in
the construction of commercial premises was developed
in America. The technological prerequisite here was the

fig. 6:Thec:entraJ glass rosette above the
entrance
Auguste Perret: garage. Societe Ponthieu·
AutomobIles de Paris. Paris (fl. 19O1Hl7
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The curtain wall isexemplary forthe alienation ofwhat
a wall traditionally should and must achieve. However,
there were also other interesting approaches, like the
effort prior tothe First World War touse glass asamean
ingful construction material and tointertwine the functions
ofwall and opening. Bruno Taut's "glass architecture", in
spired by the writings and aphorisms of Paul SCheerbart,
made use of glass bricks, prisms, floor and wall tiles in
order tocreate adltterentlated interior atmosphere.

The self-sufficient wall
Inthe 1920s the "De Stijl" architects amalgamated the
principles offiligree and solid construction with the help of
thin panels made ofreinforced concrete, and elevated the
wall plate toaconstructional, space-generating and cre
ative principle. Consequently, the hierarchy ofprimary and
secondary building elements was abandoned visually.

When the wall plates are to be accentuated, colour
plays a vital role: architects and artists from the "De Stijl"
group painted entire walls, and the edges of the painted

Fig.9:Thesettingfor II1e pIale
Theavan Doesburg,-Maison particuliere" (inconjunction with c. van Eesteren),
"coont"construcUoo" (Analyse de l'an:llitectUff!), 1923,pencil andink.55x 38em

Rg. 10:RoadsIde _ showing II1e entrance at II1e side
Gerrit Rietveld: RietveId·SchrOder House, Prins Hendriklaan 50.Utrecht iNll. 1924

plates abutted insuch away that the volume ofthe building
became secondary tothe concept ofa floating structural
assemblage. Accordingly, Arthur Ruegg van Doesburg's
"Maison particuliere" comments: "Looking back, the use
ofcolour, which suggests an open method ofspace crea
tion, can be understood as progressive criticism ofan ar
chitecture still defined bythe traditional rules ofstructures
and the enclosed room."12 So while the tinted wall was
designed toaccentuate the abstract quality oftpe build
ing and ostensibly denies its importance, it stilibeCOm~~
significant in a historical context through the attitude it
conveys: traditional principles are undermined inorder to
comnwmicate anew understanding ofspace.

Intimacy and representation
The wall in the narrower sense of the word isconceived
from the interior space. The one, specific space finds
its delimitation here: "The wall is the one constructional
element that defines the enclosed space assuch, abso
lutely and without auxilliary explanation. The wall gives
the enclosed room its presence and makes it visible to
the eye. '13The saying "within one's own four walls" illus
trates the strong focus on the enclosed interior space.

As the influence of the middle classes started to
grow inthe 19th century, interiors gained increasing rel
evance asavenue forcollective self-presentation. Walter
Benjamin attributed the "enclosing" power - for which he
created the figurative term "sheath" - to the lifestyle in
the 19th century. The "dwelling" of a person, Benjamin
writes, carries that person's "fingerprints" and can "inthe
most extreme case become ashell" .14 Inthe ArtNouveau
period with itsideal ofan interior designed coherently in
allaspects, Benjamin saw abreak with the idea ofa room
as an enclosing structure. "ArtNouveau isrocking the very
foundations of the nature of housing".15 Continuing this
train of thought we note that ArtNouveau with its floral
and organically curving motifs emphasises the flatness of
the wall and directs our attention tovisual effects and not
to the atmosphere of the space. Accordingly, the interior
was flattened to a film around 1900, and the mistress
of the house, performing her duties of representation,
merges, sotospeak, into this surface ofsocial projections.
This interpretation is affirmed by a photograph of Maria
semes, who, wearing a dress designed by her husband
Henry van de Valde, blends in with the room's interior,
which was designed as a Gesamtkunstwerk. A merger
between the wall decoration and the lady's housecoat
takes place. Considered in a history of architecture
context, this is taking Semper's clothing principle to the
extreme. If the interior is perceived as a defined living
space, however, the design principles ofArtNouveau are
doubly restrictive towards women because the interior
has been assigned astheir central living space. Adolf Loos
was strongly opposed to stylistic art - and he counted
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Gottfried Semper loved role-playing, which serves as
a binding convention and simplifies human interaction.
To take part in a public debate heused coded gestures
and images, "I believe that dressing-up and masquerade
are as old as human civilisation itself, and the pleasure in
both is identical with the pleasure inallthe activities that
make humans become sculptors, painters, architects,
poets, musicians, dramatists..;, inshort: artists. Any kind of t··

artistic creation o\1.tthe age hand, and artistic enjoyment
on the other, require a cerAilin camivai spirit - if I may
express it in modem terms. The smouldering of carni-
val candles is the true atmosphere of art. The destruc
tion of reality, of the material, is necessary where torm
isto emerge as a meaningful symbol, as an independent
creation of man:15 Semper's fondness for carnival was
countered byModernism with itsmoral request forsincer-
ity, which led toa decline inthe fullness ofexpression, It
was leftto post-Modemism to rediscover the communi
cative potential of the wall and combine the principles of
clothing and cladding.

Au- 13:Entrance beneath fascia01marble.... greygIlII1iIe. Themotifsare
remlniscenl 01the early Renaissance .... llfnIl/1aSlse thecentral_to
the blIiIdIng.
Robert Venluri, JohnRaucll: Gordon Wu Hall. newcommon rooms lorButler College,
Princeton lJnivmity. New Jersey iUSAI, 1980

Au- 12:Theclothes.... wearer are part01a_setting.
Maria setf1e, wearing a dress designed by her husband, the arcMeet Henry van de
Velde, photographed in their housein lkde near 8russe~, c.1898.

the designs of Henry van de Velde, Secession and the
Wiener Werkstatten among these. Laos harshly criticised
Art Nouveau's dramatic elaborateness and promoted the
idea that interior spaces have to reflect their occupant's
personality and not express some arty architect's narcis
sistic self-complacency.

Ag. 11:Thewomanhasbeen~
In such a waythatshe seems to merge Into
the room.
Photo ofverese fashion designer Mall1ilde Friige,
c. 1905,withseif-designed "Reform" dress.Ms
Fr5ge isstanding in frontofa cabinetbyKoIomann
Moser andis wearing jewel,,'Yby.-, Holfmano.

1 Kenneth Frampton: Studies inT6Ctooic Culture:
TIle Poeocs of ConstJuc#on in 191h and201h
century Atrhitecture, London, 1995,p.5.

, Gottfried semper: DerSfjf inden_
undtek10nischen Kiinsten. YOI. 1, FranlcfurtlM.
1860,p. 229.- English translation: Gottfried
semper: SIyteintheTechnical andTeclMic
Ans;Of, PracticafAesthetics, YOI. 1, (Semper's
emphasis).

3 Paul Valery: fupalinos. FrankfurtlM., Leipzig.
1991,p.78.

• see the essay "Thepathos 01 masoory" by
Moo Moravanszl<y, pp.23-31.Them~ing of
solid andfiligree construction wasinitiated by
semper, whoassumed ttlatevery well·built
masonry wallrepresented a type of weaving
dueto its jointingprinciple.
Gottfried Semper: ibid" p. 218.
ibid.. p. 229.

r Thedistinction between design and architec
turealsohadrepercussions foreducation
around 1800.Forexample, in France the
'EcoePolytechnique", whose focus was
applied technoiogy, wasfounded in 1795.The
growing specialisation provokeda separatioo
between the disciplines, which has hada last
ingeffectonme understanding of designand

:h=;:~oniyslowly moving towards From clothing to cladding and back.=~~nu~~- The wall's expressive powers today mostly appear to be
No 51.8er1in.15 Marclll994,pp 8lHl9. reduced, The third volume ofthe Handbuch derArchitek-

, :'E~;';r:::':::'t~:~~~~- tur, 16 published in1903 inStuttgart, dedicated individual
PI. XXXVI. chapters tovarious wall coverings - stone, paper, leather

10 Auguste Perret: Contribution aune th60tie de
('architecture, 1952.QUOted by Frampton 1995. or woven fabrics - and totechniques like painting, wall-

" ~~~~~ict.er "Polychromia in der papering, incrustation, stucco, mosaics orwood panelling,
englischen Archifektur umdieMittedes 19. '" .and to"artistic painting". Contemporary works, however,

., :~~=;'"~~=ie~nd~~I~t) .. concentrate mainly on what is intended to be hidden
derModeme", in DakJalos. ibid.. p.69 . behind the wall.

13 Gottfried semper.DerStilindenteehniSchen

undtek10nischen Kunsten. volI. FranidurtIM This shift in the importance and perception of the
1860.p. 227.

" Wailer Ber1jamin DasPassagerr-Wer1r. Gesam- wall isalso reflected on a linguistic level: while th~ 1903
meile SCl1riften Bd.VI. FraridurtlM. 1982, Se t I
p.292 _ Engiish tran~alion Wailer Ber1jamin: manual speaks - in line with mper - a.wall cothing,
TIle Arcades Project. cambridge. Mass.I999. today only the term cladding isinuse. The cladding refers

15 ibid.,p. 292. ..
" Hugo Koch "Ausllildung derWandtlachen". tosomething that is meant to remain hidden orcome to
:::r;:,=:::;;,;,~3. the surface inan altered state; thenmal insulation, vapour
no 3:Ausllildung derFullboden-, Wand· und check, aircavity, etc. occupy the space between wall and
IJeckenftiichen. S1U1tgart. 1903,pp.101-22.

" Gottfried semper: ibid.. p. 231, lootnote 2. cladding.
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Bruno Reichlin "Mr Auguste Perret reports on the architectural section of
the salon d'Automne.· That was the headline used bythe
Paris Jouma~ foran interview with Auguste Perret on the
section dedicated to"Architecture and Town Planning" at
the salon d'Automne (1 Nov to 16 Dec 1923). According
to journalist Guillaume Baderre, thissection in particular
evoked great curiosity among the visitors: "Some people
greeted our young architects' bold designs with great
enU;lusiasm, others were genuinely shocked, but nobody
was indifferent. .. First and foremost, the numerous mod
els2 by Messieurs Le Corbusier and Jeanneret sparked
offcontroversial debate. These architects employ a new
and outstanding technique that throws alltraditional rules
overboard. "3

This interview gave Perret the opportunity to launch a
direct and Quite malicious attack on Loos, Le Corbusier,
and Jeanneret. The arguments brought forward by 'our
avant-garde architects", as Perret mockingly called

Fig.1: FranzLoul< eatol: Sd1Inl<eIIn Naples,1824

them, were redirected towards themselves. According to
Perret they were cultivating anew fonnal academism that
closely resembled the one they pretended tooppose and
was likewise totally insensitive to the functional aspects
ofresidential living. Perret contended that "for the benefit
of volume and wall surface, these young architects re
peat the very mistakes that inthe recent past were made
in favour of symmetry, the colonnade, or the arcade ...
They are bewitched by volume, it isthe Oll~ issu.e on their
minds, and suffering from a regrettable compulslen they.
insist on devising combinations of lines without· paying
attention to the rest." Perret continued with his accusa
tion his: "These faiseurs de volume [creators ofvolume]
reduce chimneys to pathetic fragments that no longer
allow the fumes to disperse. They do not even refrain
from eliminating the comices and consequently subject
the facades toexposure and rapid decay...This complete
denial of all practical principles is simply amazing." And
this, Perret furiously concluded, "isespecially obvious with
Le Corbusier of all people, an architect representing the
principle ofpracticability parexcellence - orat least pre
tending torepresent it."

The criticism of Perret that sparked offthe most far
reaching consequences was directed, aswill soon be re
vealed, at the form of the openings inthe wall surfaces.
And it was this criticism that prompted a passionate re
sponse from Le Corbusier. In the course of the ensuing
controversy between Perret and Le Corbusier, two dia
metrically opposed positions were defined.

Inaddition tothe purely technical and aesthetic argu
ments, two contrasting conceptions of residential liVing
came to be established - oreven of two cultures, if the
term culture is defined in its broadest, almost anthro
pological sense. But letus look at the contradictions in
question - meticulously and chronologically. During the
interview, Perret kept referring to the contradiction be
tween form and function within Le Corbusier's archi
tectural framework of ideas: "The function necessitates
the form, but the form must not supersede itsfunction ...
However, we see inLe Corbusier's work atendency" touse
clusters ofwindows toachieve volume, which leaves large
wall areas inbetween completely blank; or, on an artistic
whim, he constructs awkward window shapes, windows
with an excessive horizontal elongation. From the outsige
this may make an original impression, but I fear that(r1~
the inside the impression is much less original because
the result isthat at least half ofthe rooms are without any
natural light, and I believe this istaking originality too far."

This criticism cut Le Corbusier to the quick. Deeply
insulted, he retaliated twice in the same Paris Journat.
"A visit to Le Corbusier-saugnier", undertaken once
more by Baderre ("the other side must also be heard"),
published on 14 December 1923, gave him the first
opportunity for a riposte:4
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Le Corbusier admitted that hewas dismayed by Per
ret's lack of loyalty - acolleague after all- and accused
him of publishing not only insulting but factually incor
rect arguments against him. After cursorily touching on
the criticism regarding chimneys and missing cornices,
hedirectly addressed the question ofthe openings: "And
here is the final insult from MrPerret: my windows don't
letinenough light. This accusation really infuriates me as
itsfalseness ismore than evident. What does he mean? I
strive tocrea~ well-lit interiors..., this ismy prime objec
tive, and this isexactly why the external appearance ofmy
facades might seem alittle bizarre inthe eyesof creatures
of habit. Mr Perret upholds that I intentionally create bi
zarreness. Exactly -'intentionally'. But this is not forthe
sake ofthe bizarre ltselt, but inorder toallow amaximum
of light and air into my houses. This so-called whim is
nothing else than my wish tocomply with the occupants'
most elementary needs. "

Inthe Paris Journal of28December 1923, there was
another contribution from Guillaume Baderre, entitled
"Second visit to Le Corbusier".5 This time the journalist
voiced hisown opinion. He takes Le Corbusier's side and
sums upallthe arguments infavour oflong windows, and

. anticipates all the papers and lectures that later made it
popular. Inshort, the traditional vertical window isthe re
sult ofoutdated construction standards (stone and brick).
These windows were limited inwidth and required mas
sive walls. The enlargement of the window surfaces in
prominent buildings thus necessitated adisproportionate
increase inheight - both for the openings and the rooms
they serve. The use of reinforced concrete, however, al
lows forgreater spans, wider clear openings, asignificant
reduction inthe supporting elements - and thus the long
window. "This [window] ismuch more practical," Baderre
wrote, "because it admits more light into a room even
if itsarea is the same. In fact, its shape focuses all the
incoming light at the occupant's eye level. With windows
ofthe old type, about half of the light is lost. Ofcourse a
room's fioor should be well-lit, but the greatest amount of
light should occur in the middle of the room, in itsmost
vivacious part, i.e. between the heads and feet of its
occupants. "

FIg. 2: LeCortJusIer: La_Jeanneret House, PaI1,(Fl, 1923

Fig.3: Man:eI Duchamp:"Fresh_", assemblage, 1920

What made Baderre's article particularly significant,
however, was the simultaneous publication of the first
sketches - floor plans and general views - of the small
villa in Corseaux on the banks of Lake Geneva, which Le
Corbusier and Jeanneret designed forthe architect's par
ents.6 The plan for this little house was a real challenge
forPerret. "Only one side ofthe house has a real window,
but this window occupies the whole width ofthe facade."
Despite its being the only one, Baderre continued, the
window sufficiently illuminates the whole living space
because "not only itsdimensions admit enough light, but
at both ends it meets the adjoining side walls ata right
angle. These white walls direct the view straight towards
the scenery outside, unobstructed by window reveals.
They are truly flooded with light. "7 Perret had hardly
uttered his verdict - and through him asa mouthpiece
the "institution" ("a true authority in the field of archi
tecture", Baderre had written in deferential regard, with
Le Corbusier echoing;;wonically in a biting letter to Per
retthat "an OlymP1t god isabout tospeak"B) - when Le
Corbusier reciprocated with a work that virtually lent the
disputed object the character of a manifesto. Even inthis
booklet, published 30 years after the construction of the
house on Lake Geneva, Le Corbusier did not hesitate to
describe the long window as "the main protagonist of the
house", or even "the sole protagonist of the facaoe",?
Whereas, up until then, the discussion on the pros and
cons ofthe long window seemed torevolve mainly around
"technical" aspects - direction ofthe light, constructional
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Fig. 4: LeCorbusIef and PIern Jeameret:smaJI hooseln Corseailx onlJIkeGeneva, Yevey(CH), 1923

options, savings inspace - something quite different was
now cooking in the pot: Le Corbusier's aim was to work
the long window ofthe petite maison into his continuing
controversy with Perret. And, not surprisingly, the discus
sion was rekindled six months later when Perret built his
"Palais de Bois" artgallery. Inthe Almanac, Le Corbusier
describes the petite maison and then once more returns
to the dispute under the title "Brief contribution to the
study ofthe modem window".

On two successive pages Le Corbusier juxtaposes a
photograph showing a panoramic view of the lake as it
can be enjoyed from the window and a sketch showing
Perret seated in an armchair in front of the fenetre en
longeur which illuminates the bar of the "Palais de Bois".

." The sketch depicts the circumstances of an encounter
between Perret, Jeanneret, and Le Corbusier. Perhaps
outofspite the draughtsman shows the walking-stick of
the venerable master pointing straight atthe long window.
Pleased about having "caught" Perret sitting peacefully
in front of the building's sole long window, LeCorbusier
congratulated him - "very pretty, your long windows"
- and expressed satisfaction at the discovery that the
old master, too, isemploying this type ofwindow. Perret,
forhis part, did not react to this humorous allusion, but
returned to the attack: "Actually, the long window is not

a window at all. (Categorically): A window, that is man
himself!" And when Jeanneret stated that the human
eye can only capture a horizontal view, he dryly retorted:
"Idetest panoramas"."

When Perret claimed that awindow was "like ahuman
being" hedid so because herecognised an anthropomor
phic analogy. Inhis book on Perret, Marcel Zahar elabo
rated on this: "The vertical window gives man a frame in
line with his silhouette ... , the vertical is the line of the
upright human being, it is the line of life itself". Behind
Perret's convictions lies a cUltural framework of ideas,
documented through centuries of pictorial and literary
tradition and still valid today. How not to be reminded of
the first verses ofthe second and fifth poems from Rainer
Maria Rilke's cycle "The windows";j12

N'es-tu pas notre geometrie, fenetre,
tres simple forme
quisans effort circonscris
notre vie enatne?

Comme tu ajoutes atout,
fenetre, Iesens de nos rites:
Quelqu 'un quine serait que debout,
dans ton cadre attend aumedite.
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Ag.5: l.oCortlusler and PiemIJeanneret: locationplan lor small house In Coneaux, lake Geneva (CH), 1923
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Perret was opposed to long windows because forhim
they indicated amomentous change, achange that Ques
tioned the values deeply rooted inculture, especially inthe
"experience" of the interior. And this isprobably why he
believed that Le Corbusier was "destroying the beautiful
French tradition" .13

The traditional window opens up the inside towards
the outside: at the same time, however, the window de
fines the space and acts as a threshold, "excluding" ina
physical as well as a figurative sense. Whereas the long
window "condemns usto look at an eternal panorama",
Perret observed, the vertical window isa stimulant "as it
shows usuneeosce complet [acomplete space]: street,
garden, sky". But what matters most is that these open
ings can also be closed.14

According to Le Corbusier the long window - incon
trast to the traditional window - was acting asamediator
between inside and outside because the opening itself
cancels both the threshold and itsown boundaries. And
this is the true meaning of the photograph of the long
window at the petite maison published inthe Almanac, a >,

photograph inwhich everything that constitutes the physi-
cal elements ofthe building diffuses into an indistinct, dark
background, afr~mework that allows the euphoric picture
of "onepL!he world's most beautiful panoramas"15 to
emerge. "The scenery is right there - it isjust like being
in the garden" .16 Whereas the traditional window limits
the view toa section of the continuum ofthe landscape,
thus "manipulating" it bygiving it the aura of a veduta,
the long window isanswering the request for"objectivity"

- one of the main goals of"Modernism" and "purism": to
depict the scenery asit is."The window with itslength of
11 metres allows the vastness of the outside world into
the room, the unadulterated entity of the lake scenery, in
stormy weather orbrilliant serenity" .17

But is it true that a long window does notmanipulate
the vieW! Perret contended that the vertical window (in
other languages not just by chance called a "French
window") renders a complete "three-dimensional impres-

Au. 6:te Corllusler: lighting sketches, 1923

Au. 7:Article about the smallhouse in Coneaux by l.o CorbusIer and Pieml
Jeanneret
Excerpt frum Paris JOiimaI, 28 December 1923
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Rg. 8: La~_lor thesmallhouse onLake Geneva, 1923

sion" because it allows a view of street, garden, and sky.
Marie Dormoy, Perret's faithful supporter, elaborated on
this: "Awindow inthe form ofanupright rectangle makes
aroom much more cheerful than ahorizontal one because
this form permits aview that includes the foreground, the
most colourful and vivacious segment of a view. "18 This
comment reminds usoftheparticular preference forthe
window picture that dominated the world ofpainting from
the days of Romanticism through to our times, and the
important role it played inthe development ofthe modern
picturesque interior. The vertical window allows the eye of
the observer towander downwards tothe first andnearest
spatial levels - street and garden - and horizontally tothe
middle and deeper levels - houses opposite, trees, hilly
background - and upwards into the unlimited expanse of
the sky. The vertical window shows a pictorial cut-out of
maximum perspective depth as well asgreat variety and
gradation in terms of dimension, colouring, and bright
ness. But it is also anideal conveyor of manifold atmos
pheric impressions: the perception of the immediate and
familiar surroundings creates a feeling ofquiet and calm,
and looking out from the elevated position ofthe window
provides the necessary detachment and the discretion of
seclusion.

"The view from thewindow isone ofthe privileges of
house-dwellers, mainly themiddle classes, as they live in

apartments inthe towns and cities ... The window is... a
place of silent monologue and dialogue, of reflection on
one's own status between the finite and the infinite."19
It is obvious that Perret prefers the vertical window for
the very same reasons that painters are fascinated bythe
window asa motif.

The window motif is also an important experimental
field in modern painting. This happened at the very lat
est when artists more or less consciously turned away
from the painting as a peep-show, thus questioning the
principle - which goes back to the Renaissance - that
claims any painting in the original sense is a "window
picture". "In order toforce allelements ofapainting into
the picture's frame"lO, painters gradually withdrew from
the absolutisation of linear perspective, renounced the
space of aerial perspective, and stopped rendering the
tactile - and later the apparent materiality ofthe subject.
Painting also abandoned theabsolute colour ofthe object
and the relative apparent colour as well as graphic detail
and the exact rendering of anatomical and perspective
proportions.

As farasthe window motif and itsrole inthese drastic
sublimation processes isconcerned, J.A. SChmoll, known
asEisenwerth, drew the conclusion that "the window motif
inthe paintings ofthe 19th and 20th centuries has paved
the way foranunderstanding ofapurely two-dimensional,
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Rg.9:LeCorbusIer: August Perret seated InanannctlairInfrontoIUle long-. window(fen6tre en /ongeUIj of hisartgallery,
Ule"Paials de Bois", 1924

Fig, 11:LeCorbusler. sketch of functions (northatUlelop), 1923

abstract depiction devoid ofillusory concepts ofdepth (as
Matisse's painting 'Porte-Fenetre' already suggested as
early as 1914). The representation ofperspective inWest
ern art began with the assumption that the depth of a
room isgenerated by aview through awindow, and ended
with the notion of recognising the form of the window it
self as the principle behind a two-dimensional, pictorial
architecture."21 ."

Against the'backdrop ofthis summary ofthe role ofthe
window motif asan important pioneer ofmodern painting,
we will once more return tothe long window",

Perret was opposed tothe long window because it did
not facilitate a full view of the outside space - garden,
street, sky - "particularly the segment ofthe sky, most of
the time lost through the horizontal window", as Margher
itaG, sarfatti remembers.22And, indeed, the long window
does limit the perception and correct depth evaluation of
the scenery that isvisible. This impression isemphasised

by the extreme distance between the vertical boundaries
toour view, even more so if- as inthe first sketches forthe
petite maison - allthe elements that delineate the room,
t.e, the side walls and the ceiling bordering on the open
ings, are altogether hidden from sightInother words: the
long window breaks through both sides of the pyramid
of vision horizontally and thus itself disappears from the
visual range of the observer. Consequently, the window"
picture loses the characteristic of a veeJuta framed tlYa
window, and the window frame its function as a repous
soir.

But if the long window isthe opposite of the perspec
tive peep-show with itscharacteristic steeply sloping sides
and the traditional window frame, it must be considered
as one of those constructional measures that played a
vital role in architecture's gradual disentanglement from
the traditional perspective environment In looking at the
conception and effect ofthe interior, the long window thus
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Ag.1~ Corbusier
V"'" through thelonghol'iZontaI window 01thesmall house00Lake Gen6Ya, 1923

to "The Disruptive Window". And Cornelius Gurlitt begins
his chapter on windows, aspublished in his comments
on art, the artistic crafts, and interior design,25 with some
cursory comments on the window's recent development:
the gradual enlargement ofboth the opening itself and the
individual panes ofglass: "Goethe's cry from his deathbed
for'More light!' rang through our liVing quarters." But he
also makes a complaint: "The large window bonded the
room too closely with the outside world. Man's deftness
increating large, fully transparent walls grew tosuch an
extent that the border between the room and the outside
world was altogether blurred to the human eye, which
greatly impaired the artistic consistency ofthe room." For
Gurlitt both the use of brightly coloured curtains towards
the end ofthe 18th century and the more recent fashion of
blinds and bull's-eye panes are means employed inorder
to restore a room's original feeling of "inner seclusion",
which was disturbed both by an excessively obtrusive
relationship with the outside world and bythe incoming
flood of too much consistent daylight that deprived the
room of twilight's charms. "Far removed isall that goes
on outside" - this should apply to the interior as Gurlitt
wishes torestore it:"We feel alone init,be itwith our own
thoughts orwith our friends."

plays asimilar role tothe pictorial experiments that, based
on the window motif, led to "a transformation from the
panel painting tothe prevalence ofpainting on canvas.23

"The scenery is there", in itsdirect immediacy, as if
it were "glued" to the window because either a detached
and calming effect is denied, or the "transition from the
nearby, familiar objects tothe more distant ones ishidden
from view, which significantly reduces the perception of
three-dimensional depth,"

"The paradox ofthe window - the modern, completely
transparent one which simultaneously opens uptowards
the outside and admits but also confines"24 - resulted
insome embarrassment for interior designers and archi
tects at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th
century. It encouraged Dolf Sternberger to dedicate a
whole chapter ofhis book Panorama of the 19th century

Ag.12:LeCo<busler and PIerre JeaMeret
Vi""through thelong__ofthesmall house00Lake Gen6Ya, cootemporary photograph

Ag. 13:LeCorbusler and PIerre Jeanneret
V"'" through the long_I window ofthesmall houseinCorseaux 00Lake Gen6Ya, today
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Fig.16:C8sparDavtd Friedrich: Viewfrom the ArtIst'sS1ud1o,
_on tileLeft,1806

Ag.11:Henri Mall...: OpenWindow, CoIIIoure, 1905 Fig.18: Robert Oolallnay:Window on tho CIIy,1910
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Ag.19:Max 8ed<mann: In\efior withMirror,
1926

The same kind ofcriticism comes from Baillie Scott26

inhissarcastic comment on thefashion oflarge windows
spreading to English suburban mansions: "From the out
side we instantly note the enormous breaches inthe walls,
calculated fortheir external effect just like shop windows.
There is the table with the vase, there are the lace cur
tains' and soon, it allreminds usofa 'shop display'. And
inside there is this harsh, merciless light that destroys all
feeling ofcalm and shelter. "

"The interior", writes Walter Benjamin in his "The
Arcades Project",27 "isnotonly aprivate person's universe,
butalso hisprotective shell." The shadowy, phantasma
gorical half-light of the interior softens the all-too-physi
cal reality of things, while the objects' mainly symbolic
existence "erases" their utility value, their concrete and
commercial substantiality. In this environment furniture,
furnishings, and personal knick-knacks turn the room
into a safe haven for ideological and sensual identifica
tion because thegentle deception hovering at the centre
of this microcosm has been created bythe room's oc
cupant himself in accordance with his very own spiritual
disposition.

But along comes Le Corbusier's long window totear
open the"protective shell of theprivate person" and let

the outside world invade the interior. Inthe tiny living room
ofthe lakeside villa, nature inallherglory iswithin reach,
through the whole cycle ofweathers and seasons. "Awin
dow with a length of11 metres establishes a relationship,
lets inthe light. .. and fills the house with thevastness of
a unique landscape, comprising thelake and all itstrans
formations plus the Alps with their marvellous shades of
colour and light. "28

"Then the days are no longer gloomy: from dawn to
dusk nature goes through her metamorphoses."29 No
longer shut out bywalls and curtains, the light pours in
through this opening and de-mystifies the room and the
objects; the sentimental objects regain their original, solid,
prosaic quality ofpractical tools.30

The interior has taken flight - this time into the ~en.

True nature is a place of genuine memories, a euphoric
object ofdesire with uplifting and consoling abilities. The
house on Lake Geneva isatiny hideaway protected within
nature's bosom.

But the petite maison does notconstitute the typical
"hut" with thick walls creating aprotective square around
the interior. The long window, opening up wide towards
the scenery, enforces anunusual visual and psychological
"omnipresence" on the occupant.
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Ag. 20:PaulKIee: lllrough • _.Mnrt 1932

Ag. 21:HenriMatIsse: GlassDoors, 1914

On the borderline between two antithetical interiors.
the place ofphysical presence and the place of spiritual
longing, the human being - inthe latter case forced into
the role of a passive observer exactly when the ali-em
bracing intimacy ofobjects and the room has disappeared
- experiences the psychological and symbolic conflict
within the modern "interior", which architecture can, at
best, only strive toelucidate and iIIustrate.31

Excerpt from: Daidalos 13,·Zwischen innen und aussen", June 1984.

Ag. 22: Josef AIbenI: WIndows, 1929

-1 Paris Joomal of 1 Dec 1923.The documellt is in the La Cortlusier Foundation
collection (hereafter: LCf oec), Paris.

, However. thecalaJogue of thesalond·Automne 1923speaks oftwo h6/eis prM;es
models (p.344).

3 All priorquotations ofAuguste Perret appeared inthe Paris Joomal.
• Paris Joomalof 14Dec 1923(lCf doc.)
s Paris Joumal 0128Dec 1923(lCf doc.)
, Parts 01 the d"'vofLeCOrbusief's lather. Georges·Edooanl Jeanneret, areInthe

libral'/01 the La·Ctlaux·de·Fonds Villa. The entry lor 5 sept 1923includesa first
reference tothebuilding plans. Theproposal ~d'une maison puriste, forme wagon"
is firstmentioned on27Dec 1923.

, Paris Joomal of28Dec 1923.
8 Lett'" fromLeCOrbusief 10 Auguste Perret. 13Dec 1923(lCf doc.).
, LeCort>usier: linepetite Maisoo - 1923. Zurich. 1954,pp.30-33.JE.
10 LeCOrbusief: Almanach d'an:lJltecture modeme, pp.95-1)7.
"This lJIlinlon 01 Perret is taken from: Marcel lahar: Auguste PeITet, Paris, 1959,

p.15.
"Rainer Maria Rilke: "Les_es", Paris. 1927.
13Noles byLeCOrbusief onanundaled sheetconcerning aview Perret hadexpressed

to the publisher of L'ArcIlitectlJre VIVilIlIe, Feb 1926(lCf doc.).
14 After Marcel lahar. ibid.
ute COrbusief: linepeIIlo Maisoo ibid.
16LeCOrbusief: Almanach, ibid.
11 LeCortlusier: SIx,..,etat pfflsent de1'_etdeI'utbanisme, Paris, 1930,

p.3O.
"Marie Dormoy: "Le COrbusief", in: L'Amour de 1'At( Pans, Mardl193O, No.5.

p.21311 .'
19J. A. Sdlmoll (known as Eisenwerth): "Fen~r - Mo_ ill der eoro

piiisd1en Malefei", in: 8eiHge l1J( MotMwnde des 19. JahrlJundetts, Munich,
1970,p. 152.

"Ct. Georg Sdlmidl: Kleine Geschichle derModemen Malerei, 8asei, 1955
" Eisenwerth: ibid.. p. 150.
n Margherita G.sartam: 'Perret", in:L'AtcMecture d~ujourdlHJj, 1932,p. I 1.
"Eisenwerth: llid. p.151.
"Dolt SterrIlerger: Panoram8 oIl11e 19thCentury, New YOI1<, 1977.
"CorneliusGurfitt: 1m 8Uty8rhause, Dresden. 1888.
"M. H.1laiIIie 5cotl:Houses and6aIdenS. 8ef1in, 1912.p.35.
"waite< Benjamill: TlleAtcarJes Project, camblidge. Mass.•1999.
"Le COrbusief: PrOdsioos. ibid.. p. 130
ate COrbusief: AImanach, ibid.. p.94.
»Le Cortlusier: L'aI1 dl!ctJrali/ d~ujoordlHJj; Paris 1925, dlaP, '8esoins·types".

p.6911.
31Ct.Sd1moII: ibid..dlaP, "St:IiussIlemef1 und111",_ Aspekte".
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The brief
An aperture inawall, floor orroof isknown as an opening.
Openings join spaces forfunctional and/or visual reasons
and thus establish a relationship between them. In the
following we shall restrict our observations toopenings in
vertical external walls. The surfaces within the depth ofa
wall created byforming an opening are known as reveal

;' (vertical), silland head/lintel (horizontaQ.
The window is a building component for closing MJ

£,opening. It consists ofouter and sash frames plus the
glazing and isfitted into the structural opening. Together,
window and opening therefore form an indispensable con
structionalpackage. The window isboth an elem~t ofthe
package and the divider between interior and exterior.

The light permeability of the glazing promotes visual
links between inside and outside, and also admits daylight
into the interior. Consequently, the position and size ofthe
opening isakey element inthe design ofthe interior. Fur
thermore, if the incoming light - divided into direct sun
light and diffuse daylight - isalso directed and regulated,
this has aparticular influence on the design concept.

In terms of the performance of the building, the win
dow must provide a viable separation between the inte
rior and exterior climates, and to dothis it must exhibit
certain thermal insulation characteristics. The main load
on awindow construction isthat due towater and mois
ture in all their states, both from inside (moisture in the
air, vapour diffusion) and from outside (rainwater, snow,
meltwater). Essentially, the window design should prevent
water from entering, but if it does enter it should be able

The window - opening package

linteVhead

Sill

Spandrel
panel

todrain away inacontrolled fashion (waterproofing). The
airtightness of the window--opening package also needs
tobe given attention. After all, the window assembly must
guarantee comfortable conditions inside the building, and
that involves thermal and sound insulation issues.

When preparing the working drawings the tolerances
must betaken into account. As wilJdows can be produced
with considerably tighter tolerances ttiim, for example,
l'Iasonry, it must be possible to accolj}[llOdate the toler
arees wtfn fitting the window into its structural open
ing. But the window manufacturer can use the as-built
dimensions and hence construct a window to the exact
size required.

Atthe window head it isnecessary to leave space for
a sunshading system, which will have an effect on the
window head and lintel design.

The principle of the opening rebate
The opening rebate is a peripheral step or shoulder in
the structural opening and thus forms the contact face
between outer frame and structural opening. The window
isfitted upagainst this step, fixed with screws and sealed.
To avoid stresses caused bytemperature-related move
ments, the frame must be built in with minimum toler
ance. All fixings must be protected against corrosion.

The principle of theframe rebate
(see full-size details)
The biggest problem with the window iskeeping out wa
ter and wind. The rebate in the structural opening and
the rebates inthe frame members are therefore the most
important elements in this battle. Special attention must
be paid to the tightness ofthe joints between outer frame
and opening, and outer frame and sash frames.
The weatherstripping between outer frame and sash
frames remains in the same position around the entire
periphery and is sealed at the corners. There are two
different sealing positions ina window element:

Outer frame--opening
- water and wind
- accommodation ofclimate-related movements in

the masonry
Outer frame,;pash frames
The re~{li1s intrinsic tothe design ofwindows with open
ing lights, i.e., opening windows.
- joint permeability forcontrolled airchange rate

between sash frames and outer frame
- protection against driving rain, water and wind

I
tl
I
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Fig.23:Isometricviewor openlngrebates
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Ag.24:W1_ openinginwards (lop).opening outwards (bottom)

VlOWfrOO1 inside
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The position ofthe window within the depth ofthe opening
and the opening rebate form have considerable influence
on the architectural expression ofabuilding. Windows fit
ted externally, flush with the facade, lend the envelope a
compact and enclosing appearance, which emphasises
the form of the building. Contrasting with this, windows
fitted further back within the depth ofthe opening create
relief due to the play of light and shade, which breaks
upthe volume ofthe building. Depending on the opening
rebate form, the part ofthe frame visible externally can be
.,10

suppressed orfeatured. Viewed from the inside, awindow
fitted on the outside can create an alcove, thus extending
the ~ble floor space, whereas windows fitted on the
inside generate a distinct enclosure to the interior and
possibly even the impression ofa thin outer skin. Apart
from the extreme positions ofwindows fitted flush with the
inside oroutside faces, the position of the window does
not depend on the opening rebate form. We distinguish
between two principal opening rebate forms.

Window opening inwards
Such windows are usually fitted from inside. The entire
width ofthe outer frame isvisible internally, whereas from
outside it might be that only the sash frames can be seen.
The window can be fitted flush with the inside face ofthe
wall. As the window isalways fitted back from the face of
the facade by adistance equal toatleast the depth ofthe
step orshoulder, it is relatively well protected against the
weather. The connections do not present any problems
because they are essentially covered and protected by
this step orshoulder.

VIeW from outside

Window opening outwards
The entire width of the outer frame is visibie externally.
The window can be fitted flush with the outside face of
the wall; however, that does mean that the glazing and
the frames are fully exposed to the weather. The con
nections must satisfy enhanced aesthetics and quality
requirements because they are readily visible and very
exposed, especially when the window is fitted flush with
the outside face.

I
I==='-
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The window as a component - frame sections

Materials for outer and sash frames

Untreated wood
The following measures must be taken toensure the du
rability ofwooden windows:

Choose suitable, resistant species of wood such as
pine, spruce, fir and larch. Ensure that water can drain
away from allsections and surfaces.

Ensure protection by providing an appropriate surface
treatment: priming is a preventi~e measure protecting
against discolouring mould growth. Impregnation pre
vents rotting caused by moisture. ..
Painted wood
Wood can be painted many different colours. Opaque
paints have a lower water permeability than mere im
pregnation and they protect against rot. Problems: resist
ance to ultraviolet radiation, vapour pressure from inside
Qn the case of thick coats of paint on the outside of the
window).

Wood/metal
This is the combination of a loadbearing construction of
wood on the inside and an aluminium facing on the out
side. The latter protects the wood, butthe architectural
expression ofthe window varies from inside tooutside.

Plastics
PVC is the most common material for the production of
plastic windows. The material ofthe frame sections isini
tially white; it can be dyed orcoated, but not painted.

The frame sections are hollow (single- ormulti-cham
ber systems), with various forms readily available. Despite
the inclusion ofmetal stiffeners tostrengthen the cham
bers, plastic windows are known for their relatively low
structurai strength.

Aluminium and steel
Metal windows have a high thermal conductivity and so
the frame sections must include athermal break.

Aluminium windows: Stability isrelatively good and so
aluminium is suitable for large elements. As a rule, the
surface is treated because otherwise the irregular oxida
tion ofthe material leads toblemiShes.

We distinguish between' mechanical surface treat
ments' e.g. grinding, brushing and polishing, and the
electrochemical anodising process, which produces a
consistent oxide layer. Stove-enamelling involves bonding
acoat ofpaint tothe metal surface by firing.

Steel windows: Mainly used for industrial buildings.
Much more stable than aluminium windows. Large win
dow assemblies,especially together with the glazing, are
very heavy (installation problems).

The biggest disadvantage is the risk of corrosion,
which can be reduced by painting or galvanising. Like
aluminium windows, steel windows can be given astove
enamelled finish.

Fig. 25:_ sample

Frame; untreated wood; insulating glazing

'I
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Types of glass
Various types ofglass are available, distinguished bythe
method ofmanufacture:
- Float glass is today the most common form of glass

and has a flat surface.
- Window glass was the forerunner of float glass and

is characterised by a slightly undulating surface (cf.
window panes inold buildings).

- Rolled orpatterned glasshas atextured surface and is
therefore translucent, not transparent.

- Wired glass includes awire mesh inlay, which enhances
the fire resistance and binds together the fragments of
abroken pane.

Inaddition tothese basic types, diverse coatings and
surface treatments are possible. The choice of glass
and itscoating or treatment influences the architectural
expression and the quality of light entering the interior
(direct, diffuse, coloured) plus building performance and
security aspects. We distinguish glazing primarily accord
ing tomechanical and thermal treatments:
- standard glass
- toughened glass
- toughened safety glass
- laminated glass
- laminated safety glass
- fire-resistant glass
- heat-treated glass
- insulating glazing
- heat-absorbing glass
- solar-control glass

Current thermal insulation and comfort requirements
have made insulating glazing the number one choice for
almost allwindows.

Insulating glazing consists of at least two panes of
glass bonded to an aluminium or plastic spacer. The
adhesive also seals the cavity befween the panes.

The thermal insulation properties of insulating glaz
ing essentially depend on the cavity and the quality of its
filling (various gases), also any coatings that have been
applied.

Important parameters
V-valwe: This designates the thermal transmittance value
ofglasses and building components. The lower the value,
the better the insulation. Customary values are 1.0
1.1 W/m2K,but values as low as 0.4W/m2Kare possible'
(HIT glass, glass with special interlayer).
g-value: This defines the total energy transmittance
through the glazing. This value isimportant for controlling
heat transmission gains and heat protection. The g-value
specifies how much energy from the incident solar radia
tion passes through the glazing into the interior. It ismade
upof two components: the direct radiation transmission
and the secondary heat emissions. This latter phenom
enon results from the fact that the incident solar radiation
heats upthe glass, which inturn releases this heat both
inwards and outwards.

Outside

Float or specialglass jpossibIy wrth coating)

Thermal insulation layer: filmOf coating

cavity withrhermally insulating gasordryair

Spacer

DesK:cant

Water-vapour·tightandageing-resistant
_seal

Inside

Fig.26:SChematic diagram of Insulatingglazingconstruction

Further reading
- Schittich, Staib. BaIkow. SChuler. SolJek Glass Coostruction Manuat, Basel, Boston,

Ber1in.1998.
- Bruno Keller, Professor ofBuilding renorrrerce Issues. ETH Zu'~h: Buitding

Technology HH.lecture manusctipt. Building Pertrxmance Issues forAtchit8Cture
5Iui1ents.

- GIas Triisch AG: GIas undPraxis, _g, 2000.
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Window - horizontal section, 1:1

Outer frame
Theouter frame ispartof the
window; it is fixed to theopening
rebate inthereveal.

Option: packing
Packing pieces (wooden/plastic
wedges orsimila~ areused to
align theframe within theopening.

Reveal
The reveal is thevertical side of
thestructural opening towhich
thejamb of theouter frame is
fixed; itsdepth isequal tothe
thickness of thewall.

Fig. 27

Finish to reveal
Render or lining (e.g. wood)

Sashframe
The sash frame is rebated and
carries theglazing. Various styles
of opening arepossibie.

Weatherstripping In frame rebate
Fitted toallsides of thewindow, the
weatherstripping ensures a windproof
fit preventing ingress of noise.

L- Erection tape

Acompressible sealing stripseals the
jamb against theouterpartof thereveal.
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seltingblock
Setting blocks help toalign the
glazing temporarily before it is
fixed inposition.

Glazing bead
The glazing bead ispart of the
sash frame and fixes theglazing
inposrtion.lt is removable.

Rubber gasket
The gasket creates awindproof
seal and fixes theglazing in the
frame (tolerance).

Insulating glazing
Two panes ofglass bonded
together onallsides viaa spacer
(hermetic edge seaO

Option: plaster orlining
To cover joint between jamb and reveal

Option: plaster
Either build avery accurate opening rebate
(site supervision) orfinish flatwith a coat of
plaster afterwards.

L Hardware

Window hinge
"Hardware" is the overall tenm forthe
components required toassemble, fix,
operate orsecure thewindow.

Rg.28
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Window - vertical section, 1:1

'-------- Option: plastertoceiling/soffit
Tocover jointbetween window head and lintel

I
I

Head
The head ispart 01 thewindow; nisfiXed tothe
opening rebate below thelintel.

Option: packing
Packing pieces (wooden/plastic wedges orsimilar)
areused toalign theframe within theopening.

---- Untel
The lintel - a loadbearing component - isthehorizontal
termination ofthestructural opening (head).

<>---------t--- Sash frame
The sash frame is rebated and carries theglazing.
Various styles ofopening arepossibie.

------------!I-------~Erectiontape

Acompressible sealing strip seals theframe against
theouter partof thehead.
Rebates
Stepped interlace between outer frame and sash frames,
wnh peripheral weatherstripping.

<>-+--1--------....----....-....--+-------- Option: plaster
Either build avel)' accurate opening rebate (site supervision)
or finish ftatwithacoat 01 plaster afterwards.

1_ .1. I I;L LI.J LI,J LIg-,""'...".,_<+.:t-r-=-_,...:+--------
II /11.11111.11.'·'/1111·"'/1

/7 -/rI7FI7Ti7//iTFi7FII -- ---

~+--+------__-_-------~ __-j--------- Opening rebate
Rebate principle: peripheral opening rebate within
structural opening against which theouter frame is fitted.

,..-+---- Glazing bead
The glazing bead is part 01 thesash frame and fixes the
glazing inposition. nisremovabie.

• 1----+---- Rubber gasket
The gasket creates awindproof seal and fixes
theglazing intheframe ~oIerance).

Finish tosoffit
Render orlining (e.g. wood)

outside inside

Ag.29
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Insulating glazing
TWI) panesofglass bonded together onallsides
via aspacer (henmelic edge seal)

Raln'ater drainage channel
This channel Isincluded tocollect any water intheouter
rebates ofthewindow !rame and drain tttotheoutside.

Sattlng block
Setting blocks help toalign theglazing temporarily
before ttisfixed inposition.

Weatherstrlpping in !ramerebate
Filled toallsidesofthewindow. theweatherstripping ensures
awindproof fitpreventing ingress of noise.

Weather bar
The weather baris required only along thebottom edgeof
thewindow; ttdrains thedriving rain from thefront ofthe
window and !rom the!rame rebates atthesides. nmust be
sealed against thesillmember and the reveals (compound
orgaske~.

Sealing compound
Asuitable material (e.g. ruooer ortoarm ispacked between
!rame and sillmember toensure airtightness.

Windowsill

The window sillfonns thehorizontal termination atthebottom
oftheopening. It isgiven a gentle fallsothat water can drain to
theoutside. Speciai care isneeded atthe ends of thewindow sill.
nmust beensured thatwater onthewindow sillcannot seep
sideways into thereveals.

OptIon: windowboard

Thewindow board is theinternal horizontal lining at the bottom
oftheopening and covers thejointbetween sillmember and
spandrel panel.

Spandrel panel

FIg.30
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Fig.31:Embedded In the steepcoastalcliffs
AdaIberto Ubentcas. MaIaparte, Capri (I), 1941

Opening

Systemsin architecture I

Adalberto Libera: Gasa Malaparte
Besides the numerous small openings in the facade,
Casa Malaparte has four large, carefully positioned open
ings. From inside, whether sitting orstanding, these per
mitan unrestricted view of the steep, rocky coastline of
the island of Capri. The inside of each opening has an
elaborately carved chestnut frame, giving the effect of a
"painting". The glass, asthe physical sesaraton between
inside a..od outside, has noframe and is fitted flush with
the outsld£ face of the wall, which enables thethickness
of the external wall tobeexperienced from inside. From
the outside, however, this flush arrangement emphasises
the homogeneity ofthe envelope. ..

Ag.32:VIew 01the steepcoastal cliffsIramecl asa"painting"
Adalbe<to libera:cas. Malaparte, Capo (I), 1941

Rudolf Olgiati: Van Heusden House
The tower-like appearance of this building is reinforced
by the limited number of"punched" openings inthe walls,
The deep "hoppers" suggest mass and promise a solid,
monolithic form ofconstruction. On the contrary, the walls
are thin skins. Only asection through the building reveals
this to be a contemporary design using a minimum of
materials. The inward projection ofthe window "hoppers"
either frames the view ofthe outside world orfocuses the
incoming daylight.

Ag.34:cantilevering glass orielsenable good viewsof the streetbelow.
Alejandro de LaSola; GaI~ Prior apartment block,Salamanca iEl, 1963

Alejandro deLaSota: Calle Prior apartment block
The Calle Prior isanarrow street that does not permit any
balconies with auseful size. Nevertheless, tenants are still
given the chance to"keep an eye on the street".

Glass"showcases" protrude from the facade toenable
aview ofthe entire street. They are glazed on allfour sides
and therefore stand out Quite clearly from traditional oriels
orwindows, When looking outof the window the feeling
ofstepping outinto the street isreinforced bythis design
and becomes an architectural feature.

192

Fig.33:Thedeep, splayed_ CJIlOI1ings suggest asolidenvelope.
Rudolf Olgiati: Van Heusden House,lAax (CIi), 1964

Ag.35:The splayed windowopeningsextend Intothe rooms.
Rudolf OIg.ati: Van Heusden House, taax(CIi). 1964
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fig. 36:DIIIerenlhorizontal strip__

the facade • _ hiefwd1y.

M.Ponsatt, E.Salas: "LaFallrica"lumiture manu
facturer, Barcelona tEl, 1961

Herzog &deMeuron: House inTavole
like an abandoned child, the building stands amid olive
groves. The delicate concrete frame forms a fragile en
velope denoting the floors. The infill panels are of rubble
stone.

Whereas the individual windows submit to the rules
ofstratification, the mullioned continuous horizontal strip
window separates the solid coursing ofthe envelope from
the oversailing eaves. The window extends around three
sides to admit light into an interior that is heavily influ
enced by the omnipresent landscape.

Ag. 40: Thedominanthorizontal strip _ onthe upper noor reveals the

IoadIJearing strue1Ure.
Otto Rudolf, 5aMsbe<y: fiBt chun:hof"'" Christian Science Cllun:t1,
Basel (CH). 1937

Otto Rudolf Salvisberg:
first church of theChristian Science Church
The church is located in a courtyard plot set back from
the road, The entrance isthrough an open foyer which is
defined by the cantilevering assembly hall on the upper
floor,

Afinely divided horizontal strip window dominates the
facade. The ensuing transparency reinforces the curving
shape ofthe hall. Aconsistent level ofdaylight isable to
reach deep into the bUilding.

separated from the facade, the loadbearing structure
ofindividual columns becomes distinct, having absolutely
noeffect on the facade itself.

-

FIg. 37:Thelandscape seen Ulnlughthe horizontal strip _ has. _Inlluence 00the Interior.
Hernlg& deMooron: House inTa1lllle (1), 1988

Ag. 38:Thehorizontal strip _ sepames
the rooffromthe solidwaJIs.
Herzog &de Mooron: House inTa1IIlIe (1), 1988

fig. 39:Planofuppernoor
Hernlg& de Meuron: HouseinTa1lllle (1). 1988
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The opening asa joint

Fig.41:1be_ "joints" distlnguIsh the cells.
Harry Woese: MeIropoIltan Detention centre.
Chicago iUSAl. 1975

Fig.42:TaJlwlndows createBlink_ old

and new building.
Oienef + Diener: Pasquart centre. 8IeI1CH). 1999

Opening
Systems in architecture I

Harry Weese: Metropolitan Detention centre
This prison in the centre of Chicago isa triangular high
rise block built completely in reinforced concrete. Atfirst
sight the facades look like giant punched cards forcom
puters owing tothe pattem ofthe windows, which appear
asstorey-high joints between the masonry panels of ir
regular width extending vertically between the regularly
spaced floors ofthe building.

Upon closer inspection we discover that the width of
the windows has been calculated ekactJy to rule out the, :~

need for any bars. The reveals splay outwardS, thereby
maximising theangle of view from each cell. Horizontal
openings forthe plant rooms halfway upthe builiing and
the exercise yard on the top floor represent the excep
tions. These horizontal dividers add scale to the monu
mental appearance ofthis "prison tower".

Fig.43:Positionlng the windowIn1hecomer leads to_1igIItIng effects.
Diener + Diener: Pasqcert centre (museum). Biel (CHI. 1999

Diener + Diener: Pasquart Centre
The extension byDiener + Diener sets itself apart from
the existing building byappearing as ~s "poor relation".
But the use of tall windows, a characteristic feature of
the existing building, nevertheless creates apowerful link
between the two.

Whereas the openings in the facade appear as tra
ditional holes, from inside they become slits stretching
from floor to'ceiling, allowing ample light into the rooms.
Positioned atthe corners, the windows create two inte.r,ior
zones near the facade, characterised by their dIfIerent
lighting conditions. They therefore encourage aparticular
layout of the exhibits.

Ag.44:Wallpanelsjoined by diagonal comer _ "hinge"

Louis Kahn: Richards Medical Research Gentra.1'tIiladeIlllIi iUSAl. 1965

Louis Kahn: Richards Medical Research centre
The complex comprises several buildings inan interlinked
linear arrangement. Towers abutting the main buildings
house access and service shafts.

One tower, which provides sanitary facilities, lifts and
stairs forseveral storeys, forms adominant terminus. The
square tower comprises four wall panels which are joined
in such a way as to create continuous slits at the cor
ners. However, with the two-storey-high diagonal corner
windows it seems asthough the panels are joined via a
hinge.
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Ago 45&46:_ courtyard as"sundIaJ"
Luis Barragan: casa Antonio Galvez, MeKico City
(MEX),1955

Luis Barragan: casa Antonio Galvez
Situated within a plotenclosed by high walls the Gasa
Antonio Galvez offers the most diverse relationships with
itssurroundings and. through the positioning ofthe open
ings. plays with different degrees of intimacy and chang
ing moods.

For instance, a small patio extends an ancillary room
to the living room and.l" a certain way functions as a
light source. Depending on the position of the sun, light
~!1ters the room either direetly or after being reflected
from the wall opposite. The view out the window becomes

.a view ofa "sundial". N> a clear distinction is made be-
tween inside and outside byusing particular colours and
materials (e.g, pond), the dissolution ofthe boundary be
tween interior and exterior isnolonger relevant.

Bo+ Wahlert: Louisiana Museum
Louisiana Museum is a series of pavilion-type exhibition
units situated within tree-covered parkland. Linking the
pavilions are glazed corridors, which enable visitors to
study the sculptures dotted around the park, which thus
becomes an extension ofthe internal exhibition space.

The pavilion shown here overhangs the top ofaslope
which leads down toa lake. The proximity of the natural
surroundings, enhanced by the lack ofspandrel panel and
lintel, and the floor raised clear of the ground convey the
impression of a treehouse. But the mullions prevent the
scene being perceived merely as apainting.

Ag.49:UsIng the same materials to_ the boundary betWeen Inside
III1d outslde.
~ de Moore: Algarve House, Quinta doLago(1'), 1989

Eduardo Souto deMoura: Algarve House
The liVing room ofthis single-storey holiday chalet opens
up to the garden across its full width. The material and
surface treatment of floor, wall and ceiling continue un
changed from inside tooutside, thus blurring the bound
ary between interior and exterior, indeed dissolving it
altogether.

The glazed facade that spans the entire width and
height ofthe room isaclimatic necessity. The sliding doors
reduce the divisive effect of the glazing when open,

Ag.47:__wtthIn reach _ tothe omission atspandrel panellll1d_I

So+ Wohlert: Louisiana Museum. Hum_10K), 1958
fig. 4ll:_ ..... (12)polntlng like• 'cannon' towardsthe lake
So + Wohlert: Louisiana Museum, Hum_ IDK). 1958
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About the door

Cordula seger

fig. 50:Bold _ dIs1InguIsh Ihe entnnce
and solhedoorIsBIngIed outas a keydesign
alemenl
Bruno Taul: Hufeisen estate, Berlin-Britz 101,
1925-27

Rg.51:UnI< _ privateand sacred:amlnialure _ abovelhe__

_nguIshes thisentnnce
Old fannhouse inVIDa diZoIdo, 00I0m1les ro

Rg.52:The ""*'fog dooras a Irademark01a
grand hoIeI,0IiwlStnletentnnce,
TheBiltmore HoIeI. LosAngeles (USA). 1923

Opening
Introduction I

The door isourlinkbetween inside and outside, and cre
ates a relationship between different spheres. Together
with the threshold it denotes a significant crossing-place.
Inmany cultures this transition from one space toanother,
which questions the physical presence ofthe person pass
ing through the door, isaccompanied bysymbols. Indoing
so, the physical and theimplied figurative transition from
one social position to another are superimposed. Those
who may pass through a certain door identify thems~ves ,_

·as members ofacommunity.1 .
As a crossing-point the door also represents the be

ginning of our journey through the building and, aswe .
enter, prepares usforwhat follows. Indoing ~, the visual
and the haptic experiences play animportant role: Does
the door handle fit snugly inthe hand? Do we have touse
our body weight to push open the door, or does it swing
open easily? Does the door close with a satisfying clunk,
ordoes it grate against the frame?

The height, width and design of the door indicate
the degree of prestige and openness to the public. An
entrance door with a generous opening and interesting
design is an inviting gesture. However, the design of the
entrance is often ignored, especially in residential de
velopments. This deficit is reinforced by minimal ceiling
heights - the correspondingly "squashed" doors look op
pressive and uninviting. Within a multi-occupancy apart
ment block the entrance door to each apartment sepa
rates the semi-public corridor or landing from the private
living quarters. Often provided with a wide-angle door
viewer, which guarantees a view out butnotin, the door
demonstrates that notevery visitor iswelcome. We expect
the entrance door to provide protection, whether against
unwanted noise, intrusive looks, heat losses or even in
truders. It istherefore built accordingly - solid, satisfying
increasingly higher demands. It is really the internal door
that separates the private areas and creates a hierarchy
ofspaces: the more intimate the function of theroom, the
more impenetrable isthe door. After all, ajib-door ishardly
noticeable; letinto the wall to beas invisible aspossible,
it conceals secrets.

For itspart, thetype ofdoor indicates theanticipated
flow of visitors and the manner in which these are to be
guided. The automatic sliding door obeys the wishes of
a constant flow of people. Ina department store, for in
stance, such a door enables anunhindered flow ofshop
pers inand out. On the other hand, the revolving door toa
hotel spins invitingly into the street. Itscircular movement
represents aconstant coming and going butallows every
guest toarrive and depart individually. The swing door is
also atraditional part ofthe hotel. It links the public sphere
with that behind the scenes, e.g. the restaurant and
the kitchen. Opened with a trained kick, thedoor moves
inthe desired direction topermit the unhindered passage
of the busy waiter orwaitress.

fig. 53:vtaw or .... or tha large antrance poo1aJs on Ihe northern1acade
Hans Kallhoff andChIislian Rapp: _ ~,KNSM-Eiland. Amsterdam
(Nl).1991-94

In his The Poetics of Space the philosopher Gaston
Bachelard asks: "And then, where to? To whom are the
doors opened? Are they opened on tothe world ofpeople
or the world of loneliness?"2 In architectural terms this
question can be answered at least partly: in the private
part of the building the door opens inwards and guides
theincoming person into the protective space. There are
many figures of speech containing references to doors
either opening orclosing, showing the importance of this
opening inthe wall, and indicating that we should not cross
the threshold too lightly when the door opens inwards. But
inbuildings inwhich large numbers ofpeople congregate
thedoors must open outwards, inthe direction ofescape.
However, the question of"where to?" concerns more than
justthe direction ofopening. It points tothe quality of the
space into which the door opens. The positioning of the
door - whether it emphasises the symmetry and leads
us into the centre of the room, or is close to a wall and
le~¥w{space forfurniture - has acrucial influence on the
utitrsation and atmosphere of interior spaces.

, see ArroId vanGeflnep Il>etgangsti/efJ (19091. franldul1 a.M.. 1999.p. 184.
2 Gaston _d: Poetik liesRaumes, frankfurt a.M., 1994. p.222

- English translatioo: Gaston 8acheIard: 11Ie Poetics ofSpace, Boston. 1969.
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Doors - types of opening

fig. 54:lyPeS of QpenI"ll
scale 1:100

====u===
Standard hinged door

DoobIe door

The opening form
The most common typeofdoor isthe hinged, single-leaf
door. Together with the swing door and the double door
it has hinges onone side. k, the weight of the door leaf
acts directly on the hinge like a lever, the use of such
doors is limited to standard door widths, although inthe
form of a double-leaf door twice the standard width can
be accommodated.

The hardware for sliding and folding doors is less
~ dependent on the weight and socan be used for larger

openings aswell. Incontrast to the hinged door a sliding
door needs less space around the door because the door
leaf does not swing out into the room. However, space
adjacent tothe side ofthe door isnecessary toaccommo
date the door leaf asit slides. Sliding doors are often used
internally to sub<!ivide a large room, e.g. for dividing a
living room, orseparating adining area from the kitchen.

When used asan intemal door toabedroom itmust be
remembered that asliding door cannot achieve the same
sound insulation value asa hinged door. If good acoustic
insulation is necessary, e.g. doctors surgeries, a double
door isadvisable.

Automatic sliding doors have become established for
buildings open tothe public where there are large flows of •• ,
people. Such adooJ.guarantees an optimum throughflow.
Another type of door is theJevolvip@ door. Its effiCiency "',
depends on itsdiameter. The advantage ofrevolving doors
over automatic sliding doors isthat they obviate the need
foralibby.

Siding doorOn !root ofwaJQ

Standard hinged doors

Siding door(wittlin walQ

Pivoting door

Rg.55:Single-leaf hinged doof,hingesonIell Rg.56:Double-leal hlnged doof fig. 57:Double doof

Swing door

Sliding doors

fig. 60: Double-lealsliding dOOl' (within walQ

~...•:' .. (I

;;/
Fig.56:SIngle-leaf sliding doof Qnfront of walQ

Folding door (fitted in front 01 opening)

Folding door(fitted betweeo jams)

RevoMng door
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Doors - types ofdoor stop

Opening
Systems I

f

fig. 61:Types 01doorstop
scale1,50

Lining~ architra""
raised\l\ieshold

RebatBd jamb
00threshold

The door stop form
The door stop isthe meeting point between the door leaf
and the component inwhich the door opening is located,
Itsform depends on the technical, circulation and archi
tectural requirements that the door has tofulfil.

The door frame ismanufactured from adimensionally
accurate material, e.g, wood, steel, so that, once fitted
into the structural opening in the wall, it can accommo
date the dimensional discrepancies inthe wall. Toe frame
also serves as amember towhich the door hardware, e,g, (
hinges, tracks, isattached.

Ifadoor nasto be waterproof and windproof, and meet
a certain standard of thermal and acoustic ilsulation, a
peripheral frame isindispensable. Special care isrequired
atthe threshold, On the one hand it must be waterproof,
but on the other, crossing it should be asconvenient as
possible. whether on foot orina wheelchair.

Jamb stop detail

The form of the door stop changes the visual percep
tion of a door. A frame finished flush with the wall and
painted the same colour asthe wall disguises the open
ing. If the frame is fitted within the reveal, it forms an
inviting recess, Adoor that includes lining and architrave
emphasises the opening as a "framed" aperture, an im
pression which can be furtlJ.er underpinned byinclUding a
raised wooden threshold,

.whereas the raised woodenlJrestlold was very popu
lar'in the past, the preference these days is for internal
doors without any threshold tointerrupt the floor finishes.
A change in the floor finish is covered accordingly with
a thin strip of metal or plastic. If sound insulation is im
portant, a vertical seal is included in the bottom of the
door leaf.

fig. 62:LJnIng andarchl1rave (ln1ernaJ door,_ external door InUmber frame Ag.63:Rebated jamb (ln1ernaJ doo<)
constnJeUonl 00rebateindoorleaf
rebatBd doorleaf

Frame inopening, finished nush
00threshold

Frame inopening, centred inreveal
00threshold

Frame clear ofopening, either ooe ofwall
stepin floor

Ag,64:Frame inopening, finished fiushQnternal andexternaldoor»
rebated doorleafflush With frame

fig. 66:Frame clear01-.;ng, fiUed to either side 01wall Qnternal and
.xternaldoors)
rebated doorleaf

Threshold stop detail

Fig.65:Frameinopening,centnld Ino:eveaf Qnternaf and externaldOOOl)
rebated door leaf

Ag.67:Frameclear01~ againstshoulderIno:eveaf (external doo<)
rebated doorleaffiush withhome
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Frame clear01 opening, against _ i1
reveal. step infloor

fig. 68:No_ fig. 69: Step In ftoor fig. 70:Raised_
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I Systems

Doors - hardware

Seals
I Vertical seal inunderside ofdoor leaf
mThreshold with seal

Door hinges
n SCrewed on (weight ofdoor critical)
o Weldedon

Door locks
d Mortise lock OeaQ with latch and dead bolt plus

additional bolt todoor head
e Mortise lock OeaQ with latch.ilnd dead .bolt
f Striker plate ~rame) -r

g Striker plate (frame) forelectrical door opener

Door4landles
h SQuare orround door knob
i Angular orrounded door handle
k Escutcheon

Door closers
a Door closer with articulated arm
b Concealed door closer
c Door closer with fixed track

m

Hinged single leafsteel-framed glass door
e.g. Forster Profilsysteme, Arbon

I

~
~

o·

p J
0-

@ -

~-'
I

Rg.71: 5chematic drawingor hingeddoor

Floor guides
The floor guide profile is fitted adjacent tothe opening at
the star! ofthe slot inthe wall and runs inatrack letinto
the base ofthe door leaf.
i T-form floor guide (no play)
k Guide pin

Door handles
f Recessed with ring
g Recessed
h On front edge

Hinge bolts
p Ahinge bolt, positioned centrally between the hinges,

prevents the door being forced open on the hinge
side.

Hardware for single-leaf sliding doors
a Track fixed to lintel orceiling orsoffit
b Trolley with nylon rollers
c Buffer with retaining spring
d Hanger forleft- orright-hand opening
e Door leaf

Sliding wooden door
e.g. HAWA-Junior hardware

e

/'
-:

h

r~ 0
'.

------- -.

~-----------------

Rg.n: SChemaIio drawingor sliding door

-
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Building performance issues I

Wall - opening
Influences on the building envelope

8

Internal sunshade
(doesnotCUI outhealradiation)

a)curtains

b) louvres inlegrated intothe~azjng

Fig. 73:SChematicsection. scale 1:20
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Window
The rebates in thewindow frame mustbe windproof; willdo'N frames andglass canbe subject to severe wind
loads.

Window
allnsuiating glazing
til Dootile window
possibly withjns~I~-frames

'\' ~.

7, Yapourdillilsion frominslde0Irtside
Avoiding saturation of the coostruction bycoooerseuon water
Wall
Possible measures:
a)Ventilation ~vities (drying outanddissipation of moisture in anairgapoutside thelayer of lnsuIatiofl withthe

helpof natural convection)
b)vapour barrier/check onthe warm side Qnside) of the insulation forcomponents vulnerable tomoisture
c)Vapour·proof internal Ioadbearing layer, e.g.in situconcrete
d) Moisture-resistant insulation, e.g.cellular glass
el Whole construct""open tovapour diffusion, e.c. ~ngle-ieaf masonry

5. Soilingof the facade. waterentering horizontal joints
Wall, window
Rain inconjunction withupward aircurrents canforce water intohorizontal joints. Therefore, horizontal components
such aslintels, window sins andcornices mustbe provided with rainwater drips.

6. Temperature
(The thermaltransmittance, andhence the minimum thickness ofvarious constructioos, isspecifiedin standards.)
wall
Thermal insulation materials guarantee protection against high temperatures in summer and lowtemperatures in
winter. Dependingon the system, the layer of insulation is separate. the material provides bothIoadbearing and
insulating functions (single-leaf masonry), Of the insulation requirement is integrated intothebuilding component
(timber platform frame coostruetion)

Window/opening
Measures tocombat glareand healgains, andtoprovide pnvaey
- Flexible sunsnading systems,external:
a) lOLMes (aluminium, positioo of louvres variable) integrated intowindow head orhoused in surface-mounted

boxonfacade
blRoller shutters (Yt'Uod, aluminium, fabric) integrated intowindow heador housed in surface-mounted boxon

facade
cl Hinged, folding or~iding shutters of wood or sheet metat (folding against reveals, hinged or ~iding in fronlof

facade)
- Rxed measures, external (IJrise-S<JItJi/, canopies, fixed kxMes)

4. Wind
Wall
Generally, all facade constructions made fromsmall-format. jointed elements, and primarily timber waN construc
tions, will require the inclusion of anairtight membrane in orderto overcome the Pfoblem of anygaps thatoccur
in the jointsduetoswelling/shrinkage.

WfI7dow
Thickness of individual panes, totalltlickness of giazing andairtigltnessofjointsdependheavily onthelevel ofooise
to be expected. Opening thewindows forventiiation is hardy possible when noise levels arehigh, somechanal
ventilation will be required.

1. RaIn
wall
Erosion ofouterleaf,riskofsaturation ofouterleaf, frostrisk
a)Masonry (monolithic, twoieaves orwithextemallnsuiation): render/palnt.
b) Fair-face masonry: claylhard·fired bricks arewater'repeflent andfrost-resistant. special mortar required -(seal

joints), possibly a ventilation cavity.
c) ughtweight construction (sleel, timbel): cladding, shingles, planks, boards; if ltle Ioadbeanng construction ~

positioned extemally, itmuslbeprolected (pajnt,cladding, canopy).
d)Exposed concrete facades: concrete isessentially wa!eqlfoof, buttheproblem ofcartlonalion mustbeconsidered:

carbon dioxide andmoisture intheairreact withttlealkaline components inthecement, which leadstocorrosion
of thereinfOfcement andsubsequent spalling of theconcrete surtace.

Window .'.,
Rain striking thewindow is drained viaa weather txI onto the window sill.Rebates in thewindow frame must
always be termed to prevent water collecting. The joints withthe spandrel panels al lt1e sides arepa1icularty
vulnerable. ~.".,

l'

8, Mechanical damage
wan,_
SoftSUI1aces (paint, some types of wood) arevulnerable to I11ed1anicaI damage. Rendered external insulation ~

part~ularty susceptible (principally at base ofwall,i.e..from ground level up toa heigI1t ofabout2.00mi.

2. SUnshine
Wall
Measures tocombat ultraviolet radiation andtemperature rise. lIfltreated timber facade elements exposed todfrect
sunlight are part~ularly vulnerable to deformation, crac~ng and sometimes "scorclling" aswell.Nevertheless,
timber is regarded lt1ese days asabuilding matenal presenting feW problems. Paints, glazes andimpregnation
areadditional measures thatcanbetaken to (YeVentwater entering porous building materials. Dark finishes area
prOblem because theyheatup toomuch and soareunsuitable for facades withexternal insulation.

3. NoIse
wall
Owing to theirlackof mass,~ghtweight buildings (limbe< or _ systems) aremore VUlnerallie toooise. DIscuss
wiltla specla~st ~ necessary, butnota problem in normat cases,
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I Building performance issues

Opening

fig. 75: InIemaJ sunshade

Patrie Allemann Protection against sunlight and glare is provided byad
ditional elements around the opening. The task of these
elements is to regulate the amount of daylight and so
lar radiation entering the interior, perhaps even exclude
it completely. A secondary function is to provide privacy
atnight.

There are many ways of incorporating sunlight and
glare protection measures into the architecture ofabuild
ing. However, certain building performance aspects must
be considered if efficient, functioning protection is to tie.
achieved.

Total radialioo

Outsjle Glass SUnshade

Transmitted radiation +
long-wave infrared radiation

5econdary heat emissioos

. Inside

•

Sunshading: thebrief
Depending on the geographical location of a building,
its exposure and the construction of its facades, solar
energy can enter through the openings and lead to over
heating ofthe interior inspring, summer and autumn. We
prevent this by installing a suitable sunshading system.
Basically, sunshades reduce the amount ofheat radiation
admitted byreflecting it. The total energy transmittance
(g-value) isthe means we use toassess the effectiveness
ofthe protection, ortocompare itwith other systems. The
g-value isthe total ofradiation transmitted plus secondary
heat emissions to the inside and is determined through
measurements or calculations. An efficient sunshade
is distinguished by a high degree of reflection, which
reduces the g-value accordingly. To prevent overheating
of the interior, this reflection must take place before the
radiation strikes the glass. If the solar radiation passes
through the glass first, some ofthis radiation isabsorbed

Total radiation

g-value =

transmitted radiation +

secondary heatemissions

I

Outside SUnshade Glass Inside

Fig. 74: External sunshade

by the internal sunshade and converted into long-wave
infrared radiation. This radiation can no longer be re
flected back through the glass and promotes a tempera- .,.
ture increase inside the building. Optimum sunshading
can therefore only ever be fitted externally.

.~....

Types ofi$unshading
Sunshades can be designed as movable or fixed com
ponents. Examples of fixed sunshades are canopies,
horizontal and vertical screens (brise-solei~, loggias
and fixed louvres. SUch elements form a vital part of the
facade design. One advantage of the fixed sunshade is

thiltt~ visual relationship with the outside world remains
essentially undisturbed. Depending on the form of the
sunshade, an interesting intermediate layer can 'also be
created between inside and outside which can even pro
vide useful floor space (e.g. loggia). However, a fixed sun
shade can respond tothe changing solar trajectory (daily
and seasonaQ toonly a limited extent.

A movable sunshade can be constantly adjusted to
suit the position of the sun and to regulate the incoming
sunlight according toindividual needs. Owing tothe diver
sity oftypes many design options are conceivable. During
the planning it isimportant toconsider the minimum and
maximum dimensions ofthe respective systems. However,
these dimensions vary only slightly among manufacturers
of the same systems. Whereas the minimum dimension
depends on the size ofthe opening, the maximum dimen
sion mainly depends on the properties of the materials
employed and the degree ofexposure tothe wind.

fig. 76:Rxedsunshade asa tangible Intennediata layerwith brlse·scleil(lop)
and loggia
LeCorbusier: lJnite d·habitaIioo. Marseille fl. 1947
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Fig.77:Thecomponents01the sunsIIadIna
systemarehoused behindanaluminium Iascta
andareIIIereIore COI1C8aIed whennotInuse.
GigorVGuyer: Broelberg deYeIopment. KiIchberg
1CH).1996

Opening
Building performance issues I

Various types of movable sunshading
Roller shutters. These consist of non-adjustable slats
guided inchannels at the sides ofthe opening. When not
in use the slats are rolled uparound a spindle mounted
near the window/door head orfolded into abunch (folding
roller shutter). The degree of light transmittance is de
termined bythe slat profile (interlinked or separate), the
reflection by the material and itscolour. Today, the.;Slats
are usually ofaluminium, which combines a.high degree
of reflection with minimum rTjaintenance. By contrast, tM"
wooden shutters often preferred inthe past require more
maintenance. As an option, roller shutters can be pivoted
outwards and upwards to allow indirect" reflected day
light to enter the room. The maximum/minimum dimen
sions for roller shutters without this feature are approx.
50/450 em forthe width and 50/400 em forthe height.
During planning, the maximum permissible area of ap
prox. 10m2 must be considered. The maximum dimen
sions must be considerably reduced on facades exposed
to high winds (e.g. high-rise blocks).

Louvres. Incontrast to the slats of the roller shutter,
the angle ofeach louvre can be varied about its longitu
dinal axis, which enables flexible control and redirection
of the incoming light. The louvres, which are made ex
elusively ofaluminium, are guided inchannels orbythin
steel wires. When not in use the louvres are stored asa
compact bunch atthe window/door head. The minimum
dimensions are similar to those for roller shutters, but
the maximum dimensions depend on the louvre profile.
Special care must be taken with louvres exposed to high
wind loads.

Rollerblinds. These are made offabric and when not in
use are rolled upatthe window/door head. Light transmit
tance and degree ofreflection are determined by the type
offabric. Light-coioured fabrics can scatter the incoming

light considerably and cause glare. Unlike the roller shut
ter, there isno option forpivoting avertical roller blind out
wards and upwards. The maximum/minimum dimensions
are approx. 40/300 em forthe width and 40/400 em for
the height. The maximum permissible area is approx.
8 m2, the ideal width-to-height ratio 1:3.

Semi-awnings. This is an elaborate variation on the
vertical roller blind which, thanks to an additional. roller .
plus stays, can be pivoted outwards and upwards to'
permit a partial view of the surroundings. Apart from a
minimum height of 120 em, the maximum/minimum
dimensions and maximum area are the same as for
vertical roller blinds.

Fog. 83:semi-awnings tothe windows, straight-arm awnings andvertical
blindstothe bak:onles
MaxErnst Haeleli: Rotach development. Zurich (CH). 1928
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fig. 78: lolMe blind
IntegratedInto the wall
access from outside

fig. 79: Rollershutter _

anQledposIIionlngoption
int..,.ted into thewei
access from inskIe

FIg.80:semi-awning
surface-mounted
access fromoutside

FIg.81: S1nlight-arm awning
mounted belowthe lintel
access from outside

Ag. 82:AI1icuIated-arm
awnlng
surface-lOOUlltedon soffn
ofbalcony slab
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Surface-mounted or flush?
With the exception ofthe last two examples all the other
types ofsunshading can be installed as surface-mounted
elements visible on the facade or integrated into the
window/door head detail. The latter variation results inthe
sunshading element being essentially concealed when
not in use. One hybrid solution is the installation below
the window/door head behind a fascia panel f1ush with
the facade. Articulated- and straight-arm awnings are fre
Quently fitted beneath the balcony ofthe floor above .

If the sunshading element is integrated into the
window/door head detail, easy access for maintenance
and r8fllacement must be guaranteed. Furthermore, the
continuity ofthe layer ofthermal insulation must be taken
into account.

Ag.84:Large..-ad..... awningforming. _ canopy
OIiwr 5d1WatZ: IactDIY bulldIng, Ebikoo (CIi).1996

;$

fig. 85:folding _ pnwIdingSIIflShadlng

"" balconies
Ilaumschiager & Ebet1e Hcitting Estate. Innsbnx:k
lAl.1999

Straight-arm awnings: Two straight stays, their outer
ends connected toatUbe, unroll a fabric blind bymeans
ofgravity and position this atacertain angle tothe facade.
This typeofshading was often popular for balconies inthe
past. The fact that the window is not completely covered
guarantees a linkwith the outside world. The maximum!
minimum dimensions and the maximum area correspond
tothose ofvertical roller blinds; the length ofthe straight
stays is80-150 cm.

Articulated-arm awnings: Two or more articulated
arms enable a fabric blind, which is rolled upwhen not
in use, to be extended to any desired position between
minimum and maximum. An additional hinge enables the
angle to be adjusted as well. This is the most popular
type of sunshading forbalconies and patios and is also
employed forshading large (display) windows. Widths of
between 2and 7mare possible, the maximum arm length
is4m.

Hinged, folding and sliding shutters: These, the arche
typal movable sunshades, are usually made from wood
oraluminium. When not inuse, the leaves are folded to
gether adjacent to the reveal or stored infront of a plain
part of the facade. The dimensions depend on the par
ticular window.

Insulating glazing with integral louvres: Inthis arrange
ment a louvre blind is integrated - gastight - between
the two panes ofan insulating glazing unit. As explained
above, this system does not provide optimum protection
against heat radiation because the temperature rises in
the cavity between the panes and some of the excess
heat isemitted inwards inthe form oflong-wave infrared
radiation. However, the system is suitable for high-rise
buildings because fitting the blind between the panes of
glass protects it against wind forces and soiling. Adefect
.in the blind results inthe entire glazing unit having to be
replaced.

Antiglare measures: thebrief
Glare is caused by direct sunlight and its reflection by
internal surfaces, butalso bydaylight reflected by exter
nal objects (e.g. light-coloured bUildings, snow-covered
surfaces, etc.). In contrast to the sunshading issue, in
which the heat radiation comes from a precisely defined
direction, the incidence ofthe light and the resulting glare
depends on diverse factors related tothe particular condi
tions.

Glare is also an individual, subjective reaction in
fluenced by the activities of the person concerned. For
example, persons working atcomputer screens are more
sensitive toglare than those writing manually atadesk.

fig. 86:s..tace-mounIod nlIIer__as. desiIIIIetemenlon IIle facade
Emst GiseI: housing andstudios. Zurich (CIi), 1953
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Changing demands placed on the internal functions
calls for a fine regulation or redirection of the incoming
daylight, even complete blackout measures (e.g. class
rooms).

As with sunshading, antiglare measures also involve
limiting the view of - and relationship with - the outside
world. This affects both thearchitecture (unwanted intro·
vertedness) butalso the human psyche (feeling of being
excluded). .,., .

For th!lse reasons antiglareineasur~s sho~ be
(re)movabfe wherever possible. Although some of the
sunshading forms described above can also prevent glare
(e.g. louvres), antiglare measures are advantAgeous when
fitted internally - forglare still occurs during me heating
period when solar energy gains are undoubtedly cesr
able.

Types of antiglare measures
There are two main ways ofpreventing glare, which, how
ever, can besubdivided into anumber ofvariations.

Curtains. This traditional form ofpreventing glare and
creating privacy ismade from afabric, which can be cho
sen to determine the light permeability. The level of in
coming light can becontrolled byusing two ormore layers
of curtains with different light permeability (e.g. net cur
tains during theday, opaque curtains atnighQ. However,
ascurtains can bemoved only horizontally and not vern
cally, which would benecessary totrack the sun properly,
they must bedrawn completely inorder toprevent glare.
Modern variations made from efficient high·tech textiles
are available which achieve good reflection but with
little loss of transparency. Vertical louvres, which can be
rotated about their longitudinal axis, are the only form of
"curtains" that permit the incoming light tobe adjusted to
suit the position of the sun.

Blinds. Vertical blinds with a corresponding opaque
coating are often used to darken classrooms or other
teaching facilities. Louvre blinds enable precise regula·
tion of the incoming light, right uptocomplete exclusion.
Arelationship with the outside world ismaintained byad
justing the angle of the louvres. The colour and material
of thelouvres have aninfluence on the quality ofthe light
asperceived subjectively inthe room, e.g. wooden louvres
close less tightly but establish a warm li9ht:.~ium

light-redirectinq louvres guide incoming Iighttflrough ap
propriately positioned louvre profiles into the depths ofthe
interior and achieve consistent illumination plus again in
passive solar energy through storage of the h~at in solid

i parts ofthe building - and without any glare component.

Ag.87:Cur1aIns lor preventing glare and lor partlaJ _ 01the sur·
roundlngs
Ludwig Mias van de< Rolle: New National Gallery. Bertin (0).1968

Ag. 88:InlemaIIouvre blindsac:I1ieve d1ffuse InteriorMghting eIfecls, the ....
roondlngs becomeblurredouUines
AJvar AaJto: Villa Mairea, Nooonarl<ku (fIN), 1939
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The doubling ofthe sky

sascha Roesler

.. '.111 . - .••1.,....
, i • ..'f-II j

Fig. I: Aanld-head columnsIn_
........ (diametervirios wIU1 s1oreY, Of

-load)
~~1J3io_._(CH).1912

Only when we stare at the ceiling at night do we really
first appreciate it. The dream of the insomniac is that
the ceiling above will finally disappear. A whole genre of
20th-century literature was dedicated to the ceiling be
ing the counterweight tothe ruminations, doubts, worries,
and anticipations ofthe insomniac, and tumed the ceiling
into the canopy over the modern soul. "Itisaspecial type
of sleeplessness that produces the indictment of birth."
(E. M. Cioran) The fact that inreality today we have tothink
in two dimensions, without structurii, when considering
the answer to this, is the outcome of a rationalisation
process that has given birth to the flatslab of reinforced
concrete being the normal case. The primary job ofafloor
today is to carry loads over typical spans. For economic
and not architectural reasons we therefore almost always
resort toflatslabs. The majority ofallbuilding tasks, resi
dential and office buildings, are characterised by their flat
slabs. Prestressing techniques mark the culmination ofa
technological evolution during which thinking interms of
joists and beams shifted step by step towards thinking in
terms of slabs and plates. Even downstand beams, the
leftovers ofthe old timber joists, are regarded as adisrup
tion in modem concrete construction, not only from the
economic viewpoint, and are avoided wherever possible.

In the architectural sense the flat slab of the
"Dom-ino" house type developed by Le Corbusier in1914
was programmatic. Its combination of frame and flat
slab suggested ahitherto unknown degree offreedom in
the design of the plan layout. The plan libre propagated
through this system was, however, still restricted toacer
tain extent because the floor slab used by Le Corbusier at
that time was a Hourdis-type hollow clay block assembly
and the staircase was still linked tothe internal beam ar
rangement. Concentrating the design work on the plan
layout, which was finally achieved with the arrival of the
flat slab, favoured the progressive neutralisation of the
modern floor slab and determined the wall as the space
defining component. The view of the soffit and the plan
on the floor had become merely backdrops to the space
structured by the walls. Homogeneity, flatness and an in
difference todirection determine not only the architectural
expression ofthe flatslab, butare today normally the ab
stract prerequisites forthis inorder toelicit the economic
efficientY'of the space. And ofcourse the floor area isalso
theYardstick with which the economics ofan architectural
project iscalculated.

Today, the question is how the diversity of possible
floor forms can be reintroduced into everyday building
tasks. The timber joist floor, apopular method ofsupport
since ancient times - and upuntil the Second World War
still the dominant method in the Western world -, was
supplanted step bystep by steel beams and reinforced
concrete slabs. A quick review of the historical develop
ment prior to the flatslab shows the diversity of design

Floor

I Introduction

inherent in this process of development. The works of
Claude Tumer in the USA and Robert Maillart inSwitzer
land provided sufficient momentum to propel design in
the direction of the flatslab with its indifference towards
direction. The difference between the traditional floor sup-.
ported on beams orjoists, asFram;ois Hennebique used
forhis concrete structures, and the flatslab with flared .
column heads isthat the flow offorces into the columns
can be recognised.

No .Iess decisive was the change. in Society that
accompanied these engineering developments. The up
surge of the services and consumer society plus house
buildil'lll for the masses led to the development of new
types of construction - office towers, shopping centres,
high-rise apartment blocks - and toa hitherto inconceiv
able manipulation of the interior environment. Building
services ofallkinds - sanitary and electrical lines, venti
lation, lighting - are today, whether clad or left exposed,
the matter-of-course elements of the modern floor. So
the floor has turned into acomplex "flooring system", the
horizontal component upholding the interior environment.
Polytechnical versatility - regardless ofthe material ofthe
ioadbearing structure - has now become the technologi
cal characteristic ofthe floor (and hence the ceiling). Layer
upon layer, above and below, the structural floor designed
tocarry loads has been given new functions over the past
100years inorder to meet allthe neWly emerging social
needs. To the layman the "ceiling" is the soffit of a hori
zontallayer ofthe bUilding - the surface that spans over
our heads. But considered as acomplex, multi-layer com
ponent. the ceiling isalso the underside ofthe floor tothe
next storey. Impact sound problems from above ora fire
demonstrate not only the separating butalso the bonding
character ofthis component. Accordingly, we must distin
guish between - and consider the mutual dependency of
- the phenomenology ofthe soffit asaboundary and the
technical treatment of the floor as a component that in
cludes the foorconstruction ofthe storey above. This mu
tual dependency becomes especially clear in expansive
interiors where the floors span considerable distances.
The "underside" must be and isvisible but direct access
isnot possible.The sheer expanse ofthe floor component
calls for ingenious structural solutions. Starting from this
double meaning - the floor assoffit and ascQ01POnent -,
I shall discuss three conceptual approaches inthe follow
ing, approaches that characterise the architectural han
dling offloors - and soffits - tothis very day. Irrespective

. of the particular materials used, these approaches seem
to me to show the correlation between the visibility and
technicisation of the floor, an aspect that increased with
Modemism.
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Fig.2:The rootas a"_"Frank Uoyd Wright: office building forJohnson wax
company, Racine (USAj, 1940-50

Fig.3: Structure 01a staelcellular1100< dack
datingfrom Ille 1950s
from bottom to top:fire-resistant suspended ceil·
ing,cellular floordeck, transverse duct for services,
floor covering

Floor
Introduction I

The soffit asacanopy: Now, as ever, the soffit exposes
those assembled below, brings them together, high
lights individuals, causes them torely on themselves,
The soffit as an artificial sky, the symbolic character
once attributed to the soffit, is echoed sometimes
more, sometimes less distinctly in modern soffit
finishes,
The stacking nature ofthe storeys: k, the construction
of high-rise structures started toevolve, the stacking

;\ of the storeys became notonly a technical challenge
to many advocates of Modernism but also a social
Utopia, Architectural expression and social conscious
ness can be found in the repetition of tlIIe floors,
The longing for a different spatial order: The opposite
nature ofwalls and floors seems tobe obvious inevery
day building, But infact since the dawn ofModernism
we have seen, again and again, attempts to dissolve
this oppositon, to create continuity between wall and
floor, wall and soffit, above and below, inside and out
side,

Baldachins
"Baldachin" isanother word forcanopy and isderived ulti
mately from Baldacco, anearly Italian name forBaghdad,
Originally, itwas the name ofaprecious silkwhich was im
ported into Europe from Baghdad, Owing tothe exclusivity
ofthis silk material, it was used as an ostentatious textile
ceiling over the heads ofthe powerful and important. The
simple supporting framework, four poles were enough,
reinforced the notion of a surface floating free in space,
The baldachin made possible a wall-less space within a
space, and it was precisely this that showed those un
derneath tobe unapproachable" The idea ofan individual
sky for those persons who have to be protected, those
whose outstanding individuality has to be emphasised,
is unmistakable here, Portable versions of the baldachin
(testers) are still used today inreligious processions, What
has remained, however, isnotsuch temporary sky imita
tions but instead permanent, domelike canopies oftimber
orstone tocover the bodies ofthe living - the thrones of
kings, the testers ofbishops, the beds ofprinces - and the
substitutes forthe dead - statues on tombstones,

fig. 4:~ umbrellas In Ille courtyanl of Ille Mosqua of Ille Prophet
Fre; Otto, Bodo Rasch, JUrgen Bradatsch: Mosque 01 theProphet, Melina (Saudi
Arabia),1971

Looked atinthis way, the baldachin isa reduced form
ofcovering, agesture ofpresentation and not amere util
itysurface, This distinguishes the baldachin of the Mid
dle Ages from our present perception of the soffit. The
baldachin creates a symbolic space below itself, butnot
an accessible surface above, To access the "floor" above
- to walk on it - would be regarded as a symbol of its
profanity! To this day, thef1oor-s~1\it coalition still remains
inthis dilemma, trapped between symbolic meaning and
p~gfane u~" It'

Cladding
The suspended ceilings used today in so many different
building projects remind many of the baldachin, render
ing visible a will to present the modem individual in his
or her daily business and lend him or her comfort and

Fig.5:_ Aallo: public1Ibnlfy, V11pu~ (RUS, lormerIyAN),1927-35

~--';.~.-.'. --.-. -".: .-y-.":' '!Y- "::''''-' " J"
, ...... -: .. <~. - - - - - ;:::::zi& '-'~, .' ,- .:/- ",:-':::L:.'--~----

Ag, 6: The sectionsshoW Ille wave-llke s/Iajleolllle ........- celilng.
AcoustIc coosIderatIons govemeclllles/Iajleol1l1ls wave.
fWaIAalto: pliJIlclibral'/, Viipuri, (RUS, fonner1y FIN), 1927-35

security;Jven the simplest suspended ceilings in open
plari~ffices are evidence of the attempt to harmonise
complex interior environment requirements with acertain
degree ofarchitectural representation, Inmany places it is
the suspended ceiling and not the soffit ofthe loadbearing
floor component that isseen internally, And this boundary
layer meanwhile has to fulfil countless functions, k, the
spatial expression of technical necessities (fire protec
tion, sound nsuanon, lighting units, loudspeakers, sprin
kler systems, etc), the finished ceiling in architectural
terms is all too often merely a compromise, The double

I
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Inbuildings with extensive services the various media
- electricity, heating, water, ventilation - require their own
zone, which can occupy a considerable depth, in some
cases even the full height ofastorey. Inthe salkInstitute
in La Jolla (Louis Kahn, 1965) the services zone became
an accessible room in order to ensure simple mainte
nance and upgrading.

Inan arclJitectural sense the Centre Pompidou inParis
(Rogers and Piano, 1976) marks the culmination of the
progressive technicisation of the building. This structure
witnessed the first-ever application of the preliminary
ideas ofArchigram and others stretching back 15years.
The building services were nolonger the shameful thing
that must be hidden but instead had become the govern
ing spatial principle of the building. Le Corbusier's vision
ofthe modern building asamachine had been turned into
a hands-on experience here by displaying the technical
infrastructure - the building as a stage for the building
services.

Fig.10:Latticebeams at .13mcentreseach span 48 m without anyIrrterme
dlatecolumns and therefore ...... maximum ftexiblHty forthe interior. l1le
buildinghouses a museum of modem art,a centre for IndtJstriaI design and
a publiclibrary.
Renzo Piano & Richard Rogers: Centre national d'art et deculture Georges
Pompidou. Paris (Fl.1976

Stacking
If the thread towards the profane means an advancing
utilitarianistion - becoming secular, worldly - of things,
then the modern floor-soffit conglomerate is the place
where this process has become partiCUlarly effective. De
fying all handed-down symbolism, it is the most profane
ofallbuilding components. No other component has been
transformed tosuch an extent inthe course ofthe techni
cal and functional developments ofModernism. The brief
and the technologies have chan~ radically within avery
short time and opened up new &Sign opportunities for
architects and engineers. Itwas also the arrival ofthe sky
scraper atthe start ofthe 20th century that characterised
the structure and significance of the floor and its soffit

permeated architecture as well. The ceiling, a covering,
enclosing, protecting structure, issimultaneously tangible
and intangible. Itstextile nature as given by the language
undermines the image of a heavyweight floor structure
above us. Semper shrinks the three-dimensionalseparat
ing layer to an incorporeal surface - skin, textile, cloth
ing, coating: "In all Germanic languages the word Wand
[wall] (of the same origin and basic meaning as the term
Gewand [garment/vestment]) refers directly to the an
cient origin and epitome of a visible space termination.
Likewise, cover, cladding, barrier, seam, and many other
technical expressions are not symbols of language ap
plied late tobuilding, but rather certain indications of the
textile origins ofthese components.'

FI1l. 9: GaIbanl Olfk:e buildingMilan(I), 1955/56
Reinforced coocrete floor by PierWigiNervi
Design: E.Sonci....A.Pes1aIolro

effect ofasuspended ceiling - it isaform ofcladding and
atthe same time creates an intermediate space - results
inan architectural effect whether we like it ornot.

The cladding character of this layer favours an inher
ent logic unconnected with the loadbearing structure,
which was nevertheless attributed to it again and again
in the history of building. Whether the textile-like timber
soffits of Alvar Aalto or the pictures projected onto the
ceilings ofahotel inLucerne byJean Nouvel, the soffit as
architecture becomes an image, and the'soffit cladding
the leitmotif forthe whole building.

The textured soffits like those devised and used by
Robert Maillart, Pier Luigi Nervi, Frei Otto, Heinz Isler, or
santiago Galatrava also take on a similar, clad character.
The difference between loadbearing structure and clad
ding has become obsolete in the works of these engi
neers. Gottfried Semper was surely the first to press for
such a view of architecture. He recognised the linkbe
tween the German words decken (to cover), entdecken (to

.discover) and Decke (the German word forfloor compo
nent and ceiling), which showed the gestural nature that
had once accompanied the origin of these things and so

fig. 8:DetaIlof floorcoostruetion: V-shaped
precast lerrocemenl elements; wallthickneSS:
3an; _ depIh01tIoor[rd. tIoortinish~ 50an
PIer Luigi NeM: GaIllani office building, Milan 01,
1955/56

fig. 7: penpeclIVeview:'ali seMces are
routed within the depth of the latticefloor

construetiM·
Eero saa<inen &Associates General Motors
<:orporation Research Centre. Warren. near Detroit.
Michigan (USAI. 1951-57

IM,._~_
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fig. 12:ThelIoorproviding texture 00 the facade
HdeoKosaka: Pest Office SaYir>JS 8arl<.K~ (.I).
1954

Floor
Introduction I

Ag.11:Thecantilevering lIoorslabs. used asbalconies,relnlon:e the layered
nature at the 1Wo towenl.
Bertrand GoI~: Marina City. Chicago (lISA), 195!Hi4

decisively. They became a "separating layer" inavertical
stack and an "infrastructure zone" forhorizontal services.

"Everything isdevoid ofgods' ishow Cioran succinctly
expressed the terminus of this increasing profanisation
- and in doing so forgot that it is precisely this absence
that prepares the ground forreligious input. The glorifying
of the profane, which had been elevated to a precept
by the beginning of the 20th century, would have been
inconceivable without the increasing technicisation of
living conditions. Right from the start this glorification was
charged with Messianic characteristics, the salvation of
the individual. Within this, "feasibility thinking" tallied with
the farmore vague notion of "homelessness". Both were
embodied symbolically in the new high-rise buildings. No
other type ofbuilding inspired such flights offancy as the
skyscraper iising skywards. Like no other type of build
ing before, the high-rise block embodied the realisable
opportunities of a society fascinated and surprised
by modernisation. In all this, the floor component has
become the platform for these opportunities and the domi
nating strt1ctural element in the facade. It was only the
multiple stacking of the floors that had rendered both of
these architectural phenomena visible. Peter Sioterdijk
called the "serialism" of such stacking as the "transition
between elementarism and social Utopianism'. Stacking
leads toboth architectural and social added-value.

The floor component becomes the structuring prin
ciple ofthe facade; the building rising vertically isgiven a
horizontal component. The Marina City towers inChicago
designed by Bertrand Goldberg are excellent examples of

Fig.13:Rem KooIhaas: "Thest<yscraper asutopian _lor the production
at unltmned no...... at virginsites 00 a s1ngta meIropoIttan location.'
Reproduction 01 a caricature IakBn from LifeMagazine. published in 1909

this. Here, the cantilevering floor slabs reinforce the layer
ing of the building. This pair of towers represents a rare
example ofhigh-rise architecture using balconies.

Multiple stacking establishes adirect relationship be
tween the repetition of identical storeys and the appear
ance of the entire building. Rem Koolhaas devised a for
mula forthis: the greater the number ofstoreys, the more
lasting isthe impression ofthe overall form. Inhis famous
study ofthe skyscraper architecture ofNew York (Delirious
New York) he includes a caricature of a skyscraper that
appeared in LifeMagazine in 1909. The bUilding, drawn
as an iron frame, consists merely of a stack of country
houses and their associated gardens. The underlying
thought ofastorey-by-storey stacking ofdifferent worlds
turns architecture into the infrastructure forindividual, sto
rey-related fantasies. The building, generally conceived as
a functional unit fora principal usage, dissolves into dis
parate storeys forthis orthat function. The floor becomes
an artificially created, empty island that can be occupied
and made habitable from time totime. The inheritance of
this architectural development - the storey as·:en array
of opportunities and a standardised element in a larger
whole - has brought benefits for low-rise buildings, too.
Afaithful implementation ofthis concept could be seen at

V the World Exposition EXPO 2000 inHannover inthe form
ofthe Netherlands pavilion designed by MVROV. The floors
inthi's pavilion functioned as platforms forman-made, in
dependent landscapes visible tovisitors even frorn afar.
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fig. 15:DIllennI_. made _

AdaIf Leos: GoIdmaM & salatsch premises, Voenna lAl. 1909-1 1

Diagonals
An awareness of vertically stacked interior spaces was
Adolf Loos' starting point and goal, and he hoped that
his breakthrough would come with the new frames of re
inforced concrete. Loos developed his method ofdesign,
which was intended to overcome the traditional thinking
in independent storeys and which only became known
as the ·spatial plan" later, in the 1920s, in the premises
of G..oldman & saiaiscn in Vienna (1911). Levels made
visible and s~eys no longer separated from each other
characterised this building. The floors became effective
interior design elements, more space-generating than
space-Wlclosing objects. The various functional zones
were differentiated by way of distinct storey heights 
2.07 m for the seamstresses seated at their machines,
3.00 mfor the cutters standing at their tables, 5.22 m
forthe steam-filled pressing room - and this had to be
compensated for constantly through mezzanine floors,
galleries and landings, the edges of which were there
fore exposed internally. This constant upand down gave
the connecting stairs the character of a route, a path.
The principle of stacking the storeys, sofundamental to
modern architecture, had been conceived forthe first time
- altematively - as an intertwining of vertically stacked
levels.

Whereas Loos' floors were designed asplatforms that
lent his architecture itsspecific interior atmosphere, some
40years later the French architect Claude Parent elevated
the terrain to the space-forming fundamental principle.

;~,':'"

The groUnd, regardless ofwhether it was natural orman
made, established an abstract space continuum and con
trasted aworld offunctional, separate spaces with another
one involving fluid transitions and networking. Parent, like
noother architect before him, placed the slope - the reflex
toa terrain seen as sculpted - atthe focus ofhis archi
tectural creativity. He proposed the incline plane ((anctian
obJiquft) as apossibility foradifferent experience ofspace
contrasting with the three-dimensional Cartesian system
represented inarchitecture by walls and floors. Imbalance

I Introduction

Ag.14: Stacked landscapes (·Isn~ tile Issue herenewnature?")
M'IRIlV: _ pavilion attheWOOd EJcposItion EJ<PO 2000 inHannlMlr (0)

Mobius strips
In1865 the German astronomerAugust Ferdinand Mobius
described an infinite, curved surface inthree-dimensional
space that has justone edge and hence nodistinguish
able top and bottom. Ifwe run a finger along the Mobius
strip, we reach the other side of our starting point. This
isdue tothe twist in the surface within itsdevelopment.
Depending on the position on the surface, what was
formerly inside is now outside, the outside turned to the
inside. Orientation inaconventional sense isnot possible
with such afigure because every segment ofthe surface
is given an opposite meaning during the development.
Conventional terms fordescribing spaces, like above and
below, left and right, front and back, donot apply.

Just how much architecture isduty-bound toobserve
such terms in its thinking is demonstrated in practice,
where the basic building blocks are walls and floors.
The Mobius strip is therefore an example of a three
dimensional anti-world whose description and realisation
depends on discovering new terms. Levels and no longer
storeys, inclines and no longer walls and floors, fluid
transitions and no longer enclosed spaces will probably
dominate this anti-world. Landscapes and urban lifestyles
are the models for an architectural realisation. Attempts
torender such different spaces conceivable have accom
panied the modernisation of architecture from the very
beginning. The dream of the levitating surfaces of Rus
sian Constructivism was: also the dream of a floor that
had discarded itssupporting structure. Even the laws of
gravity were relieved of their validity at this moment of
social upheaval.

1*
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Ag. 16:Thefirst Implementation 01the IDnctIon
oblique: the nave Isdominatedbytwosloping
IIIo! slabs.
Claude Parent & Paul Vlfilio: SBint·BemadeIle du
Banlay aNevers (I). 1965

Floor
Introduction I

Ag. 17:"Ufoonthe slipperyslope!":Sketches lor IDnctIon 4P//que (structure
oIlMng area)
OaudeParent

Ag. 20:The_ ~ asa code lor hlthertounkoown geomatry

Foreign Office ArchItects: Virtual House. 1997

and destabilisation, the consequences of living on slop
ing planes, were Parent's guarantee for space perceived
once again as authentic and corporeal. The architecture
should thus contr[bute totesting anew, hitherto unknown
experience ofspace.

It was only after the introduction of CAD for archi
tects on awide scale that the designs proposed decades

",gefore by Loos, Parent; and others began to find wider
acceptance in everyday architectural practice. Further
moltiJ'since the beginning of the 1990s we have seen
the publication of architectural designs that elevate the
landscape toanew model ofurban architecture. Thinking
in layers creates continuous surfaces extending beyond
storeys and buildings, and indoing so distinctions such as
floor and wall, inside and outside, lose their significance.
It isnomere coincidence that architectural practices such
asUnstudio and Foreign Office Architects are experiment
ing with the Mobius strip asa code forhitherto impos
sible geometry. Floors and walls are losing their horizontal
and vertical definitions, are becoming curves, ramps,
diagonals and folds, and since then persist ina zone of
indistinguishability.
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Ag.18: Planol_ House
UN~ van _I & 80s:MObius House.
Amstllfllam (NLJ. 1993-98

.."
FUJ1her raadIng *':
. E.M. Cio<an: TIle TIOObIe wdfi'l!eing Bern.

New York. 1976.
• G.Samper: fW SIiIin den technischt!rljlJncl

tel<trJnischen KiinsIen.~ Band. Frankfurt
a.M.. 1860.- English translalion: G.5emper:
Style in the Technical ard TectrJnic Ms; or.
PracticaiAesthetics. YCi. 1.Munich. 1860.

- P. SIoterdijk: Spheres Hi- Foams. Frankfun a.M.. Ag. 19:waRand floor, insideandoutsidelose theirs1gnll1cance asdistinguishing features.
2004. UN~ van Berkel & 80s:MObius House.Amsterdam (NL). 1993-98
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Flat or pitched roof? We are notinterested inpedantically earthen or stone terraces and pyramids represent two
reconstructing the position of this or that person, and we different and separate worlds. But both can be seen in
certainly donot intend toplay the game ofthose who, tak- the same picture. The roof goes hand in hand with the
ing the form of the roof as their starting point, distinguish myth of construction, this oldest of all human gestures,
between good and bad, progress and tradition, vemacular to cover and protect ourselves. According to the extra-
architecture and Intemational Style. Ifwe had been alive in ordinary portrayal byPiero della Francesca, the cloak ofthe
the early 19305, we would have been forced totake sides Madonna issimultaneously protection, house, tent and roof.
infavour ofone tendency ora \eIldency ofa tendency. We And even if there isapparently noroof, i.e., also if it isnot
would have chosen Modemism orperhaps even those de- cleany present, it exists (consiger the well-contrived house
liberate exaggerations that prevent mbderate positions in without a roof from the exercises ofPauLSChmitthenner).
revolutionary moments. Or we would have chosen another, So the roof is a longing on the part of the building, a
more traditional Modemism that was pursuing the ancient desire fora covering, the promise of protection, as well
myth ofarchitecture and trying toevocate already forgotten as co~letion. The roof finishes off the building. Insome
briefs forthis discipline. countries raising the roof is celebrated. This holds even

Today, we nolonger have todomake such categorical for those flat roofs that some would like to banish from
,decisions and can permit ourselves the liberal pursuit ofa the family of roofs altogether for ideological reasons,
non-dogmatic eclecticism which allows ustoassemble dis- for the simple reason that we do not see them. On the
similar and sometimes contrasting wands of forms inone contrary, we sense flat roofs, even when theyare not di-
and the same composition. We can therefore reconstruct rectly visible, or we try to make them noticeable. Some-
- with a leisurely calmness and cheerfulness - the argu- times all the good architect needs is a delicate comice,
ments ofone orother position with respect tonew trends. subtle profiling, a narrow joint in the render, a small strip
On the one hand, we acknowtedge the ability of Modem- of sheet zinc or copper to convey the impression of the
ism to re-establish the discipline, butatthe same time we roof. At the Tuscolano Estate (Rome, 1950-54) Adalberto
are conscious of the dogmatic inflexibility that precluded Libera used the remnant of the roof, a sensitive, inter-
the "Neues Bauen" movement from inspiring permanent, rupted, gentiy animated line, to mark the end of the fa-
local monuments and tuming them into stone. On the other cade - and the start of the roof. it is a lightweight wing
hand, now that we have had time to reflect on the ideo- ready for take-off, a discreet but important symbol. For
logical polemics we can recognise the motives ofthat rear- Le Corbusier in an apartment for Chanes de Beistegui in
guard action that was inthe position toconduct adialogue Paris (1930-31), the roof is reconquered space, the place
with tradition, the local monuments and the slow passage fora modem hanging gardens, a place removed from the
of time, which fortheir part are linked with habits and an tight-fisted sellers ofroofing tiles and slates. it isawander-
everyday life consisting ofrepetitive gestures, ofnormality, ful place, natural and artificial, aspace inthe city but atthe
banality, coincidence. same time above it, outside the hustle and bustle of the

The wise and moderate stances appear today to be metropolis. The height ofthe walls that enclose the terrace
more durable than the categorical avant-garde, also more issuch that only some Parisian landmarks are visible - the
convincing than the exasperated reactionary. In the flat- most important ones. Aplace inwhich the city seems sur-
versus-pitched-roof debate everybody claims tohave good real, the object ofabstract contemplation, cleansed ofand
reasons for underpinning the validity of his or her own alienated from context. The roof, the open hall ofthe house
proposal, and everybody wants an appropriate roof which (the flat roof as living space - Sigfried Giedion).
protects and issimple. But what isan appropriate roof? Is In any case the roof is'related to the mythical arche-
ita roof that covers well? Or isita roof that finishes offthe typal forms which - even after successive metamorphoses,
building? Or isit aroof that conveys the impression ofcov- transfigurations and aiterations - are still recognisable
ering well and finishing offthe building byremaining inthe in the elements of architecture. For centuries the gable
bac~grOOnd as far as possible? Or is it a roof that beyond was a reminder of the roof in the facade, (e:g. Heinrich
being a good covering and finishing off the building also Tessenow). '
presents aprotective and powerful form? The roof isloaded with significance: it can be indiscreet.

Few speak about the roof as one ofthe archetypal and In some cases it will doanything to become visible. The
generating motifs ofbuilding work, the roof as an intrinsic '" roofs of ancient Greek temples on Sicily were announced
form and image. The roof is related to the myth or-con- through colourful architectural features rich inmotifs, me-
struction and with the original instinct toprotect ourselves. topes and triglyphs, which fortheir part told ofeven older
Perhaps the origin ofthe roof has something todowith the ;"woodentemples that used decorative elements topreserve
ancient idea of space, namely, the tent On its most primi- the memory ofconstruction techniques (the lillie lion half-
tive ormost cultivated forms, e.g. Asplund orLewerentz). head gargoyles on the long sides spouting the water from
Thenomads as tent-users and the settled tribes whobuilt the hipped roof surfaces). The roof includes figures and

The roof
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symbols, it terrifies those who threaten the sanctuary (Nor
wegian stave churches with dragons' heads; the roof as the
protective shell ofan animaQ.

It isnot just bychance that the roof suggests similarities
between building and shipbuilding On the arsenal atVenice
the roof also serves as acrane forbuilding ships). Intheatre
design the roof becomes a very complex part of the stage

</Mchinery, a place forproducing special effects and illu
sions (Friedrich Weinbrenner, Karl von Fische~,

_roof and the locality: the roof always generates sym
bols, distinguishes one place from another, and not just for
reasons ofclimate. The roof and itsmaterials invoke acer
tain town, a certain atmosphere. The copper r~fs ofParis
call forth the idea of city architecture. All impressions that
characterise acertain town orregion are expressed through
their roofs. The roof covering Giovanni Michelucci's Borsa
Merci inPistoia can never beseeninitsentirety. Itisadrawn
shadow. k, in other towns in Tuscany it is a fine line, an
obviously lightweight structure with agreat overhang, dark,
rich inshade. We feel that the roof fulfils itsfunction, but we
see only the underside ofthe gutting eaves.

Mario Ridolfi regards the roof as a masterpiece of
craftsmanship with an ancient origin, a traditional form
that again and again is made more complex and adapted
tosuit the demands of the plan. Athick body ofterracotta
tiles, apowerful motif whose principal components are the
ridge and all the elements of a cultivated, hand-crafted
tradition. (There is something Baroque in all this, as if
Borromini had been reborn insmall architectural construc
tions.)

Joze Pleenik created an urbane figure out ofthe roof by
converting a nonuniform terrace ofhouses into large-scale
urban architecture (Trnovo, 1944). The roof can unite the
spirit and soul ofapeople: agreat hall inwhich awhole com
munity can recognise itself again and towhich it iscalled at
important moments (Tessenow, community assembly hall,
1941/42, and local govemmentforum, 1941).The roof isan
unmistakable place inthe centre ofthe town, the copertotra
ditlon inLombardy: acollective urban place covered byaroof
supported on columns where we sometimes find afountain,
orbenches fordiscussing, voting, recognising ourselves as
acommunity, or, inapragmatic way, forexchanging goods,
buying, trading. In this case the roof, as anarchitectural
element, can become astyle. The changes toand rationali
sation ofthe ccoeto reappear in many neoclassical works.
Fluctuating between avernacular architecture that isenno
bled byvarious architectural features, and anenlightened,
cultivated and, inaway, deprqyincialised architecture, such
neoclassical works embody acertain ambivalence. The roof
as a boundary condition, as an interrupted figure between
town and country...(the Ccperto dei Rgini in the cathedral
square inMilan, destroyed c.1850).

Roof, character. identity: In converting many palaces
and large country houses Karl Friedrich SChinkel modified

the form ofthe roof. This gesture demonstrates anattempt
to transform the rural character of the aristocracy into a
learned and less provincial one.

The roof can be a structure totally independent of the
building it covers, but also an inseparable element fun
damental to the functioning of the construction. A room
in which to dry grain and cereals, a room forthe tackles,
winches and pulleys forhoisting, forv~icles and bales of
straw. Insome examples inthe Alps the roof descends from
the highest poi~ ofthe house tosupport th~ber beams
that run past the solid, white-rendered walls. Consequently,
the roof istransformed. Itisperforated; it isathin textile ma
terial consisting ofhorizontal bars and atransparent timber
lattice, filtering the light.

The vulnerable roof: a body that reacts to the weather,
is sensitive to the prevailing wind and rain (lois Welzen
bacher's house in GriidnertaQ. Inother situations the roof
opens uplogather the sunlight from the valley, toprovide a
view ofthe mountains (Gio Ponti's Hotel Valmartello or.loze
Pleenik's mountain house).

Provisional conclusions (with less certainty, many
doubts and various unanswered questions): in Modernism
anumber ofrich and fruitful positions dealing unreservedly
with the subject of the roof exist and prosper alongside
the official position and classification. We have noted that
further in-depth research, like the current treatment of
the roof, may never be ultimate, categorical or rigid. For
the roof, as in the past with the facade or ornamenta
tion, it is the attempt to find a solution that is important,
not the stubborn pursuit of a principle. Take the work of
Ignazio Gardella. During his life he was a protagonist
of the fight that led the architectural culture of our cen
tury to renew its vocabulary, but together with others 
Rogers, Samona, Quaroni - he tried to prevent the
vocabulary ofModernism from becoming anew style. Mod
ernism is an intellectual attitude, a way of behaving with
respect toreality. SoGardella's flat roofs ofthe 1930s, when
the aim was totake up ademonstrative position, are almost
amanifesto; but then we have inthe postwar years his roof
to a church inLombardy, the roofs to workers' houses in
A1essandria, gently placed on the buildings, the variation on
atraditional form ofroofing tothe house ofavineyard owner
between the vines on the slopes...

It is for aJjt:;tI1ese reasons that the roof and its form
cannot be'%duced to a single slogan. I believe we have
to read all the forms extant in Modernism, notonly those
of the avant-garde. The various souls of Modernism. It ist
to recognise the fact that we can nolonger wallow in the
belief that architectural experience begins and ends with
Modernism. Today, Modemism can relate to monuments in
a new light, reflect ina new way on the total architectural
experience over the course of time. And it will continue to
learn from these.
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Roof

Pitched roof
Functions of layers

- Roof covering (e.g. clay tiles) ~ ~ - Roof covering (e.g. claynles)
- LoadbeaI1nglaye< forroofcovenng~ - Loadbearing laye<for roof covering

f,.

- Roof COYef1ngIseaing layer (street metai)
- Separating Iaye< (e.g. roofing felt)
- LoadlJeaI1ng layertor roof covering
- Ventilation cavitylioadlJearing nbs

- Thermal insulation
- Loadt>earing construction

- Vapour banief/airtight membrane
- Loadbearing layertorvapour barrier On

thiscase decking actsaslining)

- VenlJ1ationcavity/COUflter!lattens
- 5eaJinglaye< (secondarywater-

proofing/coveringl~

- Loadlleamg Iaye< forsealing layer
(decking)

- Thermal insulation
- Vapour barrier/airtigtlt memllrane
- Loadbeannglayer forvapour _

finthlacase deckingactsas.r;"g)- Vapour !lamer/airtight membrane
- Uning

- Ventilation cavity/counter battens
- sealing layer (secondary water-

proofing/covennglaye~

- Ventilation cavity
- Themlal insulation
- LoadlJeaI1ng constn.dion

Fig.1: PIll:I1ed roofwithsecondary walerproofing/covering
IQerofovertaPIlIng sheets
(colddeckl

Fig.2: Pl1d1ed roofwithseamless secondary water
prooflng/covering layer
(warmdeckl

Ag.3:Pl1d1ed roofwithoutseoondary
waMIprooftngicovertng layer
(colddeckl

Designation of layer Function Materials, thicknesses

- Protectioo agaJnst the weather (rain, ttaiI, snow)
- Protection against fire
- RelIection (solarradiation)
- Arrangement oftheroofmace (on plan)

- Clay orconcrete roof nles,slates,fibre-cement, street metal (awox. 2-40 mm)

SUpporting layerfor roofcovering - Battens ordecking forfixing theroofcovering - Roof battens, 24x48 mm(prima~ forailsmall-tormat roofcoverings), spacing
awox.15-30 em, depending onroofcovering

- TImber decking, 27mm (priman~ forthin,street·like roofcoverings)

Ventilation cavity
fincounter !latten~

- Ventilation ofroof covering
- Vennlation oftimber !lattens (keeping themdry)
- Diss4>ation ofairheated up lly solar radiat"" in summer (priman~ a problem with

darkrootcoverings)

- Coomer battens,
24x48,48 K48or 60x60 mm,
spacing approx. 50cm

5ealngiayer
(secoodary waterproofing/covering layer)

- Protectioo against soiling (dust, soot. driftingsnow, Wind)
- Protection for layers underneath (thermalinsulation)
- Draining ofwater thathaspenetrated anover1apping roofcovering (ponding)
- Temporary protection to structural shellduring coostruetion untilroofis completed

- Bituminous felt,3 mm,on27mmtimberdecking
- Speciai plastic sheeting, vapour-permeable. 0.2mm,on27mmtimllerdec~ng
- Flbra-cerrent sheets. approx. 4 mm,laidwithover1aps
- TImller boards, 6-24 mm(waterproof hardboard)

Ventila1iol1 cavity
(cold _only)

- Dissipation ofanyexternal moisture that mayhave penetrated thesecondary
waterproofing/eovenng layer

- Dissipation ofwarm, moistinternal air in winter (prevention ofcondensation)
- Dissipation ofairheatedup bysolar radiation insummer

- min.40mmorascalculated

_insulation - Protection against or delayof cooling in winter andtemperature risein summer
- Insulation canbelaidabove, below or berweer10adbearing members (prollIem:

seating ofjoinlSwith rafters)

- Millef'al wool, foam plastic (flU+ PS),min.120mmor ascalculated

- cames dead andimposed loads (snow. wind. ele.) - TImber, steel, reinforced concrete,
cross-section according to structural analysis

AIrtIghtmemlIrane, vapourIlanier - Protection against uncontrolled ventilation losses in thevoids above andtheasso
ciated coridensation

- Protection against warm.moistinteliorair diffusing intotheroofcoostruction
- Protection against fonnatioo ofcondensation in cooler zones

- PE andPVC sheeting, kraftpapers. awo'. 0.2mm

- PEandPVC sheeting, aluminium foil,approx. 0.2 mm

Uning - lennination of internal space, innersurface to roofvoid
- Protection against surface condensation (moisture buffer)
- Stores internal heat(avoids -stuffy-climate)

- TImber
- Gypsum (pIastertJoard)
- Wood-based materials
- Plastered
- Wood-cement boards
- Wood panelling
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- loadbe3ring layer

~~~;;;;;;~~~~ - _andsaaJing layer(e.g. shoot
melaQ

- 5eparating layer(rooting felt)
- loadbearing layer for IlfO\eCtive and.....

r-r-r-r-r-r-r-f-r-r-r-r-r-rr-r- inglayer (decl<ing)
- Ventilatioo cavity/counler battens

- Thermal insuiatiOfllbattens

~~~~~~~~~ -l'apourbaJTier, saparating 1ayer,~1liane
~ - layerforlevelling andfallaformillimtln

roofpitch

FIg.6: Flatroof with_ (cold deck)
rota<:ce$SIbIe

- Accessible wearing coorsa (e.g.
Quarry tJIes Ofl chippings)

- Protective anddrainage layer
(rounded gravel)

- Walerproofing layer

- Loadbearing layer

Systems I

..
Fig.5: Flatroof wi1hool ventilation (warm deck)
accessible

- Thermal andimpact soundinsu
IatiOfl

~~~~~~~~~~ - Vapoor barrier, saparating layer,:> slipplane
- layer forlevelling and fallsfor

minimum roof pitch

- I'apour baJTier, saparating layer,
slipplane

- layerforlevelling andfallafor
minlmlJm roofpitch

- _ anddrainage layer

(roundedgravaI)

-Waterproolinglayer

- TheonaJ insulation

Roof

-loadbearinglayer

Fig.4:Flatroof wi1hool ventilation (warm deck)
notaccessible

ELEMENTS

Flat roof
Functions of layers

Designation of layer Function Materials, thicknesses

Wearing course

Prol8cIlon and drainagelayer

- For foot orvehicular traff~

- Yegelatkin layer, e_or intensive planting systems

- Protection of saaJing layer (orthermal insulatiOfl in upside-down roof)against
med1anIcaI damageandultraviolet radlOtiOfl, providesballast forunderlying layers
(wind suction)

Single- or mulfi-~ layerto saaJ thestructure against rain, snow andmeltwater

- Root sultabla forfoot lraffic: quarry tiles, asphanorconcrete Ofl drainage layer,
~.6-2Oem

- Root unsultabla forfoot lraffic: rounded gravel(no sandowing topossible plant
growth),~. 6 em

- Extensive planting: 6 mm filterlayer. awox. 8-15 empIant-bearing subSlrate,
-"X. 6 emvegetation

-1_planting: 3 mmprotection Iayer,~. 12-15emwaterr_layer,
3 mmfiherlayer, approx. 7-20 emsoilorhumus, 6-50emvegetatiOfl

5eparatinglayer - Sheeting laidonsealing layer asinitial protection before installing protection layer
andwearing course

- ProteeIion against mechanical damage to waterproofing (causad by chippings)

- Fleece

sealing layer
(moisture barrier, waterproofing)

ventilation cavity
(colddeck Ofl~)

- 'Nllere>ef possible.wearing coursa andprotection layer should be ableto move
independenlly of each other (saparating lOyen

Conventional waterproollng systems forwann decks:
- Bitumer1 sheeting, 31ayers. wittl2 intermediate layers ofbitumen and1 bitumen

topcoat(totalthickness min.7 mm), bituminous felt SNV 556001:drytelt,jute
fabric, glass fibre. aluminium foil

- ~Ier-based bitumen sheeting. 2 layers, torched or tiOflded wiltlhotadhesive
(min 5 mmlI1ic1<), SIA 281E:jutefabric, glass neece

- Polyester-based synthet~ sheeting, 1 layer, compatibility wiltladjacent materials
mustbe guaranleed otherwisa a saparating layer mustbe included. SIA 280:
samalll, Gooon, elc.

T11ennaI Insulation layerof insulating malerial wiltl defined lI1enmal conductivity - Mineral-llbre materials Oimhed compressive strengttl), glass wool,rockwoof
- Porous maleriala (llighcompressivestrengttl), cellular glass Ooam glass), ve-

m~ulhe, perlhe (fesco Board, Herapenn)
- Organic materiala (high compressive strengtl1), polystyrene loam(expanded or

extruded), poIyure1hane foam, potyetiJytene foam, PVC loam

Impactsound insulatioo Only requlred onroofs subjectto lootQ( vehicular traffic - Organ~ materiala (llighcompressive strength),COl1<, wood pulp. expanded ~

styrene foam, approx. 2-4 em::/"
- Mineral-fibre materiala (hll!',tiulkweight and highcompressive strengll1 required).

glass woof. rocl<woof, apprtiX. 2-4 em

Vapour barrter - layer withdefined vapour permeability, prevents saturation of thermal insulation.
notnecessary Ofl upsK!e-down roof

- Intermediale layerproviding permanent seoareton between two ,rx:ompalille
maleOals

- 8humen sheeting,
hoibituminous compound 85125, F3,wiltl faicum powder,
F3andhot tituminous compound,V50,with tatum powder, aluminium lOB.
polyester-based bitumen sheeting. aluminium toil boll1 sides.
sarnavap 1000,GoI1i 0 2.1,potyetiJytene, butyf rubber

5eparatinglayer, slip plane - Intenmecliate layerenabling Independenl movement 01 individual layers of ltal roof
ma!<e-up

- layer thatcompensates for roughness ()(unevenness in theundertying construe
tiOfl

- Diverse oilorkraftpapers, PE-eoated

l.aYeIling layer
Oalls layer)

- layeradded to _ therequired lalla(min. 1.5%) mlI1e underlying
COIlSlnJC\iOIl

- The faIIa layercanbeomitted when the_ng COOSlruction ~ already
laid to lalla.
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Flat roof
Warm deck - conventional systems
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L08lflearing layer

Ag.7:SChematic drawing01building pertormance
parameters

Protecti'IeIayer
Sopara1ing layer
V/atef1lrOO1inglayer
Thennai insulation
Yapoor barrie<
FaI~ ,nth~1ayer

Fig.8: section throughwarm deck (synthetic roofcovering)

P_layer __________
5epalating layer l·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:···:·:·:·····:·······:·:· .:.:.:.:.:•••••:.:•••:.:•••••••••••••••••:
Waleq>oofing layer _

Thennai insulation
V3pour barrie<
Falls in thislayer

Ag.9:section throUgh warm deck (bituminous roofcovering)

The conventional warm deck is a single-skin roof which
contains one each of the necessary functional layers
(Ioadbearing, waterproofing, thermal insulation, possibly
sound insulation for accessible roofs). Various functions
can also be combined inone material layer, although the
waterproofing isalways placed above the thermal insula
tion. When selecting materials, ensure that the compo
nents are compatible with each other and the building .
performance values are correct (use tried-and-tested
combinations ofproducts). Warm l:Iecks have aseamless
roof covering. To prevent damaging condensation it isvital
to install a vapour barrier on the inside (warm side) of
the the~al insulation above the loadbearing layer. The
vapour permeability resistance ofthis vapour barrier must
be coordinated with the other layers of'the roof construc
tion. A layer ofgravel, paving flags, road surfacing mate
rial orplanting issuitable for protecting the waterproofing
against the weather and mechanical damage. It isusually
advisable toinstall aseparating layer, e.g. fleece, between
the waterproofing and this layer ofprotection. The neces
sary falls (min. 1.5%) can be produced inthe loadbearing
layer, ina layer specifically incorporated forthis purpose
orinthe thermal insulation.

Warm deck(synthetic materials)
The waterproofing here isa single layer ofsynthetic roof
ing felt with torched or bonded overlapping joints. The
resistance to ultraviolet radiation isgenerally limited and
so aprotective layer must be added.

Various rigid products can be used for the layer of
insulation. However, care must be taken to ensure that
they are compatible with the waterproofing. Polystyrene,
for instance, must be separated from the synthetic roof
ing felt (migration of softener). On accessible roofs it is
important toensure that the compressive strength of the
thermal insulation isadequate.

Warm deck (bituminous materials)
The waterproofing here consists mostly of two layers of
polyester-based bitumen felt. The first layer is laid loose
on the thermal insulation and all further layers are then
fully bonded together. When using pure bitumen sheeting
atleast three layers are necessary.

Various rigid products can be used jor the layer of
insulation. On accessible roofs it is important to ensure
that the compressive strength of the thermal insulation
isadequate.
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The conventional warm deck systems have given birth to
special flat roof constructions - forreasons ofaesthetics
and/or specific products. These are single-skin roofs and
sofollow the same layering principle as aconventional flat
roof: the waterproofing is seamless and isplaced above
the thermal insulation. A vapour barrier installed on the
inside of the thermal insulation prevents damaging con
densation. Here again, the necessary falls (min. 1.5%) can
be produced inthe loadbearing layer, inalayer specifically
1i\corporat~d forthis purpose orinthlWlermal insulation.

Compact roof
The compact roof evolved specifically from the use ofcel
lular glass and only works with this material. All the layers
apart from the protective layer orwearing course are fUlly
bonded together and to the loadbearing layer; together
they provide the waterproofing, vapour-imperviousness
and thermal insulation functions.

The insulation consists of vapour-tight cellular glass
laid in a hot bituminous compound on the loadbearing
layer, and this also functions as the vapour barrier. The
joints are simple butt joints filled with a hot bituminous
compound. Two layers ofbitumen roofing felt, again fully
bonded, serve as a waterproofing layer. k; on a conven
tional warm deck, a layer of gravel, paving flags, road
surfacing material orplanting serves as aprotective layer
orwearing course. The compact roof isan expensive sys
tem. However, with a loadbearing construction of in situ
reinforced concrete (as rigid as possible) it guarantees a
high standard of reliability with regard to preventing in
gress ofwater.

Uncoated roof
Uncoated roofs are flatroof systems without a protective
layer or wearing course. The omission of this protection
means that the "exposed" roof covering must withstand
various influences.

The make-up of the waterproofing can employ either
bituminous orsynthetic roofing felts (number of layers as
foraconventional warm deck). Ineach case the manufac
turer of the materials must confirm that the roof covering
is suitable in terms of its resistance to ultraviolet radia
tion. It must also be incombustible (fire rating No.6). The
omission,llf the protection (ballast) also means that the
roof ~ring isexposed to the wind. It must be ensured
that alllayers are fixed together (bonded ormechanically)
such that the forces can be transfa red. Mechanical fix
ings must be covered. Edges and junctions must be spe
cially secured (wind suction). Uncoated roofs are sensitive
toloads and are thus unsuitable forfoot traffic. They must
be approved - also by the local fire brigade. It is essen
tial to check the waterproofing function ofsuch roofs at
regular intervals.

Systems I

Roof

v.

fig. 10:SectIon throughc:ompact roof

Loadbeaiing!ayer

Fog. 11:SectIon throughuncoated roof

Loadbearing layer

Waterproofing layer --- fi'T'fi'T'fi"T'iFm'nTT1'i'fi~'TTrfi'l"FlTrlT'i9'i'm'rm'T'!i'i'i'fi'iffli'T'!i'if'f
Thermal insulation
Vapour barrier
Falls intt1is layer

-layer -------
::-';:~yer -.______-- ~OOO]:OmOOO~O:rrO:OnOOnOOOnOO~OOO~OO~OOO~OOITOOO~OOnOOOnOOnOOO~OO~OOO~OOrrOOO~OOnOOOnOO~OOOtOO~OOO~OO~OOOnOonOO:nOO]OOm

o:O:

Thermal insulation ~I
lJndercoat
Falls inttris layer

Flat roof
Warm deck - special systems

ELEMENTS
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Roof

Upside-down roof
The upside-down roof is a non-ventilated flat roof sys
tem with the obligatory functional layers. However, the
sequence of the layers is different from a conventional
warm deck.

The layer of thermal insulation is placed above the
waterproofing and must therefore itself be waterproof
(extruded polystyrene). This is a single. layer of material
and must therefore incorporate rebated joints. N; the in
sulation islaid "inthe wet" it must be20%tt1tcker than is
necessary tosatisfy the actual thermal insulation require
ments.

A.eparating layer of fleece above the insulation pre
vents the gravel infiltrating the joints inthe thermal insula
tion. The use ofa special separating fleece which allows
most of the water to drain away enables the 20% extra
thickness tobe reduced tojust 3%.

The seamless waterproofing can consist of bitumi
nous orsynthetic roofing felt (number of layers as fora
conventional warm deck) and is laid beneath the insula
tion, directly on the loadbearing layer. This also acts asa
vapour barrier, and its position below the thermal insu
lation means that it is adequately protected against any
damage.

Aprotective layer isabsolutely essential on an upside
down roof. It prevents damage to the thermal insulation
and also serves as ballast toprevent the insulation lifting
offthe layers below. N; on a conventional warm deck a
minimum fall of 1.5% must be incorporated, which can
be achieved inthe loadbearing layer, ina layer specifically
incorporated for this purpose orinthe thermal insulation.

I Systems

ELEMENTS

Loadbeanng ~yer

Loadlearlnglayer

F~rs in thislayer

Protective layer
5eparating layer

Thennalinsulalion ----

WatarpnlOfinglayer --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Heal 'Iapour

fig. 12:SChem8tlc draWing ofbuilding per

"""'""""""'""""""

Flat roof
Upside-down roof

r,,:·.. L·

Fig.13:5ec1Ion througll upside-downroof
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Flat roof
Cold deck

Thermal insulation ---

Loadbearing layer ---

Cold deck
The cold deck isadouble-skin roof construction consist
ing ofalower, enclosing and thermally insulating skin with
aseparate airtight membrane, and an upper, weatherproof
skin designed to carry wind, snow and imposed loads.
Between these two there isa ventilation cavity - the size
of which is determined by building performance param-

oeters - with appropriate inlets and outlets. The cross-sec
tiomil area of ~his ventilation cavity must be min. 1/150
of tl'l8rroof area, the minimum depth must be 100mm.
The total area of inlets/outlets must be at least half the
size ofthe minimum cross-sectional area ofttieventilation
cavity itself. This ventilation arrangement ensures a bal
ance inthe vapour pressure between interior and exterior
climates, especially inwinter, and that insummer the tem
perature rise caused by solar radiation ("stuffy" climate)
is dissipated by convection. One specific example of a
ventilated roof isthe Oavos-style roof; the ventilation cav
ityinthis roof isdesigned as acrawl space which enables
the waterproofing tobe inspected from inside.

The layer of insulation isplaced over the loadbearing
layer and must consist of a vapour-permeable material
(mineral orglass wooQ.lncorporating the ventilation above
the thermal insulation obviates the need foravapour bar
rier on the inside ofthe insulation. However, such avapour
barrier is included with a loadbearing layer that is very
open todiffusion (timber orsteel) and this acts asadiffu
sion-retardant airtight membrane. The layer of insulation
need not be vapour-permeable because it is positioned
above the ventilation cavity. However, it requires itsown
loadbearing layer (double-skin construction). Gravel or
sheet metal are suitable materials forthe protective layer
above the insulation: the minimum roof pitch fora sheet
metal roof covering with double welt joints must be 3%.
The fall inthe cold deck isusually achieved within the ven
tilation cavity (Ioadbearing layer orwaterproofing layer).
Such an inclined boundary surface promotes the thermal
currents inthe ventilation cavity.

=222 222 uP 22/
222 272 222 22/ 2u

Rg.15:section through cold roof

-

water

~
222 222 222 222 2 ..2 222 222

~
I I I
I I I
I I I

to: : : Loadbeanng layer
I I I
I I ,

Htllf.., Vapoor Vapour

Rg. 14:SChematic drawingof bullding
perIonnancepaIllmeters

Fig. 16:section through cold roof
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Roof

The integrative pitched roof
The extension tothe school in51 Peter integrates seam
lessly into the local setting. The new buildings supple
ment the local built environment, which ischaracterised
by a precise, functional positioning of the buildings and
a choice of materials heavily influenced by the type of
construction. Nevertheless, the pitched roofs of the new
solid timber buildings achieve acertain autonomy thanks
to subtle differences. Their roof surfaces are somewhat
shallower than those of the neighbouring buildings and
are finished with sheet metal. Wood-based boards re
place the purlins ofthese couple roofs atthe overhanging
canopy, resulting ina delicate verge detail. The likewise
slim eaves detail is characterised bya gutter that con
tinues beyond the junction with the verge and acts as a
spout, discharging the rainwater ina visible, thin, splash
ing stream directly into agravel soakaway.

FIg.17:H_Tessenow: Pr1vate house (BOhler). 51Moritz (CH), 1918.
destroyed 1989

The pitched roofasa geometric element
Boasting different sizes, theexhibition wings ofthe Glarus
Art Gallery dominate this L-shaped complex on the south
eastern edge ofapark. The one- and two-storey pavilions
appear as simple, rectangular buildings. Three exhibition
rooms, one lit from the side and two from overhead, are
the focal points. The rectangular brick volumes are each
crowned by fully glazed pitched roofs whose architectural
design emphasises the will to reduce the form. Although
the overhang of the roof on all sides is minimal, it still
generates a shadow on the walls below and hence re
inforces the independence of the roof form. The glazed
roofs illuminate two of the exhibition rooms, separated
only by adust screen.

fig. 19: Hans l8u2ingor: GIanJs Art Gallery(CH), 1952

ELEMENTS

I Systems in architecture

The multiple pitched roof
The crystalline form oftheBOhler house harmonises inan
obvious way with the mountainous landscape. The volume
clings to the slope like a boulder, the irregular roof form
underscoring itsamorphous character. The animated sil
houette of the slate-covered roof surface seems to emu
late the outline of the mountains. Similar to the design of
the facades, which are determined by a seemingly tradi
tional fenestration butwhose arrangement is actually a
departure from tradition, the roof form oscillates aswell
between expressive gestures and hand-crafted traditions.
The transition to the masonry is not abstract but instead
employs the classical overhanging eaves, which protect
the facades against rain and melting snow.

fig. 18: SIteplan
Conradin a_vuatSChool inStPeter (CH). 1997

Pitched roof

Fig. 20:~ aavuot: SChool In 51_ (CH), 1997

!L
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Flat roof

Ag. 21:Adalbet10 Ubenl:casa MaJaparte,
C8pri (I),1941

Ag. 23:LeCor1lusIer. VlIIaSavoye, Poissy
(f). 1929

Roof
Systems in architecture I

The accessible flat roof
Perched on a clifftop, Adalberto Libera's Casa Malaparte
has an imposing form, its red paint finish creating an
artificial addition to the topography. A tapering external
staircase inaform not dissimilar tothe building itself links
the natural with the man-made environment. From this
flatroof platform there isan all-round view over the sea
and the rocky coastline ofthe island ofCapri. The exposed
nature of this site is further reinforced bythe complete
absence ofsafety barriers. The finish to the roof sunace
is inthe same colour as the facades so that the bUilding
presents a monolithic appearance. An elegantly curving
screen of white-painted concrete ensures"privacy for
the solarium and isthe sole enclosed part of the rooftop
terrace.

Ag. 22:AdaIbet10 Ubenl: casa MaJaparte, C8pri(I),1941

The roofgarden
The Villa savoye is raised above the ground on columns
and stands ina gently sloping forest clearing near Paris.
The set-back ground floor facade helps the upper floor
and the sculpted rooftop structures to appear more
dominant. Incontrast to the main floor, which isopen to
its surroundings on all sides thanks to the long ribbon
windows, the roof garden of the Villa Savoye is enclosed
by sculpted walls and offers only partial views of itssur
roundings. This results in an interior space open to the
sky with a charming, introverted character. Unlike the
platform of the Casa Malaparte, the protected rooftop
terrace here serves as an extension tothe living Quarters

Ag. 24:LeCortJusIer: ViU8 Savoye, Poissy (f). 1929

inthe summer. Inhis Five Points ofaNewArchitecture Le
Corbusier regards the roof garden asa substitute forthe
ground area occupied by the bUilding itself.

Ag. 25:Herzog & deMeuron: "Allfdem depot, Basel (CHj,

1995

The apparently corporeal flat roof
The four parallel bays of the "Auf dem Wolf" locomotive
depot in Basel are separated by in situ concrete walls.
Corporeal roof structures span over these concrete walls.
The glass-clad lattice beams also form amonitor roof pro
file, which provides good illumination throughout the inte
riordespite the excessive interior depth insome places. In
architectural terms the rhythm ofthe translucent monitors
can be interpreted asthe regular positioning ofsleepers,
the rails being represented bythe longitudinal walls, albeit
with the positions reversed.

The roofasanindependent large-scale edifice
Visible from Potsdamer Strasse isthe ground-level section
of the New National Gallery in Berlin, which ispractically
reduced totwo architectural elements. Aflat roof assem
bled from steel beams supported on eight columns soars
over and beyond the reception area and ground-floor ex
hibition areas. But the other element, the set-back glass
facade on all sides, is hardly noticeable. The roof spans
42mand sails farbeyond the glass walls. Itcomprises a
two-way-spanning beam grid of 1.8m deep H-sections
which together weigh 1250 tonnes.

Fig.26:i.Jldwig MiesvanderRolle: NewNalIonaI Galler/. Ile1IIn (D), 1967



The roof asa folded plate
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fig. 27:GIgon & Guyer. ExtensIon toart gallefy
InWIn\ef1l1ur (CH), 1995

Rg.28:View during cons1rucIion
Gigon & Guyer: Extension toartgalle<y in
Winterthur (CHI, 1995

Rg.30:View from mountaln _

Bearth & llepIazes: Valley stat"" of Garmeona
chair·lift, Arosa (CHI. 2000

The sawtooth roofasa light-directing layer
The art museums in Appenzell and Winterthur, both by
Gigon & Guyer, are excellent examples oftwo fundamen
tally different methods for dealing with the framework
conditions ofsawtooth roofs.

The extension to the artgallery inWinterthur can be
divided into three horizontal layers. The unheated, venti
lated ground floor isforparking only. The exhibition rooms
are located above this on the true main floor, And above
the exhibition level a sawtooth roof ensures the neces
sary illumination, This layering ofthe functions isreflected
inthe facade design, which is likewise divided into three
parts, with the exhibition level- framed, as itwere, by the
parking level and the sawtooth roof - being given most
emphasis. The rhythm ofthe sawtooth roof matches the
grid of the steel frame, but depending on the size of the
exhibition areas, three, four or five "teeth" of the roof are
allocated toeach area.lnternaliy, incontrast tothe facade,
the subdivision into exhibition area and lighting layer is
suppressed by the use ofaseamless lining, The effective
height of the sawtooth roof is thus added to the exhibi
tion area and can therefore be appreciated directly. As the
glazed surfaces of the sawtooth roof face almost exactly
north, nodirect sunlight enters the building.

Rg.29:Gigon& Guyer: UnerMuseum. Appenzen (CHI. 1998

The sawtooth roofasasculptural element
The Liner Museum inAppenzell has asawtooth roof fora
completely different reason. The zigzag profile ofthe roof
provided the chance tocreate an expressive, large-scale
silhouette which, when viewed from close up, lends the
museum an abstract quality. Only when we look down on
the artmuseum and the town from the surrounding hill
sides does the sawtooth roof blend inwith the roofs ofthe
neighbouring industrialbuildings, Inthis case each "tooth"
ofthe roof isallocated toaseparate exhibition area, which
means that from inside we see not a sawtooth roof but
instead what appears tobe anasymmetric pitched roof.
The rhythm ofthe interior spaces (and hence the sawtooth
roo~ narrows towards the north. So as the pitch of the

roof slope remains the same, the height ofeach section
decreases. This, together with the design of the ends of
the building and the homogeneous cladding, promotes the
alienation of the external expression of the sawtooth roof
theme. Sandblasted chromium-steel sheets, overlapping
like tiles, clad the whole ofthis monolithic structure, leav
ing nodistinction between wall and roof surfaces. They
thus lend the finished building acorporeal expression.

The roofasan irregular folded plate
The Carmenna chair-lift takes day-trippers from the valley
station..which islocated above Inner-Arosa near the late
Gothic mountain chapel, via an intermediate station tothe
side ofthe Weisshorn.

To preserve the landscape, the relatively large volume
of the valley station is partly buried inthe rising slope of
the mountainside. A thin layer of soil lies like a carpet
on the tent-like, multiple-folded roof and thus produces a
seamless connection with the landscape. The conspicu
ous angularity ofthe roof form, supported by alightweight
steel frame, nevertheless reveals that this isan artificial
continuation of the natural terrain. But inwinter the scale
of the roof form, appropriate to the topography, and the
layer of snow over everything results in an almost com
plete fusion between the natural and the man-made
elements.

The picture is completely different when looking
from the valley side. The multiple folds of the entrance
facade remain completely visible; it looks like a cross
section through a sculpted landscape. Blurred outlines of
the interior workings can bemade out behind the semi
transparent "SCobalit" facade. The lefthaif serves for the
night-time storage ofthe four-person chairs. The right half
is for dispatching the winter sports fans on their way up
the mountain. This latter half, the actual valley station for
the lift system, is in the form of a bright, neon orange
painted tunnel.

fig. 31: IleartI1 & DepIazes: \/alley _ oftarmenna d1aIr-lill, Arosa (Qt),2000
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figs 35and 36:Eoro Saartnen: TWA TenninaJ, NewVorl< (USA), 1958

The expressive shell roof
In contrast to the assembly of different shells at Sydney
Opera House, the expressive roof form of the TWA ter
minal is a single symmetrical, large-scale arrangement.
Although sculptural thinking was central to Eero Saarinen's
design for the terminal and working drawings were not
produced until the final form had been decided upon, the
building benefits from the structural possibilities of the
three-dimensional shell, transferring the weight ofthe roof
tojustfour colossal columns. The dynamic shape, which
explores the frontiers of formwork for in situ concrete,
plays with the aesthetics ofthe propeller aircraft prevalent
at the time ofthe building's construction.

Ag. 37:JIm Utzon: Sydney Opera House (AUS), 1973

Systems in architecture I

Roof

The barrel-vault roof
The - onplan - symmetrical, three-part Kimbell Art Mu
seum is given its rhythm by the barrel-vault roofs per
pendicular to theaxis of symmetry. The character of the
building, both internally and externally, isessentially de
termined bythe roof form. The barrel vaults with their cy
cloidal cross-section each span 30.5 minthe longitudinal
and 6.7m in the transverse direction, and are supported
on justfour square columns Nthe corners. All the seg
ments have identical, large dimilnsio"~s and, wfJen placed
together, form very large areas without a~y inte~~ning col
umns. However, these areas can be subdivided by means .
of portable, non-Ioadbearing partitions. The unlSual illu
mination isalso due to the roof form. Atthe crown ofthe
vault there isa longitudinal slitwhich admits daylight. As
direct daylight is unsuitable fordisplaying wor1<s ofart, a
reflector mounted below the slit redirects the incoming
light such that the soffit of the vault is illuminated. Atthe
gables there isaglazed gap, varying inwidth, between the
non-Ioadbearing, semicircular travertine infill panel and
the stiffened edge of the barrel vault, and this renders
visible the geometry of the cross-section.

The additive shell roof
Sydney Opera house is located at a prominent position
on a peninsula in Sydney Harbour. Jern Utzon developed
his design wholly based on this specific situation. Three
groups of intersecting shells - containing concert hall,
opera and restaurant - rise out ofa massi~y.apparently

monolithic plinth. The contrast between tlieheavyweight,
earth-bound foundation and the lightweight, elegant
shells helps to emphasise the functional separation be-

.,.tween the ancillary spaces located underground and the
public foyers and auditoriums above. At the same time,
~the plinth forms an artificial topography for the terracing,
.' asinancient Greek theatres.

Ag.33:LouisI. Kahn: Klmbetl ArtMuseum, FoI1h Worth (USA), 1m
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Barrel-vault roof and shell roof

Fog. 32:louis I. Kahn: KImbell ArtMuseum.
FoI1h Worth (USA). 19n

Ag.34:JIm Utzon: Sydney Opera House
(AUS),1973
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I Building performance issues

Roof

Criteria and relationships

o

..
Warm deck
Inthe warm deck the waterproofing layer ora diffusion
retardant layer, e.q. in a pitched roof a secondary wa
terproofing/covering layer, is laid immetliately above the
thermal insulation. The water vapour diffusing out of the
insulation could therefore condense on the non-ventilated
cold side ofthe insulation and saturate this. Avapour bar
rier installed on the inside prevents the warm, vapour
saturated airentering the insulation and thus prevents any
damaging condensation.

Cold deck
Inthe cold deck the waterproofing layer issofarremoved
from the layer of thermal insulation that a dry aircavity is
formed between the two. This captures the water vapour
diffusing out ofthe insulation and carries,it away.

Apitched cold deck has two aircavities: one between
the roof covering and the secondary waterproofing/cov
ering layer, and one between this latter layer and the
insulation, although it is this second cavity that actually
qualifies the roof tobe called a "cold deck" (see "Pitched
roof" onp.218).

Two layering principles
Apart from the fundamental protective function ofthe roof,
i.e., providing shelter forhuman beings, keeping the water
out is the main task of the roof. External influences (sun
shine, rain, wind) but also those from inside (water vapour
pressure) and the resulting problem ofwater vapour diffu
sion give rise tofurther strains inthe roof construction. In
order todojustice tothese diverse demands, amulti-layer
structure isnecessary, which has led totwo layering prin
ciples. One of these systems ischosen depending on the
given overriding conditions, the roof form, the loadbearing
structure, the conditions at junctions with other parts of
the structure and atthe edges ofthe roof.

fig. 41:Colddeck
nafroof
aircavrty Inroofcon
sln.dion

fig. 43:Wann deck
flafroof
noaircavity

fig. 39:Coldded<
pi\dled roof
I'oolVOfltiiation cavities

fig. 42:Warm deck
pi\dled roof
ooeventilation cavrty

tJ

fig. 38:Cold deck
pitched roof
ooId roof space
(screed)

Fi~ 40:Cold deck
nafroof
accessible roofspace

Coupleroof
Pur1in roof

In situ reinforced
concrete roof

Thafch
Flat overlapping elements

Profiled overlappinge_
Flatsheets
Profiled sheets

SI1eetmetai
Flexible sheeting

Straw, reed
loose stoneslabs
Wooden shakes/shingles
Fibre-cement slates
Oay/concrete tiles
a1ay/concrete tiles

Glass
Fibre-<:ement
Metal
Melal (standilig seam)
Bitumen
Synthetic materials

",ttl queen struts

\\Ottl queen posts

trussed

Fi~ 44: Relationships

Additional tiJ(ing
I",ndloads)
seamless secondary water· _
proofingleovenng layer
(flSlIofpondlng) _

Roof covering material

RelatioRships between roof pitch and roofcovering
material
The pitch of the roof depends on the roof covering mate
rial, the roof form, the fixings and the type ofjointing. Aflat
roof must exhibit a seamless, waterproof roof covering.

On the other hand, a roof covering of overlapping ele
ments with its high proportion of joints is better suited
to a pitched roof. The more watertight the roof covering
element and its joints with neighbouring elements, the
shallower isthe allowable pitch.
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Water run-off layer
WatflflllOOfing layer

Yapour barrier

Thermal insulation

Falls (drainage)

Protective layer(roof covering)
Water run·ofllayer

separaling layer

2

L- Loadbearing layer

loadbearing layer for
roofcovering
Ventilationca~ty,

counter battens
5econdarywalOfl"oofingi
covering layer

L- Thermai insulation

L- Vapourbarrier e

L- I.oadbearing layer forvapour
barriefQining)

.L~-----I.oadbearing layer

,,,,,,,,,,,,
<l

FIg. 45: Flatmol,warm -. scale1:20

2

For current Swiss and German standards on roof construction see
'IM'W.sia.ch andwww.bauregeln.de.

Fig.46: I'ttct1ecl roof, veaIIIated sheet metal, scale1:20

,,,,,,,,,,,

, ,, ,, ,
" \1,,,,,,,

..

,,,,,
<l

Roof

3. Wind
Flatroof
Wind suction is primari~ aproblem onuncoated roofs because tile roofcovering ~ notweighted down bygravel or
otI1er ~ilar materials. Theroof covering must befixed tottleIoadbearing Ioyer at ~ividual points. Parapets around
ttleedgeoftlleroof(nots<JitabIe forcolddecksystems) reduce tllewindsuction onlargeareas. Theouter protective
layeralsohas ttle taskofproviding ballast (e.g. gravel, concrele lIags) for tile layers below

6. Snow
Flatroot
Aparapet around theperiphery ofthe roof (min. 12cm) prevents fallensnow from penetrating theroof edgedetail
andcreates a reservoir for meltwater.

4.Temperature
Go".,.1
Standards stipulate the thermal resistance andhence theminimum thickness ofthevarious constructions. The
climatic conditions of Central Europe mean tllata layer 01 insulalion totile enclosing envelope of rooms ~ned
foroccupation is always necessary. Thetypeof insulation andlis positionwithin ttle roofconstruction depend on
tilesystem chosen.

General
Ughtweight roots must always include anairtight membrane.

Pitched roof
Snowguards mustbefitted 10I"event snow ~iding ottlherool

5. VapourdiIIuslon frominstde to outside
General
" must beguaranteed tnat moisture is not introduced into thelayer of insulation through saturation of the con
struction duetovapour cliffuskJn from inside tooutside. Many insulating materials are IXlOf insulators whenwet!
saturation can beprevented byusing concrete for thek>adbeartng layer (vapour-tight), including a vapour barrierl
checkonthewarm sideoftheinsulation, Ofemploying moisture-resistant insulating materials

Pitched roof
Onroofs wittloverfalJllong elements wind suction canbea problem, depending onttlepitchandttle weight of tlle
materials. WOOden shakeslshingles orthatch must always besecurely fixed. Owing totheir weight, tiles can usu
al~ be~rnpIy iajd in place witllout fixing, butal pitches of EO° andmorethey mustalways include anaddi1ional
mechanical fastener.

2. SUnshlno
Flatroof
Some walflfllroofing materials arevulnerable toultraviolet radiation (e.g. bitumen sheeting) and mustbecovered
and I"otected bya layerofgravel or ~milar matllrial.

General
a) OYelsaIling eaves and verges proklctttlewalHootjunction against rain. Thejojntsbetween roofcovering and
wailaree"lJ(lSed toextreme conditions (hydrostatic pressure). Undemeattl ttleea_ge tlle resulting eddy ttlal
develops,howeoief, generates acountercurrent and lowers tlle risk ofwaterpenetration.
b)Thedimensions of root gutiers and ttlenumber of downpipes arecalculaled according to ttle area of roofand
ttlequantity ofprec;ptaIion expected.

General ','
The Ioadbeanng< construction must be destgned tocarry a certain snow load depending onthe pitchof the roof
and ttleIocatlonlaltit'-"'!,I?!.'!'" site.

7._lcaJdamage
Flatroof
It isprimarily theuncoated roof that isvulnerable tomechanical damage - also due tohail, On a bituminous warm
deck it should be ensured thatthe protective layer of rounded gravel does not contain anysandbecause this
provides _ forplants. ThesmaIf roots ofp1anfs gradual~ penetrate ttlewatOfl"oofing andr'- II useless.
Onanaccessible~-down rooftlleIhermaI illsuIation is especial~ sen~tive topoint loads

Generat
Ina lightweight root a "stuffy" dimate (abuild-up ofheatbelow tile roon~ prevented by tlledrculation of air in
ttle cavity, and in a heavyweighl roofII ~ ttlemass of ttle Ioadbearing layer,which absorbsttle heat,tllall"events
ttl~ problem.

1. RaIn
Flat roof
a)Watflfjlroofing: Thewatflf]lroofng andwater run-off layer mustexhibit, depending onttlesysrem, a minimum fall
ofbetween 1.5%(upside-down roof) and 3%.Thewaterproofing layer ~ general~ tile lopmost layeror ttlesecond
layer below any wearing course orprotecti'Ie layer.Theexception is ttleupside-down roof, wheretllewatflflllOOfing
layer is beneath thethermal insulation. Inthis case it must be assured that the insulating material is moisture
res_I (Various systems available).
b) Dra~age: Rainwater ~ dnlined toa downpipe orgulley ootIet attnelowest pointonmeroofsurtace andttlen
inside or outside ttle bulding to a soaJ<away or drainage system. The provi~on of an upstand (parapeQ around
tlleedge of ttle roofls ~Iended toprevent water running over tile edge of ttle roofanddown tile facade during
periods of heavy ~lall. Such a parapet mustbe at least '2 em high(measured from lop of wearing course
or protective layer totopmost COO'lJOl1Ol1t of parapet - e.g.lop ofsheelmetal cawng) and mustbe atlsoIut~

watertight (SIA 271).

Pitched roof
a)IIIcontrast tottle f1al root, ttlewaterf\JI1-of1layer onapitched roofmustberainproof butneednot bewatflf]lIOOf
(e.g. tllatched roof). Thedrainage of ttle water must faI<B place via tlle uppermost loyer, which cancoosstof
sheet metal, c1ayiconcrete root tiles, stone, glass, etc.Thepitch variesdepending on ttle material. However, tile
pitch mustalways be steep enough 10ensure tllat rainwater dnlinswithout ponding. Thesecondary waterproof
ingIcovering layer functions asa temporaJy roof shooid ttle roofcovering become damaged and also helpsduring
severe weather.
b) Drainage: A gutter ~ essential aJong ttleedge of ttle roof(eaves); II canremain ~~ble (extemal downpipe) or II
canbeincorporated in ttleedge of ttleroofvntemal downpipe).

ELEMENTS

Flat roof - pitched roof
Repercussions for the building envelope
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Flights offancy

Stairs

Daniel Gut

fig. 1:GIovanni Battista_: t:areari,
plate VItI, 2nded, 1761

L;,'

The staircase as a multiplier ofthe horizontal plane
Space forhuman movement is practically limited to two
dimensions because gravity pins usto the ground. Our
bodies cannot explore the space overhead. Accordingly,
our perception ofthe world takes on a horizontal orienta
tion. Architecture has been draWing itsconclusions from
this fur thousands of years and arranges the functions
horizontall~ The staircase is therefore one of the impor
tant inventi~ns in the history of architecture because it
offers usthe chance tolinkconveniently the vertical mul
tiplication of areas forhuman movement bydiViding the
difference in height into small units that human beings
can negotiate.

Every staircase renders two fundamentally different,
opposing movements possible. And not only in physi
cal terms: ascending and descending are terms loaded
with mythological and psychological meanings as well.
In Christian mythology, for example, the connection be
tween places of good and places of evil are given extra
significance by using the word pairs above-below and
Iight-dark. This has consequences forthepsychological
dimension ofthe terms ascending and descending. These
opposites firmly anchored in the human mind have been
transferred directly into the secular world. The stairway to
Heaven has become a ladder of knOWledge, a ladder of
virtues; the higher position in the hierarchy isbetter; we
ascend to the top league ordescend into madness.

./

Ag.2:Haus-_-eo: BigPiano,1972

Piranesi makes use of extravagant, enigmatic stair
cases inhis architectural vision Gareeri inorder tolend his
gloomy spaces an element of psychophysical disunion.
The stairs lead into the depths ofthe dungeons and sym
bolise aworld out ofbalance.

Ascending and descending movements, in relation
to moving inthe horizontal plane, represent a change of
rhythm which has subconscious psychological repercus
sions. Inthe slowing ofthe rhytpm as weascend our spirit
tends towant to hurry ahead ofour bodies, to tackle our
destination, or rather our immediate future. The German
language even has an everyday specific, stair-related
word forthis: Treppengedanke - a forethought; likewise
a word forthe opposite direction: Treppenwitz - an after-

thought - a thought that occurs tousonly after starting
to descend the stairs while our minds are still upstairs
dwelling inour immediate past.

fig. 3:_ Muybridge: Human andAnImal LocomoIion, 1887

Human beings have become accustomed tothe artifi
cial character ofa succession ofhorizontal planes. Every
child, having mastered the artofwalking, then has todeal
with climbing stairs. Over the years this motion becomes
a programmed movement mechanism. But because this
ritualised sequence of movements, in contrast to mov
ing on a horizontal plane, is inextricably linked with the
geometry ofthe step, the staircase enjoys increased at
tention. What this means forthe architect isachance to
use materials to satisfy this enhanced focus. Apart from
the fact that the architect can determine the rhythm of
future movements by choosing aparticular step geometry,
he or she knows that the floor covering will be trodden
upon with just atouch more care and awareness, that the
handrail will be consciously perceived and that arotational
movement into the prescribed direction will take place on
any landings necessary.

In the following I shall use word pairs to represent
the contradictory characters ordesign concepts forstairs
to demonstrate the potential opportunities and conse
quences of architectural decisions. The choice of these
word pairs is intentionally arbitrary. The vista of possible
options istoo broad towant tocover everything.

The generating component of a project or building
Vertical access can be coupled with the three-dimensional
concept ofabuilding tothe extent that it forms a perma
nent component oreven the pretext for the concept. It is
therefore an early topic in the design process and can
be anchored in the design task. The design and choice
of materials for vertical access are derived directly from
the structure ofthe building orform apermanent compo
nent inthis. Removal or repositioning during the ongoing
design process becomes ever more difficult and practi
cally impossible in an existing bUilding without changing
ordestroying the entire concept. The enhanced potential
forspatial quality ispaid forby a loss of flexibility and is
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Ag.4:LaCorlJusief': Apartmenl-.
24roe Nungesser et CoH, Paris (f), 1934

Stairs
Introduction I

Ag.5: Frankl.IojdWrtght:~m MUS8UIII, _Yo<t<(USAj,1959

orless complementary cnaracter; aepenOing on wnerner
they have been devised as an accent, aspart ofacom
position ofvarious elements, orasa continuation of the
building structure. Incomparison to the aforementioned
stairs they appear later in the design process. Their po
sitioning and architectural expression are allowed much
more flexibility. This applies to the design process and
also to later changes tothe existing building although, of
course, the strategic positioning of a staircase remains
crucial. The permanence within the building provides
potential for a deliberate, relatively independent archi
tectural statement Which, in turn, can permit a fusion
with the surroundings in numerous ways.

One example ofthis approach can be seen inthe en
trances toStJakob Park - trunk-like staircase "hoppers"
Which, like mobile steps for aircraft passengers, are
appended to the facade. The logic of the resulting flex
ible positioning could be adapted to suit the functional
requirements. Interms of the materials employed, how
ever, the translucent cladding to the staircase ~nlrilnces

ensures integration into the theme of the fat~de with its
transparent plastic "rooflight" elements, which the night
time illumination changes into ashimmering skin.

< On the other hand, the spiral staircase inLe Corbusi
ersmaisonette apartment isinserted like an artefact into
the plan layout. Hidden inthe base isthe staircase leading
down tothe floor below. The permanence isexpressed in
the materials. While the strings blend inwith the plastered
surfaces of the apartment, the flight itself appears tobe
part ofacomposition ofinserted elements.

Fig.6:AdaJberto Ubera,~ Malaparte: CasaMaIaparte, Copri(1), 1941

Staircase asevent or staircase asobstacle
There are stairs that invite the observer touse them. But
there are others that we pass without noticing, and if
forced touse them we getthe feeling ofbeing unwanted
guests. One critical factor here appears tobethe change
in the degree ofopenness upon starting to use the stair
or stair shaft. If this openness remains unaffected or is
enhanced when using the stair, the stair tends to gain
a more public character. The stair becomes an event.
Numerous measures can beemployed tomanipulate this
impression. The effective mass of the stair and its rela
tionship with the surrounding space playarole. Three
dimensional settings can bedevised inorder to turn the
ascent into a sensation ora social occasion. Adignified
design and expensive materials can (but need not) em
phasise the event ofascending the stairs.

Spatial and organisational decisions have turned
the main staircase at the public library in Viipuri into an
event. Visitors are initially channelled up a narrow stair
before arriving atabroad landing inthe very centre ofthe
library. Although the handrail steers the visitor directly to
the upper level, he orshe senses the spatial extent ofthe
symmetrical staircase on the central axis of the interior.
The skill with which the handrail has been incorporated
turns this stair into acombination ofentrance and means
of internal circulation, creates a prestigious staircase
occupying the middle ofthe building.

Ag. 7: Herzog & de _: 51J_ Park, Basel(CH), 2001
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floors, or the vertical spatial "transparency" of the core,
the stair shaft remains the symbol ofmovement between
the essentially independent floors via the "neutral" stair
shaft. The solution is economic because it permits an
optimum relationship between access space and usable
floor space and, through repetition of identical building
elements, enables arational construction process. Above
acertain height of building this makes stair cores indis
pensable.
Stair shafts, or rather their outer walls, which are often
solid tocomply with the thermal, acoustic and fire require
ments, can be used to brace the building, as the plan of
the Pirelli Headquarters shows. The system ofwalls sepa
rating stair shafts and ancillary rooms brace the building
inthe longitUdinal direction. As main access isvia the lifts
inthe middle ofthe building, the stair shafts occupy only
aminimum area and are located inpoche-type spaces at
the ends ofthe curved blocks.

By way ofcontrast tothe above emergency stairs we
should consider ·the stair shaft of the Palazzo Barberini.
This stai(shaft isan impressive combination ofthe goals
ofaspectacle and arational, vertical connection. The size
of the stairwell' creates an effective three-dimensional
space extending over six storeys.

The three-dimensional interior layout attempts to
minimise the contrast between vertical and horizontal

to be cutoutof the material of the high plinth, the floor
covering tothe stair itself, awarm wood, together with a
narrowing ofthe width draws aclear line between public
and private.

Three-dimensional spatial fabric or stair core
Stair cores wind upwards over any number of storeys
while their plan area remains equal or similar. They are •
usually quasi-autonomous shafts ~ithin buildings :wvhich
join, orseparate, the individual floors. Although the extent :
of the spatial separation can be manipulated bythe type
ofconnection between' the stair shaft and the individual..

Ag.ll:__:PuIlIIcHbrary,Vllpuri (AN, today RUS), 1935

I Introduction

InBalthasar Neumann's proposal forthe Hofburg Pal
ace inVienna the ascent of the stair is celebrated asa
primary spatial attraction. This monumental staircase is
accommodated inthe largest room inthe Hofburg Palace
and islocated inaprominent position onthe central axis
of the complex, lit from the two courtyards at the sides.
Starting at entrance level, two flights lead up into the
great staircase hal~ where several flights and landings
branch ofHllmost like a labyrinth. This almost intimida,tt
ing staircase seems to symbolise the feudal claims 'tr
power.

Just asinteresting is the question regarding the op
posite situation: How do we prevent a passer-by from
ascending a stair? How do we express, with architec
tural means, that astair isnottobe used? Reducing the
degree of openness to a more private character, or
providing spatial or geometrical restrictions, turns the
stair into anobstacle. The more abrupt this change, the
more obvious this statement becomes. In addition, the
architectural expression of the stair can help it to be
overlooked or create an off-putting effect. Steep steps
or the omission of safety features (balustrade) can en
hance this impression. Asimilar effect can be created by
embedding the stair construction "incidentally" into its
surroundings and using the same materials, especially
if this homogenisation presents a contrast to the more
public space.

The photograph ofthe harbour steps inStAugustine
(Fig. 8)shows quite clearly that this is not a descent for
public use, that it is reserved for fishermen and sailors
who need to reach their boats. The clarity of this archi
tectural statement is the result of the abrupt change in
scale between the expansiveness of the quayside and
the confinement of the steps, promoted by the choice
of material for the steps - the same sandstone as the
quay wall.

Inthe house ofDrAvelino Duarte, Alvaro Siza employs
nuance-filled means forthe stairs leading to the private
area of the house to indicate that the stair transcends
a barrier to the more private living quarters. While the
bottom steps, belonging to the half-public room, appear

Ag.10: IlaIthasar Neumann: Proposal"" ll1eHotburg PalaceInvtema(AI,1747

Ag.9:-.. SIz3: Hoose or DrA.Duarte,
0Yar (E),1985

Ag.8: HaJ1loUr stepsIn51AugustIne (USA)

..-
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FIg 14:AdoIl Loos: Moller House, Vienna (A), 1928

Otherwise, such staircases are purely circulation areas
and lead from one place to another. Depending on the
ratio of the anticipated foot traffic and the dimensions of
thestair, stopping fora moment can hinder the flow of
people, even endanger their safety. Infact, specific meas
ures can cultivate or influence the nature of the flow of
people on astair. Countless stairs inunderground stations
throughout the world demonstrate how a flowing move
ment of the mass can be promoted with an additional
dynamic parallel with orinthe direction ofthe flow.

movement bymerging horizontal and vertical circulation
areas within a three-dimensional continuum. The spatial
barriers between the storeys can be broken down further
by introducing split levels, inclined planes and ramps.
This permits almost unlimited manipulation of the hier
archy among the storeys. A promenade architecturale is
created: the topmost storey becomes the end ofaprom
enade, a liftbecomes a time machine.

The spatial plans of Adolf Loos were one attempt
to overcome the corMntional breakdown into storeys,
to achieve a three-dimensional interior layout. It be
came possible to give different spaces different ceiling
heights according totheir usage. The offsets ~tween the
individual levels resulted in plenty of freedom in the
design of living quarters. Numerous short stairs formed a
route through the interior, leading gradually tomore private
areas.

Some of the designs from O.MAare related tothese
spatial concepts although they stem from a completely
different Zeitgeist. Contemporary technology enables us
to deform the floor slabs at will, to overcome the clas
sical subdivision of horizontal and vertical, and to allow
the ground floor to flow upwards as a continuous band
without a real staircase.

Stairs
Introduction I

Thoroughfare andstopping-place
Stairs that are reduced to their practical function form
vertical bridges between different levels and are designed
purely asthoroughfares. We stop perhaps only briefly to
exchange words w~h another staircase-user, orforarest.

FIg 15:O.MA: JussIeu University libraryprojecI,Paris(F).1993

Fig.12:GiG Pootl:PIroIN Headquarters,
Milan (I); 1961
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Fig.13:Francesco_: Palazzo~lr
Rome (I),1633
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Ag. 17: EdwanlHopper:SUnlighton
--'1956

What turns astaircase into astopping-place oraplace
for communication? In terms of their actual width and
steepness, the stairs leading tothe entrances ofthe souca
publicly assisted housing development are nodifferent to
the thoroughfare stairs described above. However, people
are happy tosithere, towhile away the hours with chit
chat. Critical aspects are the proportions ofthe flights and
the relationship between the foot traffic expected and the
width of the stair. Whether a stair acts, asa catalyst for
communication of course depends on the utilisation at
both ends ofthe stair and how it relates to itsimmediate
environment. The lighting, the microclimate and, possibly,
the view can represent animating factors. Who doesn't
prefer awide open view toaconfined perspective?

However, the stair also offers the advantage of be
ing able to see beyond the person in front, a fact which
has been exploited forthousands ofyears inthe arrange
ment ofaudiences. These places normally serve one-way
communication; those on the grandstand are the con
sumers. The steeper the terracing, the better our view
and the greater the feeling of being exposed to what is
being offered; it is harder to hide behind the person in
front. However, ifwe place two grandstands opposite each
other, multiple communication ispossible. The discussion
forums of history made use of this arrangement, a fact
that iscopied by contemporary televised discussions. One
variation on this type of collective communication is the
singing byblocks of fans in sports stadiums; this is only
possible thanks tothe stepped, grandstand form.

Ag. 18:_ SIza:8oul;apubllctyassistedhousingproject,Porto(1').19n

Rg.19:Greek_ In EpidaUnJS (GR), 4th centuryBe

FUI1her reading
· Kan J. Habennann: _ - Design andCoos/nICtion. Basel, Boston,

Benin. 2003. \
· JollnTemplef: 11IestailraseltV,I+2.Carnlxidge.Mass., 1992.
· Cleo Baldon: 5Ieps& stairways. New Vlll1<. 1989,
· waJ1er M.Rlrderer: 'Treppeoraume', in:0aic1a1os. No.9,1983
· Wolfgang _mee"T'_ alsBiihnen derRatim·Anschauung", in:

Oaidalos. No.9.1983.
· Ulrich Giersch: "Auf$Men', in:0aic1a1os. No.9,1983
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STAIRS

DIN ,-", 18065, 4174

The range of possibiltties for stairs
and means ofaccess is broad: from
the design options for the most
diverse types of residential stairs
to spacious external stairs to those
on \'!hich ascending and descend
ing .calls for big strides. Using a
stair requires, on aYftrage, "reven
times more energy than walkirig nor
ma��y along ahorizontal plane. when
ascending a stair the physiologically
favourable "climbing work" is given
by a pttch of 30° and a rise/going
ratio of

step height (rise) H =.!Z,
step depth (going) T 29

The rise/going ratio isdetermined by
the step length of anadutt (approx.
61-64 cm). To determine the favour
able rise/going ratio with the mini
mum energy requirement use the
following equation:

2h+ t = 63 (1 step).

Besides the aforementioned rela
tionships, the overriding functional
and architectural purposes of the
stair are very important for the
dimensioning and design of stairs.
It is notjust the gain in height that
is important but rather the way in
which that gain inheight isachieved.
A low rise of 16 cm (with 30 cm
going) ispreferred forexternal stairs
designed for use by large num-
bers of persons simUltaneously. On
the other hand, steps in offices or
escape stairs should render possible
a rapid change inheight. Every stair
deemed necessary must be placed
in a continuous stair shaft which,
including its entrances and exits to
the outside, should be positioned
and designed in such a way that
it can be used safely as a means
of escape. Exit width", stair width.
The distance from any point within
a room designed foroccupation ora
basement storey to a stair deemed
necessary oranexit may notexceed ,~'

35 m. If more than one stair is necJj_~'~
essary, they should be distributed
so that the means of escape is as
short as possible. In stair shafts
the openings to basements, roof
spaces not designed for occupa-
tion' workshops, retail areas, stor-
age areas and similar areas must
be fitted with se~-closing doors,
fire resistance classification T 30.

Fig.20:Source:
Ernst Noufort, Bauen_, BraunschwoigI
w_, 2002. - English translatioo: Ernst
andPoter Noufort, Arcn~oct's Data, OXford.
2004.

10 20 30 46
Going (an) .•>

E~consu~,

The3 lines connect "
22 ""'" wI1ll_ -,f--,.r-F=~

thesame energy I
consumption. I

I
'.+---+---t-T++-~~'----l

t4' Energy consumption loranaooh
\;v cDmbing a flightofstairs

® Storey height andstair~

~"+--+Wf
~

~ 'o+---tL':...<-'t--t---l

T...,fligh1s One andthroe
flights. building
entrance

Storey Shallow Shallow
height (good) p~cn (good) ~cn

No. of Rise No. of Rise
stops stops

0 b e f g

2250 - - 13 173,0
2500 I. 178.5 15 186.6
2825 - - 15 175,0

(~
ie 171,8 - -
1. 166.6 17 176.4

Systems I

Minimum space r.;;., Spaceroqu;re-
requirement for \t:.!Imentforstretcher
lJansporting furniture

::1

Stairs

® Stairs inbuildings, DIN 18065

~ f.Ui\ Stairs withlandings cover the planareaof a §i.ngi6'ntght + landing area- 1 treadarea. @ Stairwiththreenights: expensive,
\!:; - ® Stairs w~ landings oronecessary lorstOlilY heights 2.75m Landing widthstairwidth. impraclical, wastes space

Typo ofbuilding Typo ofstair fJsallIo Rise Going.
stairwidth ... ...

-... ~~I~_m~_~ ~80 17:1:3 28::_wI1ll
1lllCllSSa'Y"""""""""""""'"nomore ItIan ", ... _Basementan<latOc_I!latOl ~80 $21 ~21

two-apart- reguIatlons nol:leadto rooms suitableforpermanent

rrees' I~,""""__""'_IlllCllSSa'Y"'''' Ho $21 Ul
building rtIQlMtions, seeDIN 18064.Nov 79,section 2.5--"",-""""",,,,..._- Ho No""""""withinooeapartmenl- ~-""""",,,, ..._- ~100 17~ 28~

buikIogs __""'_IlllCllSSa'Y"''''_ ISO li21 Ul
regliaIIons. seeDIN 18064, New 79,section2.5

1)Also inclul:les maisonette apartmentsinbulIdIngs \lWltl.tJml ttBl two8I*tJnlJntS.
~ butnot< 1. an. 31 butntt > 37an '"deflnItion 01rt&eIPIg ratiowa

_ /211212<>123 steepestpI1vate Illai!s

notdeemed~, -" 10125
bythe building regulations, /,' /' 18127

basementanda' irs /' / 17129 mostcom_
.-" /' privalostairs

-" . /."~ ;' 16131
,/ "J'P'/ ./" 1&33

;'
.;' ,... ... ,<tr.M

."'~ 12.51'37.5
Externalstairs.

Stoopramps, 10-24[] ,,'
Ram~._ or1:6to1:2.5 .

Oriveways 6-10(]
.-:-.- orl:10101:6
. -'- -'- Shallow ramps

_'-__"""==::...1-1-''- -"- upto6{]or 1:10

<D Pitches lor ramps, oxtornaJ Illai!s, pI1vate stairs, plantaccess stairs and_

---... ,.---.

I,;;"i~-I;;"~:1 ..-1·,.~ s.e- ~L-~..
1 ,I , •

, ; .---: L.__ .J FIQSS·16:16riser517129,17.2128.1,
~ : --_. storeyheight 2.75m,width 1.0m

®_'11' All forms ofstairswithout landings CIJVO( praetical~ thesame planarea, buithedistance from Iea~ng tho laststopofa Iowor flighlto
\UI roaching the flrststopof thenextflightupwards canbeconsiderably shortened byusing winders -> 6-10 orspiral stairs. Thorofore

those arepreferred formu~istoroy buildings.

II·},,:::": L".;:;:: ;::'::::-:

u<:Btt

"".

Extract fromthe Bauentwurfslehre (Building Design Textbook) byErnst Neufert
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Stairs

STAIRS

Favourable st2~td riselgoing ratio17129;
steplength= 2 going + 1 rise= apprcx. 62.5 em

DIN 18064. 18065, 4174

Stipulations covering the design of
stairs vary among thebuilding codes.
DIN 18065 covers themain require
ments tobesatisfied bystairs.
Residential buildings with no more
than two apartments: usable width
min. 0.80m,rise/going ratio 17128;
stairs notdeemed necessary bythe
building regulations: 0.50m,t1/21; ~
other stairs deemed necessary by
the building regulations: 1.00 m,
17/28. Stairs inhigh-rise apartment
blocks: 1.25m wide. Stair width in
public buildings must also take into
account the desired escape time
p. 466 "Theatre". Length of stair
flight: .. 3 steps, " 18 steps
5. Landing length = n times step

length + 1 tread depth (e.g. for
17/29rise/going ratio = 1x63+ 29
= 92 em or2 x 63 + 29= 1.55m).

Handrails can be omilled onstairswitha pitch < 1:4. Doors opening intoa stair shaft may
notimpair thestatutory width.
A shallow, comfortable pitch for
external stairs in gardens etc. is
achieved byincluding landings every
3 steps. This ensures that a stair in
a theatre or an external location is
ascended and descended slowly,
i.e., it could beeven shallower. But
a stair to an ancillary entrance or
escape stairs should enable a rapid
change inheight.

® StairswithoUt handrail(s)

AIl intUned. rising surface shortens the
steplength; comfortable gradient
1;1010 1:8

~
•..,..... ~OOingOC~" L:::'~:::::::

........ . .

'¥=.:.." Handrails andbalustrades canbe omilled onstairs
./ :. . withS 5 steps.

" -F:f;' :. ::. max. 18 steps o-!J<

~ ~~ ' ..

® Standard stairs17129. max. , 8 steps

Ship'sladder
Plantaccess ladder

o Step ladder withbalustrade

Stairs cansave space when positioned
properly oneabove theother. ®

If rafters andbeams runinthesame
direction asthestair "ight, it ispossible
tosave space and expensive trimmers.

Basement entrances andtrapdoors should be
avoided; however, theabovecombination is
advantageous and presents norisks.

Fig.21:Soun:e:
Ernst Neufen. Bauentwurfsle/lre (Ioccit).

.......
~35-40em

1.875

Onspiral stairs thedistance fromtheline
of goingto theoutside of thestrtng should
be 35-40 em.

@ Onstraight flights thedistance from the
lineof going to thebalustrade should
be 55 em. I

@ Stairs onwhich twopersons canpass
w~hout difficulty

@ Minimum width forthree persons

The riselgoing ratioof a stairmaynot
change within a flight

11 going (h)c 260mm. prOYide nosing 30mm

@

~"l"~~3Of.::1-(::: h

-l~
··,9(...........·..··......

Widerstair

>90=

for> 150 persons

~.:I ~-"''''''''''''-max.2 properstoreys

~I· "~·::k1klgSwntl
: >2properstoreysll"ldinother

""""'"
j~r---"--"9
;~ IIIL=~:r:;-~ I

® Measuring the usabiestairwidtl1

Usablestair wdh measured betWeen
wallsurlace andinsideedge ofhandrail

Stairs must be fitted wtth a~ handrail.
Intermediate Ilandrail r8QUired onstairs> 4 m wide.
Spiral stairs: rlMdrailonoutslde

@ Minimum dimenskMls fOf" stairs
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The geometry of stairtransitions
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Ag.22:Sd1emes (eboYe)
a Going (step depth)
s Rise (step he~hQ

h Height ofbalustrade
P Th~kIless 01 landing ~ab

t Thickness ofstairslab

Relationship between stairmember thickness, hand
rail geometry and landing geometry
The designer has to deal with numerous geometrical
relationships when designing a staircase. These change
depending on the type of staircase construction and the
handrails. The schemes shown above therefore do not
represent universally valid solutions but rather use the ex
ample ofamonolithic staircase todemonstrate the typical
relationships between step geometry, handrail geometry
and thickness of landing and flight members.

Scheme 1
Shifting the last step ofthe lower flight back byone going
(a) towards the stairwell places the stairwell, the crank
in the soffit and thechange of direction of the handrail
all in one line. However, the exact position of the crank
also depends on the ratio of the flight slab thickness to
the landing slab thickness (pit), but this can be adjusted

I" within structurally reasonable limits to match the geo
metry. The change ofdirection of the handrail ispaid for
by raising the height of the intersection of the two hand
rails byone rise (h + s). Any horizontal handrails required
atthis point would therefore also need tobe positioned at
a height ofh + s. .-

Scheme 2
If the top step of the lower flight and bottom step of the
upper flight are each shifted towards the stairwell byhalf
of one going (a/2), the stairwell, the crank in the soffit

and the change of direction of the handrail all lie inone
line. Again, the exact position ofthe crank depends on the
ratio offlight slab thickness tolanding slab thickness (P/ij.
However, the change of direction of the handrail is only
raised by half ofone rise (h + s/2).

Scheme 3
Aligning thetop step of the lower flight and bottom step
of the upper flight with the end of the stairwell shifts the
crank inthe soffit (ofamonolithic stair) of the lower flight
into the landing by approximately one going (a). The inter
section of the handrails moves into the landing byhalf of
one going (a/2). This problem can be overcome byusing
a curved handrail or interrupting the handrail, depending
on the width olthestairwell.

Scheme 4
If the top step of the lower flight and bottom step of the
upper flight each shifted towardsttle stairwell byone go
ing (a), the crank inthe soffit'tlfthe lower flight coincides
with the end of the stairwell. The handrail then needs to
change direction \Wice inorder toachieve the same height
again.



F" Bal_es and spandrel panels
:i: Extract from Swiss standard SIA 358, 1996 edition
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Height

0,65m
Accessible surface

Fig.25:Heightof safetyalaments

Requirements to besatisfied by safety elements
Height
The height is measured from the accessible surface, in
the case ofstairs perpendicular from the front edge ofthe
step tothe top edge ofthe safety element.

In the case at spandrel panels, the top edge of the
fixed part of the bottom member of the window frame
obtains.

Components, e.g. copings, radiators, in front of the
safety element with an accessible surface less than 0.65
mabove the primary accessible surface shall be regarded
as accessible. Insuch acase the height ofthe safety ele
ment is measured above the higher surface. The normal
height ofa safety element is at least 1.0m. Inthe case
of permanent spandrel panels at least 0.2 m thick the
minimum height shall be 0.9m.

Spandrel panels and balustrades along a flight of
stairs shall exhibit a minimum height of 0.9m. For rea
sons ofserviceability (avoidance of feelings of insecurity
and dizziness), the height of safety elements should be
increased inthe case ofextreme heights from which per
sons could fall.

Geometric arrangement
Balustrades, spandrel panels and similar safety elements
must prevent persons from falling through them. The
minimum requirement is a longitudinal member at the
highest point plus an intermediate longitudinal member
athalf height orvertical members atamaximum spacing
of 0.3m. Inbuildings to which unsupervised children of
pre-school age have access the following special require
ments shall apply:

Openings insafety elements up toaheight Of 0.75 m
may not permit the passage ofa sphere with adiameter
of0.12 m. This requirement shall also apply toopenings
between safety elements and between safety elements
and adjoining building components (exception: open
ings between edge ofstep and balustrade). On stairs the
distance between front edge ofstep and balustrade may
not exceed 0.05 m. Climbing on the safety elements shall
be prevented ormade difficult by suitable measures.

Height of
potentialr

fig. 23: Definition of helghllrom whicha .,....., canfall

Arrangement ofsafety elements
Balustrades and spandrel panels
Every surface that may be used by persons, i.e., every sur
face accessible topersons, innormal circumstances and
that could constitute a risk of falling must be protected
by a safety element. A risk must generally be assumed
when aperson could fall from a height of more than 1.0
m. said height isthe vertical difference between the edge
of the accessible surface and the adjoining surface at a
lower level. If there is an increased risk of falling, safety
elements maybe necessary even atlower heights. Safety
elementstor heights upto 1.5mcan be provided in the
form ofmeasures that simply restrict access tothe edge
ofthe accessible surface, e.g. planting.

Strength
The design and construction of balustrades, spandrel
panels and similar safety elements should be such that
they can withstand the loads and stresses anticipated.
This requirement shall also apply tothe associated fixings
and infill panels.

Materials
Materials that may corrode ormay beadversely affected
by the weather must be suitably protected and main
tained. Risk of injury caused by damage to infill panels of
glass, plastic and similar materials must be prevented by
choosing asuitable material.

Objective of protection
Balustrades, spandrel panels and handrails must consti
tute constructional measures to prevent persons falling
from a higher level toa lower level. Protection against a
risk offalling isgiven when suitable measures reduce the
risk toan acceptably low level.

Handrails
Stairs with more than five steps shall generally be pro
vided with handrails. Escape stairs and stairs with more
than two steps that are normally used by disabled, elderly
or infirm persons Shall generally be provided with hand
rails on both sides.Fig.24:Goome1ry of safelyelements,
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J

Rg. 26:T11e IItlInstaHatIon stands detached
withinthe staiIweIl.
Arne Jacobsen:Siilieriid Town Hall(OK). 1942

The vertical transport ofpersons and loads between sto
reys one above the other inabuilding isachieved byway
oflifts. These are always counted as part ofthe infrastruc
ture. They are not directly linked with the building services
butrather are directly dependent on the vertical and hori
zontal circulation areas forpersons within buildings.

Unlike staircases, which expand vertically and horizon
tally,and can change position from storey to storey, lifts .
are housed in vertical shafts forreasons- ofsupport and
fireprotllGtion. Lifts form circulation interfaces forpersons
and goods on every single floor and are therefore also po
sitioned inthe immediate proximity ofthe stairs, not least
to rnake sure they are more readily locateos

The requirements placed on lifts are essentially deter
mined bythe use and function ofthe building. We distin-

guish between passenger liftsand goods lifts. However,
owing tothe requirements of the market and technologi
cal developments, the boundaries between different types
of liftare not fixed.

ISO 4190 specifies that a lift car must have a floor
area measuring at least 1.40 x 1.10 m (depth x Width)
and a door opening at least 0.80 m wide inorder toac
commodate a wheelchair. All liftmanufacturers can sup
ply~a standard model with these car dimensions and a
10ad~carrYing capacity ofmin. 630kg formax.-i-persons.
This provides enough space for the majority of wheel
chairs plus upto two other persons. The space in front
of liftdoors should be large enough toaccommodate per
sons waiting for the lift.A minimum lobby size of 1.40x
1.40misrecommended.

234

Ag.27:AseIectioo01variouscarandshaft
dimensions: soun:e: ASLiftsAG
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Passenger lift,small. door on one side

• Residential and office buildings
• Load-carrying capacity: 630kg
• Gar forup to8 persons, standard typesuitable

for the ma.iofity of wheelchairs andprams
- [)oo( ononeside= minimum shaftdimensions
• 2-panel side-opening sliding door
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Passenger andgoods IItl, large,door on
one side

- Office andindustrial buildings, department stores
• Load-carrying capacity: 1600 kg
- Garlor up 1<>21 DOf'OOS.suilablel",pallets
- Door 00 one side
• 2-paneI ",,"-opening siiding door
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~~ .. . ~ ~

iii
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Passenger lift,small,doorson two sides

- Residential andofficebuildings
- Load-carrying capacity: 630 kg
• Garforup to8 persons, suitable for

wtleeIchatrs andprams
- Doors 002 sides =deepersratt required
• 2·panelside-opening siiding doors

~
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Passenger andgoods IItl, large, _ on

two sides

- Office and industrial buildings, department stores
- Load-carrying capacity: 1600 kg
- Cart", up I<> 21 DOf'OOS. su_1or pallets
- Doors 002 sides =stcter carbut identical

stiaftdimensioos
- 2-pane side-opening siiding doors

-
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Passengerlift,nnedfum, door on one side

- Office buildings
- Load-carrying capacity: 1000 kg
- Gar for up to 13 persons, suitable for

wheelchairs
. Wide carformorefrequent use
- Door onone side
- 2-panet side-opening sliding _

-"~.
~. . ! I
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eted andgoods 11ft, large,door on one side

- Hospitals andindustrial buildings. department
stores

- Load-carrying capacity: 1600 kg
- Car lor upI<> 21 DOf'OOS. suitableI'" pallets

andbeds
- Door 00 one side
- 4-paneI COfltre-opening sliding _

~
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Passenger lift,nnedlum, door on one side

- Residential andofficebuildings
- Load-carrying capacity: 1000 kg
- Garfor upto 13 persons, suitable for wheel·

chairs andstretchers
- Deepcarforeasy transport of furniture
- Door onone side
- 2-panelside-opening siiding door
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eted andgoods IItl, large,doors ontwo sides

- Hospitals andindustrial buildings, department
51"'os

- Load-carrying capacity: 1600 kg
- Cart", up to21 DOf'OOS. suitable lor pallets and

beds
- Doors 002 sides=shorter carbut identical

shaftdimensions
- 4-panelCOfltre-opening sliding door
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Electrohydraulic lifts have a limited travelling speed
and height, which depends on the maximum pressure
that can be generated by the pump, Such lifts are useful
inlower buildings, Their advantage isthat the drive can be
positioned virtually anywhere around the shaft.

Hybrid driving systems, which influence the perfor
mance and the position ofthe drive, as well asthe design
ofthe headroom atthe top and liftpitatthe bott9T. ofth,e
shaft, are available from numerous manufacturers, ""
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Uft drive systems
Three different lift drive systems are described below;
these are typical ofmodem lifts, Basically, we distinguish
between electromechanical lifts with wire ropes and coun
terweights, and electrohydraulic liftswith pump and ram,

The -simple rope-operated lift is widely used today.
Various gear ratios enable a lower driving power or the
lifting ofheavier loads, The travelling speed can be varied
accordinglY,Thesimple drive mechanism makes these
lifts ideal fortall buUdings, f;'-',
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fig. 29:Ufl doors

4-jJoneI centre-<JlMlfllng slidingdoor
This anangement telescopes to bothsides.T
_ of theshaftis essentially governed by the
typeof_and nol theooor.

2-pone1 skle-o\l8f1lnll slidingdoor
This arrangement telescopes tooneside and
Influences thewidth oftheshaft.This typeof
issuitable lor standard C3fSwith narrow open

fig. 28:1lIreeexamples of various types
"'_ sOOWInil1l1e _ 00 shaft
goometJ1eS for IdentiC8I cardimensions;

1011""" M; LiftS N3
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Etectrohydraulic cantilever-style lift
Thehydraulic _ canbe located OIl anylloor in a
separate liftmachine cabinet withina radius ofapprox.
10m around theshaft.Theramadjacent to thecar
enablesdoorsto be positionedonupto threesides. At
leastone Ioadbearing shaftwallis required.
- gearratio2:1,drive at side
. liltingheigh1uptoapprox. 18m
- travelling speed approx. 0.6mls

E_ gearedrope-<JllO'ided iIft·
ThedINe " accommodated in theshaft;n iseosiIy
reached from theoutsideviaaseparate doof. This
arrangement ofthe drive means thata lift machine
room ator_ root_ s usual~ unnecessary.
Depending OIl themanulacttKer, thedINe canbe
located at thetop of theshaftbutalsodirectlyOIl the
caritself.
. gearratio 4:1,_ at side
. lilting heightup to_ox. 15m(5floors)
- travelling speed approx. 1.0mls

J • -EE3-

II
~liii

,oro

,..
_slmplerope-<JllO'idedllfl
ThedINe ~ accommodated in1 separate lilt machine
roorn located directly _ theliftshaftor to theside
at thebottom. Theload-carrying capacrty is approx.
1600kg; heavier loads require thegear ratio(upto
4:1)to be increased.
. gearratio 1:1,central_
- lilting heightup to _Ol<. 3() m
. travelling speed upto 2.0mls

6-pone1 centre-openingslidingdoor
This anangement telescopes to bothsides andis
notvery deepwhenooen This typeofdoof~ suit
aIJIe lorcarswithwide "",,"ings(e.g hosp4tais and
_buildings).

2_ centre-<JlMlfllng slidingdoor

This arranoement telescopes to bothsidesandis
deep when "",,", which hasa crucial effectOIl the
- of theshaft.This typeofdoof~ suitabie for
cars with wide """nings from wftich persons may
lllIlllapidIy (e.g. higll-riseoffice buildings).
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The staircase as an assembly ofsimply-supported beams
Burkard, Meyer &Partner: Services centre inWinterthur (CH), 1999

The mainly single flights of stairs in the access tower to
this high-rise block connect storey heights ofup to4.5m.
This results in large spans forthe individual stair flights,
which are made from precast, solid, dark reconstituted
stone.

As the load-carrying capacity of this reconstituted
stone material is less than that ofconventional concrete,
four precast concrete elements are responsible fOl)<the
loadbearing functions ofthe stair flights. These act aspri
mary beams spanning b~twee~ the supports. While one of'''·"'
these beams is inthe form ofa conventional downstand
beam, the other isinthe form ofadeep beam and simul
taneously acts as the balustrade. Atthe ends these beams
are supplemented by two support elements (L-shaped in
section). The reconstituted stone stair elements are laid
on these loadbearing elements, with neoprene pads en
suring that no impact sound istransferred to the primary
loadbearing members. The verticality, the physical pres
ence and the accuracy ofthe precast elements determine
the expression ofthe stair shaft.

Rgs 30 and 31:section and plans Rg.32:S1aIn:ase
Burl<hard Meyer & Partner: Service centre. Winterthur (CH). 1999

Rg. 35:section through stair shalt
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I
Reconstituted stone
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I---------_f+_Balustrade/deep beam

Downstand beam

Reconstituted stone stair
flight(seen onelevatooJ

Jointbetween two
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elements (seen on

_-'- -----'_~I eevatcrn
~----------Balustrade element

'--------------Insitu concrete floor

Rg. 33: Detailofsupport

ReconstiMed stone
-zP-'-------e""'ent
L- Neoprene pad(seen

onelevation)

---------S<Jpport element

--------Downstand beam
(seen onelevation)

---7"'----------1n situ concrete floor

__......r:=p~===-----.suspendedceiling

Rg.34:Cross-section Il1nlugh stair
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fig. 39:Plans of ground_,1st _ and2nd_
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Stairs

fig. 37: Nojolntsare_

As an expressively designed vertical edifice, the external
stair tower with apentagonal plan shape forms adeliber
ate contrast to the modest statements of the exhibition
rooms ofthis converted industrial building.

The cantilevering fair-face concrete stair construction
winds itsway up between the angled external walls around
a seemingly organic stairwell. This space has been given
its homogeneous character by ensuring that nojoints are
visible between the various concrete pours.

The external concrete walls were constructed first be
fore casting the concrete balustrade and the stair flight
in one operation. This meant that an l-shaped cross
section had to be cast. However, that made compaction
very difficult because it is impossible to pass a poker
vibrator around a90degree angle. The surfaces affected,
i.e., the steps and the floor, were subsequently covered
with asimilarly homogeneous terrazzo finish. The vertical
boards used as the formwork forthe balustrade and the
boards for the soffit formwork enabled the construction
joints, which are essential over such a length ofstair flight
meandering over four storeys, to remain concealed. The
top ofthe balustrade was the only surface that had to be
finished (in this case ground) subsequently.

All the fair-face concrete parts have ared-brown colour-
ing and hence rejlect the colour of the brickwork of the Fig.38:section

existing building. The terrazzo finish likewise makes use
ofthe same colqur, which results inamonochromic space
and enhances trie monolithic effect of the construction.

I Systems in architecture

ELEMENTS

The staircase as a monolithic, organic form
Herzog & de Meuron: KOppersmOhle Museum inOuisburg (0), 1999



Fig.44:5ectionthrough boilerhouse

Two "transparent" steel staircases with open-grid landings
and treads were built inthe boiler house. These stairs lend
some texture to the elongated interior space surrounded
bysolid concrete walls and the silo hoppers but without
occupying any space.

Situated in the corner, the three-dimensional struc
ture climbs indog-leg style uptothe dizzy heights ofthe
silo-charging level. Below the silo hopper openings steel
beams and open-grid flooring panels make upthe "trans
parent" meuanine floor which stretches right across the
interior, allowing workers access tothe silo outlets.

Steel strings 18em deep are used asthe primary load
bearing members forthe stair flights and landings; these
are bolted directly tothe concrete walls. The stair string at
the landing isbent into a loop around the stairwell without
having tochange the pitch inthe transverse direction. This
defines the geometry of the transitions at the landings
and leads toan unconventional, welded crank inthe outer
strings that istnonetheless a harmonious complement to
the detail of the inner strings when seen asa whole. The
treads made from open-grid flooring are bolted directly
between the strings without the need forany secondary
loadbearing members and therefore seem todissolve into
the background. Steel flats and fixing plates join the tu
bular uprights ofthe balustrades tothe strings. Where the
tubular handrails an,d intermediate rails meet the concrete
wall they are,simply bolted directly tothe wall.

Apart from the "lightweight", simple form ofconstruc
tion, the direct cornecnons between the stair components
and the walls also playa major role increating the effect
ofaspace frame.

Systems in architecture I

1

Stairs

Fig.40:General viewofstalrs

ELEMENTS

The staircase as a space frame
Otto Rudolf Salvisberg: District heating power station, ETH ZOrich (CH), 1935

Fig.41:DetaIl ofstat_

Fig.42: Detail of stairllanding junction

..

Fig.43: DetaIl ofconnectionbetween outerstring and landing
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Ag.49:PIspecuve view

I Systems in architecture

The interior of the school in St Peter is determined by
the material presence ofthe pine beams in log construc
tion. The design of the staircase blends seamlessly into
this constructional concept. The steps are made from un
treated beams which appear to grow out of the module
of the solid timber wall, running between wall and bal
ustrade. While the steps were shown let into the wall in
the early drawings (see Fig. 49), this was not carried out
on site because the solid timber wall isone ofthe shear
walls of the building whose structural action would have
been interrupted by the inclusion of such members. The
support on the wall side was therefore accomplished with
a mortise and tenon joint additionally secured on the far
side of the wall with metal bolts (see Fig. 48). The steps
are suspended on bolts (concealed by dummy tenons)
from the balustrade, which is also made from solid tim
ber membersandspans the distance between the floors.
The individual members of the balustrade are joined by
a number of threaded bars so that the balustrade acts
as a deep beam and can span the full distance between
floors.

Solid timber undergoes contraction and hence settle
ment in the first years of the life of a structure. In this
school the settlement per storey was upto 10 ern, This
resulted inthe balustrade, which runs between the floors,
undergoing a minimal (calculated) rotational movement.
That in turn sUbjected the steps to a certain amount of
torsion because their two supports were each subjected
todifferent movement caused bythe settlement. This fac
torand the contraction ofthe individual components ofthe
staircase has led to small butnoticeable gaps between
the individual timber components. However, this in no
way impairs the overall character ofthe construction. The
elegant rawness of the solid components easily accom
modate this phenomenon; indeed, it tends to emphasise
their expressive character.

ELEMENTS

Ag.46:General view01stair

FIg.48:LongItudInlll section
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fig. 45:T11e ends 01the steps

The staircase as a solid timber construction
Conradin Clavuot: School in StPeter (CH), 1998

fig. 47:section
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STRUCTURES

Inlroduction

Forms of construction
-------

An attempt to classify horizontal and vertical space development

,,:..1,'

ing capacities of the materials are reached, thus forcing a
change tothe construction system. Although theincrease
involume results in thedesired enlargement of the inte
rior space (the living space for one family becomes the
communal hall for a whole village), there is a conflict of
Interests from a structural viewpoint. To span large dis
tances weneed more material, which leads toan increase
in weight and hence to complications in the loadbearing

system, which inturn has aneffect onthe maximum span
possible.

Depending ontheir properties, loadbearing structures
can be designed with an "active cross-section" or an
"active form". What interests us here though is not an
understanding of these different concepts from a struc
tural engineering point of view but rather their function
with respect to architectural structures. In constructions
with anactive cross-section theforces flow within anun
specified cross-section which is "oversized" and hence
includes structurally inactive zones, or rather the relevant
cross-section becomes thegeneral cross-section. To save
weight therefore it is often possible to use a lightweight
material For example, the Pantheon in Rome (118
128 AD), whose circular dome consists of ever lighter
concrete mixes asit approaches thecrown
This isaccompanied, however, bya decrease inthe thick
ness of the shell, which makes thedome of the Pantheon
a good example of an early, partly optimised loadbear
ing structure with an active form. For in such structural
systems the flow of forces becomes a form-finding pa
rameter and the structure is reduced until only the struc
turally relevant parts remain Typical examples of this are
frames of all kinds, be they simple trusses for spanning
Roman basilicas, or the experiments of Konrad Wachs
mann, who bymeans ofaningenious node design devises
ever bolder space frames insteel Incontrast to loadbear
ing structures with an active cross-section, those.•with
an active form demonstrate the "unadulterated" flow of
forces. It isno surprise thatthislatter form was especially
cultivated as an "honest" approach totorm-finoinq dunr,g
the Mollern Movement.
'.' As the example of thePantheon - whose dome dia

meter ,pf 43.3 metres was not equalled and exceeded
until the 20th century - shows, even high-performance
loadbearing structures forspanning a space without inter
vening supports reach the limitof thetechnical feasibil
ityof their age at some point. And they are often totally

From chamber to hall
The desire tc increase thesize of the individual compart
ment has many causes. One of the earliest and most obvi
ous may well bethat a group needed tocreate a suitable
place of assembly forfestivities and other purposes. If the
volume isenlarged, however. the dimensions ofthe struc
turally relevant parts also have to Increase: the structural
depth of theroof and thethickness ofthewalls. But this is
possible only uptoacertain degree - until theload-carry-

The jobof thearchitect is actually to demarcate a piece
of infinite space and place it in an enclosure. The most
elementary form of such an enclosure, the simple com
partment (the nucleus of human shelter), is our starting
point for the following deliberations. What principles ap
ply when extending this single room in thehorizontal and
vertical directions to form complex room conglomerates?
Indoing so, how dowealter thestructpre of theresulting
buildings? .

We shall proceeo from thespace tothestructure (and
back again), both in theconcrete and theabstract sense
The deliberately simplified hypothetical model we shall be
using forthispurpose shall serve toestablish aprovisional
classification which will beenriched with practical exam
ples and hence also placed inperspective. This isbecause
the proposed development does not pretend to be uni
versally applicable; more complex sequences and hybrid
forms ofall kinds can prevail in everyday situations.

Horizontal space development
For thesake ofsimplicity letustake this ancient compart
ment, so to speak, to be an abstract, early square hut
measuring about four byfour metres and with aheight of
two tothree metres. Itseffective size isprimarily governed
by its use and - in contrast to the snail's shell - is not
directly derived from thesize of the human body, even if
this analogy does seem tempting. For there is nodirect,

"genetic" linkbetween architectural form and the physio
logy of thehuman body. However, the form does not"sim
ply appear". Besides materials-related, structural, cultural
and social factors, the radius of action of our arms and
human strength, for example, are just as important for
determining the final size of huts and tents as are the
materials employed

Starting with the model ofaone-room house, horizon
tal space development can take place in two basic ways'
a) by increasing tre volume, and b) by mUltiplying the
compartments, which are then linked together

Fig.1:Section after Palladia, 1570
Pantheon. Rome (t).118- 28AD

Fig.2:Filigreeloadbeannq structurebased
on a modulararrangement andstandardised
memberlength
Konrad Wachsmann, mO'f;!01 a tnree-onnensional
(space) frame

Andrea Depfazes. 711ristopll Wieser
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Fig. 3:Cross-section through basilica with
double aisles
Earlier building onsiteof StPeters, Rome (I),
4thcenturyAD
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by2000BC. Ortheindividual spaces of a conglomerate
can begrouped inatight sequence ofvarying proportions,
dimensions and types, e.q, Hadrian's villa inTivoli (118

134 AD), where this principle isartistically and enthusias
tically celebrated, particularly in thesmall thermae.

Characteristic ofsuch conglomerates istheir tendency
to be flexible with regard to further extensions, which
Hadrian's villa demonstrates in exemplary fashion. The
Roman Emperor Hadrian built a huge country retreat ona
raised piece of ground covering about 300 hectares. The
villa compnses four complexes with four different axes. As
theexternal form of such a complex built inphases isnot
determined byrestrictive conventions such assymmetry,
inprinciple every new addition can change theconfigura
tion of thebuilding completely.

The situation is of course much different in an urban
context, where theperimeter practically prescribes, or at
least severely influences, the external form In this case
the development will not be additive but rather divisive:
starting with ourexternal form the building is divided into
individual spaces depending on the respective wishes
and utilisation requirements. Incidentally, this method is
even found in ancient one-room houses whose volume
has been subdivided into separate rooms; sometimes,
though, the walls donotextend uptothe nnderside of the
roof but instead are merely partitions reaching a certain
height. This obsejyation brings to light a structural phe
nomenon~J)ildings conceived with a divided interior are
frequently Built ~Jth solid external walls but an internal
structure which 6wes its origins to filigree construction
This was the case with the castles of the Middle Ages,
whose defensive walls were supplemented internally by
relatively lightweight timber constructions. These days for

inadvisable for reasons of proportions. Therefore, the
basilica was an early form of one-room building whose
multi-bay arrangement cleverly distributes the loads: the
horizontal component of the thrust which ensues from
spanning thenave is resisted bytheaisles. This measure
produces notonly a large, coherent interior space, butthe
distribution of theloads enables aconstruction with more
slender members - the loadbearing walls were essen
tially resolved into colonnades, asin Gothic churches. The
spectacular interiors flooded with light are paid for with
a row of flying buttresses which, placed on the outside,
guarantee thenecessary equilibrium of forces and return
the external form toearthly reality.

From the compartment to the conglomerate
The addition of further compartments produces a con
glomerate whose parts can be composed to form a com
plex whole. Everyday needs trigger this type of horizontal
development: theselection of spaces available has to be
expanded. At the same time, there is the option of dif
ferentiating the individual spaces, e.q. to suit various
functions, because the additional compartments need
not have the same form nor the same dimensions. It is
therefore conceivable thata ring ofancillary spaces could
be arranged around one central, main space. If this latter
space is open to thesky we create a courtyard house, a
type ofbuilding design that had already been fully explored

Fig.4: Plan ofsmall thermae
Hadrian's villa,Tivoli (I), 118-134 AD

'f$l.l.
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Fig. 5:ludwigMiesvanderAohe:
brickcountry house project(1923-24)

reasons offire protection party walls stillmake use ofsolid
construction, while the inner construction is less strictly
regulated.

In structural terms the linking of individual compart
ments is interesting because there is a direct relation-

ship between the openness principle and the construc
tion system. In solid constructions the openness of the
rooms with respect toeach other, butalso to the outside
world, is severely restricted, although techniques have
been developed here that allow the walls tobereduced to
loadbearing columns. The solid walls are thedominating
element and openings have to be - figuratively speak
ing - punched through these subsequently. By contrast,
in filigree construction openings and connections of any
size are possible anywhere, provided they do not break
the logic of the loadbearing "skeleton". We could say,
somewhat exaggeratedly, that in filigree construction the
spaces donot need tobeconnected with each other, but
instead individual spaces must first becreated bymeans
of separating elements because the structure provides
merely athree-dimensional framework.

The example ofadditive interior space development is
based on the assumption that individual compartments,
independent in terms of layout and structural factors, are
joined to form a conglomerate. However, this results in a
doubling of the walls, Which in reality does nottake place
of course because this would represent an uneconomic
use of resources Consequently, the extensions, instruc
tural terms consist "solely" ofwall segments ofall shapes
and sizes. Only in conjunction with the existing spacers)
dothey produce additional spaces and achieve the equi
librium offorces necessary for load-carrying purposes.

In principle, the flowing spatial concepts of De Stijl
orMies van der Bone's design fora brick country house
(1923-24) could be interpreted as aradical further devel
opment ofthis method. The self-contained structure ofthe
intersecting wall segments has been resolved and walls
not required for loadbearing purposes have been omit-

ted; the plane, L-shaped and circular segments are free
standing and define the spaces in between only loosely
But the covering over the spaces is realised differently. AI-

thoug h intraditional building every compartment isoften
spanned individually forpractical and economic reasons,
the Modern Movement roof acts asa coherent loadbear
ing structure which permits cantilevers toacertain extent
(e.g. platforms ofsteel sections or flat reinforced concrete
slabs).

Fundamental types of simple coverings overspaces
Back to the simple compartment. Its structural arrange
ment willnow beinvestigated insomewhat more detail in- .
relation tothe system chosen forcovering the space, and
bymeans ofa)vaulting, b) domes, and c) plane systems.

Th~ choice of one or other type ofroof over a hut in
early times was governed bythe materials available, and
even to this day the material properties determine the

maximum span possible. The material also prescribes the
constructional and the stylistic arrangement of the cover
ing: heavyweight domes exhibit other properties to those
of stressed skin structures or floors in timber and later
in steel; yetfurther options became available in the 20th

century in the form of reinforced concrete slabs. Vaults
and domes are usually associated with a solid form of
construction. As ancient examples illustrate, these forms
of loadbearing construction are also feasible in filigree
construction in terms of style (however, not in terms of
their structural action).

a) Roofing over a compartment with vaulting results
inadirectional construction because the load of the vault
is transferred to two of the four enclosing walls. Conse
quently, the structurally irrelevant end walls can bepro
vided with large openings or even omitted completely,
provided the transverse stability can be guaranteed in
some other way. This simple shear wall principle can
be further resolved by reducing the walls themselves to
arches, then tocolumns..

b) A square single space with a dome as the roof
is often described as a "non-directional" construction,
which, however, describes the actual situation rather im
precisely. It would bemore correct to say "bi-directional"
because the thrust from the dome is transferred equally
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FIg. 6:VIewof the large halltnIns¥ene tothe
severely _ waltstructure consistingof

columns and an:hes
Great Mosque. Cordoba iEl. 785-961 AD

Forms of construction
Introduction I

toallfour walls. Providing atension ring atthe base ofthe
dome enables the thrust tobe neutralised, and hence the
walls to be resolved as'far as the load-carrying capacity
of the arches and columns,permit. Of course, a circular
building following the sameprinciples isalso conceivable.
Examples are provided by Greek and Roman temples
in which the walls have been replaced Ii' a ring of
columns.

.c)The third option for roofing over a compartment is
the plane variety, using joists oftimber orbeams ofsteel
which, in contrast to vaulting and domes, are subject to
bending moments and not axial thrust. The enclosure of
the space below can be inthe form ofsolid construction
- with walls - but also filigree construction - as aframe.
Instructural terms this version is related to the first one

because the rooms are directional; the load-carrying root:
members are supported ontwo of the four sides, on thl!;
walls orthe frame. However, the reinforced concrete floor .
slabs sopopular today exhibit a different behaviour; de
pending on how the reinforcement has been integrated, .'
the direction of span can be chosen and manipulated. .
Thanks tothe introduction ofdownstand beams this third
variation enables the loadbearing walls orframes tobe re
placed byslender columns. However, once again itshould
notbe fQ[gotten that ast1'le d~ee ofresolution advances.
so the stability in the longitudinal and ttansverse direc
tions becomes ever more criiicai.
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FIg.7:__

Qarawiyin Mosque. Fez (Morocco), 857-1613
."f'.

FIg.8:Plan
Qarawiyin Mosque. Fez (Morocco). 857-1613

Roofing over complex layouts
We shall now transfer these three fundamental principles
to geometrically "adjusted" conglomerates, i.e. more or
less regular arrangements ofinterior spaces, tocheck the
structural effects ofthe various roofing options.

a) Asuccession ofspaces between loadbearing walls
initially roofed over with vaults mUltiplies the effect of
the already strongly directional structure exponentially.
The orientation ofthe interior spaces runs parallel with the
walls. And inthis direction the individual spaces may also
be extended ad infinitum, while in the transverse direc
tion acomplete, new "vaulted unit" must be added every
time. Of course, the distances between individual walls
could vary, but this would not change the primary direction
of the plan layout. Inarchitectural, but also in structural

terms, the connections between these elongated cham
bers perpendicular to the walls are interesting. For here
we can offer the most diverse interpretations, stretching
from minimal openings right upto resolution of the wall
structure into minimal members.

Fascinating here are the prayer halls of colonnade
mosques, as inthe Great Mosque inCordoba (785-961),
which was extended invarious stages tocreate an over
whelming interior space with 600columns. Or the prayer
hall ofthe Qarawiyin Mosque inFez (857-1613), Like the
majority ofcolonnade mosques, these two examples also

include flattimber ceilings between the walls. The roof
construction consists of timber trusses and the pitched
roofs emulate the wall structure below.

An early example of a barrel-vaulted building is the
bathing house of the palace of Qusayr Amra (711 AD),
which today stands inthe middle ofthe Jordanian desert.
The entrance hall is roofed over bythree parallel barrel
vaults supported on walls resolved almost completely into
arches, creating a large, transverse room. Nevertheless,
the longitudinal orientation ofth~barrel vaults determines
the layout.

A modern variation of an extremely resolved wall
structurt was built by Louis I.Kahn atFort Worth inTexas
(1972). Here atthe Kimbell Art Museum Kahn plays con
sciously with the dominance ofthe longitudinal vault form
by placing the main direction of movement of visitors at
90 degrees to this. ArriVing at the main entrance in the
centre of the longitudinal facade, visitors are first chan
nelled transverse to the structure and only then in the
longitudinal direction of the exhibition areas. These latter
are arranged with their principal dimensions transverse to
the walls so that, once again, visitors have tomove mainly
across the structure.

b) Spaces beneath domes can also be assembled in
modular form to produce complex intemal layouts. If the
intervening walls are resolved into columns, we achieve
one ormore large interior spaces. One characteristic fea
ture ofsuch interior spaces isthe fact that the importance
ofthe individual compartment isstill apparent, oratleast
implied, because the dome has a strong centralising ef
fect. Aldo von Eyck used this property inan ingenious way
in his children's home in Amsterdam (1955-60). Taking
as his model an African souk (bazaar), he designed a
honeycomb-like configuration whose compartments are
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fig. 10:Larve entrance II1IIof baIt1lng house
Palace 01Qusayr Amra (Jordan), 711MJ

Flg.9:IlalIing_
Palace ofQusayr Amr.l (Jordan). 711MJ
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is advisable to turn the joists through 90 degrees from
room toroom, On the other hand, plane constructions of
steel enable extensive resolution ofthe structure because
these can be designed tospan over more than one com
partment. And finally. the invention of the structure with
flared column heads by Robert Maillart - which led tothe
reinforced concrete flat slab - enables the loadbearing
elements to be reduced from walls and beams to a grid
ofcolumns.

The different structural and material-related "degrees of
perforation" ofsuch room conglomerates suggest different
applications. For example, many plan layouts with several
essentially enclosed spaces in succession are ideal for
museums because in this way many wall developments
are created which can then be used fordisplays. The il
lumination of these individual chambers iscommonly by
way of rooflights. And rooflights also guarantee even il
lumination in large interior areas created byresolving the
walls into columns. Production buildings and exhibition
halls are examples ofthis.

Introduction I

Forms of construction

spanned by domes. To distinguish special spaces heased
larger dimensions. btl!also individual orring-shaped roof ~'f:';'
lights. Inaddition, heexploited the flexibility ofthe additive
method toexpand the plan layout to meet the respective
requirements exactly. ..

Henri Labrouste employed the same vaulting method
for his reading room at the BibliotMque Nationale in
Paris (1854-75), butinthis case to create a quasi-ideal,
geometrically "neutral" place of contemplation. The nine
domes forming the roof over this square room are sup
ported on 16cast iron columns which themselves tend to
divide the floor area into nine squares. Each of the nine
domes has aglazed crown toensure even illumination of
the reading room below.

c)Different configurations are possible with aflatroof
of timber, steel or reinforced concrete over a multi-com
partment, enclosed building, especially in terms of the
resolution of the compartments into larger units. Owing
to their relatively limited span, conventional timber joist
floors without glued laminated timber beams are suit
able for room conglomerates with essentially enclosed
compartments, but immediately restrict the extent of the
plan dimensions. To improve the transverse stiffness. it

STRUCTURES
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Fig.12:Plan
Louis I.Kahn, Kimbell Art Museum,
FortWorth (Texas, USA), 1972

Rg. 11: Barret-vaulted wallstructure
louis I.Kahn. Kimbell Art Museum, Fort WOrth
(Texas, USA), 1972

Fig.13:Honeycomb-Hke, dome-vaulted
structure
Aloovon Eyck: children's home, Amsterdam (NL),
1960

Rg. 14: Drawing of reading room (right)
PtaIl, sectionand details (above)
Hen.l.abrouste, reading room atBillliotheque
Nalionale, ParisIf), 1854--75
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market inTunisia, which consists ofasuccession ofbarrel
vaulted ghorfas (Arabic: space), each of which belongs
to one family. The floors to the upper storey are not flat
because the rounding of the underlying vaulting is not
fUlly ceinpensated for. Across-section reveals the - from
a modem viewpoint - elaborate form of construction. It
is therefore not surprising that, when the situation and
resources allow, flatfloors are preferred, and are inserted
between the loadbearing walls. In contrast to additive
stacking this method could be described as divisive, with
the joist floors providing stability asthe walls are built. For
starting from acertain height ofwall the individual storeys,
depending onutilisation requirements, are placed in the
loadbearing structure. Continuous loadbearing walls over
the full height of the bUilding enable the interior spaces,
even within astorey, tobe arranged with different heights.
Inother words: ina vertical building with walls, the walls
are the primary element and the floors the secondary
element.

STRUCTURES

Vertical space development
Our starting point forpresenting the development ofverti
cal space isagain our imaginary ancient compartment. If
it istobe increased inheight, the walls are simply raised.
Mind you, this is easier said than done, for as we know
such ameasure leads - sooner orlater - toconstructional
problems - strength, stability, material load-carrying ca
pacities. Inshort, gravity makes itspresence felt more and
more the higher we build, and our efforts to overcome
this determine our method of building. These conditions
can be seen insimple buildings where the walls become
thicker asthey approach the base. Furthermore, above a
certain height we shall require a scaffold. This could be
called an independent, ephemeral structure because it is
usually removed once the building iscompleted. However,
ascaffold can leave behind tell-tale marks, as on the town
hall inSiena (1288-1309). where onthe rear ofthe build
ing and onthe tower (1338-48) the pockets for the ends
of the scaffold members are still visible as an irregular
pattern ofholes inthe surface ofthe brick walls.

Rg.15:Tbepod<etsfur the ends of1hesca1
foldbeamSarereadilyvisible00 1I1e rearof
the building.
Town Hall. Siena (I).1288-1309, withtheTorre
della Mangia. 133&-48

Rg.16:ExtemaI view"'-.storey ghor1as
Ksar Fe!ich. fortified storenoose (Tunisia)

Rg.17; Cross-section
Ksar Fe!ich.lortified storenoose (Tunisia)

Beyond a certain dimension increasing the height of
the simple compartment opens upthe option ofadding a
second floor. A multiple ofour original height assumption
oftwo tothree metres isthe module we shall use todivide
the vertical space into horizontal units. Incomparison to
horizontal space development it would seem that the ba
sic options inthe vertical direction are more limited. It's all
about stacking spaces, but in different ways: additive or
divisive, exploiting the terrain orfree-standing, as arepeti
tive layering orcomplex interlacing ofthe spaces.

The plan formasa projection of thestoreys above
The simplest option forstacking spaces has.proved tobe
the vertical layering of spaces with the sarns plan area.
Expressed simply, in this method the plai\-shape of the
ground floor is multiplied, with the loadbearing walls or
columns continuing through all storeys. So in both the

,.Gompartmentation principle and when using walls orcol
umns the upper storeys are mapped on the ground floor.
Whether the individual storeys are spanned by vaulting
orplane elements isirrelevant forthe stacking - the prin
ciple remains the same.

One example of a two-storey form of construction
with vaulting is the Ksar Ferich fortified storehouse and

Leplan fibre
The reverse is true with the "column-and-slab system",
our second option for stacking several storeys, and the
one which has been the most frequently used since
the appearance of reinforced concrete floor slabs at
the beginning of the 20th century. Dominant here are
the horizontal floor slabs, while the spaces between the
loadbearing columns can be arranged in practically any
form. Inconventional applications the regular column grid
continues through the entire building and, together with a
stiffening core orSUitably positioned shear walls, ensures
sufficient stability. As the number ofstoreys increases, so
the loadbearing columns become more massive towards
the base, something which is particularly noticeable in a
high-rise building.

Le Corbusier's "Dom-Ino" system (1914) isbased on
a combination ofcolumns and slabs and was elaborated
in his famous book Five Points of Architecture (1927);
he developed this into a comprehensive programme for
characterising his opinion oflljgdem-;rchitecture. He was
especially interested inthe architectural freedom that this
revolutionary "engineered" form or'construction opened
up: the •plan fibre" and the"far;ade fibre".

Inthe late 1980s Rem Koolhaas developed an updated
variation ofaspatially complex, layered building based on
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openings, Thus Loos established an extremely flexible but
also inexpensive construction system with which hecould
realise his idea ofthe spatial plan inan optimum and sur
prisingly complex fashion.

Loos worked with a pragmatic hybrid construction in
which the structure- and space-forming part are sepa
rated from each other - justlike with the column-and-slab
system. Ifthe walls and slabs, however, are used system
atically as coherent, loadbearing elements, which is now
possible thanks to slab and plate designs in reinforced
concrete (e.g. by JOrg Conzelt), this leads to a merging
ofthe two systems - and a return tothe principle ofsolid
construction,

the fabric, the loadbearing structure can be simplified by
designing some parts as non-Ioadbearing,

MOiler House in (1930) by Adolf Loos is, in spatial
terms, the most versatile implementation ofhis notion of
the spatial plan. Despite its spatial complexity, the con
struction system is nevertheless astoundingly simple:
the extemal brick walls are loadbearing; internally, there
are no loadbearing walls, merely four reinforced con
crete columns and downstand beams on which the joist
floors are supported. In this way'ttle columns subdivide
the plan shape olthe building into several rectangUlar
zones. Therefore, the floors and roofs can be arranged at
the necessary levels, corresponding to the requirements
of the interior, These spaces, treated as autonomous
volumes, are formed by cladding the framework - like
infill panels - and are interconnected via precisely located

Introduction I

the principle of separating structure (tectonics) and the
formation of space, e,g. his competition designs for the
Centre forArt and Media Technology inKarlsruhe (1989)
and the ferry terminal atZeebrugge (1989).

The spatial plan
The third variation forvertical space development isalso
the most complex because in this case the spaces and
storeys are nolonger simply stacked one upon the other,

," bot are interlaced vertically and horizontally. Adolf Loos
is well-known for favouring the spatial plan. In contrast
to the "Five Points" of Le Corbusier, however, the spatial
plan is not asetof instructions which can billcarried out
and ticked offone byone, but instead the realisation ofa
space-oriented, complex design conception which must
be re-appraised from project to project.

The aim ofthe spatial plan istoorganise spaces with
different plan sizes and different heights (split levels)
- which can be treated as individual volumes - in such
a way that they form a dense configuration ofspaces. In
the sense ofathree-dimensional undertaking, the spatial
plan is therefore certainly aneconomic approach, butin
contrast tothe idea ofa"home foraminimal existence" it
strives toachieve not the minimum necessary but rather
the maximum possible in that the luxury of taller living
spaces isbalanced bylower ancillary spaces. This isalso
possible with multistorey walled structures. However, taken
to the extreme the spatial plan has no loadbearing walls
or columns that pass through all storeys. A continuous
access core, which inallother variations provides a sort
of "automatic" zoning, is also lacking here. In structural
terms every compartment isan autonomous link within a
complex chain which creates plenty offreedom but many
more mutual dependencies. Consequently, the formation
ofstructure and space is(apparently) artificiaL To optimise

Fig.19:Cross-sectlexl~ competition
project
OMA, Rem KDIhaas: ferryterminal,
Zeebrugge (5),1989

Ag.18:Sketch of principle of coIumn-and-siab
system
LeCorbusier: "Dom·loo" construction system, 1914

STRUCTURES

Fig.21:Planof grotIIlllloor
Adolf Laos:MUlier Hoose. Prague (CZ), 1930

Ag.22:Axonome1ric viewshowing main rooms
and relnfon:ed concrete columns (shaded black)
Adolf Laos: MOiler House, Prague (Cl),1930

FIg. 20:VIewfromlivingroom IntodIring room at higher_
Adolf Laos: MOiler Hoose, Prague(CZ), 1930
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Fig.27:Baseof wallapprox. 6 to7 mwide, topof wall4 to6 m;masonry
"_walls"withrubbleInIIlf
Great WoII of Cllina, c.700-100 Be

The form of the wall cross-section depends on vari
ous factors, The first critical factor is whether the wall
is free-standing or whether it is braced or stiffened by
other walls: this factor influences the width ofthe base. In
any case, however, the cross-section will reduce with the
height inorder to optimise the use of materials because
both the self-weight ofthe construction and the imposed
loa~s resulting from the use ofthe construction gradually
diminiSh further upthe wall.

The variation inthe cross-section can be either linear
orstepped. Itdepends on the form ofconstruction - with
orwithout mortar, homogeneous orheterogeneous con
struction - and the building process (height of scaffold
lifts). but is generally governed by utilisation considera
tions. For example, ina multistorey building it is sensible
tostep the cross-section atthe level ofthe floors (and use
the steps tosupport the floor beams/joists).

As the cost of labour inpast decades has increased at
a faster rate than the cost of materials, a building whose
wall thickness decreases with the height isa rarity these
days, with the exception of special structures such as
retaining walls and dams. In the solid form of construc
tion the larger wall loads of the lower storeys normally
determine the size ofthe wall cross-section ofallthe up
per storeys; this isespecially true when we are stacking
identical plan layouts one on top$:f:lhe other.

.~'

Ag.25 S1Ilpped wall
e,g,pnMding support lorbeams!
joists

I Concepts

The principle of solid construction exploits the physical
phenomenon ofgravity:

mass - self-weight
- interlocking of wall elements: the "zip" principle

(bricks, stones, hybrid forms)
jointing mortar between wall elements: the "glue"
principle, increasing the frictional resistance (adhe
sion) between the wall elements
stability and loo'd-carrying capacity: the "wide base,
narrow top" principle: objective: optimised use .of
materials

Fig.24:Taperedwall
Optimised cross-section

Vertical loadbearing structures insolid construction
Cross-section concepts

Fig.23:Straigld wall
EJu:essive cross-section

Au. 26:Sizing alter_ (TIJeoteticaI andPractical Treatise on theAft ofBuiIdIn9I
Pnncipally: the taller a free·standing wall, the wider itscross-section. Rule ofthe thumb lorfree·standing bIickwalts subject towind loadsonly
(average stability): .
b =1/10h;buinof rulJbIe stones, factor appro'.l;r.i;'ilsh~r stones, factor approx. 0.75

]1.•.....'..., \,.".' n AH""""""'"''''''
~"~ \ " ,' -._--.----

! ~r \\ ....':':..t.:»:

.)c.

Au. 28:MultI-lealwallwithfilling of loose,Iow-quallly...- (section)
Trulli - traditional solid stone buildings ofsoothem ttaly. Sovero (I)
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Rg.35:Wallfonna.... _Illy: L-shape, curve, ....- and _Ing fonna

Looked atinterms ofeconomy ofmaterial usage, various
plan concepts are conceivable forstabilising the walls. For
example, the stability and buckling resistance ofthe walls
can be increased by including transverse ribs, which are
either formed by adding the same oradifferent material,
orby dividing, i.e. by omitting superfluous material, above
all with very wide wall cross-sections (see fig. 31).

Changes of direction such as corners, cranks and
curves also have a stabilising effect. Here, the height
and length of the developed wall governs the number of
changes ofdirection. The reduction inmaterial can go so
faras to make it essential, above a certain height, to in
clude auxiliary structural members (see fig. 34).

Rg.34:ConcreI8 haIl-<:yllnders 25m high(d=25em);the tieboraat the top
guarantee the stabI1l1y of the 1onn.
Maartan Struijs: windbreak inRotterdam Harbour (Nl),1005

Concepts I

Ag.33:T11e extemalloadbear1ng s1nJcIure(fIytngbuttresses) resultedIn
recesses whichwere IaIerconverted IntoclIapels(along bolIom edOO of plan).
Notre Dame cathedral.Paris If). begun in 1163

Rg.30:Cobcons1ruCtlon wt1h Umber_ (InlemaI1rarne)with
protectlve covering of cob (trans-.. ribs)
Traditional construclion of1l1e Dogoo people (Mali)

Forms of construction

Rg.31: OmIssIon ofmaterialtofonn ak:oves In circumferential wall,whichcreates a ribbedelIect (left)
Pantheon, Rome (I).1,S-125AD,IoadlJearing structure (righ~

Rg.32: F\ylng butlresses to1rensferthrus1.
e.g.IromYllllltlng
Axooometnc cut-away viewofa Gothic cathedral

Rg. 29:Walls...- wt1h rtbs, sections
(lop)and plans (boIIom)
lor increasing 1l1e inherent stlbilily

Verticalloadbearing structures insolid construction
Plan concepts

STRUCTURES
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Vaulted loadbearing structures in solid construction
Compression structures: arches and barrel vaults

STRUCTURES

I Concepts

Forms of construction

FIQ. 36:SUc:cessIon 01_-= sectionalconcept In order tDomK
supe<1I..... material.Thean:h constructionIs sensible fromenengineering
end eneconomicviewpoint
Pool duGord, Roman aqueductat Nimes (I), 1stcentury f>D

fig. 39:_ vaulting aspermanentformwork tDconcrete above, with
tie berstDac:commocIate tl1nJsl Thevaulted cons1ruction herehas enan:hi
tecIuraI. spece-formlng value.
te Co!tl<J$r: JaouIIlouses. Paris (I). 1955

load

Thrust -

Fog. 37:An:h(asdoo< or _ HnteI, for large spans)

Acompression structure allows the "disadvantage" ofthe
weight of the construction tobecome an inherent advan
tage ofthe loadbearing structure.

The erection ofarched and vaulted constructions follows
identical criteria, also because a barrel vault is nothing

FIQ. 38:Thereinfon:ed concrete tie acoommodates the _ end __

the wall below.
Louis 1.Kahn: Indian Institute ofManagement. Ahmedabad (lndial. 1962-74

Au. 40:Barrel ¥aUK

other than an arch-shape curved surface, orrather asuc
cession ofparallel arches. The question oflateral stability
ismore significant with an arch because it isusually part
of a wall SUbject to the aforementioned conditions (see
"Verticalloadbearing structures").

Inthe Louis I.Kahn example the double arches relieve
the wall below and concentrate the forces atthe supports.
But the wall does not need tobe strengthened as a result
of this because the reinforced concrete tie beneath the
arches takes the thrust so that all the loads are trans
ferred vertically. The hopper-like reduction inthickness of
the wall below the arches merely indicates those parts of
the wall that carry practically no vertical loads.

The lateral thrust increases as the rise ofthe arch de'
creases. The shallow barrel-vault roofs ofLe Corbusie['.s';
Jaoul houses were therefore reinforced with steel tiebars.
At the aqueduct in N1mes, on the other hand, such tie
bars were unnecessary because asuccession ofidentical
arches - irrespective of the rise - results in the coinci
denbe of opposing identical horizontal forces and hence
purely verti~lloads. However, the end bays need special
treatment.
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Vaulted loadbearing structures in solid construction
Compression structures: domes

As with barrel vaults and arches, indomes we are always
faced with the Question: How is the thrust to beaccorn
rnodated, reduced and taken down tothe foundations?

Ag.41:Thetensionring IsbelowgroondUndemea1h the column Ioondaltons (_).
PierLuigi NefVi: PaJazetto deIoSport.Rome (I). 1957

HoIizOntallhrust

Fig.44:Thedome Is resolved Into• ring01Y-shaped raking columns
..Pier Luigi NefVi: PaJazetto delIo Sport.Rome (I). 1957

At the Pantheon in Rome the designers employed
various features tohandle this problem. The weight ofthe
dome decreases as it rises, which is achieved not only
by reducing the cross-section butalso by using lighter
materials. The dimensions of the dome are such that the
flow of forces starting from the crown remains within the
cross-section ofthe dome. The extra wall height externally
adds weight and hence allows the tensile forces tobe ac
commodated inthe wall. Likewise, asteel strap acting as
a tension ring would also have been conceivable.

Pier Luigi Nervi's Palazetto della Sport makes use ofa
complex dome: the concrete shell isreinforced with folds
and is resolved into V-shaped raking columns, which ac
commodate thethrust by extending the dome and be
neath the apex of the Yhave avertical column totransfer
the forces vertically into the ground. Inthe ground there
isa circumferential reinforced concrete tension ring. This
allowed Nervi to create an interior space completely free
from any intervening verticalloadbearing elements.

Compression ring
(atcrown)

Dead loads

Fig.42: Dome (body01.....ution)

.:•...

Ag. 43: Dome wtlh _ 10Illduceweightand consumption 01materials (omission 01superiIuous maIeriaI).l11ls creates• grid of
stiIIenlng -.rtng ribs. In_. IIgI11er materials were 0fI1IlI0Yed further upthe doma.Pan1heoo. Rome (1),118-125 MJ

Fig.45:Ane8I1y oxampIe01constructionwtlh Roman concrete
(_~.Pan1heoo.Rome(l).118-125AD
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Massiveness
For most, this interest goes beyond the physical and, above
all, formal properties of mass orthe associated connota
tions. Massive material can besculpted, and moulded. Its
relative homogeneity and stability enable usto hollow it
outormodel it, so tospeak, Amassive wall, forexa:~ple,:ioo
invites ustomake it thinner bycreating local recesses, or
toprovide texture inthe form ofprofiling. These possibili
ties arlllShown inan exemplary way byMario Botta inhis
church inMogno. His elliptical cylinder encloses a space
that unites the non-directional basic geometric forms of
square and circle with the directional forms of rectangle
and ellipse. The architectural means to this end is the
plastic formation ofthe mass ofthe walls. Recesses allow
thesquare tobecome legible, additionally emphasised by
the diagonal relationship established by the cylindrical
column on the axis oftheentrance; acontinual reforming
and thinning-out allows the rectangle on plan totransform
gradually to anellipse at the start of the glass roof, the
ellipse itself terminating atthecurving roof.

Of course, theidea offorming aspace through plastic
modelling ofthe mass ofthewalls isnot new. Frequently,
the external volume ofabuilding does not obey the same
laws as the design ofthe interior spaces - there ison the
one hand the requirements ofurban planning, on the other
the utilisation conditions inside the building. This leads
to an unavoidable conflict, particularly when functional
or "scenic" aspects, rather than, forexample, tectonics,
determine the architectural approach, which correspond
ingly wishes toexpress these conditions. The mass ofthe
walls isoften asuitable place fordealing with this conflict.
Baroque architecture, in partlcular, provides virtuoso ex
amples ofthis. However, unlike inthe case ofthe church in
Mogno, the aspect ofmassive material forming the "grey
area" between the spatial boundaries is usually of sec
ondary importance. This is more often the place, besides
the loadbearing structure, toembed the functions and all
possible technical necessities. "Mass" inthis sense is in
deed precisely confined butitsstructure and composition
less defined and vague. Whether the mass consists of
voids or material, it is equivalent to the appearance of
the material as a body, whose internal structure ishardly
relevant, at least foreveryday considerations.

guarantee the desired results, But architects, for their
part, can also convey and express the idea ofthe security
and safety achieved.

I Examples

STRUCTURES

Resistance
Mass is a fundamental property of material which ex
presses itself in the mutual attraction of bodies and in
their inertias, The former results in the heavyweight,
age-old problem ofarchitecture, the latter allows mass to
generate resistance. Both ofthese aspects are illustrated
in the pier of the Wipkinger viaduct in Zurich, Itsheavi
ness enables it tostand securely on the edge of the river
bed, also resisting the highest floodwaters. However, the
builders ofthii;pierw~re not satisfied with this effective
mass butinstead emphasised this aspect with decora
tive additions: a not Quite regular and relatively coarse
yet careful cutting of the stones; a visual enlargement
of the volume, which appears to extend far beyond the
bridge supports (particularly when seen from a distance)
and finally gently sloping sides, astepped plinth and par
ticularly coarse, almost rustic, masonry atthe sides above
the waterline. Furthermore, acarefully constructed, stocky
arch indicates the loads to be overcome and, together
with small openings atthe sides, demonstrates thatwhat
the observer sees is perhaps not as massive as it ap
pears atfirst sight. This vaulting was later fortified toform
a bunker, which itself has recently been filled with con
crete. A tumour-like protrusion of solid concrete should,
with its inert mass, resist the impact of any projectiles.
The rounded forms are only understandable as martial
shows ofstrength because grenades would bedeflected
directly onto the structure they are trying toprotect! They
demonstrate the sculpted, moulded mass. The heaviness
and inertia ofthe mass in the modest bridge pier are, on
the one hand, necessary tocarry out the tasks, and on the
other, the themes of the design. Inthis way, its appear
ance conveys stability and obstinate resistance.

Inarchitecture advocating alarge mass, interms ofthe
primary functions, tends to be the exception. We usually
think of retaining walls, dams, bunkers, avalanche pro
tection and similar structures. Inother words, structures
which are generally the province ofthe engineer, who can

fig. 47: Plan(above), sectiOn(right)
Mario Bot1a ctllJfctlin Magno (CHl. 198&-95

Rg.46:Bridge over River Ummat, Zurtch
WIpklngen. East pier

Martin Tschanz

Of heavy mass and apparent heaviness
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Rg. 48: C8sslna de C8madra, 81_1 .. Fig.49:Rudolf Fontana, ChrIstian Kerez: Obemlalla Chapel (CIll,1994-95

256

We understand massiveness to express the (relative)
homogeneity of the material of a body. It lends it inter
esting properties. Without immediately having tothink of
a "ruin", it lets objects age with dignity, and gives them
a claim to durability and longevity. Inaddition, it permits
simple, direct design. Impressive inthis sense are, forex
ample, the Alpine buildings built entirely ofstone (as can
befound in southern Switzerland), where walls and roof
are layered with the same gesture and are made from the
same materials found more or less in the same place.
Christian Kerez may well have had such buildings inmind
when hedesigned the chapel at Oberrealta. His design
concentrates fully on the essentials: aprotective envelope
in a trusted form, a door with threshold and a window
form a structure which isboth a man-made symbol ofa
house absolute and hence also a symbol of shelter and
protection. This embodiment of familiarity and extreme
abstraction, the simple, well-proportioned form and the
solid materiality give this building a sacred dignity which
does justice tothe function and the location. This concen
tration would be inconceivable without a material "from
one mould", which enables such a construction without
details.

Monoliths and "monoliths"
"One ofthe most prominent features ofthe bunker isthat
it is one of the few modern monolithic forms of archi
tecture.

"While the majority of structures are bonded to the
ground through their foundations, the bunker has none
atali; itscentre ofgravity replaces them. This explains its
ability toachieve a certain mobility..."

Thus Paul Virilio begins his chapter entitled "The
Monolith" in Bunker-Archaologie1, providing in.the same
breath a convincing definition for architllC~ural monoliths
which remains very close to the term itself:,a building
like a stone that behaves like one as well. However, there
are hardly any forms of architecture that do justice to
the term used in this way. It is understandable that the
term is also used for structures that only appear to be

monoliths, even when they exhibit conventionalloadbear
ing behaviour. Here is thedefinition of Rodolfo Machado
and Rodolphe el-Khoury given in their catalogue Mono
lithic Architecture:2 "We understand monolithic to signify
monolith-like..." That is on the one hand in thesense of
anexaggeration - although they call this form metaphori
cal- fornot actually monolithic, and really extraordinarily
homogeneous and solid objects; and on the other hand
also inan"allegorical" sense aswell "forbuildings that do
not have the physical material properties of themonolith,
butthat seem, 'pretend' or 'act'asthough they do. Inthis
allegorical mode the term monolithic has more todowith
representational strategies than material qualities."

Monoliths in this sense are compact architec
tural objects which appear to be hermetic and reveal
nothing of their content. They are stand-alone, often re
mote structures, butmay well form points oforientation in
themselves. They are objects without scale which have an
imposing, characteristic, individual form and, accordingly,
are frequently personified, so tospeak, and given aname.
Their materials are often confined to a thin envelope
which has nevertheless to demonstrate the appearance
ofacertain homogeneity. The design ofthe volume should
suggest mass, which is mostly achieved byheightening
a plastic deformation, preferably under the apparent in
fluence ofgravity orsome omertorce.

The relationship between inside and outside isalways
problematic with such objects. The similarity with a mas
sive body implies that the configuration of the interior, as
a diffuse "mass", is uninteresti~ plays no role in the
building's outward appearail<f.\";hich inthis sense isthe
only relevant aspect. This fact may well have contributed
to the success of such hermetic architecture. Inorder to
avoid reducing the design totally to the volume and the
surface, the external form in the aforementioned sense
has to be balanced bya similarly imposing interior. This
might allow such forms to start resembling the bunkers
described byVirilio once again, perhaps best shown by
the designs forthe National Library ofFrance byOMA and
the Tokyo Opera byJean Nouvel. Nevertheless, theterm
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Fig.50:Jean_: _ Theatreproject,Tokyo (J),1986;view01model (left)and Iongl1udlnal section(righ1)
;

Fig.51:BunkerIn French _ wall "burled"In the sand(left),IongI1udlnaJ section(_

"monolithic" does not seem tobeathome inthis figurative
sense; the association with the enclosing sensual quali
ties ofsolid materials, which are not confined toviewing
from remote distances and can hardly be limited, is too
strong. It would seem to be more advisable to speak of
hermetically orplastically formed solitary objects.

One kilo...
Not everything iswhat it appears tobe. Even mass itself
has many surprises in store. Schaffhausen-based artist

Katharina Burgin, for instance, shows usa work which,
even without atitle, we recognise immediately as ahouse,
owing to itssimple, distinctive shape: the chalky, slightly
blemished white surfaces, the somewhat wom edges,
which are not quite straight, slightly bulging, and the sides,
which liftthe work clear ofthe underlying surface. causing
it tofloat almost. The work manifests itself tousas solid,
cast; we are reminded of plaster models. The "large" in
the title "Large House" could relate toascale, forat48cm
long the object isnot exactly large. ttwedare totouch it,
we are initially surprised by the silky softness and warmth
ofthe surface, butthen shocked: where isthe weight? The
work is-<<lassive yet frighteningly light inweight, moulded
from papier mache. So, what isakilo now?3

N_
, Paul Virilio: Bunker-ArchikJIogie. Munich, 1992(1975). p. 37.
, RodoIfo Machado, Rodolphe e1-Khoury: Monolithic_,Munich. 1995

(calalogue ofTheHeinz Architectural Genter, PIttsburg, 1995196), pp.15-16.
3 Th~ ishowthe text by Ger1nJCl Ohling ends in the calalogue to theMana<.

Kunslpr~s 1994:Kalharlna BUrgin, Qbiekte 1992tJis 1994. Museum zu
Aflerheiligen, SChaffhausen 1995.

Fig.52: Katharina 1IiirgIn: "large House" (1993)
Paper. 28x48, 26em
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Ag. 54:KsarFerich
The ksaI~ located between aninhabited reg"" and!hesahara desert

Ksar Ferich
Afortified storehouse insouthern Tunisia

Ag.55:Ksar Ferich
The completely unbroken penmeter of!hecomplex

Examples I

Ag. 56:Inner coortyanl
VIeW towards theentrance

Ag. 57:Inner c:ourtyanl
Complex at!hecentre of!heksaI

Forms of constructionSTRUCTURES
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I

Ksour and ghorfas
The ksour (plural of ksar) of southern Tunisia are fortified
living and storage complexes which were preferably built
high upon the mountain plateaus or on steep mountain
slopes. The centre ofthecomplex isfrequently a kalaa (a
fortification). Grouped inthe rocks below are thehouses or
caves and these are always accompanied byhoneycomb
like, barrel-vaulted ghorfas (Arabic: ghorfa = space), often
built inseveral storeys, one above the other. These serve
mainly as storage rooms.

Isolated true ghorfa complexes built in thelandscape
are also called ksour. These (usually) rectangular com
plexes are surrounded by a continuous high wall inter
rupted byonly one door, and convey a good defensive
impression. They functioned primarily as collective
warehouses fora clan while the nomadic tribesfolk were
moving from pasture to pasture with their herds. Official
guards, butalso the sick and the old who could not travel
with the herds, lived inand guarded the ksar. There were
often hundreds ofstorerooms, some ofwhich were upto

Fig.58:Ksa1Ferich
Plan of ground floor, 1:1000

)

six storeys high, grouped like the honeycombs ofa bee
hive around one ormore internal courtyards.

Every family owned an appropriate number of these
vaulted constructions - upto10metres deep, about three
metres wide and about two metres high, secured with
small doors ofpalm wood - tostore their personal provi
sions. Rickety external stairs without balustrades,steps or
timber joists cantilevering from the walls led 'tothe upper
entrances. Relief-type decoration in the internal plaster,
e.g. inthe shape ofa hand orfoot, ornamentation orlet
tering, is found in some places. A ksar was a place of
trade ~d assembly in times of peace, a refuge in times
ofwar. Thanks tothe provisions stored within and adraw
well in the internal courtyard, a ksar could also survive
longer sieges if necessary.

The large ghorfa complexes began to lose their sig
nificance asthe nomads started to build permanent set
tlements. They decayed orhad tobe demolished tomake
way fornew buildings (e.g. inMedenine, where more than
30 such ksour were razed to the ground). Many fortified
storehouses have in the meantime decayed to such an
extent that great care is needed when exploring them.
Some are still used as storage rooms orstalls, others have
been converted into simple accommodations fortourists.
Occasionally, the visitor comes across well-maintained or
restored complexes which, even today, are still occupied,
orhave been reoccupied, bylocal people.

Excerpt !rOOt DorotI1y Slannard. Tunesien. Bertin, 1992

~
I
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sectiOO.l:2oo
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Fig.61:Ghorfa typeA
Loogitudinal section, 1:200
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Fig. 60:Ghorfa typeA
Plan, 1:200

I
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Fig.62:Ghorfa typeA
Front facade
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Fig.63:Ghorfa typeA
Sidefacade

Fig.64:GhoI1a
Detail ofpartial~ reooereo facade
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Rg.65:Ghorta typeB
Front facade

Rg.68:Ghorta typeB
EIeva1ion.1:200

Rg.69: Ghorta typeB
section. 1:200
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Fig.70:Ghorfa typeB
Plan. 1:200

Rg.66:Ghorta
Interior view, ground f\oor

Fig.67: Ghorta
Interior view, upper floor, with vaulted floor
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How tomake a ghorfa:
Throughout the south ofTunisia grain was stored insmall
stone cells known asghorfas. They were each about 2 m
high and 6-10 m in length. More units were added as
required both ateither side and above, sometimes reach
ing upto8 units inheight. Eventually, the whole formed a
courtyard, the blank outside walls deterring raiders. Askill
you might just require - how tomake aghorfa:

1. Build two walls of rock and mud about 2 mapart and
1.5mhigh.

2. Place vertically between the walls two straw grain
baskets packed with earth. These mUit fit exactly
between the walls to support them. Place a third
straw grain basket ofearth horizontally on top of the
first two.

3. Over this place a previously manufactured plaited
reed/straw mat to make an arch.

4. An arched roof of rocks held bya fine clay and gyp
sum mortar can then be gradually constructed, using
the matting and grain baskets as support.

5. Construct a rear wall if necessary. Remove the sup
porting baskets and plaster the internal walls with
lime and mud. Decorate if required with figures and
handprints orfish toward offthe evil eye.

6. Construct a front wall with a wooden access door of
palm.

Excerpt from: Anne & Ke;thMcL.aclllan: TunISia HandtJook. Bath, 1997

Books 00Tunesia:
- Jellal Abdelkafi: Tunesien: GeOQWJhie - Geschichte - Kultur - PoJitik,

Stuttgart. 1994.
- Myroo GokItinll"': Villages in /heSuIi. New \'q1<, 1969.
- Derek HilllsJamicAn:hiteclUn1 inM>1hAhril.'London. 1976.
- Peter Andreas Kroehnert, Josef Schramm: Tunesien. Land zwischen sand und

Meer. Freilassing. 1969.
- Hans-Geary Roth. Anne_: Tunesien. Breidenstein, 1995.
- Konrad SChliephake: Tunesien: Geographie - GesclJichte - Kuffur - Religiofl-Staat

.• Stuttgart, 1984.
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Ag.75:Plan01_ complex
Smailholm Tower. RoxIJl<gh (Scotland. GBI. 16lt1 century

retreating from the poorly fortified ancillary buildings to
the tower. which could serve as living accommodation for
a long period.

In contrast to the SCottish tower house. the castle
complexes built during the same period on the European
mainland employed the "onion principle", te. the keep.

as the heart of the complex. was protected by several
concentric defensive rings. Every ring was defended tothe
utmost because both residential and ancillary buildings
extended over several rings. The keep. on the other hand.
functioned purely asa (normally) unoccupied. defensive
tower, from where the final defence ofthe complex could
be organised. Compared to the SCottish tower house,
designed foroccupation atalltimes, the continental keep
was, on plan, a much more compact affair. It is therefore
also clear that the SCottish tower house was organised
vertically and. as a result. had to evolve upwards. The
defensive principle is founded on the difficulty ofcaptur
ing storeys. te. the ease ofbeing able to defend narrow
spiral staircases.

Architectural observations
Mass and void
The SCottish tower houses. at least the early examples.
stand today like eroded outcrops of rock on the hillsides.
They appear tobe straightforward. solid and elementary.
Merely the few irregularly placed openings. which seem
tofollow no rules. give any hint of internal life behind the
mass ofstone. Infact. these immovable boulders are hol
low inside and their enclosing walls are partly hollow. or
even downright thin. The hi~en chambers offer the oc
cupants comfort and s~llii~ against the harsh environ
ment. To the outside world these structures appear to be
highly fortified, while inside there isa surprising homeli
ness thanks to the numerous different spaces. The spe
cific character of the SCottish tower houses is based on
this apparent paradox - the combination of. in terms of
space, most compact and most efficient form ofresidence
and fortification.

I Examples

STRUCTURES

The fortified house
Typical ofSCottish architecture is the tower house of the
Middle Ages. a combination of castle and residence in
a compact, vertically organised space. Early examples
of this typically SCottish form were plain. the reflec
tion of a poor land characterised by internal unrest and
regional wars between rival clans. Constant rebuilding
was unavoidable. As peace gradually gained the upper
hand over the countryside, the external appearance of
these tower houses became more decorative, picturesque.
"romantic" - reflecting the needs of their owners at that
time toexpress their prosperity. By contrast, the need for
fortifications was gradually relegated to the background.
transforming the keep into a fortified manor house. The
topicality of these tower houses over a period of three
centuries (13th to16th century) led tohybrid forms char
acterised by regional influences. However, the original
form always remains clearly recognisable in these nu
merous variations.

The core ofthis work isa study of the architecture of
tower houses, not their chronological development and
the other facets that occurred simultaneously. The selec
tion that follows does not claim tobeexhaustive but does
allow an insight into their variety, the wealth of space in
these tower houses and their specific idiosyncrasies.

Tower house versus castle
The SCottish tower house is surprising in that it is con
ceived asa free-standing solitary edifice. The entire de
fensive system corresponds tothe "principle ofthe chest
nut": wooden. unprotected ancillary buildings grouped
to form a courtyard like the prickly but soft shell; in the
middle stands the tower house asthe tough core. serv
ing as the fortified residence and place of work of the
Lord ofthe Manor, and the final. sale place ofrefuge. De
pending on the topographical situation. the building was
protected against enemies by simple palisade fences,
walls or ditches. Incertain situations suitable rocky hill
sides - as at Smailholm Tower - or rocky escarpments
- as atNeidpath Castle - replaced some ofthe elaborate
defensive structures. The defensive strategy provided for

Nik Biedermann. Andrea Deplazes

Ag. 73:_ casae, Belllnzooa (CH).

14111 eentIIIY

Sculpted architecture
The SCottish tower house

Ag.72:Nelclpath castle, Peebles (ScotlanlI, Ga).
14111 eentIIIY

Ag.74:Planof _ complex
BorthwIck castle. Midlothian (Scotland. GBI. 15lt1 century

I,
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Ag.76: EduardoChillida: "l.umI"&-306, 1994

Fig.?1: Plan
Francesco Bonomini: san Car10 aile Quattro
Fontana. Rome (I),1634-67

Forms of construction
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Eduardo Chillida
Like the sensation of heat can only be appreciated by
first experiencing cold, architectural space can only be
perceived through its physical boundaries. The mass of
the building becomes, oddly enough, more compact once
something lightweight isplaced alongside, orisperforated
by the inclusion ofvoids and compartment-like rooms.

This principle also characterises the work ofthe Span
ish artist Eduardo Chillida, who calls himself an "architect
ofempty space".Inhis fine-grained cia1Scu~ures inpar
ticular, the "Lurras", heaviness and rnassfveness are in
creased through implied orreal spatial inclusions, through
incisions which suggest a hollow interior';' rich dialogue
between mass and space, heaviness and lightness en
sues. As already intimated, the SCottish tower houses can
also be interpreted inthis way. They are excellent exam
ples ofhow the fusing ofopposites helps toreinforce the
idiosyncrasies ofthe individual components.

Inside and outside
The external form of the SCottish tower house gener
ally corresponds to the form of the main internal room,
the hall. This coincidence of content and expression is
not compulsory, as Baroque churches demonstrate, for
instance. Ina building external form and internal space
often obey different masters. This is understandable in
an urban context, with the chance torespond to external
conditions prescribed by the location and locality. How
ever, it isinteresting tonote that inthe tower house there
isasecretive "inbetween", a "massive" layer inwhich we
find the most diverse spatial inclusions -"pochespaces":
vertical access routes, small, sometimes interlinked
chambers, butalso mere protrusions ofthe main room to
form window alcoves,

In the early types oftower house with external walls
upto four metres thick and few rooms within this thick
ness, it would be better to speak of "masonry armour"
than a conventional external wall. Their unusual, indeed
incredible, size isthe direct consequence oftheir task - to
protect the liVing accommodation. The gradual transfer of
compartments into this masonry appears to contradict
this purpose atfirst sight. But this forms our "inbetween",
a layer of individual rooms adjacent to the central hall,
without weakening the masonry critically. Owing to t~

lack of openings the extent of this hollowing or tl$frli~g
out cannot be seen from outside, The extra space gained
in this way enables all secondary living functions to be
transferred into the walls themselves. The central, main
room i:i"relieved and the size of this room can grow ac
cprdingly without having to increase the overall volume
of the'lower house. This achieves a clear separation be
tween main room and ancillary rooms or- inthe language
of Louis I. Kahn - "servant" and "served" rooms. This
division becomes clear when the resulting interior layout

is considered without the enclosing walls Oike a "nega
tive"). All the interior spaces, starting from the central,
main room, appear tospread out orbranch off like vee
torised tentacles working toan inherent code.

Spatial inclusions
These ancillary rooms are actually .me result of the
main room "boring" into the surrounding walls and can
be distinguished according to their specific functions.
Looking at the alcoves ofthe main room raises the ques
tion ofwhether these should be regarded as part of the
main room or as autonomous spaces. It is clear that all
alcoves (for secluded seating, window seats or access
to loopholes), with the exception of fireplaces, face out
wards, i.e., face the light. Alcoves on the same level as
the main room would seem tosupport the view that they
are extensions of the main room. In contrast to these,
alcoves reached via steps, and in some cases with fixed
furnishings, could be classified as autonomous compart
ments. More obviously separate are the rooms concealed

Ag.78:"PosItive" and "negative"
Comloogan Gas1Ie, Dumfries (Scotland. GBl, 151!l century

Fig.79:S8parate alcovewithseating
Comioogan Caste.Dumfries (Scotland, GB), 15th century
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Rg.80:Comlongan casue

Rg. Bl:cesstonl casue

Rg.82:_ casue

Rg.83:Dundas casue

Rg.84: CIaypolI casue

small openings leading off the main room or, indeed,
only via alcoves. These rooms adhere to the principle of
compartmentation because the direct connection with the
main room isclearly interrupted bythe intervening walls.

Openings
Admitting light into the central hall enclosed onallsides
imposes different conditions on the design and form ofthe
light-admitting alcoves. Basically, we distinguish between
two types ofopening:

Openings with splayed reveals
Through reflection the narrow, deep openings with their
splayed reveals distribute aneven, diffuse light through
out the interior. They are not confined toacertain horizon
and can therefore respond better tofunctional conditions.
Ingenious location ofthese windows inthe corners orend
walls of the hall can promote strong sidelighting of the
longitudinal wall, which thus becomes abright "light wall"
- as atBorthwick castle. The orientation ofthe main room
isthus underpinned not only byitsgeometry but also by
the play of light and dark. wall surfaces. With justa few,
precisely located openings thelower part of the enclosed
main room isilluminated surprisingly effectively, while the
upper part forms adark ceiling.

. Alcoves
The daylighting effects are totally different in the deep
seating alcoves. These alcoves tend to adhere primarily
to the right-angled geometry of the plan disposition but
prevent optimum scattering of the incoming daylight.
They create high-contrast, exciting "inner" hall facades
with light and shade, butabove all with visual relation
ships with the surroundings sothat the hall - contrary to
the gloomy external expression - appears extraordinarily
expansive, bright and homely. That isthe real surprise that
we never expected before stUdying the plans!

Vertical penetration and organisation
It isremarkable that the storey-by-storey plan concept is
organised without corridors, apart from afew exceptions.
The numerous spiral stairs can be regarded as a vertical
corridor system (as Hermann Muthesius describes in his
book Das Englische Hau1), which, as arule, are positioned
inthe corners ofthe external wall oratthe junctions with
later extensions. The characteristic aspect ofthis"corridor
system" is that nostaircase links all storeys. Generally,
spiral stairs connect rooms over severalstoreys only inthe
case ofunavoidable, functional requirements. The result is
acomplex three-dimensionallal:Jyrinth.

Confusion and error is the key to the vital defence
of the tower house once an enemy has gained access.
Narrow spiral stairs can be readily defended by switch
ing the position ofand direction of rotation of the flights,

the "eye of the needle" effect of narrow entrances and
exits. Different connections between the floors at differ
ent places aggravate this loss oforientation. No additional
measures are needed tocreate this confusion; it is inte
gral to the access concept of the tower house. And the
concealed escape routes should not be underestimated,
allowing the unexpected and sudden retreat of the
defenders inmany ways.

Organisatf6n rc

Access tothe early tower houses was not atground level
like the later examples but rather via an external wooden
stair '¥ bridge atthe side, which led directly onto the first
floor. The typical vertical arrangement with one main room
per floor meant that the ground floor contained the stor
age rooms and prison (= dungeon, later donjon), the first
floor the main, prestigious hall fordaily activities, the sec
ond floor the private rooms ofthe Lord, the third floor the
rooms for the family and their servants, and above that
the battlements.

Plan layout
The unique plan arrangements (rectangular, L-, C-, H
or Z-types) are essentially based on the progress in
means of defence together with the growing needs for
additional living areas on the individual floors. Starting with a
basic form (a simple rectangle), tower houses were always
extended according tothe same pattern: the existing en
closing walls were extended so that anew, smaller "main
room" with similar features was enclosed. Itwas usually
the most important ancillary rooms that were transferred
from the confines of the walls into this new space. How
ever, the majority oftower houses did not obtain their plan
iayouts through changes toexisting buildings; most were
demolished and rebuilt over existing fragments according
to the latest findings of contemporary ideas on defence
and the current liVing and prestige needs of the owners.

Metamorphoses
As the defensive nature of the tower house diminished
and the demands for a prestigious appearance grew, so
the hitherto concealed alcoves and chambers within the
outer walls started to become protrusions on the facade
(as though they had becerne, soto speak, solid bodies
trying toburst througfi'the outermost skin and thus forcing
this outwards). The originally massive, tranquil appearance
ofthe fortified house became asculpted body with projec
tions. On the facade and incross-section it can be seen
that these projections preferably begin above the topmost
floor with, ineach case, coincident main rooms. Anumber
of comer turrets and rooftop structures distinguish the
silhouette of the building, which has become a three-di
mensional crown. From now on the picturesque, romantic
architecture of the later tower houses primarily followed
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Ag.88:SChematic plan layouts
"True" IJasjc plan - Ext..- IJasjc plan- SCuiptad sur1aces

Serial expansion concept
Itisunusual that, contrary todevelopments inEngland and
on the European mainland, the vertical organisation ofthe
tower houses continued to hold sway inScotland forthe
"castles" of later times. Extra wings (called "jams") were
added to promote horizontal expansion, but nolonger in
the form of additional rooms but byirytertockeo "tower
houses".lY'Ie get this impressiOl},?n the outside but infact
the interior layout ofthe wings employed simple principles
of subdivision.) Glamis Castle isa gO&! example of how
the"L-type" nucleus was added inthe 17th century torise
above the jams on both sides.

they create a sculpted surface through which the original
angUlar basic shape isstill recognisable,

If,however, the chambers enlarge at the corners and
protrude beyond the confines ofthe wall toamuch greater
extent, we reach the point where the original basic shape
is no longer recognisable. We arrive ata new composi
tion which isdetermined bythe large chambers within the
walls and ishardly akin tothe original basic shape. On the
otrer hand, the geometry of the interior, the central hall,
oddly enough remains unchanged, which underpins the
validity ofthe hypothesis related here regarding the spatial
growth ofSCottish tower houses.

r·I-1i.I_
i

Fig.86:SChematic planlayouts ~
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the most diverse, fashion-oriented currents of each age
and omitted any superfluous defensive measures,

Likewise, the intemal organisation, as at Craigievar
Castle, changed toacluster-type conglomerate ofspaces,
The main rooms were now nolonger directly one above
the other butinstead faced in different directions onthe
upper floors and were further subdivided and oriented
according to specific needs. Larger ancillary rooms can
be recognised on the facades asadditional divisions of
the L-shaped body of the tower.""'his"fertical succession
of spaces can be reached from the main rooms or may
connect these directly. The multi-layer access and inter
connection principle of the interior layolA, still organised
storey by storey, connnues via various stairs and their
horizontal and vertical branching throughout the build
ing. The originally distinct hierarchy of main and ancillary
rooms had become compressed into a complex "room
conglomerate".

Morphological deductions
Thick walls enclose an elongated, rectangular space. The
thickness of the, walls and their geometry are not really
identifiable, neither internally nor externally. However, the
interior space is defined with geometric precision bythe
four comers.

It isonly the openings in the walls that create a spa
tial reference with the outside world. At the same time,
the enclosing walls are divided into individual L-shapec
fragments. Their thickness becomes apparent through the
depth ofthe reveals tothe openings. As soon as the open
ings are positioned inthe enclosing surfaces, the original
geometry of the space becomes clearty recognisable.

However, if the openings are positioned atthe internal
corners and more orless match the height of the storey,
sothat some enclosing surfaces are extended bythe re
veals, the interior space begins to "drain away" and lose
its distinct geometry. The fragments of wall will tend to.
become linear bodies; they lose their capacity to"enclose"
the space.

If,inaddition, the fragments ofwall contain chambers,
this has, on the one hand, little influence on the spatial
properties of the main room; but on the other hand, from
an economic viewpoint, this is a clear gain in floor area,
which depends on the maximum possible redu~ inthe
wall mass and hence the loadbearing structft However,
the true content ofthe apparently solid walls can be seen
only by looking directly into these chambers. If the geo
'!1etry and extent of these chambers varies itosuit func
tional requirements, for example), their influence on the
interior and exterior spaces remains small. Only when the
thinning ofthe walls containing rooms becomes quite ex
tensive and these spaces start to "protrude" outwards do
the various chambers become readily visible. Indoing so,

FIg. 85: Fromtop .. bottom: facade. section,
4th IIoorplan, 151IIoorplan
Craigievar GastIe. Aberdeen (Scotland. GB).
17thcentury
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Fig.91:Partof..- 01mainfloor, undergraduate study,ETltZUrich, 2002
AdoII Loos: MOIler House. Vienna (A).1928

Fig.92:section, planof 1st floor
AdoIIloos: MOIler House, Vienna (A), 1928

the main room and itsvarious alcoves plus the associated
galleries, just the same.

Loos made a theme of the interdependency of vari
ously sized and hence variously tall rooms. His argument
was spatial economy, the need tocompress them into a
dense conglomerate with compact external dimensions.
Precisely positioned openings link these spaces and
define, through their size, the spatial and hierarchical
coherence.

Despite thedisparate organisation, we can detect a
relationship between the tower house and a Loos villa.
Both are devoid ofcorridors inthe main spaces orstoreys
and IlIith have several staircases which do not connect
allstoreys. Inthe tower house this isclearly explained by
the need toconfuse attackers, while inthe Loos house it
is the need toset the scene forthe sequence of internal
spaces. As inthe tower house with itscentral, main room,
the expansion of the main storey is legible in the Loos
designs.

Spatial plan
Adolf Loos used this term to conceive a horizontal and
vertical interlacing of spaces. It is tempting to search for
this strategy in the tower houses. However, in reality in
tower houses the notion of the spatial plan isconfined to

Jams in thestyle of French palaces
Craigmillar Castle isagood example ofanother phenom
enon which isnot unusual in the history of tower houses
with their surrounding complexes, The original tower
house was of course incorporated into the sequence of
spaces of the new complex. But in contrast to Glamis
Castle the tower house was "ensnared". Only ahorizontal
section reveals the thick external walls which have been
woven into the overall complex.

Adolf Loos and Scottish towerhouses?
The plain expression and simple, cubic, vertical emphasis
ofthe middle-class urban villas ofAdolf Loos dating from
the late 1920s awaken strong associations with SCottish
tower houses. These urban villas are impressive on the
one hand because of their elaborate space enclosures
appropriately lined to suit their uses, and on the other
because of the rich variety of spatially complex connec
tions corresponding with classical notions of space hier
archies.

Tower houses are similar. Originally plain and unor
namented on the outside, their interiors developed from
functional to mazelike internal configurations with a rich
hierarchy. Interms of interiors it isthemost recent tower
houses, e.g. Craigievar Castle, that are interesting incon
nection with Loos. Their spatial complexity and carefully
detailed internal surfaces, especially the stucco to the
vaulting over the main rooms and the wooden linings to
the rooms protruding into the external walls, are compa
rable with the linings ofdiverse materials inthe aforemen
tioned urban villas.

I
Fig.90:Total complex, plan ofgroundfloor
Craigmillar Castle, EdinWgh(Scotland, GB),
1411H6thce<1lury

Fig.89:Total complex, plan of1st floor
Glamis Castle, Tayside (Scotland, 68),
13t1>-17thCllfltury
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Comparisons with current housebuildiog: Japan
Small house forms inJapan
In the heavily populated districts of Japanese conurba
tions, which owing to the ever-present risk of earth
quakes have spread out like carpets around their city
centres, unique small-format houses are erected in the
interstices. The enormous economic pressure and the
resulting consequences for (exploitation o~ the bUilding
regulations lead to plan sizes that cover virtually the full
extent of the small plots of land. This calls foreCOnomic
forms of construction, but far more critical is the need
fora type ofconstruction that can respond tothese very
confined spatial relationships. What these "mini-houses'
appear to have in common is that their spatial response
is basically introverted because externally there ishardly
any space forthe development of facades (Italian: faccia
= face). The reasons forthis can be found inthe compact
development structure with minimum clearances between
buildings, orsimply the placing of buildings in the gaps
between existing buildings, which itself leaves little space
forfacades.

Fig.94: Secucn, plan of 3rt!tIoo< I',
louis L Kahn: Phillips Exeter Library, Exeter (NewHampshire, USA), 1968-72

Phillips Exeter library
Two rings ofspaces surround amultistorey hall inthe axi
ally symmetrically organised square plan form ofthe Phil
lips Exeter Library (1968-72). The inner ring spans four
access and service cores marking the comers. The outer
ring seems to surround this without any regard for the
regularity of the small-format facade arrangement. Only
at the corners ofthe building do the rings meet.

The spatial compression, from the hall linking the
floors tothe bookshelves on each storey tothe peripheral
two-storey reading and study zones, responds accurately
to the specific requirements of the brief. It is only the
plasticity of the study alcoves - furniture-like enclosures
inserted between the window reveals - that reinforce the
periphery ofthe building.

The classification of main and, apparently, randomly
created ancillary rooms in the defensive walls of tower
houses isinterpreted by Khan inthe form ofastrict hierar
chy ofconcentrically arranged and differently compacted
layers ofspaces.

Outside, the building appears as a "body", with thick
brick walls whose piers taper towards the top. The result
ing openings with their different heights divide the build
ing upaccording to the cJtfSsic rules ofarchitecture into
pedestal, column, anIf1e~tablature. The chamfered cor
ners ofthe building reveal the (sometimes) open internal
spaces behind.

Although this measure does prevent the perception of
continuity over the entire building, it enables the depth of
the outer ring to be seen at the corners. The apparently
compact mass ofthe building issoftened bythe fact that
the outer walls do not meet at the corners. And this al
lows the richness of the interior to be made legible on
the surface.

Louis I. Kahn and Scottish tower houses?
The castellated and Domestic Architecture of Scotland,
a work infive volumes by David MacGibbon and Thomas
Ross, is regarded as the standard work of reference on
Scottish castles. We can assume that Kahn knew at least
the first volume of this work very well indeed because
heoften refers toComlongan Castle, which iswell docu
mented inthis publication.

Kahn's obvious fascination with the simple, lucid,
almost ancient"tlassification of a space enclosed by a
defensive wall which itself contains chambers (as is the
case with the early Scottish tower houses) can be seen in
his work. Itwas probably not the mass iself assuch but
rather the conception of spatial inclusions in the walls,
which surround a main space and allow the creation of
differentiated spatial references, that awakened Kahn's
interest. The simple but readily comprehensible hierarchy
of a main space and several clearly ordered peripheral
ancillary spaces characterise Kahn's work.

Fig.93: Fromtop to bottom:facade, innerhall,
peripheral studyalcoves
LouisI. Kahn: Phillips Exeter Library. Exeter
(NewHampshire.USA). 1968-72
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fig. 98:MaIn room boundedby drawncurtains
JunTamaki: Hakama House. Kyoto (.I), 1998

Loadbearing structure versus spatial structure
The loadbearing structure ofeach tower isinthe form ofa
giant shaft within the outline ofthe tower itself ("tube-in
tube" principle), which results ina ring of interior spaces
with different depths surrounding hall-type spaces. Solid
concrete floors separate the rings horizontally storey by
storey, while the hall in the central shaft of the tower
can be divided at various heights with floors of lighter
construction. The disposition of the plan layout more or
less coincides with the loadbearing structure and can be
modified bysubdividing the ring spaces and changing the
height ofthe central hall.

Diploma thesis, ETH Zurich
Twin tower houses
In her diploma thesis of 1999 catherine Gay grappled
with the notion of discrete, compact building using the
high-rise structures at Kreuzplatz inZurich as an exam
ple. There are two massive high-rise buildings among the
trees ofArterpark, which stretches tothe edge ofthe road
at Kreuzplatz. The two structures are positioned in such
a way that they divide up the park atthis point and form
an entrance from Kreuzplatz tothe actual park itself. Their"
heavyweight appearance is due to the choice of solid
sandstone facing masonry with its regular perforations;
the !>tt-back in the facade at the top reinforces the im
pression ofheight. The interior remains concealed behind
this rigid lattice facade and isnot revealed until we enter
one ofthe towers.

I Examples

STRUCTURES

Fig.97:Extent ofmain room wI1h curtains drawnbact<
.)un Tamaki: Hakama House, Kyoto (.I). 1998

One-room house?
The central hall renders possible access without corridors,
but also acts asa circulation area and a habitable room.
From here, the upper floor isreached via the single stair
case. This conflict ishandled by providing curtains toclose
offthe main room or leave it open to the alcoves behind.
This enables the occupants tochoose between the almost
sacred "one room" with the curtains closed and the more
far-reaching aspect that continues to the periphery and
makes the interior appear larger than it really is.

Hakama House
Jun Tamaki's Hakama House (1998) in Uji-shi, Kyoto,
stands on a small road between an older house and the
entrance toaplot ofland further back from the road. Out
wardly, the building responds autistically to itsimmediate
surroundings. It isamonolithic object topped byaflatroof
which is separated from the walls bya wide joint. The
seemingly monolithic design of the building is reinforced
by the few hopper-shaped openings driven deep into the
apparent mass. 'Some of them are just on the limit of
threatening toproduce avisual weakening ofthe building.
Even though the house does have anumber offlush-fitted
openings, their size and position turns them into minor
players compared with the distinctive hoppers, and they
do not relieve the monolithic effect. The principle ofacen
tral, two-storey hall and a surrounding ring of ancillary
rooms istherefore sensible here because the reference to
the outside world in this location isnot really significant.
Much more important is the "captured" main room, its
lighting and itsreferences tothe neighbouring rooms.

Rg.96:Section,piMsollJOUl1dlllll_ftooIS
JunTamaki: Hakama House, Kyoto (.I),1998

Fig.95:HennetiCa/1y seaJedobjectwl1h shafts
apparentlY driven Into 1hemass
.)un Tamaki: Hakama House, Kyoto (.I), 1998
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Ag.99: eatI1erIne Gar. Towers at KreuzpIatz,
ZUrich
(diploma _S. ETH Zuridll. 1999

Fig. 100:5ectionthroughtow...
Cathenne Gay: Towern at Kreuzpiatz, Zurich
(diploma mesa, ETH ZurK:hl. 1999

Ag.101:InnefhallI" from threesides
Cathenne Gay: Towers at Kreuzpiatz, lu<ictl
(diploma tnesis, ETH Zurichl. 1999

Use options
The standard floors have a "traditional" layout compris
ing two apartments, with the rooms. loggias. kitchens,
and bathrooms, plus the continuous lift and stair shafts,
grouped around the central halls. Owing totheir size, the
halls are primarily habitable rooms, afact that isillustrated
bythe solid enclosing masonry piers and the floor of the
hall placed at a slightly lower level. In contrast to the
textile curtains of the Hakama House by Jun Tamaki, the
space-defining boundaries are solid here and conspicu
ous bytheir immovableness. The hierarchy iscreated not
only bylocation and size but also by the properties of the
boundary elements.

The principle of the vertical stacking oftwin-wall rings
around enclosed halls and non-loadbearing partitions
enables a multitude ofuses, For example, besides apart
ments, these high-rise blocks could accommodate of
fices' restaurants ornurseries without having tomake any
major changes tothe loadbearing structure. The individual
utilisation units can extend not only horizontally across the
floors but also vertically through the halls, which helps to
reinforce the spatial associations beyond a single storey.

F"og. 102:Planof standanI tIoor
Cathenne Gay: Towern at Kreuzpiatz. Zurich
(diploma thesis. ETH Zurich), 1999

-
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Provision ofservices during planning work

Forms of construction

S/Tategicplanning Foonulation ofneeds.5llIutIoo
strategies

FeeIn'110 toSIA 102 Dlllwings sent to..._ dr1lwIngs? SC8le(s)

Reimoorsement
ofcosts

kcunIcy oIc:os1s

Preliminary study Oefinrtion ofproject.feagbtlily
study. selection procedure

ReimbtJsement Clent
ofcos1s

location drawilgs,
bIocI<plans

1:10.000
1:5.000
1:2.000

SUrvey of potenfial options and
rough estimate ofcosts

3% Client. author1ties. Siteplans. cadastral
some consultants surveys, plans.

sections, elevations

1:1.000 Rooghestimate
1:500
1:200

±25 % Building volume (m'). Pr~iminary clami·
components cation, preliminary

decisions'

Draft projectandestimate of cos1s 6 % 9 % Estimate ±2D% Building volume (m~.

components

&JikJingproject

NJprovaI procedure

Tenders

Building project

Detailed studies

Estinate ofcosts

Approval procedures

Tendo< drawings (provisiofllj
working drawings)

13% Client. aulhorifies, Siteplans, cadastral
coosultants, suJVeyS. plans,
specialists sections.elevations

4% Detailed sectors,
detailed plans.
detailed elevations

4% 21%

2.5% aient. Siteplans. cadastral
aulhorifies suJVeyS, plans,

sections.elevations

10% alent,consultants, Plans, sections.
contractor(s) elevations, earth-

wor1<s. drainage

1:1.000
1:500
1:100 ..
1:20
1:5
1:1

Estimate

1:1:000
1:500
1:100

1:50

±10 % Compooents.
company prices

Awlicationfor
building

Approval forbuilding

Detailed design

Issuing andcomparing tenders.
awardofoontraet(s)

WOO<ing drawings

Contracts with manufacturers

Design supervision

8% 18%

15%

1 % 16%

6%

alent,
contractor(s)

Publication and
detailed drawings.
plans. sections, ~.
vations,ea~,

drainage, details of
kitchens andsanitary
facilities

1:50
1:20
1:5
1:1

Tender'for work required

Preparation ofcontract
principles

Release lor
coostruction

Start onsite

$ite supervision and cost control 23 % 29 % Costcontrol by means of
estimate(s)

Commissioning

As-built documefltation

1%

1% Ctient,
authorities

As·buihdrawings. 1:500,1:200,1:100
drawings for asrequired
publication

Management ofguarantee work 1.5%

Management

Final invoice

Operation. maintenance

1 % 4.5%

Reimbursement
ofcosts

Final invoice

Notes
The services listed here are taken from Swiss standard SL4 102, 2003edition
(Regulations Governing ArtMects'Services andFees). InGennany tI'e HOAI. 1991
edilioo, (Scaie ofFeesforArchitects andEngineers) appliessimitarIy.
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Structural shell 1

External works

Structural shell 2

- Landscaping
- Structural and fitting-out works

drainage toexternai facilities
retaining walls
roads and hardstandings

-Gardens
planting
fences
equipment, appliances

- Windows, external doors
-Flashings
-Roofing work
- Special seals and insulation
-Rendering
- Treatment ofexternal surfaces
-Sunshades, external finishing work

- Floor finishes
- Wall finishes
-Ceilings
- Treatment of internal surfaces
-Drying out
-Cleaning

- Duties ofsite manager
scaffolding
drainage tobuildings
concrete, reinforced concrete WQ!1<
masonry work

- Erection ofconcrete/steel/timber structures

- Electrical installations
-Heating, ventilation, airconditioning
- Sanitary facilities
- Transport installations (lifts)

- Plastering
-Metalwo!1<
-Joinery

- Soil surveys
- Clearance, preparation of terrain
- Setting upcommon site facilities
- Earthworks

Processes I

..
BKP 2

BKP2

BKP 2

BKP 4

BKP 2

BKP 1

BKP 2

Forms of constructIonSTRUCTURES

Medialinfrastructure

Fitting-out 1

Fitting-out 2

The loIlowing standards aw~ ~milarly:

in Germany DIN 276"Building costs"
inAustria 0N0flM B 180H "Building costs
costIxeakdown",

The sequence ofbuilding operations

Preliminary wor1<

Notes
Theallowextract SI10Ws thestages of wor1< more
orlesscorresponding tothe sequence on the
building site. Of course, the individual stepsdonol
run strictly chronologically butareoften carried out
~multaneously, several operatioos often havetobe

"pertooned atdifferent times inorder tocomplete
certain stages 01thewor1<,

This listcorresponds tothe txeakdown into
various operatioos acco<ding to the Building Costs

• "Plan (BKP) 01theSwiss Cenlral Office forBuilding
RationalISation (eRB)
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Ail- 106: ExtemaI~ the taI1er staIrcese towerIseteerIyvisible.
KisI10 t<urokaWa: Nakagin Capsule Tower. Tokyo ~). 1972

compartmentation

Ail- 103:Axonomelric alI-_ - ofooe
capsule
KisI10 t<urokaWa: Nakagifl Capsule Tower. Tokyo
~),1972

STRUCTURES

I Systems

Kisho Kurokawa: Nakagin capsule Tower
The capsule Tower by Kisho Kurokawa is an assembly
of 144 identical units stacked around two stair towers.
The prefabricated units correspond to the dimensions
of standard freight containers and contain a bathroom,
kitchenette and bed.

The arrangement of the building is an expression of
the design and construction principles. which are essen
tially congruent. The external form isnot rudimentary but
rather aproduct - asavariation onthe stacking principle;
the different orientation ofthe units isalso noticeable.

Forms of construction

,.....'...••..•.f<, Ail- 104:Planof 1st_. 00the rtght the
tenace abovethe _

~ MaIIet-SlBvens: _VIa. Paris(Fl.192&-27

Rob Mallet-Stevens: Martel Villa
The additive and the divisive forms of interior design can
be seen inthis building. The plan isbased on a rectangle
with a central circular stair tower linking all floors. The .
rooms are attached to this central spine like individual
compartments, the number of which diminishes as we
go higher upthe building, and this leads to the creation
of rooftop terraces.

The unifying render finish, which deliberately sup
presses the construction joints, and the positioning
of the openings are !~e manifestation of a sculptural
approach to the design of the envelope_ Accordingly, not
only is the overall form a product of the internal spatial
composition; it has an effect on this as well.

Ail- 105:External viewwIIt1 _In Illreground and
exposed staIrcese COlll

~ Mallet-Stevens: Martel Villa. Paris(Fl.192&-27
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Ag. 108:Onplan the wallsrellOIvecllnto arches are the dominantfeature...
EI-Azhar Mosque. cairo(Egypt), c.970

Ag.109: The south _ reflectsthe shear waH structure.
Atelier 5: Flamatt 1 -';'1 development. Bern (ai), 1957-58

EI-Azhar Mosque in cairo
The prayer halls of the Islamic wand are the eaniest
examples of large open-plan interior spaces. They are
based onan orthogonal column grid square - and hence
unidirectional - inthe case ofthe EI-Azhar Mosque.

Nevertheless. the linear arches do lend the interior a
certain directional quality which, however, isintum weak
ened again bythe transverse beams (for lateral stability).
which seem to introduce an intermediate level. Interms
of the loadbearing structure this isa classical box frame.
with parallel longitudinal walls and floor bays spanning
the space below. However, the shear walls have been dis
solved tothe barest essential ascolumns and arches thus
giving the impression ofawide open space.

Systems I

Ag.110: ... whIlethe prayerhallawem to be less dlrectlonaJ owingto the _ beams.
EI·Azhar Mosque. cairo(EgypO. c. 970

Forms of construction

Atelier 5:Flamatt 1 residential development
The apartment block shown here, designed bythe Atelier
5 team, illustrates a typical use of parallel shear walls
(or cross walls). They separate the individual apartments
and on the standard floor determine the dimensions of
the living room. The south facade reflects this loadbearing
structure, which limits the openings on allsides (structural
opening). The inclusion ofloggias further emphasises the
principle ofthe box frame construction,

The shear walls and the floors form the primary struc
ture and are built of insitu concrete, while the partitions
within the apartments consist ofstorey-high, precast con
crete elements.

STRUCTURES

Ag.107:Shear wallsformthe party walls-... the-os(1efl: main ftoor; right uppertlool)
Atelier 5: Ramatt1 residential development. Bern (CH), 1957-58

Box frame construction
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Frame construction

STRUCTURES

I Systems

Forms of construction

Ag. 111:l11esteel structure.a vtsIbIa Ionn_ rlattlca strucIure").
Craig EI_: Smith House, Los Angeles (USA), 1957-58

Craig Ellwood: Smith House
This private house isbased on a steel frame without any
hierarchy in the structural assembly. Although the col
umns and beams are ofdifferent sizes, they appear tobe
ofequal value. Only the diagonal bracing isquite obviously
smaller.

A comparatively lightweight construction without ex
pensive earthworks and foundations has been achieved
asthesteel frame evens out the topographical situation.
Horizontal and vertical infill panels are fitted between the
modular loadbearing structural members to form the in
dividual rooms.

Fritz Haller: canton school, Baden
Asquare column grid forms the starting point forthis steel
frame designed byFritz Haller, which develops identically
inboth directions on plan. As the photograph shows, the
columns are noterected storey bystorey butare instead
continuous over several storeys. The horizontal beams are
seated on cleats on the columns before being bolted into
place.

FIg.113:Staellrame wtlh baams at lila sameIawl, lIoorbays as subaysIam
Frill Hallec~ school, Baden (CH), 1962--64

The floor bays are formed by a subsystem spanning
between and at the same level asthe beams. The lattice
floor members save weight and also enable easier hori
zontal routing ofservices (heating, waste, etc.).

Artaria &Schmidt: Schaeffer House
During construction, a clear distinction between primary
and secondary loadbearing structures could be seen in
the steel frame inthis example. There are the longitudinal
direction yokelike frames, consisting of two circular col
umns joined byanI-beam; steel angles as erection aids
join the frames in the sense of a secondary loadbearing
structure.

However, the form ofconstruction cannot bededuced
from the finished building with its enclosing rendered
masonry. The structural steelwork is a means to an end
and may well have been used purely to facilitate rapid
construction.

Fig.112:l11eprimary-11lI structure Isa _ and verticalsuccession01--' yoI<es.
Iv1aJia & Schmidt: Schaef1er House, Rieheo (CH). 1927-28

Fi§ 114:AlI_ 01the structure "'" concealedbahlnd IllllSOOIl panels and renclef.
Arlana & Schmidt: Schaef1er House, Rieheo (CHI, 1927-28
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Column-and-slab systems

Forms of construction
Systems I

Rg. 115:Loadbearing structure Inconcrete, withcantilevering ftoor slabsand
bracingprovidedbythe stalrt:ase
LaCorbusier: Dom-lno project, 1914 ..

LeCorbusier: Dam-Ina project
Le Corbusier took aHennebique-type frame, inwhich the
insitu concrete columns are placed at the very edges of
the concrete floors, and moved the columns back from
the edges. Firstly, this resulted inashortening ofthe span
(and asa result a reduction inthe depth ofthe slab) and,
secondly, it enabled openings tobe positioned independ
ently of the loadbearlnq structure, The ribbon windows
advocated by Le ~rbUSier later, or indeed the curtain
wall (fa98de li~, isclosely linked with this form ofcon
struction,

Inline with Le Corbusier's proposal forreconstruction
after the war inFlanders, relieving the facade of its load
bearing function enables low-quality materials with poor
loadbearing characteristics (e.g, debris from destroyed
buildings) tobe used.

276

Rg. 116:Trensperent, "1Iytng"1IvIng room at the frontstabilised by compartment-type bedroomsat the rear
UnaSoBard;: Casa daVldro, sao Paulo (IlR), 1951

Fig.117:FJuId spacecontinuum, the fusion or _ and exterior
Ludwig Miasvan dar RaIle: caine House project,1950

UnaBoBardi: casa deVidro
This, the architect's own house, issituated on the side of
ahill. Itunites the column-and-slab system and the com
partmentation approach, Supported on circular columns,
the expressively cantilevering living room is formed by
two slabs, with the glazing ofthe facade spanning these
like a skin and conveying an image of maximum light
ness,

The necessary stability isprovided bythe bedrooms at
the back, which employ the compartmentation principle,
They are arranged intwo rows with the garden between,
The open ground floor forms a forecourt to the garage
and provides access tothe liVing room,

Ludwig Mies van derRohe: Caine House project
The definition of space in this design for a bungalow
makes use of non-loadbearing wall plates arranged at
random within the column grid, The way inwhich the walls
relate to each other enables thepeation of clearly de
fined compartments but als~itfinterconnected spaces,
Depending on the occupai\'Fs position, he or she can
seem tobe intwo oreven three rooms atthe same time!

Inthe project shown here there isa certain compac
tion on the right-hand side, with some of the rooms for
domestic staff and children directly adjacent to the fa
cade, However, the facade remains uncluttered over the
remaining floor area.

The fully glazed column-and-slab system was pro
posed here in order to achieve the illusion of maximum
possible fusion between interior and exterior,



Single-storey shed forms
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fig. 118:MAXI steelbuildingsystem, (aboVe) before ~1I1e~ (right)wt1h assoctated lacade system
. FritZ HaIIec ltlM plant.BiihI (Ill. 198H7

•

fig. 120:Beamsos pollnary and stressed skinos secondary~ structure
Saltwarehouse

~.

~
Ag.119:ModUlar building. system

1

II
I .

L

Fritz Haller: USM plant, Biihl
The MAXI modular structural steelwork system devised
by Fritz Haller, as used forthe USM plant, includes facade
and roof elements as well asthe loadbearing structure.

The maximum column grid is14.40 mfora two-way
span arrangement or 9.60 x 19.20 m for a one-way
span. Not unlike Jean Prouve's "Palais des Expositions',
the floor also consists of lattice beams but inthis case is
not an independent system. The floor ismade up ofmain
beams, which span from column to column, and inter
mediate beams atthe same level at right-angles tothese
(beam grid).

The non-loadbearing facade isconnected toasecond
ary framework on a2.40 mgrid and conceals the primary
loadbearing structure. Fritz Haller has also designed MIDI
and MINI modular systems with correspondingly reduced
spans.

Salt warehouse
The single-storey shed shown here illustrates the use of
glued laminated timber (glulam) members and the aspect
ofpartial prefabrication.

Basically, the bonding oftimber boards toform beams
evens out the natural irregularities (inhomogeneity) of
the wood but also enables toachieve lengths farbeyond
those that trees can achieve naturally. The shape of the

Pinned apex

Pinned base

members used forthis salt warehouse match the flow of
the forces and form athree-pin arch.

PaiiS ofparallel members, together with wind and sta
bility bracing, are assembled toform ahalf-shell, which is
then erected against another half-shell (providing mutual
support). The bracing and purlins between the arches are
added on site and, inthe final building, disguise the form
oferection.

Jean Prouve: Palais desExpositions
With acolumn grid of36 mthe "Palais des Expositions'
extends over afloor area of23800 m2.The primary struc
ture was conceived as a platform with rigid connections
between the columns and the 1.5m-deep steel beams.

The columns themselves are each made up of five
steel tubes which fan out from acommon base and thus
provide the necessary bracing effect. Resembling atable
top, the space frame, constructed of intersecting lattice
beams, sits like asecondary structure on the beams. The
space frame was assembled in sections on the ground
before being lifted into position and fixed.

Ag.121:Erection of lQfabricatecl half_Is
Saltwarehouse
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Prefabrication
System building

Alois Diethelm

Fig.122:Axonometric view:FCW warehouse
DuMs<; panels attaclled tosecondary stn.dure

Fig.123:DurIsoI system
Horizontal panels between Ioadbearing columns, or
vertical panels ascurtain wall

Forms of construction
Systems in architecture I

Every form of construction is founded on a set of rules
stemming from, initially, the properties and conditions of
the materials employed and the requirements they have to
meet. The specific properties ofabuilding component are
after allthe product ofaprocess ofcognition drawn from
both the empirical and analytical experiences gained.
As aresult, these experiences generate rules fortheir use
orprocessing ("the rules ofarchitecture"). Consequently,
every form of construction involves building with a
system. a:·

Directives - standards
The impetus behind systemised building (a.term which
still has tobe defined) isdue tomany reasons. However, it
isalways accompanied by the desire toachieve optimised
working procedures, whether in the planning, production
or processing. One example of this is the dimensional
coordination of masonry units (see the essay "Types of
construction"), which the architect can use as his orher
dimensional basis, the brickwork manufacturer for pro
ducing larger batches, and the bricklayer for building
practical bonds.

A minimal butrelatively widely supported consensus
on the dimensions ofbuilding components forms the ba
sis forthe modem building industry. So we can speak of
systemised building because the quality and dimensions
of individual components (primarily semi-finished goods,
e.g. wood-based boards, metal sections, etc.) are defined
bythe relevant standards (SIA, DIN, etc.).

Types of prefabrication
The difference between systernsed building and system
building isconnected with the various degrees ofprefab
rication. This gradation leads to motives forthe choice of
aparticular form ofconstruction. Generally, prefabrication
isassociated with cost- and time-savings plus improved
workmanship. However, only when looked at in terms of
additional criteria isit possible tochoose an optimum sys
tem fora specific project.

These days, small- to medium-sized construction
projects can employ two fundamentally different pre
fabrication principles: a) dimension-related systems with
kitlike modular coordination, and b) individual prefabrica
tion with specified jointing principles (EP'g. timber platform
frame construction). Both system"'{~ve, inthe meantime,
become highly developed - thanks to large-scale pro
duction. But otherwise they could not be more different!
Modular construction isdesigned topermit the exchange
of individual elements (easy adaptation to suit changing
or new conditions) and this generates the architecture.
The modular coordination relieves the architect of the

. need tomake sometimes arbitrary decisions derived from
aesthetics, e.g. the size and position ofa window, but at
the same time could be regarded as limiting the degree .

of design freedom. At best, the surface finishes of the
elements can be selected independently.

It is essential to make a distinction between self
supporting systems and those that need a loadbearing
frame, and to include the form of the elements (20/30).

. Apart from justa few exceptions, we shall consider only
those systems that fulfil allthe requirements (thermal and
sound insulation, weather protection) inone and the same
ready-to-use building component, be it a sandwich panel
with a multi-ply construction ora monolithic - "synthetic"
- construction.

Noi1-l0adbearing elements - facades
Most of the systems that require an independent load
bearing structure are 20 elements forfacades. They are
popular because they permit the use ofdiverse loadbear
ing systems and interior layouts. However, a secondary
namewerk forfixing the elements will benecessary, tosuit
the size of the elements and the position of the columns.
The Ourisol system, which enabled two different forms of
construction with the same panels, was a good example
in many ways; horizontal elements positioned either be
tween orinfront ofthe loadbearing columns ata spacing
of1.5 m; altematively, vertical elements suspended from
a secondary framework like a curtain wall. The success

Fig.124:Facadeuslnll Durtsol system
Rudolf Kuhn andHeinz Ronner: Fc:Nwarehouse. Zurdl (CH). 1954-55

of the Ourisol system (Ourisol element: impregnated,
. cement-coated wood fibres formed the core for the
factory-applied waterproof render outside and hard pias
terinside) may well be due to the fact that it represented
a rudimentary, easily understood system and, apart from
the panels, was not restricted tocertain products orman
ufacturers. Itwas thus comparable with amasonry unit, a
brick. Incontrast tothe sheet metal panels widely used for
single-storey sheds today, w~~re the architectural input is
mainly confined to ttt:external cladding, Ourisol facades
bore adirect relationsRip with their tectonic properties. The

'l~"

design potential inherent in'the Ourisol system (compare
Max Bill orRudolf Kuhn with Heinz Ronner and others) can
be attributed toitsbeing a"soft" system (few parameters),
a direct consequence of the small, directional format of
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the panels. The method of using customary products in
an uncustomary way manifests itself here.

Self-supporting elements - room units
The 3D systems, where complete room units are sus
pended from orsupported on aloadbearing frame, exhibit
exactly the opposite behaviour. Adaptation to changing
conditions or renewal from time to time (due to wear or
fashion-driven obsolescence) require the replacement of
the complete unit. WhereaS inthe 1960s the idea of ex
changing units was primarily the outcome of a desire for
social utopias (ct. Metabolism), today it ismainly produc
tion techniques. However, the aspect of large-scale pro
duction isusually confined to repetitions within the same
structure; the universal application ofsuch units ispracti
cally equal tozero. The situation isdifferent with units that
are not part of a primary structure but instead function
autonomously. The best-known examples of these are
prefabricated garages and standard (freight) containers
used as temporary site accommodation.

In addition, the room unit exhibits the greatest de
gree of prefabrication. Uke a caravan it is fully finished
internally and ismore or less ready tooccupy after it has
been transported tothe building site. Inthe 20th century
caravans, butalso railway carriages, aircraft and ships,
provided endless inspiration for various attempts trying
to create compact, multifunctional units as the most
compressed form of minimal shelter. Borne along on
the euphoria of the plastics age, the late 1960s saw the
appearance ofdiverse kitchens and bathrooms that could
be inserted into the interior like furniture. Plastics enabled
seamless transitions from, forexample, a shower tray to
the rising wall, and saved weight. However, the limited

fig. 125:Room unltinIeqJreled aspIasIic~; tile photDontile left
shows tile kitchenIn tile _ condition. ' '
Masonari 1Jmeda: mobile kitchen. 1968

radius ofaction ofmobile bathrooms (pipes and cables!)
and the fact that plastics can only be renewed by replac
ing them may explain why these room units never became
very popular. Fully fitted sanitary compartments installed
storey by storey- coupled with the progress onsite - have
been inuse forsome time (primarily inhotels). These con
crete units can be fitted with ceramic tiles and appliances
in the conventional way to suit the client's specification.

This isclearly an attempt tooptimise quality ofworkman
ship and costs. The aspect of prefabrication concerns
neither the replaceability nor the aesthetic relevance.

fig. 126:ContaIner (e.g. asmeeting room)~ onsteellreme
DoIlmann + Partner. office building. F~lbach (0),1999

Loadbearlng elements - floor, wall and roof
When we speak ofindividual prefabrication, meaning that
form ofconstruction where abUilding isbroken down into
transportable segments and subsequently reassembled in
such away astodisguise the reassembly, we initially think
of timber platform frame construction. However, we also
see this method being used formore heavyweight forms
of construction, above all in Germany, where brick walls
are supplied asstorey-high elements. k; the prefabrica
tion does not alter the constructional conditions signifi
cantly, this form of construction does not create itsown
specific architecture. The situation was different with the
heavyweight panel construction that was widespread in
the Warsaw Pact countries. Those elements were sup
plied completely finished (paint, plaster ortiles) and lifted
into position. The exposed joints - whose degree ofseal
ing left much to be desired - reflect the internal layout
(the elements span from floor to floor and from wall to
wall). Openings are generally holes within a panel, with
the omission ofwhole panels and their replacement with
glass, e.g. foran entrance orstaircase, representing the
exception.

Rudolf Schindler turned these "empty spaces", or
rather introduced clearance between the panels, into a
standard on his own home inLos Angeles (1922). Large
expanses of glass at the comers alternate with slit-like
windows fitted b~tween uninsulated concrete elements.
An answer to the ~'urrent building performance require
ments is supplied byei6lnents like the clay products of
the French manufacturer Guiraud Freres inToulouse. The
storey-high elements, which are equally suitable foruse
aswalls and floors, are available with and without core
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both legs are then almost identical, sothe surfaces can
also beidentical. And if they are identical, it ispossible to
achieve aseamless transition from roof towall and hence
overcome a number of weak points in the construction
(change ofmaterial),

The advantages are the simplified handling, helped
by the smaller dimensions, and - as a direct result of
this - the saving inweight. The space-forming principles
extend from single L-shaped elements fixed inthe ground
(e,g, bus stops), to mutual support, to support on one
side provided by, for example, in situ concrete walls or
beams. The use ofsuch L-shaped elements isinteresting
where the horizontal leg forms the roof - insingle-storey
structures orthe topmost storey ofamultistorey building,
The structural and thermaNnsultllion demands placed on

Rg. 129:Shen-typebuilding onveIope made frompoIyure1hane
Addition ofself-supporting room segnenlB

Loadbearing elements - room units
The fundamental prerequisite forevery room unit is that
it must be self-supporting. When we speak of "Ioadbear
ing" room units we mean the ability to stack them, The
absence ofaprimary, independent loadbearing structure
means that the aspect ofinterchangeability nolonger ap
plies butthe possibility oftemporary usage takes onmore
prominence. As the units are joined like building blocks,
they can also be dismantled without damage and re
erected elsewhere, Examples ofthis form ofconstruction
are building site accommodation and temporary school
classrooms,

On the other hand, building with room units has also
been used where neither replaceability npt'temporary
usage were relevant. In such cases ccll'-"Savings and a
better quality of workmanship were the decisive factors,
Whereas other methods permit the assembly ofindividual
walls, floors, and roofs toform interior spaces ofvirtually
any size, in this method the room unit is coupled with
the transport options. AtHABITAT 67the size and weight
of the units (19.75 x 5.35 x 3.65 m; 85t) meant that
prefabrication had tobe carried outinsitu,

Stacking units so that they face different directions
creates open terraces butalso covered external spaces,

Forms of construction

fig. 127: Storey-high Clay eIe<1IenIS __bearingand Insulating lune1Ions;
(left) erectionoIloadbearing structure at·groundftoorlevel,(abovelfinished
building
TectOne: hotel training school, Nivilliers (fI,1999 ..

Systems in architecture I

insulation, They may beused without render/plaster, e.g.
atthe hotel training school inNivilliers, and inthis way are
a direct reflection ofthe tectonic qualities,

Loadbearing elements - room segments
Positioned halfway between our two-dimensional ele
ments and room units are those elements that are indeed
three-dimensional but need tobe joined tocreate acom
plete interior space, These are a) repetitions of identical
room segments, orb)the combination ofidentical but also
different elements, The L-shaped elements represent a
hybrid form where one leg forms the wall and the other
the roof; asseparate units these belong tocategory b), but
assembled inpairs they are similar tocategory a).

fig. 128:The concrete panels ...... castonthe ground<toI>l and.
liftedInto posltion (boItom).
Rudolf Schindlef: SChindler House, 1..05 Angeles (USA), 1921-22
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STRUCTURES Forms of construction

Au.134:intermediate floor wl1h Ioedbearing structure01linearmembers;
roof....waJl elementsere Ioedbearing
JamesStirling: Olivetti training centre,Haslamere 1GB), 1969

I Systems in architecture

mentary system" can be regarded as a mechanical
assembly, then a "synthetic system" is something like a
"contaminated agglomeration", which ofcourse immedi
ately raises the question of itsrecyclability. They are usu
ally classed asspecial waste.

The objective ofcurrent materials technology research
istherefore toguarantee reuse oratleast recyclability. The
first attempts inthis direction involve trying toreplace the
plastics by suitably refined organic materials. Inthis case
prefabrication is aiming to solve an ecological problem,
a tendency whose significance forsystem building is set
togrow.

Fig.131:PIastk: wallsand roof
JamesStirling: Olivetti training centre, HasIemere 1GB). 1969

And stacking has an effect not only on the extemal
appearance; internally, maisonettes are often the result.

Outlook for thenearfuture
Reduced toconstructional aspects, prefabrication can be
broken down into the categories "complementary sys
tems" and "synthetic systems". The former are systems
that consist of a multitude of complementary, partially
autonomous layers, the latter those whose components
are quasi-permanently connected and that may well result
in a material that satisfies the "Ioadbearing-insulating
protecting" requirements simultaneously. If a 'comple-

~
~""""',...........•"•• ;>':!
~/

~
Au.130:Room segments: L-shaped __
FormatiOn of_ spaces byfitting segments
1llgethef ... toa supporting structure

Fig.133; StacIdng of concrete roomunl1s ("heaVyweighT prefabrication")
Moshe Saldie: HABITAT 67, Montreal (CAN). 1961H37

Au. 135:T11e units ere erected as "structural shells"wi1hout anyroof.
• Moshe Saldie: _TAT 67. Montreal (CAN), 1961H37

Au.132:Roofs are only~ wherethere Is
J1tl unttabove.
_ satde:HABITAT 67 -(CAN). 1966-{j7
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Sustainability
Funoamentalsot architecture

Andrea Deplazes

fig. I: Hans KoIIho1f:H~ oIlice -.
-Platz, 8efftn(D),I999

~ ... - -- , "
.. , , '1 • j ~.

fig. 2: Jean Nouvel: AIlsandCongress Centre,
Lucerne (CH), 1999

Fig. 3: Solidconstruction, "ereotomy

Rg.4: Rligreeconstruction,Ieclonics

Building performance, energy
Introduction I

The 3rd International Architecture Symposium took place
in Pontresina in the autumn of 2000. This marked an en
counter between twohigh-profile antipodes of architec
ture - not, unfortunately, in a direct debate - whose
positions on the subject of "sustainability and self-con
ception in architecture" could not be more different:
Hans Kallhoff from Berlin, whose office skyscraper in
hard-fired brickwork on Berlin's Potsdamer Platz has
already attracted considerable attention, and Jean
Nouvert-om'Paris, who presented an illustrated discourse
of epic proportions on the Lucerne Arts and Congress
centre, besides other projects. These two rivals rep
resent a - there's noother way to cescnee it - diverg
ing cread in terms of the relevance of architecture and
its consistence today and in the future. Kallhoff will not
desist from returning the fundamentals of architecture
to solid construction (stereotomy) and filigree construc
tion (tectonics) while calling for good workmanship, crafts
manship, and sustainable architecture. In his words:
"The real question is which structures will still be
around 75years from now. Just look atthe works ofJean
Nouvel; in five years time they'll be ready for pulling
down!" Jean Nouvel, onthe other hand, describes such
criteria as19th-century thinking andretaliates with the ob
servation that the building process haschanged radically, that
modem technologies ofarchitecture demand acompletely
new concept and attitude, due toindustrial production and
assembly, forexample: "Whoever builds with bricks and
inserts little windows must bevery limited upstairs!" So
much for the initial statements marking out the lines of
battle.

Of course we know that Hans Kallhoff tends to
favour solid construction. After all, it is precisely the
filigree constructions of Jean Nouvel and others that he
so despises. The terms solid construction and filigree
construction, and their architecture theory equivalents
stereotomy and tectonics respectively, are thenames of
two categories of architecture which are fundamental in
morphological and phenomenological terms. Ifwedonot
wish toapproach critical comparisons inarchitecture from
ahistorical--contemporary orstylistic angle, butrather, for
example, consider the structural characteristics of diffe
rent cultures, then we quickly discover some surprising
coincidences. .

The pise/cob ~tin of construction in China and mo
dern European reinforced concrete construction, interms
of the production process ("mould" plus "casting") and
the finished appearance of the wall ("pattern of the
mould"), are identical. The only differences lie in the
materials and the technology of the moulds. The concrete
plays the role here ofafurther developed, processed, and
therefore permanent "cob". Both contain solids such as
gravel and sand in different grain sizes, plus dustlike fine
constituents, silts orcement, which form a mineral "glue',

when water isadded. Whether simple wooden panels or
the very latest large steel formwork systems have been used
isreflected merely on the surface ofthe finished wall.

Similarly, we can compare the frame of a yurt from
the Caucasus with a traditional timber-frame building in
Switzerland and the three-dimensional lattice made from
industrially manufactured steel sections forming the load
bearing structure ofanAmerican skyscraper. We discover
that there are almost identical tectonic principles that
enable us to assemble linear ~embers to fetm • 'two
or three-dimensional framework. The only differences
are in the spans and the stability of the linear members
(because we are comparing debarked sticks, sawn
squared timbe(and rolled steel I-sections), the detailed
design of the connections between the members (which
are either axial or eccentric, tension- or compression
resistant or both), and the means of fastening required.
Many other examples could be added to these, whose
differences would then have to be fleshed out and
explained; but that isnotthe intention ofthisessay.

We can draw two initial conclusions from this: the
two categories stereotomy and tectonics are certainly
suitable for describing the fundamental structural and
building process characteristics of architecture and
- comparing location, time, and culture - demonstrating
the foundations of the origin and evolution of architec
tural form. They are not, as Jean Nouvel obviously
believes, dust-laden, outdated dogma from thehistory of
architecture. Further, these comparisons show that where
different cultures have had access to the same resour
ces ofusable materials, they have developed surprisingly
similar forms of building more or less independently of
each other.

Inreality the development of building techniques and
the interplay between science, research, and technology
exert a great influence onthe building process and, con
sequently, on the visible architectural result. However,
this concems only the optimisation and refinement of the
production and processing methods, i.e, the workman-
ship or the industrial production process, and hence the ,.
product, the buiiding materials, ofcourse. These have al-
ways been subject to ongoing improvements in order to
make them either more durable orstronger, which is not
necessarily the same thing. In striving to attain climate "t</(o

and weather resistance, timber was swapped forstoneft'
an organic for a mineral substance, which triggered a
completely different type of building process. (Consider
the "theory o,f metabolism" of Gottfried semper, which
is less',concerned with building techniques themselves
and more, concerned with the consequences for ar
chitectura� ;~Ie at the time of the change from tectonics
to stereotomy, a sort of transfer of timber construction
to solid construction. I call this conflict "technological
immanence versus cultural permanence'.)
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Fig.5: I\eY8ISlII process fromsolidtofiligree
construeUon fromaboUt 1800onwards.
provok8d by Industrial production

Fig.6:D1Icago
Thesteelframetoa .soIid·high-.5O block

Fig. 7:Moonsult
Structure and components

So the trend was to favour solid construction when
ever possible, which resulted in the increase in value
of public architecture, in monumentalism, but also in
the sense of a pragmatic approach to traditional tim
ber construction, where the open panels between the
timber members were filled with brickwork and the
facades sometimes covered with a mineral lime render
like the skin. And building materials became stronger in
order to improve the relationship between loadbearing

. 'eapdcity and material consumption. The upshot of this
was that the building elements became ever more re
fined and more slender, which first happened with the
introduction of steel sections into architecture around
1800. It is not difficult to imagine what a fundamental
upheaval this meant to the architect's self-conception;
the sudden replacement of solid, real(!) structures with
stone and brick walls byfiligree lattices ofsteel sections
with more orless permanent infill panels ofmasonry and
stone cladding. That was what happened inChicago with
the invention and erection ofthe first high-rise buildings.
And that marked the reversal from solid construction to
filigree construction, provoked by industry.

Moreover, the technicians and engineers ofstructural
steelwork faced a new problem, one which is still with
us today: corrosion. The measures required to protect
steel sections and panels against rust are immense
and a considerable cost factor in the upkeep of a steel
structure. And Jean Nouvel's Arts and Congress centre
in Lucerne has not been spared this problem; constant
maintenance and renewal of the corrosion protection
system isthe only way tokeep rust atbay.

This leads to a dilemma because, although build
ing materials technology is always trying to achieve
durable andstrong materials, as yet nosuitable synthetic,
answer-to-everything building material has been found.
We are saddled with similar problems in the corrosion
that attacks reinforcement in reinforced concrete. But
even indestructible stone, the incunabulum of stereo
tomy and the reason for the immortality of historical
structures, is showing the signs of erosion caused by
acid rain and aggressive urban atmospheres, particularly
softer varieties such as sandstone, tuff, or limestone.
So even stone is not our answer-to-everything building
material, even>lfit ismore durable than steel.

So in this sense Nouvel's plea in favour of modern
technology as a generator ofcontemporary architecture
and an answer to the acute demands of sustainability
- of course, not as the only criterion - does not go far
enough. This is because it is not a third category but
rather an ingredient contained in both stereotomy and
tectonics.

However, if we consider Nouvel's stance inthe light
of the fact that technology has tended to develop ever
stronger and hence thinner building elements, Which led

in steps to our glazed filigree construction (from solid
walls toslender brick orconcrete shells, from multi-layer
double windows to thin insulating glass membranes),
then we might dare to suggest an adventurous hypo
thesis:

If the present glass technology and the associated
curtain wall facade systems advance asrapidly asthey
have done in the past decade, ten years from now we
shall surely reach the point at which we can nolonger
sublimate the substance. What thi'S'melftis is that we
would then have facade films in the nano-molecule
range, e.g. two film-like skins with aerogel between
spal1fling ultralightweight carbon fibre structures.

If that seems unbelievable, take a quick look at the
technology of space travel, which triggered the afore
mentioned rapid progress inglass technology. The space
suits worn bythe astronauts on the moon were multi-layer
designs. Each layer had toguarantee adifferent protective
function. The moon suitwas therefore a complementary
system of monofunctional components with the unde
sirable side-effect that it was heavy and restricted the
astronauts' movements considerably. By contrast, the
Mars suit will be a synthetic system comprising just a
few, perhaps justone complex layer ofhigh-tech textiles
which will perform multiple functions. Now if that doesn't
have an effect on our facades...

But how does that serve architecture?
Somehow, listening to Nouvel's lecture in Pontresina, I
was reminded of the film "Deja Vu", with its illuminated
glass towers covered inwriting and pictures, celebrating
the play of multi-layer transparency and the reflective
parallaxes inthe aurora ofthe artificial light ofthe illumi
nated city - all brilliant projects in a virtuoso presenta
tion. Take note! Nevertheless, what remains apart from
the "two-dimensional image" of architecture? Where
do we gofrom here - if not mere imitation - with this
extreme reduction to "projection"? What is there leftto
invent that has not already been tried? Isthe final "kick"
really just the leap into the virtual world offantastic, ani
mated illusion? Atany rate this road towards technologi
cal and architectural sublimation willonly leave room for
recurring variations! Ahorror vision fortoday's architects
asking the question of what will really be relevil,ntfor
their discipline inthe next three to five years! i}r

So if filigree construction seems to be heading
towards a temporary dead-end, solid construction 
following a sort of genetic programme ofcompensation

'it.... may be heading for unforeseen new honours simply
-·bec\ll.lse it promises abroad fallow field site forarchitec, .
tural discovery.

As an example let us assume that we overcome
the already outdated building performance standards
of the 1970s. from multi-leaf facade construction to
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FIg.9: le Co<busie<: sketches ""'" RvePoInts
ofAtr:illtectrRe

FIg. 8:Comlongan Castle, Dumfries (SCotland,
G8), 15111 century

Now, we know that every generation isaccompanied by
changes invalues which characterise that generation and
distinguish it from others. And bythis Icertainly donot mean
fashions, which are extremely short-lived. Inthe indistinct
mix ofconcurrent values that characterise our modem plu
ralism, the problem would seem to bethe lack ofa suffi
ciently adaptable concept fordistinguishing and assessing
vital criteria. There arealso biological re-evaluations and
changes, e.g. a couple moves into an apartment together,
1I'rey hive children, and those children grow upinthat apart
ment, departing when they reach adulthood. Ithardly needs
to_be explained that such changes exert a direct influence
on the concept ofand the desire foradaptable architecture
which matches situations throughout life.

. What this means forsolid construction is that despite
a defined internal layout, sufficient flexibility of utilisation
must beincorporated. This is nothing other than design
ing interior spaces notfor specific purposes but instead
leaving them "open" to allow for various utilisation
options. Inthis way notevery change offunction will lead
toa conversion, plus theassociated energy requirements
and disposal problems. On the other hand, this concept
risks introducing monotonous, stereotyped, uninteresting
arcntecnre. which intumproves tobeapennanent prob
lem in urban, everyday situations, (Astoundingly, it was
precisely theclassicism ofthe19th century that provided
acredible solution tothisdilemma.)

The situation is completely different with filigree
construction inwhich the flexibility of the interior spaces
appears to be, soto speak, inherent within the system.
The problem of "adaptable" utilisation does not arise
here (the specific internal layout requirements can be
met completely individually), but instead the question
of the provision of permanent and flexible compon
ents for dividing the interior space, for creating rooms,
and their environmentally compatible disposal and/or
reuse. It seems that we have to introduce a new scale of
values at this point: the classification into short-,
medium-, and long-term lives of building materials and
building elements which are dependent not only on such
factors as climate and weather, load-carrying capa
city and stability, but to a large extent on the utilisation
demands. This, is also a welcome occasion, albeit per
haps late, todJ~l\se with the rather didactic distinction
between solli construction and filigree construction, or
at least toblur the distinction toallow forthe newly intro
duced criteria to apply to both categories. (Of course,
solutions between these two poles have been attemp
ted continually throughout the history of building. What
is a Gothic cathedral if not a solid construction of most
sublime filigree design? What are the temples of the
ancients if not the most solid tectonics? But I don't want
to discuss the considerably more complex architecture
theory term "tectonics" here.)

monolithic-synthetic. Not because I wish to praise this
technology (but a corresponding minimum expertise is
important forarchitects), butbecause unforeseen possi
bilities for the plastic modulation of building mass and
spatial inclusions, of massiveness and solid walls, of
layering and opening are waiting forus; allextraordinarily
rich and elementary architectural themes.

Again and again I am amazed bythe spatially clear
conception of the Scottish donjons (or keeps), with their
rooms built within the three-metre-thick walls: a maxi
mum defensive stance with minimum use of materials,
true "clearings". This is notabout massiveness and mo
numentality ina historical sense orstyle bIIt rather about
asource ofarchitectural design strategies Which, ~ith the
present conditions and signs, are worth sounding out. In
comparison with this Le Corbusiers beacon foroverco
ming cell-like, plain interior spaces by using reinforced
concrete columns and flat slabs, his famous sketches
from Five Points ofArchitecture, are rather consumptive,
although I must admit that his and also Mies van der
Rohe's fascination with an open progression of spaces
and glazed membranes (the term "facade" is questio
nable here) was undoubtedly new and justified. But that
isalready 70years ago, which iswhy Nouvel's statement
must inevitably beregarded asanachronistic.

Why should Kollhof's solid construction be antiquated
and Nouvel's filigree construction contemporary?

Let's look at theessential features ofboth categories
and their structural differences in order to discuss their
suitability forand relationship with the issue of sustain
ability. Obviously, the term "architectural structure" has
something to dowith visions of durability, inertia, rigidity,
changeability, and flexibility.

In solid construction, as the name suggests, solid,
uniform walls are erected first and perforated (to create
openings) immediately afterwards, or at least during
the building process. This is the direct creation of inte
rior space, whose arrangement has been establihed on
the plans and sections, as well as the separation from
the outside world. Solid construction appears to be
erratic and permanent, orlooked atanother way, inflexible
and rigid. This concept isobviously also carried over tothe
usability ofasolid structure, and even tothe assessment
of its usefulness.

Infiligree construction a lattice ofslender linear mem
bers is erected first. This framework projects into the sur
rounding, natural space, but without us being able todistin
guish between interior and exteripr. As soon as itiserected it
iscovered with askin or,the open spaces between the linear
members are filled in to,create surfaces. This is the only
way of distinguishing between':interior and exterior, above
and below. Which bay isclosed offornot isnot prejUdiced
bythe lattice structure, which gives rise to the impression
of increased flexibility, during utilisation as well.
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Lecture onltle occasion oIltle discourse IIovatianUs forltle 2OOO·Watt-Sor:iety.
Ern lunch, _ 2000

Contrasting with this, infiligree construction, e.g. ina
modem timber house (platform frame orpanel construc
tion, e.g. Bearth-Candinas private house, Sumvitg), the
mass of the building is missing, such that windows
facing south tend to lead tooverheating. Inthis case it is
much better to fill the spaces between the timber mem
bers with a thick layer of insulation and todistribute the
windows over allfacades inorder toachieve an advan
tageous balance between heat gains and heat losses. .,
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So we are talking about the half-life of a building
and the realisation that the basic fabric of a structure
has a governing influence onthe extent of the finishes
and fittings. In solid construction the structural shell
corresponds tothe finished construction toa large extent
(basically only the services, closures to openings and
surface finishes are missing). But in filigree construc
tion the permanent, structural proportion is, bycontrast,
so small that considerable work is required to subdivide
the interior space and add the finishes and fiftings. In
the light of this it isworthwhile classifying building ele- Finally, I shall draw acouple ofconclusions which I hope
ments according to three priorities: the basic fabric ofa will provide food forthought:
structure, the structural shell, comprises the loadbearing SdI;tainability is a basic ingredient ofarchitecture. In
structure and, possibly, the building envelope. This has the ideal case it does permanent good on various levels of

.a long lifetime (target: 100years) and therefore cannot human culture - insociety, inurban planning, ineconomic
be changed, i.e. ispermanent. This iscalled the primary and ecological matters, in the creation of living space (a
structure. The interior subdivision, the interior finishes juncture that ispart ofhuman life just as the snail's shell
and fittings and the building services constitute the se- is part of the snail), in aspects of energy and materials
condary structure. These have an average life-span of audits, etc., i.e. in the complex totality. In this respect
about 20years, which iswhy they must beconceived as success orfailure isnot governed by having the highest
adaptable and variable. The tertiary structure ismade up level of technology: transparent thermal insulation, solar
of equipment, technical apparatus and furnishings with collectors, and mechanical ventilation do not automatically
short lifetimes (on average five toten years). These items guarantee a conscious, sensible use of energy, panl-
are easily changed and flexible. These three time-related cularly when we know that in the operating phase of a
conceptual stages are characterised by clear demarcati- state-of-the-art building, l.e. after the energy-intensive
ons between the different structures and components. It production phase, the consumption ofvaluable electrical
must bepossible to install, disassemble, or reassemble energy plays a fargreater role in an environmental audit
secondary and tertiary systems subsequently without than the heat losses. These technical accomplishments,
disrupting the intact whole. The "seams' also guarantee similar tothe ingenious but expensive sorting concepts of
recycling sorted according to material. I am not advo- recycling, stand atthe end ofachain ofdecisions and pro-
eating, for example, a self-contained bUilding system cesses whose success essentially depends on whether
(Icertainly donot wish to repeat the history of industria- a clear, architectural concept was present at the begin-
Iised prefabrication through standardisation), butinstead ning. Inthe light ofthis the issue ofsustainability must be
wish to demonstrate further strategies for architectural used as achance todevelop new design strategies within
design, a long-term concept for the development offle- the discipline of "architecture", with which the debate
xible design and form-finding criteria. surrounding the architectural relevance of purely formal

This brings me to the last point inmy comparison of observations, as are often to be found inschools and in
solid and filigree construction. It would seem that, led practice, istransformed. The discussion isthen:
astray by the building insulation requirements of the "Which known and proven architectural principles
1970s, wehave paid too little attention tothe mass ofthe can be renewed in conjunction with contemporary
building. Today we know that the absorption of heat by technology? What is the potential for new creations of
solid components, particularly inwell-insulated buildings architectural themes that can be derived from this? Inall
with plenty ofwindows, has tobe given speciai attention .this, what isreally relevant forthe architects oftoday?"
toavoid overheating of the interior insummer. There are.: /'
two methods in low-energy design: the storage concif5t
and the insulation concept. Both approaches exploit
the system-related properties of solid construction and
filigree construction. The storage concept works, as you
might expect, with the solid components that are needed
anyWay: floors, walls, etc. These form heat storage units
in which, for example, passive solar energy entering
through large south-facing windows can be stored (e.g.
school inVella).

Fig.10:Storage c:oncept
Bearth & Deplazes: school complex. Vella (CH). 1997

Fog. 11:InsulationCOOC8lll
Bearth & DepIazes: priv.lte house
IBearth-Candinasl. SooMtg (CH). '998
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The problem ofheat flow and vapour diffusion
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The phenomenon ofvapour diffusion
Cold aircontains little water vapour
(outside - dry air),
hot aircontains considerable water vapour
Onside - high humidity).
When hot airmeets cold airorisquickly cooled, moisture
inthe aircondensates as water (dew point). This can hap
pen asa result ofthe temperature gradient within a layer
of insulation (at=21.1 0c)within the construction.
Moisture inthe construction leads todamage tothe build
ing fabric:

rotting (wood)
mould growth
breakdown ofthe microstructure (materials)
disruption to the loadbearing structure
damp thermal insulation isuseless

Condensation within the construction (interstitial conden
sation) must therefore be prevented, orallmoisture must
be allowed todry out orescape.

Basic principles
A "vapour barrier/check" must be integrated in order to
prevent condensation. Two rules must be observed in
conjunction with this: '

The vapour barrier/check must be attached to the
warm side (inside) prior to fixing the thermal insula
tion.
The imperviousness (to vapour) of the materials must
decrease from inside tooutside. "sealed loadbearing
layer on the inside, vapour-permeable protective layer
on the outside."

The following symbol isused on drawings to indicate the
position ofthe vapour barrier/check:

Measures
Specific technical measures to prevent interstitial con
densation, in the thermal insulation especially, are as
follows:

Measure 1
Intemalloadbearing layer made from avapour-tight mate
rial, e.g. insitu concrete, glued panels (sandwich panels in
timber construction), internal lining ofsheet steel;

or

Measure 2
Vapour barrier membrane attached on the warm side di
rectly infront ofthe thermal insulation;

or

Measure 3
Thermal insulation made from a vapour-tight insulating
material, e.g. cellular glass;

or

Measure 41'
Ventilated cavity, between insulating layer and protective
layer;
condition: good air circulation (thermal currents) in the
cavity, width ofcavity: 3-4 em

i

I
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Protective layer
Insulating layer

Protective layer
Insulating layer

n

Protective layer
Insulating layer
Loadbearin

Protective layer
Insulating layer

. Ia

Protective layer
Insulating layer
loadbeari layer

Protective layer
Insulating layer
loadbearin la er

Protective layer
Insulating layer
Loadbeari

Infinalising a draft design the Question of a suitable in
sulation concept arises inconjunction with the intended
architectural appearance of the building. Insulation is
not automatically "thermal insulation" but can also in
clude sound insulation, for example. Thermal insulation
between the interior and the exterior climates is used
above all inthe facades, inthe roof and inthe foundations,
orrather the "floor over the basement". Sound insulation
isemployed primarily between the storeys (in the floors) or
inthe walls between sound compartments, e.g:betWeen
apartments, offices, etc. Atthe start the architect isfaced
with the choice ofathermal insulation system. Insynthe-.
ticsys!Jms orcompact systems individual elements pro
vide several functions, e.g. insulating and load-carrying.
Examples ofthis are single-leaf masonry walls and timber
panel elements. By contrast, there are complementary
systems split into ahierarchy oflayers with the functions
of loadbearing, insulating, and protecting. Starting with
the position of the structural elements in relation to the
insulation, complementary systems therefore require a
further refinement of the insulation concept according to
"Ioadbearing layer inside" or"Ioadbearing layer outside".

When choosing acomplementary system the diagram
of layers serves as a reference for the constructional
analysis ofa building. It issuitable forchecking the con
tinuity and coherence of the insulation concept and for
localising problems. Loadbearing layer, insulating layer
(thermal and sound insulation) and protective layer are
shown schematically on plan and insection, with the rule
being that the individual layers should not be interrupted.
Openings (doors, windows), changes ofdirection (projec
tions, rooftop terraces, etc.) and nodes fjunctions) in the
layers demand special attention. The insulation concept is
elaborated when these key points are designed indetail,
or- if particularly serious disadvantages are discovered
- the concept isdiscarded.

I

Protective layer
loadbearing layer
Insulati ta

EXample:
unheated basement
(= nothermal insulation

Rg.13:DIagram 01.. (template)
Extemai walls.tIooBandrools arefirstdrawn schematical~ wItlllt1ree layers.Thedimensions of tf1e indMduallayers arenotdefined here,
1lley aredetem1ined bywiding performance. struettnI andard1ittlc1utal criteria.
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Insulation concepts
Complementary systems - loadbearing layer inside

Roof
Flat.pitched

Parapet
Rooftop terrace,
roofgarden

Projections and returns
Loggias, balconies, open
walkways

OpenIngs
Doors. windows

Floor-wall
External wall.
internal partition

Edge of roof

Terraee-tacade
junction

Soffit of loggia.
junction wittllintel

Inthis concept the loadbearing layer isexclusively on the
"warm side", completely enclosed by the layer of insu
lation. The outermost layer serves, in the first place, to
protect the insulation against mechanical damage and
climatic effects and has noloadbearing function. Various
materials may be used, from a thin layer of render to
suspended stone slabs to facing brickwork or fair-face
concrete. Accordingly, the thickness ofthe protective layer
can vary considerably. Penetrations through the thermal
insulation are' confined tothe fasteners forthe insulating
material and the external cladding orthe ties attaching a
self-supporting external leaf to the loadbearing layer. The
ensuing thermal bridges are minimal.

Owing to the uninterrupted development of the insu
lation layer and the minimal thermal bridges, the "Ioad
bearing layer inside" concept does not present any prob
lems in terms of the building performance and isone of
the most common facade arrangements. It is also fre
quently used inthe refurbishment ofuninsulated orpoorly
insulated buildings.

Protaetive layer
Insutatinglayer
Loadbearinglayer

Diagram ofprinciple

Fig.15:cas. study:rendered axtomalinsulation,waJHloorjunction
Theprotective layerconsists of render applied to the nsuaron Thisform ofCOIl
smcton results in a thinwallbut theprotective layer provides littledefence against
mechanical damage, which canlead toproblems around the plinthin particular
(damage to theinsulation caused by feet.vehicles, etc).

Fig.16:cas. study:double·leaImasonry, waIHIoor junction
Theprotective layer is realised asa self·supportiog masonry leaf,e.g.using clayor
calcium gjlicate bricks,and partiai tying backtothe Ioadbearing layer~ necessary
owing to the instability of the non·loadbearing extemaileaf in thecaseof multistorey
buiklings. The useof dooble·leaf masonry results in the Il1ickest walt coostruelion.

Construction detail

Protective layer
Insulating layer
Loalilearing layer

Diagramof principle

Junction with
Plinth surrounding
-underground house" ground
"plattorm house" .:.-_-+-
-tcose raised on
stilts"

FIg. 14:Diagramof layers.Ioa<lbeartng layerinside
Theinsulating layercontinues uninterrupted asa -second leaf•_The circles designate It1e transi60ns wherethe different layers are joined
together; thesekeydetails mustbe reSOlved in detailed drawings.

Foundation
Pad. strip,raft

'.
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Insulation concepts
Complementary systems - loadbearing layer outside

ConstrucUon detail

ProtecIiYe layer
Insulating layer
l.oadbearinglayer

Diagram of principle

The insulation in this case is on the inside, The transfer
of loads from floors tothe external loadbearing structure
inmultistorey buildings means that the insulation layer is
interrupted atevery floor, To reduce the ensuing thermal
bridges the soffits of the intermediate floors have to be
insulated for adistance ofatleast one metre around the
perimeter. Combined thermal and impact sound insula
tion can be incorporated on the top ofthe tloor.Fair-tace
concrete structures can also make use of corrosion
resistant chromium steel anchors which enable a struc
tural connection between wall and edge of slab but also
leave a cavity which can be filled with a compression
resistait insulating material. The continuity of the insu
lating layer is guaranteed here, but the (closely spaced)
anchors do represent discrete thermal bridges,

Owing to their "false vapour-tightness sequence"
(most permeable layer on the inside, densest layer on
the outside), constructions with internal insulation must
include avapour barrier on the inside ofthe thermal insu
lation inorder to prevent condensation,

Rg. 18:case study: floorsupportnotseparated, discontinuous insulatinglayer
Tocompensate forthe interruption in the insulation layer astripof insulation at least
100emwide mustbe attached to thesoffit around theperimeter (either laidin the
fonnwork orfbedtotheunderside of thef\oof). Disadvantage: thesoffitmustbe
plastered or ined("faongquality"). Coml>ned impact soundlll1ermal insulalioo must
be incorporated ontopof the floor. Thevertical Ioa<bearing layercanbe inconcrete
or masonry

Terrace-lacade
junction

Edge 01 roof

Soffit of loggia,
junction wi1h linlel

The "Ioadbearing layer outside" concept isused primarily
on buildings with a fair-face concrete orfacing masonry
external facade, orthose with a single interior space,

ParaPet
Rooft""terraee,
roof garden

Roof
Flat,pitched

ProjectIons and returns
Loggias, balconies,
openwalkways

Aoor-all
External wall, internal
partition

Fig.19:case study: floorsupport separated, continoousinsulatinglayer
Thistypeofconstruction is onlypossible in reinforced concrete because the
chromium steelanchors mustbe integrated intothe wallandf\oof reinforcement.
Compressioo-resistant insulation·must be R:orporated between the faceof a wall
andtIieedge oftIieftoor. Suchi41suIalion ~ otten iI1duded withthe respective
ancilor system (e.g. ScIiiid<-_).

Plinth
"undergroond house"
"plattorm house"
-house raised 00

stilts"

Foundation
Pad, strip, ran

fig. 17: Diagramof 1aje<s,Ioadbearinglayer outside
Thesystemchosen torl!1e ftoor connections (with chromium steelanchors)makes possible an uninterrupted i41sulating layer. Theoces
designate tIietransitions wt1ere tIiedifferent layersarejoined;tIiesekeydetails mustberesolved in detaileddrawings

Diagramofprinciple Construction detail
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Seven rules for the design of a low-energy house

What are the key factors when planning a low-energy
house? The following seven rules are intended to provide
an overview and a guide.

1.Work according to a concept
The form, location, and interior layout of a building have
a major influence on the energy consumption. Strive for
clear, simple solutions. If you are not inventive bynature,
assemble your house Qntelligently) from inexpensive, read
ilyavailable parts.

2. Plan a high degree of insulation...
The thermal insulation ofa low-energy hOUSf is at least
20 cm thick. Depending on the type of construction, the
complete external component can be between 25 and
60cm thick intotal.

•.. and avoid thermal bridges'
The problem ofthermal bridges occurs wherever the in
sulated building envelope is penetrated by components
which allow the passage ofheat from inside the building.
Many buildings lose more heat via avoidable thermal brid
ges than over the entire uninterrupted wall. Transitions
and junctions require special care:
- between window and wall, roof and other windows,
- between door and wall,
- between wall and roof,
- between roller shutter and wall,
- via shafts and flues atwall and roof,
- via thresholds, window sills, lintels at floor and wall,
- via fasteners, e.g. forbalconies.

3. Exploit solar heatgains
Include large windows on the side facing the sun, provided
their energy audit is positive. Adequate storage capacity
isnecessary inorder toabsorb the radiation. This means
that a heavyweight form ofconstruction ispreferable for
internal partitions and floors. Position permanently hab
itable rooms, e.g. liVing room, children's rooms, on the
sunny side whenever possible.

4. Build airtight...
No house without convection safeguards! The occupants
breathe, not the walls, nor the roof. Ensure airtightne~;!?'

and check the workmanship, particularly at troublescife
details.

...and install mechanical ventilation
Thi$will i~crease the quality of life in the house and
recuce energy consumption because the heat losses can
be recovered (heat exchanger). The ventilation plant must
be carefully sized, and disturbing noise can be reduced
with sound attenuation.

5. Cover the residual heating requirements with
renewable energy media
Solar energy, wood, and ambient heat are ideal for low
energy houses because small installations (heat pumps,
collectors) are adequate for low energy requirements, or
only asmall amount of fuel (wood) isnecessary.

6. Store anddistribute the heat with a low temper
ature level...
The lower the temperatures of the heating media, the
smaller the losses; this applies toboth the generation and
the distribution ofheat.

... install the heat storage media in the heated part
of the house...
Every storage medium loses heat; this heat must be used
ina low-energy house.

... and insistonshortlines
Insome low-energy houses the supply and return pipes
(due to their large surface area) heat upmore than the
radiators being supplied. This can lead to problems in
the regulation ofthe heating system and tounnecessary
energy losses.

7. Use energy-saving household appliances
The use of energy-saving household appliances reduces
emissions and environmental loads at the power station
locations.

Excerpt from:
Othmar Humm: Niedrigfnergie- undPassivIIauser. Slaut"" beiFreiburg. 1998
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Low-tech - high tectonics

Andrea Deplazes Camouflaged energy concept
One example for energy-saving construction within the
costs framework ofconventional building methods: What
was originally intended asa conventional school design
atthe tender stage changed during the planning phase to
aconcept complying with the Swiss "Minergie" Standard.
Indoing so it was possible toavoid delegating the energy
problem tothe building services and instead toachieve a
synthesis with the tectonics ofthe structure.

Avisitor tothe school inVella would be unable todis
cover anything that could be deemed unusual inaschool.
The buildings employ a solid form of construction, with
fair-face concrete walls internally and solid timber wall
panelling forthe classrooms and the sports and assembly
halls. The buildings are enclosed ina layer of thermal in
sulation 12cm thick, which inturn isprotected by a layer
of render about 3 cm thick - exactly as used inthe tra
ditional timber houses not farfrom the school, which are
clad with a thin render "membrane". The internal layout
corresponds exactly with typical school requirements.

But upon closer inspection our attentive visitor would
make a few discoveries: no radiators in the rooms, no
centralised heating plant in the basement, nosolar col
lectors anywhere inthe building oron the roof! Instead, a
mechanical ventilation system ensures a supply of fresh
airwith a low air change rate (0.5) and is intended to
prevent uncontrolled ventilation losses (e.g. windows left
open unintentionally). Aheat exchanger has been installed
downstream from this system to introduce waste heat
from the exhaust airinto the incoming fresh air. That isit,
the only technical component in the school; this belongs
tothe - inarchitectural terms -less interesting part ofthe
concept. More conspicuous are the ribbed concrete floors,
the solid floor finishes ofVals quartzite stone slabs (also in
the classrooms) and the large-format windows with their
hopper-shaped reveals whose timber frames are screened
externally by the thermal insulation. This is where the
inconspicuous energy concept begins - with the use of
passive solar energy.

Atechnical problem?
Soon after beginning the planning it was discovered that
the location of the new school would be really ideal for

Building performance, energy

I Example

exploiting solar energy. Although nothing of this kind
had been allowed for in the budget, the local authorities
approached us, the erchltects, with the wish to inte
grate solar collectors into the roof surfaces. ("However, it
mustn't cost more.")

We were not impressed bythe idea of the "badge of
enlightened energy consciousness", which all too often
is placed conspicuously in the foreground. After all, the
addition of technical equipment to the building would
have disturbed not only the architectural surroundings of
this mountain village with itssplendid, archaic houses. To
greater extent it disturbed our understanding of our role
as arcllitects - trying tocombine diverse, often conflicting
parameters inthe design process - inthat we would have
tocome toterms with an aesthetically successful integra
tion ofcollectors into roof and other surfaces.

Atectonics solution
We therefore developed the concept of storing the solar
energy in solid components. The appealing notion here
is that we can use the same wall thicknesses and floor
depths as in a conventional design - provided that the
components are ofsolid construction sothat they can ab
sorb the incoming solar radiation (through the windows)
as quickly as possible and thus prevent overheating inthe
interior. However, as the walls in the classrooms would
be needed for all sorts of blackboards, magnetic notice
boards, cupboards and showcases, and hence would
not be available as a storage medium, we opted for ribs
on the absorption surfaces and the optimisation of the
floor mass distribution inline with the recognition that the
dynamic penetration ofheat radiation into solid compon
ents isabout 10cm (primary storage). During periods of
good weather lasting a few days inthe winter the storage
media can be continually charged (secondary storage).

Multiple use strategy
This is coupled with additional, satisfying multiple uses.
Provided with ribs, the floors easily span the 7.5 metres
across the classrooms with little material consumption.
Atthe same time, the profiled soffits create an extremely
effective acoustic diffusion so that other acoustic measures
(absorption) are unnecessary. Inexpensive energy-saving
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fig. 22:Sectionlhroughclassroomwing

Project: SChool complex with mu~·

purposehall. Vella (CH)
Client Local autl10rity ofVella.

Lugnez (CH)
ArcMects: Valentin Beann.

AndreaDepazes, Chur
Energy concept: Andrea Roedl, COOr
Building services', Nold + Padrun, Chur

Keyparameters
Recommendations ofSIA 38011 'Energie im
Hochbau'. 1988 edition; target value : 260 MJlrn'a

SIA brochure D090'Energiegerechte
SchuJbaulen';
standard targetvalue: 150 M.l'rn'a
optimised targetvalue: 76 MJ/m'a

Value calculated 10( Vella according to 'Handbuch
derpassiven Soonenenergienutlung'.
SIAIllEW document D010:24 MJIm2a

Measured resulls fO( Vella (IBT diptomathesis
98199): 34 M.l'm2a

The deviation ofthe measured energy consumplioo
values If"," the calculated oneslocthe school
complex inVella lieswithin thetolefaoces 01fne
method 01calculatioo.

Storagecapacity (r"""""loc""'" weather):
Duong a period 01poorwealher lasting 4 days,
an0U1>ide temperature of·S·Canddecreasing
solargainsthestoragemediamscharges If"," an

,. average 21·C to19·C.Althispoint thedescending
temperature gra<flllnt intersecIs withthepreheated
(with the heatexchangeI)airtemperature CUM!

01the mechanical venlilation system scd1lhal the
valuecan be maintained. (Measured valuesfrom
12-15 Jan1999, measurements taken inwinter
1998199)

Building performance, energy
Example I

lights are easily installed between the ribs without creat
ing any glare. And finally, the ribbed floors create a rich
architectural motif which can certainly be regarded asa
transformation of the Baroque ceilings in the aforemen
tioned houses of this district. Just one last component
was missing inorder to redirect the maximum amount of
solar radiation upto the soffit - light-redirecting louvres
on the inside ofthe window panes.

But as specially designed light-redirecting systems
would have been too expensive, we made use of con
ventional aluminium louvres which we threaded onto th~

operating cords and rotated 1800
• These louvres are let

down in winter just enough so that the pupils nearest
the windows are not disturbed by the shallow, intense
incoming sunlight, which is heightened bysnow on the
ground. However, the foremost one-third of the floor sur
face directly adjacent tothe windows can still absorb heat
and correspondingly "charge up"like a sheet of blotting
paper across the depth of the room. The louvres can be
rotated into position to reflect thesunlight over the heads
of the pupils and upto the underside of the ribbed floor
slab. This allows not only the heat absorption ofthe floor
slab to be exploited to best effect, butalso improves the
natural lighting across the depth of the room, which in
tum reduces the amount ofelectrical energy required for
lighting. And the fact that in this position the louvres are
still "open" and thus permit a view of the surrounding
countryside should not be underestimated.

Versatile concept
Asa concept forthe use ofsolar energy through storage
insolid components such as floors and walls, which have
tobe constructed anyway, this method isnot confined to
schools. The multiple use strategy of components is the
condition that must be fulfilled in order to remain com
petitive - in terms of price - with coriventional methods
of bUilding. It could be the right time to switch from the
modernistic understanding ofcomplementary architectu
ral systems comprising monofunctional individual parts
tosynthetic, complex, polyfunctional components. That is
what we call holistic thinking. Only in this way can we
achieve added value in economic, energy, and cultural
terms "in one fell swoop", which is nothing other than
"sustainability". The entire energy concept with solid star
~e media would have been architecturally meaningless
forVella if the necessary massiveness could not have been
combined with the theme ofplasticity and the"monolithic
mass" of the building, inthe play ofthe surfaces, interior""
depth, and thin-wall facade skin, both in the clXp9real
expression ofthe building and in the motifs of the detail
ing, and with the urbanistic structure of this mountai~ •
village and itspowerful, cubic, stocky houses.

fig. 23:Classroom wl1h ribbed concnllesofflt

E>rce<ptlfom:
BuiIe1in. Magazin defEirJgenijssische TecIInischetlHoc/Jsclwle ZuriclJ,
iss<>! No.276.'Energie - 1m Umbructl', January 2000, pp.32-33.
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Structural issues
The relationship between interior structure, loadbearing structure, and infrastructure

Selected projects

I~

AIOIS Dlet/Jelm, Anues Depl,lzes Interior structures, loadbearing structures, and intrasfruc
tures are factors relevant to thedesign which, depending
on the utilisation structure, influence each other to dlfe

fering degrees, or activate various relationships, Whereas
interior structure and loadbearing structure form a pair of
concepts thatcan beapplied justaswell to theprimitive
hutastoa rnodern-day building, infrastructure - by which
wemean fundamental facilities for thecirculation of per
sons and media, butpllmarily inconjunction with building
services - is meaningless Ior vernacular buildings be
cause in the majority otpre-industnalisaton buildings It
existed only ternporanly (e,g, in the form of anopen fire)
ornotatall Although, It iswell known thattheRomans al~

ready possessed highly developed supply structures such
asuncertloor heating and water pipes, these accomplisn
ments remained virtually meaningless to everyday buud
ing work until 'the Industrial Revolution, From that time
onwards they started to influence design more and more,
owing to the mass production thatbecame possible and
also because of the drive to improve the poor hygienic
conditions of 19th~century towns and cities,

From then on, client and architect were therefore con
fronted with defining the degree or scope of services and
theassociated usage, If the level of comfort demanded is
low, an old building such as those built before the 20th
century willstillsatisfy theneeds of many different users
A conversion, if deemed necessary, is relatively simple
because the service lines are seldom concealed in the
walls or floors, and there are not many of them anyway
Bernoulli realised as early as 1942 that "in today's new
buildings it isprecisely their systems, devised and installed
forvery specific situations, thatmust herald their downfall
must shorten their lives, because acomplicated construc
tion cannot be adapted to changing conditions as easily
asa Simple one." 1 Since then services have multiplied to
become an ever denseI nerve system infiltrating virtually
every building component. Modern buildings would beun
thinkable without the tasks they perform In some cases
simplification may be possible, butessentially it must be
accepted that contemporary buildings are complicated,
according to Bernouilis definition The question ofadapt
ability nolonger affects Just theloadbearing structure, but
also the infrastructure to an equal extent. And the fact
that adaptability IS desirable is proved again and again
in practice - throughout the design phase That was the
reason behind thequestion posed byMarcel Meili recently
in an interview, He asked how usage should materialise,
"if there is nolayout allymore because thebuilding after
wards is to appear 011 theinvestment market?'?

In the liqht of trus. the structural issue should be
Investigated during three phases
1 Prior to cornrnenonq work onsite
2 After completion (short, mernurn- or long-term)

3 DUling construction

Differentiated flexibility
We are not interested here in the absolute fleXibility that
fulfils every conceivable adaptation or conversion, but
rather design strategies that withstand tile conditions of
economics-based practice and might supply answers to
possible medium- or longer-term needs, This opinion IS
to some extent contrary to the mentality Widespread In
the present economic climate (in thebuilding Industry), a

' ..~..... "~.,
~ ',' ....~....'.~

III

Fig.1:Loadbeartnq structure with potential forexpansion
epanme- 111 the ot iAlhanial

mental!'! that believes inkeeping capital costs down Inthe
knowleoge that the follow-up costs after completion Will
have tobe paid bl' somebody else Of course It is always
a cuesnon of welghlllg up whether, when, and to what
extent Intervention IS necessary: lor the more time that
elapses before tile lirst intervention. the less Significant is
theeas,adaptability of the building This IS precise.v the
snuaton when the building's original function no longer
applies eg disused factories converted into housing
offices schools. etc, where frequently everything apar
from 1''; loadbearrng structure IS torn down because all
other r.omponents have become Obsolete Infrastructures
become outdated after 30. 40. or 50 years a racaoe no
longer 'compiles VIltll the thermal insulation regulatlollS.?
prevloL;sly harmless building material has proven III tile
meant.ne to constitute a heatm risk. Consequently the
only constant IS 1I1e IO?dbearing snucture. Anel Its sur
abilit; 'Of new uses depends 011 the degree 01 coupling
Wltll mtenor structure

29'
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Fig.2: Columns with spacefor toilets,stairs,etc.
Kenzo Ianqe:communications centre, Kofu (J)
1964---{)7

Fig, 3: Only the location of the staircase was
established prior to starting work on site

apartmentblocks
,,,,,' ,I,,·,","",'" 6(j(Jer1 In'li, 1998/99

If the interior layout must beflexible, it is usually nec
essary to create rooms, or room segments, of different
sizes within the same utilisation, The connectable rooms
(separated bysliding doors) inhousing or thegriddimen
sions in offices are traditional. We are talking here about
flexibility of use, which is relevant only alterthe building
iscompleted

On theother hand we have the flexibility of planning,
which is based on the fact thatcertain components, eg
vertical circulation, aredeclared as immovable from'the
very start, whereas other parts, which once construction
starts areequally permanent, can stillbeInfluenced at the
outset - upto a certain point of noreturn; e.g, in house
building the sizes of wet rooms and, very occasionally,
their positions, If the, internal partitions are loadbearing,
theinterior structure that can stillbeinfluenced at best is
SUbjected toa floor span defined aseconomic and open
ings in the facade, Burkard Meyer & Partner exploited
most of the flexibility of planning options in their apart
ment blocks on Martinsbergstrasse in Baden (1998/99),
The plan layout is based ona loadbearing facade anda
central access core, while the remaining internal configu
ration, which included bathrooms and kitchens, could be
determined by the buyers of the individual apartments,

Fig. 4: Flexibility in planning: the position of the windows was determined by
the buyers of the apartments
Bl:~".3;r., Meyer: epa- ~nl block:s. !/;;" -rsbetcstrasse. Beoer 19%/J9

It \;laS unusual that even the positions and sizes of the
storey-high wlrdows could be Influenced by the buyers,
H'o\vever, oncevork had started on site, the flexibility in
the unsold ape-trnents was reduced eJrastlcally because
the plan layouts had been more or less fully configured
by the position,ng of openings and locating of building

Fig.5: load bearingstructureand infrastructurecombined in shafts
Kenzo Tange: communications centre.Kolu \Jl. 1964---67

services, i.e. the sanitary installations The immovability
of services isdue tothesenseless casting-in of thepipes,
which is still customary, especially in housebuilding This
reduces the options for adjustments during construction
and makes replacement difficult when the system has
served its useful life,not to mention any changes of use.

Hollow columns- slender floors
Assuming that we wish to convert a rnuln-occunancy
block into a guest-house or hotel, this raises a number
of questions. The existing horizontal circulation within
the apartments, possibly only a vague notion, has to be
changed to a corridor and form a separate firecompart
ment. The denser occupancy may well call for additional
escape stairs, and the increased number of decentral
ised wet rooms questions the feasibility of a central
service core, Structuralists like Kenzo Tange have tried
to find answers to such questions by coupling the verti
cal infrastructure (services, stairs, lilts) with theineVitable
loadbearing structure The slender columns of traditional
column-and-floor systems are transformed into snatts
The predecessors of multifunctional building components
can be seen in the industrial bUildings of the late 19th
century, where vertical lines were routed between oars
of columns.

A similar effect can be seen in the grouping of flues
along the fire walls of the rnult.storey apartment blocks
of the 19th and early 20th centuries The oecentranseo
arrangement of theflues minimises the horrzontaf service
components or, at the very least. renders them superflu
ous Relieved of horizontal services. the constructional
properties of the floors have to satisfy only loadbearing
and sound insulation requirements Prror to the introduc
tion of reinforced concrete slabs and the possibility of
casting services inside these, theexclusiveiy vertical rout
ingwas the most obvious (in housebuildlng).

Although the structuralists Wille trying to achieve the
opposite, even Tange determined rne uses to a cenam
extent because the apparently neutral shalts accommo
dated firsta lilt, then stairs and tlnally also wet rooms and
ventilation ducts, Inother words the structure is nolonger
100% flexible, even though this might seem to be the
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Fig.10:Servicesin the planeof the lcadbeannqstructure
Halter SSBLowenberg Training Centre. Murten(CHi 1980~82

tilation duct, determines theoverall depth of such hollow
spaces. Besides aspects such as easier accessibility for
installation and maintenance, it is precisely the intention
of avoiding the crossing of services that has led to the
simultaneous use of cavity floor plus suspended ceiling.

Combined with a remforced concrete floor slab, such
constructions can reach a total depth of 70-80 ern;
however, only 25-30 cmof this is required for loadoear
ing purposes This is a waste of potential because the
individual layers of the separate functional parts of the
floor donotbenefit from each other. It would be possible
to double the structural depth while retaining the same
overa'l depth by using a "hollow" loadbearing system in
steel, concrete or timber, e.g the MINI, MIDI and MAXI
systems of Fritz Haller. This would in turn result in larger
spans and, consequently, more flexible utilisation contiqu
rations. Whereas in thepast thecrossing of service lines
alone determined thedepth of the hollow space, the falls
of waste-water pipes is justas important, if not more so.
This isparticularly relevant when there are different nurn
bers of wet rooms at different locations on the individual
floors. The larger hollow spaces of such structures have a
positive effect onthehorizontal distribution of services.

InLouis Kahn's Salk Institute thefloors tothelaborato
ries themselves became accessible formaintenance and
upgrading of the numerous installations The Vierendeel
girders, wall plates without openings, and reinforced con
crete floors form a rigid hollow box that spans the rooms
below without theneed for intermediate columns Service
floors are also not unknown in hiqh-rise buildmgs (e.g
PSFS Building, 1932, Howe & Lescaze) Inorder to reduce
the transport distances for treated media (air and water)

Louis Parnes' design for a department store has several
storev-hiqh, lone-span floors housing not on!y services
but also storerooms for therespective sales areas above.

case at first glance The plan layout is,on theone hand,
dependent ontheexistence of theappropriate infrastruc
ture components at thedesired locations: ontheother, the
physical cores form a framework to the plan layout that
no longer extends from facade tofacade butrather stakes
outindividual internal bays between thecores. But if every
core contains stairs, lifts,wet rooms and service shafts,
this obviously leads to a system with an "overdesigned"

Fig.6: Column-freeplan layoutwith loadbearingfacadeand cores
(lifts, wet rooms or stairs)
Bearth & Deplazes: OKK omces. Landquart (CH), 2001/02

infrastructure and a building whose flexibility is suostan
tlally reduced because of the larger cores.

For example, in Tange's building (see fig. 5) - like
the OKK offices In Landquart (CH) byBearth & Deplazes
- there is nohierarchy among thecores. They form corn
partments in Which the infrastructure uses, ego toilets,
face inwards. The opposite approach employs a continu
ous vertical shaft that is only just large enough to ac
commodate the necessary pipes. cables, and ducts The
shaft forms thestarting point - or thebackbone - forthe
development of the plan layout, which might bedifferent
onevery floor. It is interesting tonote thatwhen asking the
question "Centralised vertical services plus Intensive non
zontal distribution, or decentrallsed vertical services with
less horizontal distribution?" vertical access by means of
stairs and lifts is not affected because the location and
number of these vertical circulation routes are defined by
themaximum permissible distance toa means ofescape.
i.e byfire regulations

Slender columns- hollow floors
The outcome of a more or less dense network of can ~

tinuous vertical components - bethey parts of theInfra
structure or loadbearing structure - is that uses that call
for different interior structures from storey to storev are
teasible only when such interior structures are based ona
small format. Intheopposite direction, pipe runs. ventita
lion ducts. and columns restrict theusability of the Interior
spaces

Therefore, essentially unrestricted planninq of in
diVidual storeys presupposes a centralised vertical in
frastructure from where the local horizontal distribution
fakes place in cavity floors. suspended ceilings. or Within
the depth of theIloor construction. The pont at Wilich at
least two service lines cross. eg a cable duct and a ven~

~ ~J
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Fig.8: Hollowcolumns- slenderfloor slabs
Schemes showing rcadbaringstructure (top) and
r.tenor fittinq-out(bottor); thewet roomsare
linked10the loadbearing structure containing the
services

Fig.7: Grouping versusdecentralisation
Schemes withstove andamroomcombined in the
centre of thehouse (left: snort service lines). anda
decentralised layout(righ manyservicelines)

Fig.9: Slendercommns - hollow floors
Schemes showing ioadb,'aring structure(toP) and
interiorfitting-out(bolton): thewet roomsareposi
uoneo mdependentlv of -e loadnearinq structure
Uullistorey circulation is {ia perimeter shaftswhich
canaso function asvertcalloadbearinq elements.
seealsofigs 24-271
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Rg. 12:Storey-high tIoors asstorerooms for the respective sales areas above
Louis Parnes: departmeflt storeproject.c. 1947

the inner faces of the walls. This ensured that floor and
walls were heated equally. It anticipates central heating
and underfloor heating inone system and the principle of
supplying heat to the places where the heat is lost most
readily. Inaddition, asa form ofpure radiant heating, the
heat provided bythe hypocaust system is more efficient
than modern radiators or convectors and also does not
suffer from dust-disturbing convection currents. (For a
contemporary reinterpretation of the hypocaust 1'ystem
see the description of the Gallery forContemporary Art in
Marktoberdorf byBearth + Deplazes, 2000.)

Rayner Banham saw the technical possibiltties of
heating rooms or individual components directly as the
basic principle for implementing the new interior layout
concepts of Modernism.3 The critical aspect of reduced
comfort due tolarge windows could now be compensated
for by the heating. Banham cites the north-facing win
dows of the draughting rooms at Mackintosh's School
of Art in Glasgow (1896-99) as an example. For Frank
Lloyd Wright thehot-water heating system with a central
heat source and decentralised distribution presented the
chance to realise more complex volumes: "This enabled
the form ofthevarious parts of the building tobedevel-

Fig.13:Roman Irypokaustheating system
a)fireplace outsideIt1e buikfing. b) cavity floor. c) flues(tubu~

oped more fUlly, they would gain light and airfrom several
sides."4 Building services - whether interms ofheating in
winter orcooling in summer - could now be called upon
to compensate for the poor insulating properties of the
building;materials, i.e, the glass. This situation continued
until the oilcrisis ofthe 1970s and growing environmental
awareness inthe 19808 led to investigations into how the
use of technical systems could be reduced through ma
terials technology. Although insulating glass coated with
heat-absorbing filmand noble gas in the cavtty had been

..Rg. 11:Storey-hightIoors toaccommodate SOfYk:es
Louis I.Kahn: salk lnsitule. LaJoI~ (GaJitomia. USA). 195~5

Comfort and technology
Human shelter isessentially designed to provide protec
tion from the weather and other persons or animals. In
many regions ofthe world protection against cold weather
isa key issue. The open fire isthe most primitive form for
meeting this requirement, itsvery nature uniting the gen
eration and output of heat at the same place. The stove
and the oven make use of this principle, either singly as
the only source ofheat inthe centre of the house, ordis
tributed among several rooms. The unlimited autonomy
that the functional untt of heat generation plus output
suggests is spoiled bythe associated, vertical flues (the
situation isdifferent with sources ofheat that donotpro
duce exhaust gases, e.g. electric fires). The flue conveys
the smoke and exhaust gases and inmultistorey buildings
brings warmth to adjoining rooms as well. Another line
ofdevelopment began with the Roman hypocaust hot-air
heating system inwhich the fire providing the heat is lo
cated outside the room to be heated because an open
fireplace was regarded as dangerous. The hot air is fed
via a sort of cavity floor to flues built into or in front of

298
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Fog. 16:,1leating pipes groupedto formasurIace
A1exand1 Fereoczy. Hermann Hanselmann: Kenwin Villa. V_ (Oil. 1929

Fig.17: IJnder1loor heating plushoi-airduets supplied fromIl1ec:etlar (Infrom
01French windows)
l.udwig Wittgenstein: house in Kundmanngasse. V",nna (A), 1928

restricted transparency, started to replace radiators more
and more. This unrestricted transparency also applies to
ceiling and floor heating systems in which the invisible
pipes nolonger have tobe clad butare instead encased in
concrete and cement screed respectively. It is interesting
that underfloor heating seems to suggest an evenly dis
tributed heating surface indifferent totypes ofuse, but in
practice the spacing ofthe pipes plus their positioning in
individual zones isjust as dependent on the actual interior
layout as a heating system employing discrete radiators.
For instance, the number of heating pipes in the floor is
increased, i.e. their spacing is reduced, local to storey
high windows, and deep rooms are divided into zones with
their own temperature controls depending on the different
amounts ofincident solar radiation.

-'''13':"

The facade asaninfrastructurihiiedium
Up until the beginning ofthe 1960s building services held
really little significance for the design ofthe facade and,
atbest, could be made out behind a more or less trans
parent glass curtain wall because until then the services
were all on the inside. However. from that point on they
started toassume a more active role inthe configuration
ofthe facade. Inthe buildings ofthe Brutalism movement
solid, usually concrete, shafts surround groups of pipes,
cables, and ducts, and combined with stairs and other

BUILDINGS

Fig.15:UndesIrable building _ photo with radiatorsdisaeetly erased!

Hans andW3ssi1i Luckhardt: house onRupenhom. Berlin (0).1928

known since the 1950s, it has undergone a phenomenal
development since then and glass isnow nolonger seen
as asynonym forhigh energy losses,

The growing use ofcentral heating inthe first half of
the 20th century meant that the necessary infrastructure,
forheat distribution or heat output, was being added to
or integrated into building components more and more.
Whereas up until that time the established services in
hou~ing had been restricted to the sanitary facilities in
individual ancillary rooms, bUilding services now started
toappear allover the house. The way inwhich architects
handled this new challenge varied from the pragmatic
approach of routing the services in full view, to the op
posite approach in which all pipes and radiators were
concealed behind some form of screen or cladding. Yet
another approach was employed bythose architects who
saw the technical heating components as aconfiguration
option - whether in the form of special featuring (colour,
arrangement, etc.) orthrough combining with other func
tions (balustrade).

For Bruno Taut the unpretentiously positioned, but col
oured, radiators and pipes represented contrasting ele
ments inapolychromaticism that encompassed the whole
interior. The heating inthe Kenwin Villa inVeney (1929) by

Hermann Henselmann was inthe form ofseveral parallel
pipes imitating the course of the long horizontal window
above and thus became ahorizontal, profiled surface. But
in a house in the Kundmanngasse inVienna (1928) by

- tUdwig Wittgenstein hidden underfloor heating was speci-
'.•"'-. fied for the non-private rooms on the ground floor and

airducts fed from the cellar in front of the French win
dows. According to Christoph Burkle two photographs of
the interior of the house on Ruppenhom in Berlin (1928)
by the Luckhardt brothers testify to the tactmat archi
tects sometimes regard radiators as a nuisance; in the
photograph used forpublication the radiators have been
discreetly erased.

Over the years, torelieve the interior oftechnical com
ponents convectors, mounted inthe floor toguarantee un-

Fig. 14: UndesIrable buildingservices:
Il1e reality with radiators!
Hans and Wassili Luckhardt: houseonRupenhorn,
Berlin (lJ), 1928

I...
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FIgs 18,19,20:
Top: every 1hlnl "column" Is1IOO-loadbearin9
centre: section _gh__ panel

8oIlom:section through window
Paul RudQlph, wi1h Anderson, _ & Haible:
Blue Cross Building, Boston (Mass" USA), 1958
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"use-related" bulges add relief tothe building envelope. In
a reverse approach, exponents ofhigh-tech architecture
- and prior to this the Metabolists - created their aes
thetic out ofthe fact that services remained on view ores
sential functional units were granted autonomy. However,
components on the outside must inevitably penetrate the
climate boundary, and in the light of the higher stand
ards ofthermal insulation now required, external services
hardly find favour any more. •

Between these two extremes - building services as-a
styling element on the one hand and invisible necessity on
the other (whose common denominator is the unmistak
able separation from the loadbearing structu.l) - there
exist concepts in which there is an amalgamation be
tween loadbearing structure, building services and interior
fitting-out elements in a multifunctional arrangement. A
good example isthe Blue Cross Building inBoston (1958)
by Paul Rudolph in association with Anderson, Beckwith
& Haible. This 13-storey office block inthe centre ofBos
ton is based on a loadbearing facade whose facing leaf
of vertical columns at a spacing of 1.53 m appears to
reflect the loadbearing structure. However, the "columns"
that are "missing" atground floor level, are non-loadbear
ing. Every third column istherefore hollow and the entire
cross-section is used as an exhaust-ar duct. Even the
neighbouring loadbearing columns are not quite what
they seem because half of the depth of each column is
reserved fora fresh-air duct. And asthe spandrel pan
els function as mixing chambers the ventilation system
therefore spreads like a net over the entire facade - a
principal that isnot dissimilar tothat of the exposed serv
ices ofhigh-tech architecture. However, the difference is
that the lines ofthe services coincide with the loadbearing
structure and the interior structure. The air duct in the

Fig.23:Amalgamatloo oIloadbearlngstrucIunl....__ ...- dUcts
Paul RudQIph, wittlAnderson, _ & Halble: Blue Cross Building. Boston
(Mass" USA), 1958

form of a column can therefore accommodate junctions
with internal partitions, likewise window frames. The vis
ible facade relief ismade upofprecast concrete elements
justafew centimetres thick which appear ascladding ow
ing to the type of jointing. Whereas this type of cladding
represents an improvementtothe surface ofthe (SWiss) lat
tice facade ofthe 1950s, applied directly tothe substrate,
on Rudolph's building it forms a hollow backdrop. How-
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Fog. 21:ScuIptecl...-s sha1I, In matet1a1s to
matchthe facade
Greater londonCouncil, Hubert Bennett: Queen
Elizabeltl Han, london(GB), 1966

Fig,22:Expose<llnlrastructure as the characterising motif
Renzo P~no& Richard Rogers: centre PompIdou,Pans (f), 1971-78
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Fogs 24,25,26:
Top: facade withoutopenings as Ioadbearing

plate contalnlng -centnl:ground and basement ftocl<s as anautonomous _

BoaIIm: oocIIon 1II1JlVl &0; scale ilIlllfUX. 1:60
SOM: American I1epLlllic Insurance Company, Des
Moines (Iowa,USA), 1965
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Ag.v: Roo< slab without inIeMIning columns, wt1h ventilation ductsand
lighting unltsbetweenll1e r!bs
SOM: American Republic Insurance Company, DesMoines (Iowa, USA), 1965

ever, we must ask whether concrete isthe right material
because the cranks in the spandrel panels are reminis
cent ofthe stiffening folds ofsheet metal panels.

On the Blue Cross Building loadbearing structure,
building services and windows form a network that is
identical on allsides of the building. However, the func
tions are separated on the building forthe American Re
public Insurance Company in Des Moines by Skidmore
Owings & Merrill (1965): services housed in loadbearing
concrete plates without openings on the longitudinal sides,
storey-high glazing on the ends ofthe building. The topic
ofhollow loadbearing construction, which ischaracteristic
ofthe facade, isrepeated inthe floor, where 1.36 mdeep
concrete T-beams span 30 m across the whole building
without any intermediate supports. These beams form a
box-like relief with the airducts accommodated between
the stalks of the Ts. Mounted on top of the circular air
ducts are fluorescent lights that use the underside ofthe
ribbed floor as a reflector. Inaddition to their function as
an infrastructure medium, the wall plates (without open
ings) are designed as deep beams spanning between four
columns at the base. Insection the building looks like a
bridge spanning a two-storey object slipped underneath
- the fully glazed cafeteria and refectory block free from
all loadbearing members. This addresses the change in
structure that affects every larger building owing to the
different interior needs ofground floor and upper floors.

Structural change
Even monofunctional buildings often provide fora differ
ent usage at ground floor level, above all in city-centre
locations. The reasons are opvous: the direct relationship
with public spaces 'favours profit-making uses such as
shops, restaurants, etc., and the location level with the
surrounding ground means that the ground floor is even
accessible tovehicles (cf. fire station, Zurich). InGermany
the cast iron columns on the ground floor that support
the downstand beams of joist floors inbuildings from the

late 19th century are especially classical. This isatype of
structural change that ishardly noticeable. But the situa
tion is totally different ina building with atransfer struc
ture which tracks the change inthe loadbearing members
with expressive force. The high-rise block "Zur Palme" in
Zurich by Haefeli Moser Steiger (1961-64) isa good ex
ample. The windmill-plan shape ofthis tower iscarried on
aconcrete platform 12mabove the ground supported on
wedge-shaped columns - space enough foran independ
ent two-storey structure underneath.

Una SoBardi took adifferent course atthe Museum of
Modern Art (1957-68) insao Paulo, where the storeys are
not elevated above ground level, butinstead suspended.
At least the enclosing concrete frame, with its span of
50 m,conveys this picture. Infact there is another pair
of beams within the glass building, sothat only the bot
tommost floor isreally suspended. Inany case, the whole
area beneath the building remains open, inthe form ofa
covered plaza.

Buildings like the school inVolta by Miller & Maranta
prove that a structural change is possible without dis
playing the structural conditions. The in situ reinforced
concrete loadbearing structure devised in conjunction
with the consulting engineers Conzetl Bronzini Gartmann
makes use of wall plates on the upper floors that are
rigidly connected to the floor slabs. This arrangement
functions as a monolithic construction spanning the full
28 m across the sports hall, and cantilevers a further
12 m on the entrance elevation. The wall plates, which
incidentally are not continuous from facade tofacade but
instead consist of two separate parts, line upon all the
floors of the school. JOrg Conzetl explained in an arti
cle that it issufficient "when the wall plates [above one
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fig. 28:High-and low-risebuildings, each wt1h Itsown Ioadbearlng structure
Haeleli Moser Steiger:"lJJr Pa!me" Tower, Zuricl1 (CH), 1961-64 ~~

another] make contact atanyone point". 5 Consequently,
this principle permits different interior structures from sto
rey tostorey, which inthe case ofthe school inVolta isonly
consummated when supplemented with non-loadbearing

3lI1
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Ag. 33:Frame wl1h suspended ftoors
UnaSoBardi: Museum ofModem Art. sao Paulo (BIl). 1957-68

Au. 34:EllpIoIIIng the _ eIf8cl:IIeshair lIows~ the openground
1Ioor and rises Inthe Intemal cour1yanI.
House. Jaisalmer 1India), 15lt1 century

walls. It might be exciting to investigate at which phase
(prior to beginning work on site, during construction, or
after completion) which degree of flexibility can be
achieved with this system.

Alternatives
Atthe start itwas said that the complexity ofcontemporary
buildings has tobe accepted. But this isonly partly true of
course. More and more intelligenllow-tech concepts are
appearing, particularly in the' remm of building services,
concepts that are based on centuries-old 'knowledge and
are "only" coming tothe fore again orbeing reinterpreted.
The stack effect ~hermal currents), which is ~ing ex
ploited these days inorder toachieve anatural change of
air, e.g. inoffice buildings, was already common forcool
ing buildings in India in the 15th century, accomplished
by means of internal courtyards and an open ground
floor. People exploited the physical effects provided bythe
building elements and spaces that were unavoidable. So
building services intraditional buildings isnot an append
age rich in technology, but rather an integral part of the
interior structure and loadbearing structure. And last but
not least. the "air shaft" provides the obvious additional
function ofallowing light toreach the adjoining rooms!

Figs29, 30, 31:
AI partdng level(bottom) massive columns
trace the windmill-pian shape of the upper
tIoon; (centre); gene<aJ viewof bulkllng(top).
Haefeli· Moser Steiger: MZur Palme- Tower, Zurich
(CIi).I961-64

Relerences
, Hans 8emouI1i: "Yom~n derHauser";

in:Dieorganisdle Erneverung UtISefOf StadIe.
Basel.1942:cit. inFred; Kiilliker (ed.): lahn der
Z.. - Baukons_ imKontoxt desan;hitek.
tonischen En_ns. Basel. 1994.

2 Marcel Meili: "Oinglichkeit un<! Idee". Marcel
Meiliinconversation With Hubertus ~.:, . ~....
J. a"istoph BOrkIe andJudilSoIl;in:~
200311, p. 7. "

a Rayner Banham, "DieArcMeidur der..,nt· ~"

temperierten tJmweU". in:ARCH+. Feb1988,
p.36.

• FrankL Wright,1910;en. in:Rayner Banham.
p.43.

5 JUry eonzett, "Raum halien": in:KI!rl<, Bauen Au. 32:Onlythe posl1Ioning of the windows provides evidence of the S1nJcIIJraI cIIIlnQe.
und Wohnen. 199719, pp.34-39. Miller &Maranta: VoItiSCOOoI, Basel (CIi), 1999
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Apartment blocks, Martinsbergstrasse, Baden
Urs Burkard, Adrian Meyer + Partner

Selected projects

Alois Diethelm

ArcMects: 1lur1<anl. Meyer. Baden
ConstructIon pe!iod: 1998-1999
Project manage<s: Roger Casagrande

AIoisIlie1tlelm
S1ruCtUrai engineers: Minokus WItta VOSS. Zunch

Situation, theme
This development occupies the south-east corner of the
Merker district, a former industrial site in the centre of
Baden. The three separate blocks, two ofwhich were built
in the first phase of the project, reflect the style of the
detached houses along the Martinsbergstrasse, which
date from the early 20th century.

The main entrance on Martinsbergstrasse is via a
small forecourt enclosed byconcrete walls and hedges.
Inkeeping with the urban situation, the private external
areas are covered in gravel and screened off from the
public road by walls. The road atthe rear gives access to
the garages and also to the "Merker" meadow, an open
recreational area which, like the two apartment blocks,
forms part ofthe development plan forthe whole area.

Whereas the buildings appear to be solitary when
viewed from the south side, the lower ground level on
the north side exposes the basement and reveals the fact
that the buildings are part ofthe same unit. The sequence
of open car parking areas below the blocks and closed
garages between forms a sort of chequer effect as they
alternate with the buildings and intervening open spaces
above. Although there is a variation of material (fair-face
concrete and facing brickwork) in the basement parking
level and the apartments above, continuity between them
ismaintained.

FIg. 36:S1aI1< volumes InenurtJan context
~

FIg. :fI: SItuatiOn _ thlnl_
Poifrt-blocks onthe owosite side

fig. 35:_trom the-_meadow
The difference In_ rllY8llls the basement.

~-
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Layout and loadbearing structure
With the exception ofblock A,where the topmost apart
ment occupies one-and-a-half storeys, each block con
tains four apartments, one on each floor, organised around
a central access core. This core divides each apartment
into two areas: a bedroom wing with a ceiling height of
2.46 m, and aliving/dining wing with ceiling heights upto
3.06 m. This latter wing, which spans across the full depth
of the building from facade tofacade, changes from one
side of the core to the other 'on every floor. This enables
the lower ceiling height of the group of rooms above or
below tobe exploited. This "stacking" principle isvisible in
the facade byway ofthe staggered floor slab ooges.

The living room opens out onto a veranda. Although
this is not heated, it is fitted with double glazing on the
facade. This creates a buffer zone which can be opened
upvirtually over itsfull area inthe summer.

The masonry of the facade and the concrete access
core, together with the insitu reinforced concrete floors,
form the loadbearing structure. The remaining walls are
non-Ioadbearing plasterboard on timber studding.

Fig.40:_ model
Shows ltle differenf ceiling heights and howthe apartments are "_".

f

","
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Fog. 38:Planof 1st floor
The living room extends from one facadeto ltle omer

Fig.39:Planof 2nd floor
The small apartment and the penthouse share ltle 2nd floor.



Fig.41:Peothouse
VIeW towards kitchen; _Itt by rooftop temlCeandrooIIights.

BUILDINGS Selected projects
I Apartment blocks, Martinsbergstrasse, Baden I

Fig.42: PenthoUse
Multimedia furniture serves asroom dMder; therooftop terrace can beseen inttle backgrOUnd.

Fig.43:Plan of 3nI floor
LMng fOOO1 without veranda

Fig.44:Section
Showing rooftop terrace to penl!1oose
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Openings and loadbearing structure
Some ofthe openings are intrinsic tothe layout and others
may be located to suit the owners' requirements. What
both have incommon isthat they span between the edges
ofthe floor slabs.

Openings of the former type are to be found on the
north and south elevations, forming extensions tothe liv
ing rooms. Their interaction reflects the principle of the
mirrore.q,plan layouts. With aspan ofabout 4.60 rn, how
evlr, th~llre on the limit offeasibility because the adjoin
ing Optitherm masonry, which owing toitsporosity has a
lower compressive strength than normal brickwork, can
only justcarry the loads that arise. •

On the other hand, the east and west elevations are
characterised bythe storey-by-storey altemation between
"frameless" windows flush with the facade and French
windows set indeep reveals. Spanning between the floor
slabs, these openings tum the masonry into shear walls
which, owing tothe fact that the floor slab edge elements
distribute the loads, stand virtually separately from the
sections ofwall above and below. From a design point of
view this meant that the position ofthe windows could in
fact remain variable right uptoshortiy before work started
on site.

Rg. 45:External view01blockA
The garden wallaloog MartinsbergstraSSe canbe seen In II1e foreground.

I
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I Apartment blocks. Martinsbergstrasse. Baden
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Ag.48:Grvund floorW8II atthe posltion ofthe__withthe 0U1SkIe lace

The_ bond can bO clearly seen.

Design and realisation I
The brickwork ofthe facades isbased onthe combination
ofOptitherm and Kelesto masonry developed bythe archi
tects and first used on BrOhl SChool inGebenstorf.

The walls are made upof 400 mm thick Optitherm
units (insulating bricks) ina masonry bond plus 120mm
Kelesto units (facing bricks fired below the sinter point).
The two leaves of masonry, which are built simultane
ously, are connected at every fourth course by means of

. va row of headers to form an inseparable bond. The wall
• requires no further insulation (U-value 0.38 W/m2K) . No

insulation is inserted into the voids that are created be
tween the bricks.

Besides the advantages for the interior climate that
result from such an inert wall construction (phase shift
effect), this design also benefits from the fact that - in
contrast toconventional facing masonry inatwin-leaf ar
rangement and caVity insulation - the interlacing of the
courses means that expansion joints are unnecessary.
The SCUlpted appearance ofthe building (no interruptions
atthe comers and inthe middle of the elevations) ispri
marily due to this component.

The facing masonry and the type of joints were cho
sen based on performance criteria. According to these,
it is important to guarantee the migration of the vapour
diffusion but also to protect against driVing rain. The
mortar joints on the outside face were therefore com
pacted with an electric vibrator as the wall was built be
cause any water penetrating the joints cannot be drained
away as there is no ventilated cavity as SUCh. Joints
simply struck with atrowel would have been inconceivable.
Likewise, facing bricks with ahigh vapour diffusion rests-

tance would have been unsuitable because the backing of
Optitherm bricks is open to diffusion; a hard-fired
facing brick would have been too dense.

In terms of its elasticity, Optitherm masonry is re
garded as moderately soft. For internal plastering work
this means that it is not possible to use a pure cement
plaster. Instead, a lime-diluted undercoat {hydraulic lime
plus cernenn oralightweight undercoat must be used.Tre
Optitherm bricks themselves are normally used in con
junction with a lightweight mortar, ~\lich exhibits better
thermal insulation properties owing tothe expanded clay
sand content but has a lower loadbearing capacity. Their
use togfiher with facing masonry, where a lightweight
mortar would be unsuitable because of the high water
infiltration, meant that for both the Optitherm and the
Kelesto units afacing-grade mortar was used throughout
in order to create the same structural relationships for
both types ofmasonry.

During construction great care had to be exercised
by all involved to ensure that the masonry was kept dry
because the highly porous Optitherm bricks (thermal in
sulation) quickly absorb any water. The upshot of this is
that any moisture present migrates outwards during the
first heating period and in doing so liberates lime from
the bricks, which appears on the surface in the form of
efflorescence. However, this is quickly washed away by
the rain.

Another building by Urs Burkard Adrian Meyer &
Partner employs similar masonry but with impregnated
Kelesto bricks. The idea behind the impregnation is to
prevent the efflorescence.

Ag.49:CIose-iJp 01 masonry
Qlmbina1ioo 01 Opljll>erm andKelesto facing masooIV
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Fig.50:Axonomelric view
"Thickening" 01 slab edge elements adjacent towindow

Design and realisation II
The edges of the floor slabs, which characterise the
appearance ofthe facades, consist of prefabricated con
crete elements which, in the standard case, are sup
ported on the outer half of the masonry cross-section.
This means that the cross-section atthe French windows,
which open inwards, isdoubled because ofthe formation
ofalintel plus sill.

..

/':.;
/' :

I
I,
I

I:

Although these bands offer almost unlimited freedom
forpositioning openings during the design phase, the op
posite is true during the construction phase. The desire
to create completeconcrete soffits or lintels throughout
the thickness of tne masonry had the effect of limiting
the repetition of elements because of the unrestricted
positioning. Prefabrication was therefore chosen because
it produces a better surface finish and not because it

",. aCtJieves rational construction.
The contractor used the concrete elements as per-

manent formwork which, owing toitsrelatively high "self-
•weight", did not require any further fixings. A 10 mm
cavity between the strip of extruded polystyrene insula
tion along the edge ofthe slab and the concrete elements
guarantees that floor slab and elements can move inde
pendently. Gypsum boards actasspacers during placing
ofthe concrete and are later removed.

Polyethylene film both above and below the concrete
elements separates them from the masonry so that both
materials can move independently. Accordingly, the joints
are sealed with putty.

Fog. 51: Close-up ollonnwOl1<
Theslab edge elements actasa pennanent fOlTTl'Mlrk; IMlSlJf11lloards provide a
space forttle insulation.

Fig.52: 1st lIoorslab
The returns intheslab edge elements indicate thepositions oftheFrench windows
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Fig.53:5eclIon,1:10

Fig.54:Plan,1:10

Design and realisation 
the French window
The window opens inwards and isa simple painted wood
version because of its less exposed position. The lower
section ofthe external anodised aluminium weatherproof
screen, fitted flush with the facade, serves as a balus
trade; the upper section guarantees privacy by means
oftwo shutters which pivot inwards. The space between
screen and window therefore becomes - iike the veranda
- a transition zone, useful as a balcony forsmokers but
also asa rainproof area forairing clothes. The position of
the shutters changes the expression of the facade from
an absolute plain one without any relief toamore sculpted
one exP!>sing the full depth ofthe masonry,

The construction of the reveals in Kelesto bricks,
which have a considerably poorer insulation value than
the Optitherm masonry, and attaching the window frames
to these bricks meant that it was necessary to include
a strip of extruded polystyrene insulation between the
Optitherm and Kelesto units.

Slabedges
- Prefab!icated concrete element, 500x2901340 mm
- Anodised aluminium sill. d=3 mm, bonded tosmooth·finish concrete element;

turned upatjunctloo witt1 reveal masonry
- Aluminium open-grid flooring laid instove-enamelled steel frame; finished level

witt1 apartment IIoor

Fig. 55:Close-up 01French window
Weatherproof screen actsasbalustrade and shutter.
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Fig.56: section,1:10
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Design and realisation 
the"frameless" window
The window. fitted flush with the facade, enables the full
depth ofthe masonry tobe appreciated from the inside and
gives the matt but, owing tothe brickwork bond, strongly
textured facade a highly abstract highlight. This effect is
accentuated bythe use ofstepped insulating glass which
gives the impression ofawindow without a frame.

To create a safety barrier. the inner pane is of lami
nated safety glass; a separate balustrade, which would
have lessened the effect of the direct transition to the
outside world, is therefore unnecessary.

The linings to reveals and lintel conceal both the
supporting framework forthe window and the insulation.

Fig.58:VIew 01"lrameless" windowfromInside
Thereveals enable~ thickness ofthe masonry to beappreciated.
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Fog. 57: Plan. 1:10

Window element
- Ste~ insulating glassbonded to aluminium frame (prefabricated structural

sealant glazing)
• G1Mng beads top andbottom serve asaddrtional mechanical fixings
. Window element fittedmtosteel frame instal~ beforehand
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Design and realisation - the sliding window
The two leaves of the window, which owing toitsexposed
position isa woodImetal composite design, slide infront
of the masonry and enable the window to be opened
to virtually its full width. The veranda, which in spring,
autumn and winter also serves as a climate buffer zone,
therefore becomes aproper balcony.

Unlike conventional sliding windows, there isnorec
tangular frame here; inother words, the window has been
reduced to guide tracks top and bottom. This lends the
facade relief at these points thanks to the juxtaposition
of window and masonry within the depth, a relief that
would otherwise only be possible byvarying the building
envelope.

The reduction of the wall thickness by the width of
the guide track, and the desire to nave walls in facing
masonry on the inside of the veranda as well, led to the
use ofatwin-leaf masonry arrangement locally.

Fig. 59:Axonome1rIc viewof sliding window
Wall behind sliding Window bOJitt astwin-leaf masomy,0_ comb<nation
masomy

--,Aoor00YefIng
Cement saeed
In1llaCt sound insUlation
PoIyur8Ihane _ insUlation

Concrete slab

Edgeof slab
Prefabricated concrete element
OMEGAancllors
Extruded polystyrene slabedgeinsulation

..

fig. 50:Aoorconstruction, _

Wooden grid(lJoug1as fi~

Rubber mat bonded toinsulation under
neath ttorstability)
Extruded polystyrene _ insulation

2 layers of bitumen roofing felt
Concrete slab laid to falls

,Omm
lI()mm
30mm
SOmm

240mm

120'290 mm

SOmm

27mm

lI()mm

220-240 mm

fig. 61: GIlJund__

The sliding door.llJl)Ol1ing ontotl1evemldalenddeplf1 to tl1e facade.
fig. 62:_
lJnt'<lated inte<medlate zooe actsas.- to tiving room andalsoasbaIcooy.
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Fig.63:section, 1:10
Alltle sli<>ng wil100ws ltle ~ab edgeelements arefixed witllOMEGA anchors.

Ag. 64: Plan, 1:10
The windows arefitted without a true rectangular frame.
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Gallery for Contemporary Art, Marktoberdorf
Bearth + Deplazes

[]

Rg.67:SIteplan, 1:2500

Situation and theme
Positioned between the town hall and private villas that
date from the 1920s, the art gallery of the Dr Geiger
Foundation stands inthe centre of Marktoberdorf inGer
many's Allgau region, Itsmultifunctional Qualities make it
equally ideal for special exhibitions, the presentation of
the Foundation's own collection or for use asa studio,
This detached building nicely integrates into the environ
ment of individual bUildings sotypical of Marktoberdorf,
However, its stark cubic form also distinguishes it from
the surrounding houses, The composition with the exist
ing Foundation building maintains the internal logic while
achieving optimum utilisation within the plot. What ap
pears tobe an empty forecourt - a Quadrangle enclosed
by walls - within the complex is infact aspace forexhib
iting sculptures; it thus forms a pivotal point and hence
acentral element. The two brickwork cubes forming the
structure are ofdifferent heights and slightly offset side
ways, Each measures 10 x 10m on plan, The special
feature isthe compactness ofthe bUilding envelope made
from red-brown, flush-pointed hard-fired facing bricks,
With facing brickwork also used on the inside, this art
gallery takes on a sort of workshop-like character and
expresses the idea of a "liVing" gallery whose purpose
- justforonce - isnottoactasa neutral room housing
works ofart,

Rg.65:VIew fromnor1h side

Katharina Stehrenber~er

Rg.68:Mainentrance withIonlc:oUrt

Architects: Bearm + Deplazes. Chur
Construction period: , 996-2000
Project manager: Bettina wemer
Structural engineer: ,JUrg Buchli, Haldenstein

..

Rg.66:Voew from the town hall
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ToextemaI exhibits DrGeIger Hoose
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Fig. 70:Planof _ floor. 1:200
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Loadbearing structure
Interms ofclassification, the bUilding consists oftwo iden
tical volumes, one ofwhich isturned 90°and butt-jointed
tothe other. The seam between the two parts isrendered
visible byway ofthe change indirection ofthe span ofthe
beams and the double thickness ofwall. The layout con
cealed behind the masonry shell obviously facilitates the
unrestricted use of the exhibition areas and deliberately
omits any internal core or partitions. Stairs and service
shafts blend into the enclosing walls in order to create
coherent exhibition areas of maximum size. Basically, the
bUilding is reduced to the interplay between a self-sup
porting envelope and the floors is surrounds, which are
borne on steel beams. The monolithic basement and the
roof functioning inasimilar way tothe intermediate floors
provide a logical conclusion tothe brickwork envelope.

The foundation ofthe gallery structure extends below
ground level inthe form ofa ~rick-clad tank; this gives the
impression that the masqnry envelope has been sunk into
the ground. The actual building envelope insolid masonry
isbuilt upoffthe basement. The clay masonry functions
as a "brick-mortar composite section' with high com
pressive and low tensile strength. The actual loadbearing
capacity results from the interaction of the two materi- Fig.n:~enclosIng walls

als in all three directions. Minimal intermediate floors
of tightly fitting spruce planks integrate into the vertical
layout ofthe interior space without impairing the masonry
shell. From the outside this solid masonry structure thus
preserves an impression ofhaving nointernal floors.

" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " " "" " " "

D
,

" " ",
" " "I " " "I " " "I " " "I " " "I " " "

Fig.71:Plan01basemenl, 1:200
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Fig.73:Longitudinal section,1:200

Fig. 74:Axonometric view
1 Forecourt
2 Exhibition area, basement
3 Exhibition area, ground tIoor
4 Exhibition area, upper f100f
5 linktoFoundation building
6 Foundation building with offices andstores
7 Lift
8 Enclosing masonry with stairs
9 Gallery

10 Rooftight
11 store

C> TECTONlCA
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I Gallery for Contemporary Art, Marktoberdorf I

Floors, roof, roof edge and loadbearing structure
The steel beams ofthe cubes abutting at90°run parallel
tothe openings inthe masonry. The fusing together ofthe
two volumes makes it necessary to introduce a "dummy
roof edge" tocomplete the parapet. This isatimber con
struction covered in sheet metal imitating a solid para
pet. Inside the building, beams fabricated from a hollow
steel section plus steel plate are used tosupport the floor
beams OPE sections) above the large openings between
the two parts ofthlgal~ From inside, only the bottom
flange isvisible in the opening. The incoming steel floor
beams are incorporated inthe first course ofthe masonry
inEnglilh cross bond. Pins anchor the beams tothe ma
sonry. This means that the floors are incorporated into the
masonry without seriously defacing the inner skin of the
building envelope.

The wall was built first up to the level of the beam
support. Round steel bars were then incorporated in the
mortar bed atthe position ofthe floor beams. Afterwards,
the wall was continued upwards in the normal way.
A space was left around the end of the beam so that
it could be subsequently separated from the external
masonry by means of 30 mm polystyrene. The beam
pocket was finally filled with concrete.

FIg.75:Bearing lor ft()(J( beam

Ag.76:Axonomeb1c view
A 50 mm gravel
B Drainage octets
C ventilation outlet
o 2 Iaym ofbitumen roofing lelt. 3 mm
E Sheet metal capp;ng onmortar laidto falls
F Supporting coostruetion 01 wafer-repellent wood-based board
G RockwooI thermal insulation laid tofalls. 100mrn
H 3-pIycore plywood. 95mm
I cableductwithrenxwable cover ~or etectric distribution)
J separating stro,1.5mm
K Steelbeam.1P£ 360
L Fluorescent tubewithfraflSll3r\lfl1 plastic clffuser
MBeam: 200x300x8 mm rectangular hollow section +

495 x 12 mmbottom Itange
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fig. 79:Daylightenler.i1hnlugh the Iatge rootIIgI1l

Ughting
The cubes are divided into three levels. This creates
three floors with different levels of lighting, Whereas the
basement - the floor of the cube - is characterised by
hard-fired facing bricks and artificial light, the exhibition
rooms above are flooded with daylight entering through
tall windows on one side. The decision in favour of ar
tificial lighting in the basement and at ground floor level
was quite deliberate. Only on the upper floor does day
light enter through windows and rooflights. The simple
structural concept also requires a neat solution for the
artificial lighting. And sointhe gallery the artificial lighting
isfitted beneath the white-painted steel beams. The light
ing units are offluorescent tubes with transparent plastic
diffusers which can be controlled individually.

Fill- 80: Horizontalsection 1hnlugh _ -.g SIJOCIaI reveal brk:I<s

Openings
The care taken with the way the floors are integrated is
also evident inthe arrangement ofopenings fordoors and
windows. Used only sparingly, they reinforce the mono
lithic character ofthis artworkshop. The economical posi
tioning ofwindows and the sometimes narrow, low-height
openings give the effect of broad, mostly uninterrupted
wall surfaces forthe presentation of the exhibits. To be
able toincorporate door and window frames flush with the
wall surfaces, special bricks with corresponding rebates
were prefabricated. Structural masonry cambered arch
door and window lintels, which effectively distribute the
wall loads of the masonry above, were built in situ with
the smallest possible rise.

fig. 77:SpecIalreveal brk:I<s prior tofilling door

Fig.78:De1aII section
1 Sheet cower capping
2 Hard-fired fadngbOcks, 320, , 45x65 mm,~va tenure,brown
3 Reinfo«:ed coocrete ring beam
4 Willdati lintel, clay
5 Damp-proof course
6 Roof construct",,:

- 50mm gravel
- waterproofing
- thermal insulation
- vapour barrier
- 95 mmg1u1am planks

7 steer beam, IP£ 360
8 Textile sunblind
9 Fluorescent tube with transparent plastic diffuser

10 Heating pipes bedded inmortar
11 G1u1am planks, fir/spruce, 95 mm, oiled with white pigment
12 SoaJing strip
13 Basement wallconstructioo·

-plastic sheeting
-pe<irJlIeraJinsu~1ion

- watelpfOOfing
- 330mm rei~ concrete
- hard-fired facing bOcks. 320, 145x65 mm

14 &id< slips,320,15,65 mm
15 Floorconstructioo:

- hard-fired facing bricks, 320x145x65 mm
- 105mm mortar bed
- separating!ayer
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fig. 81:~ entersthrough thetalI_ on the_ noor.
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fig. 83:Ar1I1IcIaI HghtIng fttIed10boIIomtlanges of beams

•

Internal surfaces
In the basement the floor finish to the cube is of hard
fired facing bricks with wide joints. Contrasting with this,
the floors above are formed by steel beams and timber
planks. The arrangement isvery "proper" and thrifty: solid,
80 mm thick, finely glazed spruce laid on white-painted
steel beams without any further floor finishes. This results
insound transmissions that propagate vertically through
out the building. However, this has been accepted inorder
toretain the minimalist concept ofthe architecture.

fig. 82: Exploded diagram of rooftlght
A Aluminium lolMesasthermal insulation, alsoproviding protection against glare

andsunlight
B Laminated safety glass:8 mmglass, 15mmcavity, 8 mmtoughened safety glass
C Steelframe ofrectangular hollow sections, 80 , 50 x2 mm
o l.oa<I>eating sandwicI1_ withintegral jXJSIs of7 mmsheetsteel and

70 mmrockwooI
E Laminated safetyglass.16mm.coated
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butalso interms ofcolouring and texture. Inorder tobreak
upthe seemingly archaic-looking expressive force ofthe
red-brown brickwork, both internally and externally, grey,
grainy joints were chosen. Another prime advantage of
the choice of clay masonry foran artgallery is that the
humidity ofthe internal air- socrucial forpreserving the
exhibits - always remains constant. The humidity hovers
around the level that isacceptable forboth gallery visitors
and exhibits alike.

This clay masonry building owes its existence to
expertise imported from the. Czech Republic (knowledge
of old masonry bonds and sound knowledge about the
building of facing brickwork). About 100,000 bricks of
18 different types were used, including solid and facing
bricks plus specials at lintels and reveals.

BUILDINGS

FIg. 84:Comer showingtoothed Intenection
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Design and realisation inclay brickworK
The Bavarian hard-fired facing bricks used for the
gallery resemble the materials employed in this region in
the Middle Ages, although, strictly speaking, Marktober
dorf does not lie within the actual clay brickwork catch
ment area. Besides this local reference, the material - in
historical terms - is well suited to this workshop-type
building. The building envelope isbuilt from high-strength
hard-fired clay facing bricks in the Bavarian format of
320 x 145 x 65 mm witfi"''a''''nimated, irregular lava
texture surface, left exposed internally 'and externally,
and used consistently throughout. The use of hard-fired
facing bricks, which ensure some relief tllemselves and
not justan attractive appearance, isan intrinsic compo
nent inthe overall monolithic design. The irregular texture
of the clay bricks and the coarse-grained mortar also
create a wall surface that calls to mind a woven textile.
Their stability and inertia with respect to climatic influ
ences underscores the aesthetic Qualities of these bricks.
These factors determine the design of the building asa
monolithic masonry structure, approx. 540 mm thick, built
inEnglish cross bond. Besides the climatic advantages of
an inert wall construction, this thick uniform shell offers
an advantage, i.e. noexpansion joints are necessary. Such
continuous vertical joints ina solid brick wall are normally
required to prevent uncontrolled cracking (caused by
disparate loadings, settlement or thermal movement of
individual components). However, owing to the limited
dimensions of the facades, such joints are unnecessary
here. The lack of interruptions in the wall considerably
helps the sculpted effect.

Of great significance inthe masonry bond is the way
the joints harmonise with the brick themselves, not only in
terms oftheir size (30 mm perpends, 10mm bed joints),

Ag.85:english crossbondwithwidejoints

Fig.86

Toothing atcomer

English cross bond.
145x320 mm
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asdust and microbes, The principle ofheating byradiation
(controlled movement of interior air) was invented bythe
Romans, with their underfloor heating, called hypocaust.
The heat generated ata source (praefurniurrl) is fed into
a cavity floor where it subsequently rises into the inte
rior rooms through clay flues (tubu/~ and radiates from
the inner surfaces ofthe walls by taking the path of least
resistance: the radiation penetrates the airvirtually with
outloss, while within a masonry body it can only propa
gate from molecule to molecule by way ofvibration, l.e,
has toperform work. The consequence isthat the majority
of the heat can be used forspace heating without being
lost ..wthin the cross-section ofthe wall. This isbacked up
bythe solar radiation incident on the outside face, which
is stored in the uniform masonry body, uninterrupted by
thermal insulation.

I Gallery for Contemporary Art, Marktoberdorf I
BUILDINGS Selected projects

Fig.87:Thewallplinthh08Ung IstotallyInvisible!

fig. 23
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Wall plinthheating
The hypocaust concept was considerably simplified for
the gallery inMarktoberdorf without, however, relinquish
ing any of its effectiveness. Instead of an internal wall
layer comprising vertical clay flues through which the hot
air rises, two circuits of water-filled copper pipes have
been integrated into the masonry walls just above each
floor level to actas a heat transport medium. Aconven
tional oil-fired boiler generates the heat forthis system.

Consequently, the wall plinth heating uses only the
principle of radiated heat in the loadbearing masonry.
Heat source, transport medium and building measures
are considerably different to those of the hypocaust
underfloor heating system. The wall heating has proved
tobe amazingly effective. Owing tothe inertia ofthe solid
masonry, the controllable heat radiation is sufficient to
guarantee a controlled interior temperature. A lower wa
tertemperature and hence less expensive heating is the
outcome of the more even heat distribution of this heat
ing byradiation. Such an installation isparticularly viable
forartgalleries and museums. Until now, the interior cli
mate necessary insuch buildings containing valuable and
highly sensitive works ofarthad been regulated mainly by
way ofextremely cost-intensive technology. But instead of
complex bUilding services and an air-conditioning plant,
this building merely requires a network of copper pipes
letinto the external walls just above each floor level. The
internal surface ofthe masonry radiates the heat evenly
and ensures acomfortable interior climate. This combina
tion ofsingle-leaf wall construction and wall plinth heating
has proved tobe simple but effective.

Praefurnium

Fig.90:Isornetrk: viewof hypocaust(hypocaust- h08Ung frombeloW)

From hypocaustto wall plinth heating
The object of this observation is primarily the interac
tion of building mass (masonry) and the principle of
space heating, If air-filled capillaries in porous bUilding
materials are good thermal insulators, then air must
be a totally unsuitable medium for transporting heat.
Nevertheless, convector heaters (unrestricted movement
of interior air) are still installed, with the disadvantage of
intensive heat generation, and the drawback that the inte
rior airisset inmotion together with allfine particles such

111
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Fig.Il9:1Iypocaust, sectionand plan

Fig.88:wall conslnJctlOn
1 Copper pipes, 0 =13mm,flowar<I ratum IuIIy

surrounded bymortar
2 Brick slips, 5 mm!tllck
3 GIulam planks,95 mmthick
4 Ring beam ~or horiznntal stability)
5 Steel beam, IPE 360 buin into masoory
6 Auorescent tubewimtransparent plastic

diffuser
7 Masomy, 495 mm
8 Cementboard
9 cellular glass thermal insulation, 100mm

10 Reinforced concrete 320 mm
11 Facing brickwork, 145mm
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Detached family home, Grabs
Peter Miirkli

Thomas WilZ Situation and theme
Grabs, the kind ofscattered settlement, that is typical in
Switzerland, lies inthe flat land ofthe StGaller Rhine val
ley. Peter Markli's house stands in a gentle depression
between farms and other detached houses. It faces south
and access is from the north side, via a narrow asphalt
road.

At the start the design work was marked byan in
tensive analysis of the location and the interior layout,
alwayl;-keePlAg in mind the needs of the occupants. In
the course of the design process the aim was to focus
on a few themes - 'one decides in favour of a whole".
One sketch finally embodied all the essential-4actors of
the design.

Markli responded tothe given situation with asolitary,
compact building. The house does not attempt tofit inwith
the existing buildings; it distances itself, so tospeak, from
itsenvironment. Itachieves this through abstraction. The
intent here isnot 'minimal art" ora"new simpleness", but
rather adirectness ofexpression inwhich allparts ofthe
whole are visualised together.

fig. 91:SIt. plan

~\
- \ \

Fig. 92:Sketchshowtng location and cooIext
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Architect PeterMar1di. lurich
Coostructioo period: 1993-1994
Project manager: Gody Kuhn~. Triibbach
Structural engineer KurtGabathuler, SCuol fig. 93:The house_like sculpture 00 the openground.
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Relationship with the terrain
The open ground onwhich the house is built had to re
main intact asfaraspossible. Therefore, the cantilevering
part of the veranda seems to float above the ground. All
the elements grow out oftheenvelope itself, which lends
the building an autonomous, even introverted expression.
It was notintended to bea house with external facilities
competing with the neighbouring farmyards. The house is
different from itssurroundings, orasInes tarnunlere says:
"It possesses a certain austerity which confines lJeop~)
either tothe inside orthe outside." Aprivate garden inthe
normal sense of the word would be inconceivable here;
the private external space - the veranda - ispart of the
house.

Fig.94:TheverandaIsseemingly cutoutof the volume.

..

Rg.95:The veranda"tIoa\S"above the ground.

I~,I

l
Fig.96:The........ -_andyet_

•
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Interior layout
The plan evolved around a focal point along the lines of
the "onion skin principle", A few steps lead upfrom the
covered entrance area tothe hall, from where stairs lead
to the upper floor and basement. The living room and
kitchen are arranged in an L-shape on two sides of the
hall. The large sliding windows allow a good view of the
veranda and the seemingly distant surroundings beyond.
The sliding aluminium shutters, providing privacy and
protection from dir9ct sunlight, help to reinforce this et- Fig.97:Plan 01upper ftoor

feet. Owing to the relationship between the comer and a
section of wall, the interior space becomes opened up.
This space then, devoid ofany intervening~olumns, with
the folding dividing wall between kitchen and living room,
and a cement screed floor finish throughout, achieves an
astounding expansiveness.

The interior layout on the upper floor also makes use
of the L-shape. The south-facing rooms in the "L" are
reached from a central hall, brightly lit via rooflights. The
rooms, cantilevering out over the veranda, are ofdifferent
sizes and are separated byplasterboard walls and built-in
cupboards. The tiled bathrooms have been placed on the
north side ofthe building.

Fig.98:Plan 01ground ftoor

i----~- ....-.....,I....- .....
, I,,,,,
:
,,

,,,,,
,
1..._--------- _.

Fig.99:Plan 01basement

Fig.100:Sl<e1tIl showing in1erlaclng of rooms
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Construction and structural aspects
The use of in situ concrete is underscored by the non
right-angled geometry of the building, "which allows
the cast form to be seen as bordering on the ideal, so
to speak". The homogeneity of the cube is achieved by
a constructional separation. The outer skin of concrete
is structurally independent, with the loads being carried
through prestressing and cantilevers. The inner skin isof
plastered masonry. The concrete wall atground floor level
is the sole free-standing structural element: 'Besides its
loadbearing function, it lends structure tothe plan layout
and marks the limit ofthe living room. Fig.102:Entnlnce elevation

•
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Rg.101:Plan01ground floor. 1:100
1:50WOIt<ing drawing (reduced)
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The inner skin, masonry and concrete floors could be
removed at a later date: the outer concrete envelope is
totally separate from these inastructural sense. The point
inthe floor slab over the ground floor where the inner and
outer skins meet (circled infig. 103) isthe point atwhich
the large sliding windows tothe veranda are incorporated.
The use ofsuch large window elements, without employing
any cover strips, required ahigh degree ofprecision (tight
tolerances) during manufacture and installation.
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Rg.l03:5ectionA·A, 1:100
1:50WOI1dng drawing (reduced)

RooT
Triflex walerp<oofing
Coocrete 200mm
Extruded polystyrene 80mrn_between metalframing BOmm
Vapour banier
Plastertloard 15mm

External wall,_ ftoor

Plaster, smooth finish 10mm
8cickYro<1< l00mm
Extruded polystyrene 140mm
Concrete 200mm

Slab_ groundftoor

Epoxy resin fkJor covering
Cement screed 40mm
Extruded polystyrene (aussen 80 mml ....
Concrete 200mm .L

.~ T

External wall,ground ftoor
....

Plaster. smooth finish
8cickYro<1< 125mrn
Extruded poIystyrehO 120mm
Concrete 200mm

~~:' "
Slab_basement
Granolithic concrete floor coveong
Cement screed 75mm
Extruded polystyrene BOmm
Concrete 200mm .....

...,

Fig.104:section B-B, 1:100
1:50 wor1<ing drawing (reduced)
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Facades
Here again there isnoclear hierarchy among the compo
nents, k, with the interior layout the most important thing
in this case is the proportions. The relationship between
the parts and the whole. between the parts themselves,
and between openings and wall surfaces are crucial influ
ences onthe expression of the building. Internally, Miirkli

also controls the elevations and the positions ofopenings
inevery single room bymeans ofa consistent system of
dimensions. At the lowest hierarchic level we have the
pattern of formwork joints, which itself is subservient to
the surface.

Small sketches showing two elevations were used to
check the relationships.

Ag.106:Sl<etch~ facade proporttons
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Miirkli works according to visual rules. The north eleva
tion, forinstance, isdominated by the two divergent can
tilevers - the canopy over the entrance area and the ve
randa - and these add acertain tension tothe facade. But
the openings are positioned insuch a way that the visual
balance is restored. What this means is that the "centre
ofgravity" for the viewer comes to rest within the outline
of the building (one can check this with the view towards
the corner).

A single element like the long cantilevering canopy
always has more than one function. Besides the archi
tectural use already mentioned, it also serves as asymbol
forthe entrance, protects the entrance from the weather
and acts as acarport.
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Au. 112:Window _ "Imitation leather bellows"

Ag. 110:Windownush _ facade surface
Fitting the window inthis way calls forcarefully controlled details interms ofsealing
against ~ng rainandwind pressure (rebated joints).

I Detached family home, Grabs

Fig.111:Aluminium _ plYOI window

Openings
For tectonic reasons, the windows finish flush with the
outside face, which helps to emphasise the coherence of
the envelope. This results indeep internal reveals, whose
"archaic" nature would not normally suit the character
of such a house. Markli solves this problem by including
a wooden lining on the inside with a recess for storing
the shutters. With the lighting units also being positioned
above the window, the technical elements are concen
trated around the opening. The walls and ceilings there
fore remain intact, acoherent whole.

There are two different types ofwindow, inboth cases
horizontal pivot windows in aluminium frames. In the
rooms above the cantilevering veranda the "wooden box",
fitted with folding shutters of imitation leather, projects
into the room. On the north side, inthe kitchen and inthe
bathrooms, this box is fitted flush with the inside wall. It
houses painted folding wooden shutters toprovide privacy
and protection against direct sunlight. All the folding shut
ters are standard products easily integrated into the whole
thanks totheir accurate design and fabrication.
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Transparent--~~~~WJ~~~~~;;i-~~
silicone joint

PIastic-covered
Z·section

•

FIg,115:Window typeI
'7'i'

,

Ag.113:5ecIloothroughw1nOOw, 1:10

Insitu foam

FIQ. 116:"lmltalion _ bellows"lnJm_

fig. 117:"tm__bellows"lnJm inside
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fig. 114:__,1:10
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Fig.120:_ typeR

fig. 122: HorIzontal pMJI_from i.-
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Paspels School
Valerio Olgiati

Selected projects
Example I

Martin Tschanz Paspels School
The school is located at the top end of Paspels village,
which clings toaslope facing south-west. The three indi
vidual buildings ofthe existing school complex are joined
in a row along the contour line of the slope, each one
positioned to suit the local topography. They integrate
seamlessly then into the scattering ofbuildings that make
upthe village.

Following the same logic, the new, separate school
building isadded on at the top end of the vilklge.A dis
torted square on plan, with sides not quite atright-angles
toeach other, this building and itsroof pitch, which tracks
the line ofthe slope, exudes avery compact eXlWession. It
seems tobe moulded from aviscoplastic material that has
changed shape under the effects ofgravity.

Starting from a central corridor at ground floor level,
the two floors ofclassrooms above are each reached by
single flights ofstairs. There are three classrooms and one
ancillary room on each floor, arranged inthe four corners
of the building and thus facing inadifferent compass di
rection. This results in a cross-shaped common area lit
from allsides, with a north-eastern arm that widens out
to form an area used bythe pupils at break-times. Adif
fuse daylight prevails here, contrasting with the changing
direct sunlight inthe three other arms ofthe cross.

As the doors to the classrooms are positioned at the
farends ofthe arms, each room gains itsown lobby. The
irregular geometry isespecially noticeable inthese areas
because the inside corner of each room indeed forms a
right-angle and the short side ofeach room also joins the
facade ataright-angle.

The layout ofthe rooms on the two upper floors isnot
identical. This means that although the rooms may appear

Ag. 124; The scattered layout of the village

the same, the changing lighting effects essentially create
different rooms. On the outside this repositioning results
in a sort of play on symmetry. Window frames in costly
bronze make foranoble contrast with the crude simplicity
ofthe concrete walls.

In terms of its construction, the school follows on
the traditions of the houses of the Grisons canton. Solid
concrete walls form the loadbearing structure, which
contrasts starkly with thehomely effect ofthe wood-lined
rooms. The different characters of the rooms are thus
highlighted: the warmth and intimacy of the classrooms
contrasting with the hard, cool common areas (transition
zones); a quiet. even muffled acoustic contrasting with
resonance, warm brightness contrasting with differenti
ated light directed into the depth ofeach space.

Without any stylistic preferences, this school building,
interms ofitscharacter and construction, aswell asinthe
nature ofitsinterior, fits inexactly with itslocation.

Extract from:ATchithese 2.97
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Architect:
Construction period:
Assistants·

Site manager:
Structural engineer:

Valerio Olgiati, Zurich
1996-19ge
IrisDatwyler
Gaudenz Zindel
RaphaelZuber
Peter Diggelmann. Chur
Gebhard Decasper, Chur Fig.123:Twosculpturalelements projectbeyond1I1e cube of 1hebuilding: 1hecanopy ..... 1heentrance and 1hewat", spout
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concept

Fig.125:externaI~

Fig.126:The meandering Internal skinaround
thectassrooms forms acomplata loop.

Ag. 127:Innerlayerof Insulation

Fig.128:The _ systemeIlosenpermits

arearranged layoutonthe""'" above.

Fig.129:Theclassrooms arelinedwIUt _
panett;ng.

Draft project
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Ag. 130:Draftproject,plan ofground""'"
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Fig.133: Draftproject,northelevation
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Structural aspects
The engineer's report
The architectural concept called forthe inside ofthe build
ing to be separated from the external facade by120mm
ofthermal insulation without erecting asecond loadbear
ing wall to support the floor slabs. This in tum called for
an optimum engineering solution inorder to transfer the
support reactions from the walls and floors tothe external
facade.

The answer was to use high-strength double shear
studs.

Atground floor level the two walls tothe leftand right
ofthe stairs are the primary structural elernests supporting
the first floor. The inner walls ofthe first and second floors
are the structural elements for the floor and roof above
respectively. The interaction with the floor and roof slabs
(walls aswebs, slabs asflanges) istaken into account. All
the support reactions are transferred atthe wall junctions
transverse to the external walls. Double shear studs, one
above the other, were incorporated inthe facade atthese
junctions. The number of shear studs required depends
on the loadbearing capacity ofa single stud.

Inorder toeliminate the deflection ofthe unsupported Fig.136:eave of roinfon:emenIwIU1 shear sIUd positioned ready lorcast-

slab edges (spans between 8.0 and 10.0'm) along the
facade, additional support points with shear studs were
incorporated inthe centre ofeach slab edge span and at
the comers ofthe facade.

Special attention had to be given to transferring the
shear forces atthe shear studs.
The thermal insulation had to be reduced to 50 mm
around the shear studs: however, this was acceptable in
terms of the thermal requirements. In order to prevent
- as faraspossible - the formation ofcracks inthe exter
na� walls, particularly around the long windows, consider
able additional longitudinal reinforcement was fitted inthe
areas at risk. The structural analysis ofthis new building
represented a real challenge for the engineer.

334
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Rg.134:The Ihid<ness of_Insulation Is reduced around1heshear_. Fig.135:Row 01shears1uds in 1he _ corrtdor
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Rg.139:Plan011st floor, 1:200
1:50wor1ting drawing1_
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Ag.140:Com.... area on2ndlIoor fig. 141:Corridor, 2ndlIoor
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1:50 woI1<ing drawing (reduced)
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Fig.143:Southelevatloo, 1:200
1:50 worIOng drawing (redt.<ed)

Fig.144:5ectloo, 1:200
1:50 worIOng drawing (reouced)
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Rg. 145:South-. fonnworklayou1, 1:200
1:50WOl1OOg drawing(reduced)

FIil- 146:South facade
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Ag.148: Ingclassroomwi_from inside
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Au. 149:lnwanI-opening classroomwI_ fromoutside

Floor construction
Tongue and groove boards fixed with

concealed screws,
Pavatherm NK impact sound insulation
Thermal insulation
Concrete, type 6

26mm
40 mm
74 mm

280mm

v ;x 1

Ag.147:sectionII1roughclassroomwindow, 1:20
1:5WOl1<ing drawing (reduced)

~~:':"""

18mm

260mm

250mm
120mm

30/60 mm

29 mm
60/60 mm

40mm

2x100mm

Roof construction
Sheet metal
Bitumen roofing felt, fully bonded
Boarding
Counter battens
Battens
Sarnafil TU 122108, fully bonded
Thermal insulation,

2 layers laid cross-wise
Vapour barrier
Concrete, type 2

Wall construction
Concrete, type 5
Thermal insulation
Vapour barrier
Counter battens'
Tongue and groove boards fixed with

concealed screws=

-x
)< •

y
!XxX:
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20mm
80 mm

40mm
280mm

250 mm
120mm
250 mm

260mm

29mm
60/60 mm

40mm

2 x 100mm

Fig,151:Windows Incommon areas openoutwards

Roof construction
Sheet metal
Bitumen roofing felt, fully bonded
Boarding
Counter battens
Battens
samafil TU 122108, fully bonded a.v.

Thermal insulation,
2 layers laid cross-wise

Vapour barrier
Concrete, type 2

Floor construction
Granolithic concrete
Screed with underfloor heating
Polyethylene sheet'
Thermal insulation
Concrete, type 6

Fig.152:Contrastbetween Inward·and ootward-opening windows

Wall construction
Concrete, type 5
Thermal insulation
Concrete, type 5
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15 working drawing (reduced)
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Fig.154::" plan

of leaves overhead in the summer, is used by the pupils
atbreak-times butalso serves asacommon area forthe
local community.

The fair-face concrete facades help to establish the
school building as an interface between the residential
and industrial elements. Thanks tothe layout ofthe form
work panels, the facades lend the building a monolithic
character, even though the east and west elevations
contain large openings. This compactness and the use
ofwood/aluminium windows fitted flush with the outside
face are references to the neighbouring industrial struc
tures, forinstance the district heating power station. How
ever, this isnot acase of thoughtless industrial aesthetic.
Like the adjoining warehouse, the facade concrete's pale
yellow colouring has a warm, weathered feel, yet at the
same time itsfine, smooth character shows ittobe some
thing totally distinct.

I Example

BUILDINGS

Situation and theme
The StJohann district ofBasel isatense clash ofdifferent.
scales. Residential blocks, the Novartis industrial area, the
northern ring road and the StJohann inland port on the
Rhine are allfound inclose proximity. And between these
two extremes lies aperimeter block development stretch
ing mercilessly without interruption, plus the massive
volume ofaformer coal warehouse, which has housed oil
tanks forthe nearby district heating power station since
the 1960s.

The reform ofthe Basel school system and the large
influx ofnewcomers tothis part ofthe city inrecent years
resulted in an urgent need fornew educational facilities
here especially. In 1996 the local authority, Basel City,
organised adesign competition foraschool building con
taining 12classrooms, the related ancillary rooms and a
large sports hall.

The project as constructed isnot an attempt at inner
city rehabilitation, but rather the opposite; it highlights
the fragmentation of the urban structure at this point in
the city. But it mediates with great sensitivity between the
various types of use and conflicting architectural scales
that meet here.

The powerful presence ofthe warehouse, which domi
nates this district, was the starting point forthe design.
The new school bUilding has been built on the site of a
former heavy oil tank. It adjoins the remaining warehouse
directly and assumes the same building lines; the only
difference isthat the new building istaller. The 6 mdeep
excavation that remained after removing the oiltank has
been used toaccommodate the sports hall. The open area
infront ofthe school, with itsgravel underfoot and canopy

Volta School, Basel
Miller + Maranta

Judit Solt

.. Architects:
~period:
Assistants:

Structural engineers

Miller + Maranta. Basel
1997-2000
Pete< Baumberyer
Ottmar Briigger
_Meier
Manus Hug
Conzett Bronzini Gartmann,
O>ur Ag.153:Entr>nce__g the """" area

•
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Interior layout
The main access tothe school isfrom the open area used
by the children at break-times. Much of the entrance
hall which runs the full width ofthe building, can also be
opened upto merge with the open area. On one side a
staircase leads down tothe first basement level contain
ing a viewing gallery for the sports hall and the cloak
rooms, and from there a second staircase leads down to
the sports hall at the second basement level. The stairs to
the first floor, which accommodate common areas, are on
the other side ofthe entrance hall. Two smaller staircases
lead tothe other floors above.

The layout ofthe other floors isessentiall~etermined

by the depth ofthe building and the loadbearing walls. The
four room "bands" have asimple form: aclassroom on the
facade and the adjoining generously sized atrium, oppo
site this a room forspecial teaching requirements. How
ever, the result iscomplex: a maze ofcorridors spreading
out from the atria, but providing interesting views - into
the atria, into the surroundings, into the classrooms and
often even straight through several room "bands". This
guarantees orientation at all times, but is also a spec
tacular demonstration ofthe unique character ofan urban
district split between residential and industrial uses.

The entrance to the school building is on the "resi
dential side" ofthis district, where small structures prevail
and where only the district heating power station with its

Fog. 156:Dassroorn andatrium,wI1h a viewor theInlandporton the Rhine
In the distance

100mchimney provides aclue tothe abrupt alternation in
the structure ofthe local developments. We see more and
more ofthe other side of the city aswe climb higher and
higher within the s.chool. We can see aswell the industrial
buildings and the cranes ofthe inland port on the Rhine,
whose unexpected size suddenly makes us realise how
near they are. This setting helps to illustrate the impres
sive change ofscale and opens upnew perspectives for
this district inthe truest sense ofthe word.

J
I
i

1
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Fill. 157:5ection, 1:500
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Flg.158:Plan of 1st ftoor, 1:500

Flg.160:Plan of groond floor, 1:500
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The structural system
The mixed usage of the building - the large open sports
hall with several storeys ofsmaller room units above - and
the large depth of about 40 m led toan unconventional
reinterpretation ofmonolithic construction. The structural
system developed in conjunction with the Chur-based
consulting engineers Conzel! Bronzini Gartmann AG in
volves the composite action ofconcrete flat slabs (i.e. no
downstand beams) and walls. The two parallel walls of
the sports hall carry a slab which Spans 28mand canti
levers 12minthe direction of the open area fronting the
school. This slab in turn supports the loadbearing walls
which divide the building into four room "b<l6lds". Bending
moments are resisted by prestressing.

The man-made link between separating and sup
porting - intrinsic to monolithic construction - leads to
a particular concentration of significance for every sin
gle element. This is especially relevant when, as with
this building, the structural concept and internal layout
are conceived asa single entity. It is interesting that the
construction principle employed here permits walls tobe
supported only atacertain place, and hence reveals new
interior layout options in monolithic construction that are
worth exploring.

The construction principle behind this bUilding re
mains discernible without becoming oppressive. The fa
cades ensure the stability of the building inthe longitudi
nal direction; however, they are non-loadbearing and are
connected to the loadbearing structure only at discrete
points. One of the places where this can be seen is on
the west elevation, where the grid lines are displaced. The

FIg. 162:ShearwaH showing reinlon:ernent and presInlsslngtendon

materials used also point to the structural principles: the
loadbearing elements - slabs and walls - are infair-face
concrete, contrasting with the non-loadbearing elements
employing lightweight construction techniques.
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Ag.163:East_

Fig.164:Atrium

External and atrium facades
External facades
The design ofthe facades isnot essentially dictated by the
internal layout behind. The facade isbasically asingle-leaf
construction attached tothe loadbearing wall behind only
at individual places. Without expansion joints and struc
turally autonomous, it embraces the loadbearing walls
like an independent skin. Using the same material forthe
facade and the walls prevents an ambiguous, fragmented
realisation.

Neither the internal layout nor the enormous room
depths are apparent on the fair-face concrete facade. The
metal-framed windows are arranged inhorizontal bands.

InteRlally, the contrast between structure and fitting
out isreduced to the simple complementary elements of
shell and lining, which means that the structural efforts
are hardly perceptible.

Atrium facades
The atria have a cladding of wood-based panels in a
mother-of-pearl colour and wooden windows fitted flush
with the outside face. Together, these create the effect of
polished, compact inclusions inaconcrete monolith,

Fig.165:Eastelevation showing Iayootofform~ panels, 1:500
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External and atrium facades
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fig. 168:Shear wallschemes
Loadbeartng shear wallsacting astransfer structures forindividual columns
leIevajion and section)

Fig.169:Shear wall schemes
Shear wall asunyielding structural element withsingle discrete support. Therota
IionaI effect of loadP and supportreaction R s eliminated by the horizontal couple

HoandHugenerated in the IIoor slabs

Remarks onthestructural system
"Shear diaphragms in buildings"
The idea ofusing walls and floor slabs asinterconnected,
loadbearing elements in buildings is not new. This prin
ciple, however, is used mainly only locally, when other
options prove inadequate, e.g. in transfer structures or
cantilevers for heavy storeys. But when employed sys
tematically as aconstructional concept forabUilding, this
approach can result in useful solutions, particularly with
complicated inte~al layouts, and thus present a rational
alternative toaframed building.

We shall start by looking ata reinforced concrete wall
plate ~nstructed monolithically with the floor slabs abcve
and below. Such a wall plate can be considered, for ex
ample, as an I-section beam, transferring the loads of a
row ofcolumns into the external walls (fig. 169). Far more
interesting and more versatile applications are, however,
possible if we exploit the fact that in most instances the
floor slabs ofabuilding are supported on an internal core
and external walls such that they are held inposition hori
zontally. Ifthis condition issatisfied, then it issufficient to
support awall plate atjust one point, any point, inorder to
turn it into a stable, unyielding loadbearing element (fig.
170). The beam infig. 168can therefore be split into two
individual wall plates of different sizes without suffering
any loss inload-carrying capacity (fig. 171).

Fig.170:Shear waH scheme
Beam consisting of t'IIt'O non-identical shearwalls
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Fig. 173:section 8·8 through a row ofseveral systems asshown inFigs
171/172

I II
I

I!

However, keeping inline with the aforementioned con
dition, the unequal horizontal forces that are transferred
from the wall plates into the floor slabs must be able to
continue down tothe foundations via stiff cores orexternal
walls. The floor slabs are loaded intwo different ways: on
the one hand they actstructurally as slabs which transfer
the forces from distributed loads to the loadbearing wall
plates by way of bending (this is the conventional struc
turai action of floor slabs), and on the other they also act
as plates in conjunction with the walls (and in doing so
assume arole similar tothat ofthe flanges ofarolled steel
beam section). The floor slabs become then interactive
loadbearing elements which realise several structural
functions simultaneously. Interactively loaded compo
nents have long since been common in bridge-building.
For example, the road deck of a box girder bridge acts
as a slab transferring the wheel loads transverse to the
axis of the bridge into the webs of the box, while at the
same time acting asthe upper flange in the longitudinal
direction ofthe bridge. InbUildings the stresses due tothe
plate effect are generally solow that conventional design
based on bending ofthe slab issufficient todetermine the
thickness of the floor slab. The plate forces then need to
be considered only when sizing the reinforcing bars.

An unyielding wall plate can also serve as a support
or suspension point foranother plate. Inthis way we can
build complete systems of unyielding plates (figs 171
and 172). As already mentioned, it is sufficient when the
plates make contact atone - any - point. The floor slabs
are either supported on orsuspended from the wall plates.
Wall plates above orbelow are equally useful as supports;
bychoosing complementary wall plate systems the span
of the floor slab can be reduced, possibly tojust half the
length of. the room (fig. 173).

«

I

Span

'"
!

-c

!

Room lengttl

Fig.171:Planar unyielding wall systems (system A)

Fig.172:Planar unyleldlng wall systems (system 0)
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Fig.174: Planson_In axonometrk:
view below

Systems of unyielding wall plates are not confined to
just one level. Individual plates can be cranked orrotated
with respect toeach other without diminishing their struc
tural effect or making them more complicated to build
(fig. 175). As long as we maintain the conditions of the
horizontally unyielding floor slabs and the wall plates held
atone point at least, numerous combination options en
sue. Nevertheless, only the components already provided
are used totransfer the forces; ribs, downstand beams or
linear structural members are unnecessary.

several examples investigated in detail show that in
buildings of three ormore storeys unsupported spans of
up to~ mare possible without any inappropriate effort.
The thickness of the concrete wall plates in these cases
is between 200and 350 mm. The planning and execu
tion of such a system is simple and economic, butdoes
require close cooperation between architect and engineer
from the very beginning, and leaves little room for im
provisation.

Excerpt from: WBf1<; Bauen+Wohnen 9197

•

Fig.175:_ """"" showtngthe prindpIe of a _-dimensional systemof unyielding shearwalls
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Example I

Concept,urban integration
The concept isdistinguished bythe great complexity of
the brief: two different polytechnics with very extensive
and - when planning started - not fUlly defined inte
rior layouts had to be realised within a single building in
a central location, In order to minimise the design and
building time, this large new building had tocomply with
the applicable building regulations; there was insufficient
time toapply fora lengthy architectural design approval
procecere: Nevertheless, the aim still was to create a
convincing urban and architectural statement within this
heterogeneous context,

Starting with the maximum volume aliOlfied by the
building regulations, the building was given a distinctive
form compared with itsvariegated surroundings, A five
toseven-storey facade ina large-scale format was built
facing taqerstrasse, This abuts an office building - pro
tected bya preservation order - dating from the 1950s
by way of a respectful "joint", At the back the building
steps down towards the smaller neighbouring buildings,
thus matching their scale, The projections allowed for in
the building regulations enabled this terracing effect to
be devised in such a way that the building gains a
sculpted character butstill appears asa coherent unit.
Exploiting the outlines more or less to the fUll results in

FIg.In: Siteplan

the maximum possible volume forthe ambitious interior
layout.

Like the shape ofthe building, the facade also inter
prets its urban context, On the one hand, the beige
coloured reconstituted stone cladding enables the buil
ding to blend into its surroundings, While on the other,
the minor variations inthe width ofthe piers between the
windows, the dominant feature of the facade, leaves a
slightly odd impression and thus enables the university
building to take on itsown character.

,
l

j
1
f
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Ag. 176:VIew !romKasemenstrasse
Themain entrance is emphasised bythecantilevering lecture theatre above.Onthelefttile ·joint~ between thenewbuilding andits neighbour.
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Fig.178:VIew of ..... 01bulldlng

Fig.179:Lower atrium
Attop rightthe entrance tothe toyerotthelecture theatre

II ~

L

Intemallayout
Two offset atria help to handle the great depth of this
building. The two are connected at one point and so
become a coherent structure which - in a similar way
to the atria at Zurich University and in the central hall
in the main building of the ETH University - creates a
powerful identity. Depending on the observer's po
sition and viewing angle, this element is perceived
either as one "cranked" internal space orastwo separate
inner courtyards. Inline with this dual usage each ati'i6m r~

isassociated with one of the polytechnics. Whereas the
Business and Management SChool isarranged around the
UppElJ atrium (litfrom above), the Teacher Training College
surrounds the lower atrium (illuminated by diffuse light
from the sides). With their generous vertical dimensions,
these are quality urban inner spaces ideally suited tothe
inner workings ofsuch an educational establishment

The single. large lecture theatre ispositioned over the
entrance so that itcan be reached from both polytechnics
via a small foyer but isalso accessible to external users.
By projecting a little beyond the line ofthe facade it helps
direct the eye towards the main entrance and defines the
entrance area before this expands upwards inthe form of
the first atrium.

Whereas the lecture theatre. a special-purpose room,
isslotted into the plan like apiece ofajigsaw, the seminar
and study rooms trace the lines of the various facades.
Winding access corridors are the outcome of this plan
layout, the atria and the adjoining ancillary rooms. The
facade steps back as we proceed up the building, as do
the positions of the corridors. Their layout also has to

Fig.1110: 5ectIonaJ model
Upper and lower atria join toform one interior soace

take account of the two atria. But thanks to the recurring
references to the atri~ orientation remains straightfor
ward despite tttt90mplexity of the internal layout To mi
nimise the space-lor the staircases, these are kept simple,
which isaboon tothlliiria. All three staircases also serve
as escape routes.
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Fig.181: Plan01groundnOD<. 1:600

Fig.182: Plan011st noor. 1:600

Fig.183:Planof 2nd ftoor, 1:600
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Fig. 184:Plan of3nffloor, 1:600

Fig.185:Plan of4thfloor, 1:600

Fig.186:Plan of5thfloor, 1:600
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Rg. 187:Planof 6th tIoor, 1:600

Fig.188:Section, 1:600

Rg. 189:LonglWdinal section, 1:600
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Figs190and 191:Model showing principleofvertical _ng structure
TheIoadbearing walls areslackod in differe<1t positions with respect toeachother "
andInte<sect storey by storey.
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Loadbearing structure
The terracing at the back of the building and the offset
atria leaves the structure with only a few vertical load
bearing walls that pass through allstoreys. Loadbearing
walls ofreinforced concrete stacked cross-wise make up
theprimary vertical loadbearing elements. At the same
time these actasthefacades and thefair-face concrete
walls to the meandering access corridors (see figs 190
and 191). The loads are directed into the loadbearing
walls and then accumulate at the intersections, from
where they continue on their downward journey to the
foundations.

Inthis system the door and window openings in the
wall plates represent a problem. Inorder tomaintain the
structural integrity it isnecessary to include top and bot
tom chords (door and window lintels, door thresholds,
spandrel panels) atallopenings and/or adequately sized
floor slabs. Therefore, on the terracing at the back of
the building the severely perforated loadbearing walls
in the facade act compositely with the 300 mm thick
reinforced concrete fioor slabs. Around the atria the con
crete walls have fewer openings and can therefore span
further. Some of the slabs, e.g. over the lower atrium or
the floor ofthe lecture theatre, are suspended from these
loadbearing walls.

Despite the ambitious structural aspects the strict
architectural requirements governing the formwork lay- .
out and the surface quality requirements forthe fair-face
concrete walls internally still had to be fulfilled.

The groups ofseminar and study rooms can beflex
ibly subdivide&' despite the monolithic construction,
within th.e limits imposed by the fenestration and the
doors in the wa~s to thecorridors.
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Materials and design
Both the facade and the terraces are clad with prefabri
cated polished reconstituted stone panels. The beige-yel
low colouring of the Jurassic limestone exposed by the
polishing provides a reference to the colours of neigh
bouring buildings like the post office and the office build
ing on the corner (protected by a preservation order). The
facade makes use ofvertical piers and horizontal spandrel
elements ofasimilar size suspended like acurtain wall in
front of the structural members. The joints are sealed. /It.,'
first sight we appear tobe viewing alarge-scale structural
facade. But owing to the displacement of the piers from
floor to floor, attributable to the internal layOtrt, a closer
inspection reveals anew type ofappearance which, com
pared with conventional grid-like facades, loses much of
its rigidity. The edges of the 120mm thick reconstituted
stone panels are never visible. All corners and edges are

Fig.194:Tenacingat _ of building

Terraces and facades arefinished with polished reconstituted stone panelS; comer and edgepieces arethree-dimensional elements.

Fig.195: seminar room

formed with three-dimensional elements, which reinforces
the corporeal appearance ofthe building.

The three different sizes ofwindow employ the double
window principle. Whereas the inner window completes
the building envelope in terms of thermal performance
requirements, the outer window provides acoustic insula
tion and protection for the sunblinds fitted between the
inner and outer windows. The windows are set back with
respect tothe cladding, which establishes adelicate relief
and introduces a subtle play of light and shade on the
facade.

Light-coloured fair-face concrete walls and stone floor
finishes inVenetian trachyte make it very clear that the
architects intended the atria and access zone to serve
asurban spaces. Taking upthis logic, the lecture theatre
- a piace of assembly - empioys the same materials.
To contrast with this, the seminar rooms have linoleum
orcarpeting on the floors, white-painted glass-fibre wall
paper on the walls, wooden doors and wooden window
seats tocreate amore homely atmosphere. The floor slab
thickness of 300 mm necessary for structural reasons
meant thatall-floor finishes could be laid directly on the
floated con~rete without the need for impact sound insu
lation orscreeds. The (long) drying time normally required
forscreeds was thus unnecessary and this shortened the
construction time considerably.
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Building services
The use ofthick, solid floors increases the active storage
mass significantly and, thanks tothe heat storage capac
ity, improves the comfort inthe interior atall times ofthe
year. All seminar rooms are mechanically ventilated for
reasons ofcomfort (high noise levels on Lagerstrasse), but
natural ventilation (by opening the windows) nevertheless
remains possible. Air-conditioning is used in the lecture
theatre and the ITtraining rooms. Louvre blinds provide
sunshading which is controlled according to the level

of daylight. This helps to achieve an optimised energy
balance. Heat generation and distribution is byconven
tional means. As the use ofthe building calls forthe tem
perature control to respond rapidly, space heating is by
means of radiators fitted along the spandrel panels.

Supply- and exhaust-airducts are routed in the sus
pended ceilings over the access corridors. Electric cables,
heating pipes and the ITnetwork cables run inthe ducts
along the spandrel panels. "

CoocnIleelemenl5,l00mm
1led~~.1llill101alls_....
ThemlBliWaliln,Sl..X.l00rnm
211ryersofblltmenlelroallng
FleinIl:rcedconcllltetl8b,300mm,1llIll101alls

..
FLOOR, ROOMS"
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SCreed,:J:lmm
ReilIorcedcn:ret8slab.300rnm
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Thil;lo;·bedmorlar.35mm
Rei1IorcedCOl1Cfeleslatl.300mm
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CEUIG,RO'JMS-_....
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Rg. 197:5ectionthroogh seminarroomand corridor
5ervices arerouted in ductsalong thespandrel panels ana
abovethe susoeroeo ceiling _ the corridor.
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Marius Hug Zentrum Zurich Nord
The restructuring and relocation of production for the
industries based in Oerlikon marked the starting point
for rapid changes to an inter-city area measuring some
60hectares insize. The existing, large-scale manufactur
ing buildings and their development pattern, along with
thesiting of four different open, recreational areas - part
oftheoverall planning concept - defined the formal struc
ture forongoing urban redevelopment. These guidelines
were the.'fflslAt\bf an urban planning competition held
in 1992for theZentrum Zurich Nord, a new citydistrict
designed toprovide homes for5,000 and jobs for12,000.

The "1m Birch" SChool, situated on the northern
boundary of thearea covered bythe plans, is the largest
school complex inZurich. Itprovides facilities for700pu
pils within twopredefined building complexes, each with
astipulated maximum building height. The magnitude and
complexity of the use requirements, theresult ofcombin
ing several stages of education under one roof (nursery,

Rg. 199:GenefaI viewof schooIlMJlldings

Rg.198:Photo of model
Zentrum ~urich Nord, aftercompletion, 1:1000,viewfrom south..
primary school and secondary school, plus after-school
care facilities, common areas and sports hall), placed
high demands on the layout of the school. At the same
time, thedesign had tobeflexible enough totake account
of future requirements while allowing for the needs of
current teaching methods.

•

Architect: Peter Markli, with Gody
(~". KUhnts: Zurich

Construction~ 2001-2004
Project m,nage"¥lnt Jakob Frischknecht

~Ansorge
Landscape arcnnects. Zu~uf Seippel SChweffi

grlJbef. Baden
Structural engineers Banzigef + Bacchetta +

Fehlmann. Zurich
Main contractor Die Bauengineering AG,

51 Gallefl
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Situation
Peter Miirkli placed two buildings on the plots, one rather
flatter and elongated, the other more compact and taller.
The relationship between the two buildings is quite defi
nite thanks to their positioning and the volumetric "sub
tractions"; they are seen as one coherent, sculpted figure.
The more northerly building is divided into two distinct
parts: the sports hall and a four-storey wing. The latter
houses the primary school and the common facilities such
as a multi-purpose hall, library and dining hall.

The four-storey building (With aceiling height of3.5m
incontrast to the 3.0mof the northern building) on the
southern plot contains the secondary school.,d the nurs
ery, and together with the covered bicycle racks marks the
southern limit of the development. The forecourt forms
part ofthe overall plan forthe open areas and also serves
as a link between Oerliker Park and Friedrich Traugott
Wahlen Park to the east. Large-format in situ concrete

slabs create a coherent paved area which - due to the
choice ofmaterials and the form - stands outclearly from
the neighbouring paths and roads, positioning the school
complex as a distinctive public facility in the Zentrum
Zurich Nord.

Together with the adjoining developments and the
parks, the volumetric arrangement ofthe complex defines
external areas with changing boundaries. This is a strat
egy that helps fJ!'ovi<i:1he individual levels of education
within this large complex with their own access zones and
their own external areas. Atthe same time, it helps tointe
grate this group ofbuildings into itsenvironment.

f

Fig.200: Model, 1:500
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Fig.201:SIteplan, 1:3000
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Ag.202:Planof ground lIoor
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Ag.203:Planof 1st lIoor

1:1000
Fig.204:East otevation
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Rg. 205:Planof2nd Il0o<

Rg. 206:Planof 3td ftoor
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Rg. 207:section 1hrougIl secondary school Rg. 208:5ection throogh primary schoolandcommon'acililies Fig.209:section throoghsports hall 1: 1000
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Fig.210:LobIlyin teaching unitofsecondary school

Internal layout and classification
The idea ofallocating certain areas tothe individual edu
cation levels externally is continued inside the building.
There are groups of rooms for the different levels and
these form independent units within the parts of the
building. Groups of two to four classrooms plus one or
two group rooms, together with a common area, form
one teaching unit, a sort ofsmall school within the larger
establishment.

The proposed internal layout with the hall bounded by
classrooms on three sides makes fora building with a
significant depth. Inorder toprovide adequate lighting for
the central areas, the walls of the hall are glazed forthe
full height ofthe room. This transparency and the arrange
ment of the rooms enables clearly structured, interdisci
plinary teaching and, byincluding the shared hall, various
other different teaching methods as well. Curtains are
used toregulate the views into the individual classrooms.

This layout, characterised by the central hall or the
lobby, differentiateS this school from conventional ones,
where the classrooms are usually reached via a system
ofcorridors. Identifiable places have been created within
the sc,"ool complex at the level of the individual teach
ing stages to reinforce the pupils' identification with the
school. Another crucial aspect ofthis layout isthe "decon
centration system", which was required by the local fire
brigade. What this entails isathird exit for allclassrooms
toguarantee an escape route that does not pass through
the hall; that enables the hall tobe furnished without any

restrictions.

Il
I:

Fig.211:Planof teachingunil, 1:200
secondary school
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Au. 212:Isometic view
Checking the room layout and Ioadbearing structure around the music room, dining hall and library (sketch)

Design and loadbearing structure
The loadbearing structure is a system of columns and
slabs braced with additional fair-face concrete walls to
resist horizontal forces. Lightweight elements, bricks and
glass block walls constitute the non-Ioadbearing ele
ments.

The rational facade layout with itsprojecting lesenes
(pilasterstrips) seems toindicate acorresponding arrange
ment of the loadbearing columns behind. However, a
closer look reveals variations in the column layout and
the structural walls. The placement of the teaching units
and the lnterlacnq ofdifferent structures and room sizes,
around the music room and the sports hall for instance, .
meant that the loadbearing structure had to be adjusted
accordingly. In particular, the structure at ground floor
level was determined by references to external spaces
and the position of entrances. Around the entrance to
the common facilities and the sports hall, as well asthe
covered external facilities for the nursery, the loads from

366
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Fill- 213:loadbearlngstructure, groundfloor, 1:1000
P1ans ofdesign process wrth additions byhand
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Ag.214:LoadbearIng structure, 2nd and 3nl ftoors. 1:1000
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ofcement. This high-strength concrete complies with en
hanced structural requirements interms ofthe compres
sive strength. The loads are transferred tothe subsoil via a
concrete pile foundation, with piles upto27mlong.

The surface finish to the structural fair-face concrete
walls isachieved byusing formwork type 2,i.e. auniform
surface texture isachieved without specifying the size of
formwork panel tobe used, which depends on the form
work system employed. Only the direction ofthe joints be
tween panels was specified by the architects; their posi
tion and appearance was then decided by the contractor.

BUILDINGS

I "1m Birch"School. Zurich
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Ag. 215:VIeW duringconstructlon
Entrarx:e hall to secondaryschool. floor slab CNfJf ground floor and precast coocrete columns

the columns above are carried on downstand beams act
ing as transfer structures.

The floor slabs are 340 mm thick inorder tobridge the
long spans insome areas. But even where the spans are
shorter the same thickness isused foreconomic reasons.
This great mass ofconcrete renders impact sound insu
lation unnecessary.

The dark colouring of the prefabricated, slender
(250 x250 mm) fair-face concrete columns isdue to the
properties ofthe aggregates used and the high proportion

Fig. 217:View during construction
Insitu concrete columns and fair·face concrete wall tosports hall. fixing reinforce
ment toinsitu concrete spectator seating

Fill-216:Column andwall
Ivxess zone insecondaryschool, fair-face concrete wallwith formWOf1\. type 2 and
pracastcoocrete column
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Fig.218:Lesenes
Precast concrete element
Lesene (pilaster strip) inthissense ~ apier.
type projecting stripofwall without acapifal
ora base.
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Ag. 219:Elevation. 1:50

Design I
The expression of the facade is characterised by the
precast concrete lesenes which divide up the 'surfaces
vertically. These elements are not merely decorative but
since they are also employed for fixing the windows. All
facades use this system - the classroom wings and the
sports hall.

The use of different precast concrete elements for
items such as the roof edge, lesenes, slab edge and
plinth leads toacalm, static, almOst ctiSsical facade con
struction. The spacing of the lesenes isequal to half the
distance between the grid lines of the structural layout,
which permits the use of different materials for the infill
panels: glass, rendered surfaces, other concrete elements
or steel features (safety barriers along the escape balco
nies). These disparate infills'alter the references to the
surrounding spaces.

Fig.220:Comerof buildingand edge of roof
Steel safety barrier toescapebalcony, g~ng and
rendered brick wall
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fig. 222:BuIlding housing primary_ 8I1CI

SIlOrlS han

Roof construction
Rooftop planting (unplanned, l.e, natural)
substrate, optional drainage mat 100mm
Separating layer
Waterproofing, root-resistant EP 4 10 mm
Mineral-fibre insulation 200mm
Vapour barrier, VA 4, fully bonded 10 mm
Fair-face concrete slab laid tofalls 260mm
Acoustic ceiling panel 70 mm
Total 650mm

Floor construction, upper floors
Linoleum/adhesive 5mm
Optional vapour check
Fibre-reinforced screed 25mm
Fair-face concrete slab 340 mm
Acoustic ceiling panel (perforated and 70 mm
painted gypsum boards)
Luminaires
Total 440mm

Floor construction, ground floor
Linoleum/adhesive 5mm
Fibre-reinforced screed 85 mm

or
(12 mm stone flags laid in adhesive

;.~' .....;,
78 mm screed on separating layer)
Mineral-fibre impact sound insulation 20mm
Thermal insulation, expanded polystyrene
(F20) 40 mm

Vapour check 10mm
Concrete slab, waterproof 300 mm

,..'ii',,;, Polyethylene sheet, O~m
Thermal insulation, extruded polystyrene 120mm
Blinding layer, lean concrete
Total 580mm

fig. 221:section, 1:50
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Design II
In comparison with existing structures that employ the
column-and-slab principle (e,g, Le Corbusier's Dom-Ino
principle), the architect exploits neither the independent
arrangement ofthe facade, nor the freedom inthe internal
layout that would be possible. Instead, this system can
be regarded asa neutral framework forthe structure of
the facade,

The clear and simple assembly of the individual con
crete elements isdominated by the prefabrication and the
logistics ofthe erection. The first phase involves insulating
the edges of the floor slabs and attaching angles ready
for fixing the windows later. Atground floor tie edges of
the slabs include nibs measuring 440 x 330 x 300 mm
on which the prefabricated plinth elements are seated.
The lesenes are fixed, storey by storey, tothe loadbearing
structure, i.e. to the edges of the concrete slabs. The

_ Ag.223:Fixing 1he Iesenes
VteW of slabsoffitshowing leseoe witl1 facade anchor andspacer boltsupporting
vertical concrete element

horizontal concrete elements - to conceal and protect
the sunblinds and form sills forthe windows above - are
then mounted on the lesenes, The roof edge elements
are fixed with Omega expansion anchors, while loadbear
ing facade anchors with spacer bolts are used for the
lesenes. The brick infill panels are built upinsitu. Inthe' .
second phase the thermal insulation isattached. This con
sists ofstorey-high elements of 220 mm thick expanded
polystyrene which ate boooed directly to the brickwork
and subsequently rendered. The aluminium windows are
mounted between the lesenes onthe angle sections that
were attached earlier. All precast concrete elements have
open, drained joints, i.e. the design of the individual ele
ments and the logic oftheir jointing obviates the need for
sealing materials.

Ag.224:View duringconstruction
lesenes and vertical concrete elements. masonry infill panels

Fig.225:Plinth
Cantilevering ground Ifoo< slabandplinthzona withnibs

f
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The storey-high openings within the grid of lesenes
are divided in two. Each window consists ofa fixed light
and abottom-hung light. Acontrolled air-conditioning sys
tem with heat recovery has been installed and complies
with Switzerland's "Minergie Standard". The classrooms
are fitted with built-in cupboards forthe necessary teach
ing materials; the cupboards have fresh-air inlets at the
base. Exhaust airisextracted via a duct that runs above
the suspended ceiling along the inside wall.

Alt'Classrooms are fitted with internal blackout blinds
or curtains that run in tracks along the glazed system
walls tothe common areas (see fig. 211). The classrooms
can al~ be darkened bymeans oflouvre blinds. Another
feature is the built-in tables fixed between the columns
which also serve toconceal the radiators. services run in
the duct along the spandrel panel below the windows.1-···....-.··'.··-·...··.····" ~.

, 't

,

t

Fig.226:Facadeto secondarY school
WindOW withfixed lightand bottom-hung light, fixed desksand radiators
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Fig.229:Close-upof_
Come< between 9,oond and 1st ftoor IeYels onpoimary sctlooI buildingFig.228:Detail. 1:20

Non-symmetrical cere atground floorlevel showing plinth element

All- 227:Detail,1:20
Comer showing junctioo o-masonry in1l11 and external thermal insulation, rendered
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Fig.230:Roof detail,1:20

'1m Birch' School, Zurich I
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Fig.231:Floorslab edge detail,1:20
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FIg. 232:Ptinlt1 detail1:20
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fig. 235:Entrancearealor diningand sportshalls
The columns intheentrance areas are clad with travertine.

govern the treatment of the in situ concrete, which
becomes an obvious, protruding edge.

The architectural allocation and presence of the ele
ments and their materials also becomes evident in the
routing ofthe building services. The horizontal distribution
along the floor slabs takes place inaduct with branches,
an efficient method, and around the lobbies along the
edges of the floor slabs. The services duct is clad with
grey sheet metal and appears tobe trying tofind itsway
along the floors inorder tosupply allthe classrooms.

I "1m Birch"School. Zurich

Materials
The precast concrete elements (lesenes, spandrel panels
and plinth segments), the grey render and the anodised
aluminium windows form the visible elements ofthe build
ing on the outside. These materials and the way they are
used essentially determine the colour scheme, or rather
the restrained "colouring" of the complex, with the areas
of glass, which appear dark, plus the dark render con
trasting with the light colouring ofthe concrete elements
inthe fa~de.

Inside, the loadbearing structure of the building is
always present. The uneven, raw texture of the fair-face
concrete surfaces is finished with a clear lacquer, which
gives the walls a stony appearance. Non-Ioadbearing
parts complement the structural elements: the glass
block walls, the glazing and the brick walls, finished with
white-painted glass-fibre wallpaper. Whereas open-pore
travertine flags have been laid around the stairs and inthe
entrance lobbies, beige-coloured linoleum has been used
inthe teaching units.

The materials employed and their different surface
qualities seem toconverge rather abruptly. This suggests
apragmatic approach: established rules, whether interms
of jointing the materials, framing the glazing ordetailing
the plinth, are part of an overriding plan ofaction by the
architect. They form atool forthe controlled management
ofthe planning work, an approach appropriate tothe size
ofthe building.

To take as an example the edge detail for the stair flight
and the travertine stair finish, the attitude of the archi
tects with respect tojointing the materials isreadily seen.
The actual difference in the accuracy ofthe materials is
allowed for, l.e, the different dimensional tolerances

fig. 234: MalefIIILln ClaSSrOOm
Fair-lace coraetesoffit and acoosticgypsum
panelswithintegra! 1ightJ<1g uni1s. YOIltilation duct
cladwith greysheet metal. glazing withcuf1ajns.
pe<iptleraJ aJuminium raH fC)( displaying drawings
ell:.•sinkand_rd tJeige-coloured liooleum
I'roor"""nng
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Chur Teacher Training College, science wing
Bearth + Deplazes

Valentin Bearth, Andrea Deplazes,
Alois Diethelm

.\-.

ArcMects: 8eaJth + DepIazes, CIlur
Construction period: 1997-1999
Project manager: Bettina Werner
Structural engineer: Frady lklger, CIlur

Situation and theme
The science wing isan extension to the Grisons Teacher
Training College. Its architectural vocabulary - four con
crete platforms stacked one upon the other - and itsdivi
sion into teaching and preparation rooms reflect the terse
operational space and economic criteria.

The total transparency of the interior and facades is
presumably meant tomake clear foralltosee the purpose
of science, The precise clarity ofa crystalline lattice ora
molecular structure as the building block of lifeornature
to be studied has been transformed into the rational sci
entific structure ofan angular, polished glass box planted
inthe cultivated greenery of itssurroundin~. Rational ar
tificiality inthe midst ofromantic artificiality, A"reflection"
ofnature next tothe "model" ofnature.

The absence of colour - within the building there
exist only shades ofgrey on grey ("laboratory grey") - in
creases our perception of the artificiality of the science
laboratory as a total contrast to the intensive, diverse,
dense "illustrative" greenery ofthe vegetation inthe area.
Trees, bushes, vines, ferns, etc. extend right up to the
glass box itself. Unexpectedly, observer and observed
exchange places.

Fig.237:Site plan
Thenew building at1he toot ot1he Hoftelsen inCIlur
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FIg.236:Sou1I1facade
V!E!Wed head 00,n is possjbIe toseerightthrough 1he building!



Fig.238: Plan01ground lIoor
The rooms arereached without !he need fOf corridols
alVe<tical servce shafts
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I Chur Teacher Training College. science wing I

Intemallayout and loadbearing structure I
The loadbearing structure of in situ concrete consists of
four platforms stacked one upon the other, the conglom
erate braced by an access tower on one side. Each row
ofcolumns iscoupled with downstand beams to form a
frame-like, five-bay "yoke" running parallel to the length
ofthe building. Asuspended ceiling spans the two yokes,
hemmed inbythe beams.

Incontrast tobeams that are positioned perpendicular
to the length of the building, this arrangement permits
a straightforward horizontal distribution of the services
required (electricity, water, waste water, gas and labo
ratory media). Apart from the tower, the structure does
not initially imply any particular use or internal layout.
The division into teaching, ancillary and access zones is
primarily byway of non-loadbearing walls - glass in the
longitudinal direction (for transparency). Across the build
ing the main rooms are demarcated by walls of built-in
cupboards between the appropriately sized columns
(600 x600mm).

The user-defined and - possibly - temporary ar-
rangement of walls, forwhich the loadbearing structure Fig.239:AxonometrIc view01_ system

is ideal, is somewhat restricted however by the position Stacked concrete 'pIatfonns"

of risers and waste pipes. The shafts for these vertical
service runs are located on the two columns to the left
and right of the tower and cannot be altered (see "a" in
fig. 238). On the other hand, the bUilding services on the
platforms are autonomous. Use ofthe tower asapossible
services shaft, which would mean elaborate perforations
in the downstand beams inthis area and the need fora
suspended ceiling, istherefore superfluous and favors the
concept of the platforms.

o 1 5m
~

~!
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I Chur Teacher Training College, science wing I

Internal layout and loadbearing structure II

• Fig.240:8ero1nar room
A suspended ceiling beteeen tt1e downstand beams, buton~ tt1e bare concrete
soffit adjacent tott1e facade(see section)

Fig.241:seminar room
Views ofthe outside arestill possible even when theawnings areextended.

-:::.::
flO

Fig.242:Plan011st ftoor
lobby adjacerrt staircase and corridor toroom ateast end ofbuilding
a)_lservicestlafts
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Internal layout and loadbearing structure III

BUILDINGS Selected projects

I Chur Teacher Training College. science wing I

Rg.243:North_
Staircase towef bracing the whole structure; frameleSS glass curtain wall

•

Basemenl·3.70

Rg.244:section
The stacked concrete ~plattOfms· andstaircase tower, whichin thebasemenlls coupled witt!the lightwell.
aJ UIlJoratory t>encheslmedia supply points: bl_tal media zoreIdistnbution; cl lightingunn

L

Roof construction
Gravel
separating layer (filter fleece)
Waterproofing, GV3 + root-resistant EP4
Insulation laid tofalls (cellular glass, T4)
Vapour barrier (temporary waterproofing), GV3
Concrete slab

Floor construction, upper floors
Linoleum
Cement screed
Polyethylene sheet
Insulation
Impact sound insulation
Concrete slab

Floor construction, basement
Linoleum
Cement screed
Polyethylene sheet
Insulation
Damp-proof membrane, V4A
Concrete slab
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f

Fig. 245: Concrete members (primaryIoad
bearing structure)withNghtweight metal
frames(secondary structure)
Frames fitted to edges offloor stabs

Design and realisation - the curtain wall
The facade isbased on asystem ofnearly square frames,
each fixed top and bottom tothe edges ofthe floor slabs.
The frames (post-and-rail construction) are positioned
relative toeach other so that there are spaces inbetween.
The horizontal spaces house the external awnings, the
vertical spaces the ventilation flaps.

Avertical T-section in the middle ofthe anodised alu
minium frames halves the width of the glass and hence
considerably reduces the price of the glass. Laminated
safety glass· is used for the inner panes of these dou
ble-glazed units and thus renders any form of balus
trade (safety barrier) unnecessary. Naturailventilation is
provided by the aforementioned inward-opening flaps.
The outer louvres guarantee ventilation regardless ofthe
weather (e.g. night-time cooling in summer, protection
against driving rain), but also prevent intruders gaining

access tothe building. The outer centre flap isaresponse
to the teaching staffs wish for a physical linkwith the
outside world,

Using the spaces between the frames inthis way (for
awnings and ventilation flaps) allows the glass to finish
flush with the frames and so create a skin-like develop
ment - glass and frames inthe same plane. The comers
employ stepped glass (the panes meet without any frame)
and this. reinforces the idea of the developed facade. All
the engineering components are bllHiin,which causes the
whole facade construction inthe end tofunction together
like a clockwork.

Nevertheless, atSFr 970/m2 (including awnings, ven
tilation flaps, connections and terminations and internal
blinds; index 1999) this isa cost-effective solution fora
curtain wall system.
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Rg.246:Close-upof facade
Frameless comer detail (stepped glass)
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fig. 247:Facade_Is
Spaces _ window frames lorventilation (vertiCaQ andSIKlShading (horlzontal)
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I Chur Teacher Training College, science wing I

FacadeconslnJction
1Aluminium facade sections, 60 J( 180mm
2lJoob1e glazing, innerpaneof laminated safetyglass
3 ExtemaJ patentglazing fitting formechanical fixing ofglass
4 Recess: 60mm rockwooI thennaJ insulation plus sheet aluminium lining
5 Awning asexternal sunshadlng (acryl~ fabric)
6 tltemal bIackouI blind fitted into recess insoffit
7 Room·height ventilation flap(recess ~mllar toNo.4 above)
B"Psychological" opening flap

..

"',
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Ag.248:Southfacade _ entronce
External ventilation flapsopen

Selected projects
I Chur Teacher Training College, science wing I

380

Facade consIruction
a Aluminium facade sections, 60 x 180rom
b Bracl<et andcast-in railforattaching facadesectioos
c Double glazing, inner pane of8 rom laminated safety glass, outer pane ofBmmfloat

glass (outer pane at frameIess comers: 8 mmtoughenedsafety glass)
d External patent glazing fiUjng formechanical fixing of glass (b =60mml
e Extra-wide cover strip (b= 120mm)
f Rockwool, 60 mm, plus sheetaluminium lining
9 Front edge ofawning
h Straight awning arm
i Internal blac1<.out blind fitted into recess insoffit
j Fluorescent lights recessed into soffit

Fig.249:_ section

Vertical joint with intemal and external
ventilation flaps

-----------Ij,~l------1;

eord

I
:,~· , I ,, -
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Design and realisation - thesunshading
Protection against direct sunlight isan integral part ofthe
building services concept which, despite the fully glazed
facades, does without mechanical air-conditioning. In
contrast tovertical blinds, which, when inuse, stretch like
a skin over the facade (but cannot be integrated flush),
these straight-arm awnings lend the building form and
relief. Depending on the position ofthe awnings the build
ing takes on two different appearances. (This changing
appearance isalso reinforc~ bY1he fact that the awnings
are fitted only on the southern side and hence represent a
stark contrast tothe otherwise glass-only facades.)

Once extended, the cantilevering awnings still allow
the facade behind to remain visible - an unconventional,
inviting gesture not possible with the majority ofsunshad
ing systems. Even more significant isthe way they sepa
rate inside from outside toagreater orlesser degree. But
here again, the visual relationship isstill preserved. How
ever, the drawback ofthis type ofawning can be seen at
the end ofthe building where, depending on the position
of the sun, the incident sunlight can still reach the glass.
Another drawback is their vulnerability to the wind when
extended.

The same architectural expression could have been
achieved with articulated-arm awnings. However, they
present a weakness that repeated buffeting by the wind
can alter the adjustment over time.

These electrically operated awnings roll up into the
spaces between the window frames. The same cover
strip (b =120 mm) as used on the adjoining post-and
rail construction conceals the standard horizontal edge
section of the awning. Channel sections were fitted over

Ag.251:SouIhfacade wIlhawnings retracted
Thesame appearance 00 allsides

i Chur Teacher Training College, science wing I

Fig.252:SouIhfacade wIlhawning __
Maximum extension ofstraight arm= horizontal

the arms sothey too fit flush between window frame and
ventilation flap. Apart from the window frames instandard
anodised aluminium, all the exposed parts of the facade
have ablack stove-enamelled finish, which minimises the
presence of the joints and the louvres of the ventilation
flaps.

Fig.253:SouIhfacade wIlhawnings __

Thefacade isgivenrelief; the omisston ofoneawning Il1arlcs theentrance
(fixed canopy).
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Rg.254:Shading -1l1e radiation rel8tlJns~
Source: "Glas undPraxis". GillS Trtisch AG, 2000

Energy concept - thegreenhouse problem
The specific problem ofglazed buildings - which basically
applies aswell toany window ina fenestrate facade - is
that inwinter glass provides less protection against heat
losses (although this ismore than made up forby the so
larenergy gains during the heating period, primarily with
large areas) and insummer admits too much (unwanted)
energy. If nothing is done about this, the consequences
are alltoo well known: overheating insummer, overcool
ing inwinter.

Until the 1980s full air-conditioning inglazed buildings
was therefore the most common answer tothis problem.
But our changing environmental awareness and the re
sulting growing rejection ofair-conditioning systems has
meant that since that time various solutions have been
applied to make the continued use of large expanses of
glass possible. These involve, on the one hand, optimised
materials (e.g. changing the properties of glass) and, on
the other, optimised design concepts (structure, building
services, building performance),

The main thrust of development in glass production
has been improvements to thermal insulation (U-value)
and total energy transmittance (g-value). Technicalmeans
of achieving this involve (colourless) films forthermal in
sulation and shading, plus gas fillings (e,g. argon). The
influence ofthe g-value should not be underestimated be
cause extreme shading measures can exclude the heat
giving solar radiation just when it iswanted, i.e, passive
use ofsolar energy inwinter. At the same time, however,
good shading measures can protect against excessive
temperature increases if sunblinds cannot be extended
because of high winds, forexample.

Because of the large areas ofglass, the teacher train
ing college uses a glass with a very good shading value
(south facade: g-value 38%) without reducing the solar
energy gains significantly. Of course, the flow of energy

from outside to inside is also reduced bygood thermal
insulation (see fig. 254), which can lead to the decision
to exploit solar energy gains ih winter by using south
facing glazing with apoorer U-value. Atthe teacher train
ing college double glazing with a U-value of .1.0 W/m2K

and a light transmittance of 70% was used on allsides.
Logically, the g-value on the north facade - at 55% - is
lower than that ofthe south facade.

Design criteria involv&the ltientation orpositioning of
abuilding and hence aventilation concept, which inevita
bly also includes the cnolce of building materials. Atthe
college the south-facing orientation guarantees optimum
utilisation of solar energy, However, because the rooms
span the building (I.e. inasouth-north direction), this ori
entation also sets upthermal currents within the building
that ensure natural ventilation, The night-time cooling in
summer also plays akey role, with solid, monolithic build
ing materials, e.g. concrete, being "charged up" by the
flow ofcool air. The stored cooling effect is then released
during the day and ensures acomfortable interior climate,
Opening fanlights over the doors have been installed in
those rooms bordered byacorridor on one side and these
enable cross-ventilation via the staircase. Here the differ
ence in height (the ventilation opening isat second floor
level) promotes the "stack effect" (natural airpressure dif
ferential: pressure and suction effects).

HVAC concept after Waldhauser Haustechnik, Basel

D
Opening fanlighlS over doors

Window forventilation
at2ndlloor

1131

Venti~tion flaps

Rg.255:Ventilation scheme
11 Movement of air (from lacade10facade): by

'""' windand/ortemperature differences
2) Movement of air (fromfacade viacorridorto

staircase): by ternoeanee differences/stack
effect

3) Movement of air (atfacade): thermal currents,
different intefior temperatures

Ventilation flaps
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Swiss School of Engineering forthe Wood Industry, Biel
Marcel Meili, Markus Peter

o

Fig.2S8:SIte plan

ments. This means it ispossible toinstall large, subdivided
windows whose proportions are no longer dictated bythe
close spacing ofthe timber studding, but instead by their
relationship tothe spacious rooms behind. Timber panels
of untreated oak form the cladding to the facade. Inthis
type ofpanel the joints between individual boards become
invisible and allow the recessed joints between the ele
ments tobecome more prominent.

The form ofconstruction is.therefore important inthis
project because only byovercoming timber engineering's
own dimensional and divisional hierarchy was it possi
ble to implement the three-dimensional concept. In this
design the special qualities oftraditional timber buildings
abruptly encounter an approach that suppresses the ad
ditive character ofthe wood infavour ofamore moulded,
expansive and three-dimensional look.

Swiss SChool of Engineering for the Wood Industry,
Blel,1990-1999
This school, even before the new extension, already
boasted a remarkable character. The site and the build
ings form what is almost an island between residential
districts and an industrial area, which stretches along
the hard edge of the Jura Massif. The vocabulary of the
ensemble ofschool buildings - a main building inthe ro-

, mantic, national style ofthe post-war years plus asingle
..." ;;l: storey workshop - seems tobe anchored inthe landscape

and the breadth ofthe valley floor.
The new work changed these forms into anew overall

figure, which, thanks totwo different gestures, represents
a further development ofthe relationship. between the ar
chitecture and the open spaces. Firstly, the workshops at
ground floor level with their pitched roofs now extend like
an outstretched finger to almost touch the new teach
ing building. Secondly, this Wing, a four-storey timber
design, towers over the shallow silhouette of the timber
workshops, its proximity achieving an almost dissonant
proportional relationship with the more traditional archi
tecture on the site.

The four-storey building is designed as a series of
timber boxes assembled from prefabricated, storey-high
frames. The gaps between the boxes create terraces and
corridors which form afluid link with the external spaces.
Merely the central access cores are built of concrete to
satisfy fire protection requirements.

The method ofjoining these room modules isallied to
the technology oflarge timber spans. The floors consist of
exposed, long-span box elements which render primary/
secondary construction concepts superfluous. The bot
tom section of the loadbearing facade frames isa glued
laminated timber beam matching the height ofaspandrel
panel. This serves as an upstand beam forthe floor ele-

Marcel Meili andMarkus
Peter, withZeno VOgel, Zurich

Coostruct"" period: 1997-1999
Project manager: zero Vogel
Structural engineers: Conzett Broozini Gartmann, Chur

Architects:

Figs256 and 257: TheSwiss Sd100Iof Engl.-ing lor the Wood InduSIryIsa series ofwooden boxes.
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Planning phase
(reduced planning drawings, 1:200)
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Selected projects
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Fig.259:Longitudinal sectionB-B

I

I
I
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FIg. 260:Groond ftoo<

___A

FIg. 251:lstftoo<
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Rg. 262: LoogitudinaJ section c-c

Fig.263:section A-A

fog. 264:2ndfloor Fig.265:3rd noor
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JilrgConzett

FIg. 266:Model of concrete cores
Corridor access (fire-resistant escape routes), con
crete towers for stability thataccommodate stairs.
lifts and sanitary facilitieS

Ag.267:Coocrete cores
Under coostruction. 1997;the concrete ftoofs sup
portonly their own self-weight andtherefore large
spans andcantilevers are possible.

Selected projects
I Swiss School of Engineering for theWood Industry. 8iel I

The structure - the engineer's report
The work of the engineer adhered to "contractor-like"
virtues: the building should be simple, spacious and eco
nomic, should discover opportunities embodied inthe ar
chitectural concept, exploit any regular components (also
structurally) and thus essentially accomplish a harmoni
ous relationship between the architectural and engineer- .
ing goals.

With this in mind the foundation design for the new
teaching building becomes particularly interesting. The
heavy, solid central section rests on aconcrete basement
which in structural terms acts as a continuous box dis
tributing the point loads from above inethe longitudinal
direction. The loads on the ground slab are distributed
evenly into the subsoil; a longitudinal section through the
central section reminds usof a floating ship. Incontrast
to this the loads ofthe lightweight seminar rooms under
which there isno basement are transferred (as point loads
corresponding with the loadbearing frame) toa loadbear
ing stratum via a ring ofdriven piles.

The normal spacing ofthe piles is4.800 m,adimen
sion that matches the pile length well but also represents
asensible spacing forthe main columns along the outer
longitudinal wall. An 860 mm deep beam (in the spandrel
panel) is justable tocarry the floor loads over this span.

Above the windows, the floors are suspended from this
beam and this leads to a very shallow lintel depth - an
important aspect for the daylighting requirements of the
interior.

In timber buildings it is less advisable to build non
loadbearing partitions tocontrol the spread ofsound and
fire. Hence, the floors ofthe teaching units between rooms
and corridors are hence supported on another timber

.,,: frame. The concrete floors of the central section there
fore do not have to carry vertical loads from the rooms,
only their own weight, and consequently, they could be
designed as prestressed flat slabs with long spans and
cantilevers. The corridors donot have any auxiliary col
umns standing like piers against the walls and sothe full
width ofthe corridors isavailable tousers.

The roof beams are likewise box elements, i.e. a top
flange and a bottom flange in glued laminated timber
linked by glued plywood and placed on top of the Ioad
bearing columns. The roof consists of two large timber
panels each 97mlong and 13mwide. With abeam spac
ing of 9.6 mthe box elements were able to be reduced
to 220 mm thanks to the continuity effect - a concept
that leaves plenty of scope for the interior layout of the
topmost storey.
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Ag.268

Boxbeam

Concrete core:
prestressed walls
and ftoofs

Timber studding

Floor joists

Bpx.:OOumn

....

; :

Glulam column Glulam beam

Lignatur boxelement

Driven pile
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Ag.269:Covenld oxtemaJ zone
Thecovered oxternal zooe oetween the room boxos allows da~igl11 toonlorthecorridor altemalely fromIon andrighl. and- between the
"boxos· - alsoOIlSUfOS viewsof thesiteand the landscapebeyond.

Ag. 270:Foyer
Thethroe-storey toyer seNOSasalobby to< theadjofning assembly haM and tho
dininghallintheexisting building.
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Ag. 271:section8-8
(reduced 1:50WOf1<jng drawing)
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Fig.274:seminarroomprior to filting-outwort<
The ceiling comprises Ugnatur box elements left exposed which present a continu
ous soffit. This results inexcellent flexibility for thepositioning ofpartitions

Foyer
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BUILDINGS

Detail design

Fig.272:Planof ground floor
(reduced 1:50 working drawing)

Fig. 273:Transition between concrete coreandtimberbox
The timber anc::l concrete parts arestructurally independent systems. The limber
studding is covered onthecorridor sidewith a cement fibreboard (Ouripanel) forfire
protection purposes.
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Fig.275:Thetwo-storey assembly IIalI is located aton. end of111. building
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Fig.276:Plinthdetail,1:20

Fig.277:Plinth

flil. 278:Close-up ofplinth
The columns that cany1tle pfetaoocated facade elements aresupported bypiles
driven aboot10m into1tle ground. There ~ a ventilation gapIleneattl all partsofttle
timber construction.

Wall construction
Oak facade elements (frame and infill)
Ventilated cavity
Bitumen-impregnated wood fibre insulating board

(Isolair NK) 16 mm
Mineral-fibre board 20mm
Thermal insulation 80 mm
Upstand beam (in spandrel panel) 120mm
Inner lining with multiplex boards,

surface oiled with aluminium pigments

Floor construction
Flooring cement, 2 layers (e.g. Eubiiolith) 30mm

composite ofgypsum and asphaltic cardboard
Chipboard backing 21 mm
Impact sound insulation. PS81 20mm
Battens laid out ina grid 65x 50mm
Sand orchippings asballast

(for structure-borne sound)
Polyethylene sheet
Lignatur LFE element, with 160(11m

Homatherm insulation 1000 x 320 mm
/'1*

Plinth
Tamped concrete with exposed aggregate

finish, broken limestone aggregate max. 63mm
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Fig.279:Wi.- detail.1:20

I Swiss School of Engineering for theWood Industry. Biel I

Fig.280:WIndow
The window isfittedllirectIyintothe structural frame. A narrow opening lightfor
ventilation hasbeen included instead ofjustproviding a IaIgeundivided glazed area.

Fig.281:Sunshading
Sunshadirl9 in theformof analuminium shutter in front of theventilation lightplusa
fabric awning in frontof thefiXe<! light

Wall construction
Oak facade elements (frame and infill)
Ventilated cavity
Bitumen-impregnated wood fibre insulating board

(Isolair NK) 16mm
Mineral-fibre board 20mm
Thermal insulation 80 mm
Upstand beam (in spandrel panel) 120mm
Inner lining

Floor construction ' ,.
Flooring cement, 2 layers (e.g. Eub60lith) 30 mm

composite ofgypsum and asphaltic cardboard
Chipboard backing 21 mm
Impact sound insulation. PS81 20mm
Battens laid outinagrid 65x50 mm

"sand orchippings asballast (for structure-borne sound)
Polyethylene sheet
Lignatur LFE element, with

160mm Homatherm insulation 1000 x320mm
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I Swiss School of Engineering for theWood Industry, Biel I

I
I,

Fig.283:3nl ftoo<
W110IIy ~ keeIJing wittlaplanIibro, the rournn gridonthe 3rd f100f enables com
plete treedom 10< theplan layout.Large box beamssupporting the roof areplaced
ontop 01 the_ring box roumns, and lt1ese together form a stiffhaW-trame.

Section through topmost (3rd) storey, 1:50
(reduced 1:20working drawing)
Roof construction
Prefabricated roof ofanodised aluminium
Ventilated cavity
secondary covering layer: bituminous felt

(Vaprolen EP4) laid loose with 100mm laps,
bottom layer nailed,
top layer torched

Bituminous felt (Vaplan V50 SL) laid loose (Bostitch)
Lignatur LFE box element 220 mm

Ag.284:Corridor on3nl ftoo<
The""'*' onthe3nl f100f isanenclosed space_ references totheootside.
Thedar!<, grapIlite-enriched oilpaint finish onthewalls seems tomaI<e thespace
even narrower.

Fig.285:Generalview
Together the ITlOIlOOlllflta haW-trames carry therootwittlitsgenerous ovemangs.
Theshadows castontheset-back facade bythese large surface areas reinforce the
visual effectof the column, beamandslabelemeflts

20mm

180mm

25mm
2 No. 12.5mm

Floor to topmost storey
Open boarding
Airtight membrane (TYVEC)
Floor joists, 100x180mm

with mineral-fibre insulation inbetween
(suspended from beam)

Vapour barrier (FLAMEX N)
Battens
Plasterboard (e.g. Rigips)

t, J

L

Floor construction
Flooring cement, 2 layers (e.g. Eub60lith)
Composite gypsum and asphaltic cardboard
Chipboard backing
Impact sound insulation, PS81
Battens laidin agrid with sand or

chippings inbetween asballast
(for airbome sound)

Polyethylene sheet
Lignatur LFE box element

20mm

30mm
20mm

65x50mm

320mm
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BUILDINGS

Private house, Sevgein
Bearth + Deplazes

Selected projects
Example I

Situation and theme
A small clearing on the edge of the village of Sevgein
is the site for this house, a man-made wedge standing
between the mountain ridge and the foothills. Starting
at the carport next to the road, a narrow footpath leads
down tothe house itself, greeting uswith beautiful views
towards Flims and Vorderrhein in the distance. With its
minimal footprint, this tower-like unit responds to the
idiosyncrasies of the plot and exploits the tolerances of
the building regalatiorls (this is still classed asbeing in
the village) while attempting to uphold the openness of
the clearing. This building, for which several models were
made first, stands asif it were itself agroup.ttrees hug
ging the edge offorest and hence leaves the largest pos
sible open space.

Designed with asplit-level floor arrangement tomake
maximum use ofthe interior, the lowest level also follows
the line of the terrain. The slope down from the road to
the entrance door continues within the house inthe stairs,
which run down tothe dining room.

Fig.287:Siteplan

394

Architects: Bearth + OepIazes, Chur
Constructton period: 1998-1999
Assistant: Bettina Werner
Structural engineer: JOrg Buchli, Haldeflstein

Fig.286:Viewfromnor1h-east
The large expanse ofglass - bordered byfloor, ceiling andwalls - reveals theextent ofthe living room.



Selected projects

Fig.292:1st 1100<

Ag.290:AltIc

Internal layout and loadbearing structure I
The split-level arrangement mentioned above permits
visual links to the room at the next level above or be
low and, on the whole, helps to give the house a more
spacious feeling. The rooms' arrangement falls into place
thanks to the inclusion of a "spine" containing kitchen,
bathrooms and utility room. Each level (provided with slid
ing doors) benefits from thelighting of itsneighbour. The
result isthat, forexample, theliving room, which faces the
valley and hence north, issupplied with daylight from the
south via the gallery and the stairs. This theme ofavertical
layout finds expression notonly ina "helix of rooms" but
also in the two-storey entrance hall. The timber platform
frame facades and the timber stud walls of the central
spine are loadbearing and are supported on the in situ
concrete basement.

Ag.288:Stairs
VIeWS into theadjacent rooms inboth directions

BUILDINGS

I Private house, Sevgein

Fig.293:Groun<I floor

Ag.289:section Fig.294:LongIIudinal section

lighttrorn ~'.<'~"

soutl'
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BUILDINGS Selected projects
Private house, Sevgein I

Internal layout and loadbearing structure II
A prefabricated timber structure was chosen because
of the geographical location (mountain village with diffi
cult access) and also to facilitate a high degree of self
installation by the owners themselves (facade planking
with glaze finish and interior planking with paint finish).
Critical factors for the overall architectural impression
therefore lay not so much inthe accurately conceived and
drawn details, as in the working practices, e.g. the clad
ding used forthe facade.

Three different plank widths were fixed vertically, with
the only criterion being that the same size planks should
be used above and below the window o,enings. This
"automatically" resulted in an interesting, yet technically
correct, effect with sections of the facade characterised
bythe joints between the planks. The dark grey facade
minimises the wooden nature of the building and makes
it clear that the prime intention here was not to build a
"timber house".

Ag.295:Axonomelri<: viewof roof

Ag.296:Axonometrtc view 01wallelements

Fig.297:TImberplatform1rame elements waitingtobe _
The timber platfOfm frameconstruetion was erected in two days.

Fig.290:Assemblingthe walland lIoorelements
The floor elements aresuspended between thewalls onZ-sections.

Fig.299:InstaHiog a roofelement
Prefabrication guarantees a gooddegree of accuracy. 3

~y'



0.6mm

27mm
355mm

22mm
25mm
40mm
18mm

140mm
15mm
15mm
15mm

290mm

24mm
100mm

24mm
80/180 mm

Selected projects

I Private house, Sevgein

Wall construction
Vertical planks with buttjoints
Battens laid ina grid
Counter battens/ventilated cavity

\'Softboard
Timber studs/thermal insulation

~.:.<.

aSB 3-ply core plywood
Battens laid inagrid
Wood panelling
Total

Roof construction
Copper roof with loeked double welt seams
Bitumen felt
Timber boarding
Ventilated cavity
Bitumen-impregnated wood fibre

insulating board
Structural timber, spruce/fir

with Isofloe thermal insulation between
3-ply core plywood, spruce/fir
Total

Rg. 302:Close-up of _

Theventilation flapandroller blind arebehind the fascia panelatthe top.

BUILDINGS

XI

FIg.301:sectionthroUghfacade, 1:20

Facade androofconstruction

Rg.300:Detail of eaves _ guIler, 1:20

a)Gunel"'-
b)Copper iJownp;pe. 0 = 70mm, topend left0lJ0I1
cl Roof construction ltlinner 1ocaI~ 10~te gutter
d) limber cladding '" 10underside ofverge oreaves 1IasOOg,

lacade ventilation cavitycontinues beneathroofsurface

L 397
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Private house, Sevgein I

Openings and loadbearing structure
Principally, the timber platform frame construction does
not dictate any specific approach topositioning the open
ings, but rather permits an almost random arrangement.
Two types ofwindow are used inthis house: a large ex
panse ofglazing forthe living room, running from floor to
ceiling and from wall to wall, and VELUX roof windows,
used not only inthe roof but also inthe facade! The use of
standard roof windows inthe walls isunusual, but offers
all theadvantages ofaconventional wood/metal window
for the price of a wooden window and, furthermore, al
lows forventilation regardless of the weather conditions.
The ventilation flap fitted as standard tothese wtldows is
protected by the peripheral sheet copper flashing, which
also accommodates a roller blind to cut out direct sun
light. Every window is positioned such that one reveal is
aligned with one wall, which is therefore used to spread
the incoming light throughout the room. The position of
the windows also changes from floor to floor on a ro
tational basis; this highlights the detached nature of the
building butalso reflects the fluid internal layout. Itfollows
logically that the vertical arrangement ofthe windows one
atop the other inthe central spine deviates from this since
these rooms are not part ofthe spatial continuum.

Fig.303:West_
Thelineararrangemeflt of thewindows identifies theposition of tile "static"rooms.

Fig.304:Internalview of windowon2ndfloor
The reveal merges intothewall.

Rg. 305:IntemaJ view01livingroomwindow
Theframeless glazing seems to eliminate thephysical separation.

Fig. 306: Window In attic
AVElUX roof window usedin the traditional way!

I,I,
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Preparation of drawings for buildings
Excerpt from Swiss standard SIA 400:2000

8.1.4 Scales

All the scales used In a drawing are to be stated in the title

block of thedrawing

Tile following scales are used in thebuilding industry

Scale Gen'lrally used for thefollowing

110000 l.ocation dra\o1ingt.;block plans

1 5000
1 2000

1000 Site plans, cadastral surveys
500

200 Urban siteplans, competition drawings,
prel minary scheme drawings

1 100 General arrangement (GA) drawings
------ ~~--~

50 Fab-ication drawings

1 20 Working drawings
1 10 Detlil drawings
1 5
1 1

Fig. 1:Standard scales for architectural drawings

COMPONENTS
~--~-,---

Drawings

o 010 [1.50 1.00 m

I 1.1.-1 LJ
Fig.2: Example of a scale Jar fora 1:20 drawing

OWing to the wid,:spread use of reduction techniques it is
recommended to ! icluoe a scale bar on every drawing. This
enables approxrna:e dimensions to be taken from thedraWing
even after it has been reduced in size

Reductions and en.arqernents must beindicated assuch

401
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8.5 DIMENSIONS AND LEVELS

8.5.1 General 8.5.3 Dimensions

Dimensions have priority over the accuracy of the drawing
is recommended to draw a line over dimensions that do not
match the dimensions asdrawn. This also applies to drawings

produced with a CAD system
,,~.

Dimension lmes and dimension projection lines are to bedrawn
with thethinnest line used.

Marks indicating theextent of theoimension line are to betwice
asthickasthedimension line itself .i,1

8.5.2 Unitsof measurement

Example: Dimensions Inrn

Decimal fractions shall beseparated from thewhole number by
means of a decimal comma ora decimal point

The units ofmeasurement kilometre, metre, centimetre and mil
limetre shall be used for dimensions and levels, with the unit
selected being Indicated onthedrawing

Markindicating
extent of dimension line

Dimension line

DimenSion projection line

Vertical dimension

Dimension

~

~
'" -

-

s 0
N

'" 0 -

8 g 8
<D

'"

8
N f-i---

~
Fig, 4: Dimension lines and dimension projection lines on plan

Dimension projection lines extend almost to the object being
dimensioned If -:Jossible, dimension proiection lines should not

cross one another

2,75or275
0,52or0.52

52 = 0.52m
25 = 2.5 cm
05 = 0.5 cm

Examples

Inaccordance with modern usage intheSwiss building industry,
components that are smaller than one metre - when theba
sic unitof measurement is the metre - may also be specified
in centimetres In this case millimetres - in conjunction with
cimensions incentimetres - are written in superscript form

Examples in m

Angles arespecitied in the old360-degree format
DimenSions should bewritten a distance ofabout halftheheight
of thelettering above theoirnens.on line and such thatthey can
beread from thebottom or thenght-hand side of thedrawing.

Examples

The term fall IS used for drainage, incline for trafficable sur
faces. Falls and Inclines are given in percent (%J or per thou
sand (%0) Falls are indicated byanarrow pointing downwards
(e.g drallling a garage forecourt), inclines byanarrow pOinting
upwards (e.g stairs or ramp)

I 12%'; >1
/=/~~~/:J

Fig. 3: Indicating an incline on plan andin section

In tile case of sloping dimension lines tile dimensions should
always bewritten above the dimensioo line - as seen from the
bottom at the draWing

Dimensions written below the dimersion line are vertical di
mensions measured from topof threshold or finished floor level
(FFU to underside of structural untel or underside of structural
floor In the case of windows the dimension is measured from
top of finished spandrel panel to unnerside of structural lintel
(= structural opening)

Width and height dlmen~ns (eg 30 x 1.80) shall be speci
fied in the case of square/rectangular sections. The symbol for
diameter shall bewntten in frolli'ot the c.mens.on in the case of
round sections (eg. 0 12i
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Levels

Finished and strueturallevels, topside

Structural level, topside

Structural level, underside

Finished level, topside

Finished level, underside

Fig.9:SpecIlyII1ll-on-"

+3.35

-----4+ 3.30

1+
3.30 I+3.25

+4.25

+3.25
'<:::::7
L:::,.
+3.00

If a level is valid forthe entire area of-. plan, it may be stated
once inthe title block ofthe drawing.

Our starting point is the level &00. This is frequently the fin
ished floor level (FFL) of the ground floor. Inexceptional cases
a new ",0.00 level may bedefined forevery storey. If this is the
case, this new datum should be defined exactly inthe title block
of the drawing.

Levels must always bespecified inmetres.

Example: level ",0.00 for2nd floor = 518.60 mabove sea level

8.5.4

+1.25,...
.......
+1.10

±O.OO
-0.10
~

~I~ R: ;1
Fig.6:Chain dimensions

Fig.5:S1Jf11ll ofdimensionswt1h overall dimenslon

Examples ofhow tospecify dimensions are shown infigures

5to 8.

Fig.7: 5peclIylngradii,_ers and angles

l 100 l25l, ., ,
</~ i""'--

It) s o~"- ko""6' g !ii e--
M MOoo N N

M ~~ N

0 0
0 00 It) 0 0 <:> 0

::::! ;! 0 It) 0 It) 0 l!!
'" ..... CD ... M

II a II a 8 8 8 8 8=150

+4.25
~

o +3.30 +g5

Fig.8: SpeclfyII1ll anirregutar curve All
+3.05

Fig. 10:Example:_ onplan and In section
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COMPONENTS

B.7 PROJECTIONS

Drawings

B.7.1 Principles of representation

All parts of the building are three-dimensional components
which can be represented only intwo dimensions on paper. The
representation iscarried outby projecting the component onto
one plane, the drawing plane.

Figure 12 Shows the three-dimensional object represented by
the drawings given below.

B.7.2 Standard projection

0 n.c
~8

PlanA

A

I II
= =

Elevation B Elevation C

E
<,

Fig.12:Perspective view

.-
OG

--
Ell

II I

Sectioo F

I
I I

section G

c

I'l I

section H

Elevation 0

, ••= =
Elevation E

...!

:::::::IlI:::::::

Plan ofground noor

"'1
I

.---------_. ---

:~, .

Plan of upper floor
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Fig.11:S1andant projection
Representation ofa non-sectioned object

Fig.13:Standanfpr~ection
RepresentatiOO ofa sectiooed object
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B.8.3.1 Pictorial representation

The density ofthe markings should beadjusted tosuit the scale
ofthe drawing.

sectioned suriaces are usually shown enclosed by thick lines
and, in addition, bythe markings given below.

Drawings

CEM I
Hl
Cl ,. ''<

M

B
lB

COMPONENTS

Glued laminated timber (glulam) BSH

- clay bricks MB
- lightweight clay bricks MBl
- cement bricks MC
- lightweight cement bricks MCl
- calcium silicate bricks MK
- aerated concrete bricks MP
- lightweight aerated concrete bricks MPl

•
Standard masonry without special properties made from:

Masonry

- built inmasonry bond
- prefabricated
- with declared compressive strength
- external facing leaf masonry
- reinforced
- prestressed
- weathered facing masonry
- non-weathered facing masonry
- with increased fire resistance
- forsound insulation
- forthermal insulation
- with additional requirements forseismic regions

Concrete
Lightweight concrete

Masonry with special properties isadditionally indicated by means of:

Portland cement
Hydraulic lime
White lime

B.8.3.2 Abbreviations
(on Swiss German-language drawings)

BUilding materialsB.8.3

Sectioned surfaces on drawings atascale of1:100 and smaller
are often shown inblack orby means ofsome other equivalent
marking forallbUilding materials.

9 Clay bricks ~ bright red

~! Steel (scale 1:1)

.- Refractory bricks ~ dark red

I. Calcium silicate bricks ~ grey
I~.,

Cement bricks ~ olive green

",,:::'
Plain and reinforced's

~concrete green

Reconstituted stone - blue-grey

Fair-face concrete IType_I green

Mortar, plaster, render ~ '''.' '.0. 0. j violet
0" 9 --0••

Solid timber ~ yellow tobrown

Solid timber/
~ Iiglued laminated timber yellow tobrown

Wood-based products ~ light brown

Metal I I light blue

Steel (in section) - black

Insulating materials [[]]]]]ll]] pink

Barriers (air, vapour, water) _ --I black/white

Sealing compounds f" ....... ''1 yellow.: .:'. : .....:: .....

Glass I I dark green

Plastics - grey

Stone, general W£M blue
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8.9.3 Stairs and ramps

On plans stairs are to be cut through at about two-thirds oftheir height.
Inthe case ofmulti-storey stairs the upper part ofthe lower and the lower
part of the upper flight are tobe shown, Section

Acontinuous arrow shows the upward direction ofstairs and ramps,

If the stairs rise only one storey, the stairs above the cut line are
represented bychain-dot lines,

Plan

..
Fig.16: Ramp
Plan and section

_r-I_

._rl. .__.,...---------

---~------

Fig.14:Multi·slorey slalrs
Plan andsection

Section

---~._._.-
I I I I rl'!!'!!
1 1 I

, II I' I'I I , I I r-, I

r.r ----:-1'---:-1-71
I I Wn I: 1:/1:I , I
I 1 I / LjJ.Jl.iL-U

I I

I
.~ 1 1 I .~1-

1

_I-'-~--f ~1 1 '--

(J) :
1/1 I I I I I

I "'-I I I I I I, I I I I I 1
1 I I I 1 I I

Plan

Fig.15:Single-sloreyslalrs
Plan andsection

Fig.17: Dog-leg stairs
Plan andsection
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Working drawings, scale 1:50
The working drawings (and fabrication drawings) are
essentially limited to the primary building components
without finishes and show elements of the construction
such aswalls, floors, roofs, spandrel panels, lintels (with
orwithout sunshading) and stairs. These drawings serve
as a means ofcommunication between the members of
the design team and the contractor(s), and are used for
actually carrying outthe construction work on site. The
layers (Ioadbearing, insulating, protective) are shown
when they can be reasonably represented at this scale.
The surface finishes are defined via legends (texts). The
plinth-wall, wall-floor, wall-roof junction details plus ope
nings etc. are shown schematically (continuity of layers).
Thin layers such as plaster etc. are ignored. The windows
may be shown simplified: frame and lights together as a
box; where necessary, frame and lights are distinguished
on elevations and the type ofopening indicated.
Type ofsunshading, internal orexternal.
Floor/roof construction described intext.

Drawings

General arrangement drawings, scale 1:100
The general arrangement (GA) drawings contain all the
information required for a full understanding of the pro
ject. They are (principally) intended forthe client and the
building authorities.
- Plans, sections, elevations
- Boundaries, neighbouring buildings
- Existing terrain, new landscaping
The expression of size and space isconveyed graphically.
Openings'lare shown as holes, strips, etc. Windows,
plinths, roof edges, facade surfaces, etc. are only drawn
where they are relevant tothe project.

Ttw general arrangement drawings are used as the
basis for the building approval drawings. In most cases
the general arrangement drawings are equivalent to the
building approval drawings. The local bUilding authori
ties prescribe which additional information the building
approval drawings must contain.

COMPONENTS

Plan,section,_, scale1:100,ouUlne or show"soIld black
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Presentation on drawings
Example: timber platform frame construction
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Dimensions onworking drawings
Dimensions are arranged inahierarchical form beginning
with the principal dimensions furthest from the compo
nent, parts nearer tott1e component and details closest
to the componerif151mension lines should not cross one
another. The working drawings are usually dimensioned
in metres rounded off to the nearest half a centimetre
(e.g. 3.965). All dimensions less than one metre are given
in centimetres (e.g. 55). On detail drawings with higher
accuracy requirements dimensions can also be specified
inmillimetres (e.g. metalwork drawings). It isimportant to
ensure that the units of measurement remain the same
throughout and a suitable note appears in the title block
(e.g. alldimensions in mm).
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COMPONENTS Drawings

See to the following catalogue of building components
for further examples of drawings. The building compo
nents are insome instances shown with too much detail.
Freehand sketches may be more abstract. The layout of
thedrawing must always be considered first.
- Size ofdrawings, size ofpaper
- Alignment of plan, section, elevation

Exchange ofdrawings between specialists and members
of the design team can take place using various formats:
DXF, DWG.
Drawing information included intitle block:
- Client

Person responsible forthe drawirJg
- Content of the drawing
- Scale
- Scale bar forreduced drawings
- North arrow
- ±O.OO = metres above sea level

General remarks on representation indrawings
Many companies (e.g. window manufacturers) provide
detail drawings in various data formats. These are
highly detailed (1:1). They are included at this scale and
are often too precise at the other scales involved. The
abstract means of representation mentioned above are
generally adequate.

The person producing the drawing should aiways
consider for whom the drawing is intended and what
information that. person needs. Wherever possible,
standard paper sizes are used:

Dimensions inmm
210x 297
297 x 420
420 x 594
594x 841
841 x 1189

Detail drawings, scale 1:20
The detail drawings should be regarded as supplemen
ting the 1:50working drawings. Every layer isshown and
marked/hatched/shaded accordingly. Loadbearing parts
of the construction are indicated by means of thicker
lines. Junctions such as floor bearings are to be drawn
and annotated in detail. Windows are shown schemati
cally with frame and lights bymeans of individual boxes.
All parts of construction such assunshading with guide
tracks, battens, window sillslboards, etc. must be clearly
identifiable.

The floor construction is to be drawn showing all
layers, including junctions and terminations. If special
fittings are included (e.g. underfloor heating pipes), then
these should be mentioned.

Format
DINM
DINA3
DINA2
DINA1
DINAO

•

I

I

Plan,section, scale1:20

ii_I_lii
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Symbols
Legend for the catalogue ofcomponents

COMPONENTS

Vapourbanieucheck

Waterproofing, airtightmembrane

Separating layer

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Impact sound insulation

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Ther~al insulation

HfHIHJfHI8HHf8H818HHfHHHf8H Thermal insulation, impervious to vapour

I&rHIHIE IfI&r HlHlHlfl &rHIEIH IfIH Thermal insulation, waterproof

Drawings

Reconstituted stone

__ Insitu concrete

~ Lean concrete

,.z z z z z z , " " z z , Jt .... , 4= Wood-based board

~ Section solid timber



COMPONENTS

Plinth, single-leaf masonry
1:20

Foundation - Plinth

Wall construction
- Render
- Single-leaf masonry. 36.5 x 24.8 x 23.8 cm
- Plaster
Total

35mm
365 mm
25mm

425mm

410

~~~~~~~tt) ---4~;:;:;I:'F==i
Insulation 11==========
levelHng unit

Construction joiinl---

Paving ftags

Coatse Qravel

GeoIexIiIe mal

Soil
Soil. backlilling. spoil

POIllUS boards

Bitumen paint

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
\

Slopetoside\ \
of excavation \

Stripfooting

Floor construction
- Hard-fired floor tiles
- Tile adhesive :.
- Screed with undenloor heating
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Thermal insulation, vapourproof

(e.g. cellular glass)
- Concrete slab over basement
Total

Wall construction, damp basement
- Porous boards
- Waterproofing (e.g. bitumen paint)
- Insitu concrete wall
Total

Floor construction, damp basement
- Layer of stones (e.g. rounded gravel)

10 mm
5mm

BOmm

100 mm
200mm
395mm

60mm
2mm

220 mm
282mm

200mm



COMPONENTS Foundation - Plinth

Wall construction
- Render 20mm
- Clay masonry, B, 29x 12.5 x19cm 125 mm
- Cavity (construction tolerance) 20mm
- Thermal insulation (e.g. rockwool) 120 mm
- Clay masonry, B0,29x 12.5 x 19cm 125mm
- Plaster 15mm
Total 425mm

Floor construction ~

- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring 15mm
- Screed 60mm
- sepcltating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation 20mm
- Concrete slab over basement 210 mm

Change from - Plaster tosoffit 10mm
periphefaJlo

Total 315mmcavilyinsula1ioo

Wall construction, heated basement
- Porous boards 60mm
- Waterproof plinth render 10mm
- Insitu concrete wall 180mm
- Thenmal insulation (vapourproon 60mm
- Clay masonry, S, 25x 12x 14cm 120mm
- Plaster 10mm
Total 440mm

Floor construction, heated basement
- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring 15mm
- Screed 80mm
- Thermal insulation (e.g. cellular glass,

expanded polystyrene) BOmm
- Damp-proof membrane (e.g. Robit)
- Concrete ground slab 200 mm
- Lean concrete 50mm
Total 425mm

Damp-proot rnemb<ane

Geotexti~ mat.lteece

Weepholes.
drilled

Walef]lrOOf --l~~II~~1plinthrender
(e.g. StKA)

Grass

Stopbead.
chromium-steel section

Concrete edging

Levelling unit, ~---'~~~ ~~
29x12.5x6.5em

Wall lie

T<lpsoII,appRllt -
2!hlOan r=--~-t+

\

\
\

\

\
\

Slope10"::\ J~~~~~~~;m~;~~~~~;~~;~~ofexcavation,-

plinth, double-leaf masonry, rendered
1:20

Lean coocrete Construction joint Ground slab
with waterbarl
waterstoP
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COMPONENTS

Plinth, facing masonry
1:20

Foundation - Plinth

Wall construction
- Clay masonry, BS, course 1,29x 14x 6.5cm
- Clay masonry, BS, course 2, 14x 14x 6.5cm

(Variations: diverse facing masonry modules, pre
fabricated concrete bricks orelements. etc.) 140 mm

- Ventilated cavity min. 40mm
- Thermal insulation (e.g. rockwool) 120 mm
- Clay masonry, BS, 25x15 x 14cm 150mm
Total 450mm

412

t:1~~=~- Wall lie
levelling unit

E:3=""'=jy ~:.~~~~~Etement)

Every secondperpend II~i'iiiiiiiiileft open toadmit air into cavity
Soparating layer----=r;;;;'j~
(e.g. bitumen felt)

Construction join'!----j~Rt'

Pit-run glOW!. 2ll-25an

Geotextile mat,fleece

Soil.
baddilling. spoil

Bitumen paint

Porous boards

Geotexlile mat,fleece

\
\

\
\

\
\ ,,

\
\

\\ JB~~~~i!~,m~;m~;~~;~~;~Slope toside \
ofexcavation \ \... _

leanconcrete

Floor construction
- Wooden floorboards
- Battens
- Layer offelt
- SCreed
- separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Thermal insulation, vapourproof
- Concrete slab over basement
Total

Wall construction, unheated basement
- Porous boards
- Waterproofing (e.g. bitumen paint)
- In situ concrete wall
Total

Floor construction, unheated basement
- SCreed
- Concrete ground slab
- Lean concrete
Total

24mm
30mm
2mm

60mm

80 mm
200 mm
396mm

60mm
2mm

240 mm
302mm

30mm
200 mm
50mm

280mm

,
I
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Plinth, fair-face concrete with internal insulation
1:20

COMPONENTS Foundation - Plinth

Cons1n.dioo joint

Coarse gravel

Soli.
baddilllng, spoil

Bitumen paint

,,,,,,,,,,,
Slope tosi.de \ \
ofexcavation

leanconcrete

Nobase board,
finished joint

Nobase board,
finished joint

Construction joint Damp-proof membrane
wittlwatertlarl
waterstop

Wall construction
- Fair-face concrete, coloured 220mm
, Thermal insulation, vapourproof

(e.g. cellular glass) 100mm
- Gypsum boards, plaster skim/paint finish 60mm
Total 380mm

Floor construction
- Stone floor tiles 15mm
- Mortar bed 15mm
- SCreed with undernoor heating 80mm
- Separating layer (1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impalt sound insulation 40mm
- Concrete slab over basement 200 mm
- Plaster to soffit 10mm
Total 360mm

Wall construction, heated basement
- Porous boards 60mm
- Concrete with water-repelling admixture

(e.g. Eta-Fuller) 220 mm
- Thermal insulation, vapourproof

(e.g. cellular glass) 100mm
- Gypsum boards, plaster skim/paint finish 60mm
Total 440mm

Floor construction, heated basement
- Stone floor tiles 15mm
- Mortar bed 15mm
- SCreed with underiloor heating 80mm
- Thermal insulation, waterproof

(e,g. cellular glass) 80mm
- Damp-proof membrane (e.q. Robit)
- Concrete ground slab 200 mm
- Lean concrete 50mm
Total 440mm
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COMPONENTS Foundation- Plinth

Plinth, external insulation, rendered
1:20

2mm

4mm
20mm

80 mm

15mm
80mm

310mm

15mm
65mm

3mm
80 mm
2mm

240 mm
lOmm

335mm

125 mm
175mm
15mm

341 mm

20 mm
200mm
10mm

200 mm
50mm

425mm

Wall construction
- e.g. Wancor-Therm K
- Mineral render finish coat (coloured or painted)
- Bonding render

(with glass mat inlay over entire surface)
- Mineral render undercoat
- Insulation board 5-110-10 (3-layer board),

fixed with plastic fasteners
- Clay masonry, B,. 29x 17.5 x 19em
- Plaster
Total

Floor construction
- Magnesite flooring (seamless)
- SCreed'
- separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Concrete slab over basement
- Plaster to soffit

Total

Wall construction, heated basement
- Mortar coat (waterproo~

- Peripheral insulation with drainage grooves
- Waterproofing (e.g. bitumen paint)
- Insitu concrete wall
- Plaster
Total

Floor construction, heated basement
- Magnesite flooring
- SCreed
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Insulation (e.g. Floormate 200)
- Damp-proof membrane (e.g. Robit)
- Concrete ground slab
- Lean concrete
Total

Jointsealed withcompressible sealing strip

GeotextiIe mat.lIeece

Penphef>I insuIatioo ------t:±:~
wi1tldrainagegrooyes

Stopbead.
chromium-steel section. V2A

Lean concrete

,,,,,,,
Slope toside \

afexcavation \ ~~Q§~~~4S~~f881~f881~~81~~81~~~'- _.1.

Plinthrender,------iIt::J=
wate<proof

Soil

Insulation
(5·110·10)

,,,,,

,,

Damp-proof membrane
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COMPONENTS Foundation - Plinth

plinth, external cladding, lightweight
1:20

15mm
60mm

60mm
3mm

260 mm
323mm

30mm
200 mm
50 mm

280mm

80mm
200 mm
355mm

120 mm
175 mm
15mm

360mm

..~ """,'

Wall construction, unheated basement
- Porous boards
- Waterproofing (e.g. bitumen paint)
- Insitu concrete wall
Total

Floor construction, unheated basement
- SCreed
- Concrete ground slab, roughened
- Lean concrete
Total

Floor construction
- ReadJ-to-lay parquet flooring
- SCreed
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Thermal insulation, vapourproof

(e.g. expanded polystyrene)
- Concrete slab over basement
Total

Wall construction
- Cladding inmedium and large format

e.g. Bemit slates, rectangular double-lap
arrangement, 300 x600mm 10mm

- Ventilated cavity (40 x 70mm vertical battens) 40mm
- Thermal insulation, 2 layers each 60 mm,

with 60x 60 mm battens inboth directions
- Clay masonry, B, 29x 17.5 x 19cm
- Plaster
Total

IosuIating unit

Geotextile mat. 1Ieece

Drainage. perforated!
porous pipe

Porous boards,---~ I

GeoteJdllemat1leece

Bitumen paint

~
Coarse gravel

Insectscreen -JJlliE mTI

Coarse gravel

Leancooaete
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COMPONENTS Foundation - Plinth

20-40 mm
30mm

120mm
200mm

37G-390mm

416

Plinth, external cladding, heavyweight
1:20

Facade fastener---+H:=f'>

Facade fastener ---++F='J.

Damp-proof course ---1-+t=::±

Fastener
(chromium stee~

Asphan. 2em(e.g. macadam)
~V4''''j.'"'·'~~i~1?'.'';.;.)'i;~~i~

Bitumioous base. 5em

Pn-run gravel. 20-25em

Geotextile mat. lIeece

Fastener
(chromium steel)

Soil.
backfilling, SjJOiI

,,

Geotextile mat. lIeece
,,,,,,,,,,

, J~~~~~I~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~I
,,

Slope toside\
rj excavation ',-_

lean concrete Construction joint

Wall construction
- Stone slabs (e.g. slate)
- Ventilated cavity
- Thermal insulation
- Fair-face concrete internally
Total

Floor construction
- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring
- Screed
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Concrete slab over basement
Total

Wall construction, heated basement
- Plinth element (precast concrete)
- Peripheral insulation
- Waterproofing (e.g. bitumen paint)
- Insitu concrete wall
Total

Floor construction, heated basement
- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring
- Screed
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Insulation (e.g. cellular glass)
- Damp-proof membrane (e.g. Robit)
- Concrete ground slab
- Lean concrete
Total

15mm
80mm

40 mm
200 mm
335mm

100mm
80mm
2mm

220mm
402mm

15mm
80mm

80mm

240 mm
50 mm

465mm

-
t



24mm
40mm

27mm
20mm

60mm
2mm

240 mm
302mm

220 mm
267mm

30 mm
200 mm
50mm

280mm

18mm
120 mm
12mm
50mm

Foundation - Plinth

Wall construction, unheated basement
- Porous boards
- Waterproofing (e.g. bitumen paint)
- Insitu concrete wall
Total

Floor OIInstruction
- 3-ply core plywood, floating,

tongue and groove
- Impact sound insulation
- Vapour barrier
- Lignatur timber box element,

soffit leftexposed
Total

Wall construction
- Horizontal boards
- Vertical battens (ventilated cavity)
- Bitumen-impregnated softboard

(airtight membrane)
- TImber studding, insulation (e.g. Isofloc)
- Wood-based board (plywood, vapourproof!)
- Vertical battens (space forservices)
- Wood-cement particleboard (e.g. Fermacell)
or fibre-reinforced plasterboard (e.g. Sasmox) 12mm

Total 276mm

Floor construction, unheated basement
- SCreed
- Concrete ground slab
- Lean concrete
Total

COMPONENTS

I!=="r-#-Wood-based board (Vapourproof~

Porous 1lOan:l&---j- I

• Bitumenpaint

P";ngllags

r ~;,,~~rse --ltil~~!~~~~~~~~~~=
separating layer
(e.g. bitumen felt)

\
\

\
\

\
\

\
\

\

\\ J~~~~~m~~~~~m~~m~~m~~m~
\

Slope toside\
ofexcavation \. _

plinth, timber platform frame construction
1:20

Lean concrete COnstruction joint
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COMPONENTS Foundation - Plinth

,
Plinth - Roof: solid timber panel construction
1:20

+-------- Rainwater downpipe

~..;;;:;-..=------ Sheelmet;

?-.:;::::'!:~~~o----:... Tailboard (canopy cantileve~
"t,.--~'-- Boxgutter

Fascia board

"";;'-N--- ftJr inlet
(additionalairillietsl
outletsatendslor
cross-ventilation)

(1oadbearing)

Iil"~~-- Leal toconceal services

m
Adhesive ......-----~
element gluedtosoleplate
over entire surface UpcJfl assembly

Hilti resin anchor

Timber soleplate, 190x 213mm,spruce
(cut back 30 rom toaccommodate tolerances)
Bitumen felt
(damp-proof course)

leanconcrete

Nobasement, stem wall as frostprotection
The loIlowing lXlf11iJOI1Ol1l maynot be necessary, depending
onthesiting 01 thestructure (slope run-off water etc.):
- bitumen paint
- porous boards
. pertoratedlporous pipe

~cl-+-------- Damp-poot coese
X:S~+-------- Plinth upstand(oonerete)

~-------- Poroosboards

~~~------- waterproofing
(e.g. bitumen paint)

/

Geotextile mat,IIeece

Coa1se!lfllV"l /
/

/
/

/
/ ,

/ Slopetosideofexcavalion
~ ...L.. _ J / (maturelerrain)
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COMPONENTS Foundation - Plinth

30mm
3mm

22mm

30mm

50 mm

24mm

20 mm
20mm

30mm
60mm
2 mm

40mm
250 mm
50mm

432mm

35mm
275mm

200mm

10mm
90mm

204mm

200 mm
35mm

400mm

Floor construction, ground floor
- Hard-fired floor tiles
- SCreed (With underiloor heating)
- Separating layer (fleece)
- Impact sound insulation
- Reinforced concrete
- Lean concrete
Total

Example:
Bearth & Deplazes: private house
(Bearth-Gandinas). Sumvitg (CH). 1998

Wall construction
- Larch shingles (without ventilated cavity).

3 layers
- Spruce boards (tongue and groove), horizontal
- Airtight membrane
- Thermal insulation (around transverse ribs)
- Solid timber panel (Ioadbearing,

incl. vapour check function due toadhesive)
Total

•
Floor construction, upper floors
- Solid timber floorboards

(tongue and groove, concealed nailing)
- Counter battens. 40x30 mm

(with insulation inbetween)
- Battens, 50x30mm

(with insulation inbetween)
- Rubber strips as separating layer

beneath battens (for impact sound insulation)
- Solid timber panel (span: 3 m)
Total

Roof construction
- Sheet metal 0,6mm
- Roof decking 30 mm
- Counter battens 50x80 mm (ventilated cavity) 80 mm
- Timber blocks for cross-ventilation,

30x 50mm
- Secondary waterproofing/covering layer
- Softboard
- Solid timber ribs, 40x200mm,

with thermal insulation inbetween
- Solid timber panel
Total

Figs 1 and 2: Solid _ ponet_, completed wil!l shingle cIaddlng(top);

erecting 1hepanels (bottom)
Bearth & DepIazes: private house (1learth-Gandiflasl, Sumvitg (CHI, 1998

419
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COMPONENTS Wall- Floor

Single-leaf masonry, rendered
1:20

10mm
5mm

80mm

35mm
365 mm
25mm

425mm

10mm
360mm

Wall construction
- Render
- Single-leaf masonry, 36.5 x 24.8 x 23.8 cm
- Plaster
Total

Floor construction
- Hard-fired floor tiles
- Tile adhesive
- Screed (floating) with underfloor heating
- Separating layer (e,g, 1 mm plastic sheet)
• Impact sound insulation 20mm
- Thermal insulation 40mm
- Hollow clay bloCk floor with ring beam (1-way span)
195mm

- Plaster to soffit
Total

separating layer

Reinforcement __-W'--I-

Make-up unit ---tlt
Thermal insulation

Example:
Giuliani & Hanger andDoetsch & Roth:
Kupper apartment block, Erlenbach (CH), 1993-1996

5eparating layer

Reinforcement
Make-up unit ---tlt
Thermal insulation

S~rtlng board

separabng ~yer

11i<'===== Protective layer

~~~W!~1mlI Insulating layer

Loadbearing layer

HoIIowC~y trIocI< floor,
d=19-24 em

$:
Separanrq layer Of bearing.~~·

Masonry bond
atcomer

Detail
of floor beanng

Reinforcement
Levemng unit

Thermal insulation

"
"

"
"

"
" "

Course ,
Course 2

Plan

Skirting boa'd

separabng ~yer

seporabng strip

Ring beam(reinforced ceocrete)
v SIlparat;ng layerorbeanng

Floor spans inone direction

Section Longitudinal section
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COMPONENTS Wall- Floor

Double-leaf masonry, rendered
1:20

20mm

15 mm
60 mm

210 mm
10mm

315mm

20 mm
125mm
20mm

120mm
125mm
15mm

425mm

~I tie,chromium-steel.
anchored inmasonry

Wall construction
- Render
- Clay masonry, BN, 29x 12.5 x 19cm
- Ventilated cavity (construction tolerance)
- Thermal insulation (e.g. rockwooQ
- Clay masonry, BN, 29x12.5 x19cm
- Plaster
Total

Floor construction
- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring
- SCreed, floating
- separ<J«ng layer (e.g.1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Concrete slab (depth according tostructural

analysis, 1- or2-way span)
- Plaster to soffit
Total

Plan, course 1

Expansion joint:
permanently elastic
compound

Expansion joint:
permanently elastic
compound

Loadbearing layer:
solidreinforced
concrete slab
(1-or2-wayspan)

I~======= Protective layer

Insulating layer

IF==l t==1'==t~/ SkIrting board

Make-up unit
29x12x6.5cm

Make-up unit,
29x12x6.5cm

Bedjoint reinfmcement -I-t-=l E=:
adjacentedge offloo<

W~I tieofcf;romium-steel *-*§~-=91
in topmost bedjoint

Bedjointreinforcement
adjaCentedge of flOOl

Wall tie

Section Plan, course 2

•
421



COMPONENTS Wall- Floor

Facing masonry
1:20

Ventilated cavity. min.40 mm,
mustalways remain open vertically!

Wall construction
- Clay masonry, BS, course 1,29x 14x 6.5em
- Clay masonry, BS, course 2,14x14x6.5em

140mm
(Variations: diverse facing masonry modules,
prefabricated concrete bricks orelements, etc.)

- Ventilated cavity, min. 40mm
- Thermal insulation (e.g. rockwool) 120mm
- Clay masonry, BS, 25x15x14em 150mm
w~ ~Omm

15mm
60mm

20mm
200mm
295mm

Wall tie,chromium·steel,
anchored inmortlr joint

Plan, course 2

Plan, course 1

Floor construction
- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring
- Screed, floating
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Fair-face concrete slab
Total

Expansion joint:
permanently elastic
compound

Expansion joint:
permanently elastic
compound

loadbearing layer

Protective layer

Insulating layer

Levelling unit, BN,
25 x 12 x9 em,S

Note:
Storey heightdepends onvertical
modular dimension offacing bricks!
DimeosionaJ coordinatlon of internal
andextemaJ leaves forwir<low openings.

SlOf1jng board or joint
withseating compound

Walltie

Bedjointreinforcement
adjacent edgeof floor

Walltie ofchromium- -+--lc€~-=I
steelin topmost bed joint

Bedjointreinforcement
adjacent edgeof floor

I I ~
~ i II ~ ~

Section
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Example:
Diener & Diener: Steinenvorstadt mixed residential and
commercial development, Basel (CH), 1995

15mm
15mm
80mm

220 mm

40mm
200 mm
10mm

360mm

100 mm
60mm

380mm

Wall- Floor

i<5t:===!-+-- Thermal insulation:
vapourproof (e.g. cellular glass),
or withvapour check inlay

Wall construction
- Fair-face concrete, coloured
- Thermal insulation, vapourproof

(e.g. cellular glass)
- Gypsum boards, plaster skim/paint finish
Total

Floor construction
- Stone flags
- Mortar bed
- SCreed with underfloor heating (floating)
- separating layer (1 mm plastic sheet)
- Im~t sound insulation
- Concrete slab
- Plaster tosoffit
Total

COMPONENTS

Coostn.ction jointwith
starter bars (e.g.Ebea)

loadbearing layer

Protective layer

Insulating layer

}
I }go

I j t
£

Coostn.ction jOintatspandrel
panelheightoepends onwindow.
vertical reinforcement tennioated

Construction jointat lintel
heightdepends onwindow.
vertical starter barsrequired

Variation 2:
.lJr<:tionwithf1oo<monolith~

(with soffttinsulation)

Variation 1:
Jur<:tion with f1oo< separated
withinsulated starter-barunit

Specialfeature
edige of~ab ...- e><temal~

Fair-face concrete with internal insulation
1:20

Section Plan
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COMPONENTS Wall- Floor

External insulation, rendered
1:20

2mm

4mm
20mm

15mm
65mm

20mm
200 mm
10mm

310mm

125mm
175mm
15mm

341 mm

Important forexternal insulation systems:
- grain seeofrender (shrinkage cracks)
- darkness v-alue ofcoloured render ()(paintfinish
• mechanical resistance

Plan

Floor construction
- Magnesite flooring (seamless)
- Screed
- Separatifj9 layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Concrete slab
- Plaster tosoffit
Total

Wall construction
- e.g. Wancor-Therm K

Mineral render finish coat (coloured or painted)
- Bonding render

(with glass mat inlay over entire surface)
- Mineral render undercoat
- Insulation board 5-110-10 (3-layer board),

fixed with plastic fasteners
- Clay masonry, B, 29x 17.5 x 19em
- Plaster =,:C,
Total

Mesh embedded
toprotect comer

•

loadbearinglayer

Protective layer

• Insulating layer

I

I

Fasteners:
spacing depends on
format ofinsulating
material

Section

I.
I
!
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10 mm

15 mm
60mm

20 mm
200mm
295mm

120mm
175mm
15 mm

360mm

Wall- Floor

Wall construction
- Cladding inmedium and large format

e,g, Eternit slates, rectangular double-lap
arrangement, 300x 600x 5 mm
Variations:
timber weatherboarding, 24 mm
panels, e,g. sheet metal, Etemit, timber

- Ventilated cavity, (40x70 mm vertical battens) 40 mm
Variations forsmall formats:
slates, Eternit triple4ap arrangement
clay, ceramics,
horizontal battens, 30x 50mm

- Thefmal insulation, 2 layers each 60 mm
on grid of60 x 60 mm battens

- Clay masonry, S, 29 x17,5x19 cm
- Plaster
Total

Note: Thebattens (vertical, optionaladditional horizontal battens, so-called counter
battens) depend on the cladding format.

Floor construction
- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring
- SCreed
- Separating layer (e,g, 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Concrete slab
Total

COMPONENTS

Ventilated cavity,
min.40 mm,mustalways
remain openvertically! -+ ~=+==t

Please note:
Cladding corner detail
(diverse options)

Vertical battens,
40x70mm

Loadbearing layer

8epaJating Iayof or~kling bearing

11/======= Protective layer
Insulating layer

! ~
j

-" :?

~
:? I§

£ ~

_Ial battens, ---II-+)<J::::j
6Ox60mm

Vertical battens, ----I- EE
4Qx70mm

Spacing ofbattens
oeoeocs 00 lonnat
of insulating material

External cladding, lightweight
1:20

t·

Section Plan

'I



External cladding, heavyweight
1:20

Plan

,
j I

i
i
j
1

15mm
60mm

20mm
200 mm
295mm

20-40 mm
30mm

120mm
200 mm
390mm

Construction;oint
(note: starterbarsrequired.
e.q.Ebea)

Wall construction
- Stone slabs (e.g. slate)
- Ventilated cavity
- Thermal insulation
- Fair-face concrete internally
Total

Important fornon-self-supporting external cladding'
- fixed withretaining arc support fasteners

Important forself-supporting external claddill~r

- fixedfor stability
(Reference example: private house "Indentacnen"(architects: Bearth & Oeplazes],
Ctur: precast fair-face concrete facade elements)

Floor construction
- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring
- Screed
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Concrete slab
Total

Supportfastener
fittedintohori·
zootalpnt

Fastener in
vertical joint,
grouted in

Corner detail.
e.g.stone slabs
mitred

..

loadbearing layer

Optional construcbon joint

Nosi<jrting boanl
leavejointopenCM'
fillwtth pennanenl1y
elastic seating compound

Fair-face concrete:
fOfl11WOl1< dimensions influence
storeyheigh1s andplandimensions
orpositionsofconstrueliOfljoinls

F======= ProtectM! ~yer

Insulating layer

Wall - Floor

Problem;
openjoints

Support fastener (bottom)
fittedintovertical joint

Stone slabdimensions and
thickness depend OIl type
of stone

Retaining fastener (top)
fittedintovertical joint

Section

COMPONENTS
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COMPONENTS Wall- Floor

427

20mm
80 mm

20mm
25mm
8mm

120mm
15mm

188mm

5eparating stripto prevent transmission
of airborne andstructure-borne sound

Floor construction
- Ready-to-Iay parquet flooring
- SCre~ (with undertloor heating)
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation 30 mm
- Concrete slab 180mm
- Thermal insulation (e.g. expanded polystyrene) 30 mm
- Plaster tosoftit 10mm
Total 350mm

Plan

Example:
Morger & Oegelo: Milllheimer-Strasse residential
development, Basel (CH), 1993

Wall construction (timber box-frame construction)
- Wood-cement particleboard

(e.g. Duripanel, for painting)
- Ventilated cavity
- Hardboard
- Thermal insulation (cellulose wool,

e.g.lsofloc)
- Plywood (vapour check)
Total

Corner
coonection

Fig.1:Erection andfixingof a facade element

Protective layer

Insulating layer

Loadbeanng
layer

f«lll>:
""electnCcableS
inexternal YlICl11S'

~r.;:UlOIlfitted
B:~r;sofflt

Ie ~ liOnr ..,."ood
;xMljrenf~ mesh
~

Prefabricated balcony
slab placed ontormWOl1<

Variation"
-isolatedjunetion"
(e.g. withCret-Dom
shear studs)

Section

Non-Ioadbearing external wall
1:20

Variation:
. soffttinsulation Jajd

informwork

J



COMPONENTS Wall- Floor

Timber platform frame construction
1:20

Note: Every jointbetween elements in the
timberfacade is covered onthe(rough)
inside faceof theelement witha stripof
vapour barrier material

Plan

Jointbetween elements
withloose plywood tongue

lignaturelement, 100emwide,
insulated oruninsutated,
depthdepends onspan

Schematic section

\/ertiCal joint -~~~~~J.lllWIDJ.lllW~~IDJ.lllWIDW;!J.UlJ.jJbetween
e1ements,with
loose wedge
andlipseal

if
Wall construction I- Horizontal boards 24mm
- Vertical battens (ventilated cavity) 40 mm
- Bitumen-impregnated softboard

(airtight membrane) 18mm
- Timber studding, insulation

(cellulose wool, e.g. Isofloe) 120mm
- Wood-based board (plywood, vapourproof 12mm
- Vertical battens (space forservices) 50mm
- Wood-cement particleboard "..~.J''';.

orfibre-reinforced plasterboard 12mm
Total 276mm..
Floor construction
- 3-ply core plywood, floating,

with tongue and groove 27 mm
- Impact sound insulation 40mm
- Lignatur timber box element,

soffit leftexposed 220 mm
Total 287mm

loaclbearing layer

Protective layer
Insulating layer

Ugnatur ttoor element,
various depths, 120-320 mm

Horizontal jointbeteeen elements,
withtongue andgroove

Power socket

Light swrtch

Battens (space forelecmcs).
50mm

Var.1:
Wall-floorjunctionwith
sheet metalZ-section
iIJoor horizontal bracing)

Steel Z-section as
support (min. 30mm)
forfloor construction

Covered joint
between elements
(airtight membrane)

Coveredjointbetwee-~n_JUI~3~~~~~~~~~elements '.:
(airtight membrane)

Var.2:
Floor fittedbetween frame
elements (goodhorizOntal
bracing

~

I .~'" I§ ~

21
g' ~ E

Section ~ l I j
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Wall- Floor

Solid timberpanel construction
1:20

lightweight floor variation

\J<jntatSl.\lllOII mustbesealed
(vapoor_)

COMPONENTS

Wall construction
- Larch shingles (without ventilated cavity),

double-lap arrangement
- Spruce boards (tongue and groove), horizontal
- Airtight membrane
- Thermal insulation

(around the transverse ribs)
- Solid timber panel (Ioadbearing,

lncl, vapour check function due toadhesive)
Total

Floor construction, "lightweight"
- Solidltimber floorboards

(tongue and groove, concealed nailing)
- Counter battens, 40x 30 mm

(with insulation between)
- Battens, 50x30mm

(with insulation inbetween)
- Rubber strips as separating layer

beneath battens (for impact sound insulation)
- Solid timber panel (span: 3 m)
Total

Floor construction, "heavyweight"
- Hard-fired floor tiles
- SCreed (with underfloor heating)
- Separating layer (fleece)
- Impact sound insulation
- Solid timber panel (span: 3 m)
Total

20mm
20 mm

200 mm

35mm
275mm

24mm

30 mm

50mm

10 mm
90 mm

204mm

30mm
60 mm
2 mm

40mm
90 mm

222mm

Heavyweight floor variation

=

=-=

Section

Example:
Bearth & Deplazes: private house (Bearth-Candinas),
Sumvitg (CH), 1998

Solid timber ribs,40x 200rnm.
glued tovertical solidtimberpanel

Shaped
plywood corner

Plan
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COMPONENTS Opening

Opening, single-leaf masonry
1:20

4'

..

Reinforcement

Prefabricated
outer lintel with
clay fascia

lOlMe blind:
dep1l1 oflintel varies
depends "" product used,
operated electrically Angle forfixing window,

incl.seal

430

External elevation

Inside

Outside

Plan of course 1

weather bar

Precast concrete
window MI (possibly
withcore insulatiOll,
e.g.SlaM",,)

Reinforcement

Make-up unit

Ring beam

ProteetiYel8ll'

Insulatinlll8ll'



COMPONENTS

~

Internal elevation

Wall construction
- Render
- Single-leaf masonry, 36.5 x 24.8 x 23.8 cm
- Plaster
Total

Opening

35mm
365 mm
25mm

425mm

Special reveal unit,
specific: dimeflsions
ofmanufacturer Guide track tor

Ioovreblind Outside

Separating strip between masonry
and window frame. incl. seal

TI~
If~ITu

Plan ofcourse 2
Inside
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COMPONENTS Opening

,
Opening, double-leaf masonry, rendered
1:20

..

Anschlag
Sturz StahnOl1

Wetterschenkel
Fensterbank in
GlasfasertJetOl1

==i~~~H~-t-- Fugendlchtung

External elevation

Innen

... -
11

IIII11 II 1111/11111 III IIII1IIII1 II fffi

ROcl<.haltear1<.er in --+\-~-E:='ll-=ll
Chromstahl unter
BriJstung

io

Schut2SCh<1

Dammschict

Tragsch<ht

432

Plan ofcourse 1
Aussen



COMPONENTS

20mm
125mm
20mm

120mm
125mm
15 mm

425mm

Opening

..

Wall construction
- Render
- Clay masonry, BN, 29x12.5 x19cm
- Cavity (construction tolerance)
- Thermal insulation (e.g. rockwool)
- Clay masonry, BN, 29x12.5 x19cm
- Plaster
Total

Internal elevation

Anschlagstein Au""n

Simsanschluss
seitlich inLeibung
(mrtAufbo<dung)

,i

I

II I

II1111111111111 111'11 umu III 111111111
u

L
i

...•'.
I.·· r

I

Plan of course 2 Innen Fugendichtung l. B.
Irennlaqe mitKunststoff·
folie oder Oachpappe
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COMPONENTS

Opening, facing masonry
1:20

Opening

Tragschicht

Fugendichtung

E3---lF=== SclllJtzschicht

Dammschichl

F=-t-1=""1-.....j- Riickhalte
ankerin
Chromstahl,
unter BrOstung

Fdl-"'F-+1-+- Fugendichtung

evu. Stossfugen
off.nfOr
Hinte<1iiftung
un<! Entwasserung

Stu<z.
z.B.Stahiton
verblendet

Wette"",henkel

RoIlschichtaus -t--
Backstein oder Klinker, 1..,...:.....-F'=1
our wettergeschOzt zu
empfehlefl
(prollIem:
Fugendichtung)

External elevation

Innen

~

II1III1111111 11"
1 II1I IIIIIII1I1III1IIII

IIII II
II

II
Ii II IIii

Plan ofcourse 1 Aussen
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COMPONENTS Opening

Internal elevation

Wall construction
- Clay masonry, BS, course 1,29x 14x6.5cm
- Clay masonry, BS, course 2,14x 14x6.5cm

140mm
(Variations: diverse facing masonry modules,
prefabricated concrete bricks orelements, etc.)

- Ventilated cavity min. 40 mm
- Thermal insulation (e.g. rockwool) 120mm
- Clay masonry, BS, 25x 15x 14cm 150mm
Total 450 mm

Seal Outside Special reveal unit

II III 1\ III
I

II I i I II II
Ii T

IIII1111111 11111111
1111111 11111111I1

u

I
~

Plan of course 2 Inside
Optional cover strip



COMPONENTS Opening ,
Opening, fair-face concrete with internal insulation
1:20

Inside

Insulating layer

loadbearing
layer

Beware of condensation water
coIleeting - thermal break
between steeloraluminium sections

Sliding window of daJ1<,
anodlsed aluminium
(takecare withhorizontal
sealbetween lightandframe)

IF======= Protective layer

¥H-- Steel angle for fixing window

j

j

Pocket in
concrete

Guidetraekfor
lolNrebiind

Construction
joint
Weather bar

Window sill,
e.g.precast concrete

Outside

~ ..

~

'-------------------~

External elevation

Plan 1
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COMPONENTS Opening

~

Internal elevation

Outside Slotfor guide track

Wall construction
- Fair-face concrete, coloured
- Thermal insulation, vapourproof

(e.g. cellular glass)
- Gypsum boards, plaster skim/paint finish
Total

220mm

100mm
60 mm

380mm

I

r----

Plan 2
sealbetween
lightand frame

In<:irlP

S',," angle for
~1.ng window

437



COMPONENTS Opening

Opening, external cladding, lightweight
1:20

Loadbearing
layer

Coordinate window size
and position with cladding
module

I!F======= Proteetive layer
InsulaUng ~Y"

Guidetracl<

External fabric ----1Ht
rollefblind,
electrical~operated

Vent

Peripheral sheet ----,ole!i!/=l,.1
metal casing with integral
guidetracl< (demountable
10< replacing fabric)

i ~
~

External elevation .!!1
.!!1 g'

I ~ j
£ ! ~

Inside

Outside
Plan of course 1
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COMPONENTS Opening

10 mm

120 mm
175mm
15mm

360mm

~

Internal elevation

Penpheral sheet metal castng
with integralguide track

Inside

Plan of course 2

Wall constructlon
- Cladding inmedium and large format

e.g. Bernit slates, rectangular double-lap
arrangement, 300x600x5 mm
Variations:
timber weatherboarding, 24 mm
panels, e.g. sheet metal, Etemit, timber

- Ventilated cavity (40 x 70 mrn vertical battens) 40 mm
Variations forsmall formats:
slates,
Etemit triple-lap arrangement
clay, ceramics,
horillJntal battens, 30x 50mm

- Thermal insulation, 2 layers each 60 mm,
on grid of60 x 60 mrn battens

- Clay masonry, S, 29x17.5 x19 cm
- Plaster
Total

439



Opening, external cladding, heavyweight
1:20

COMPONENTS Opening

, "
Damp-proof
course

Rainwater dop ---111'4=:::::::'=="'==1
(sheet metaO

WoodImetal window,
glazing with integral
louvre blind

AIlgIeforfixing
windowfnlme

Trim~r

Uning
(e.g. wood)

440

External elevation

Inside

Plan 1
Outside

Angle forfiXing
wiridow frame
Damp-proof
course

Proteclivelal'"
Insulating Iayef



COMPONENTS Opening

-

Internal elevation

Wall construction
- Stone slabs (e.g. slates)
- Ventilated cavity
- Thermal insulation
- Fair-face concrete internally
Total

•

20-40 mm
30 mm

120mm

200 mm
370-390mm

Damp-proof course

Plan 2

outsoe Damp-proof course

Trimmer

441



COMPONENTS Opening
,
f

Opening, external insulation, rendered
1:20

..

Insulated lintelelement.
also serves as -~lI-l.±=

background forrondor II ~!llMcrn~

Rollershutterwith ---Jj-E~~~I§I
aluminium segments

Inspoctioo opening.
cover fixed atends

External elevation

Inside

Weather bar

Insulated glass
fibre-reinforced
window sill

ProIectivolayor
InsuIalinglayer

loadboaring •

442

Plan 1 Outside



COMPONENTS Opening

2mm

4mm
20mm

125mm
175mm
15mm

340mm

Wall construction
- Mineral render finish coat (coloured orpainted)
- Bonding render

(with glass mat inlay over entire surface)
- Mineral render undercoat
- Insulation board 5-110-10 (3-layer board),

fixed with plastic fasteners
- Clay masonry, S, 29x 17.5 x 14ern
- Plaster
Total

~

Internal elevation

Insulated reeareeneot.
atso _ asbackground
forrender

Plan 2 Metal angles to(
fixing wil1dow toreveal

Outside

Inside
Damp-proof course

443



Opening, non-Ioadbearing external wall
1:20

Protective layer

Insulatinglayef

,IBlfiliii Loadl>eating
ItJ layer

Prefabricated
balcony slab
inforrTlWOl1<.

Opening

I
i •
I

~ I ,

COMPONENTS

--



Plan 2

445

20mm
25mm
8mm

120mm
15mm

188mm

Opening

,.

Wall construction (timber box-frame construction)
- Wood-cement particleboard

(e.g. Duripanel, forpainting)
- Ventilated cavity
- Hardboard
- Thermal insulation (e.g. Isofloc)
- Plywood (vapour check)
Total

COMPONENTS

Inside

II

Folding metal shutter,
closed

Folding metal shutter,
open

Peripheral sheet steel frame
forfiXing wlndow, with seal
underneath

~f---:--.i_I-----=--1'~

Internal elevation

~~I i~1==='.lljl'======'Jl II ~ I



Inside

External elevation

Loadbeahng
layer

Space forservices
(electric cables, heating pipes.
waterpipes, power sockets, etc.)

~~~~b= Insulation around~ ( roller shutter box

Window trimmer,
60xl60mm

Seat

Gasing. 25mm

Rouer shutter box,
160x 160mm,
depending ()(l height
andwidttl ofwindow

Extemal wooden
roller shutter.
9 mmprismatic bars

Guide track, aluminium,
2Ox15mm

Inspection opening.
removable cover, 25mm

weather bar.
aluminium,5O mm

Window~1I

~id totall.
30mm

Rainwater drip

Opening

,

..

I
I

i

COMPONENTS

Opening, timber platform frame construction
1:20

Outside

Plan 1

446
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COMPONENTS Opening

-

~

Internal elevation

Outside

Wall construction
- Boards (e,g. untreated larch)
- Battens, 27x 50mm, horizontal
- Battens, 27x 50 mm, vertical

(ventilated cavity)
- Bitumen-impregnated softboard
- TImber studding

with insulation in between
- Wood-based board, aSB (vapour check)
- Battens (space forservices)
- Wood-cement particleboard
Total

•

21 mm
27mm

27 mm
22mm

160 mm
15mm
54mm
18 mm

344mm

Casing, 25 mm Window sill laid tofall Guide track, aluminium, 20x15mm

-

Plan 2

TImber stud, 60 x160mm Mullion Glazing bead Frame to Window jamb.
opening Iigtlt, 55,100 mm
64x74mm

447



COMPONENTS Opening

Opening, solid timber panel construction
1:20

\ I I I I \ I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

rI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
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I I I - I I I I I I I I I I I I I ·1
- I I . - I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1- I
I I -·1 I
1 I I I

'I II I II

1 I I I I
l \I I II I

I I I I
II I

I I I I
I I I I

I I I I
I I I

I I
'----

I I
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External elevation

Spruce Q~ant, ~tween topof window sill
andunderside of WIndow head

t==== I

Inside Guide track '- -

-.
~

~.
ll,~ Ii
.d nJ=

A ~I

Outside I
Horizontal section through wall
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COMPONENTS Opening

~

u

TI

'----- E

rc,
ed

1111111lll<JJ1111111lll'

X
Vertical blind, lab

~
elecfriCal~ opera!

~
C

LW

=

I

I Internal elevation

Wall construction

- Larch shingles (without ventilated cavity),
double-lap arrangement

- Spruce boards (tongue and groove),
horizontal (signature planks)

- Airtight membrane
- Thermal insulation (around transverse ribs)
- Solid timber panel (Ioadbearing,

incl. vapour check function due to adhesive)
Total

20mm

20mm

200 mm

35 mm
255mm

Floor construction
- Floor covering
- SCreed
- Separating layer
- Impact sound insulation
- Solid timber panel (span: 3 m)
Total

30 mm
60 mm

20 rnrn
90mm

200mm



Hinged door, external - wood
1:20

....."-0-.'''h.r--- Aluminim web~or buckling), 3..

~--- Upping, e.g.soI~ oak
OSBstile
Rig~ foam, 22mm
Coconut fibres, 15mm
Coconut fibres, 15mm
Thin chipboard lining, 3.2mm
4.5mmplywood facing, 2layern
wtlh aluminium inlay inbetween

leaf construction: Riwag-Isotherm 65 mm
Facing forpainting orwith various wood veneer finishes

Entrance door
with frame, double-leaf masonry, rendered
hinges on left, opening inwards
rebated leaf, including thermal and sound insulation
frame and leaf designed for fire resistance class T30

Waterbar with seal

dIFlG--+-- Door handle

Opening

i===lE~Tiirr.lJ-- Untel(e.g. Stahhon)

----jfUmlffl~~~~- Soal

Threshold,
e.g.reconstitutadl
natural stone

Drained external paving,
e.g.concrete flags with open joints

Untel
(e.g. Stahhon)

COMPONENTS

Section

Soal Outside

450

Plan ....
Inside



Hinged door, external - wood/glass
1:20

COMPONENTS Opening

i
·1

ij
u

~ Door handle " ~
I i -e

E

;lj j ~

~

Entrance door
with frame, external cladding, lightweight·
hinges on right, opening outwards
glazed leaf, rebated, fitsflush with frame

..

-----

section

1
External clear wictth,.

Clear frame _ =Clear opening

Internal clear width

~ ,,,
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COMPONENTS Opening

452

Sliding door, external - metal/glass
1:20

Drained external paving,
e.g.timber grid

Drain from frame
section

Section

Steel post. hollow section

Plan

Glazed palio door
Special design, brand: "sky-frame"
Double sliding aluminium door with thermal break

Glass elements attached to aluminium frame fitted into
threshold, jambs and head. The sliding elements run on
ball-bearing trolleys with little rolling resistance.

Rg. 1:PeterKunz: privatehouse, Winterthur (Cli), 2003

I
I
I
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COMPONENTS Opening

Hinged door, internal - wood
1:20

Filler strip(Ioadbeartng or
non-loadbearIng)

..

0:''~o::-------- Lipping, e.g.solid oak
--,<.....:-------- Stile
~,,;;:------ Core: extruded particleboard, 3 layer;of 13mm

~,,;;:---- Cor\<, 2 layer;each3 mm
~.....--- Highdensity fibreboard, 2 layer;each 3.2mm

2 layers ofsynthetic resin with aluminium inlay

Internal door
with frame fitted inopening, facing brickwork
hinges onleft
leaf fitsflush with frame, rebated

Lintel (e.g. coocrete elemenQ

l"'"

~

Peripheral seal(for increased
requirements
such assound, sroe. etc.)

-
Section

Leaf construction: Riwag-AiuMax 59mm
Facing: high density fibo'elloard, high soundreduction index, Rw = 42 dB

leaf construetkm: ceHular-core door
Facing forpainting, for low sound insulation requirements

Plan
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COMPONENTS Opening

Sliding door, internal - wood
1:20

Overhead trad<
with seal

Internal door
single leaf, fitted into aslot inthe wall
for low sound insulation requirements

Intemal sliding door.
suspended leaf

..

I
I

t,
r
~

Floor guide

Section

Door stOll
Floor guide

-1---- ---------
Built-in fumiture

Plan
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COMPONENTS Floor

Hollow clay block floor
1:20

Soparating Iayef

Reinforcement accooIing to structural analysis, grout

SOparanng layer 0<beanng Soparating layer 0<beanng

10mm
1-2mm
80mm

20mm
190-240mm

10 mm

..
Floor construction
- Floor covering, e,g. plain clay tiles
- TIle adhesive
- Screed with underfloor heating
- separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Hollow clay block floor
- Plaster tosoffit

35mm
365mm
25mm

Wall construction
Single-leaf masonry
- Render
- Single-leaf masonry, 36,5 x 24,8x 23.8 cm
- Plaster

Structure
- 1-way span (2-way possible: waffle systems)
- same material forthe soffit
- No concrete topping required
- cantilevers not possible
- Not suitable forpoint loads
- Elements upto6.6m long inwidths from 1 to2.5m

(e.g. Bricosol)

Features
- Adaptable flooring system
- No formwork
- Little propping needed
- Dry construction, can be installed any time of the year
- Can carry loads the next day

fig. 1:Top: _ clay _ and rein10rced concrete ribs;
bottom: _ oftactory-prelabricated elements (hefe: _ products)
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COMPONENTS Floor

Hourdis-type hollow clay block floor
1:20

Reinforcement according tostructural analysis, grout

Wall construction
Single-leaf masonry
- Render
- Single-leaf masonry, 36.5 x24.8 x23.8 cm
- Plaster

35 mrn
365 mm
25 mm

Floor construction
- Floorcover1ng, e.g. ~Iain clay tiles
- TIle adhesive
- SCreed with underfloor heating
- separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation

10mm

80mm

20mm

t
t

210-250 mm
10mm

,
'.

- Hourdis-type hollow clay block floor
- Plaster tosoffit

Structure
- 1-way span (2 -way possible: waffle systems)
- Same material forthe soffit
- With orwithout concrete topping, depending on loads
- Cantilevers notpossible
- Not suitable forpoint loads
- Span with in situ reinforcement: upto7 m
- Span with prestressing: upto 7.5 m

Features
- Insitu reinforcement: adaptable flooring system
- Prestressed: beams (tension chords) are prestressed;

most systems fall into this category.
- No formwork
- Little propping needed

Clay channel

Beam:
lattice beam castin
claychannel

Fig.2: Fitting lI1eIndMdual Hoonlis-type elements betweenlI1erelnfon:ed
concrete beams
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Solid concrete slab
1:20

COMPONENTS
I

II===J If:::::::::::I===l1~ .. .
M6rtelfuge evil. rnaHochbau.

separating layer of
polystyrene Ofsimilar

Wall construction
Double-leaf masonry, rendered
- Render
- Modular masonry units

- Cavity (construction tolerance)
- Thermal insulation
- Modular masonry units
- Plaster

20mm
125mm

20 mm
120mm
125mm
15mm

•
Floor construction
- Floor covering,

e.g. ready-to-Iay parquet flooring
- Screed with underfloor heating
- separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Insitu solid concrete slab with glaze finish

(depth ofslab depends on span)

15mm
80 mm

40mm

210 mm

I

~

FIg. 3: Priorto pouringthe concrete: IonnWOf1<, reinlort:emeot and anyservices
(eteetriCcables, water pipes, _ ducts, etc.) thai areto be cast in

Structure
- 1- or2-way spans
- Economic spans:
upto approx. 5 msimply supported
uptoapprox. 7 mcontinuous

- Estimate ofstructural depth:
d/L=1/30for rectangular slabs
d/L= 1/35 for square slabs

Features
- High material consumption in relation tospan
- Wet construction

Formwor1<
- Insitu concrete: considerable propping and formwork

requirements
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COMPONENTS

Ribbed concrete slab
1:20

Floor TI
f
~
t
]

•

- I

Wall construction
External insulation, rendered
- Mineral render finish coat
- Bonding render
- Mineral render undercoat
- Insulation
- Concrete (Ioadbearing layer)
- Bonding coat
- Plaster

2mm
4mm

20mm
125mm
200 mm

15mm

Floor construction
- Floor covering, e.g. stone tiles
- TIle adhesive (thick- orthin-bed)
- SCreed with underfloor heating
- Separating layer (1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Ribbed concrete slab

(depth ofslab depends onspan)

15mm
3-5mm

BOmm

40mm

varies

nn
~~.~nzone

-RIb

Ribspacing Effective ~ab

width

Structure
- 1-way span
- Weight-savings compared toa solid slab
- Spans:
4-12 msimply supported
5-20 mcontinuous

- Depths:
slab 5 toBcm
ribs 30to max. 90cm

- Services may be routed between the ribs
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Ag.4: Bear1h & DepIazes: SChool _ hall,Vella (CIt), 1997

Performance
- Mass-surface area ratio isgood for heat storage

capacity

Features, formwork
- Extra formwork required in tension zone
- Prefabricated formwork:

reusable formwork
average formwork requirements

- Insitu formwork: increased formwork requirements
- Prefabrication: lightweight "ribbed slab".elements

constructed under factory conditions

Sound
- Large surface area (surface texture) improves internal

acoustics



concrete waffle slab
1:20

/' Construction joint

Wall construction
External insulation, rendered
- Mineral render finish coat
- Bonding render
- Mineral render undercoat
- Insulation board 5-110-10 (3-layer board),

fixed with plastic fasteners
- Concrete (Ioadbearing layer)
- Bonding coat
- Plaster

COMPONENTS

2mm
4mm

20mm

125mm
200 mm

15mm

•
Floor construction
- Floor covering, e.g. hard-fired floor tiles
- TIle adhesive
- SCreed with underfloor heating
- separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Concrete waffle slab

Floor

15mm
3-5mm
80mm

40mm
varies

-

Fig.5: Louis I. Kahn: Yale l)liwnIIy ArtGallery, NewHaven (USA), 1953

Structure
- 2-way span
- Modularity
- Appropriate choice of rib depth enables large spans

Features
- Low material consumption (in situ concrete)
- High formwork requirements when constructed insitu

Formwork variations
- Gypsum, timber, steel orplastic waffle formers on

boarding
- Reusable prefabricated formwork elements
- Permanent formwork (e.g. Durisol), tapering waffle

formers ease striking

Sound
- Large surface area (surface texture) improves internal

acoustics
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COMPONENTS

Hollow-core concrete slab
1:20

Floor

40mm
120-300mm

Grout

Bearing pad ormortar bed

..
Wall construction
Double-leaf masonry, rendered
- Render
- Modular masonry units
- Cavity (construction tolerance)
- Thermal insulation
- Modular masonry units
- Plaster

20 mm
125mm
20mm

120mm
125mm
15 mm

Bearing pad ormortar bed

Floor construction
- Floor covering, e.g. linoleum
- SCreed with underfloor heating
- separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- HoHow-core concrete unit
- Bonding coat
- Plaster to soffit

fimm
80mm

10 mm
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Fig. 6:TheconcreteeIemenls are lifted Intoposition_ • crane.

Structure
- 1-way span, butnot identifiable assuch
- Spans upto 12m
- Depths upto 300 mm

Features
- Prefabrication
- Short erection time
- Dry construction: short drying time
- Dry erection

Formwork
- No propping necessary
- Smooth soffit



Composite slab, profiled metal sheetinq-concrete
1:20

COMPONENTS Floor

20mm
130-180 mm

Wall construction
External cladding, with ventilated cavity
- Corrugated metal sheeting, galvanised

Ventilated cavity (vertical sheeting)
- Thermal insulation
- Thermal insulation insheet steel trays

(galvanised)

- Steel colums, steel beams

varies
>40 mm

50mm

80mm

varies

..
Floor construction
- Floor covering, e.g. magnesite
- SCreed
- Separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Reinforced concrete topping
- Profiled metal sheeting
- Steel primary/secondary beams

(e.g. HEA or HEB sections)

10mm
60mm

varies

H_metalsheeting

Trapezoidal metalsheeting

Structure
-1-wayspan
- Profiled metal sheeting, reinforced concrete topping
- Relatively good fire resistance
- Provides ducting forservices
- Span in direction of profiling without supporting

construction (primary/secondary beams): upto6 m
- Structural depth: 13-22 ern;

concrete topping: 8-20 em

Features
- Little propping needed
- Reduces the work on site

Formwork
- No formwork ormain reinforcement
- Low handling weight

Sound
- Good airborne and impact sound insulation
- Beware of flanking transmissions!

I

r-

Rg. 7: (top) SoffItof proltledmetalsheeting; (bottom) profitedmetalsheeting_ concrete tnppIng
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COMPONENTS

Solid timber floor
1:20

Floor

Cork ()(rubber pad
asbearing

1IIIIIIIIII?IIIIIIIIII1411111111114111111111141111111111411111111n>$1111111111141

Non-Ioadbeanng partition

80-120mm
24 mm
15mm

Wall construction
Platform frame construction
- Weatherboarding
- Battens, ventilated cavity
- Softboard (airtight membrane)
- Thermal insulation, frame
- Vapour check
- Plain angled connections
- Battens (space forservices)
- Wood-cement particleboard

24 mm
40mm
18mm

120 mm

50mm
12mm

Floor construction
- Wooden floorboards 24mm
- Impact sound insulation, counter battens 40mm
- Rubber strips as separating layer beneath battens

(for impact sound insulation)
- Solid timber floor

(depth depends on span)
- Battens
- Wood-cement particleboard
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Fig.8: SlaIlllO'"d positioning or solid_, elements

Structure
- 1-way span
- Rigid floor without vibration problems
- Spans of4-5 m
- Depths of80-120mm, hollow elements over 120 mm
- Relatively large mass (good inertia)

Features
- Prefabricated glued individual solid timber elements
- Dry construction
- Simple assembly
- Fast assembly
- simultaneous planning and construction not possible!



Timber joist floor
1:20

COMPONENTS

1IIUl/ll/lifillllll/ll/ll/l1l11111/1111/1111UIPI/IliI/I1II1lllifilllllllllUlIIIIDIII1II1I1II1llllfllli

,Jo;sthanger

Floor

24mm

20 mm

200mm
50mm
24mm
15 mm

Wall construction
Platform frame construction
- Weatherboarding
- Battens, ventilated cavity
- Softboard (airtight membrane)
- Thermal insulation, frame
- Vapour check
- Plain angled connections
- Battens (space forservices)
- Wood-cement particleboard

log construction Timber-frame construction

Utjlj

24mm
40 mm
18 mm

120mm

50mm
12 mm

..
Floor construction
- Wooden floorboards (tongue and groove)
- Impact sound insulation, battens,

rubber strips asseparating layer beneath battens
(for impact sound insulation) 40mm

- Counter-floor (e.g. diagonal boarding with
butt joints)

- Joists (depth depends on span)
120x 200mm

- Sound insulation
- Battens
- Wood-cement particleboard

Structure
- 1-way span
- Joist spacing: 50-80 cm
- Susceptible tovibration
- Greater load-carrying capacity when joist ends are
built in

- Additional measures, e.g. diagonal boarding
(counter-floor, soffit) required inorder toachieve
stiffening effect

- Spans: upto 5 m

Ag.9:V8rious typesoftimber_

T"'bef studding Platform frame oonstruetion
Features
- Dry construction
- Simple assembly
- Fast assembly
- Labour-intensive

Sound
- Problematic ariborne and impact sound insulation

Fig.10: Daniele Marques: prime house(Ober-Rllfig), _ (CH),1993
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COMPONENTS

Timber box element floor
1:20

Floor

Wall construction
Platform frame construction
- Weatherboarding
- Battens, ventilated cavity
- Softboard (airtight membrane)
- Thermal insulation, frame
- Vapour check
- Plain angled connections
- Battens (space forservices)
- Wood-cement particleboard

24mm
40mm
18mm

120mm

50mm
12mm

Floor construction
- Floor covering, e.g. ready-to-Iay

parquet flooring 10 mm
- 3-ply core plywood 27 mm
- Impact sound. insulation, 2 layers each 20 mm 40 mm
- TImber box element floor on supporting members

(structural depth depends on span) 120--320 mm
- Glaze finish
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i i

Fig.11:Opening in timberboxelement noor,wtthvoidsootyo! closedoff

Structure
- TImber box elements made from solid planks

(e.g. Lignatur)
- High loadbearing capacity coupled with low self-weight
- 1-way span
- Rigid floor without vibration problems
. Spans of4-8 m
- Depths of12-32cm

Features
- Simple erection
- Dry construction
- Timber box elements prefabricated individually or in

larger subassemblies
- Fast erection

,/'........



Steel floor
1:20

COMPONENTS Floor

20mm
150-300 mm

Wall construction
External cladding, with ventilated cavity
- Corrugated metal sheeting, galvanised
- Ventilated cavity (vertical sheeting)
- Thermal insulation
- Thermal insulation insheet steel trays

(galvanised)
- Steel colums, steel beams

varies
>.40mm

50mm

80mm
varies

Floor construction
- Floor covering, e.g. magnesite
- SCreed
- separating layer (e.g. 1 mm plastic sheet)
- Impact sound insulation
- Concrete
- Steel primary/secondary beams

(e.g. HEA orHEB sections)

10mm
60mm

varies

l
Fog. 12:PrimarY strueturt01(solid)rolledsections, secondary S1nJC\Ure 01
(open) IaItIce beamS

Structure
- 1-way span
- Modularity (for standard plate widths)
- Prefabrication
- Services can be routed along steel beams
- Low weight
- Steel beams limit fire resistance
- Spans of upto6 m

Features
- Dry construction
- No formwork and nopropping
- Fast assembly
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COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Pitched roof - warm deck
Fibre-cement- external cladding, lightweight

fig. 1: Ileat1h & llepIazes: privatehouse(Wemer),
Tnn (CHI, 1994

Airtight --;t+1I=l:=
membrane

Eaves Ridge

3mm

48 mm

35 mm
24 mm
48 mm

1 mm

120 mm
200 mm
428mm

approx. 3.5 mm
24 mm

120 mm
200 mm

approx. 400 mm

Wall construction
- Slates
- Battens
- Counter battens, ventilated cavity
- Airtight membrane
- Thermal insulation and battensv,':

(in both directions)
- Concrete wall
Total

Roof construction
- Slates (Eternit)
- Battens, 24x48 rnm
- Counter battens, 48 x 48 mm,

ventilated cavity
- Secondary waterproofing/covering layer
onbattens

- Thermal insulation and battens
(in both directions)

- Concrete roof
Total

Airtight --'<J'1-1==I=
membrane

Verge
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COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Pitched roof - warm deck, monopitch roof
Fibre-cement - facing masonry

Ridge

Glulam posts
and beams

Fig.2:BeatRothen: private house (leibundgut),
UhWtesen(CIl},l997

Eaves

7mm

57 mm
60 mm
20mm

260mm
404 mm

180 mm
t, 50mm

100'mm
150mm
10mm

490mm

Wall construction
- Facing masonry, cement bricks,

18 x19 x30cm
- Cavity
- Thermal insulation
- Clay masonry
- Plaster
Total

Roof construction
- Roof covering: Eternit "Integraldach" system
- Fibre-cement slates (Plancolor)
- Secondary waterproofing/covering layer of

fibre-cement corrugated sheeting (Welleternlt)
- Horizontal battens, 60 x 60mm
- Birdsmouth rafter connection
- secondary waterproofing/covering layer

(Pavatex)
- Rupli timber elements: Gutex softboard,

structural timber members with lsotloc
thermal insulation inbetween, 3-ply core
plywood sprouce (vapourproon

Total

../I'-.f '-.f "=F'-.f '-.f~
f===

F== :X IX I
==i== =nto =

~

==tor i==

==
c

~-
F==

~

==~
F== :=

E-

The external cement bricks areope
diffusion. The (ventilated) cavity ison
open atthebase (weepholes) towa
penetrating !rom outside

Airtight
membrane

Verge



COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

,
Pitched roof - cold deck
Roof tiles - masonry in brickwork bond

Ag.3:Glgon & Guyer. House C(CH), 1994

Ventilation

Rafter

Eaves

Separating layer, 10mm

Facing bricks IBN 15)
forinstalling services

Ridge capping

Ridge

468

I Sealing

Verge overhang with F==;r==!!==fl
boarding tosoffit

Verge

Secondary waterproofing/-r"
Roof construction
- Concrete interlocking tiles
- Tiling battens, 30x 50 mm
- Counter battens, 45x 50 mm
- Seamless secondary waterproofing!

covering layer on roof decking
- Ventilated cavity
- Thermal insulation, rockwool
- Thermal insulation, rockwool
- Vapour barrier
- Battens, 24 x 48
- Lining (plasterboard)
Total

Wall construction
- Render
- Masonry inbrickwork bond,

Optitherm 1{j..and 23
- Plaster
Total

approx. 70 mm
30 mm
45 mm

22 mm
60mm

140mm
40mm

24 mm
12.5mm

approx. 440 mm

25 mm

390mm
15mm

430mm



".~
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Pitched roof - cold deck
Sheet metal - single-leaf masonry

Fog. 4:Morver & Degelo:Singelsenhof hoUsIng
development, Riehen(tH). 2001

Timber supporting
construction

Flashing

sealing strip
and edge trim

Facing bricks
concealing edge
ofslab

Eaves

Standing
seam

Mortarbed, 10to20 mm

COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Ridge

Standing seam

Roof construction (colddeck)
· Sheet copper, in bays with standing seams 0.6mm
· Secondary waterproofing/covering layer, F3 film
· Roof decking 27 mm
- Rafters, 100x 160mm 160mm
Total 188mm

Gatvani5ed Z-profne
dovetailoo withsheet
metaloverjoist

Chromium-steel
insectscreen

Minimal camber at edges owing
to shrinkage of rafters. Gamber
compensated for aftersettlement
of 2 emwithinaporox. 2years.

Floor construction (insulated)
· Chipboard
- Insulation, rockwool
· Concrete slab
- Plaster
Total

Wall construction
- Render
· Single-leaf masonry, ThermoCellit
-Plaster'
Total

20mm
160mm
240mm
10mm

430mm

25 mm
365mm
15mm

405mm
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COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet J

470

Flat roof - warm deck
Bitumen - double-leaf masonry, rendered

Damp-proof course

Precast concrete element,
coloured blacK

>Qt::;j--- Thermal insulation, 40 mm

-/t--- Make-up unit

Fog. 5:Ackennann & Friedli: A<;I<ennatUi SChool,
BaselleH), 1996

Optional gul~

Roof construction
- Topsoil
- Drainage/protection mat
- Calendered polymeric roofing, 2 layers
- Thermal insulation
- Vapour barrier (Reasons: residual

moisture inconcrete, temporary roof
during construction, protection, against
vapour diffusion, especially atcracks
and penetrations)

- SCreed laid tofalls
- Concrete slab
- Plaster
Total

Wall construction
- Render
- Clay masonry, B, 29x 15x 19cm
- Cavity (construction tolerance)
- Thermal insulation
- Clay masonry, B, 29x 17.5 x 19cm
- Plaster
Total

60 mm
35 mm

120mm

30-60 mm
240mm

5mm
49D-S20mm

20 mm
150mm
20mm

100mm
175mm
15mm

480mm



Flat roof - warm deck
Bitumen - fair-face concrete with internal insulation

Special mortar coali"ll~im. + cemen~, Vande'BB75E,
3 mm (prevents water entering cracks inconcrete)

COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Combiflex waterproofing, bedded inepoxy resin

Sealing
compound

Lifting/sliding window,
aluminium

Fig.6: Mcxger& Ilegeto: privatehouse (MUlier),
Staufen(CH), 1999

Roof construction
- Substrate for extensive planting
- Bitumen roofing felt, 2 layers, EP3, EP4

(root-resistant)
- Thermal insulation
- Vapour barrier (Reasons: residual

moisture in concrete, temporary roof
during construction, protection, against
vapour diffusion, especially atcracks
and penetrations)

- Concrete slab laid to falls
- Plaster
Total

Wall construction
- Fair-face concrete
- Internal insulation, extruded polystyrene
- Plasterboard
Total

80 mm

7mm
120mm

200--270 mm
5-10 mm

412--487 mm

250mm
100 mm
40mm

390mm
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COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Flat roof- warm deck
Plastics - external cladding, heavyweight

safetybarrier ofchromium-nickel steet, ----1
painted greefl with micaceous iron oxide paint,
fixed to concrete viacantileYef armofsolid steel

Reconstituted stone coping,
coloured green, sandblasted

Reconstituted stone coping,
C<lIoured green, sandblasted

Rg.7:Diener & Diener. Warteckhof miXed
residential andcommen:lal development, Basel
(CHI,I996

Sheet metal (chromium-nickel steel),
=::lif--+1f- painted green withmicaceous iron

oxide paint

Roof construction
- Concrete flags
- Gravel
- Synthetic roofing felt
- Thermal insulation
- Vapour barrier
- Screed laid tofalls
- Concrete slab
- Plaster
Total

50mm
40 mm

100mm

20-80 mm
300mm

5-10 mm
515-58Dmm

472

Wall construction
- Reconstituted stone slabs, coloured green,

sandblasted
- Cavity (construction tolerance)
- Thermal insulation
- Concrete wall
- Plaster
Total

120mm
30 mm

100mm
200 mm
10mm

46Dmm



COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Flat roof - warm deck, e.g. KompaktDach
Bitumen - non-Ioadbearing external wall

Sole plateOIl mortar
packing

Drainage channel with
grating, cower

safetybarrier:
metal uprights with

.wood-cement
particleboarn pane~

40 mm
min. 30 mm

Fill-8: Morger& Degelo: PUblicly assisted
housing,Basel(CH), 1993

Terrace construction
- Concrete flags laid horizontally
- Chippings (to compensate for falls)
- Protective fleece
- Waterproofing, 2 layers, bituminous, fully bonded
- Cellular glass laid in hotbitumen 100 mm
- SCreed laid to falls, 1.5% 2(H)0 mm
- Concrete slab 180 mm
- Plaster 10 mm
Total 380--420 mm

Wall construction
- Wood-cement particleboard
- Venti lated cavity
- Hardboard
- Thermal insulation
- Plywood
Total

18 mm
23 mm
5mm

120 mm
15 mm

181mm
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COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet
f

Flat roof - upside-down roof
Bitumen - external insulation, rendered

Flashing, sheet aluminium,
0.7 rom, white stove-enamelled

Strap madeIroo1 gaIvanised sheetsteel,
2.5mm,L= 185cm

Mo<1ar levelling bed

80mm

40 mm
30mm

40-90 mm

120-170 mm
5-10 mm

315-420mm

Roof construction
- Okoume battens
- Okoume supporting battens
- Fine chippings, bonded
- Protective fleece
- Thermal insulation, expanded polystyrene
- Calendered polymeric roofing, 2 layers
- Concrete slab laid tofalls
- Plaster
Total

Fig.9: OliverSChwarz an:hItecIuraI p<actIce:
Peterapartment blod<, Riischllkoo (CHI, 1997

Wall construction
- Render (depends on system)
- External insulation, extruded polystyrene
- Clay masonry
- Plaster
Total

5mm
120 mm
150 mm
15 mm

290mm
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Flat roof - cold deck, uncoated roof
Bitumen - timber platform frame construction

AirinletwittlInsectscrBefl,40mm

COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Edge trim,sheet cower
Edge stiffener, timbo< batten

Topofwallfinished withboard
between rafters, fixed withangles

Fig.10: Morger& DegeIo: temporaryIlIJISOI}'

school, 8aseI (CII), 1993

Roof construction
- Granule-surfaced bitumen felt, 2 layers
- Plywood
- Timber joists. 40x300mm

with 180mm cavity,
and 120mm thermal insulation in between

- Plywood (airtight membrane)
Total

Wall construction
- Horizontal boarding externally, rough finish
- Vertical boarding with ventilated cavity
- Protective layer to thermal insulation
- TImber frame,

with thermal insulation inbetween
- Plywood (airtight membrane)
Total

21 mm
300mm

15mm
336mm

21 mm
24mm

120mm
15mm

180mm
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COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Flat roof- warm deck
suitable/unsuitable for foot traffic

Ag. 11:Bearth & Deplazes: private !louse
"IndenIJlchen",amr (CIl), 1997

Warm deck,
unsuitable for foot traffic
Verge

50mm
60 mm
13mm

50mm
13mm

140 mm

22 mm
40 mm

120 mm
150 mm

180mm

140mm

Wall construction
- Sheet aluminium
- Open boarding orbacking panel
- Ventilated cavity (vertical battens)
- Thermal insulation, laid cross-wise, 2 layers
- Clay brickwork type B

Roof construction, adjacent to parapet
- Concrete flags, 50x50cm
- Chippings (drainage layer)
- Rubber mat
- Waterproofing (sarnafil TG 63- 13)
- Thermai insulation
- Vapour barrier
- Calendered polymeric roofing laid inhot bitumen
- Reinforced concrete slab (fall: 0.5%) 200-500 mm

Roof construction
- Drainage mat
- Protective mat
- Waterproofing
- Thermal insulation
- Vapour barrier
- Reinforced concrete slab

Facade vent ------I

Cellular glass, 14em

Warm deck, suitable for foottraffic,
parapet; longitudinal section

Warm deck, suitable for foottraffic
Junction with rooftop structure
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COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

Section

Roof construction, perimeter strip
- Vegetation layer (humus, topsoil,
forextensive planting)

• Chippings (drainage layer)
(expanded clay, d =5 mm)

- Separating and protective layer
- Protective waterproofing

(rubber mat, sarnafil TG 63 - 13)
- Screed laid to falls, 1.5 %
- Reinforced concrete slab

90 mm

60 mm

190 mm
200 mm

Warm deck, suitable for foot traffic,
terrace

Roof, perimeter strip, with planting
Section
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COMPONENTS

Flat roof - cold deck

Fig. 12:Gigon & Guyer.Klrcllll'" MuS!ltJm,
Oavos (CH), 1992

Roof - Parapet

*~~~~-Vent



COMPONENTS Roof - Parapet

25 mm
330 mm
15 mm

Roof construction
- Clear recycled glass 60 mm
- Protective mat 10 mm
- Roof finish: calendered polymeric roofing, 2 layers
- TImber boarding 27 mm
- Rafters, 100x 120mm 120mm
- TImber sole plates, 100x 120mm 120rnrn.
- Insulation, e.g. rockwool 120mm
- Vapour barrier
- Novophen board
- Steel beam, IPE 330
- Gypsum ceiling, white

Wall construction
- Insulating glazing, extra-clear, acid-etched,

"Silverstar"
- Chromium-steel capping
- 2-part louvre blind
- Convectors, white, 70 x100mm
- Steel stanchion, HEB 160

Wall construction, ventilated facade
- Glass, spec. 33, hardened, acid-etched
- Chromium-steel capping
- Ventilation cavity
- Supporting framework:

aluminium sections, white, wood cement
particleboard, white

- Insulation, e.g. rockwool
- Concrete
- Fermacell boards onbattens
- Plaster with mineral paint finish

-r.

2x6 mm

100mm
160mm

6mm

35 mm
100mm
250 mm
15 mm
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Top storey

~ ----I

safetybarTie<,
, 6 mm laminated safety glass,
rig~ basefixing

Roof - Parapet

Upside-down roofwith
rooftop planting

Section, 1:750

COMPONENTS

Flat roof - upside-down roof
with rooftop planting

Ag,13:Delugan & MeIssI: mixed resldenlIaIand
olllce~V..... (A).2001
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Cold deck
Baxguller, zIoc.

~~~~~~ift'Ql1_-

COMPONENTS

12 mm laminated safety glass

I
f-~-------4
f-

Roof - Parapet

250mm

24 mm
280mm
80mm

120mm
100mm

=:::lI:J3}--- Ruorescent lighting unit,
fixed withspecial wallanchor

Glazing toveranda, toughered safety
glass ~ aluminium frame

Roof construction, cold deck
- Sheet titanium-zinc

(standing seam roof with sealing tape inseam)
- separating layer
- Roof decking
- Rafters, 50x 280 mm
- Ventilated cavity
- Thermal insulation, mineral felt
- Thermal insulation, mineral felt
- Vapour barrier
- Reinforced concrete, plaster skim finish
tosoffit

Glass veranda with glass roof

Wall construction
- Synthetic resin render 5 mm
- Thermal insulation, extruded polystyrene
- Reinforced concrete, plaster skim finish

internally

Roof construction.;upside-down roof
- Vegetation IaYef'
- Filter fleece
- Drainage layer
- Filter fleece
- Thermal insulation, extruded polystyrene
- Root barrier
- Bitumen roofing felt
- SCreed laid tofalls
- Reinforced concrete slab
- Plaster

120mm

160mm

100mm

100mm

160mm

40-150 mm
250mm
10mm
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Further reading

I.Theory and history of design
centre Georges Pompidou (pub.): L'art de I'ingenieur:

constructeur, entrepreneur, inventeur, Paris, 1997
Edward R. Ford: The Details ofModem Architecture I& II,

cambridge, Mass., 1990; Basel, Boston, Bertin, 1994
Kenneth Frampton: Studies inTectonic Culture, Harvard,

1985
Rainer Graefe (ed.): Zur Geschichte des Konstruierens,

Stuttgart, 1989
Hans Kallhoff (ed.): Ober Tektonik inder Baukunst,

Braunschweig, Wiesbaden, 1993
Miron Mislin: Geschichte derBaukonstruktion und Bau

technik, vol. 1:Antike bis Renaissance, vol. 2:Barock
bis Neuzeit, Dusseldorf, 1997

Christian Norberg-SChulz: Logik der Baukunst, Bauwelt
Fundamente, vol. 15,Bertin, 1965
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p.36. Graphic: Valerio Olgiatti.
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333.126: Valerio Olgiati, ZOrich.
333.127: Archithese, No.2, Niggli Verlag. Sulgen, 1997,

p.37.
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Photos: Dickelmann.
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... 341,342,344,351,361-369,387,389,395,458

handrail . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 121

hardware 151, 197-199

hardwood 78, 82, 90, 91

header 35,36,39-41,44

heating.. 31,47,60,66,116,122,143,204,207,275,

295,298,299,307,321,340-342,360,382,408,410,

........... 413,419,420,423,427,429,455-460

heat loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69

high-rise block 54, 116,194, 208,301

high-rise building 149, 249

hollow-core concrete slab. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 460

hollow clay block floor .420,455

Holorib 126,127

horizontal strip window 53, 193

house.... 28,30,31,45,47,49,50,57,58, 106-112,

115,116,140-142,1.54,157,160,164-168,173,176,

192,193,195,210,222,250,257,267,269,270,275,

· 276, 280, 302,468

housebuilding 14, 43, 107,113, 115, 205, 268,296

hut 14,170,182,243,245,295

hydrostatic pressure 162, 163,169, 224

hypocau~ 162,163,169,224

impact sound insulation .. 88,102,214,339,358,367,

· 369,419,429,461-463

infill .. 15,96,114,122,128-131,134,170,193,222,

........... 250,251,275,368,370,371,390,391

infrastructure ... 12, 98, 138, 159, 207,208, 272,293,

................... 295-297,299-301

insulated reinforcement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 69

insulating layer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 116

insulating material 82, 91-93, 99-101, 140,149,

· . . . . . . . . . . . . 214,224

insulation 17,25,30,32,36,42,46-48,50,53,

54,69,71,75,77,79-81,84,88-91,93,97,98,100

102,114,116,130,139,140,143,144,146,164,165,

168,169,174,184,187,197,198,200,203,206,

213-218, 223, 224, 272, 278, 280, 295, 296, 300,

307-311,317-319,321,333,334,339,340,358,367,

369,370,371,377,379,382,390,391,393,397,399,

405,409-417,419-429,433,435-437,439,441,

....... 442, 445,447,449,455-468,470-476, 48t

interior climate 89,307,321,382

interior layout. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 159

International Style 28, 50, 211

insitu concrete 26,53,54,63,65,67,70,73,74,

114,127,131,167,169,200,220,222,274,276,280,

.. 325,362,367,373,375,395,459
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japanese housebuilding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 107
joint 26,27,35-37,39,42,43,45,54,65,67,
71,78,85,89,93,102,108,109,151,184,194,211,
· 269,350,380, 436

jointing .. 37,36,43,45,52,56,77,78,109,111,170,
...............174,223,251,278,300,370,373,

joist 13,49,98,205, 248-250, 301, 399, 463
junction 13,49,98,205, 248--250, 301, 399, 463

landing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 196
lantern light . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... 196
lattice beam 17,135, 196
lean concrete 162, 169, 196,369
lesene 196,368
lift 43,156, 196, 221 , 257, 270, 296
lighting.. 147, 154, 160, 178, 194, 196, 204, 205, 206,
221,269,301,318,319,329,332,365,373,377,395
Iightwell 166, 167, 196,377
linear member 74,78,97,196
linear structural member. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 196
lining ....95,100,101,102,115,155,171,196,198,
........... 213,221,329,345,379,380,390,391

lintel. 32,52,93,95,184,195,196,199,202,253,
· 308, 310, 318, 386, 402
loadbearing layer 140,143, 196, 200, 215, 216,
· 217,218,224,458,459

loadbearing structure 12,14,26,46,49,50,53,55,
58,71,75,80,98,115,116,118,122,126,128,130,
133-135,137,139,155,160,171,193,196,205,207,
223,243,245,249,250,252,253,255,266,269,270,
274-277, 278, 280, 281, 295-297, 300-302, 304,
306,317,332,344,355,366,370,373,375-378,395,
· , . , 396, 398

loam 32,35,196
loggia , 196,201
log construction . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . . .98,11 0,463
long-span roof 76,196
long horizontal window 180, 181, 196, 299
long window 151, 175-178, 180, 182, 196
louvre blind .. , . . . . 196, 203, 479
low-energy house , 196,241

mason~ 12,13,17,23-32,35-57,71,79,89,94,96,
117,122,139,140,142,146,167,170,171,174,184,
194,196,200,219,251,255,264,269,270,272,275,
278,304,306-311,315-318,320,321,325,326,370,
371,399,405,410-412,414,415,420-422,424,425,
... 430-435,439,443,455-457,460,467-470,474

masonry bond 30,35-39,43.45-47,52,142,196,
· , 307,320,405

masonry unit 32,35,36,39,40,42-44,196, 278
massive, .. 14,27,29,30,54,55,148,170,176,196,
....... 222,249,255-257,264,265,269,302,341
massiveness 13,43,46,48,196, 256, 264

means ofescape , , , ,122, 196, 297
medium density fibreboard , 78,88,196
meltwater 184, 196, 214, 224
membrane .. 24,76,79,102,116,137,164,165,169,
196,200,213,218,224,377,393,409,411,413,414,
... 416,417,419,428,429,449,462-464,466,475

Middle Ages. , 158,166, 196,206, 244, 263, 320
minergie standard , 196,371
Mobius strip. , '" .196,209,210
Modernism .. :25,28,30,43,106, 111, 139, 156,166,
168,172,174,178,196,205-207,211,212,298
modular system 43,93,196,277
moisture... 32,52,61,63,65,66,82,83,85-88,110,
136,140,156,163,166-169,184,186,196,200,213,
· , 214,224,307,470,471

moisture content. .. , , , .. 61 ,82,83,85,196
monolith 58,196,256,345
monolithic ,20,46,57,58,80, 139, 140, 146,151,
157,158,192,196,200,220-222,256,257,269,
..... ,.278,301,315,318,320,341,344,355,382

monopitch roof , . , 196,399,467
mortar , 45,196,405,413,414,423
mosque, '" , 15,196
mullion , 54,196
multistorey building , 122, 196, 251,280
museum 55,118, 160, 195,196,221,222,247,
· , 248,257,301,302,478

natural ventilation 110, 153, 166, 196, 360, 382
Neues Bauen . ... , ... 113,115,196,211
noise , . . , .22, 156, 196, 200, 360
nominal dimension .. ,. , , , . . . . . .. 196
normal-weight concrete 54,196

oilcrisis ..... 25,31,46,79,116,139,142,196,298
one-brick wall. , . . . . . . 36,37,196
one-way span. , , 75,196,277
opening. 151,175, 184-204, 382, 399, 430-449, 464
opus caementitium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 196
oriented strand board ; 84,87
ornamentation .. 23,27,28,45,48,56,118,133,148,
· . . . .. .. . .. . , , , ... , .. 171, 196, 212, 259

pad foundation. . ' . . . . . . . . . .. 196
panel construction . , ' .,17,53,80,94,95,97,99,146,
....... ' .. " ... 196,279,418,419,429,448

Pantheon. . . . . . , ..... 154, 243, 252, 254
parapet .. , .. 196,224,288,289,317,399,466-482
particleboard , .87,196,417,427,428,445,447,
· , ' 462-464,473,479

partition . . . , .80,170, 196
pavilion . . . . 50,76,136,196
peat. . . . . . . 156,196
permanentformwork..... 55,57,114,122,126,127,
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............... 134,140,164,165,196,253,308

perpend . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .35, 39, 196

pier 138, 155, 196, 207, 254

pitched roof 151, 213, 219, 223, 224, 399,

· .466--468,469

plank 90, 131, 196, 396

plan layout 15, 49, 50, 80, ~4, 96, 111, 114, 127,

159, 162, 196, 205, 247, 248, 269, 296, 297, 325,

...................................351,393

plan libre 196, 205, 249, 393

plaster .. 21, 23, 32, 43, 100, 122, 196, 257, 259, 262,

....... 278-280,307,405,407,413,423,437,481

. plasterboard 213,304,324,417,428,468

plastered 28, 32, 37, 46, 56, 69, 89, 325

plastic .. 12, 15, 17, 19, 21, 22, 32, 42, 43, 46, 48, 57,

60,61,63,64,71,77-80,94,129,143,162,166,169,

170,186,187,198,213,255,256,279,317,318,321,

410-416,420,421,422,423,424,425,426,427,443,

· .455-461, 465

plate .. 51,74-79,89,95,97-99, 102, 125, 127, 130,

131,133,135,148,151,170,171,173,199,221,250,

· 301,317,347,348,465

plate effect. 99,348

platform frame 77-80,95,97,99-102,114,115,

146,200,278,279,395,396,398,399,407,417,428,
· .446,475

plinth 35,54,146,166-168,222,255,321,368,

· 370,371,373,390,407,411

plywood 59,64,84,86,92,93,317,386,397,417,

· 428,464,467

polyethylene 308, 340, 369, 377, 390, 391,393

polystyrene 22,70,144,169,214,217,308,309,

311,317,326,369,370,411,415,427,471,474,481

polyurethane. . . . . . . 140, 311

pore. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 82,373

po~ 25,166,168,174,358,378,381,383

Post-Modernism 25,166, 168,174

precast concrete 63,64,67,70,73-75,167,274,

· 300,367,368,370,373,416

prefabrication 17, 52, 55, 77, 116, 241, 278, 308,

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 396, 458, 460, 465

prestressed concrete. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

profiled metal sheeting 127, 461

protective layer .. 54, 139,140,142,215-218, 224,477

punching shear. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 75

purlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 13, 132

PVC 21, 186, 213, 214

radiation 80,86,143,186,187,200,201,203,

............... 213-216,218,224,299,321,382
rafter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 467

raft foundation . . . . . . . .. 163

railway sleeper house . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 106-11 2

rain ..... .47,86,154,184,212-214,219,223,224,

Index I

...............................307,329,378

rainwater 156,184,200,219,224

raking column 118

ramp 154, 402

rationalisation 29,53,97,115,205,212

reinforced concrete .43,46,49,51,53,56,57,59,

63,72-74,76,77,92,114,126,129,134,164,171,

173,176,194,205,209,213,216,245,246,248,249,

250, 253, 254, 272, 296, 297, 301, 304, 318, 347,

· ; 355, 455, 456, 461

reinforced masonry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

reinforcement ... 42, 46, 52, 54, 55, 58, 59, 63, 64, 66,

69,70,72,73,75,77,84,113,114,127,131,140,

149,169,200,246,252,334,344,367,456,457,461

release agent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63-67

relief 43,45,48,50,54,115,134,170,185,300,

· 301, 309, 311,320, 358, 381

render 23,27,28,32,43,44,47,80,94,96,99,

115-117,139,142,146,154,159,167,200,209,211,

224,273,275,278,280,373,383,405,411,414,424,

· 443, 458, 459, 481

rendered 22,24,28,32,37,46,56,59,89,115,

140,142,208,212,260,275,315,368,370,371,399,

411,414,420,421,424,432,442,457-460,470,474

retaining wall . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. 159

rhombus 118, 119, 137

ribbed concrete slab. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 127

ribbed slab 75, 79, 128-130, 458

ridge 108, 212, 394

roller shutter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 202

roof 12-15,23,50,73,76,86,88-93,106-108,110

112,133,135-138,146,151,156-158,161,169,184,

193,206,210-224,243-248,255,256,262,269,277,

279-281,315,317,332,334,361,368,370,386,393,

................396-399,407,466--481

rooflight . . . . 318,319

roof construction....15, 135, 213, 215, 218, 223, 224,

.......................247,397,407

roof covering . 108,212,213,215,216,218,223,224

run-off water .. . 80, 162,169

safety barrier.. . 310,368,378

sandwich element. 319

sandwich panel.. . . . . . . . .. 278

sawn timber. .. . : 77,78,97,98

sawtooth roof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 221

scaffold. . . . . 54, 140, 141, 249, 251

scaffoiding 28,272

school 28,69, 156; 167, 219, 275, 280, 301, 332,

... 341,342,344,361-365,367,369,371,383,475

screed 130,223,299,311,324,326,369,377

seal 68,169,187,198-200,214

sealing. . 68, 213, 214, 318, 405

secondary waterproofing/covering layer ..... 419, 466,
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· .467,469

separating layer 81,213-217,369,377,409--427,

................... 429,449,455-461,465,481

services shaft 300,375

setting out . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 161

shallow foundation . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 163

shear .....36,69,73-76,83,91,127,129,131,137,

........... 245,249,274,306,334,344,347,349

shear stud 129,334

shear wall. , .245,274

sheathing 77,79,80,86,87,97,99,100,102,114

shell. 12,14,25,45,53,56,58,76,94,140,142,

151,162,173,182,212,213,222,243,254,263,272,

· 277,315,320,345

shell roof 151,222

shingles 79,80,81,108,200,223,224,419,

· , .429,449

sill 45,93, 184,200, 308,309

simply-supported 73,75, 151

single-leaf masonry 146,200,410,430,469

single-leaf wall , " 321

single-storey shed 241,277

skeleton " 13, 14,58,245

skyscraper , 25,44,54,114,207,208

slab tectonics 7!H30, 94

slate 219,416,426

slenderness 73, 76,115,118
slenderness ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 76

sliding door .76,196,197,199

snow. , , 184,203, 213, 214,218, 219,221,224

soffit 69,127,199,202,205-207,222,370,

373,376,379,380,388,411,413,414,417,420,421,

...... ,423,424,427,428,455,456,460,463,481

softwood......... . 78,82,88,89,91

soiling 66, 168, 203,213

solid construction, .. , . 13-15,57,77-80,89,94,98,

114,154,170,173,245,246,250-254,282-285,291

solid timber panel construction .418,448

solid timber wall panel. , . . . . . . . . .. 80

sound insulation ....32,75,81,84,88,102,114,130,

184,197,198,206,214,215,278,287,289,296,311,

339,358,367,369,377,390,391,393,405,409,411,

... 413,414,416,417,419-429,449,450,453-465

space frame , .. , .. 58, 136,151,238,277

spandrel panel .. 53,54, 195, 288,289, 300,371,383,

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 386, 390,391,402

spatial plan , . . " 209,250,267

spiral stairs , " 265

split level.!: . . . , . . . . . . 228

sprayed concrete . ' , 59, 62, 140,141

stability .... 14,36,37,43,44,46,48,50,55,77,79,

83,89,109,110,112,114,117,133,134,159,164,

165,245,246,249,251,252,253,255,274,276,277,

........... 282,284,311,320,321,344,386,426

stair 227,231

staircase 151,205, 220, 225-229, 232, 236-239,

... 265,269,273,276,279,296,342,376,377,382

stairwell 227,232,234,237,238

steel. 17,53,54,64, 113-116, 119-138, 186, 238,

248,275,317,318,319,321,368,399,405,461,

.................... , ..... , . , ..... .465,479

steel floor. . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . .399, 465

steel frame 113, 114, 116,134, 135, 275,319

stem wall , , 163-165

stereotomy 12-14,23,27,77,170,282,283

stone 13,14, 17, 21,23,24,27-29,32,35,57,

61,71,114,115,148,154,157,159,161,166,168,

174,176,193,206,211,223,224,236,251,256,262,

263, 282, 283, 288, 291, 350, 358, 369, 405, 409,

......... , , 45a472

straw , 107, 140,142, 212, 262

stretcher 32,35,36,39,40,43,44,47

strip footing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 163-165

structural opening 14,15,184,198,274,402

structural shell 12, 14, 56,94, 162, 213,285

structural steelwork 15, 58, 98, 114, 115, 118, 120,

............... 122,123,127,135,275,277,283

strut. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , 98

subsoil conditions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 136

substructure , 23,106, 111,153,158,166

sunlight 25,50,66,151, 184,200,201,203,212,
........... 221,292,319,324,329,332,381,398

sunshade , , , ' .116,200,201

sunshading. . . . . . . . . . . . . , .21,201,391

sunshine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 154, 223

superstructure 27, 73, 111,153, 155, 166,168

support ... , 35,42,46,51,64,69-71,73.75,77,

80,82,117,126,127,130,131,133,154,158,163,

171,205,212,234,236,239,251,262.264,277,280,

, .289,301,317,334,347.348,386.426

surface finish 32,37,43,64.73,97,99,308,367

survey ' ' 271

suspended ceiling 122,206,207,297,360,371,
.... 375,376

sustainability , 241,282,285

Swiss standard 48, 61,68, 83, 233, 271,401

synthetic building material, . . . . 139

syn\hetic system. . . . . . . . .79. 115, 146, 281,283

system bUilding.,. ', .. ,241,278

tatamimat , 67,110.111

tectonics 10-14.19,23.57,58,77-80,94,148,.

., 170,250,255,282-284,291

temperature 32,42,44,69,85,87,122,141,156,

158,184,200,201,203, 213,218,286,290,292,299,

.................... ' .. 321,360,382

temple .... ,........ . .. , .27,157,170

tensile strength 44,58,61,65,82,315
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tension .... 26,36,58, 75,76,99,101,125,139,148,
................... 246,254,282,328,456,458

tent 57,107,211,221
terrace 23,211,212,220,273,288,289,305,
· , 359,477

terrain .. 154,156,157, 163, 166--169, 209, 221, 249,
· , 272, 323, 394, 407

terrazzo , , 237
textile ..12-14,24,25,48,57,78,170,171,206,
· 207, 212, 270, 320

thermal bridge 69,70
thermal insulation 25,30,32,36,46,47,53,71,77,
79,88,97,101,116,139,143,164,165,168,174,
184,187,203,213-218,223,224,280,285-291,295,
300, 307, 311, 317-319, 321, 334, 370, 371, 379,
................... 382,397,405,419,467,475

threshold 45,178, 196, 198,256, 402, 452
tie 23,42,57,98,252,253
timber 13,17,63,67,78,80,83,84,89,96,99,
100,102,146,156,213,248,383,386,396,397,399,
........... 417,419,428,447,463,464,475,479

timber-frame building 96,282
timber box element floor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 464
timber floor. 128, 399, 462
timber frame construction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96
timber joist floor 399,463
timber stud construction 96,97,99
tolerance 36,162, 184, 411, 421,433,457,460,
· , , 470,472

topography , . 57, 106,153, 155-157, 163, 168,
· , , , , , .220-222, 332

topping. . . . . .126--128,130, 134,455,456,461
tower. 14,59,118,119,137,263,267,273,301,302
tower house. ' , , .80,241, 263-265, 267
transfer structure , ., , ,., .42,301
transom , .. ",., ,.,., 116
transparent thermal insulation , .. 139,143
transport 52,66,78,84,85,92,95,113,114,117,
· , 162,234,280,297,321

trapezoidal profile metal sheet , , . . .. 126
tree. . . . , .. 12,82,83,104,138,195
trimmer. , , 91
truss.... , , .. 15,114,135
trussed beam, .. , . . . . . . . '. 73
two-way span. , . , . . . . . . , , ...75,277

U-value. , ... ' .. 116,187,307,382
ultraviolet radiation 86,186, 200, 214-216, 224
uncoated roof , • ' . . . . . . .. 216, 224, 399, 475
underfloor heating, , .. 295, 298, 299, 321, 340,
408, 410, 413, 419, 420,423, 427, 429, 455-460
upside-down roof. ,214,217,224,399,474,480,481

vapour barrier ..... 79, 81 ,89,90-93,1DO, 101,213.

Index I

............... 215-218,223,224,286,289,318
vapour check 100,174,369,419,427,429,445,
· .447,449

vapour diffusion 46,80,163,184,200, 223, 224,
. , .. , 286,307,470,471 ,

vault. ' . 15,90,137,151, 153,222, 245, 247, 253
veneer 29,84,86,88-90,450
ventilated cavity 286,390,391,393,397,412,415,
416,421,422,425-427,435,439,441,445,461,465,

, , ' .. ' 468,473,476,481
ventilation 80,81,99,102,110,139,153,154,166,
200,205,207,213,214,218,223,272,285,290-292,
296,297,300,301,360,373,378-382,390,391,397,
· ' 398,419,457

ventilation cavity 80,81,102,200, 218, 223, 397
veranda 304,305,309,311,323,324,326,328,
· ' . , 329,481
villa, 111,183,196,204, 220, 273, 299

waffle slab ..... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 459
wall 12-15,23-27,35-37,40-48,50,52-55,64,67,
69,74,76--82,86,89,91,93,94,96-98,100-102,
107,109,114,115,121,135,136,139,140,142,143,
146--148,151,153,159,163-175,184,185,192,
194-200,202,205-207,210,221,224,227,235,238,
239, 245-249, 251-255, 259, 262, 264-266, 268,
270,274,276,278-283,286,288-292,297,299,301,
306,307,311,315,317,318,320,321,324-327,329,
334,344,345,347-349,355,358,367,368,371,377,
378,386,396,398,399,407,410-412,414-417,427,
..... , .. , ' .... 444,448,454,466,472,473

wall construction"" ,13,46,139,140,288,307,318,
, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ' . ' ,320,321

wall plate. . . ' 50,173,347,348
wall tie, , , , , , , , , , . , , , , . ' ... ' , . .. 42
warm deck" '. 213-217,223,224,399,466,467,

, , . ' . ' . ' , , ' , , , , , . .470-473,476
water/cement ratio (w/c ratio) , , , , , 61,66,68
waterproofing 156, 184,213-218, 223, 224, 318, 326,

, .377,419,466-469,477
waterproofing layer. . , .. , , , , 214-217
wearing course. ' , , , , 214, 216, 224
weather .. " 14,32,36,46,52,53,60,66, 77,79,86,
100,110,139,140,142,143,154,162,166--168,178,
185,200,212,213,215,224,233,278,282,284,291,

'" ,292,298,328,378,398
weatherboarding , ' ' .425, 439
weatherstripping. , , , , . , , . . . . . .. 184
web, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , .. , .. , . , ,73,92,103
wind. , . , .. , . , . , , , , , , . ' 70,200,224
window , ,26,46, 50,53,98,115, 139,143, 151,172,
175-182, 184-187, 192-195, 200, 202, 203, 233,
253,256,264,268,278,290,292,299,300,307-311,
318,326,329-331,339,340,355,358,371,379,381,
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.......................382,391,396-398,408
window frame 115,180,200,233,381
window reveal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 176
wood welding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
working drawing 184,325,326,335-340,387,

................... " ....388,393
workmanship ..... 28,37,48,52,53,140,278-280,
...................................282,290

work size . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 37

zinc 116,211 , 481
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